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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

In 1830, Miss Ann Royal visited Macon, Georgia, which she deemed to be “the Pink of 

the South, and the Rosebud of all little cities.” Yet, in this charming new hamlet on the 

Ocmulgee River in central Georgia, the inhabitants were not preoccupied with lolling about on 

their verandas or under oaks, sitting on fences dreaming—these characteristically southern 

activities.1 Instead, there had commenced five years earlier, only two years after Macon’s 

founding, the “battle of the streets.” This “battle” shed no blood nor required any affairs of 

honor. Shopkeepers, cotton brokers, and proprietors of all types fought for the prize, which was 

not bragging rights but the Federal Road trade from Crawford and Monroe counties to the 

northwest. The Federal route entered town on the old Forsyth Road and ran down Cotton 

Avenue, which was carved by wagons cutting diagonally across city blocks not yet filled by 

businesses or residences. Cherry Street, one of the principal commercial thoroughfares in the 

town, worried that the new Cotton Avenue trade would pass it by, resulting in an “excited 

rivalry” with Mulberry Street upon which the county courthouse sat. Land prices along Cotton 

skyrocketed, and Cherry eventually extended its length a couple of blocks to create an 

intersection with Cotton.2 Yet, when Frederick Law Olmsted of Connecticut journeyed through 

Georgia and the more mature city of Macon in the 1850s, he reckoned that “a large part of the 

people of Georgia still have the vagrant and hopeless habits and character of [James] 

Oglethorpe’s first colonists [reformed debtors].” He added that these slothful ways were 

“somewhat favorably modified.” He divided southerners, who refused “to work industriously 

 
1John Campbell Butler, Historical Record of Macon and Central Georgia: Containing Many Interesting 

and Valuable Reminiscences Connected with the Whole State, Including Numerous Incidents and Facts Never before 
Published and of Great Historic Value (Macon, Ga.: J. W. Burke, 1879), 98; W. J. Cash, The Mind of the South 
(New York: Alfred Knopf, 1941), 50. This is a paraphrase of Cash’s statement about southerners who “lolled much 
on their verandas or under their oaks, sat much on fences, dreaming.”  

2“Beautiful Macon,” The Georgia Magazine, 27 April 1941, Simri Rose folder, Georgia Room, Special 
Collections, Wesleyan College, Macon, Georgia (GRWC); Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 98-99. 
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and steadily,” into three classes—planters, poor whites, and the enslaved. According to Olmsted, 

there were no productive or conscientious middling classes such as participated in Macon’s 

“battle of the streets.”3  

 Obviously, there was a fundamental disconnect between Olmsted’s observations and the 

reality of antebellum Macon.4 As the “battle of the streets” demonstrated, even at the earliest 

stage of the city’s development, “inaction was deemed a sin.”5 Macon certainly had its share of 

planters, poor whites, and the enslaved, but these groups were not the principal movers and 

shakers of town life. Indeed, Olmsted overlooked not only the varied economic composition of 

southern cities but also that there was indeed “moving and shaking” occurring. White 

southerners, northerners, and immigrants jockeyed for business, served in local government, and 

became slaveholders both large and small. They also attended Macon’s churches, lived side-by-

side, and eventually rested in Macon’s rural-style cemetery Rose Hill. Antebellum Maconites 

who pursued affluence successfully included entrepreneur William Butler Johnston, “a native 

Georgian and self-taught genius,” who constructed the “Palace of the South” a few blocks from 

Cotton Avenue, Robert Findlay of Scotland, who made Macon the heavy machinery capital of 

the Deep South, and Nathan C. Munroe of New York, who began his central Georgia career as a 

country store clerk on the outskirts of town and became one of the city’s most prosperous 

 
3Frederick Law Olmsted, Journey in the Seaboard Slave States, with Remarks on Their Economy (New 

York: Dix & Edwards, 1856), 536, 539-40; Frederick Law Olmsted, The Cotton Kingdom: A Traveller’s 
Observations on Cotton and Slavery in the American Slave States: Based upon Three Former Volumes of Journeys 
and Investigations by the Same Author (New York: Mason, 1861), 12, 19.  

4Olmsted was not the only visitor to the Old South who perceived no middle classes, but he is certainly the 
most well-known. Scholars have moved away from earlier interpretations concerning Olmsted’s conclusions. Arthur 
Schlesinger asserted that Olmsted was completely unbiased. Historians today debate whether Olmsted was 
“purposely engaged in polemical exercise” or whether he was an “intuitive, skilled observer” who nevertheless 
“could only draw from his own particular perspective and his ideological baggage was clear.” Frank Owsley 
debunked Olmsted’s assertion of the South’s three classes in the 1940s. David Brown, “‘To Work Industriously and 
Steadily’: Frederick Law Olmsted and the Southern Work Ethic Revisited,” American Studies in Scandinavia 46, no. 
1 (2014): 22-28; Frank Owsley, Plain Folk in the Old South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1949). 

5David R. Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and Region (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1982), 61.  
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bankers.6 Antebellum Macon had much in common with other American cities, North and South, 

which provided goods and services for an expansive agricultural economy, albeit as a southern 

city it included a significant proportion of enslaved as well as wealthy planters from the 

countryside who chose to live in an urban metropolis.  

Antebellum Macon quickly drew free white individuals seeking opportunities, a sizeable 

minority of whom were northerners and immigrants who purportedly needed to “become 

southern” in this new city in the Deep South.7 But must these non-southerners make major 

adjustments? What exactly did “becoming southern” entail in Macon, Georgia? While living in 

Chicago in the late 1850s, Alabama-native Daniel Hundley had grown concerned with inaccurate 

stereotypes of the South and published Social Relations in Our Southern States in 1860, using 

social-science language in his corrective analysis of his home region.8 On the one hand, he 

sought to dispel the northern belief in “the lazy habits of Southerners” who were “delicate good-

for-nothings,” while on the other hand, he held that there were fundamental and irreconcilable 

differences between northerners and southerners in both economic and cultural spheres in the 

antebellum period. Hundley equated being a true southerner with birth, breeding, an agricultural 

focus, and a devotion to pre-industrial feudal ideas such as honor, duty, and patronage. He 

labeled a person living in the South who sought after money for its own sake a “Southern 

Yankee.”9 Quantitative analysis of Macon indicates that his conclusions about the true nature of 

“southernness” were erroneous, even in relation to the ruling class. There was little real 

 
6William Butler Johnston biography folder, Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 

Macon, Georgia (MGA).  
7Mark I. Greenberg, “Becoming Southern: The Jews of Savannah Georgia, 1830-1870,” Southern Jewish 

History 86, no. 1 (March 1998): 55–75.  
8Daniel Hundley (1832-1899) attended Bacon College in Harrodsburg, Kentucky, and the University of 

Virginia before earning a law degree from Harvard University in 1853. 
9Daniel Hundley, Social Relations in Our Southern States (New York: Henry B. Price, 1860), 28, 132-33, 

162. While Frederick Law Olmsted was largely critical of the South, his contemporary Hundley concluded that most 
of what was wrong in the South was due to transplanted northerners and their descendants, whom he called 
“southern bullies” and “cotton snobs.” Though Hundley was right that there were more than three classes in the 
South, he was mistaken about many other aspects of southern life. 
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difference in Macon between native southerners and northern and foreign-born elite white males. 

Nor did every wealthy southern white male aspire to own a plantation. In terms of non-

agricultural wealth, nativity played little role as many of the town’s wealthiest businessmen were 

southern born and bred. Maconite southerners embraced money-making and aggressively chased 

after success for their city. Because Maconites were not anti-capitalist, “becoming southern” was 

not an “ordeal” for outsiders who moved to the city. To “become southern,” one need not reject 

the pursuit of pragmatic enterprise.10  

Place of birth was important in Macon, but it did not supersede other factors in many 

facets of city life. Northerners and southerners were largely indistinguishable as far as 

slaveholding, local leadership, and denominational adherence were concerned—when taking 

socio-economic status into consideration. Financial factors linked to the idea of non-southerners 

being “useful citizens” trumped nativity concerning these groups’ acceptance in the city. While 

on a macroscale, contemporary “ethnic southerners” feared minority status in the Union, on a 

microscale, southerners in Macon accepted the northern born, who were on average wealthier 

than white southerners in the city, which may have precipitated northerners’ acceptance.11 

 
10Christopher Morris’s Becoming Southern: The Evolution of a Way of Life, Warren County and Vicksburg, 

Mississippi, 1770-1860 utilizes the term “becoming southern” to show how Vicksburg and its environs evolved from 
a “western” to a “southern” place that embraced cotton and slavery. His usage of “becoming southern” is a bit 
different than mine here, for Macon was a southern place from its founding, and individuals from elsewhere were 
adapting however much or little was necessary to thrive in Macon. On the other hand, Morris too focuses on the 
economy more than cultural difference and “feeling” southern. Greenberg uses “becoming southern” in reference to 
Jews—a specific ethnic and religious group—finding their way in Georgia in the antebellum era. He found that Jews 
committed to the honor ethic, slavery, and eventually the Confederacy. Scott M. Langston, building on the work of 
Greenberg, concludes that some of these concessions to “become southern” were, in fact, for economic ends, as 
Isaac Moses in Columbus used support for the Confederacy to maintain and enhance business and family 
circumstances. Scholars have noted how fundamental economic differences led to cultural differences. People were 
not making financial decisions in a vacuum, and economic choices had societal implications. Christopher Morris, 
Becoming Southern: The Evolution of a Way of Life, Warren County and Vicksburg, Mississippi, 1770-1860 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1995); Greenberg, “Becoming Southern,” 57-61; Scott M. Langston, “Being Jewish 
in Columbus, Georgia: The Business, Politics, and Religion of Jacob and Isaac Moses, 1828-1890,” Southern Jewish 
History 28 (2015): 37; Jonathan Daniel Wells, The Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 1800-1861 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina, 2004), 9. 

11Blaine A. Brownell and David R. Goldfield, “Introduction,” in The City in Southern History: The Growth 
of Urban Civilization in the South, eds. Brownell and Goldfield (Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1977), 7. 
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Successful northern businessmen who migrated to Macon benefited the city, just as they did the 

South as a region.12 Maconites continued to accept and trust the northern born as both economic 

and local political leaders throughout the antebellum period. While Hundley focused on the 

northern-southern dichotomy, he hardly mentioned immigrants in his survey of the South 

because to many observers at the time, the foreign born south of the Mason-Dixon Line were 

inconsequential. Though scholars have moved beyond the idea of the “overwhelmingly native 

origins of the Southern people” or regional homogeneity, there is still a lingering conception that 

the foreign born were often outsiders and strangers in the South.13 When considering immigrants 

in Macon, wealth combined with the concepts of utility and civic responsibility helped determine 

acceptance in the city. Evidence indicates that the foreign born could assimilate in Macon’s 

streets, cemeteries, churches, and leadership clique. Certain immigrants overcame any distrust of 

the foreign born in spectacular ways in the city. They were important to the community and 

valued as such. 

The first impression when visualizing the Old South is of a largely rural environment. A 

New Yorker on a steamboat on the Mississippi encapsulated the sentiment of many visitors to 

the antebellum South. The man, after hours of searching the shoreline finally asked, “WHERE'S 

YOUR TOWNS?” Long did scholars of the Old South focus on the “planter, plantation, staple 

crop, and the Negro, all set in a rural scene.”14 In 1931, Holland Thompson concluded that the 

 
A wealthier northern contingent indicates that semi-skilled and unskilled northerners would not be travelling all the 
way to Macon in order to find work. Wealthy or ambitious northerners would venture further afield.  

12Northern businessmen in the South earned the praise of De Bow’s Review even as the publication 
condemned business monopolies based in the North. An 1852 article encouraged northerners to venture South to 
build industry. Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 22. 

13Ira Berlin and Herbert G. Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants, Free Men and Slaves: Urban Workingmen 
in the Antebellum American South,” American Historical Review 88 (1983): 1175; Brownell and Goldfield, 
“Introduction,” 6.  

14Hundley, Social Relations, 26; David L. Smiley, “The Quest for a Central Theme in Southern History,” 
South Atlantic Quarterly, LXII (1972), 318. 
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antebellum South was never “industrial-minded” because of cotton’s “hypnotic effect.”15 

Important southern industrialists such as William Gregg of South Carolina were in the South but 

not of it. Regional forays into industry, manufacturing, railroad building, and other internal 

improvements were aberrations. These arguments align with the concept of a lack of continuity 

in southern history, such as advanced by C. Vann Woodward. Concerning cities, this line of 

thought alleged that the industrial focus and class structure of the postbellum New South was a 

complete break from the antebellum period.16  

 Though journalist W. J. Cash promoted the idea of continuity in southern history, 

scholars did not initially apply this model to the subject of southern cities. It was not until David 

R. Goldfield started writing about the urban South in the 1970s that this “obscure topic” finally 

became part of “the rich southern tapestry.” In Urban Growth in the Age of Sectionalism: 

Virginia, 1847-1861, Goldfield found that cities such as Richmond, Norfolk, and Alexandria 

were a “vibrant, progressive, and influential” part of Virginia’s economy, with cosmopolitan 

leaders who set the tone for these cities.17 His body of work on the urban South, which includes 

Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and Region, sought to place cities in the 

mainstream of southern history.18  

 
15Holland Thompson, “The Civil War and Social and Economic Changes,” Annals of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science, CLIII (January 1931), 17. 
16Tom Downey, “Riparian Rights and Manufacturing in Antebellum South Carolina: William Gregg and 

the Origins of the ‘Industrial Mind,’” Journal of Southern History 65, no. 1 (February 1999): 78; C. Vann 
Woodward, The Burden of Southern History (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1960); William Dodd, 
The Cotton Kingdom: A Chronicle of the Old South (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1919). 

17Cash, The Mind of the South; David R. Goldfield, Region, Race, and Cities: Interpreting the South (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana University Press, 1997), 1, 5; David R. Goldfield, Urban Growth in the Age of Sectionalism: 
Virginia, 1847-1861 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1977), 30, 95-96. Another early work in this 
area was a “preliminary exploration” by Lyle W. Dorsett and Arthur H. Shaffer. They proffered “a suggestion, that 
the southern mind . . . may yield convincing evidence of an important strain of prourbanism.” They put forward 
evidence that antiurbanism was not uniform in the South, as many people were “willing to settle in towns and 
cities.” They also point to southern perseverance in spite of the high failure rate in town building to suggest “strong 
bias in favor of urbanization in some quarters.” Lyle W. Dorsett and Arthur H. Shaffer, “Was the Antebellum South 
Antiurban? A Suggestion,” Journal of Southern History 38, no. 1 (February 1972): 93, 100. 

18Both Goldfield and Leonard P. Curry assert that there were similarities in urban development in the 
antebellum North and South, though Goldfield observed much that was unique in southern towns both before and 
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In this new field of southern urban history, scholars have focused on the activities of 

profit-minded southerners who were chasing the American dream in antebellum cities. Frank 

Towers, Tom Downey, Frank J. Byrne, Aaron Marrs, Michele Gillespie, Bruce Eelman, and 

Jonathan Daniel Wells have noted how proprietors, entrepreneurs, and artisans thrived in 

commercial centers both large and small throughout the South, even as they advanced the cause 

of internal improvements and strengthened economic networks.19 These historians and others 

have “found ambitious factory owners, merchants, and professionals who lived and worked amid 

the moonlight and magnolias of the Old South.” These town classes were growing in size, 

stature, and influence within the region.20 They reveled in commercial culture, which was 

market-oriented and finely tuned to market signals. As John F. Kvach found in his 2013 study, 

this business class was eager to embrace progress and modernity and was a sizeable proportion 

 
after the Civil War. Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 11, 197; Leonard P. Curry, “Urbanization and 
Urbanism in the Old South: Comparative View,” Journal of Southern History XL (February 1974): 43–60; 
Goldfield, Region, Race, and Cities, 8. Goldfield asserts in Region, Race, and Cities, “There is not a southern way to 
lay a sewer pipe, although where that pipe runs and how it got there might reflect some regional, class, and racial 
distinctions. In other words, I do not see a contradiction in arguing that southern cities are similar in some respects 
to cities elsewhere yet are different in others, and that such differences derive from the South’s distinctiveness.” He 
concludes that the “worlds of the cotton field and of the skyscraper are essentially the same. They both sprang from 
rural traditions dominated by staple agriculture and its values.” 

19Frank Towers, The Urban South and the Coming of the Civil War (Charlottesville: University of Virginia 
Press, 2004); L. Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers, eds., The Old South’s Modern Worlds: Slavery, 
Region, and Nation in the Age of Progress (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011); Tom Downey, Planting a 
Capitalist South: Masters, Merchants, and Manufacturers in the Southern Interior, 1790–1860 (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 2006); Frank J. Byrne, Becoming Bourgeois: Merchant Culture in the South, 1820-
1865 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2006); Aaron W. Marrs, Railroads in the Old South: Pursuing 
Progress in a Slave Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009); Michele Gillespie, Free Labor in an 
Unfree World: White Artisans in the Slaveholding Georgia, 1789-1860 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2000); 
Bruce W. Eelman, Entrepreneurs in the Southern Upcountry: Commercial Culture in Spartanburg, South Carolina, 
1845–1880 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2008); Jonathan Daniel Wells, The Origins of the Southern Middle 
Class; Jonathan Daniel Wells, “The Southern Middle Class,” Journal of Southern History, 75, no. 3 (August 2009): 
651–62. 

20John F. Kvach, De Bow’s Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South (Lexington: University of 
Kentucky Press, 2013), 8, 9, 112-13; Clement Eaton, The Growth of Southern Civilization 1790-1860 (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1961), 244, 323. This “growth in stature” refers to merchants gaining more respect in southern 
society compared to planters, lawyers, and politicians. Jason Niles noted a southern point of view in 1839 in 
Memphis. A southerner argued that an independent farmer was ten times more noble than a merchant. The man 
asserted this was “because the merchant lived by being complaisant and civil to all; and when he ceased to be so he 
starved; while the farmer who was not dependent on others for his living, could be as aristocratic and haughty as he 
pleased with perfect impunity.” 
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of the subscribers to De Bow’s Review, with its “industrial gospel” and rallying cry for 

commercial growth, urban development, and southern economic independence.21 These scholars 

have sought to find the correct balance between the rural and urban South. Because the 

countryside “was never far off for nineteenth-century urban residents”—both literally and 

economically—the Old South was still an “agrarian landscape” shaped by cotton, where planters 

wielded a great deal of power. As Kvach concludes, urban entrepreneurs, merchants, and 

professionals worked to “redirect agricultural profits” to modernize the South.22  

 Much of the debate concerning the relative modernity of southern cities and their 

inhabitants revolves around slavery, namely how the business class could be part of a 

progressive and dynamic southern economy while also preserving the “peculiar institution.” The 

early works of Eugene D. Genovese emphasized that slaveholders had a unique mindset, which 

was anachronistic, feudal, and resistant to industrialization and bourgeois ideology. He later 

acknowledged that slaveholders embraced the conveniences of industrial and economic 

improvements but still held that they were seeking “an alternate route to modernity.” This 

argument encompasses slavery’s status relative to capitalism.23 As Walter Johnston put it, “If it is 

 
21Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 2-3, 10; Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 225-26, 245. Both James D. 

B. De Bow of De Bow’s Review and Noah Cloud of the American Cotton Planter propagated this “industrial 
gospel.” There was no question that older communities in particular could be resistant to manufacturing, as seen 
with the travails of William Gregg of South Carolina as he attempted to establish a textile mill, finally succeeding in 
Graniteville in 1846. 

22Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 3; Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 100, 112-13. Tom Downey 
illustrates one of the avenues historians have pursued concerning the interaction of these entrepreneurs and agrarian 
power. Instead of the undisputed primacy of land and enslaved property, Downey perceives a “society in transition” 
with an intense “series of contests between different classes of capitalists,” one of which “wielded influence through 
the agrarian capital of land and slaves [and] the other through the control of liquid capital in commercial and 
corporate forms.” Downey focuses on local level transformations, which reveal shifts in power, such as industrialist 
William Gregg winning a case against agrarian interests concerning eminent domain. Downey found much push and 
pull between agrarian, commercial, and industrial capitalists in the southern interior. Downey, “Riparian Rights,” 
84, 106; Downey, Planting a Capitalist South, 6-7.  

23Eugene D. Genovese, The Political Economy of Slavery: Studies in the Economy and Society of the Slave 
South (Middletown, Ct.: Wesleyan University Press, 1965), 19, 24; Eugene D. Genovese, The Slaveholders’ 
Dilemma: Freedom and Progress in Southern Conservative Thought, 1820-1860 (Columbia: University of South 
Carolina Press, 1992), 5. Stephanie McCurry’s study of the South Carolina low country also emphasizes the mindset 
of slaveholders, asserting that “masterhood” produced “the paternal claim to independence and to the public 
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hard to think about slavery as capitalism, that is because it is supposed to be: slavery is, in some 

sense, ‘unthinkable’ in the historical terms that frame western political economy.” This capitalist 

vs. anti-capitalist debate is not central to this study, though Tom Downey’s conclusion 

concerning South Carolina certainly applies to Macon: “Capitalist or not, South Carolina had 

consistently sought ways to boost its economic potential.”24 Scholars such as Claudia Goldin, 

Diane Barnes, John Majewski, Mark M. Smith, and Frank Towers have found that slaveholders 

in southern towns demonstrated the “extreme adaptability” of slavery, with Goldin concluding 

that southerners actually made slavery “more profitable in urban areas.”25 Various studies have 

 
recognition and privileged political position that accompanied it in the slave South.” “Masterhood” influenced their 
roles within the household and church. Stephanie McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds: Yeoman Households, Gender 
Relations, and the Political Culture of the Antebellum South Carolina Low Country (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1995), 85. There has been a great deal of debate concerning the question of whether slavery was capitalist or 
not. Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman’s Time on the Cross (1974) argue that slavery was essential to 
capitalism. James Oakes’ The Ruling Race (1982) also asserts that paternalism faded under antebellum market 
conditions. Laurence Shore’s Southern Capitalists (1986) claims that slaveholders were not reactionary 
“precapitalists.” In 1996, Douglas R. Egerton countered that historians have “carelessly confused a commercial 
invasion with a capitalist revolution.” This “unwaged labor blunted the influence of capitalism.” He concludes, 
“Those who would characterize antebellum slavery as capitalism have shown us markets, but no revolution, profits, 
but not regional prosperity, and capital, but not capitalists.” Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, Time 
on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1974); James 
Oakes, The Ruling Race: A History of American Slaveholders (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1982); Laurence Shore, 
Southern Capitalists: The Ideological Leadership of the Elite, 1832-1885 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina, 1986), xii; Douglas R. Egerton, “Markets without a Market Revolution: Southern Planters and 
Capitalism,” Journal of the Early Republic 16 (Summer 1996): 207, 210, 221.  

24Walter Johnson, “The Pedestal and the Veil: Rethinking the Capitalism/Slavery Question,” Journal of the 
Early Republic 24, no. 2 (Summer 2004): 300. Downey concludes that the “capitalist/noncapitalist debate is 
reaching a point of diminishing returns as a useful paradigm.” He points to the work of economic historians Fred 
Bateman and Thomas Weiss who found higher returns for manufacturing than agriculture but then agreed with 
Genovese that planters did not invest more in manufacturing because of “unagreeably high social costs to industrial 
diversification.” Mark M. Smith summarized the controversy in his 1998 book Debating Slavery. He notes that the 
argument has gotten mired down in the different definitions of capitalism. He concludes, “If we view southern 
slavery as sporadically capitalist or as entertaining elements of both modes of production, we can begin to explore 
ways in which both modern and premodern impulses interacted and coexisted in the South.” In 2009, Anthony E. 
Kaye wrote that the long debate about whether the antebellum South was “an anachronistic, seignorial society or a 
variant on modern capitalism is approaching a consensus around the latter.”  He agreed with Smith that the focus 
should be considering “exactly what was capitalist and modern about slavery.” Downey, “Riparian Rights,” 81, 84; 
Mark M. Smith, Debating Slavery: Economy and Society in the Antebellum American South (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 15-30, 94; Anthony E. Kaye,  “The Second Slavery: Modernity in the Nineteenth-Century 
South and the Atlantic World,” Journal of Southern History 75, no. 3 (2009): 628-29. 

25Claudia Dale Goldin, Urban Slavery in the American South, 1820-1860: A Quantitative History (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1976), 1, 127. This contradicts Richard Wade’s earlier arguments that urban slavery 
was dying. Richard C. Wade, Slavery in the Cities, the South, 1820-1860 (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1965); L. Diane Barnes, “Southern Artisans, Organization, and the Rise of a Market Economy in Antebellum 
Petersburg,” The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 107, no. 2 (1999): 159–88; L. Diane Barnes, 
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melded the concepts of slavery and progress in different ways. Jonathan Daniel Wells’s The 

Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 1800-1861, contends that the “middling sort,” many of 

whom were in urban areas, “restyled” the bourgeois ethos emanating from the North to 

incorporate slavery, which the southern middle class saw as an “integral part of the region’s plan 

to industrialize.” Enslaved labor could avoid the strikes and tumult of poor white labor. The 

middle class believed that slavery coupled with industrialization would bring modernization. 

Other studies maintain that urban businessmen and professionals of various status levels focused 

on making slavery more profitable and sustainable. They sought to embrace new practices while 

also endeavoring to preserve “the economic and cultural markers of a slave society.”26 Towers 

asserts that southern cities did not offer a “retrograde stage of urbanization” but instead a “brand 

of proslavery urbanization” which “existed within, not outside of, the United States.”27 

In antebellum Macon, over one-third of the white population originated from either north 

of the Mason-Dixon Line or from overseas. A number of scholars have noted the existence of 

northern migrants in southern cities and the commercial interaction between North and South as 

merchants operating in the South traveled North or partnered with northern capitalists.28 As for 

 
“Industry and Its Laborers, Free and Slave in Late-Antebellum Virginia,” in The Old South’s Modern Worlds, 189–
206; John Majewski, Modernizing a Slave Economy: The Economic Vision of the Confederate Nation (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2009); Mark M. Smith, “Old South Time in Comparative Perspective,” 
American Historian Review, 101, no. 5 (December 1996): 1432-1469; Frank Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern 
Cities: Urbanization in the Slave States,” in The Old South’s Modern Worlds, 145–65. In his article, Smith notes the 
way markets in southern cities were organized similarly to free wage labor cities. 

26Wells, Origin of the Southern Middle Class, 13, 15; Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 3, 49; Eelman, 
Entrepreneurs in the Southern Upcountry; Byrne, Becoming Bourgeois, 2. See also Jennifer R. Green, Military 
Education and the Emerging Middle Class of the Old South (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008). Green 
traces the lives of military cadets in the South who became teachers, doctors, and other professionals. On the one 
hand, they accepted slavery and hierarchy—perceived as southern values in line with honor and duty—but also self-
regulation and self-control—described as middle-class “Yankee” attributes.  

27Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern Cities,” 147, 160. 
28Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 21-25; Byrne, Becoming Bourgeois, 11; Fletcher M. Green, 

The Role of the Yankee in the Old South (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1972); Pessen, “How Different from 
Each Other Were the Antebellum North and the South?” 147; Robert C. Reinders, “The Northern-Born Community 
of New Orleans in the 1850s,” Journal of American History 51, no. 2 (September 1964): 232–47; Steven Tripp, 
Yankee Town, Southern City: Race and Class Relations in Civil War Lynchburg (New York: New York University 
Press, 1997); Harriet E. Amos Doss, Cotton City: Urban Development in Antebellum Mobile (Tuscaloosa: 
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the foreign born, Ira Berlin and Herbert Gutman proclaimed in 1983, “Few of the bulwarks of 

southern distinctiveness have withstood the battering ram of historiographic iconoclasm better 

than the overwhelmingly native origins of the Southern people.” They continued, “Although the 

portrait of antebellum class formation in the cities of the North has been constructed as a rich 

ethnic mosaic, in the urban South the process has been etched in black and white.” Goldfield’s 

emphasis on the urban South prompted historians to re-examine the place of immigrants in Old 

South cities. Scholars such as Kathleen C. Berkeley and Randall Miller have incorporated the 

immigrant experience into the larger narrative of antebellum southern history.29 

A major theme in this scholarship concerns how immigrants fared in the South. The 

wider narrative of nineteenth-century immigrants in the United States has swung from 

victimization as articulated by Oscar Handlin to John Bodnar’s narrative of adaptation by 

 
University of Alabama Press, 1985); Richard Current, Northernizing the South (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 
1983). 

29Berlin, “Urban Workingmen,” 1175-76; Randall M. Miller, “The Enemy Within: Some Effects of Foreign 
Immigrants on Antebellum Southern Cities,” Southern Studies 24 (Spring 1985): 30–53; Kathleen C. Berkeley, 
“Like a Plague of Locusts: From an Antebellum Town to a New South City, Memphis, Tennessee, 1850–1880” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of California, 1980). The relative distinctiveness of the South is an issue which historians 
have debated for decades. Scholars who argue that the South has now joined the mainstream of American history do 
not agree on when this happened, while other historians assert that the South was never distinct except for the short-
lived duration of the Confederacy. One school of thought concerning southern exceptionalism contends that the 
hearts and minds of antebellum Americans believed a “subjective reality” that North and South were different. 
Edward Pessen and David Potter argue this point, highlighting the similar objective characteristics of the regions, 
such as their legal systems, Protestant religion, history, and shared Constitution. Others point out distinctiveness 
through the purported persistence of traditional, kinship-oriented society in the South, the martial values of the 
region, and the lower literacy rate. In a 2004 article, James McPherson tentatively concluded that perhaps it was the 
North that was different in that it “hurtled forward eagerly” while the “South remained proudly and even defiantly 
rooted in the past.” In 2009, Laura Edwards contended that southern difference “exists more a cultural and 
historiographical construct than as a useful description of southern history.” Instead, the “dynamics of southern 
history are inseparable from central themes in U.S. history.” She points to the South Carolina nullifiers from 1827 to 
1833, who introduced the idea of a unified and distinct South which “became a self-fulfilling prophecy.” Edwards 
concludes historians should use the idea of regional distinctiveness to amplify American issues which are muted 
outside the South and thus harder to identify. Edward Pessen, “How Different from Each Other Were the 
Antebellum North and the South?” The American Historical Review 85 (1980): 1119-49; David Potter, The 
Impending Crisis (New York: Harper and Row, 1976); James M. McPherson, “Antebellum Southern 
Exceptionalism: A New Look at an Old Question,” Civil War History 50, no. 4 (2004): 419, 423-24, 427-32; Laura 
F. Edwards, “Southern History as U.S. History,” Journal of Southern History 75, no. 3 (August 2009): 533-34, 543-
45, 563. 
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foreign-born “children of capitalism.”30 Studies concerning immigrants in the South initially 

followed more closely the ethos of Handlin, with depravations made more severe by southern 

slavery, narrow-mindedness, and weather. The Irish, as the largest immigrant group in the South, 

has served as a focal point. Dennis Clark’s 1986 study concluded that “the South was for the 

Irish a region of special travail,” while others went further, proclaiming that the Irish “were as 

much victims of the Old South as the slaves.”31 Historians such as David Gleeson, Dennis C. 

Rousey, Tyler Anbinder, and Edward Shoemaker perceived a more positive foreign-born 

experience in the South. They found that immigrants were not merely pushed along helplessly by 

forces outside their control but that they were able to make active choices in many facets of their 

lives. Also, in the South the nativist movement was weaker, and the foreign born’s economic 

outlook was certainly not more dire than that of immigrants settling in the North. Shoemaker 

concludes that immigrants “were not always in control of their experience, but they fought to use 

what power they had.” Gleeson’s seminal 2001 study, The Irish in the South, 1815-1877, begins 

with the assertion that the Irish did not view themselves as victims and that, in fact, they were 

not.32  

 
30Oscar Handlin’s 1951 synthesis on the immigrants to America was appropriately named The Uprooted, 

for “immigrants lived in crisis because they were uprooted.” Handlin told an often-harrowing tale of immigrants “in 
an extreme situation” with foreign-born peasants trapped in cities and stuck in factories. He asserted, “Chance was 
so large an element in the course of migration, it left little room for planning.” John Bodnar published The 
Transplanted in 1985. He argues that immigrants were not victims of the modern economy but instead “children of 
capitalism.” He asserts that immigrants “looked forward and backward, although not very far in either direction.” 
Their communities were “more complex, structured, divided and nebulous that most scholars had suggested.” Oscar 
Handlin, The Uprooted: The Epic Story of the Great Migrations That Made the American People (Boston: Little, 
Brown, and Company, 1951), 6, 59, 81, 130; John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in Urban 
America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 1, 212; John Bodnar, “[The Transplanted": International 
Dimensions]: Response,” Social Science History 12, no. 3 (1988): 265.  

31Dennis Clark, Hibernia America: The Irish and Regional Cultures (Westport, Ct.: Greenwood Press, 
1986), 186; Christopher Silver, “A New Look at Old South Urbanization: The Irish Worker in Charleston, South 
Carolina, 1840-1860,” in South Atlantic Urban Studies, vol 3, eds. Jack R. Censer and N. Steven Steinert 
(Charleston: College of Charleston, 1979), 162. 

32Dennis C. Rousey,  “Catholics in the Old South: Their Population, Institutional Development, and 
Relations with Protestants,” U.S. Catholic Historian 24, no. 4 (Fall 2006): 1–21; Tyler Anbinder, “Irish Origins and 
the Shaping of Immigrant Life in Savannah on the Eve of the Civil War,” Journal of American Ethnic History 35, 
no. 1 (2015): 24; Edward Shoemaker,  “Strangers and Citizens: The Irish Immigrant Community of Savannah, 1837-
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In Macon, that “urban pocket” in the middle of Georgia’s cotton belt many miles inland, 

white southerners, northerners, and immigrants intermingled as the city grew exponentially 

during the antebellum era with the goal to surpass other interior Georgia cities in population and 

commerce.33 A research database consisting of information on over nine thousand people who 

lived, died, or forever sleep in Macon includes data gleaned from local histories, church records, 

tax digests, wills, obituaries, interment records, newspaper articles, cemetery surveys and 

registers, vital records, the city directory, the federal census, and archival family collections.34 

Using information in this database, I divided free Maconites into seven hierarchical occupational 

groups by socio-economic status. See appendix A for an explanation of these categories and the 

criteria used to determine individuals’ placement, as well as a table showing the occupations and 

wealth levels included in each group. Appendix C clarifies the content and usage of the 1840 and 

1857 Macon tax digests utilized in the project. Concerning the methods used in mapping 

Maconites by socio-economic group or other criteria in both city and cemetery, see appendix B. 

These classifications and methodologies allowed for the mapping and evaluating of the entire 

antebellum community—noting white residents’ migration patterns, socio-economic hierarchy, 

religious adherence, “insiders” and “outsiders,” involvement in slaveholding, and geography in 

both city and cemetery. Though others have completed in-depth analyses of antebellum southern 

cities, they have not incorporated comprehensive mapping of this sort or looked to deathways for 

additional evidence concerning the social and economic interactions of these groups. 

 
1861,” (Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 1990), 24; David T. Gleeson, The Irish in the South, 1815-1877 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina, 2001), 6.  

33F. N. Boney, Southerners All (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1984), 99. 
34The Middle Georgia Archives in Macon, Georgia, houses most of these primary sources. I accessed other 

print and manuscript primary sources at Mercer University and Wesleyan College in Macon, the University of 
Georgia in Athens, the Georgia Historical Society in Savannah, the Georgia Archives in Morrow, and the Southern 
Collection at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. I personally surveyed the following cemeteries in 
Macon for antebellum graves, recording location, epitaphs, and monument details: Rose Hill, Oak Ridge, Old 
Macon, and Fort Hill. 
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The first three chapters layer on information about Macon, its inhabitants, and the socio-

economic hierarchy of the city. Chapter one explores the founding and peopling of the “Central 

City,” which came at a time of rampant migration within the U.S. Macon, with hinterlands of 

fresh, cheap land, immediately drew both mercantile and agricultural settlers. Yet, the Ocmulgee 

River proved unreliable for transportation of goods, and the city embraced the railroad as the key 

to Macon’s future, which proved problematic. At the same time, Maconites diversified the 

town’s economy out of necessity, and antebellum Macon’s combination of agricultural, 

mercantile, and industrial interests provided opportunities for a wide range of people, making 

Bibb County the only county in central Georgia with a majority white population. Chapter two 

focuses on immigrants, who made up over one-fifth of Macon’s white population. The foreign 

born appeared at every level of the socio-economic hierarchy and engaged with positive 

community organizations such as the Hibernian Benevolent Society and the Catholic Church. 

Chapter three brings African Americans and native-born whites, both northerners and 

southerners, more fully into the frame. In Macon, as in many southern cities, “slave labor could 

be found nearly anywhere there was a task to perform.”35 Slavery shaped the occupational 

landscape of the city, and analyzing white residents from both the North and the South denotes 

patterns of migration, financial success, and occupation. Macon’s southern-born majority and its 

northern and immigrant minorities did not always behave according to stereotype as most strove 

to increase their own wealth and the prospects of the city. 

The final three chapters build on this foundation, delving deeper into aspects of the 

social, religious, and economic makeup of the city. Chapter four seeks to differentiate between 

Macon’s “insiders” and “outsiders” by evaluating white Maconites’ participation in 

slaveholding, city leadership, and local churches. The patterns revealed indicate that Maconites’ 

 
35Wade, Slavery in the Cities, 38. 
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lives often reflected their socio-economic condition rather than their place of birth. Chapter five 

evaluates the city’s “unwitting biography”—its urban geography and social geographic 

patterns.36 While the 1860 city directory omitted even free African Americans’ addresses, its 

listings for white Maconites show the spatial overlap present among all white occupational 

groups in the antebellum city, which superseded regional or religious alignments. Yet, the 

residential patterns of the city’s elite stand out, denoting the “sorting out” by class that had begun 

in the antebellum period. Chapter six examines Macon’s burial grounds, which were largely 

populated by people born elsewhere, showcasing deathways’ evidence of migration and its costs. 

Mapping rural-esque cemetery Rose Hill by socio-economic condition, slaveholding, religious 

adherence, and region of birth reveals clearer patterns of clustering among certain groups than 

found in the city streets, but even here the tendency was to mingle and not segregate the bones of 

Macon’s dead by group. The exception was antebellum people of color, who rest not in Rose Hill 

but in sister-cemetery Oak Ridge. White Maconites, no matter their nativity, sought to display 

what they believed was the best of themselves to the world in their rural cemeteries Rose Hill 

and Oak Ridge, unapologetically enshrining the status quo and its hierarchy. 

As with any project, there is much that this dissertation does not include or covers only in 

a limited manner. Though this study compares Macon at various points to Mobile, Richmond, 

Columbus, and Savannah, as well as more passing contrasts to a number of other southern towns, 

it would benefit from additional assessments relative to other cities, including northern cities in 

the Ohio River Valley. Because of the broad socio-economic and quantitative focus of the final 

project, women are not as present in this study of Macon as initially intended. Concerning socio-

economic analysis, there were 233 white females who appeared on the 1860 federal census or 

 
36Peirce F. Lewis, “Axioms for Reading the Landscape: Some Guides to the American Scene,” in The 

Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes: Geographical Essays, ed. D. W. Meinig (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1979), 11-12. 
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city directory with occupation listed compared to 2,377 white males. The data breakdown 

concerning those with both occupational and natal information was similar, with 203 women and 

1,822 men. These numbers still allowed for investigation concerning occupation and nativity 

among northern-born, southern-born, and foreign-born Maconite women and their success or 

lack thereof in Macon’s marketplace and factories. Women were a significant proportion of 

Macon’s churches—over half of the 4,464 church adherents with known gender—and archival 

evidence retrieved from Macon lends itself to analysis concerning denominational adherence and 

church discipline. My database also includes information concerning the residential choices of 

widows and single women as well as gendered causes of death. Unfortunately, I must take up 

these matters at a later date. Women’s place in Macon society, as displayed in the cemetery, is 

briefly explored through inscriptions and lot ownership and layout. Though the institution of 

slavery is integral to this study, African Americans, both enslaved and free, appear as minor 

actors in the narrative. Macon’s free black population was small, with less than one hundred 

individuals at any given time, and there is limited information concerning their roles in Macon 

society and markets, though I incorporate some of the evidence in this project. I also did not 

explore enslaved and free blacks’ participation in Macon’s churches. Archival and secondary 

information is fragmentary but enough for inclusion in a future study. African Americans receive 

greater attention in Macon’s burial grounds, particularly as related to Oak Ridge Cemetery, 

which the city set aside for people of color. Finally, though I thoroughly documented Macon’s 

antebellum burial grounds—the Old Macon Cemetery, Fort Hill Cemetery, Rose Hill, and Oak 

Ridge—including not only grave location but also legible epitaphs and monument particulars, 

the bulk of these efforts barely register in this study. Additional analysis concerning epitaphal 

differences based on specific denominational beliefs, especially concerning religious, 
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sentimental, and romantic epitaphs, is work for a future date, as is a closer look at Macon’s 

families as displayed in Rose Hill. 

 My hope is that this project will deepen our understanding of diverse Maconites’ place 

within the antebellum city. By focusing on the socio-economic lives of Maconites, supplemented 

by religion, geography, and leadership opportunities, the purpose is to be made aware of the 

social and commercial relations in the city in relation to nativity. Evidence of these associations 

manifested both before and after antebellum Maconites’ deaths in a number of ways, revealing a 

dynamic southern economy and community.
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CHAPTER 1 

 

“INACTION WAS DEEMED A SIN”: THE CENTRAL CITY’S  

FOUNDING AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

 In 1884, a Maconite waxed poetic about the early history of the city, noting that, before 

white settlers had surged into the central and western portions of Georgia in the 1820s and 

1830s, “the interior, where our Central City now stands, [was] a howling wilderness.”1 From 

1820 to 1860, when remarkable transportation, communication, and industrial advances regularly 

altered the fabric of Americans’ existence, the possibilities for a new city, advantageously 

located, seemed endless. Historian David Goldfield notes, “It was an era where one dusty street 

could become a metropolis and where populations could bloom overnight.”2 Rampant migration 

within the U.S. made these rapid transformations possible, and Macon, founded in 1823 in the 

cotton belt, with much of its hinterlands consisting of virgin land, immediately drew both 

agricultural settlers planting the staple crop and merchants and proprietors who purchased the 

cotton and sold farmers and planters anything they might desire. As a gateway to newly opened 

land in the west, and blessed with abundant local resources, Macon “offered the promise of a 

great and self sustaining city.” One historian has compared the city’s location and early 

possibilities to Pittsburgh.3 Yet, the profile of Macon’s founders and the persistence rate of these 

men revealed that, even early on, it was clear to some that Macon was no second Pittsburgh. 

“Inaction was deemed a sin,” as Maconites made the best of what proved to be less than optimal 

 
1J. R. Winchester, comp., The History of Christ Church Parish, Macon, Georgia (Macon: J. W. Burke & 

Co, 1884), 7, Box 14, folder 25a, Christ Church Records, Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia (MGA). 

2David R. Goldfield, “Pursuing the American Urban Dream: Cities in the Old South,” in The City in 
Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in the South, eds. Blaine A Brownell and David R. Goldfield, 
(Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1977), 52. 

3Robert S. Davis, Jr., Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in 
Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1998), 20. 
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conditions.4 The navigability of the Ocmulgee River, on which early Macon depended for 

commercial transportation, proved problematic, and the city almost went bankrupt speculating in 

railroads, upon which Macon became reliant. By the late antebellum era, the productivity of 

sections of the cotton belt around Macon faltered even as the railroads started carrying cotton 

loads around Macon or simply through the city without stopping. By that time, Maconites had 

diversified their economy. On the eve of the Civil War, Macon persevered, remaining vital to 

antebellum Georgia, even if it did not become the most important interior city in the state.  

 

 The founding and peopling of Macon came at a time of widespread migration within the 

U.S. The American consciousness has long incorporated the idea that the nation’s citizens can 

“pick up and go” at any time to take advantage of opportunities “elsewhere” in the country, a 

belief “created and sustained by a tradition of unhindered migration.” Even if the majority of the 

U.S. population at any given time was not moving about, Americans searching for better options 

elsewhere symbolized that “every American has at least that choice.” Migration offered both 

freedom and opportunity. Social and economic influences helped trigger Americans’ 

restlessness. Young people often migrated as part of a life-stage cycle. Specific occupations 

required walkabouts to find better employment prospects, and other migrants simply searched for 

gainful employment of any kind. Some sought a place where they could more fully utilize their 

education. Whatever the reason for movement, a comparison of antebellum federal censuses 

revealed that between 40 to 60 percent of people in sample communities did not appear on the 

subsequent census. While some died, others had moved on. This high mobility encompassed 

everything from farm communities to cities. The antebellum era also saw unprecedented 

 
4David R. Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and Region (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1982), 61. 
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migration to urban areas, beginning in the 1820s. Both push and pull factors contributed to 

Americans’ “peculiar condition,” as the 1850 census superintendent called it.5  

The antebellum South was no exception. Southern men viewed the landscape as 

“attractive, open, and abounding with opportunity.” One migrant’s description of her “dear sister 

Nancy standing in her little porch catching the last glimpse” of departing loved ones was a 

common one. A survey of 1,054 households in the South in 1850 revealed that 237 of those 

families had moved elsewhere, whether near or far, by 1860. As more and more land opened to 

white settlement, many people relocated on the quest for cheap, productive land. A considerable 

number of these migrants were moving from the “Old South” to the “New South.” While 

historians use these terms in periodization to refer to the American South before 1865 and after 

1877, demographers use them to refer to geographic location within the South. Peter D. 

McClelland and Richard J. Zeckhauser, in tracing antebellum migration, defined the “Old South” 

as Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, while the “New South” 

was Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Tennessee. From 1800 to 

1840, there was a net influx to these New South states. Georgia, though listed as part of the New 

South by McClellan, actually “straddled the seaboard and frontier regions,” because between 

1800 and 1840, settlers founded sixty-nine new counties in Georgia as “Indian Removal” opened 

up land west of the Oconee River.6 In 1805, the new state boundaries stopped at the Ocmulgee 

 
5Peter A. Morrison and Judith P. Wheeler, “The Image of ‘Elsewhere’ in the American Tradition of 

Migration,” in Human Migration: Patterns and Policies, eds. William H. McNeill and Ruth Adams (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1978), 76, 82; Robert V. Wells, Revolutions in Americans’ Lives: A Demographic 
Perspective on the History of Americans, Their Families and Their Society (Westport, Ct.: Greenwood Press, 1982), 
111, 120; Donald F. Schaefer, “Locational Choice in the Antebellum South,” Journal of Economic History 49, no. 1 
(March 1989): 146. Though Donald H. Parkerson criticizes the use of “record-linkage” to determine the persistence 
rate, these surveys are still instructive. Donald H. Parkerson, “How Mobile Were Nineteenth-Century Americans,” 
Historical Methods 15, no. 3 (1982): 99-109. 

6Joan E. Cashin, A Family Venture: Men and Women on the Southern Frontier (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991), 7, 53-54; Schaefer, “Locational Choice,” 148, 152; Peter D. McClelland and Richard J. 
Zeckhauser, Demographic Dimensions of the New Republic American Interregional Migration, Vital Statistics, and 
Manumissions, 1800-1860 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1982), xiv, 51.  
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River, but Andrew Jackson’s military victories led to the Creeks signing a series of accords, 

including the Treaty of Indian Springs in 1821, releasing territory between the Ocmulgee and the 

Flint River. Five years later, Georgia claimed the remaining land west of the Flint. Macon, 

founded in 1823 on the western bank of the Ocmulgee, was an important dividing point between 

the old and new counties of Georgia, putting the city on the eastern edge of the frontier.  

Owing to southerners’ restless spirit and westward movement, the first decades of the 

1800s were ripe for the efforts of both speculators and state governments in “city-making 

mania.” In the South, “town making” was “quite a trade” as speculators roved the countryside 

looking for likely spots to buy up land, plant cities, and then sell town lots for enormous profits.7 

The state of Georgia was particularly proactive in establishing towns in promising locations as it 

was aware of the need for “pioneer river trading towns” to foster agricultural settlement as the 

state was “actively moving its frontier westward” as noted above. As a result, Georgia took steps 

to “underwrite the development of larger regional centers” on the state’s important rivers, and in 

1823, the state authorized the founding of Macon on the Ocmulgee and then incorporated the 

same.8 Physician, farmer, and businessman Dr. Stephen M. Ingersol introduced the bill of 

incorporation to the Georgia legislature. Ingersol, who had been an enrolling agent during the 

Creek War, was directly involved in the transfer of Creek lands to the state and made sure he was 

 
7Linda Derry, “Southern Town Plans, Storytelling, and Historical Archaeology,” in Archaeology of 

Southern Urban Landscapes, ed. Amy L. Young (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2010), 16-17; Richard 
C. Wade, Slavery in the Cities: The South, 1820-1860 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 230. The city of 
Griffin, fifty miles northwest of Macon, had such a beginning seventeen years after Macon’s founding. Lewis L. 
Griffin bought eight hundred acres of land, drew up a city plan, and auctioned off lots for the new city of Griffin in 
1840. In this case, Griffin was building a railroad through the area, but often speculators would look for the junction 
of two rivers or a location surrounded by fertile farmland. 

8Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, 
Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 51; Erwin C. Surrency, “‘Calculated to Promote the General Good’: The Development of 
Local Government in Georgia Towns and Cities,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 84, no. 3 (2000): 381; Gerald L. 
Holder, “State Planned Trading Centers in Pioneer Georgia,” Pioneer America 14, no. 3 (1982): 115, 117, 123; 
Michele Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World: White Artisans in the Slaveholding Georgia, 1789-1860 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2000), 71-72. In Georgia, every town required a charter from the General 
Assembly. Holder concludes that Georgia’s efforts from 1803 to 1827 “stand as a monument to early pioneering 
unparalleled elsewhere in the region.”  
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on hand to make the most of it, acquiring extensive property in the newly opened territory.9 

Savannah financiers and banks provided some of the capital to build the city, as Macon was to be 

an entrepot delivering cotton to Savannah.10 

The Georgia General Assembly chose five men to lay out the city and serve as 

commissioners its first year. They were to advertise the sale of lots in newspapers in Savannah, 

Augusta, and Milledgeville. The commissioners oversaw the first auction of half-acre lots in 

March 1823, with several more auctions following in the next three years. There was spirited 

bidding for lots, with parcels along the river creating the greatest fervor. An 1826 map of Macon 

reveals the original city layout and early lot holders.11 See figure 1.1. 

Having city founders with money and influence could determine a town’s future and very 

survival. While Memphis’s founders in 1819 included future president Andrew Jackson, Macon 

had no equivalent “great men” among its original city lot holders, though future Georgia 

governor Charles J. McDonald and a number of men who proved vital to the city’s development 

and continued existence were among Macon’s early settlers. A prior study of Macon’s founding 

referred to the original city lot holders as “men of large capital,” but this statement was only  

 
9Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 50; Nancy Telfair, A History of Columbus, Georgia 

1828-1928 (New York: Historical Publishing, 1929), 87-88. 
10John A. Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 53 

(1969): 425; Lawrence H. Larsen, The Urban South, a History (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1990), 33. 
Savannah saw the opening of Georgia cotton lands as a profitable new marketing zone. Ronald Hoffman and 
Carville Earle note that by late 1700s, the southern pattern of urbanization was a big horseshoe from northwest to 
southeast as New Orleans, Memphis, Mobile, Savannah, Charleston, Baltimore, and Louisville “acted as 
administrative centers for settlement of interior.” Blaine A Brownell and David R. Goldfield, “Introduction,” in City 
in Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in the South, eds. Blaine A Brownell and David R. Goldfield 
(Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1977), 6.  

11William Thomas Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon and Bibb County, Georgia” (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Georgia, 1966), 59; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 48, 51; James H. Stone, “Economic 
Conditions in Macon, Georgia in the 1830s” Georgia Historical Quarterly 54 (1970): 209; A Plan of the Town of 
Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 1826, published by George Dane, held at MGA. The state made $100,000 on the sale 
of Macon town lots. Buyers were required to pay one-fourth of the price at the time of sale and discharge the rest of 
the debt in three annual installments. 
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based on impressions.12 Just as Macon never became as rich or prosperous as Memphis on the 

Mississippi, neither were the bulk of Macon’s founders extremely wealthy, though they were 

more affluent than the city’s later average. Of the seventy-six men appearing on the 1826 map, 

thirty-four have identifiable occupations.13 Of Macon’s early settlers, occupation group 3, which 

 
12C. Logan Landrum, “A Survey of Negro Life in Macon, Georgia” (D. of Th. thesis, Union Theological 

Seminary, 1942), 7. According to the first mayor of Atlanta, Jonathan Norcross, the first settlers of Atlanta were 
“mean of small capital,” though “trade was always brisk.” John H. Ellis, “Business and Public Health in the Urban 
South during the Nineteenth Century: New Orleans, Memphis, and Atlanta,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 44 
(June 1970): 199 

13By “later average,” I refer to the percentages of Maconites in various occupational and tax categories in 
1840, 1857, or 1860. By “identifiable,” I refer to my use of Macon records (census, tax digest, obituaries, church 
records, directories, archival materials) to identify these men, and failing that, searches on online databases to try to 
get a bearing on who these early lot holders were. 

Figure 1.1. A Plan of the Town of Macon, 1826, courtesy of the Middle Georgia Archives, 
Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 
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includes middling merchants/proprietors, bank agents, hotelkeepers, and newspaper proprietors, 

was the most common, with 38 percent of those identified in this occupation group. It makes 

sense that people in tertiary industries would be heavily involved in Macon’s beginnings, as 

newly christened Maconites would have need of their services. Many of these early lot 

purchasers were buying space for their businesses. The city’s role as the seat of new Bibb 

County accounts for the high numbers in occupational groups 1 and 2, which contain both 

lawyers and judges. Eighteen percent of these settlers were in occupational group 2 and 21 

percent in group 1. Early lot holders from group 4—petty proprietors and white-collar workers—

account for 18 percent of identifiable occupations on the 1826 map. Group 5, skilled laborers, 

made up only 6 percent. 

Another issue concerning the 1826 lot holders is their persistence rate. If Macon drew 

men of wealth and influence, who then quickly moved on, it boded poorly for the city and its 

prospects. The 1818 poem “Southern Speculations,” written about town making, includes a 

stanza about knowing when to get out of a town in which one had speculated: “Tis when the rage 

is at its height, / That knowing ones will quit the site, / Whilst those that stop behind / Of this 

desertion can’t complain, / For what they lose in wealth they gain / In knowledge of mankind.”14 

There were many locations for settlers to choose from in the New South, and it could be difficult 

to tell if a town had what it took to prosper. There were a number of proverbial flashes in the 

pan, with Augusta, Alabama, enjoying a few boom years after its founding in 1817 before floods 

and malaria wiped it out in 1825, much to the dismay of Georgia speculators. Historian Richard 

C. Wade notes metaphorically that “at flood time it was often hard to distinguish the eddies from 

 
14“Southern Speculations,” Mobile Gazette, reprinted in the Dayton [Ohio] Watchman, 11 June 1818 

quoted in Derry, “Southern Town Plans,” 16-17. 
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the main stream” of cities.15 Of the seventy-six people listed on the 1826 map, there were fifty-

one whose residencies could be, at least partially, traced. See table 1.1. Of those fifty-one, 

twenty-four died, were buried, or their wills were probated in Macon or Bibb County, so close to 

a third of the seventy-six committed to Macon unto death and beyond. The last of these was 

lawyer Washington Poe, who died in Macon in 1876 and forever sleeps in Rose Hill Cemetery 

on the banks of the Ocmulgee.  

Though almost one-third of the early lot holders chose to stay, among the remainder there 

was originally a rather high rate of attrition. Seven of the fifty-one with traceable residencies 

departed Macon within five years of being recorded as a lot holder on the 1826 map or never 

resided in the city at all. Farish Carter, originally of South Carolina, is notable among these men. 

One of the South’s elite planters, he reported at least 410 enslaved laborers in 1850, but none 

were in Bibb County. Carter took advantage of newly opened territory, crossing both the 

Chattahoochee and Florida-Georgia line in extensive land speculations. He eventually held forty-

five thousand acres in Georgia though he appeared to have had plantations in only two counties. 

He also had property in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Indiana, 

and Illinois. His two lots in Macon were negligible in light of his massive speculative empire.16 

Other early lot holders with less extensive speculative records, but who never put down roots in 

Macon, include Eli Shorter and Anson Kimberly, who enjoyed the “founding father” epithet so 

much that they chose to duplicate the experience.17 Dr. Ingersol, who helped sponsor the city’s   

 
15Clanton W. Williams, “Early Ante-Bellum Montgomery,” Journal of Southern History VII (1941): 499; 

Wade, Slavery in the Cities, 230. 
16Farish Carter Papers, 1794-1868, finding aid, Southern Historical Collection, The Wilson Library, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (SHC); William Kauffman Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2006), 222. 

17Shorter, as one of the original settlers in Putnam County in 1807, was a repeat pioneer who bought a lot 
near the Bibb County courthouse in Macon, the bench over which he presided in 1823. He retained his residence in 
Putnam County per tax digests there. Kimberly, who also apparently never left behind his home in McIntosh County 
on the coast, helped “found” both Macon and Rome, which in the case of Macon involved buying three lots in the 
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Name Occupation Tax Category 
(1840, 1857) 

Persistence 

Kimberly, Anson 
  

1826: never relinquished 
residence in McIntosh County, 
where died in 1836 

Carter, Farish planter, land speculator, 
entrepreneur  

 
1826: never relinquished 
residence in Baldwin County 

Bird, Thompson  physician 
 

1828: died in Macon 
Ingersol, Stephen M. physician, farmer 

 
1828: departed Macon  
for Columbus 

Bullock & Wells proprietors of Mansion  
House hotel  

 
1829: Charles Bullock and 
Nicholas Waters Wells died  
in Macon 

Freeman, Josiah  merchant (middling) 
 

1829: died in Macon 
Fluker, Baldwin 

  
1829: died in Bibb County 

Robertson, Matthew  newspaper editor and proprietor  
 

1830: departed Macon  
for Harris County 

Gillespie, (Samuel) merchant (small) 
 

1830: died in Bibb County 

Carrol (Carrall), David 
  

1832: will probated in Bibb County 
Ellis, Thomas M. druggist, major investor  

Bank of Macon 

 
1832: died in Macon 

Wallis, M.R.  
  

1832: died in Macon 
Prince, Oliver H.  lawyer, civil engineer  

 
1832: moved to Milledgeville, GA 

Slade, Marmaduke J.  editorial staff on newspaper 
 

1833: moved to Milledgeville, GA 
Billups, Thomas A. 

  
1834: will probated in Bibb County 

Bealle, Reason A. 
  

1836: estate listed on Bibb  
County tax digest 

Fitch & Co (L Fitch & Co) clothing merchant 
 

1836: moved to Connecticut 
Loving, John (Major) 

  
1837: died in Macon 

Napier, Thomas  judge, planter, small merchant 
 

1838: died in Macon 
Coleman, Robert  commission merchant 

(middling) 
C (1840) 1840: will probated in Bibb County 

Ralston, David  merchant, sawmill/lumber yard 
owner 

B (1840) 1842: died in Macon 

Cumming, (William) 
  

1844: died in Macon 
Johnston, Y. (Young) 

 
C (1840) 1845: died in Bibb County 

Lamar, John T.  lawyer, businessman 
 

1845: died in Macon 
Baber, Ambrose planter, physician B (1840) 1846: died in Macon  

McDonald, Charles J.  lawyer, planter, later state 
governor 

 
1851: departed Bibb  
for Cobb County 

Smith, (James Major) lawyer C (1840) 1852: buried in Macon 
Russel, Ben J.  farmer 

 
1856: departed Macon  
for Florida 

McGregor, Alexander  carpenter, mechanic  C (1840) 1856: buried in Macon 
Richards, A. (Alexander) furniture, mechanic B (1840, 1857) 1862: died in Macon 

Birdsong, (Robert) proprietor of boarding house  
 

1868: died in Macon 
Rose, Simri newspaper editor and proprietor C (1840, 1857) 1869: died in Macon 
Poe, (Washington) lawyer A (1840, 1857) 1876: died in Macon 

 

  

 
city and not much else. John Campbell Butler, Historical Record of Macon and Central Georgia: Containing Many 
Interesting and Valuable Reminiscences Connected with the Whole State, Including Numerous Incidents and Facts 
Never before Published and of Great Historic Value (Macon, Ga.: J. W. Burke, 1979), 76, 337. 

Table 1.1. 1826 lot holders’ known persistence rate, in chronological order 
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founding, resided in Macon for a handful of years, serving in the House of Representatives for 

Bibb County in 1823 and 1825. With Henry G. Ross, Ingersol took a more hands-on role in 

Macon’s early progress by erecting the first framed building in the town. Yet, Columbus, 

Georgia, lured Ingersol westward. He was on hand for the founding of that city on the fall line of 

the Chattahoochee in 1828. He put down roots there, became a leading citizen, built a mansion 

across the river in Alabama, and operated a gristmill. Upon his death, he was interred in 

Linwood Cemetery there.18 

Nine more early lot holders are not in evidence on the 1836 tax digest, having departed at 

some point between 1832 and 1836. These include Oliver Hillhouse Prince, Sr. Like Ingersol, he 

participated in the war against the Creeks and was on hand to take advantage in the aftermath. 

Prince moved from Washington, in Wilkes County, to Macon in 1823, then relocated to the state 

capital of Milledgeville in 1832 to take over ownership of the newspaper the Georgia Journal. 

Though he retained a house in Macon for a time, he eventually settled permanently in Athens, 

where he remained until his death in 1837. Prince was an example of a rather restless sojourner. 

He moved his family four times, a number that no doubt would have been greater had it not been 

for his untimely death at age fifty-five. He had considered going further afield, as evident from 

an 1818 letter from his cousin David Raymond: “Mary informed me that you had thoughts of 

removing to the Alabama [Territory]. . . . I should also like to know whether there are any . . . 

inducements for me to go into that country.”19  

 
18Telfair, History of Columbus, 87-88; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 50, 53, 56. 
19Virginia King Nirenstein, With Kindly Voices: A Nineteenth-Century Georgia Family (Macon, Ga.: 

Tullous Books, 1984), 34, 53, 80; Glenda Sue Gillis Leslie, “‘The Controlling Bar’: The Influence of Macon’s 
Attorneys on Its Early History” (Ph.D. diss., Georgia State University, 1999), 68. Macon could be considered only a 
way station for the Princes if not for the cenotaph for Hillhouse and his wife that stands in Rose Hill Cemetery. 
Also, their children grew up in the city after their parents’ death, for Mary Ross Norman Prince’s sister Selina 
married Washington Poe there in 1829, and, as noted earlier, Poe was not the wandering kind but was the last early 
lot holder to die in the city, in 1876. Washington and Selina reared the Prince children upon their parents’ death.  
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Seven land lotteries instituted by the state of Georgia from 1805 to 1832 fed the 

migratory proclivities of southerners and encouraged movement into and out of Macon.20 Even 

as the state distributed land in Macon’s Bibb County, if not the city of Macon itself, there were a 

handful of early lot holders in Macon who applied for, and won, land elsewhere in the state after 

they bought lots in Macon. It is unclear if some of these men ever resided in the city. Except for 

Kimberly, they are not included in the persistence rate because their exact movements are 

unknown. Anson Kimberly of McIntosh County, introduced above as “founder” of both Macon 

and Rome, won land in Lee County in 1827, which is not where the city of Rome is located, 

coincidentally. So, Kimberly, from coastal McIntosh County, founded Macon in central Georgia, 

Rome in the northwest of the state, and won land in southwest Georgia in Lee County. David 

Lyner netted lottery land in Muscogee County in 1827, and, if he resided in Macon at all, then 

possibly moved further west closer to the Chattahoochee and more exciting opportunities. The 

lucky Major Howell D. Burke walked away from the lottery with land in both Coweta County 

and Carroll County in 1827. Joseph Shaw enrolled for the lottery from Bibb County in 1827, 

winning land in Lee County. E. W. Wright resided in Bibb when he netted land in the 1832 

Cherokee land lottery.21 One would assume that these men must have been spread rather thin, 

taking advantage of the opportunities in the sixty-nine new Georgia counties opened for 

settlement. Yet, a year after one of the lotteries, only 20 percent of the winners or “fortunate 

drawers” for land in the upper Piedmont had officially taken possession of their land. It is 

difficult to say whether these lottery winners took up residence on their acquisitions—more than 

likely they did not if the land was unfavorable. If they won prime land, chances are they sold it to 

 
20The 1850 federal census superintendent believed that Americans’ restlessness would die down after there 

was no more free land being handed out by the government. Morrison and Wheeler, “The Image of ‘Elsewhere’,” 
82. 

21State of Georgia, Recorder Office, Official Register of the Land Lottery of 1827 (Milledgeville, Ga., 
1827), accessed January 25, 2018, Ancestry; James F. Smith, The Cherokee Land Lottery, Containing a Numerical 
List of the Names of the Fortunate Drawers in Said Lottery (New York, 1838), accessed January 25, 2018, Ancestry. 
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a planter for a tidy sum.22 These lottery winners among Macon’s first settlers reveal less about 

persistence among early investors in Macon than about the mindset of the people in the state at 

the time. They were eager to take advantage of any opportunities that came along and migrated 

when it best suited them.  

For those early lot holders who stayed in Macon beyond ten years, there was a higher 

persistence rate. Only six more left by 1846, twenty years from the lot map. Four additional early 

lot holders left Macon and Bibb County between 1847 and 1861. It often paid to stay. In new 

southern towns ambitious newcomers could become distinguished city leaders within ten to 

fifteen years if they persisted and involved themselves in the community. Eight years earlier, the 

Messenger observed that William Cumming had, during his approximately twenty years of 

residency in Macon, occupied “several stations of honor and responsibility in this community.”23 

Only 20 percent of the early lot holders left between 1836 and 1861. This contrasts to the 31 

percent who left in the first ten years, or never resided in Macon at all. The remaining 47 percent 

of those with identifiable residences stuck with Macon to their deaths and beyond. These 

dedicated early Maconites encompass 30 percent of the seventy-six early people noted on the 

1826 map.  

Georgia had good reason to promote the founding of Macon, and these advantages drew 

early settlers to the city. Macon was directly opposite Fort Hawkins, the frontier outpost built in 

1806 on the Old Federal Road overlooking the Ocmulgee. After the 1821 treaty with the Creeks, 

 
22David F. Weiman, “Peopling the Land by Lottery? The Market in Public Lands and the Regional 

Differentiation of Territory on the Georgia Frontier,” Journal of Economic History 51, no. 4 (1991): 839, 842; James 
C. Bonner, A History of Georgia Agriculture, 1732-1860 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1964), 38-40. An 
1803 state law entitled one draw to every free white male inhabitant of Georgia who was both twenty years or older 
and a citizen of the U.S. Men with a wife or child were entitled to two draws. Lots ranged in size from 40 to 490 
acres depending on land values. The law did not require lottery winners to work the land themselves in order to keep 
it. Many winners sold their land to planters and other interested parties.  

23Harriet E. Amos Doss, Cotton City: Urban Development in Antebellum Mobile (Tuscaloosa: University of 
Alabama Press, 1985), 53-55; Tadd Evans, Macon, Georgia, Newspaper Clippings (Messenger), Volumes I-V (1823-
1851) (Savannah: privately printed, 1998; held at MGA), 124.  
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this fort became a jumping off point for settlers headed into newly available territory west of the 

river. The wooden toll bridge early Maconite Alexander McGregor completed over the river in 

1826 assisted them on their way into Macon and beyond.24 The Old Federal Road was actually 

whites’ name for a much older Indian trail through the southeast, for long before the U.S. 

government had built an outpost at the western limit of its territory in Georgia, Mississippian 

Indians, circa A.D. 900 to 1100, had considered this section of the Ocmulgee an advantageous 

spot, building a town, temple, and a ceremonial earth lodge as well as mounds, making the 

Ocmulgee Fields the largest inhabited site in the region during that period. When the 

Mississippians abandoned the site for unknown reasons, the Lamar Indians populated the area in 

the 1300s, meeting Spanish explorer Hernando De Soto’s entourage there in 1540. A century and 

a half later, Charleston merchants established a trading post in the vicinity. One of the residences 

still standing east of the Ocmulgee, now a graceful Greek-Revival edifice, started out as an 

Indian trading post in 1805, with its ground floor walls consisting of limestone and flint twenty-

three to twenty-seven inches thick to withstand attack. It was also here that James Oglethorpe, 

the founder of Georgia, met with Creek chiefs in 1733 to formalize the land cession that allowed 

the thirteenth colony’s survival.25  

In Georgia, all roads led to the Central City. The Old Federal Road ran from Augusta 

through Milledgeville, Macon, Columbus, and on to Mobile in Alabama. Stagecoaches rolled 

through town along the road and also down a more direct eastern route to Savannah. A 

stagecoach could make the 180 mile trip to Savannah in forty hours, according to an 1832 

 
24Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 87; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 92; Davis, Cotton, 

Fire, and Dreams, 20. For years, the state of Georgia collected tolls on the single bridge over the Ocmulgee at 
Macon.  

25Ocmulgee National Monument, Georgia (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 2012); 
Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide (Macon, Ga.: Middle Georgia Historical Society, 1996), 8, 24; 
Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 20; Jo McConnell and Sadie Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered: The 
Antebellum Years (Gloucester Point, Va.: Hallmark Publishing, 2002), 8-9. 
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advertisement. By 1837, six stages arrived in Macon daily, one coming from as far away as New 

York. These stagecoaches and other traffic had to go through Macon because its bridge across 

the Ocmulgee was the only one for many miles, and there were few fords and ferries available 

elsewhere. The bridge, which the city improved in the 1830s, boasted granite piers and a 360 

foot span with two carriage ways. By the 1830s, roads connected Macon to almost every Georgia 

town of any import.26  

Macon’s location on the Ocmulgee River facilitated travel and commerce. Macon was on 

the river’s fall line, and enterprising souls built flat-bottomed wooden pole boats known as 

“cotton-boxes” with high sides and navigated them via the Ocmulgee and Altamaha to Darien on 

the Atlantic coast. From there, they placed the cotton on seaworthy vessels and shipped it to 

Savannah. Initially, pole boats brought goods back upstream, with the journey taking three to 

four weeks. In 1829, thirty to forty flat boats transported seven hundred bags of cotton to Darien 

and returned with eighty tons of freight. That same year, the first steamboat, the North 

Carolina—a light draft affair by necessity—arrived in Macon. Maconites who lined the banks of 

the river to witness this feat were “alarmed by the smoke and noise.”27 In 1833, Macon sent 

cotton down the Ocmulgee on fifty poleboats and four steamboats, including the Pioneer, which 

had a draft of only twenty inches. The Pioneer also towed two large boats with groceries back up 

the river to Macon, taking eight days to do so. The tonnage hauled continued to rise until 1837, 

when seven steamboats and sixty pole boats regularly plied the river. Local companies such as 

the Macon Steamboat Company, the Ocmulgee Steamboat Company, and A. R. McLaughlin's 

 
26Bowling C. Yates, “Macon, Georgia, Inland Trading Center 1826-1836,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 

55, no. 3 (1971): 375; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 21; Stone, “Economic Conditions in Macon,” 213-14, 222. 
The stage from Macon usually travelled on the “Upper Federal Road” to Forsyth and beyond, as opposed to heading 
directly toward Columbus. In contrast, traveling from Tuscaloosa to Montgomery, Alabama, a distance of 150-
miles, took 104 hours. This was not accounting for any possible delays due to bad weather or accidents. Williams, 
“Early Ante-Bellum Montgomery,” 506. 

27Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 20; Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” 425; 
Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 55.  
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line profited by shipping cotton from Macon to the coast and returning with merchandise.28 They 

transported a wide variety of goods for Maconites, including the double-carved front doors for 

grocer William Rokebaugh Rogers’s Italianate villa on College Street in 1840. Rogers shipped 

the doors from Connecticut to Darien and from there, upriver to Macon.29  

 The site of the city was relatively healthy. When surveyor James Webb laid out Macon, 

he consulted physician Dr. Ambrose Baber in 1823 for advice on where to place the town. Baber 

recommended avoiding the flood plain and area swamps for health reasons. Webb chose higher 

ground overlooking the Ocmulgee, upriver from the swamps, and included in his plan a greenbelt 

or “commons” of virgin timber around the city.30 During the antebellum period when 

competition between towns was intense, local governments and newspapers attempted to put the 

best spin on news of local sickness, because disease was bad for business.31 Such was the case 

when the Messenger reported in 1823 that Macon was a very salubrious place to live: “There are 

few persons at this time under complaint but none dangerously ill. There is perhaps no place in 

the state containing an equal number of inhabitants that experienced less sickness this summer 

than Macon.” When John Clark, the first interment in the Old Macon Cemetery, succumbed in 

November 1824, the Georgia Messenger observed that he must have died of old age: “We have 

been requested to contradict a report . . . representing the town as very sickly. . . . If that be the 

case, we who are citizens know nothing about it. We do not know . . . a single person seriously 

 
28Stone, “Economic Conditions in Macon,” 215; Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 142; Yates, “Macon,” 

372, 375. During periods of low-water level in the river, pole boats charged 1 cent per pound to carry cotton from 
Macon to Darien (four dollars a bale). Steamboats, which could navigate in deeper water, charged one dollar a bale 
or less.  

29McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered, 57.  
30Bruce W. Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery: Derivation, Development, Degeneration” (Master’s thesis, 

University of Georgia, 1989), 38-40; Carmen Shaver Brown, History of Medicine in Bibb County: 1823-1917 
(Macon, Ga.: Women’s Auxiliary to the Bibb County Medical Society, 1971), 1. 

31Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 41. 
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indisposed.”32 Likewise, Dr. Myron Bartlett wrote in 1831 in his newspaper the Macon 

Telegraph,  

The site of the town of Macon continues one of the healthiest in the South. Disease still 

stalks around it, laying its heavy hand upon town and hamlet, upon the indwellers of the 

costly mansion as well as the humble cottage; while here his visits have been seldom and 

comparatively light. True, we have not been exempt from sickness and death, but nothing 

in the shape of an epidemic has ever assailed us.33  

 

The city’s reputation for wellness was such that in 1834 young attorney John J. Gresham, who 

had previously suffered from two bouts of fever, moved from the Augusta area to Macon for his 

health. He apparently found the air to his liking, for he put down roots, dying in Macon at the age 

of seventy-nine in 1891. Yet, three of his sons born in the city succumbed before reaching 

adulthood, so the air was not so wholesome as to work miracles upon the nineteenth-century-

death rate.34 

Though the reader must weigh the veracity of claims in light of the urban propaganda of 

the time, it is true that, although Maconites died of any number of complaints other than old age, 

Macon did not suffer from the same epidemics that prostrated many other cities. As an interior 

city on a river of modest volume, Macon’s environs did not provide the atmosphere necessary for 

the yellow-fever carrying Aedes aegypti mosquito to thrive, despite the fact that there were 

swamps and marshlands nearby. Macon recorded only a handful of yellow fever fatalities during 

the antebellum era, the unfortunate souls having contracted the disease elsewhere. In 1854, the 

city was a refuge for people fleeing yellow fever. Malaria and other fevers accounted for only 4 

percent of Macon’s recorded and categorized antebellum deaths.35 See table 1.2. Macon likewise 

 
32Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 28-29, 40. 
33Brown, History of Medicine in Bibb County, 10. 
34John J. Gresham biography, John Jones Gresham Writings Collection, Hargrett Rare Book and 

Manuscript Library, University of Georgia Libraries, Athens, Georgia (HLUG). 
35Brown, History of Medicine in Bibb County, 10; Rose Hill Interment Book 1840-1848, 1854-1879, Rose 

Hill Records, MGA; Evans, Macon, Georgia, Newspaper Clippings (Messenger), Volumes I-V (1823-1851); Tadd 
Evans, Macon, Georgia, Newspaper Clippings (Telegraph), Volumes II-IV (1832-1845) (Savannah: privately 
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avoided cholera outbreaks, which accounted for less than 1 percent of the city’s antebellum 

deaths with known causes. A Maconite was as likely to die of colic and more likely to die of an 

apoplexy than of cholera. A broadside printed in the city in January 1860 and endorsed by the 

mayor and 153 businesses and citizens assured both the populace and possible visitors to Macon 

that accounts of smallpox in the city had been greatly exaggerated and that there had been fewer 

than a dozen cases in the vicinity, which officials had quickly removed from the city limits. The 

broadside further noted that the danger was over, as there had been no case in Macon for ten 

days. The mortality schedules support these assertions. In fact, the city of Macon still claims to 

never have had an outright epidemic beyond the Spanish Flu during the World War I era.36 This 

made the site favorable indeed. 

 
Epidemic Diseases: White Deaths Recorded  
or Corpses Interred in Macon 1820-1861  

Total Deaths 
Categorized 

Percentage of Total         
(1,237 deaths) 

ague, malaria, congestive fever/chill, chills and fever, 
intermittent fever  53 4% 

cholera  9 0.73% 

diarrhea  39 3% 

dysentery 16 1.29% 

influenza 3 0.24% 

measles 25 2% 

scarlet fever 43 3% 

smallpox 1 0.08% 

typhoid 60 5% 

typhus/brain fever/bilious fever 47 4% 

yellow fever  2 0.16% 

EPIDEMIC TOTALS 245 20% 

  

 
printed, 2004; held at MGA); Paul Michael Warden, “Ungesund: Yellow Fever, the Antebellum Gulf South, and 
German Immigration,” Southern Spaces (May 2, 2017), https://southernspaces.org/2017/ungesund-yellow-fever-
antebellum-gulf-south-and-german-immigration, accessed December 10, 2017; Margaret Humphreys, Yellow Fever 
and The South (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), 47, 69. 

36Brown, History of Medicine in Bibb County, 10; “Macon, Ga., January 30, 1860,” Broadsides and 
Placards Collection Index, MGA. A tabulation of causes of death cited in Macon obituaries, local histories, Bibb 
County mortality schedule, and the Rose Hill Interment Book, which also recorded the cause of death for those 
buried in other cemeteries in the Macon vicinity, reveals that there were nine deaths from cholera recorded in Macon 
in the antebellum era. Two people succumbed to yellow fever. In contrast, nine Maconites died of colic and fifteen 
of apoplexy.  

Table 1.2. Antebellum Macon’s state of health 
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During a period of great opportunity and extensive internal migration, when the South 

was mainly “the roll of frontier upon frontier—and on to the frontier beyond,” Macon was 

founded on the Ocmulgee at the eastern edge of Georgia’s new frontier. The city beckoned to 

settlers at a time when “Georgians were as migratory as the Arabs,” according to a contemporary 

observer.37 Though promoted by the state, Macon could still fail to live up to expectations, like 

Milledgeville, which the state had also planned as an upriver market center, but which never 

flourished. Macon’s early settlers set the pace for the town, and some would be vitally important 

in helping the city adapt to changing realities in central Georgia. Upon the town’s founding, 

however, all looked rosy as the crossroads city, one of the “southern communities, [which] like 

vertebrae, fastened along the spine of the southern region,” quickly gained importance both as a 

county seat and a market center with rich agricultural hinterlands.38  

Macon had an advantage from the beginning because it was, upon the formation of Bibb 

County, immediately named as the county seat. Contests for county seat could become quite 

heated and were a great coup for the victorious city. Alternately, a loss could spell disaster for a 

locale, because in the antebellum South, county seats drew people from the countryside. Most 

major transactions, from sales of land or the enslaved to estate settlements, occurred within the 

county court system. Southerners also settled disputes there. Courthouse towns served as the 

social, cultural, and political gathering place for those in the vicinity. Once in town, those from 

the hinterlands would do their selling, trading, and shopping as well. As early as October 1828, 

contractors labored on a ninety by forty foot three-story brick building to replace an earlier 

 
37W.J. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1941), 4; Philip Mills Herrington, 

“Agricultural and Architectural Reform in the Antebellum South: Fruitland at Augusta, Georgia,” Journal of 
Southern History 78, no. 4 (2012): 883. In an 1853 letter, Charles Howard of Cass County in north Georgia 
commented about migratory tendencies of Georgians thirty years earlier. 

38Derry, “Southern Town Plans,” 16; Jean E. Friedman, The Enclosed Garden: Women and Community in 
the Evangelical South, 1830-1900 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1990), 128; Holder, “State Planned 
Trading Centers,” 123. 
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wooden structure used as the Bibb County courthouse. The new building, designed by Maconite 

Elam Alexander of North Carolina, included two large porticos and a cupola, and a local history 

published later modesty noted that it was “regarded for many years as the finest building of its 

type in the state.”39 The county replaced this edifice with a larger building in the 1850s to meet 

the needs of the growing populace.  

Macon was an “urban pocket” in the midst of Georgia’s cotton belt, which extended 

southwestward into Alabama. The South’s long growing season and rivers running deep into the 

interior were nature’s gift to the South, and “this blessing, in a devout society, raised agriculture 

from a mere pursuit to a birthright.”40 Because of the importance of farming in the region, the 

Jeffersonian view of agriculture persisted longer in the South than elsewhere. Thomas Jefferson, 

a Virginian grower himself, believed that citizen farmers with enough land to be independent, to 

employ their talents to their fullest, and in turn to receive the full benefits of their own labor, 

were the backbone of the American republic, and indeed indispensable to it. In Georgia, this 

enduring belief manifested itself in tangible form in the lottery system in which Macon’s early 

citizens took part. Governor Josiah Tattnall (1801-1802), who advocated for the land lotteries, 

opposed any policies that would result in a few men monopolizing landownership in the newly 

opened counties, arguing instead for a large yeomanry. These lotteries sought to maintain the 

ideal of the yeoman farmer and were a “radical new system of distribution.”41 

 
39Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 72; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 59. 
40Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 12, 33. 
41Holder, “State Planned Trading Centers,” 116-17; Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 38-40; 

Weiman, “Peopling the Land by Lottery?, 835, 839, 841-42, 857; Joseph Patrick Reidy, “Masters and Slaves, 
Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-1880,” (Ph.D. diss., 
Northern Illinois University, 1982), 21; Bruce Collins, White Society in the Antebellum South (New York: Longman, 
1985), 86. Though original intentions were for a large yeomanry taking up their plows on the land they won as 
“fortunate drawers” and creating small homesteads throughout Georgia, that is not what happened. Instead, it 
instituted a “secondary market in public lands,” as publishers, surveyors, and cartographers facilitated the 
dissimilation of information about specific lots won and the “fortunate drawers” who triumphed. These same 
intermediaries then helped broker sales of said land if the property proved favorable. Thus, the system enabled large 
planters to amass prime lands, paying “fortunate drawers” $25 to $50 for mediocre land and several hundred dollars 
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“Fortunate drawers” and others swarmed central Georgia, hoping to reap profits from the 

land. Lottery winnings provided much of the real estate for one of the wealthiest Irishman in the 

vicinity, early-arrival Michael M. Healy, whose plantation was nine miles northeast of Macon. 

Though international traveler Stuart Jones noted in his 1830 visit to Macon that there were some 

nice plantations around the city, even as late as 1860, the census of Bibb County documented 

few large estates.42 The census of 1850 recorded 308 farms in Bibb County. The same census 

documented wildly disparate values of real estate held by these planters and farmers—amounting 

from $100 up to $155,000.43 Though farmers and planters might have had high hopes for good 

returns on their investment in the soil, this was not always the case. Any year that a grower 

produced more than needed for subsistence, he could sell or barter with the surplus, providing 

more capital to “bolster his working means” and produce even more the next year, steadily 

increasing his capital and livelihood. This could be difficult if the weather and market did not 

cooperate. From 1827 to 1832, with the exception of the 1831 harvest, central Georgia 

experienced poor crops due to drought. The Telegraph reported the “utter prostration” of the 

farmer’s hopes in 1827 due to that year’s poor yield. The area later suffered due to the Panic of 

1837, the depression lasting well into the 1840s as crop prices plummeted. The 1850s were a 

 
for prime land. This was a windfall for yeoman winners of the lottery, but it did not populate the sixty-nine new 
Georgia counties with small independent proprietors as imaged. Joseph Patrick Reidy concludes that they offered 
only fleeting hope of success for small-scale farmers.  

42James O’Toole, Passing for White: Race, Religion, and the Healy Family, 1820-1920 (Amherst: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2002), 7, 12; Landrum, Survey of Negro Life, 10; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum 
Macon,” 387. Healy won a big plot in the 1823 lottery and two more in 1832. He bargained with his neighbors to 
consolidate his property on the Ocmulgee.  

43U.S., Census of 1850, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Population 
Schedules, 1850, Macon); George White, Historical Collections of Georgia: Containing the Most Interesting Facts, 
Traditions, Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, Etc. Relating to Its History and Antiquities, from Its First Settlement 
to the Present Time; Compiled from Original Records and Official Documents; Illustrated by Nearly One Hundred 
Engravings of Public Buildings, Relics of Antiquity, Historic Localities, Natural Scenery, Portraits of Distinguished 
Men, Etc., Etc. (New York: Pudney & Russell, 1855), 271. 
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boom time for agriculture in the area.44 Yet, not everyone prospered over time. James 

Richardson of Pine Street, a farmer who reported six enslaved laborers on the 1840 census, had 

real estate valued at $1,400 on the 1850 census, and was a bridge keeper at the time of his death 

in 1860, with real estate worth $150.45 

Like many other southern locales with rich farming to be had, those who came to Macon 

in other vocations often tried their hands at agriculture, if they had the wherewithal. As the 

number of professionals in the South surged after 1840, “parlaying professional profit into a 

plantation” was not unusual. A. B. Longstreet observed that men in Greensboro, in northeast 

Georgia, frequently combined farming with some professional or mercantile activity. These men 

would ride out to their farms once or twice daily to check in. The rest of the time, they remained 

in the city working in their stores or offices.46 In Houston County in central Georgia, some of the 

wealthiest planters were physicians, lawyers, and other professionals. In Macon, a number of 

lawyers were able to make money as they “thrived on establishing, transferring, and litigating 

proprietorship in land and slaves.” For instance, attorney and planter Pulaski S. Holt, Sr., 

reported $55,000 in real estate and $95,000 in his personal estate on the 1860 census.47 Dr. 

Ambrose Baber tended a prosperous medical practice housed adjacent to his home, while also 

pursuing agricultural pursuits on his 2,500 acres across five Georgia counties. Baber wrote 

frequently of his agricultural endeavors. For instance, in 1837, he noted “my cotton crop looks 

 
44George B. Crawford, “Cotton, Land, and Sustenance: Toward the Limits of Abundance in Late 

Antebellum Georgia,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 72, no. 2 (1988): 217-18, 220; Bonner, History of Georgia 
Agriculture, 56, 75; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 205.  

45U.S., Census of 1840, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 15 (hereafter cited as 
Population Schedules, 1840, Macon); U.S., Census of 1860, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia 
(hereafter cited as Population Schedules, 1860, Macon), 252. 

46Jennifer Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?: Professionals with Planter and Middle-Class Origins in Late 
Antebellum South Carolina,” in The Southern Middle Class in the Long Nineteenth Century, eds. Jonathan Daniel 
Wells and Jennifer Green (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011), 136; James C. Bonner, “Profile of 
a Late Antebellum Community,” American Historical Review 49 (July 1944): 672; John Donald Wade, Augustus 
Baldwin Longstreet: A Study of the Development of Culture in the South (New York: MacMillan, 1924), 87. 

47Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 20, 67; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 75. 
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very promising,” also commenting that the corn and potatoes thrived.48 Dr. John B. Wiley of 

Hancock County owned land in Barbour County, Alabama, and Houston County, Georgia. He 

paid $32,500 for a Greek-Revival home in Macon in 1850, and Wiley reported real estate valued 

at $150,000 and personal property at $80,000 on the 1860 census. Georgian physician and 

planter Dr. David Jameson noted $146,000 in real estate on the 1860 census.49  

With a commercial crop that could be as profitable as cotton, it was no surprise that 

Macon’s citizens embraced dual careers to chase the dream. After all, planting “offered the surest 

guarantee of King Cotton’s royalties.” During the antebellum period, cotton had become the 

“fabric of the southern economy” and skyrocketed in production. By 1834, the South produced 

40 million pounds of cotton, 457 million pounds by 1844, and close to a billion pounds by 1850. 

Observers noted how the drive to plant cotton could drown out all other considerations, citing 

examples of farmers choosing to live in spartan houses in the middle of cotton fields. An 1843 

traveler described his visit to a friend in the cotton belt: “I stopped at the house of a friend who 

worked some 25 to 30 hands, a gentleman of education and refinement, with a nice and 

accomplished wife, and they put me to sleep in a room . . . half filled with cotton, and without a 

fireplace.” His friend also had no servants in the house as all must be working in the fields. 

Historian Bruce Collins notes that cotton in the nineteenth-century South was “almost a code-

word, a short-hand for Southern economic endeavor.” From 1791 to 1801, Georgia cotton 

production rose from 1,250 bales to 25,000 bales per year. It rose 100 percent in the next decade 

and 124 percent from 1811-1821, becoming the world’s largest cotton producer in 1820. Most 

 
48R. B. Flanders, “Ambrose Baber,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 22, no. 3 (1938): 232; Ambrose Baber to 

Mary Sweet Baber, 17 August 1837, box 1, folder 4, Baber-Blackshear Family papers, ms11, HLUG. 
49McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered, 44; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 

802, 967. 
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cotton crops around Macon in the early 1830s were the common upland variety, but by the 

middle of the decade, some planters were cultivating improved strains, such as Petit Gulf.50 

Despite this cotton mania, there was some diversification of crops throughout the state, 

including central Georgia. B. F. Taylor appeared in the annals of Macon history for winning the 

silver pitcher in 1853 at Macon’s August Fair for best yield of corn in Georgia from bottomland 

with a return of 80.5 bushels an acre. Taylor’s bounty came from his Ocmulgee Plantation, three 

miles below the city. Travis Huff, a farmer living just southwest of Macon, developed a 

homestead of six hundred acres in the 1830s. He grew wheat, hay, and tropical and semitropical 

flowers in addition to raising livestock.51 Early settlers named the hamlet of Vineville, directly 

northwest of Macon, for the vineyards of an early resident. Other crops in antebellum Bibb 

County included sweet potatoes, “Columbia” peaches, apples, and pears. In 1848, Robert Nelson 

of Denmark opened his Troup Hill Nursery in the Macon vicinity. He grew ten thousand fruit 

trees, sixteen varieties of strawberries, four hundred rose bushes in over one hundred varieties, 

and two thousand greenhouse plants. He did not linger long, however, but moved on to 

Montgomery, Alabama. He left the area in 1856. In 1860, Maconite George W. Scattergood, Jr., 

noted in his diary a visit to the sugar cane bed of his friend, during which he ate a few stalks, 

indicating that even sugar cane made an appearance in the lower piedmont.52 Asa E. Earnest of 

Bibb County promoted the silk industry ceaselessly. In 1842, local New England teacher and 

 
50Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 67; Larsen, The Urban South, 43; Crawford, “Cotton, Land, and 

Sustenance,” 219; Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 77; Collins, White Society, 26; Gillespie, Free Labor in 
an Unfree World, 69; Stone, “Economic Conditions in Macon,” 217. 

51Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 161; McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures 
Remembered, 33; Kenneth Coleman, A History of Georgia (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1991), 165. In 
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52Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 223-4; George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals 1858-1865, 8 October 1860, 
MGA; Fletcher M. Green, The Role of the Yankee in the Old South (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1972), 
115-16; James C. Bonner, “Plantation Architecture of the Lower South on the Eve of the Civil War,” Journal of 
Southern History 11, no. 3 (August 1945): 384. Green refers to Nelson in his book about Yankees in the South, but 
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and Dreams, 66. 
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farmer James Wakeman’s two-story “cocoonery” with about one million silkworms “ready to 

wind up” burned to the ground. Nevertheless, in 1850, the production of silk cocoons in the 

county was the second highest in the state. Unfortunately, there were problems with processing 

and marketing the silk, and the industry never advanced beyond a “novel home enterprise.”53  

Despite this diversification, central Georgia failed to become self-sustaining and had to 

import foodstuffs. Many farmers and planters were determined to stick with the crop they knew. 

Polly Ross, writing from Ross’s Place two miles from Macon in 1825 wrote, “We have a large 

stock of cattle and I raise an abundance of poultry and all will sell well here, as so many goes on 

cotton crops altogether that they do not Raise anything else to sell.”54 This occurred despite the 

vagaries of the cotton market after 1820, when the cost of cotton fluctuated greatly, falling to as 

low as nine cents per pound and rising to as high as twenty-one cents until 1830. Cotton prices 

averaged between twelve to sixteen cents per pound in the mid-1830s, and the Panic of 1837 

completely upended the market. Even when the cost of the staple had fallen to two cents per 

pound—below production cost—in the 1844 to 1845 season, farmers and planters held out hope 

and continued to plant cotton. They scorned the advice of many knowledgeable observers 

including the Bibb County Agricultural Society. Cotton producers anticipated better times, 

refusing to “hedge their bets by crop diversification.”55 Large planters with scattered agrarian 

operations also found diversification difficult to implement because of the specialized knowledge 

of overseers and the work force. Maconite John Basil Lamar, who owned 1,800 acres of arable 

land in Bibb County and property elsewhere, attempted to institute self-sufficiency of meat and 

 
53Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” 430-1; Bonner, History of Georgia 

Agriculture, 75; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 107. Livestock raised in Bibb County included 
turkeys, chickens, hogs, and cattle. 

54Polly Ross to Mrs. Elizabeth Perkins, 9 August 1825, Napier-Blackmon-Ross-Rose Families Collection, 
MGA. 

55Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 56; Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” 
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corn on his plantations but found it impracticable. The result of Lamar’s failure and others’ 

refusal to diversify was a town and region dependent on imported food.56  

Macon quickly became the “buckle of Georgia’s cotton-growing belt” as the “agrarian 

city” which serviced its verdant agricultural hinterlands. At the end of the 1830s, Georgia 

produced 326,000 bales of cotton, with the six counties around Macon contributing 50,000 of 

that amount. Within twenty years of settlement, central Georgia counties Houston and Monroe, 

west of the river, were among the leading cotton producers in Georgia. Macon needed only 

“shallow urban development” to become a market center for the staple crop because most of the 

processes related to cotton, such as spinning it into thread, weaving it into cloth, and then making 

it into clothes, took place elsewhere—sometimes New England but usually the United 

Kingdom.57 To be in business in the cotton trade, a southern city in the cotton belt only needed to 

possess a handy outlet to facilitate the flow of cotton to the processing locations elsewhere. 

Upriver towns such as Macon were a collection point for the staple, which fortunately was non-

perishable and ideal for markets far inland. Warehouses stored the cotton for weeks before 

Maconites shipped it to the coast. In 1826, Macon received 7,358 bales, over 50,000 in the 1829 

to 1830 season, and by the 1839 to 1840 season, receipts in Macon warehouses totaled over 

123,000 bales, with the town arguably serving as the most important inland depot for both 

buying and selling cotton in Georgia, clearing one-third of the Georgia cotton crop at the end of 

the 1830s.58 As early as 1825, a newspaper article noted that Macon warehouses stored cotton 

 
56Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 56; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 201. An upper piedmont 
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from sixteen counties. A late nineteenth-century Maconite described the process: “Then the 

cotton came on wagons, from the interior, and the cotton buyers in stout boots, armed with 

cotton gimlets, went out to meet the incoming wagons.”59 

An example of the dominant position cotton held in Macon is the conversion of the 

Monroe Railroad & Banking Company building to a fireproof cotton warehouse, the first in the 

area. The structure, which English traveler James Buckingham described as an impressive edifice 

complete with a fine Doric portico of fluted pillars, was not a warehouse in the usual style. When 

the Monroe Railroad went bankrupt in 1845, the best use for the Greek-Revival building, the 

construction of which had helped the Monroe Railroad & Banking Company along to 

bankruptcy, was as a fireproof cotton warehouse that could store six thousand bales of cotton. 

The city later bought the building, and it became city hall, another testament to the quality of the 

building utilized for a time as a cotton warehouse.60  

 In 1823, Nathan C. Munroe migrated from Fort Edward, New York, to work as a clerk in 

the country store on the plantation of Thomas Napier outside Macon. Munroe and other clerks 

like him were indispensable to the second part of the function of an “agrarian city”—the 

distribution of necessary goods to the growers. In 1823, merchants in Macon had not taken over 

this task from country stores such as Napier’s, but they soon would. Macon was a market town 

on a river, not unlike Augusta or Columbus. Just as Macon stored cotton from sixteen counties, it 

sold goods to those same counties—merchandise brought upriver on the Ocmulgee from 

anywhere in the world. Fifty years later, a Maconite boasted: “Men of capital and enterprise had 

opened stores, and long trains of wagons ploughed the deep mud in the winter months, from all 
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sections of central Georgia, from as far East as Eatonton, as far West as LaGrange, as far North 

as Covington, and as far South as Americus.”61 

Merchants and factors carried just about everything a grower and his family might need.62 

Some of the first merchants in Macon were Azel R. and Josiah Freeman who arrived from New 

Jersey via Nashville. In Macon, the Freemans bought three lots on Third and Mulberry streets in 

one of the early city auctions, built the first fireproof brick storeroom in the city, and entered into 

business. Though younger brother Josiah died at age thirty-two in 1829, Azel R. prospered for a 

good long while in Macon, dying there in 1872 at age eighty-one. He prospered in the city, 

paying taxes on twelve enslaved workers in 1857, when he had one of the highest tax bills in the 

Macon. In the 1860 census, he reported real estate valued at $35,000.63 Merchants such as the 

Freemans carried a wide variety of wares—from the strictly utilitarian such as Swedish or 

English iron, bale rope, and cast-iron stoves, to the more superfluous including fashionable 

carriages, musical instruments, and wallpaper, to consumables such as molasses, rum, drugs, and 

raisins. A storekeeper in 1840 had thirty thousand pounds of bacon on hand, and Edwin B. 

Weed’s hardware store had in stock at one time in 1844 “400 pairs of trace chains, 60 vices, . . . 

[and] 150 sledge hammers.” As historian John A. Eisterhold notes, “Macon naturally became a 
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large distribution point for goods received from the area, seacoast, and from abroad.” By 1850, 

Macon sellers moved over $500,000 worth of goods a year.64 

Macon attracted planters whose agricultural empires were far removed from Bibb 

County. Planters built residences in the city to display their wealth, escape reliance on crowded 

hotels, expand the educational opportunities of their children, and enjoy Macon’s social and 

cultural life. Traveling exhibitions stopped in the city, and Macon had a theater by 1838. 

Wealthier residents wrote of parties attended by the elite. Lawyer Philemon Tracy observed in 

1852 of the “‘Springs’ fancy balls [which] are the order of the season.”65 In March 1859 greater 

merchant Isaac Scott mentioned in his diary, “J. B. Ross gave a splendid party at his new house 

this evening. I was there.” A few days later, he noted, “I went over the river to a wedding at Wm. 

Lightfoot’s, had a pleasant time.” In the 1840s, traveler George Featherstonhaugh found Macon 

much more refined than Milledgeville or Columbus. Macon’s resident planters included two elite 

planters, who held more than 250 enslaved laborers in 1850 and/or 1860.66 The first of these was 

John Basil Lamar of Baldwin County, who, along with his sisters, inherited his father’s fifty 

thousand acres. Lamar, noted above for his attempts to diversify, owned land in fourteen 

counties in Georgia, Alabama, and Florida. By 1850, he was one of the largest slaveholders in 

the South, with three hundred enslaved persons working on his properties in Bibb County and 

Sumter County to the southwest. In Alabama, 111 enslaved workers toiled in his cotton fields in 

Lowndes County. In 1860, he had added a plantation in Worth County in southwest Georgia and 

another in Leon County, Florida. From Macon, Lamar administered his scattered holdings, 
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traveling on a circuit visiting his properties in the fall and spring.67 Second among Macon’s 

planter elite was Joseph Bond, who owned six plantations in Lee and Baker counties to the 

southwest. He had at least 273 enslaved workers laboring in these locations, not counting the 10 

servants he had in Macon at his mansion on Coleman Hill overlooking the city. Upon his death 

in 1859, his estate was valued at $1,053,223.89.68 Others who lived in Macon but had plantations 

elsewhere included Judge Asa Holt, George Washington Bonaparte Towns, Phillip Thurmond, 

and Caldwell W. Raines. 

 On paper, Macon had much to recommend it as a county seat on the cotton belt in a state 

that was giving away land in lotteries. The lack of diversification of crops in central Georgia 

provided another reason that farmers and planters would need to visit Macon to resupply, but it 

also meant that the city needed to be able to deliver these goods regularly and at reasonable 

costs. The town’s growth paralleled the increasing attraction of settlers to central Georgia’s 

fertile land. Yet, Macon’s hinterlands would not have free, virgin land forever. While cotton 

initially dictated the nature of antebellum Macon’s urbanization or lack thereof, it would be up to 

Maconites to prevent their town from the fate of many southern locales, which were “mere 

trading posts” or “overgrown villages” left behind by changing times.69  
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Though at the fall line of the Ocmulgee, Macon found that the navigation of the river 

proved unreliable. Not only was the Ocmulgee winding and narrow, but when the water level 

decreased, which was more apt to happen in the summer and fall, steamboats could not 

consistently make it to the city and even the flat-bottomed pole boats did not have a shallow 

enough draft to always make it through. In 1825, the Georgia Messenger breathed a sigh of relief 

when two pole boats finally arrived in the city, after a few days of scarcity in the town. In 

January 1827 winter rains allowed boats to navigate the Ocmulgee to Darien, delivering the 

city’s cotton stores. This predicament worsened as deforestation accelerated erosion, as did the 

“frontier system of cultivation.” This rudimentary farming style involved shallow plowing on 

unterraced land—including hillsides—without contour rows. As a result, surface soil quickly 

washed away and into the river. Farmers had been practicing it on much of the land opened west 

of the Oconee River. With indecent amounts of topsoil draining into the Ocmulgee from twenty-

five to thirty counties under intense cotton cultivation, constant dredging was necessary to keep 

the river navigable. The situation was so bad that the state of Georgia spent $321,500 on river 

and road improvements by 1834, with Macon editor Bartlett in particular championing internal 

improvements on the Ocmulgee. The largest vessel that McLaughlin’s line could use was the 

Chieftain that could carry only four hundred to five hundred bales of cotton. As long as Macon 

was dependent on the Ocmulgee then the town could not retain strong commercial ties with 

Savannah and Darien. In contrast, Macon’s rival Columbus was on the Chattahoochee, which 

was relatively straight and more easily navigable, and the trip to the Gulf of Mexico and back on 

the Chattahoochee could be made in four days. Without the same limitations on draft level, the 
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steamboat Retrieve on the Chattahoochee could carry 1,300 bales. River traffic flourished on the 

Chattahoochee until the 1862 Civil War blockade.70 

Macon also had to worry about the cotton crop getting to Macon. In the winter “long 

trains of wagons ploughed the deep mud” to Macon bringing cotton to the market. The road to 

south and southeast Georgia was particularly bad because of the Tobesaufky Swamp, and 

travelers approaching the city by way of “that most villanous [sic] of all mundane roads” risked 

“breaking their necks over the logs, or sinking to their chins in the mud.” Thieves also found the 

swamp a convenient bog from which to emerge to rob the unwary. In 1837, a turnpike improved 

travel, putting to an end regular road washouts. On the other hand, in 1843 A. T. Havens 

believed that the road leading southwest from Macon toward Albany was very good and could 

not be improved upon.71  

 To deal with transportation problems, Maconites were early converts to the benefits of 

the railroad. In doing so, the town embraced “forward-looking technological advancement,” 

demonstrating both the dynamism of the growing city and the South’s economy. Though the 

South had less railroad mileage than the North by 1860, in proportion to population the regions 

were “about equally supplied.” Historian William G. Thomas concludes that the South’s 

“experimentation with and investment in railroads . . . was consistent with the rest of the nation,” 

and Georgia led the South. In 1860, Georgia had more track than any other southern state and 
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was fourth in the nation.72 This Georgia dominance had started with campaigns for railroad lines 

that began in Athens, Macon, and Savannah in the 1830s. From 1833 to the mid-1840s, the 

Georgia legislature issued forty-eight charters for railroads, and in 1836 the state signed on to 

build a state rail line, which became the Western & Atlantic Railroad, the goal of which was to 

connect Georgia’s ports by railroad to Tennessee and beyond.73 Other than this state line, 

Georgians funded railroad companies through city and individual contributions. Macon held its 

first railroad meeting in 1831, where some Maconites believed the city should opt for a canal 

instead.74 Nevertheless, the idea of the railroad eventually prevailed in the city, with a 

combination of lawyers, planters, merchants, and bankers advocating on its behalf. With a 

railroad, Macon would have an alternate route to Savannah and could also sell its local-made 

products directly to those settling further west, cutting out northern merchants. Macon 

particularly wanted to rival Augusta with its Charleston money. Also, if other cities opted for the 

railroad and Macon did not, then planters would take their cotton to those cities.75  

In 1833, Macon switched from “sun time” to clock time when the city clock tower went 

into operation to prepare for the arrival of two railroads just inaugurated. This was just one small, 

yet important, example of the modernity that the railroad brought to the Central City. The 
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chartering of the first of the city’s railroads, the Central Railroad and Canal Company— which 

would run from Savannah to Macon—was met with the ringing of church and steamboat bells in 

Macon.76 Yet, as the Central finally neared Macon several years later, citizens hesitated at 

bridging the Ocmulgee for the railroad, fearing that the end result would be cotton merely riding 

the rails from the west on through town to Savannah, not benefitting Macon at all. The city 

finally approved the railroad bridge, and in 1843, after many trials and tribulations, which 

included building through rainstorms, washouts, malaria, swamp fever, and an economic 

recession, the Central connected Macon and Savannah with 187 miles of track—at the time the 

longest railroad in the world owned by a single company. Railroad cars could make the trip to 

Savannah in twelve hours, and goods flowed to Macon from Savannah and Augusta, providing 

Macon with the latest food, clothing, carriages, and wagons. In 1860, 102,000 bales of cotton 

traveled the Central from Macon to Savannah. The line also had branches to Milledgeville and 

Eatonton.77 See figure 1.2.  

The other railroad chartered and celebrated in Macon in 1833 was the Monroe Railroad, 

which was to connect Macon to Forsyth, a town 26 miles northwest of Macon, and beyond that 

to Atlanta, 103 miles from Macon.78 City government allowed for a depot in the northwest part 

of the city, as Macon wanted to control the cotton trade to the west. In late 1836, the inaugural 

ride from Macon to Forsyth was possible, and two years later the Monroe Railroad had cars  
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leaving Macon daily at ten in the morning and returning from Forsyth at four in the afternoon. 

The work continued on toward Atlanta with Irishmen and three hundred enslaved men grading 

the route. Unfortunately, before reaching Atlanta with track, the railroad declared bankruptcy in 

1845.79 Jerry Cowles, a Macon merchant originally from New York, bought the railway at 

auction for $155,000, acting for New York financiers. Renamed the Macon & Western, Cowles 

and the northern investors spent $600,000 rebuilding and adding track to Atlanta, reaching the 

city in 1846. The line finally became profitable, and the Western & Atlanta picked up above the 

city, as part of a plan discussed back in 1836 when Macon’s representatives met in Knoxville to 

plan a railroad system that eventually would connect the Atlantic seaboard with the Ohio River. 

Construction had proceeded to Chattanooga by 1851.80  
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Figure 1.2. Map of the Southern Part of the United States, 1856, a railroad guide, courtesy of 
Library of Congress 
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 There were a handful of other railroad systems antebellum Maconites supported. The last 

railroad line through Macon in the antebellum era was the Southwestern Railroad, chartered in 

1845 from Macon to Albany, 106 miles to the southwest. The Muscogee Railroad linked the 

Southwestern line to Columbus. This was part of a larger system that would connect Macon to 

the Gulf of Mexico. Unlike its counterparts, the Southwestern Railroad was well built and 

immediately profitable. Maconites also promoted and invested in the Macon & Warrenton 

Railroad, the Macon & Brunswick, and the Brunswick & Florida Railroad.81 

As a result of these railroad lines, most central Georgia cotton and merchandise started 

traveling over the rails instead of down the Ocmulgee. To compete with the Central Railroad, 

McLaughlin cut his shipping rates to Savannah, claiming that his boat the Robert Collins could 

get the cotton there quicker. He fought a losing battle, and by 1845 to 1848, boats and barges 

carried only 1 percent of Macon’s cotton to Savannah, and McLaughlin’s succession of 

occupations in Macon attests to opportunities embraced and then lost. In 1831, he was a 

merchant, in 1840 the owner of a steamboat line with ten enslaved laborers, in 1850 a boot-

maker, and in 1860 a bookkeeper. His Macon taxes revealed his change in fortune. In 1840, he 

paid $24.75, putting him in category C. In 1857, he spent only $3.25 on Macon taxes, putting 

him in the lowest tax category—D. One of McLaughlin’s rivals on the river—J. R. Butts—left 

Macon and focused instead on the navigation of the Flint and Chattahoochee rivers to the west.82  
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Though Macon’s wholehearted promotion of the railroad demonstrated the city’s hopes 

of expansion and urban development, the railroad was not the long-term boon for which the city 

had hoped but instead brought with it a new set of difficulties. The newer town of Atlanta, which 

had been nothing more than a roadside grocery, began capturing some of the cotton trade only 

three years after its 1843 incorporation. The editor of the Georgia Messenger, Simri Rose, one of 

Macon’s earliest settlers, blamed this in part on the sheer inefficiency of both the Macon & 

Western and the Central, for though these railroads commandeered a shorter route to the coast, 

more northern railroads in Georgia could actually ship to the sea quicker, though over a longer 

distance. As a result, Griffin, a city between Macon and Atlanta, shipped its cotton to the newer 

city, which also boasted superior credit supplied by Charleston creditors. Macon’s shaky 

financial situation did not help matters, as both the city’s finances and a number of local banks 

were unstable. Macon’s economic situation owed in large part to both the city and its residents’ 

heavy investment in the railroads. Maconites’ had poured $1 million into the now-bankrupt 

Monroe Railroad. The city was one of the early victims of a trend in antebellum southern cities. 

For example, Richmond, Virginia, had $2 million in debt in 1857, mostly from internal 

improvements. From the mid-1830s, Macon held over $250,000 in Central stock, purchased with 

money that the city had borrowed from northern capitalists. When it took the Central five years 

to reach Macon, the economic situation in the city became almost untenable, especially after the 

Panic of 1837. By 1844, the city could not handle even the interest payments on the town’s 

$287,842 debts, which amounted to $23,000 a year. The city renegotiated with the New York 

creditors, offering them unencumbered Central stock and $75,000 in city bonds and was able to 
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settle the debt for 80 percent of the total interest. Macon would speculate in railroads no more 

and would soon find that the prosperity the iron horse brought to town was fleeting regardless.83 

By 1860, Macon was at the center of Georgia’s 1,400 miles of track, but this statistic was 

misleading. While the city had cleared about 33 percent of the cotton crop in 1839, this number 

had dropped to 15 percent some twenty years later. Atlanta became the undisputed interior 

railroad center in Georgia after 1850 when the state-owned Western & Atlanta opened from 

Atlanta to Chattanooga. None of the South’s various antebellum “trunk” lines included Macon. 

The Charleston to Memphis route went through Augusta, Atlanta, and Chattanooga. The 

Alexandria to Mobile railway and Louisville to Charleston line both included Atlanta and not 

Macon. Whereas in 1850, Macon had been poised to pass Columbus and become the third largest 

city in the state after Savannah and Augusta, by 1860 Atlanta had surpassed Macon in 

population, with Macon falling to fifth place. The Southwestern Railroad even betrayed Macon 

in the end. The Central had bailed the Southwestern out of deep debt, resulting in the Savannah 

line virtually controlling the Southwestern. Cotton eventually flowed along the Southwestern to 

the Central and to Savannah, passing through Macon but hardly stopping on the way.84 It was 

Savannah, which had invested $2.7 million in railroads, that emerged revitalized. Savannah’s 

total population, which had hardly changed from 1800 to 1830, tripled over the next thirty years. 

A. T. Havens had written prophetically from Macon in 1842, “The Georgia Railroad has already 
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to become an early convert of the railroads and completely reliant on them, the railroad was inevitable for market 
cities to survive. Consider Natchez on the mighty Mississippi, which never tied into the railroad system and 
eventually faltered as a result. An 1860 publication wrote of the once thriving city: “Natchez flourishes as the good 
ship with bare poles rides the waves.” D. Clayton James, Antebellum Natchez (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 1968), 216. 

84Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 16; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 21, 29-30; Stover, Railroads of the 
South, 10-11; Coleman, History of Georgia, 159; Robert S. Davis, “The First Golden Age of Georgia Industry,” 
Georgia Historical Quarterly 72, no. 4 (1988): 70; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 254. The state legislature chose 
Atlanta in 1836 to be a railroad distribution center for the Western & Atlanta. It was an elevated site in the vicinity 
of the Chattahoochee River. 
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injured the place some and when it is completed they must feel it more sensibly.” He noted even 

then that many of Macon’s businesses did not have much custom. He continued, “It will then be 

an easy matter for the large planter to ship his cotton to Savannah and attend to the sale if it 

himself . . . and while there they will supply themselves with goods as the assortment will always 

be much larger and prices as cheap.”85  

Macon had more problems than the railroad, as the agricultural production of Macon’s 

hinterlands shifted. The sixteen counties that Macon served included land on the east side of the 

Ocmulgee, which the state opened to cultivation a generation earlier, and production was already 

declining there. The seemingly endless supply of land resulted in the “frontier system of 

cultivation,” cited earlier for the quick silting of the Ocmulgee due to excessive runoff. This 

mode of farming considered only short-term yields, and there were few efforts to improve the 

fertility of land. A citizen in the Milledgeville area blamed this “careless, slovenly, skimming 

habit of farming” on the land lotteries—easy come, easy go. A traveler in central Georgia wrote 

in 1828, “I never saw a country so cut up, to say nothing of the stumps and roots of fallen trees, 

through which we had to navigate.” Another lamented, “Probably no soil in the world has ever 

produced more wealth in so short a time, nor been more rapidly wasted of its native fertility.” 

The Panic resulted in the stagnation of the economy east of the Ocmulgee. By 1850, observers 

concluded that the area between the Oconee and Ocmulgee was “perhaps more completely 

exhausted than any other part of the United States.”86 However, these sources appear to overstate 

the exhaustion of the soil, and economist Gavin Wright argues instead that the “gutted, 

windswept hills” described by contemporaries were “as much the result of abandonment as its 

cause.” Records in the late 1850s clearly show that cotton continued to be produced in quantity 

 
85Coleman, History of Georgia, 162; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 74, 89; A. T. Havens 

journal, 20 April 1843.  
86Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 59, 60-62; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 27, 29. 
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in this area, though its output could not compare to territory further west. In 1850, Twiggs and 

Jones counties, just east of the river, were still in the top twenty cotton producing counties in the 

state. West of the Ocmulgee, the cotton yield of Houston County surpassed every other county in 

Georgia in 1850.87 More trouble loomed in antebellum Macon’s future as settlers had brought the 

“frontier system of cultivation” with them as they crossed the Ocmulgee.88 That river would 

eventually become a peripheral part of the cotton belt.  

Regardless of the poor husbandry of farmers and planters in newly opened Georgia land, 

in the end, it was hard to compete with the superior soils of the Old Southwest. While in 1820, 

Georgia led the world in cotton production, in 1850, the state came in second to Alabama. In 

1860, Georgia had fallen to fourth place behind Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. While 

Macon’s Joseph Bond sold the largest single cotton crop in Georgia’s history in 1859, 2,200 

bales, grown on his six plantations in southwest Georgia, Stephen Duncan of Natchez, 

Mississippi, produced 3,177 bales of cotton in 1851 on his six plantations. It was not unusual for 

his property to produce four thousand bales. This did not include his two sugar cane estates that 

produced 3,234 hogsheads of sugar in 1851.89 

The existence of superior soils elsewhere and the lack of virgin, lottery land, resulted in 

out migration from Macon and its hinterlands. Before Macon’s founding, people were already 

leaving Marion in Twiggs County across the river because of the lack of new lands and hope of 

better opportunities further west, resulting in the population of the city falling 36 percent from 

 
87Wright, Political Economy of the Cotton South, 16-17; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 57. 
88Farmers and planters subjected Georgia lands opened later to the same careless handling. The 

Chattahoochee’s hinterlands felt the pinch, with the Southern Cultivator noting in 1859 that the lower 
Chattahoochee was starting to “put on the wrinkles and furrows of premature old age brought by a soil-killing 
culture.” Even Cherokee lands in northwest Georgia, opened in the 1830s, eventually faltered. Charles W. Howard 
wrote in 1859, “We know lands in Cass County [now Bartow], which twenty years since produced fifty bushels of 
corn to the acre, which will not now produce twenty bushels.” Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 64, 65. 

89Herrington, “Agricultural and Architectural Reform,” 860; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 69; 
Coleman, History of Georgia, 163; Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 217; James, Antebellum Natchez, 150, 153. 
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1810 to 1820. From 1840 to 1860, concerned citizens tried to urge their neighbors to stay put. 

They argued that mass exoduses would result in the deaths of communities and falling land 

values. The Macon Journal and Messenger suggested in 1859 that farmers with exhausted lands 

should sell surplus enslaved laborers and buy railroad stocks instead of migrating westward. 

Farmers who had improved their lands were most likely to stay. One wrote in 1851, “I have built 

me a comfortable house, my negro houses, barn and stables, are all good, I have five orchards, 

my wife has beautified our yard with flowers and shrubs [and] we have an excellent set of 

neighbors.” He concluded that he did not desire to migrate to a “comfortless cabin in the West.” 

Migration from Georgia peaked in the 1840s, with many moving on to Alabama, Mississippi, 

and Texas.90 

Figure 1.3 reveals Georgia after it had expanded to its full dimensions as well as the 

distribution of elite planters throughout both the older and newer sections of the state. For his 

book Elite Slaveholders of the Nineteenth-Century South, William Kauffman Scarborough 

scoured the 1850 and 1860 censuses throughout the South to compile a list of elite planters 

holding 250+ enslaved workers. Figure 1.3 maps Scarborough’s findings for the state of Georgia. 

By 1850, coastal areas harbored most of the state’s “old wealth” aristocracy. Not only did the 

coast have the largest number of plantations held by the elite in the late antebellum period, but 

also these plantations were more sizable than elites’ operations in any other part of Georgia. 

They grew rice, though sea-island cotton also found productive soil in Camden, Liberty, and 

Glynn counties. A coastal planter, James Hamilton Cooper, held the largest number of enslaved 

in a single county in Georgia, with 765 in Glynn County on his rice plantations. The Old Middle 

Georgia upcountry averaged the second largest plantations in the state. Territory opened after  

  

 
90Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 73; Bonner, History of Georgia Agriculture, 63, 66, 67, 76; 

Coleman, History of Georgia, 162. 
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Figure 1.3. 1850s Georgia: Important Cities & Elite Planters 
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1800 west of the Oconee River—New Middle Georgia—includes Milledgeville, the state capital 

from 1804 to 1868. These counties had the third largest elite planters’ operations in the 1850s. 

Land opened in the 1820s and 1830s, west of the Ocmulgee and Flint, and north of the 

Chattahoochee above Atlanta—central, southwest, west, and north Georgia—were all the site of 

smaller operations than their counterparts east of the Ocmulgee.91  

There was a dichotomy between men who were cultivating land opened before and after 

1800. Those who had chosen to continue operations in the state’s older sections were generally 

not taking advantage of land lotteries and the “secondary market in public lands.” Of the twenty-

eight elite planters with land on the coast or in Old Middle Georgia, only four of these had 

plantations in the newer frontiers of Georgia. Evidently, these southern aristocrats in the 

tidewater and piedmont were less interested in the “raw, dynamic frontier.” No elite coastal or 

Old Middle Georgia planters deigned to operate plantations in central Georgia, but the family 

history of one of the branches of the Lamar family offers an alternate scenario.92 This old, elite 

Georgia family was in Old Middle Georgia by 1759, but brothers John and Zachariah Lamar 

seized the opportunity for newly opened land and moved west of the Oconee in 1810, settling in 

Baldwin County in the Milledgeville area. In 1830, the eighteen-year-old son of Zachariah, John 

Basil Lamar, moved to Macon, the territory of “agribusinessmen” such as his brother-in-law 

Howell Cobb. The Lamar migration illustrates what Wright concludes was not a “mindless east-

west movement from exhausted to virgin soils, but a rational process of geographical expansion 

 
91Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders, 19, appendices A-D; Coleman, History of Georgia, 165. By average size 

operation, I refer to the average number of enslaved workers per county per elite planter there. 
92Weiman, “Peopling the Land by Lottery?” 841-42; Cashin, A Family Venture, 7; Scarborough, Elite 

Slaveholders, appendices A-D. The other three elite planters from the older upcountry and tidewater with land 
elsewhere had plantations in newly opened Cherokee territory in northwest Georgia and in Florida. 
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and relocation.” Planters in Georgia’s newer sections had more diverse portfolios, with working 

plantations in more than one of the state’s newer regions.93  

There are other elements to note which help put Macon in context. There was an obvious 

gap in plantations in south Georgia, a large portion of which pine barrens made unsuitable for 

cultivation. Yeoman farmers planting corn and wheat while raising livestock mostly settled the 

hilly northwest part of the state. One of the few large operations in the area was in a fertile valley 

in Murray County. Its owner was speculator Farish Carter. Large plantations were noticeably 

absent from the Atlanta area. The soil there was not particularly suited to planting cotton.94 Few 

Georgia cities actually served as the residences of the largest planters in the South in the late 

antebellum period. Only three large planters lived in Savannah, though large plantations 

clustered around the city, and only one resided in Augusta. As for Columbus, there were no 

resident great planters in the city or its hinterlands on either side of the Chattahoochee, though 

two did have operations in Russell County, Alabama, directly across from the city. Columbus 

society was reputed to be very crude. While Macon had Lamar and Bond, the only city with a 

smaller population which boasted an elite planter in the 1850s was “very elegant and highly 

intellectual” university town Athens in the northeast. Athens never became more than a 

secondary market center in the Georgia economy, nor did the capital of Milledgeville. Instead, 

most of Milledgeville’s residents were in the city because of their involvement in the state 

government. The city was a “one-dimensional town,” with a service-oriented economy.95 

 
93Coleman, History of Georgia, 174; Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders, appendices A-D; Wright, Political 

Economy of the Cotton South, 17. 
94Coleman, History of Georgia, 166. 
95Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders, appendices A-D; Collins, White Society, 21; Holder, “State Planned 

Trading Centers,” 122-3; Eleanor Boatwright, Status of Women in Georgia, 1783-1860 (Brooklyn: Carlson, 1994), 
80; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 76. As noted above, Milledgeville did not become the regional 
trading center that the state of Georgia had planned. This was in large part due to the difficulties in navigating the 
Oconee and Milledgeville’s less than optimal location on that river. The planters that the city did attract usually 
shipped their cotton through Augusta or Macon. Historian Bruce Collins refers to Milledgeville and many other state 
capitals as “one-dimensional towns,” quoting James H. Hammond concerning his experience in Columbia, South 
Carolina, where Hammond encountered people with neither “intellect nor information.” 
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The plotting of these plantations and planter residences in figure 1.3 helps show how 

newer Georgia was interacting with and faring in comparison to the older sections of the state, 

and how Georgia, with Macon at its center, had developed by the late antebellum period. Yet, the 

number of great planters residing in a city or the quantity of plantations around a town cannot 

clearly indicate a city’s financial footing or prospects. After all, it was the railroads that 

revitalized antebellum Savannah, not the great planters and plantations in and around the city. 

Perhaps a better measure of a town’s vigor was its population growth. As Georgia’s 

population quadrupled from 1800 to 1840, Macon grew along with the state. See table 1.3. Local 

newspapers in cities throughout the state spouted statistics, and local leaders wrung their hands 

as they waited for census numbers, which indicated local growth or atrophy.96 In 1860, Savannah 

had 22,292 residents, followed by Augusta with 12,493. The newer cities of Columbus and 

Atlanta had 9,621 and 9,554 residents respectively. Macon had 8,247 inhabitants. There was no 

close sixth, as town size fell off precipitously. The next largest town was Rome in northwest 

Georgia, with just over four thousand residents. Athens had 3,618, followed by Newton, in 

southwest Georgia; Marietta, just west of Atlanta; and Milledgeville, with about 2,500 residents. 

From 1840 to 1850, Macon’s growth rate was 80 percent, which was “moderate.” This slowed to 

17 percent from 1850 to 1860, which was “slow” growth.97 Also of note is the sizeable minority 

of enslaved laborers in Macon from its founding, a population which grew alongside the number 

of white residents. Chapter three will explore their role in building and maintaining Macon’s 

infrastructure and involvement in the city’s industrial concerns.  

 
96Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 20; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 61; Holder, “State 

Planned Trading Centers,” 115. 
97U.S., Census of 1860, compendium for the state of Georgia, table 3; Parkerson, “How Mobile Were 

Nineteenth-Century Americans,” 109, n. 19. Parkerson outlined slow growth as less then 25 percent in ten years, 
while moderate growth was from 25 to 100 percent growth in a decade. Rapid growth was more than 100 percent 
growth in ten years. None of Georgia’s interior cities experienced the same type of explosive growth seen in the 
1840s Old Northwest, where Chicago went from 4,500 to 30,000 or Milwaukee grew from 1,700 to 30,100. Further 
south, Memphis, founded only four years before Macon, had 22,623 inhabitants by 1860. 
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Categories 1830 1840 1850 1860 

Whites 1,452 2,292 3,323 5,337 

Free African Americans 22 25 88 33 

Enslaved Persons 1,183 1,610 2,352 2,664 

Totals 2,657 3,927 5,763 8,034 

 

Though Macon’s population growth slackened precipitously after 1850, the city’s 

economy did not stagnate as Maconites instead took advantage of developments in technology. 

The “express” relay of President Andrew Jackson’s State of the Union address in 1830 had taken 

over two days to reach Macon, and, in 1841, public information from New York or Philadelphia 

would have taken ten days to reach the inland city. News would either arrive via boat to 

Savannah and from there travel inland or else come overland via cities to the northeast: 

Richmond, Raleigh, Columbia, and Augusta. With Macon’s 1848 connection to the electro-

magnetic telegraph, the city became part of the longest line in the world and could receive news 

in seconds directly from Augusta, Savannah, Washington, D.C., Columbus, and New Orleans.98 

The telegraph was useful to every merchant, banker, and planter, as they could receive current 

market prices, crop conditions, industrial output numbers, and weather reports instantaneously. 

 Macon diversified industrially as the city’s value as a port and entrepot for the cotton 

market dwindled. Macon was one of a number of Georgia cities that by necessity embraced 

manufacturing. Georgia led the way in the antebellum textile revolution in the South, with 

sixteen textile mills in the state in 1840, thirty-five by 1850, and thirty-three in 1860. Georgia led 

all states south of Pennsylvania in textile manufacturing, moving up from third place after 

Virginia and North Carolina in 1840 to first place in 1860, with almost double the capital 

invested by Virginia. Such was the success of Georgia in this regard that J. D. B. De Bow of De 

 
98Allan R. Pred, Urban Growth and Circulation of Information: The United States System of Cities, 1790-

1840 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University, 1973), 15, 33, 51, 53; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 21; Macon . . 
. An Architectural & Historical Guide, 5. 

Table 1.3. Population of Macon, Georgia, 1830-1860 
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Bow’s Review referred to Georgia as the 

“Empire State of the South.” The Macon 

Manufacturing Company, which 

processed cotton and wool, opened on 

Oglethorpe and Lamar. See figure 1.4. 

Georgian John J. Gresham, a former 

lawyer who had relinquished his practice 

in the 1840s to focus on other business, established the plant in 1849. Major investors included 

merchants, bankers, and planters. Gresham and his fellow stakeholders capitalized the mill at 

$100,000. It was to run 5,000 spindles and 130 looms. The factory produced shirting, sheeting, 

osnaburgs, and ducking. It was a great commercial success, recognized in De Bow’s Review in 

1855 and 1861.99  

In diversification, Columbus once again was a clear rival, with the Chattahoochee 

performing better than the Ocmulgee. Because the Ocmulgee had a long drop at the fall line, 

meaning that there were no falls to facilitate waterpower for manufacturing, a one hundred 

horsepower steam engine made in Rhode Island powered the Macon Manufacturing Company. 

In contrast, possibilities for waterpower attracted a great deal of outside capital to Columbus. 

The Chattahoochee had falls that made possible the construction of dams, with the first built in 

1838 for the Columbus Cotton Factory. Other dams followed and the river continued to power 

Columbus establishments for decades to come. As a consequence, antebellum Columbus had not 

 
99Tom E. Terrill, “Eager Hands: Labor for Southern Textiles, 1850-1860,” Journal of Economic History 36, 

no. 1 (1976): 85; Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 175; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 64; Davis, “The 
First Golden Age,” 700-701; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 30; Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and 
Industrial Macon,” 425-26; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 260, 263; Richard W. Griffin, “The Origins of the 
Industrial Revolution in Georgia: Cotton Textiles, 1810-1865,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 42, no. 4 (1958): 367-
68. The entire South’s textile output combined fell far behind even one New England state’s output. Gresham, 
Nathan Munroe, W. B. Johnston, and Thaddeus G. Holt built the cotton mill on Oglethorpe Street. Out of town 
planter William Zeigler joined the company later. 

Figure 1.4. Macon Cotton Factory, 1850s, reprinted 
from George White, Historical Collections of 
Georgia (New York: Pudney & Russell, 1855) 
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one but three active textile mills in 1860. It was in Columbus that Farish Carter built an eight-

story cotton mill in 1849 and 1850. The people of the city called Columbus the “Lowell of the 

South,” and Frederick Law Olmsted appeared to agree in his tour of the cotton states, calling it 

the “largest manufacturing town south of Richmond.”100  

Macon set itself apart in heavy industry. Lewis L. Griffin, the president of the ill-fated 

Monroe Railroad & Banking Company wrote from Macon in 1836: “Our city is central in the 

State. . . . Under all circumstances it seems to me a favorable location for a foundry and factory 

for Railroad and engine apparatus; the northern cities are full to over running, and here nothing 

of the kind doing, and the whole country ripe for the harvest.” Macon became the largest 

manufacturer of steam engines and machinery in the state by 1860, with five foundries 

employing 184 people. Though many thought the foray into heavy industry was foolish because 

castings manufactured in the North were so cheap, the city became the “heavy machinery center 

for the Deep South,” even providing gold-crushing machinery for California.101 Scotsman Robert 

Findlay, who initially migrated to Macon as the engineer in charge of Monroe Railroad 

machinery, took over Macon Brass & Iron Works in 1841, renaming it R. Findlay & Son. In 

1847, the company used iron from Bartow County to cast the biggest iron wheel produced in 

Georgia to that time, a four-thousand-pound “Master Cog Wheel” ten feet in diameter for a 

Putnam County mill. In the 1850s, the company employed fifty full-time workers and had 

$30,000 in capital invested in the venture. A goodly portion of this financing went into the 

company’s new building on Oglethorpe that opened in 1852. Christened “Findlay’s Steam 

Engine Manufactory,” the complex was 320 feet long, 50 feet wide, and two stories high. It was 

 
100Standard, Columbus, 9, 11, 13, 27-28. 
101Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 41, 79; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 91; Davis, “First 

Golden Age,” 700. Atlanta and Milledgeville also lacked waterpower. As for foundries in Georgia, Atlanta came in 
second with four foundries and 167 workers, and Savannah in third with five workshops and 157 employees. 
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arguably the largest single industrial plant south of Philadelphia and produced steam engines, 

cotton presses, cotton gins, mill irons, cutting machines, printing presses, and cane crushers.102 In 

1852, Findlay partnered with other promoters of heavy industry in Georgia to incorporate the 

Georgia Mechanical and Manufactural Institute in Macon to train southern men in the 

mechanical arts. Unfortunately, the school never opened because there was not enough support 

in southern society. Findlay died in 1859, before he could fulfill his dream of employing three 

hundred workers, and he never saw the heavy industry market expanding to the extent he had 

hoped.103   

There were a number of other manufacturing and industrial concerns in antebellum 

Macon. These included a bookbindery, small gun manufacturers, marble works, furniture 

factories, mastic roofing, carriage makers, sash and blind factories, tinsmiths, wheelwrights, and 

brickmakers. About a fourth of Maconites in tax category A in 1857 were involved in the 

railroad, heavy industry, textiles, or these other manufacturing establishments.104 

By 1860, Georgia had 1,890 manufacturing enterprises employing 11,575 people. The 

city of Augusta, in Old Middle Georgia, led the way. Like Macon, it had adapted to changing 

times. In the 1700s it was a tobacco hub which transformed into an upland cotton center. By 

1850, it was no longer a premier cotton market, but led the state in capital invested in 

manufacturers. It too claimed the title, “Lowell of the South.” By 1860, Macon had significantly 

closed the gap in capital investment in manufacturing with Augusta, moving from fourth place in 

 
102Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 41-42, 46; Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” 

426-28; Davis, “First Golden Age,” 702, 707-10; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 262; White, Historical Collections 
of Georgia, 271-72. 

103Darnell, Walking on Cotton, 4; Davis, “First Golden Age,” 702; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree 
World, 92, 156. The other men who incorporated this institute were Mark Anthony Cooper, Rev. Adiel Sherwood, 
and Samuel Griswold, who operated a cotton gin manufactory, saw and planing mill, gristmill, and soap/candle 
factory nine miles east of Macon in Griswoldville. The desire was there, and their dream came to pass in 1888 with 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. 

104The Macon Directory for 1860, Containing the Names of the Inhabitants, Business Directory, and an 
Appendix of Much Useful Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & Company, 1860); City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. 
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the state in 1850 to second place in 1860, surpassing Columbus despite its waterpower 

advantage.105 

The value of the Ocmulgee to early Macon cannot be overestimated. If steamboats could 

reliably reach Macon year-round, then goods would be cheaper, markets closer, and land more 

valuable. Alas, this was not the reality, and even today, the Ocmulgee in Macon is largely in the 

background of the city. It is hard even to catch a glimpse of the waterway, while Columbus has 

built miles of Riverwalk downtown and beyond that highlight the Chattahoochee’s importance to 

the city and its history. Columbus is very much “on the Chattahoochee.” Throughout the 

antebellum period in central Georgia, boats continued to ply the Ocmulgee, but the fate of 

Macon no longer depended on their arrival. Yet, when Macon declared itself “The Queen Inland 

City of the South” at the christening of the Central Railroad in 1843, this grand pronouncement 

was woefully premature. As the fears of some Maconites concerning the railroad started coming 

to pass, the city became less important as a cotton market, but Maconites had not been idle in the 

interim. Enterprise Works, a shop where young George Scattergood, Jr., hung about to watch the 

planing machines run, was just one of the businesses that were part of Macon’s diversification 

effort. Macon’s newspapers, the city’s most vocal boosters, cheered industry onward, boasting 

that Macon’s products “in cheapness, durability, and efficiency, are inferior to none.” 106 The city 

fought, successfully, to remain solvent and relevant. 

 

Considering again early Maconites and their contributions to the city’s success, these 

men foretold the town’s antebellum path even as they fashioned it. Dr. Ingersoll, the very man 

who introduced the bill to incorporate Macon in 1823, quickly moved on to Columbus, more 

 
105Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 74, 87, 92, 97; Davis, “First Golden Age,” 700; Clement 

Eaton, The Growth of Southern Civilization 1790-1860 (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 227. 
106Yates, “Macon,” 372; Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 19; Darnell, Walking on Cotton, 4; Macon 

Directory for 1860; George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals, 21 February 1859; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 46. 
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than likely because of the favorability of the Chattahoochee versus the Ocmulgee. Farish Carter 

later invested in Columbus instead of Macon, but he had corresponded with Macon’s John J. 

Gresham about partnering to start up a steam-powered mill in Macon, though he never joined the 

venture. The original settlers who persisted included champions of the railroad in the city, such 

as future governor Charles J. McDonald, Dr. Ambrose Baber, and Washington Poe. It was Poe, 

as mayor in 1844, who negotiated successfully with Macon’s New York creditors to prevent the 

town’s bankruptcy due to railroad speculation. Those arriving a bit later were also tireless in 

promoting Macon’s growth and prepared to adjust with changing conditions. Findlay is an 

excellent example of adaptation. A cabinetmaker by trade, Findlay realized that factories were 

starting to mass produce furniture and so entered the realm of heavy industry instead. Though his 

original workshop in Macon was unimpressive, “a little iron foundry in an old wooden building” 

with a two-horsepower engine, Findlay had dreams and brought the city along with him.107  

Despite Macon’s prospects drastically shifting over the antebellum period, in the late 

1850s there was still much optimism in the city. Joseph Clisby bragged in the Telegraph, 

“Macon will be even the largest inland city in Georgia, if not the South,” claiming that Macon in 

1860 “has never showed more energy, more go aheadedness [sic], faster men and prettier women 

than any other city.”108 Though the town had become a mere stop on the journey westward for 

many, Macon’s diversified combination of agricultural, mercantile, transportation, and industrial 

interests provided opportunities for a wide range of people from the North, South, and overseas. 

One can find evidence of these men and women not only in Macon’s tax digests, censuses, and 

local histories, but also in local church records, their letters or journals, and in Rose Hill 

Cemetery. These Maconites and their enslaved workers, most of whom left behind no individual 

 
107Farish Carter Papers, 1794-1868, finding aid; Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 120; Gillespie, Free Labor 

in an Unfree World, 90.   
108Macon Daily Telegraph, 12 April 1860, quoted in Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 255, n. 59. 
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artifacts for the historian to find—not even a gravestone—together made up antebellum Macon, 

a city with its own unique interior geography.
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CHAPTER 2 

 

“TEMPTING OPPORTUNITIES” OR “DESOLATE ABANDONMENT”?: 

IMMIGRANTS MAKING THEIR WAY TO AND IN MACON 

 

 

Nineteen-year-old Henry Abel of Ebertzheim Rhein, Bavaria, arrived in Macon in 1835, 

seventeen months following his entry to the country at New York City. In 1839, he married 

sixteen-year-old Elizabeth Follendore of Baden, and they started a family that grew to include 

six sons and a daughter. During his fifty years in the central Georgia city, Abel cycled through a 

number of occupations while seeking to support his family. The censuses sometimes listed him 

as a gardener or farmer and at other times as a grocer or merchant. Despite these vocational 

difficulties, Abel found something worth staying for in Macon, and he died there in March 1895 

and was interred in Rose Hill Cemetery.1 

Historian Frank Towers asserts, “Perhaps the best illustration of the ways that Southern 

urban networks went beyond the nation’s borders is immigration.” Though Abel did not bring to 

Macon commercial links to Baden that the city could exploit, he illustrated the pluralism of 

Macon’s economic actors. Immigrants to the U.S. had any number of destinations from which to 

choose. There was much regional variation and many “tempting opportunities.”2 Though the 

bulk of nineteenth-century immigrants to America did not settle south of the Mason-Dixon Line, 

an important minority did, bringing with them skills and business acumen acquired elsewhere, or 

simply the strength that was in their bodies and the will to persist. The city, though smaller than 

Savannah or Mobile, presented to newcomers many of the same things more populous cities 

 
1Stephanie Lincecum, “Descendants of Henry Abel (1817-1895),” Rose Hill Cemetery; Macon, Georgia, 

(August 2, 2017), http://rosehillcemeterymacongeorgia.blogspot.com/2017/08/descendants-of-henry-abel-1817-
1895.html, accessed July 15, 2017. 

2Frank Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern Cities: Urbanization in the Slave States,” in The Old South’s 
Modern Worlds, 154; William E. Van Vugt, Britain to America: Mid-Nineteenth-Century Immigrants to the United 
States (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999), 10. I use the term “native” as the 1860 census did, denoting 
someone who was born in the United States.  
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provided, and immigrant men and women blended into Macon’s commercial landscape, 

appearing at all levels of the city’s occupational hierarchy. Yet, because of unavoidable financial 

uncertainties and the fact that continual migration from one place to another within the United 

States looking for a home could foster alienation among the wanderers, the symbolic importance 

of institutions such as the city’s Hibernian Benevolent Society and the Catholic Church should 

not be underestimated.   

 

Historians who go beyond a comparison of the antebellum North and South and instead 

evaluate the Old South in light of other societies in Europe and Latin America have come to the 

conclusion that southern “immigrant flows” were not “significantly different from other 

contemporary cultures.” Frank Towers believes that the scholar does not need to leave North 

America to recognize southern diversity, concluding that the antebellum urban South was “more 

culturally diverse than the urban North.” It should come as no surprise then that Macon’s white 

male population was one-fifth foreign born in 1860. These men and women arrived in Macon 

from different places and were on a variety of personal and career trajectories.3 Antebellum 

Macon’s foreign-born citizens were all from Europe. The American Revolution had ended large 

eighteenth-century emigrations from the continent, a hiatus that extended through the French 

Revolution and Napoleonic Wars. There was slow and steady growth in immigration numbers 

from 1821 to 1845, with the number of immigrants increasing rapidly after 1845, partly due to 

the Irish potato famine, which reached its height from 1848 to 1852.4 Other than the famine, 

various European factors stimulated immigration to the United States, including population 

 
3L. Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers, “Introduction,” in The Old South’s Modern Worlds: 

Slavery, Region, and Nation in the Age of Progress, eds. L. Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 5; Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern Cities,” 154-55.  

4Robert V. Wells, Revolutions in Americans’ Lives: A Demographic Perspective on the History of 
Americans, Their Families and Their Society (Westport, Ct.: Greenwood Press, 1982), 100, 106; Tyler Anbinder, 
“Irish Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life in Savannah on the Eve of the Civil War,” Journal of American 
Ethnic History 35, no. 1 (2015): 9. 
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pressures, lack of local opportunities, and cheaper, improved travel, as well as revolutions in 

France, Germany, Poland, and Ireland in the late 1820s and beyond.5  

 Most of these European newcomers settled in the North and Old Northwest. The new 

wave of immigrants to America that began to arrive in 1817 came ashore in the largest numbers 

in New York City, which received 7,634 aliens, compared to southern ports such as New 

Orleans, which processed 879 immigrants, and Savannah, which recorded 163. Though New 

Orleans welcomed a growing number of the foreign born throughout the antebellum era, the 

Crescent City never rivaled northern ports. In 1840, New York processed 60,609 immigrants 

compared to New Orleans’s 11,085. Charleston received a scant 224. As early as 1850, 84 

percent of America’s foreign born lived north of the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi.6  

Despite popular northern ports of entry and the fact that nine of fifteen southern states 

were only 2 percent or less foreign born compared to a national average of 13.5 percent, southern 

cities’ immigrant population grew as new arrivals made their way south of the Mason-Dixon 

Line. By 1860, New Orleans had the highest percentage of foreign-born population of a southern 

city, with 44 percent, followed by Memphis at 37 percent, Mobile at 34 percent, and Savannah at 

33 percent. In fact, immigrants comprised 39.2 percent of whites in southern cities in 1860 

 
5Phillip A. M. Taylor, The Distant Magnet: European Emigration to the U.S.A. (New York: Harper & Row, 

1971), 42; Russel Blaine Nye, Society and Culture in America 1830-1860 (New York: Harper & Row, 1974), 202. 
From the 1830s, immigration magazines focused on American opportunities and a growing number of guidebooks 
fed European interest. In addition, those who had already immigrated to the U.S. kept their friends and relatives 
apprised of the opportunities in the New World. The advantages could seem quite dazzling considering that in 
certain areas of America, labor was scarce and wages double the European rate. Abundant land in the U.S. also sold 
for about a fourth of the price of European land. To sweeten the pot, the U.S. had no military conscription, and 
American society included no hereditary aristocracy. Gottfried Duden, who settled in Missouri, wrote home to 
Germany of his relief at the “absence of the overbearing soldiers, haughty clergymen, and inquisitive tax collectors.” 
Nye, Society and Culture, 203.  

6In 1817, the U.S. processed 22,240 foreign immigrants. Savannah was not listed as processing any of the 
92,207 immigrants in 1840. Allan R. Pred, Urban Growth and Circulation of Information: The United States System 
of Cities, 1790-1840 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973), 272-73; Wells, Revolutions, 103. See also 
Peter D. McClelland and Richard J. Zeckhauser, Demographic Dimensions of the New Republic American 
Interregional Migration, Vital Statistics, and Manumissions, 1800-1860 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982), 110-11. 
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compared to 39.9 percent of whites in northern municipalities. When including all residents, both 

black and white in cities with twenty thousand people or more, southern cities were 34 percent 

foreign born compared to 39 percent in northern cities.7  

Well-respected Irish newspapers in Boston and New York told of opportunities in 

southern cities, and Irish men and women in particular became a visible minority in many towns 

south of the Macon-Dixon Line well before the potato famine. By the 1830s, the largest group of 

immigrants arriving in America was already the Irish, who comprised 44 percent of the 

newcomers.8 After the potato famine’s onset, Irish arrivals only burgeoned. In 1847 alone, 

105,000 Irish men and women entered the country. In 1850, the Irish made up 12 percent of the 

white population in Charleston with 2,359 Irish men, women, and children, 16 percent of 

Mobile’s white residents with 2,009 Irish inhabitants, and 5 percent of Richmond’s white 

population with 685 Ireland-born persons. On a regional scale, in 1850 there were 86,127 

Ireland-born inhabitants in the South and Washington, D.C. In 1851, 221,000 Irish entered the 

U.S., with the numbers rising for five more years. By 1860, 24,398 Irish persons constituted 17 

percent of New Orleans’s white population, and 4,159 Ireland-born individuals made up 22 

percent of the white residents of Memphis, far outnumbering any other immigrant group there.9  

 
7Bruce Collins, White Society in the Antebellum South (New York: Longman, 1985), 13, 85; Ira Berlin and 

Herbert G. Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants, Free Men and Slaves: Urban Workingmen in the Antebellum 
American South,” American Historical Review 88 (1983): 1176; Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern Cities,” 
154.The proportion of foreign-born persons in the adult male population of the South’s then largest cities was higher 
than in almost every northern city. Randall M. Miller, “The Enemy Within: Some Effects of Foreign Immigrants on 
Antebellum Southern Cities,” Southern Studies 24 (Spring 1985): 33. See also See Dennis C. Rousey, “Aliens in the 
WASP Nest: Ethnocultural Diversity in the Antebellum Urban South,” Journal of American History 79 (June 1992): 
156. 

8David T. Gleeson, The Irish in the South, 1815-1877 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2001), 7, 
24. 

9James M. Woods, A History of the Catholic Church in the American South, 1513-1900 (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2011), 258; Nye, Society and Culture in America, 204; Gleeson, Irish in the South, 35-6; 
Clement Eaton, The Growth of Southern Civilization 1790-1860 (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 250-51; Cian 
McMahon, The Global Dimensions of Irish Identity: Race, Nation, and the Popular Press, 1840-1880 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina, 2015), 9. In the 1840s, 781,000 Irish entered the U.S. In the 1850s, 914,000 
immigrated to America. 
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The same Irish newspapers in Boston and New York that proclaimed opportunities for 

hardy souls praised Georgia in 1849, heralding that “she exhibits an enterprise rarely equaled in 

the South.” The Irish arrived in Georgia in growing numbers. In 1850, they made up 54 percent 

of the foreign-born residents of the state (3,202 of 5,807). In 1860, the Irish constituted 56.4 

percent of the state’s foreign-born population (6,586 of 11,671). Other emigrants from the British 

Isles—encompassing here the English, Scottish, and Welsh—trailed significantly with 14 percent 

of Georgia’s immigrants compared to 11 percent born in the German states.10 Though the 

proportion of the foreign born within Georgia’s white population was miniscule, it is important 

to note that immigrants clustered in cities. In 1850, the Ireland born in Georgia were .35 percent 

of the total population and .61 percent of the white population, with a total of 3,202 Georgia 

residents. In 1860, the Irish constituted .62 percent of the total population of the state, and 1.11 

percent of the free population. Other European states made up less than 1 percent of Georgia’s 

free residents: .22 percent for the German states, .27 percent for the British, and .04 percent for 

the French. The composition of Georgia’s cities was far different. The 1860 census indicated that 

the foreign born clustered in counties with larger cities and towns, while jurisdictions with the 

lowest immigrant populations were in the mountains, pine-barrens, or swamps. For instance, in 

Berrien County among the pine-barrens in south Georgia, foreign-born residents made up only .5 

percent of the free population. In contrast, Milledgeville’s Baldwin County was 3 percent foreign 

born, Atlanta’s Fulton County 5 percent, Columbus’s Muscogee County 7 percent, Augusta’s 

Richmond County 14 percent, and Savannah’s Chatham County 29 percent. Savannah had one of 

the highest percentages of Ireland-born residents in a southern city. In 1850, the Forest City’s 

1,555 Ireland-born residents made up 19 percent of the city’s white population. In 1860, 3,145 

 
10Gleeson, Irish in the South, 24-25; U.S., Census of 1860, compendium for the state of Georgia, tables 4, 

5. 
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Irish men, women, and children constituted 22 percent of its white residents. The same year, 32 

percent of white adult males in Savannah were born in Ireland, with the next highest foreign 

presence in the city being the German states with 10 percent, followed by Britain at 6 percent.11 

Immigrants made up 8 percent of Macon’s Bibb County, with 20 percent of the city’s 

population being foreign born in 1860.12 A more comprehensive sweep, including information 

from the entire antebellum Macon database created for this project—including particulars about 

birthplace from grave markers, census records, interment registers, obituaries, church rosters, and 

other archival records—reveals more than seven hundred foreign-born Maconites. See table 

2.1.13 These men and women began arriving even before the city’s founding in 1823. Irish 

planter Michael M. Healy settled across the river in Jones County by 1818. He moved closer to 

Macon later, seeing the opportunities of the growing city. Macon’s first known Irish inhabitant 

was John Murphy who bought a town lot on square 25 in one of the earliest city auctions in the 

mid-1820s.14 Irishman James Rea of County Tyrone was already forty-seven years old when he 

became cashier of the Macon Bank in 1825, and he settled in for the duration. He became a 

moderately successful commission merchant. He died in Macon in 1861. A. R. McLaughlin of 

Ireland was only in his twenties when he set up shop in central Georgia by 1831, the same year 

 
11Woods, History of the Catholic Church, 26-27; U.S., Census of 1860, compendium for the state of 

Georgia, tables 4, 5; Gleeson, Irish in the South, 35-37; Dennis C. Rousey, “From Whence They Came to Savannah: 
The Origins of an Urban Population in the Old South,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 79, no. 2 (1995): 312. In 
contrast, rural counties had miniscule proportions of the foreign born. For instance, Appling County, along the 
Altamaha River in southeast Georgia had .2 percent foreign born, Carroll County in western Georgia had .002 
percent, and Hall County in the northeast had .003 percent. 

12U.S., Census of 1860, compendium for the state of Georgia, table 4; Joseph Patrick Reidy, “Masters and 
Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-1880” (Ph.D. 
diss., Northern Illinois University, 1982), 109.  

13This documentation is most complete in 1850 and 1860. Earlier censuses did not record place of birth. 
Other records utilized were more fragmentary as they recorded the particulars of those who died, joined Macon’s 
Catholic church (which registered nativity), or performed something notable that warranted their name and 
birthplace be recorded.  

14Albert S. Foley, Bishop Healy: Beloved Outcaste (New York: Arno Press, 1969), 4; A Plan of the Town of 
Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 1826, published by George Dane, Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial 
Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA). 
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he married wealthy Miss Elizabeth W. Bugg of Georgia. He prospered in the city in the 1840s as 

a steamboat-line proprietor before moving on to boot making in the 1850s and bookkeeping in 

the 1860s.15 Also in the early 1830s, teacher John O’Keefe of Westmeath County, Ireland, 

arrived in Macon. French jeweler Edward Maussenet was a member of the city’s Benevolent and 

Mutual Aid Association in 1838, as was German shoemaker John D. Miller. A handful of known 

immigrants paid 1840 Macon taxes when the city boasted only 2,292 white residents. The 

foreign born among these included clothier Morris Raphael of Prussia, tinsmith Achilles 

Audouin of France, and French jeweler Stephen Menard.16 Throughout the antebellum era, 

foreign immigrants settled in the city–some permanently and others only for a brief period. Their 

occupations and resources cannot be easily compartmentalized.  

 

Birthplaces 
Foreign-Born 

Maconites 
Percentages of Foreign-Born 

Maconites 

Ireland 446 56.7% 

Germany 155 19.7% 

Britain 121 15.4% 

France 26 3.3% 

Sweden 12 1.5% 

Poland 8 1.0% 

Italy 7 0.9% 

Switzerland 4 0.5% 

Holland 5 0.6% 

Spain 2 0.3% 

Denmark 1 0.1% 

Totals 787 100% 

 
15Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, 

Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 92; Tax Digest for 1840, Macon City Records, MGA (hereafter cited as Tax Digest for 
1840); City of Macon Property Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, microfilm drawer 239, box 57, Georgia Archives, 
Morrow, Georgia (GAM), hereafter cited as City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; John A. Eisterhold, “Commercial, 
Financial, and Industrial Macon During the 1840s,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 53 (1969): 431; U.S., Census of 
1850, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Population Schedules, 1850, Macon); 
U.S., Census of 1860, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Population 
Schedules, 1860, Macon), 206. Neither the 1840 nor 1857 tax digests include page or entry numbers. 

16Mary Sheridan, History of Saint Joseph’s Parish Macon: A Perspective of Catholicism in Middle Georgia 
(Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 2001; held at MGA), 21; Constitution and Bylaws of the Benevolent and Mutual Aid 
Association, As Revised and Amended, June 12, 1838, (Macon, Ga.: S. Rose, 1838), Pamphlet File, MGA; Tax 
Digest for 1840; Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 76. 

Table 2.1. Foreign-born Maconites, 1823-1861 
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Singles and nuclear families were two of three common immigration streams, the third 

being larger groups of people, usually extended families. The census and other archival resources 

housed in Macon do not evince large groups of immigrants moving as one to Macon or point to 

an organized exodus from a particular Irish home county, as seen in Cleveland, Ohio, where 

Ireland’s County Mayo was well represented. Savannah had an unusually high number of 

Wexford natives when taking into account the limited effects of the famine in that county. In the 

case of antebellum Macon, gravestones offer the most information concerning Irish county of 

birth, with forty-five individuals identified by birthplace. This limited sample does not reveal a 

large group from any county.17 

Macon’s German contingent of 131 working males compared to Ireland’s 273 was 

generally in line with larger migration patterns. For instance, during the 1830s, immigration to 

the U.S. was 44 percent Irish and 30 percent German. Indeed, from 1841 to 1850, 434,626 

Germans landed in America, with the German rate of arrival rising after the 1848 revolution. 

German immigration to the United States peaked in the antebellum era from 1852 and 1854. 

Most came from the southwestern and northwestern states where land holdings were fragmenting 

due to population growth. Of the seventy-one adult German males in antebellum Macon of 

whom natal province is known, southern principality Bavaria was by far the most common 

birthplace with 54 percent of the total, which fell in line with this larger trend. Yet, the next 

largest cluster, 16 percent, claimed Prussian birth, in northeast Germany. Considering both the 

German states of origin and recurring family names, there were no large, extended German 

family groups immigrating to antebellum Macon. Also similar to the Irish was the percentage of 

German adult males who had wives and/or children—41 percent compared to 42 percent of 

 
17Wells, Revolutions, 113; Anbinder, “Irish Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life,” 6, 9.  
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Irishmen.18 In general, German immigrants to the U.S. settled heavily in the river towns along 

the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, with Memphis’s German population growing by 434 percent 

from 1850 to 1860. On the smaller Ocmulgee River, Macon’s German male household heads 

made up about one-fourth of the city’s foreign-born male household heads in 1860.19  

An important subset of those born in the German states was Jewish, making up 28 

percent of Macon’s German workforce. Thirty-six of these Jewish immigrants in Macon were 

German-born compared to the twelve born in the Netherlands, England, France, and Poland. This 

mirrored larger immigration trends, for in the 1800s Jewish immigration to America transitioned 

from Sephardic Jews from Spain and Portugal to Ashkenazi Jews from Germany and Poland. 

The American Jewish population from the 1830s grew steadily from 15,000 in 1840 to 150,000 

in 1860, as many came to escape occupational, residential, and marital restrictions in Europe. 

According to Jewish historian Mark I. Greenberg, fewer Jews settled in the South because the 

cash-crop economy limited opportunity. Though Savannah had an important Jewish community 

from its founding in 1733, in 1861, Jews made up only 2.5 percent of the city’s white population. 

In 1860 Macon, foreign-born Jewish adult working males made up 3 percent of the city’s white 

male workforce.20  

 
18Nye, Society and Culture in America, 204; John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in 

Urban America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 6, 7, 217; Wells, Revolutions, 103; Taylor, Distant 
Magnet, 37. 

19Kathleen C. Berkeley, “Like a Plague of Locusts: From an Antebellum Town to a New South City, 
Memphis, Tennessee, 1850–1880” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, 1980), 30; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 
480. Berkeley cites David Ward’s study here. German immigrants dominated the foreign-born population in St. 
Louis, Louisville, and the Atlantic port city of Baltimore. Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 250-51. 

20Nye, Society and Culture in America, 307; Mark I. Greenberg, “Becoming Southern: The Jews of 
Savannah, Georgia, 1830-1870,” American Jewish History 86 (1998): 56-57; Anton Hieke, “The Transregional 
Mobility of Jews from Macon, Ga., 1860–1880,” American Jewish History 97, no. 1 (2011): 26. On the 1860 census, 
there were 120 identifiable Jews living in Macon. The agricultural economy did not prevent American-born Jacob 
Moses from settling and thriving in Columbus, Georgia, soon after its founding in 1828. Though Macon had no 
commiserate Moses as one of the founders of the city, there were a handful of Jewish burials in the Old Macon 
Cemetery in the 1830s, though Stephen S. Goodrich, who succumbed in 1835, was born in New York and Sarah 
Isaac’s birthplace was unknown. Perhaps native-born Jews were more adventurous concerning frontier cities. Scott 
M. Langston, “Being Jewish in Columbus, Georgia: The Business, Politics, and Religion of Jacob and Isaac Moses, 
1828-1890,” Southern Jewish History 28 (2015): 2; Marian Waxelbaum and Gus Bernd Kaufman, The Jewish 
Burials of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 1997; held at MGA), 207. 
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The next most populous immigrant group in Macon was the British, with ninety-one 

working males in antebellum Macon or 17 percent of the total foreign-born workforce. Macon 

reflected the demography of the larger port city of Savannah in 1860, where the third largest 

immigrant group was British.21 The mid-1840s to 1850s saw a greater concentration of British 

immigration to the U.S. than surrounding decades. During this period, 442,049 English, Scottish, 

and Welsh persons entered America according to official government records, though 

immigration historian William E. Van Vugt believes that the actual numbers were much higher 

as U.S. officials generally undercounted British immigrants, as evident in 1851 when the 

enumeration was low by about ten thousand souls (20 percent). Emigration from Britain to the 

U.S. was natural as these nineteenth-century nations were the “two most interconnected countries 

in the world in terms of culture and economic growth,” with the United Kingdom being the 

recipient of about 50 percent of America’s exports, and the U.S. receiving about 40 percent of 

Britain’s exports. Van Vugt concludes that immigration between the two was “one of the 

essential threads that tied the two nations together.” The British easily assimilated because of 

language and common culture with native-born Americans, making then “invisible immigrants” 

in many cities.22 In Macon, their number appear in every occupational group and church, which 

was not the case for any other immigrant group. 

Obviously, most foreign immigrants did not land in the United States with Macon as a 

destination. Though Germans arrived in New York City particularly well informed, with “maps 

in their pockets,” ready to point out their geographic objectives, if Father O’Hanlon’s 1851 The 

Irish Emigrant’s Guide for the United States was any indication, they were mostly ignorant 

 
21Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 317.  
22Van Vugt, Britain to America, 3, 4, 7, 8; Taylor, Distant Magnet, 43. Van Vugt notes that the 

breakthrough in the study of British immigrants to the U.S. was Charlotte Erickson’s 1972 book Invisible 
Immigrants, which analyzed the letters of English and Scottish immigrants. 
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concerning central Georgia as far as printed materials went. O’Hanlon’s guide, which offered 

specific information for Irish newcomers, urging them to move inland away from the large 

coastal cities, did not even mention Macon—or any other inland Georgia city for that matter. 

Savannah received only a cursory reference. Despite O’Hanlon’s advice and their own 

inclinations, some Irish immigrants never left port cities such as New York City as they did not 

have money for travel upriver or by train.23 Macon’s foreign-born residents indicate that there 

was a great deal of secondary migration occurring, as the foreign born moved beyond their ports 

of entry. The Irish born who journeyed southward made their way to Georgia quicker than other 

foreign immigrants, with an average of six months from their arrival in the U.S. until their 

appearance in Georgia records. Maconite Larry Condron and his wife Elizabeth illustrate this 

speedy settlement in Georgia. When the census worker knocked on the Condron’s door on Fifth 

Street in Macon in 1860, the Condrons reported that their son John had been born in Ireland just 

eight months previous. In contrast, British immigrants tarried elsewhere for almost three years, 

and other Europeans took four years before the Empire State of the South became their home.24  

Though the Irish were quicker to try their luck in Georgia than other European groups, 

there are indications that even Irish Maconites spent a good bit of time elsewhere first. Tracing 

this path of migration based on the 1850 and 1860 censuses’ listing of minors’ place of birth is 

not foolproof.25 Yet, these government records still provide an idea of the migration pattern of 

 
23Taylor, Distant Magnet, 66; Father J. O’Hanlon, The Irish Emigrant’s Guide for the United States 

(Boston: Patrick Donahoe, 1851), 145-46. 
24Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 323; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 817; The Macon 

Directory for 1860, Containing the Names of the Inhabitants, Business Directory, and an Appendix of Much Useful 
Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & Company, 1860), 27; John Campbell Butler, Historical Record of Macon and 
Central Georgia: Containing Many Interesting and Valuable Reminiscences Connected with the Whole State, 
Including Numerous Incidents and Facts Never before Published and of Great Historic Value (Macon, Ga.: J. W. 
Burke, 1879), 27; Edward Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens: The Irish Immigrant Community of Savannah, 
1837-1861” (Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 1990), 8. Later in the famine, ships from Ireland sailed directly to 
Savannah and Charleston instead of northern ports, so a more direct route to central Georgia existed for later 
antebellum immigrants. Gleeson, Irish in the South, 25.  

25The child could have been born apart from the head of the household. Also, even if the child shared a last 
name with the head, he was not necessarily a biological child. Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 320. 
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Irish families before their arrival in Macon. Only a handful of Irish Maconites with a discernible 

census trail of migration based on children’s birthplaces left behind New England on their way 

south. These included blacksmith Michael Conway, who tarried in the area long enough for his 

wife Mary, also of Ireland, to give birth to Mary in Massachusetts and to Betsey in Connecticut 

the following year. When the census worker recorded this data in Macon in 1850, these children 

were aged only one and two years old.26 Compared to New England, the Mid-Atlantic was a 

much more popular starting point and/or place to leave behind for Irish immigrants, with at least 

seven Macon families having spent time there.27 South Carolina and Tennessee were both 

common stops on the way to Macon for the Irish, with Charleston and Memphis respectively 

being likely cities in which future-Maconites dwelt. Part-time grocer and laborer Dennis Graham 

and his wife Margaret had son John in South Carolina around 1848, son James in Georgia circa 

1854, and daughter Catherine in Tennessee around 1857.28 Tailor James Corbett and his wife 

Mary’s census records testify to multiple stopovers before Macon. Both born in Ireland, the 

Corbetts had a daughter in England circa 1845, a son in New York about 1854, a daughter born 

in New Jersey circa 1856, and a son born in Rhode Island around 1859, before winding up in 

Macon in 1860.29 

 
26Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 268; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 401. 
27Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 209, 287; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 51, 480, 531, 762, 

837. According to Edward Shoemaker, the majority of the Irish population of Savannah entered the U.S. through 
New York. Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 8. 

28Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 182, 536. The mobility of the Grahams is reminiscent of the mobility 
seen in nationalization records focusing on Savannah, for some immigrants traveled extensively even after making 
Savannah their home. They made their declaration of intent to become a citizen in other Georgia cities including 
Macon, Marietta, Milledgeville, Warrenton, and Monticello. Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 326. In another 
vein, the 1860 census records related to Bartholomew W. Hyde and his wife Patience provide a cautionary tale in 
regard to the downfalls of this method of determining migration. At first glance, it appears as though Hyde and his 
wife sojourned in Kentucky the year before they appeared on the Macon census in 1860 because their infant son 
George W. was born in Kentucky. A closer look at the records reveals that Hyde paid taxes in Macon in 1857. So, 
unless he was in Macon in 1857 and moved to Kentucky and back to Macon by 1860, he was not residing in the 
same location in which his son was born. 

29Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 594, 686. This was not unheard of. Natchez resident Patrick Wallace 
had children born in five different locales: Ireland, Scotland, New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. Gleeson, Irish in 
the South, 29. 
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One would expect that Macon’s other immigrant groups would have similar interregional 

migrant patterns. The censuses showed similar trends among Macon’s Scottish families. Because 

most people migrating would not have had children born at the right time in the right place for 

their sojourn elsewhere to be recorded in Macon censuses, it stands to reason that there were 

many more immigrants cycling through other places on their way to central Georgia. According 

to scholar Peter A. Morrison, migrants through the ages “seem to live life as a perpetual 

odyssey.” This certainly seemed to be the case for the Irish Corbett brood, but it was even more 

appropriate for some of Macon’s foreign-born Jewish residents, such as millinery proprietor 

Abraham Dessau of Hamburg and his English wife Fanny who reported children born in 

Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Georgia on the 1860 census. Also listed that year was dentist 

Herman Lowenthal of Prussia and his English wife Elizabeth who had children still living at 

home who had been born in England, Tennessee, and Ohio. Concerning this “perpetual 

odyssey,” Jewish historian Mark K. Bauman concludes that Hebrews in the South “migrated 

from place to place and were strongly linked by ties of family, business, religious institutions, 

and ethnic identity.” They were apparently “unlimited by regional or political concerns” even as 

they “fit into and contributed to southern communities.”30 

In broad strokes, these were the immigrants who found their way to Macon and the 

reasons they left their homelands. Though Macon’s 20 percent foreign born fell short of New 

Orleans, Memphis, Mobile, and Savannah, it was a sizable minority that affected every facet of 

town life. Though most immigrants in antebellum Macon appear to have been less nomadic than 

the Corbetts, Dessaus, and Lowenthals, many lay their head for a time elsewhere in the U.S. 

 
30Peter A. Morrison and Judith P. Wheeler, “The Image of ‘Elsewhere’ in the American Tradition of 

Migration” in William H. McNeill and Ruth Adams, eds., Human Migration: Patterns and Policies (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1978), 76; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 644, 691; Langston, “Being Jewish in 
Columbus,” 1, 28, 45. In his study of Macon’s Jewish transregional migration from 1860 to 1880, Hieke found that 
this was the case with Macon’s Jews as well, as “regional identity apparently posed little obstacle to Jews who 
wished to relocate.” Hieke, “Transregional Mobility,” 22.  
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before arriving in central Georgia. They would be seasoned enough to realize if Macon could 

offer them anything worth staying for. The foreign born who made their way to the Central City 

made a number of judgments regarding “physical comfort, economic opportunity, and social 

welfare.” These “secondary migratory decisions” were active choices made after arriving in the 

United States. Historian Edward Shoemaker concludes that, for the Irish in Savannah, “Jobs were 

necessary but not sufficient.” He found that social institutions drew immigrants even when the 

city’s economy faltered.31  

Once in Macon, there was a certain amount of support that the foreign born could receive 

from fellow immigrants, both old and new arrivals, though immigration historian John Bodnar 

cautions that foreign-born communities were “not harmonious and united in purpose, orientation, 

and direction” but stratified like the homelands from whence these people came.32 Most 

immigrants to southern cities had spent time in towns elsewhere and so were ready for city life, 

both creating and developing immigrant institutions as deemed necessary. The “invisible” British 

in Macon apparently had none of their own organizations, except for a local St. Andrew’s 

Society for the Scottish, nor did any of the smaller immigrant groups in the central Georgia town. 

The Germania Lodge of the Independent Order of the Odd Fellows was only established in 1870. 

In Memphis, the Jews had been the first immigrant group to “begin the process of community 

building,” and in Macon too they organized early.33 In 1845, Jewish Maconites established the 

Hebrew Burial Ground Association to raise funds for the upkeep of the Jewish lot in Macon’s 

Rose Hill Cemetery. In 1856, merchant Abraham Dessau became the president of the new United 

Jewish Society, a replacement organization. Middling proprietors such as dry goods sellers Elias 

 
31Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 8, 20, 86.  
32Bodnar, The Transplanted, 117. 
33Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 328; Berkeley, “Like a Plague of Locusts,” 32; Robert S. Davis, Jr., 

Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 
(Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1998), 105. 
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Einstein, A. Feutchwanger, and M. Landauer of Bavaria as well as confectioner Emanuel Isaacs 

of England made up its leadership and board.34 

The Irish in antebellum Macon established the Hibernian Benevolent Society. This 

association was part of a larger organization, which had been around for a while in both 

Charleston and Savannah, with the Charleston society founded in 1799 and reorganized in 

1801.35 Macon’s Irish founded their Hibernian Benevolent Society between 1843 and 1846, the 

year when the Macon Telegraph started reporting the society’s St. Patrick’s Day festivities, 

which included tripping “the light fantastic toe” for hours at the yearly galas.36 The 1853 

Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon, Georgia noted that the 

society was for Irishmen only and sought to “promote friendly intercourse, mutual aid and 

confidence amongst the Irishmen of Macon.” This organization was the focal point for many 

Irish American communities, and its existence in Macon was significant.37 

Though local branches of the Hibernian Benevolent Society could be either inclusive or 

exclusive, most provided at least a limited safety net for Irish immigrants. A few, such as the 

Charleston branch, offered entertainment and a network for the affluent. These societies limited 

membership to one hundred men. These elite branches were a “sign of status and sophistication” 

to the members. Savannah’s society began in 1812 with “forty-four gentlemen.” Though it is 

 
34Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 325; Macon Directory for 1860, 87-88. It was an inclusive 

association evidently, for in 1846 Emanuel Isaacs of England, a member of its board of directors, had married Miss 
Helen J. Beasley of Georgia in a service officiated by Baptist minister James Ryland Kendricks. Helen Isaacs, née 
Beasley, was a longstanding member of Macon’s First Baptist Church, continuing her association after her marriage. 
The postbellum Telegraph praised two religiously mixed families of this type in 1870: “The husbands are often seen 
gallanting their wives to their chosen churches and occupying the same pews. the wives as often are seen 
accompanying their husbands to the synagogue.” Hieke, “Transregional Mobility,” 31-32. 

35Other cities with societies included Montreal, Chicago, Vincennes, and New York City.  
36“St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 21 March 1854; “St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 25 March 1851. In 1842, 

the Telegraph reported on the St. Patrick’s Day lecture presented by Father James Graham in the Catholic Church. 
The next St. Patrick’s Day reportage, in 1846, told of the Hibernian Society’s gala.  

37Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Macon 
Telegraph, 1853), Pamphlet file, MGA. Butler reported its founding 1852, but the Telegraph had been reporting its 
officers and activities previously. Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 328; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 
180. 
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possible that many Hibernian societies eventually became exclusive organizations that were 

expressions of middle-class identity and status, it appears that most cities’ Hibernian Benevolent 

Societies, in the antebellum era at least, existed fundamentally as a form of mutual aid, though 

wealthy men did appear on the membership rolls. P. Nugent, secretary of the Chicago society in 

1852, noted that the “principle [sic] objects” of the society were the “union of Irishmen” in 

raising funds to be applied for the “sustenance and support of sick members” and for the “decent 

and respectful interment of the deceased members of the society.”38 The Montreal association 

also followed this pattern noting that the organization existed “to afford relief to its Members, 

who may be out of employment, or prevented from pursuing their ordinary occupations by 

sickness, or any bodily or mental infirmity.”39 A writer noted of the New York City society in 

1831: “There is no Gordian knot on their purse, nor a chilling ice of selfishness on the flowing 

stream of their benevolence. The orphan’s tear is wiped away by their charity.”40 Evidently, 

these claims were not all pretty but empty words. Since 1822, Mobile’s society collected 

donations for widows, orphans, and invalids, and the proceeds from its annual St. Patrick’s Day 

ball benefited the same. Cincinnati’s society focused on aiding Irish young men as one by one 

they were “seized with sickness, accustomed to have a mother’s care in his slightest ailment he 

had to learn the chilling power of neglect.” On the other hand, Shoemaker concludes that 

Savannah’s Hibernian Society only provided limited assistance, with most of the aid to the Irish 

 
38Gleeson, Irish in the South, 60-61; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 175-76; Jonathan Daniel Wells, 

The Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 1800-1861 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2004), 90; P. 
Nugent, “Hibernian Benevolent Society,” Chicago Daily Tribune, 21 April 1852, ProQuest Historical Newspapers. 

39Rules and Regulations of the Montreal Hibernian Benevolent Society (Montreal: Spectator Office, 1825), 
3. 

40Gleeson, Irish in the South, 186; “We Are”; “Dr. Shannon’s Address,” The Irish Shield, a Historical and 
Literary Weekly Paper, 1 April 1831, American Periodicals, p. 180. 
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poor in that city probably supplied by the Savannah Poor House and Hospital and Catholic 

Church.41   

 The Macon Hibernian Benevolent Society’s 1853 constitution certainly emphasized 

mutual aid over fellowship, though the society met monthly, and newspaper reports noted that 

there was a good time to be had at their events. Its constitution stipulated that members of the 

organization in good standing could receive aid after six-months membership, with the assistance 

consisting of anywhere from five dollars to fifteen dollars a month based on need and the means 

of the society. The association had discretionary power to aid the wife, parents, or children of a 

member if they were Georgia residents. The constitution further indicated that to preserve funds 

“which are only the treasury of the poor,” members could appropriate no society funds for 

dinners or refreshments, though members were welcome to expend their own moneys to that 

purpose, and they obviously did so.42  

Examining the men involved with Macon’s Hibernian Society assists in determining 

more about the organization and its place in Macon’s immigrant community. Though a full list of 

Macon’s membership is not extant, various local newspaper articles reported the society’s 

officers and those who gave toasts at its St. Patrick’s Day dinners in the 1840s and 1850s.43 An 

analysis of the forty-four men associated with the society reveals a group leaning toward the top 

of the occupational chart, but they were not all elites. Of the thirty-seven with known 

 
41Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 90, 102; Harriet E. Amos Doss, Cotton City: Urban 

Development in Antebellum Mobile (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1985), 106; Hasia Diner, Erin’s 
Daughters in America: Irish Immigrant Women in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1983), 66; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 179. 

42Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon, 3, 6-9. The Committee of Relief 
made up of seven society members, four of whom the society would elect by ballot with the balance made up by the 
president and two vice presidents of the society, examined all requests for aid. The constitution stipulated that a 
member could not get funds if “such sickness or disability be the result of immoral or licentious conduct.”  

43According to the 1853 constitution, applicants to membership must be recommended by two members, be 
of “good moral standing,” and would not be admitted without two-thirds of the membership present’s approval. New 
members could not be approved at the same meeting in which they were proposed. Constitution and By-Laws of the 
Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon, 6.  
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occupations, the largest was group 4, with 34 percent. The twelve individuals in this group were 

largely grocers, tavern keepers, and other small proprietors. Almost one-fourth were from 

occupational group 3, including city officials, middling planters, and a hotel owner. Four 

individuals were in group 1—judges and planters. The only semi-skilled or unskilled laborer 

linked to the society, as far as these fragmentary records go, was laborer Robert Burns, who was 

the standard bearer for the organization in 1851 and 1852. The reason for this absence may have 

been the two dollar “initiating fee” and the annual subscription of three dollars, which would 

have been prohibitive to some.44 Though the dues created an insurance fund to aid members in 

need, one had to have the wherewithal to keep up with the payments to take part.  

The 1853 Macon Hibernian Society constitution encouraged rotation of officers whom 

the membership elected by ballot to one-year terms. Known officers of the Hibernian Society in 

Macon included 1848 vice president Owen Murphy, who was a railroad contractor, and 1848 

president Michael M. Healy was a planter with a 1,500-acre plantation located on the Ocmulgee 

in Jones County nine miles from Macon, revealing that the society consisted not only of 

Maconites, though most men listed in the newspaper articles about the club resided within the 

city or at least in its environs west of the river. The president in 1854 was George M. Logan, who 

operated the Lanier House Hotel along Mulberry Street and had earlier served as Macon’s mayor 

for three years. The society’s 1851 vice president A. R. McLaughlin was an entrepreneurial 

chameleon working as a boot maker at the time of his tenure. The president for 1852, Patrick 

Crown, was a clerk in 1850 and a constable in 1860.45  

 
44Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon, 7; “Hibernian Benevolent 

Society,” Citizen, 9 August 1851. 
45Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon, 3-4; Population Schedules, 

1850, Macon, 274; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 567; Macon Directory for 1860, 18, 28; “Bookstore,” 
Telegraph, 9 May 1843; “St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 21 March 1853; “Hibernian,” Telegraph, 21 March 1854. 
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The officer pool was surprisingly diverse occupationally and less affluent than expected, 

though it did not reflect the 1860 Irish population in the city. The largest number of officers were 

in occupational group 4, with over one-third of the sixteen with known occupations. This was an 

overrepresentation, for only 17 percent of Irishmen in the city worked in this group. 

Occupational group 3—middling proprietors—accounted for one-fourth of the officers but only 

2 percent of the Ireland-born males in the city. There was a similar discrepancy concerning 

gentlemen physicians, lawyers, and ministers in group 2, who constituted one-fifth of the officers 

but only 1 percent of the working males in the Irish immigrant population. Though group 5 

skilled laborers made up 15 percent of the officers, they comprised 35 percent of the Irish male 

workforce in 1860, the largest occupational group within the Irish immigrant community at that 

time. So the inclusion of many petty proprietors and junior professionals among the society’s 

leaders certainly does not appear elitist. Yet, clearly occupational groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 

overrepresented, while groups 5, 6, and 7 were largely absent, revealing stratification and 

exclusion. Shoemaker concludes of the Savannah organization, “The maintenance of the class 

distinctions built into its membership standards was a critical element of . . . sociability.”46  

Notably, these officers were not all Catholic or all Protestant. One-fifth of the population 

of Ireland was Protestant, as were many of its greatest nationalist heroes such as Wolfe Tone, 

Robert Emmet, and Charles Stewart Parnell. The constitution of the Hibernian Benevolent 

Society stipulated that Irishmen would be welcome “without any distinction of creed.” This 

organization differed from its counterpart the Ancient Order of the Hibernians whose members 

 
46“Hibernian Benevolent Society of Macon,” Citizen, 9 June 1858; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 

176-77, 181. On the other hand, some of the wealthiest Ireland-born in the city were not associated with the 
Hibernian Society as far as these records attest. These omissions include the Dempseys and James Rea. If they were 
not a part, one can only speculate as to why that was the case. The Savannah society included two of the richest men 
in the city.  
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were all Catholic.47 Macon’s society followed the example of both the Charleston and Savannah 

associations in this regard. They embraced the ethos of the United Irishmen of the 1798 Irish 

Rebellion, which had striven to bring together Irishmen no matter their religious inclinations. To 

illustrate this commitment, the Savannah society incorporated United Irishmen symbols, and the 

Charleston club consciously alternated leadership between Irish Protestants and Catholics.48 In 

Macon, eight of the known officers were Catholic, three were Episcopalian, and two were 

Methodist. The Catholics included a priest, Rev. Edward Quigley, who was vice president in 

1851. The Hibernian Benevolent Society, which had barriers based on relative affluence, brought 

Irishmen together across religious lines.49  

Of the men who served as officers in Macon’s Hibernian Benevolent Society, twelve out 

of fifteen with known nativity were born in the “land of the Shamrock and the Daisy.” These 

largely Ireland-born officers indicate that first generation Irish Americans more than likely 

 
47Kieran Quinlan, “After Strange Kin: Further Reflections on the Relations between Ireland and the 

American South,” in Rethinking the Irish in the American South: Beyond Rounders and Reelers, ed. Bryan Giemza 
(Oxford: University Press of Mississippi, 2013), 37; Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society 
of Macon, 1. Irishmen founded the Ancient Order of the Hibernians in New York City in 1836. Like the Hibernian 
Benevolent Society, it was both a fraternal and insurance society. Marjorie R. Fallows, Irish Americans: Identity and 
Assimilation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentiss Hall, 1979), 53. 

48David T. Gleeson and Brenda J. Buttimer, “‘We Are Irish Everywhere’: Irish Immigrant Networks in 
Charleston, South Carolina, and Savannah, Georgia,” Immigration and Minorities 23, no. 2–3 (November 2005): 
186, 199; Quinlan, Strange Kin, 270; Gleeson, Irish in the South, 60. The Savannah society was not “significantly 
slanted” toward Protestants or Catholics. Shoemaker concludes that the larger number of Protestant presidents had to 
do with the “Protestants’ relatively greater affluence in the city than of any discrimination against Catholics.” 
Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 178. 

49Church Registers 1855-1913, MF 3240, Mulberry Street Methodist Church Records, MGA; List of 
Probationers 1855-1866, MF 3241, Mulberry Street Methodist Church Records, MGA; Oliver J. Hart, The History 
of Christ Church Parish, Macon, Georgia: March 5th, 1825 to March 5th, 1925 (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, Harris & 
Brooks, 1925; held at MGA), 188-239; St. Joseph Catholic Church: A Living History (Macon, Ga.: Indigo Custom 
Publishing, 2006), 18; St. Joseph’s Catholic Church Baptism Registers and Indexes (Book 1), St. Joseph’s Catholic 
Church Records, MGA; St. Joseph’s Catholic Church Confirmation, Marriage, Parish Census and Death Registers 
(Book 2) St. Joseph’s Catholic Church Records, MGA; Church register 1826-1894, MF 4104, First Presbyterian 
Church Records, MGA; “Members of the Presbyterian Church of Macon,” 1857, pamphlet, box 1, folder 15, First 
Presbyterian Church Records, MGA; Minutes in regular conference, 1855-1877, First Baptist Church Macon, box 4, 
Georgia Baptist Church Records, Special Collections, Jack Tarver Library, Mercer University, Macon, Georgia 
(GBCR). Savannah’s society had Catholic priests as members, and they delivered the St. Patrick’s Day orations at 
least four times in the antebellum era. Shoemaker concludes of the Savannah Hibernian Society: “In religion if not 
in other respects the Hibernians were open to all members of the Irish American community.” Shoemaker, 
“Strangers and Citizens,” 178.  
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founded this local branch.50 These Irish immigrants naturally missed their homeland more than 

later generations of Irishmen would and wanted to fellowship with other Irishmen and celebrate 

Ireland in an organized way, though the onset of the potato famine brought the homeland front 

and center in all Irishmen’s minds, as the Telegraph implied in March 1848 when it noted that 

the celebration of St. Patrick’s Day by the Hibernian Society was carried out “with an unusual 

degree of interest and feeling.” Toaster T. B. Clark hinted at the heartbreak of “Old Ireland” in 

his toast: “You may break or you may ruin the vase if you will / But the scent of the roses will 

hang round it still.”51  

 Of the Ireland-born officers, anecdotal evidence suggests that these men were more 

seasoned Maconites who had spent some time in the city before taking up leadership positions in 

the society. Those who persisted in growing southern towns could be “distinguished citizens” 

within ten to fifteen years. Their fellow citizens tapped these men for leadership positions of all 

kinds. It is not surprising that Macon’s Hibernian Society officers would have been in town 

before potato famine immigrants ever left Ireland’s shores. The earliest arrival was planter 

Healy, putting down roots in Jones County in 1818. McLaughlin was in the area by 1831 

inaugurating his Macon career as a merchant. Macon’s Episcopal minister married Colin 

Mulholland and his Georgia-born bride Adeline S. Hunt in 1838.52  

In contrast to the local Hibernian Society’s officers, the birthplaces, occupations, wealth, 

and religion of non-officers whom the newspapers reported offered toasts and the orators who 

 
50The three American-born officers were young vice president General William G. Smith (1817-1846), 

born in Jones County, Georgia; treasurer and vice president Joseph Kennedy (c. 1801-1859), a grocer, of South 
Carolina; and Dr. Henry Kulloch Green (1818-1867), a physician born in Milledgeville to Dr. William Montgomery 
Green of Dublin. The Savannah society first stipulated that the membership be natives of Ireland, but in 1832 
allowed American-born sons of Irish fathers who were Savannah residents. Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 
176. 

51“Communicated,” Telegraph, 21 March 1848.  
52Doss, Cotton City, 53; Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” 432. 
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spoke at the St. Patrick’s Day galas were much more varied.53 Of the sixteen men offering toasts 

with known natal information, seven were born in Georgia, three were born in New England, and 

two each were from the Upper South, Mid-Atlantic, and Ireland. The non-officer orators chosen 

to give the lectures for the Hibernian Society on St. Patrick’s Day were also less likely to be born 

in Ireland. Of the five listed in Macon’s newspapers, only one was Ireland-born.54 The men 

offering toasts possibly had a more cursory association with the society and may have been only 

invited guests who chose to toast (the exact toasting protocol being unknown). While 38 percent 

of the leadership were petty proprietors and middle-class professionals, only 20 percent of the 

men offering toasts were in this category. Instead, the largest toasting category was occupational 

group 3, middling proprietors, with one-third of the total. The gala attendees also presented a 

more robust offering of skilled laborers, with 27 percent versus 18 percent of the officers. In 

occupational group 1, judges James A. Nisbet, Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., and Abner P. Powers all 

offered toasts at the gala compared to Michael M. Healy’s lone officer appearance in that group. 

These men were also more liberal denominationally than the officers, with three Episcopalians 

and Presbyterians respectively, two Methodists, one Baptist, and a single Catholic.  

The variety of toasts offered at the Hibernian Society balls illustrate how the attendees 

fused the celebration of Ireland and America, as these first-generation Irishmen mingled with 

their American-born compatriots. On March 17, 1846, the regular toasts lauded the following (in 

this order): “the day we celebrate,” Ireland, the American President, the governor of Georgia, the 

Repeal Associations of the United States, the Patriots of the American Revolution, Andrew 

 
53The constitution stipulated that orations would be given by one of the members of the society or by a 

gentlemen nominated by a society committee. Constitution and By-Laws of the Hibernian Benevolent Society of 
Macon, 7. 

54Glenda Sue Gillis Leslie, “‘The Controlling Bar’: The Influence of Macon’s Attorneys on Its Early 
History,” (Ph.D. diss., Georgia State University, 1999), 81; "Speech of Mr. O'Keefe,” Telegraph, 20 March 1852; 
“St. Patrick’s Day,” Citizen, 20 March 1852; “Tomorrow,” Citizen, 17 March 1854; “St. Patrick’s Day,” Messenger, 
22 March 1848. 
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Jackson, Robert Emmett, the Irish Patriots of ‘89, the “Star-Spangled Banner,” Daniel 

O’Connell, “Irishmen in America,” and “the Irish Fair.”55 These toasts and the voluntary ones 

that followed extolled both the old and new worlds and denoted the entwining of the two by both 

Ireland-born and American-born celebrants. In 1848, Captain Michael Sullivan proclaimed: “My 

native country—may she never forget when in distress the gratitude due to my adopted country 

for her kindness to her.”56 Another toasted, “The land of our adoption: never did child love 

mother better than we love thee and thy free institutions” to the tune of “Hail Columbia.” 

Georgia-born Isaac Holmes toasted Ireland “the America of the Old World.” Michael M. Healy 

of Roscommon County offered a toast in 1848 to Thomas Jefferson, “the disciple of Liberty.”57 

Jefferson, of course, penned America’s Declaration of Independence—self-rule being something 

for which Irishmen yearned for the homeland even as they rejoiced in the fruits of national 

sovereignty in the U.S. 

At these meetings “our Irish citizens and their descendants” utilized a public forum to 

demonstrate love of country for both Ireland and the U.S., while also highlighting their role in 

America’s history and heritage. Celts such as these pushed back against the Anglo-Saxon notion 

that America was Anglo-Saxons’ “exclusive work and inheritance,” as the Irish founder of the 

American Celt, T. D. McGee, wrote in Boston in 1850. On Macon’s small stage, Georgian 

William G. Smith toasted the memory of Richard Montgomery, an Irishman who fought in the 

American Revolution, dying for freedom. R. Lynn toasted “Irishmen” who were “always found 

fighting on the side of liberty.” They saluted Scotch-Irish Andrew Jackson several times, noting 

that he was “An Irishman’s son; an American patriot” and the “Hero of New Orleans.” “May he 

 
55“Regular Toasts,” Messenger, 26 March 1846.  
56“Communicated,” Telegraph, 21 March 1848. Some scholars have concluded that the Irish were “capable 

of simultaneous loyalty to their old and new worlds.” McMahon, Global Dimensions, 2. 
57“St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 24 March 1846; “Communicated.” 
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never be forgotten ‘by the haughty tyrants of England’.”58 Jackson’s inclusion indicates a 

Hibernian Society that comprised not just the Irish-Irish but the Scotch-Irish as well, after all the 

Scots had been in northern Ireland since 1607. Praise for Jackson possibly hints at Macon Irish’s 

inclination toward the Democratic Party, of which Jackson was the founder. Whatever the reason 

they toasted “Old Hickory,” they recognized Jackson’s Irish bona fides, even if he was not born 

in Ireland or from Irish-Irish stock. They claimed this “great American” as one of their own. For 

the Irish living in Macon, these were important symbolic steps.59 

Last but not least, the Hibernian Societies of various cities were in contact with each 

other and formed a larger network of Irish immigrants and their descendants. The 1846 St. 

Patrick’s Day celebrations in Macon included the public reading of letters from the Milledgeville 

and Washington City associations offering toasts for Macon’s gala. Similarly, in 1855 the Macon 

society’s outgoing president Osborne A. Lochrane sent his regrets to Savannah’s club, but he 

softened the blow of his inability to attend with a poem that testified that he would be with them 

in soul, if not in body. Lochrane had previously been active in the Hibernian Society while living 

in Athens.60 Irishmen could take advantage of these networks for business opportunities. 

Historian David Gleeson highlights Ireland-born James Adger who became an agent for cotton 

financiers—the William and Jones Brown Company—through a contact in the Hibernian Society 

of Charleston. By the time of his death in 1848, the relatively humbly-born Adger was one of the 

richest men in Charleston.61  

 
58“St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 25 March 1851; McMahon, Global Dimensions, 94; “St. Patrick’s Day” 

Telegraph, 24 March 1846; “Communicated.” Andrew Jackson was of Presbyterian stock. 
59Ulster Presbyterians in America in the antebellum period called themselves “Irish.” Only later did 

individuals such as Woodrow Wilson seek to differentiate themselves from the Irish-Irish with the term “Scots 
Irish.” Gleeson, Irish in the South, 199. 

60“The 17th of March,” Telegraph, 27 March 1855; “St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 24 March 1846. 
Irishman Jackson Barnes’ Macon bookstore sold Osborne A. Lochrane, An Oration Delivered before the Hibernian 
and Irish Union Societies of Savannah on the 18th of March, 1850, by Osborne A. Lochrane of Athens, Georgia 
(Savannah: George W. Nichols, 1850) according to an advertisement in the Telegraph May 9, 1843. 

61Gleeson and Buttimer, “We Are Irish Everywhere,” 189.  
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Though its officer corps and associated persons indicate that the Hibernian Benevolent 

Society in Macon leaned toward the more affluent, the organization still would have been a draw 

to both prosperous and more modestly accommodated Irish immigrants considering Macon as a 

home. The Hibernian Society, as its membership and the participation in its toasts attests, was 

well-respected in Macon even through the 1850s and the rise of nativist sentiment. It was an 

institution that included many Protestants and counted among its members and supporters native-

born elites. These included mayor Isaac Holmes of Georgia, gentleman lawyer James A. Nisbet 

of Madison, Dr. Henry K. Green of Milledgeville, and Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., of Connecticut. 

This respect for the Hibernian Society indicated at the very least a general sense of tolerance of 

Irish men and women in the Central City. Its existence and the mutual aid it offered could 

smooth immigrants’ entry into Macon life. The emblematic functions that it assumed were 

important to all sons and daughters of the Emerald Isle, and as the toasts given at its galas 

demonstrate, it was a public platform for Irishmen, both American born and Ireland born, to 

show their love for not only Ireland but also America, which would surely be appreciated by 

other Maconites.62 

Religious organizations were another type of formal institution that could provide moral 

support to immigrant groups in the South. Often houses of worship became the foreign-born 

community’s center.63 Though Macon’s Jews created a cemetery association by 1845, they were 

slower to establish a congregation, only formally organizing Beth Israel, a reform assembly 

based on “German orthodoxy” in 1859. Its first meeting was in the home of merchant Emanuel 

 
62Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 180. Shoemaker discusses both the stratified nature of Savannah’s 

Hibernian Society and its importance as a keeper of tradition. 
63Taylor, The Distant Magnet, 217; Nye, Society and Culture in America, 204. 
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M. Brown of France. Rabbi Max Lilienthal of Cincinnati preached the dedication sermon from 

Job 8:7, drawing Maconites from all denominations according to a local history.64  

Other than Macon’s Jews, no other immigrant group clustered in a particular religious 

institution like the Irish did in the Catholic Church. Though all Ireland-born Maconites were not 

Catholic, an overwhelming majority were—89 of the 104 foreign-born Irish Maconites with 

known church memberships (86 percent). The remaining Irish belonged to the Methodist and 

Episcopal churches—10 percent and 5 percent respectively. This mirrored the small Holy Family 

Catholic parish in Columbus, Georgia, where the majority of the congregation was Ireland-born. 

In contrast, the English and Scots were well distributed among all of Macon’s churches, save St. 

Joseph’s, which boasted only two Scots among its membership. Of the remaining forty-two 

Englishmen, Scotsmen, and Welshmen living in Macon with known church affiliations, twelve 

belonged to Mulberry Methodist, eleven to Christ Episcopal and First Presbyterian respectively, 

and eight to First Baptist. The Germans, notably absent from the church rolls no doubt in part 

due to the practicing Jews in their midst, had only five Methodists, six Episcopalians, and a 

single Baptist, Catholic, and Presbyterian recorded in Macon’s church reports.65 

 Because Macon’s Irish clustered in the Catholic Church, this institution was a vital part 

of central Georgia’s Irish Catholic network. For many newly arrived Irish men and women, the 

Roman Catholic Church was possibly the one institution that they “readily recognized in their 

new world.” Historian Tyler Anbinder posits that the large number of Irish men and women who 

immigrated from Kerry and Wexford counties to Savannah may have followed their priests as 

 
64Kaufman and Kaufman, Jewish Burials of Macon, iii; Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 326. 
65Michael J. McNally, “Catholic Parish Life in the Antebellum South: Columbus Georgia, 1830-1860,” 

American Catholic Studies 113, no. 1/2 (Spring-Summer 2002): 5. The German distribution in Macon was much 
different than that found in Columbus, where Germans represented 21 percent of all foreign-born parents of the 
baptized there.  
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opposed to the clergy trailing their parishioners.66 In 1860, only 8 of over 1,800 churches in 

Georgia were Catholic, and Macon’s Church of the Assumption, established in 1841 (later 

known as St. Joseph’s) was one of them. Though a relative latecomer to Macon compared to the 

major Protestant denominations, St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, once inaugurated, maintained a 

continuous presence in the city, purchasing its first building the year of its founding.67 Of 141 

known congregants of the antebellum church, the largest natal country was Ireland, with 89 

parishioners, though emigrants from France, Italy, Germany, and Scotland also appeared in the 

list of sacraments performed in what was in many ways Macon’s “immigrant church.” With 70 

percent of its parishioners born overseas, no other Macon congregation had as many foreign-born 

members. The Irish flavor was readily apparent in the surnames of Macon’s antebellum Catholic 

priests: O’Reilly, Graham, Murphy, O’Connell, Shanahan, Quigley, O’Neill, and Hassan. Also, 

St. Joseph’s hosted the St. Patrick’s Day oration in the early 1840s before the Hibernian 

Benevolent Society took over those duties.68 St. Joseph’s, as one of eight Catholic churches in 

the state, most likely drew Irish Catholics to Macon. The preponderance of its foreign-born, and 

primarily Ireland-born membership, influenced St. Joseph’s ministry and provided the 

 
66Randall M. Miller, “The Church in Cultural Captivity: Some Speculations on Catholic Identity in the Old 

South” in Catholics in the Old South: Essays on Church and Culture, eds. Randall M. Miller and Jon L. Wakelyn 
(Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1983), 12; Anbinder, “Irish Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life,” 8-9. 
Limited evidence does not point to this reality in Macon. Of the eight priests to serve Macon from 1841 to 1861, 
only James Graham and Jeremiah’s O’Connell’s birth counties in Ireland are known. Graham was the only known 
County Longford immigrant in antebellum Macon. There was at least one other Cork native in Macon alongside 
O’Connell. 

67Dennis Clark, “The South’s Irish Catholics: A Case of Cultural Confinement,” in Miller and Wakelyn, 
Catholics in the Old South, 204. It thrives there today in what the locals account one of the most beautiful Catholic 
churches in the South.  

68St. Joseph Catholic Church, 18; St. Joseph’s Catholic Church Baptism Registers and Indexes (Book 1); 
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church Confirmation, Marriage, Parish Census and Death Registers (Book 2); J. O’Connell, 
Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia: Leaves of Its History, A.D. 1820-A.D. 1878. (Westminster, Md.: ARS 
SACRA, 1964), 597-601; Randall M. Miller, “Introduction,” in Miller and Wakelyn, Catholics in the Old South, 9; 
“St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 22 March 1842. The Telegraph noted in March 1842 that Rev. James Graham of St. 
Joseph’s presented a “beautiful and pathetic discourse” which came “spontaneously from his Irish heart.”  
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parameters of its network, which would be primarily immigrant, even as the face of the Catholic 

Church in the United States became Irish.69  

 During this period in the South, Catholic leadership sought to care for its membership in 

tangible ways, which would have further solidified the lure of a Catholic church in a specific 

locality, as it provided more than spiritual succor. Rev. Jeremiah F. O’Neill in Savannah did 

what he could to find employment for new arrivals among his Irish flock, even recruiting entire 

labor gangs for the railroad. Macon’s first priest Dr. Rev. James Graham of County Longford 

went much further to provide for the parishioners in his “extensive district,” which included the 

territory between the Ocmulgee and Flint rivers. Toward the southeastern end of this vast stretch 

of land was Mobley’s Bluff on the Ocmulgee River, about one hundred miles south of Macon. It 

was at this point that Graham helped plant a high missionary cross in what was to briefly become 

a Catholic colony named the Mission of St. Ignatius in south central Georgia. This project was to 

be a “combined commercial, colonization, and missionary venture.”70  

It all started in 1827 when Thomas Spalding of Sapelo Island obtained a state charter to 

build a railway connecting the navigable waters of the Ocmulgee and Flint rivers, intending to 

create an inland shipping route that would connect the Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. The 

plans laid out a frontier railway with horse-pulled cars on wooden rollers moving along a 

seventy-five-mile route from Mobley’s Bluff on the Ocmulgee to the city of Albany on the Flint. 

The enterprise began in earnest in 1835 and took on a missionary cast when newly converted 

Catholic Charlestonian Abbot Brisbane became the railway’s engineer agent. Abbot, with the aid 

 
69Woods, A History of the Catholic Church, 256. In the late 1700s, the total Catholic population in the 

United States was 30,000 souls. By 1820 it was 250,000, by 1830 750,000. Fallows, Irish Americans, 103.  
70Herbert Weaver, “Foreigners in Ante-Bellum Savannah,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 37, no. 1 (1953): 

5-6; “Temperance Society in Macon,” letter to the editor, Telegraph, 16 March 1841; Russell Chalker, “Irish 
Catholics and the Building of the Ocmulgee and Flint Railroad,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 54 (1970): 508-9; 
Clark, “The South’s Irish Catholics,” 199. Graham had earlier served in Columbus, from 1836 to 1840. McNally, 
“Catholic Parish Life,” 9-11. 
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of Graham, engaged Irishmen from Charleston and New York, with an initial recruitment goal of 

two hundred men. Later waves of Irish Catholics came in from Ireland, South Carolina, and 

elsewhere in Georgia. The company promised workers plots of land near the railway’s right-of-

way where they could cultivate grapes and olives “in the very garden of Georgia.” After initial 

financial setbacks, the colony thrived as construction moved steadily west toward the Flint River. 

In October 1841, a large group of Irishmen gathered for a naturalization ceremony in the 

Irwinville courthouse, taking the next step toward becoming Americans and settling down on 

their Georgia farms after completion of the railway. Brisbane hoped to have the line finished in 

late 1842, after which railway cars would convey cotton from Albany on the Flint to Mobley’s 

Bluff on the Ocmulgee. Instead the venture crumbled as Irish colonists, aware of financial 

difficulties in the company, marched to Brisbane’s headquarters in Loyola, an uprising that the 

Albany militia successfully quelled.71  

This episode reveals both the aspirations of some in the Catholic Church in the South 

concerning Irish members, who were becoming more and more numerous, as well as the 

institution’s tenuous nature in Georgia. There is no doubt that the Mission of St. Ignatius was a 

proactive plan to provide Irish immigrants with land and a Catholic haven for the flock. This 

venture was unique among Macon’s denominations. Yet, despite bold schemes such as 

Brisbane’s and Graham’s, the church could not see it through. Though Dennis C. Rousey has 

recently pushed back against the idea that the southern Catholic church was profoundly weak 

compared to the northern church, he cites Catholic strength in major cities as well as in 

Maryland, Louisiana, Kentucky, Texas, Missouri, and Florida. Rousey did not include Georgia 

and South Carolina in this swath of Catholic power, and Macon was not a large urban area. 

 
71Chalker, “Irish Catholics and the Building of the Ocmulgee and Flint Railroad,” 507-9, 511-13; Clark, 

“The South’s Irish Catholics,” 199; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 256-57. 
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Though he observes the importance of “smaller urban places,” many of which by the 1850s had 

Catholic churches, he notes only the existence of these congregations, not their size or relative 

influence.72 In fact, priests in Georgia were few and far between and traveled extensively to 

make up for their small numbers, resulting in many “priest-less Sundays.”73 Though Brisbane 

was unable to regain the confidence of his Irish workers after they stormed his office, it was 

Father Graham’s death in December 1842 that put the final nail in the proverbial coffin of the 

Mission of St. Ignatius. Graham was not an old man—only thirty-three years old upon his death 

from a renewed attack of “Georgia chills” related to his time in south Georgia. Before his death, 

he had established a hub in Macon and helped found St. Joseph’s in 1841. Fellow Macon priest 

Jeremiah O’Connell wrote many years later of his co-religionist: “His clothes flapped loosely on 

his person, and it was evident that the thirsty fevers of his allotted missionary country, proverbial 

for their fatality, had drunk up his vital spirits and marked him for an early grave.” Though 

O’Connell was prone to high drama in his Catholic history of the Deep South, it is true that 

Graham had to cover great distances by foot, horseback, stagecoach, and river to minister to his 

far-flung congregation. He literally ministered to death. A school friend from Ireland wrote his 

Telegraph obituary, alluding to Graham’s giving nature: “To the wants of the poor and the 

stranger he freely contributed . . . ; he was in truth a Christian philanthropist.” This was an 

 
72Dennis C. Rousey, “Catholics in the Old South: Their Population, Institutional Development, and 

Relations with Protestants,” U.S. Catholic Historian 24, no. 4 (Fall 2006): 1, 4, 7-9. Rousey concludes that on a per-
capita Catholic basis “southern Catholics matched or even surpassed northern Catholics in many categories of 
institution building” in 1850 and 1860. This included a larger number of priests, charitable institutions, and clerical 
students.  

73McNally, “Catholic Parish Life,” 1. The Catholics were not the only clergy traveling regularly. The 
Baptists had preaching in the city only once monthly until 1850. The Methodists also had itinerants such as Rev. 
Thomas Darnley who lived in Jefferson County and preached in Macon semi-monthly. Because of the lack of 
Catholic resources in Georgia, Macon’s later antebellum clergymen also carried ministry loads heavier than Bibb 
County’s other denominations, some of which also relied on itinerant ministers throughout most of the antebellum 
period. St. Joseph’s priest Jeremiah O’Connell (1845-46) also ministered to Milledgeville and Clinton to the east of 
Macon and to Flint River to the west. Thomas F. Shanahan succeeded O’Connell, serving in Macon from 1849 to 
1850 and ministered not only to Macon but also to Atlanta and along the State Road to Tennessee, some two 
hundred miles distant. Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 323-25. 
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appropriate eulogy considering Graham’s toils in south Georgia, but it was Maconites who 

moved to claim the body of the beloved priest, burying him under St. Joseph’s altar.74  

Catholic priests in Georgia did what they could and made positive contributions to the 

immigrant community. Many Catholic pastors serving on the southeastern “frontier” had close 

relationships with their flocks, whom they looked to, not only for food and shelter but also to 

tend to the local ministry while the priests traveled. Though Father Graham could not bring about 

the success of the Ocmulgee and Flint River Railroad, the congregations in both Macon and in 

Columbus, where he had earlier served as pastor, remembered him with great reverence and 

respect. His burial underneath St. Joseph’s altar, mirrored by Father Michael Cullinan’s 

interment on church grounds in Columbus, denoted the depth of respect that these immigrant 

congregations had for their priests.75  

Sections of the Catholic Church elsewhere were able to assist Irish planter Michael M. 

Healy in an endeavor less enormous in scope than Rev. Graham’s colony, though it was 

ambitious in its own way. Healy was a nominal Catholic, willing to make the seven-mile trip into 

Macon for market on Saturday but not for worship at St. Joseph’s on Sunday. Despite his 

apparently lukewarm dedication to organized religion, he evidently chose to name his son 

 
74Sheridan, History of Saint Joseph’s Parish Macon, 18; O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and 

Georgia, 608; Chalker, “Irish Catholics and the Building of the Ocmulgee and Flint Railroad,” 512, 514-15; Rev. 
Dr. James Graham obituary, Telegraph, 27 December 1842; Clark, “The South’s Irish Catholics,” 199, 204. The 
diocese of Charleston, which included Georgia, proved ineffective when various official Catholic pledges of aid did 
not result in the success of the colony. After the business collapse of the colony, Brisbane and two fellow Catholic 
Charlestonians deeded all the land in the failing settlement to the Bishop of Charleston, but the result was still 
mostly “desolate abandonment.” Bishop John Hughes of New York pledged to aid the colony, but failed to fully 
fulfill his pledge. Advertising and land sales in Europe on the part of the Bishop of Charleston failed to draw more 
than a handful of additional settlers. Irishmen who decided to stay acquired land on an individual basis, and Father 
Charles C. Prendergast of Savannah journeyed upstream periodically to minister to them at steamboat landings on 
the Ocmulgee. Many soon mixed and intermarried with Baptists and Methodists in the area. This was the reality of 
Irish Catholic life in Georgia. Though the spirit was willing, the flesh was weak—in this case the tendons that 
connected the Catholic Church in Georgia. Catholics often had very little in the way of an institutional network to 
support them, and their priests did not enjoy robust diocesan institutional backing for their endeavors, no matter their 
good intentions concerning his flock. 

75McNally, “Catholic Parish Life,” 30. A few years later, former Macon priest Thomas O’Reilly died while 
ministering in Atlanta and was buried under the altar there.  
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Alexander Sherwood, born in 1836, after Macon’s Baptist pastor Adiel Sherwood, according to 

scholar James O’Toole. It is possible that Healy and the good reverend met on Sherwood’s 

travels, for when he supplied Macon First Baptist Church’s pulpit one Sunday a month from 

1827 to 1829 he would travel on horseback from Eatonton, a town to the northeast. His probable 

route on Old Clinton Road passed through the town of Clinton, where Healy picked up his mail 

and conducted other local business, so Sherwood and Healy could have met in Clinton or in 

Macon. Healy’s name choice for his son indicated a certain degree of ecumenical feeling and 

association across the divide of the Protestant Reformation even beyond Healy’s Irish brethren in 

the Hibernian Benevolent Society.76  

 Yet, Healy was about to become much more devout when he needed the Catholic 

Church’s help to escape the realities of central Georgia—namely certain foundational aspects of 

the way of life that had made him wealthy. Healy, with his plantation on the Ocmulgee River 

seven-miles north of Macon, had started a purportedly monogamous relationship with sixteen-

year-old enslaved Eliza Clark in 1829. Together they had nine children who survived to 

adulthood. Surprisingly, Healy acknowledged and brought this offspring up as his own.77 Yet, 

 
76James O’Toole, Passing for White: Race, Religion, and the Healy Family, 1820-1920 (Amherst: 

University of Massachusetts Press, 2002), 20; Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 302; Quinlan, Strange Kin, 60. 
77Though the Healy relationship appears to have been monogamous and Healy claimed the children as his 

own and provided for them, it should be noted that “although not all white male-black female relationships were 
exploitive, most began that way, and most continued that way.” Women who resisted faced physical coercion, brutal 
whippings, “shaming, sale, loss of their children, or even death.” Women in these circumstances hoped for eventual 
freedom for themselves and their children, but because these relationships were illegal and the women and children 
had no status, slaveholding men could and did abandon them at will. Wills, letters, and court documents indicate that 
some slaveholding men provided for the continued financial support of their concubines and the children born to 
those relationships. Some also freed them. These same documents, however, also betray a legacy of denial of 
support and freedom for most. Even those who promised to do so sometimes went back on their word and failed to 
follow up on the necessary legal processes and payments, or had heirs who refused to honor such bequests. Such 
was the ultimate fate of “my Woman Slave Mary” and her three children with planter William Zeigler (1799-1855). 
After his death and interment in Rose Hill Cemetery in Macon, his brothers and nephew, made trustees of the estate 
in a posthumous amendment, eventually defrauded Mary and her three children. Deborah Gray White, Ar’n’t I a 
Woman: Female Slaves in the Plantation South (New York: W. W. Norton, 1985), 34-35; Brenda E. Stevenson, 
“What's Love Got to Do with It? Concubinage and Enslaved Women and Girls in the Antebellum South,” Journal of 
African American History 98, no. 1 (Winter 2013): 115, 121; Will of William Zeigler, 28 July 1854, Crawford 
County, Georgia, USGenWeb Archives, http://files.usgwarchives.net/ga/crawford/wills/z2460001.txt, accessed May 
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according to the laws of his new home, which had helped him amass both land and the enslaved, 

his children were his property and would remain so legally unless he could find an escape for 

them. Though his immediate neighbors agreed to assist in whatever scheme he devised, Healy 

needed to reach beyond Bibb and Jones counties for aid. The Catholic Church was “the strongest 

supportive institution brought over from Ireland,” and Healy eventually looked to it to solve his 

family dilemma. After several unsatisfactory years with the eldest Healy sons enrolled in Quaker 

schools in New York, Healy serendipitously met the bishop of Boston John Bernard Fitzpatrick 

on one of his trips north. Fitzpatrick suggested the new College of the Holy Cross in 

Massachusetts for the Healy sons’ continued education and became the Irish planter’s co-

conspirator in bringing the Georgia-born mixed-race children north and helping them pass as 

white. This was their only hope for successful lives—their opportunities in central Georgia being 

non-existent. Powerful and far-reaching church connections aided the sons’ ordinations without a 

record of their parents’ marriage. The end result was a number of successful Healy children who 

were at “ease with their whiteness” and dedicated to the Catholic Church. Three of the six sons 

chose the church, becoming a bishop, priest, and Jesuit president of Georgetown University. 

With the help of the Catholic Church in Canada, three daughters became nuns and established 

their identities as Irish Americans.78 

Healy took control of his life and that of his descendants with the help of the Catholic 

Church, though the situation was not without its ironies. Healy had a problem specific to the 

slaveholding South, and though he was an ambivalent Catholic, the church came to his aid.79 

 
25, 2017; Stephanie Lincecum, “William Zeigler: the Man, His Vault, and His Woman Slave Mary,” Rose Hill 
Cemetery; Macon, Georgia, (July 13, 2010), https://rosehillcemeterymacongeorgia.blogspot.com/search?q=zeigler, 
accessed May 25, 2017. 

78Fallows, Irish Americans, 144; Foley, Bishop Healy, 7, 12; Quinlan, Strange Kin, 59-60, 64; O’Toole, 
Passing for White, 17, 25. The oldest children were baptized as Catholics in their teenaged years. Two ordinations 
had to take place in France. 

79Healy had planned to move North with Eliza and the children to live openly as a family but died before 
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There were a number of factors that facilitated this unlikely success story. Much depended on 

Healy’s wealth and ability to establish connections well beyond Macon. Indeed, as noted earlier, 

the very Georgia laws buttressing slavery both created the situation from which Healy needed to 

extricate his children and allowed for the existence of Healy’s central Georgia plantation making 

such escape possible—funding his trips north and later paying the $600 a year Holy Cross tuition 

for his three sons. Upon his and Eliza’s sudden deaths in 1850, his executors liquidated his 

estate—selling the enslaved workers not fortunate enough to be Healy’s offspring—and sending 

upwards of $51,000 northward to his children, assisting them in their continued education and 

success.80 This was all the more poignant and ironic considering that Georgetown University, 

where Patrick Healy served as president from 1873 to 1881, had sold 272 enslaved persons in 

1838 to keep the school afloat. This occurred just four years after Patrick Healy’s birth outside of 

Macon, where he was legally the property of his father. School historians point to Healy as an 

important architect of the modern university that is Georgetown today.81  

The Irish, more than any other national group in Macon, flocked to a single 

denomination, making the Catholic Church particularly vital in central Georgia. St. Joseph’s had 

different roles to play in their lives, some of which is examined in chapter four’s discussion of 

“insiders” and “outsiders.” The Catholic Church and its clergy went above and beyond to assist 

the flock as the foreign born figured out how to survive in Georgia. Both the church and 

individual Irishmen made active choices and pursued avenues for the betterment of the 

community or their families as the Catholic Church proved itself to be a place of special recourse 

for Macon’s Irish immigrants.  

 
80O’Toole, Passing for White, 27, 41-42, 49, 58. 
81Rachel L. Swarns, “272 Slaves Were Sold to Save Georgetown. What Does It Owe Their Descendants?” 

The New York Times, 6 March 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/17/us/georgetown-university-search-for-
slave-descendants.html, accessed February 15, 2020.  
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In the end, the only networks—formal and informal—evident to the researcher over 150 

years later were Irish, German, Scottish, and Jewish. This is not surprising, considering the small 

number of people in other immigrant groups. These organizations—notably the Hibernian 

Benevolent Society and Catholic Church—would have been inducements to the foreign born as 

they made secondary migratory decisions after arriving in the U.S. These institutions offered 

physical, spiritual, and nationalistic support for many of Macon’s immigrants who were 

homesick. The Hibernian Society worked to acclimate Irishmen to their new home, twining 

Celtic pride with the American experiment.82 Oscar Handlin concluded, “Immigrants lived in 

crisis because they were uprooted.” They were in an “extreme situation” before they successfully 

put down new roots.83 Organizations in Macon, central Georgia, and beyond aided some of the 

foreign born in putting down the roots they needed to survive and even to thrive. Immigrants 

utilized these organizations as they sought to take control of their lives in the New World. 

While jobs alone were not sufficient for immigrants’ well-being, they were certainly vital 

for their continued existence. As southern towns’ foreign contingent grew, so did the importance 

of immigrant labor. Ira Berlin and Herman G. Gutman refer to southern cities in the Lower South 

such as Mobile as “immigrant cities.” Because many of these foreign-born laborers were men in 

their prime working years, they made up a large share of the urban workforce, making them 

central to the economies of southern cities and the southern working class.84 By 1860 immigrant 

laborers were the principal source of free labor in southern port and river cities. Though Rousey, 

 
82A discussion of the Catholic Church’s role in acclimating Irish Maconites, including the temperance 

movement, will come in chapter four.   
83Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted: The Epic Story of the Great Migrations That Made the American People 

(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1951), 6. 
84Berlin and Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants,” 1178; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 54. If the 

case of Mobile is a good example of growth elsewhere, the number of immigrants exploded in the 1850s, with the 
percentage of increase from 1850 to 1860 65 percent for the Irish, 149 percent for the Germans, 78 percent for the 
French, and 55 percent for the Scottish. The English had a less impressive percentage of increase of 21 percent. 
Doss, Cotton City, 106. 
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in his study of Savannah, posits that smaller southern towns would have attracted fewer 

immigrants, 20 percent of Macon’s male household heads and 10 percent of female heads in 

1860 were foreign born.85  

Many immigrants entering the United States after 1830 were the “children of capitalism” 

who adapted rather adeptly, responding to the free market in “complex and often ingenious 

ways.” Those in working-class occupations with “more circumscribed” perspectives simply 

focused on the daily “in the place where people are in control of their own destinies.”86 In 

contrast to these “children of capitalism,” one might look askance at the prospects and progress 

of the mid-nineteenth-century Irish. The huge exodus of the Irish from their homeland in the late 

1840s and 1850s set their emigration apart. Scholars often link this massive influx of newcomers 

to a failure of assimilation and to a poorer class of immigrants because these men and women 

left the Emerald Isle under sufferance, bereft of options, and often unable to make the customary 

preparations or amass any savings. Biographer Darden Asbury Pyron asserts that the Irish “came 

as close to representing a regional underclass as any category in the entire population.” Though 

Gleeson questions this conclusion, fellow Irish scholar Kieran Quinlan argues, “It is not in its 

broad outline inaccurate.”87 Though Macon’s Irish clustered in occupational group 7, Irish 

immigrants could be found in all seven occupational groups alongside other foreign-born 

Maconites, as the city’s diversified economy provided jobs and opportunities for immigrants. 

Success stories included those of machinist Scotsman Robert Findlay, Sr., French grocer John H. 

 
85Miller, “The Enemy Within,” 33; Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 331; Reidy, “Masters and 
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other four Poles were in categories 3 to 5—a machinist, two merchants, and a tailor. 
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Damour, and Irish milliner Mary A. Howland. These “children of capitalism” were right at home 

in Macon.  

Examining first Macon’s immigrant women, of the female household heads born 

overseas, the majority were Irish, or eight of the twelve total foreign born, with the others hailing 

from Britain, France, and Germany. Twenty-nine immigrant women had known occupations, 

with much of this data provided by the 1860 census. While Irish women in general immigrated to 

America because the labor market initially favored Irish women over men, there was less 

economic opportunity for women in Macon and other Deep South cities such as Savannah.88 The 

vocations of Macon’s foreign-born female population fell in line with general norms for southern 

women of the time–dressmaking, proprietorship of small groceries, and domestic work, but 

enslaved labor undercut the possibilities. As a result, demographic evidence points to 

Irishwomen in particular being less numerous in Macon than in other cities further north. For 

example, a young priest arriving in St. Louis from Ireland in 1854 was shocked that the Irish 

young women in the parish outnumbered Irishmen, as they did all over the city. In Dubuque, 

Iowa, a city of thirteen thousand on the Mississippi River, there resided 183 single Irish men and 

317 single women in 1860. In contrast to St. Louis and Dubuque, there was only a handful of 

Ireland-born single women listed in the 1850 Macon census, with five in the sixteen to twenty-

nine age category and one in her forties—compared to eighty-five single men. On the 1860 

census, there were twenty-two adult single females born in Ireland ranging in age from fifteen to 

forty, compared to ninety-one adult single men.89 Macon’s lack of occupational opportunities 

probably limited its lure to single or widowed immigrant women.  

 
88Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 71. Anbinder notes that while antebellum women in New York City could 

obtain respectable jobs such as teaching, there was only one female teacher in Savannah in 1860. Anbinder, “Irish 
Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life,” 22. 

89Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 111; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 41; Shoemaker, “Strangers 
and Citizens,” 270.  
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The employment most common among Macon’s foreign-born women, though it was 

limited, was domestic. Americans held a stereotype of the Irish women as “Bridget” the servant 

girl, “who darted from one American kitchen to another, usually shattering the crockery as she 

went.” One can see why the stereotype of an Irish servant girl gained traction when considering 

that in 1855, Kingston, New York, a town of less than 5,000 persons, had 240 female Irish 

servants. Many rich southern urban dwellers hired Irish domestics as well, particularly in the 

Upper South, but this was not the case in Macon.90 In Deep South municipalities such as Macon, 

there were plenty of enslaved women to do this lowly work. In comparison to the many unnamed 

enslaved domestics working in antebellum Macon, the 1860 census, which only listed 

occupations for free workers, reported six domestics—three of whom were Irish women between 

the ages of sixteen and twenty-seven. The other three were British and German women between 

the ages of twenty-two and twenty-nine. Again, Macon was not unique, as the 1850 census in 

Mobile revealed a similar tale, with only three immigrant women serving in households.91 

 Without this mainstay, there were only limited occupational opportunities for foreign-

born women in Macon. Miss Ann Martaugh of Ireland was a governess working for wealthy 

Macon merchant John B. Ross in 1860. Though over fifty white women worked in Macon’s 

Bibb Manufacturing Company, immigrant women were grossly underrepresented there. 

Elsewhere in the U.S., Irishwomen in particular worked in factories in great numbers, including 

the Lawrence mills in New England, which never operated without Irish female labor. Yet, only 

one Irishwoman worked in Macon’s factories. W. Johnson, born in Ireland, was a thirty-five-

year-old widow when she toiled in Macon’s mill in 1850. As for other national groups, only Miss 

 
90Diner, Erin’s Daughters, xiii, 74, 77; Gleeson, Irish in the South, 46. Louisville and Richmond 

housewives preferred Irish or German girls over African American domestics. Arthur S. Meyers, “‘Come Let Us Fly 
to Freedom’s Sky’: The Response of Irish Immigrants in the South to Slavery during the Late Antebellum Period,” 
Journal of Southwest Georgia History 7 (1989): 35. 

91Doss, Cotton City, 94. In contrast, one of the ten most common occupations among the Irish in the 
Savannah in 1860 was a domestic. Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 275.  
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Agnes Anderson of Scotland lived on factory grounds, working as a weaver. In 1860, fifteen-

year-old Mary A. Cohen earned her daily bread nursing, an occupation that Florence Nightingale 

had only very recently made headway in imbuing with a fragile respectability.92 A line of work 

without a scrap of propriety open to immigrant women was prostitution. Though Macon’s 1878 

city directory listed twenty-seven women using the title “madam” who were most likely 

prostitutes—especially considering their clustered addresses on Fifth Street—Macon’s 1860 

directory and census did not identify any such women. According to Irish scholar Hasia Diner, 

Irish women were seldom involved in prostitution, eschewing to cross the line into immorality.93 

Yet, Timothy Lockley found that in 1850s Savannah, two hundred young Irishwomen and free 

African Americans worked in the sex trade. In 1856, ninety-three of the city’s prostitutes were 

white.94 In the end, the calculation of foreign-born women’s involvement in prostitution in 

Macon is only speculative in the absence of hard data. 

 Other occupations with immigrant women in Macon were millinery and dressmaking, not 

surprising considering that over 40 percent of working white women in Savannah, both foreign 

and native, labored in the clothing trade. Of Macon’s twenty-three antebellum milliners, two 

were British and eleven were Irish. The most successful of these was Irishwoman Mary A. 

Howland, proprietress of Fancy Goods and Millinery on Cotton Avenue. Howland, a widow in 

1860, provided a home on Walnut Street not only for her grown daughter but also for Irish 

bookkeeper Charles Carey and five female milliners from her homeland, with ages ranging from 

 
92Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 85; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 75; Population Schedules, 1850, 

Macon, 214; Macon Directory for 1860, 16. 
93Sholes’ Directory of the City of Macon, July 1st 1878 (Macon, Ga.: A. E. Sholes, 1878); Macon Directory 

for 1860; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 114-8. Diner discounts William Sanger’s 1859 survey on New York City 
prostitution, which concluded that 30 percent of the city’s prostitutes were Irish women in the worst conditions. She 
cites his anti-Irish bias in other statements and the fact that Sanger’s was the only large-scale investigation that 
placed Irish women so prominently among the city’s sex workers.  

94Timothy J. Lockley, “Spheres of Influence: Working White and Black Women in Antebellum Savannah,” 
in Neither Lady nor Slave: Working Women of the Old South, eds. Michele Gillespie and Susanna Delfino (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina, 2002), 115, 150. 
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eighteen to forty. Howland did very well for herself, paying $70.80 in taxes to Macon in 1857, 

placing her well into tax category B. She reported $15,000 in real estate and $14,000 in personal 

property in 1860. Notably, Howland’s mother, Martha Ann Carey of Cork, also resided in the 

city until her death in 1854. She too was a woman of property with ten enslaved persons reported 

on the 1850 slave schedules and with substantial assets to dispense in her will. Her priest 

described her as “respectable, and intelligent.”95   

 Though not always listed as an occupation on the census, income as a boardinghouse 

keeper could be especially helpful to immigrant women. Mary Garraughty of Ireland’s husband 

Dominick was not listed with her and her children on the 1860 census, though he had paid 

Macon taxes in 1857. Whether Dominick succumbed or absconded, Garraughty remained in 

Macon with their three children aged ten to one and opened her house on Fifth Street to five 

Irishmen—laborers, tailors, barkeepers, and stonemasons. Historian Diner notes that Irish 

women played important roles in these informal networks and often sheltered recent arrivals, 

which benefited both parties.96 

Immigrant women made their way despite obstacles, though there were fewer of these 

women drawn to Macon than to cities farther north. One of these Maconite foreign-born women 

was Irishwoman A. M. Swindon, listed on the 1850 Macon census with her husband M. H. 

Swindon of England, a machinist, along with four children, aged eight to one. Unfortunately, for 

whatever reason, Mrs. Swindon, aged thirty-nine, could not cope with life, and the Telegraph 

reported her family tragedy in February 1851. The Swindons’ neighbors found the family’s small 

frame house on fire and attempted a rescue only to find the doors and windows barred to prevent 

 
95Lockley, “Spheres of Influence,” 113; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 666; Macon Directory for 

1860, 13, 43; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 270; Jean S. Willingham, ed., Bibb 
County, Georgia, Will Book B, 1840-1872 (Macon, Ga.: Mary Hammond Washington Chapter, DAR, 1967), 9; 
O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia, 598-99.  

96Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 504; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 42. 
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entry. The water bucket had also been removed from the well rope, leaving the premises 

completely without access to water. The editors concluded, “The wretched woman, in a fit of 

insanity, murdered her four children, and then set fire to the house, in which all were consumed.” 

The Telegraph article hinted at abandonment on the part of Mr. Swindon with reference to the 

house which was “occupied as a residence by Mrs. Swindon,” omitting any mention of Mr. 

Swindon whom it would normally name as the household head. This apparent murder-suicide 

reveals the “darker side” of immigrant female life in Macon.97 Swindon, far from home, with 

four small children and no husband, made a devastating choice, one with which the editors of the 

Telegraph had no sympathy. Yet, she was not the only foreign-born woman in this situation in 

Macon. Other women surviving alone included Margaret Munch of France and Irishwomen 

Mary Garraughty and Ellen Roden. Though these women all had small children, they 

persevered—Garraughty and Munch with boarding houses and Roden through millinery.98 The 

lack of employment opportunities did not stop other partner-less women from carrying on with 

the business of living. Though the details and Swindon’s thought process cannot be known, 

Swindon’s story reveals the strain that some women endured. Macon was not the answer for 

Mrs. Swindon. She found it a place from which she believed there was only one escape. 

Of the twenty-nine foreign-born women with known occupations in antebellum Macon, 

most job opportunities were in blue-collar vocations, with 83 percent earning a wage as unskilled 

or semi-skilled laborers—mostly as servants and milliners. Though some antebellum southern 

directories listed women as merchants, teachers, editors, and authors, these were the 

achievements of native-born women in larger cities. Macon’s foreign-born women’s 

 
97Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 159; “Horrible,” Telegraph, 11 February 1851; Diner, Erin’s 

Daughters, 105. Diner uses the phrase the “darker side” as the title of chapter 5 in her book, about the travails, 
mental illness, and unruliness of Irish women in America.  

98Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 504, 552; Macon Directory for 1860, 64. 
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accomplishments were more modest, though somewhat shocking to Americans. For instance, by 

accepting jobs as domestics, immigrant women ignored the taboos associated with work 

ordinarily performed by enslaved women.99 Because enslaved women performed household 

chores for prosperous Maconites, immigrant women had fewer occupational opportunities inside 

white households, but generally found a way to carry on regardless. Their male counterparts had 

their own obstacles to overcome. 

The evidence left behind by the antebellum immigrant males of central Georgia indicates 

both opportunities and the lack of the same as these men sought to navigate Macon’s economy. 

The examination of unskilled labor in Macon will focus on Irishmen—appropriate considering 

that they made up 89 percent of Macon’s foreign-born unskilled labor. In 1850, the 55 percent of 

Irish workingmen employed as unskilled laborers in Macon fell closest to New Orleans, with 51 

percent.100 The financial successes of a number of Irishmen in the city showcased the possible, 

should both the necessary monies and the “luck of the Irish” be at hand. Hard work was a given. 

Being Irish in itself was not taboo. Throughout the immigrant community, there was clear socio-

economic stratification as Macon’s diversified economy provided jobs for the foreign born 

across the occupational hierarchy. See table 2.2. While the masses of Irishmen had immigrated 

under sufferance, this was not the case for most other immigrant men in Macon. They arrived 

with resources and/or ambition and contributed accordingly to Macon’s economy.  

Famine refugees were “clearly different” from earlier Irishmen who had come to the 

U.S., as they were often desperate for “any job, but now.” Even as many Irish immigrants to 

America made their new lives work, for some it was still a time “when gaunt hunger and death 

stalked abroad.” Most Irish arriving in the late 1840s and 1850s had peasant backgrounds,  

 
99Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 111; Miller, “Enemy Within,” 35; Gleeson, Irish in the 

South, 46.  
100Gleeson, Irish in the South, 6, 39-40, 51, 54.  
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Percentage 
of Totals 

1: Greater 
merchants/ 
proprietors & large 
manufacturers 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1.3% 
2: Elite 
professionals, 
quasi-professionals 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0.9% 

3: Middling 
proprietors, master 
craftsmen, 
managers 15 16 13 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 49 9.0% 
4: Petty 
proprietors, 
middle-class 
professionals, low 
white-collar 
workers 38 50 12 6 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 112 20.5% 

5: Skilled laborers 79 48 57 8 9 2 3 2 1 1 0 210 38.4% 
6: Semi-skilled 
workers 13 11 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 27 4.9% 
7: Unskilled 
workers 122 5 4 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 137 25.0% 

TOTALS 273 131 91 19 11 8 4 4 3 2 1 547  
 

which did not prepare them for “highly refined job skills,” but Shoemaker concludes that “they 

had practical experience of different kinds of work that they could readily bring to bear in an 

urban setting.”101 Still, many Irish men and women represented to onlookers the stereotype of 

Irish immigrants: poor, ignorant, papist, and foreign. In many cities, the Irish made up a larger 

percentage of unskilled free working men than did free blacks. In Richmond, Irishmen made up 

46 percent of free unskilled labor in 1860 and in Charleston 60 percent. Lynchburg, Virginia, an 

inland town about the same size as antebellum Macon had a less dramatic 23 percent of Irishmen 

 
101Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 22-23; Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and 

the Irish Exodus to North America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 344; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 107; 
Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 268.  

Table 2.2. Foreign-born white males in Macon’s workforce, 1823-1861 
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in its unskilled work force. Macon’s Irish contingent of 27 percent was far higher that Lynchburg 

but lower than Richmond or Charleston.102 See table 2.3. 

 

Occupational Classes 

Irish Working 
Males on 

1850 Census 

Percentage of 
Irish Working 
Males on 1850 

Census 

Irish 
Working 
Males on 

1860 Census 

Percentage of 
Irish Working 
Males on 1860 

Census 
1: Greater merchants/proprietors and large 
manufacturers, elite or middling planters, 
judges 2 1.8% 1 0.6% 
2: Elite professionals, quasi-professionals, and 
kindred 1 0.9% 2 1.2% 
3: Middling merchants/proprietors/ 
manufacturers, master craftsmen, managers, 
officials, small planters 7 6.3% 8 4.8% 
4: Petty merchants/proprietors/manufacturers, 
middle-class professionals, low white-collar 
workers 13 11.7% 25 15.2% 

5: Foremen, skilled laborers, farmers 22 19.8% 57 34.5% 

6: Semi-skilled workers 3 2.7% 10 6.1% 

7: Unskilled workers 60 54.1% 62 37.6% 

Occupation Unknown 3 2.7% 1 0.6% 

TOTALS 111  165  
 

While 45 percent of Irishmen worked as unskilled laborers, no other national group with 

substantial numbers in Macon approached this overrepresentation in occupational group 7. Only 

5 of 131 German men and 4 of 91 British males were unskilled laborers. In the Deep South, Irish 

immigrants and free blacks sometimes competed for these positions, with David Roediger 

arguing that the Irish believed they had to drive out all African American workers so they would 

no longer have to “jostle with” them for jobs. Both Goldfield and Roediger note that being white 

counted when challenging free blacks for jobs in southern cities.103 In Macon this contest was 

muted for the town had so few free African Americans—only twenty-five in 1840, eighty-eight 

in 1850, and thirty-three in 1860.104  

 
102Patrick Griffin, “Irish Migration to the Colonial South: A Plea for a Forgotten Topic,” in Giemza, 

Rethinking the Irish, 56; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 71; Berlin and Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants,” 1187-8. 
103Miller, “Enemy Within,” 34; David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the 

American Working Class (New York: Verso, 1991), 109; Goldfield, David R. Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: 
Southern City and Region (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982), 55. 

104William Thomas Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon and Bibb County, Georgia” (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Georgia, 1966), 422-23.   

Table 2.3. Antebellum Macon's adult males born in Ireland 
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Irishmen in many southern cities also competed against slave labor for unskilled jobs, 

with varying results. In Charleston in the 1850s, free men of color kept their status as artisans, 

and the Irish replaced the enslaved as unskilled laborers, as more enslaved men were working in 

the fields as part of an agricultural revival. In Mobile, Irishmen’s success resulted in a lower 

percentage of the enslaved in the population of the city—33 percent in 1850 falling to 26 percent 

in 1860. Macon’s proportion of enslaved workers out of its total population also decreased from 

41 percent in 1850 to 33 percent in 1860.105 Whether Irish co-opting of enslaved persons’ menial 

work in the city was responsible is hard to determine.  

Throughout the South, Irish work gangs built railroads and wharves, manned flatboats, 

and dug drainage ditches. Much of the five hundred miles of canals in the South excavated 

before 1855 was the work of Irishmen. As for work gang activity in Macon’s vicinity, the 

Central City did not opt for a canal but instead almost bankrupted town coffers speculating in 

railroads. An unspecified number of Irishmen and three hundred enslaved laborers did the 

grading for the Monroe Railroad from Macon to Monroe in the mid-1830s. Because railroad 

companies in Georgia had concerns about Irish conduct and productivity as related to building 

and maintaining the lines, the Irish regularly lost jobs to enslaved labor. For instance, after the 

Irish helped construct part of the Central Railroad, the company replaced them with the enslaved. 

Then in 1844, the Central Railroad hired four contractors—three of them Irish—to maintain the 

line that ran from Macon to Savannah. These contractors usually hired their countrymen. In 

1849, the railroad again reverted to enslaved workers. Thus, the availability of work on the 

railroad fluctuated for Macon’s Irishmen. Work gangs often drew Irishmen away from southern 

 
105Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 55; Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 31; Doss, 

Cotton City, 92; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 422-23. 
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cities leaving behind larger numbers of Irishwomen, a phenomenon evident in St. Louis.106 In 

Macon, the opposite was true. The men found jobs in Macon, while women had more difficulty. 

Work gangs in the city’s hinterlands were not calling away great numbers of menfolk with ties to 

Macon’s Irish families. These men would not have remained in Macon if jobs had not existed for 

them there. 

There are few available details about the everyday lives of Macon’s Irish unskilled 

laborers. These workers’ presence in Macon and other southern towns could be “largely 

transitory” with few community records left behind beyond the census and city directories. The 

vast majority—111 out of 132—of these men were listed simply as “laborer” on the 1850 and 

1860 censuses. The remainder specified their occupations as watchmen, peddlers, gardeners, 

ditchers, omnibus drivers, and railroad workers.107 Twenty-eight of these men had wives listed 

with them and another three had children. All three Irishmen with property enumerated on the 

censuses had married Irishwomen and had children born in Georgia, the oldest of these being 

fourteen. Three of these working-class families were founders of Macon’s St. Joseph’s Catholic 

Church.108 

Unfortunately, some details of the lives of these men were dismal. Irish unskilled laborers 

were more likely to die on the job in many American locales, having an “extremely high rate” of 

industrial accidents as their work was considered too dangerous for valuable enslaved men—

tasks described as being “death on niggers and mules.” A Louisiana overseer explained, “It was 

much better . . . to have [the] Irish [ditch and drain plantations], who cost nothing to the planter if 

they died, than to use up good field-hands in such severe employment.” Closer to Macon the 

 
106Clark, “The South’s Irish Catholics,” 198-99; Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 28; Davis, 

Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 27; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 253-54; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 41. 
107Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 23. Self-employed Irish folk often huckstered and 

peddled their wares (from fruit to rags) in the cities. Gleeson, Irish in the South, 43. 
108Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 322; Tax Digest for 1840; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; St. Joseph 

Catholic Church, 18 
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Irish removed obstructions from the Savannah River.109 In Macon, there were a number of Irish 

deaths related to the job reported in the county mortality schedule and interment records. Of the 

sixteen work-related accidents recorded, nine of the deceased had known nativity. Four of these 

were Irish. They included Nicholas Scott of Meath County, a forty-two-year-old laborer on the 

Monroe Railroad, who died in November 1837 when kicked by a mule. In June 1852, a derailed 

railroad engine crushed twenty-four-year-old Edmund Magnen, and in January 1860 forty-five-

year-old laborer John McCann died in an unspecified incident related to his railway work.110  

On this dark note, discussion of Oscar Handlin’s groundbreaking work Boston’s 

Immigrants is appropriate. Handlin concluded that the “vast majority” of the Irish were “forced . 

. . into the ranks of an unemployed resourceless proletariat” and quoted exiled Irish nationalist 

Jeremiah O’Donovan Rossa, who decried “the wreck and ruin that came upon the Irish race” in 

America. Rossa asserted that while “one in a hundred may live and prosper . . . ninety-nine in a 

hundred are lost.”111 Because Macon’s Irish also had to contend with a slave society—including 

the resultant racial hierarchy and necessary competition with the enslaved—some historians have 

likened the Irish immigrant experience in the South to that of the enslaved. Noel Ignatiev takes a 

slightly different tack in his work How the Irish Became White. He asserts that Irish laborers 

established their “whiteness” so that they “could sell themselves piecemeal instead of being sold 

for life.” His implication, of course, is that “whiteness” was a bad deal for the Irish. Yet, he 

places the Irish at the beginning of his narrative on a lower rung than they ever actually had to 

bargain from. They were never “black” enough to be considered for slavery’s chains. The Irish in 

 
109Roediger, Wages of Whiteness, 146; Diner, Erin’s Daughters, 41; Gleeson, Irish in the South, 7; Meyers, 

“Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 28. 
110Sheridan, History of Saint Joseph’s, 21; Jack Guerry Thomas, Sr., History of Cherry Street Cemetery, 

Macon, Georgia 1825-1840 (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 2009; held at MGA), 46; St. Joseph’s Catholic Church 
Confirmation, Marriage, Parish Census and Death Registers (Book 2); U.S., Census of 1860, Mortality Schedules, 
Bibb County, Georgia, 32; “Accident,” Telegraph, 5 March 1839, p. 2. 

111Oscar Handlin, Boston’s Immigrants, 1790–1880: A Study in Acculturation (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1941), 55, 87. 
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Georgia could vote, hold office, own land, and participate in the free market.112 Irish immigrants 

rose to the position of mayor in both antebellum Macon and Columbus, Georgia.  

Though a Mr. Dooley explained that when Irishmen arrived in America they were “given 

a shovel and told to start digging up the place as if they owned it,” many immigrants were able to 

make their way in America despite the obstacles they had to overcome. In America, they 

generally did not have to “work almost for nothing,” and they did not just simply yield when 

offered bad pay and working conditions.113 Though enslaved laborers resisted in many and often 

ingenious ways, they did not have the leeway and freedom that free men did when faced with the 

untenable. Yes, Irish laborers were more likely to work dangerous jobs, but these Irish workers 

did not have to “tip their hat” to anyone as they had in Ireland or debase themselves as they 

would if they had indeed been enslaved. Both Anbinder’s and Shoemaker’s studies show that 

even Irish famine refugees had more control over their lives in America than generally supposed 

as these historians illustrate how these immigrants made careful migratory and financial 

decisions and built communities. Though by the 1850s American society in general was less 

fluid with fewer opportunities for a quick ascent up the economic ladder, there was still a good 

bit of flexibility in some parts of the South, including newer parts of Georgia. An Irishman in 

Virginia wrote, “The prospects of emigrants are rapidly increasing each day.”114  

 Other Macon statistics reveal these increasing prospects. Though the largest number of 

Irishmen worked as unskilled laborers in antebellum Macon, by 1860 a full third of Irishmen 

were skilled workers. Other national groups were even better represented in this group. See table 

 
112Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York: Routledge, 1995), 2-3; McMahon, Global 

Dimensions, 81-82. 
113Gleeson, Irish in the South, 51-54; Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White, 2. There are numerous 

examples of the Irish workers standing up for the themselves, with various degrees of success, in various parts of the 
South. 

114Gleeson, Irish in the South, 51; Anbinder, “Irish Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life,” 24; Miller, 
Emigrants and Exiles, 320-21; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens.” 
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2.4. Englishmen, Scotsmen, and Welshmen loom large in this group, with 63 percent of British 

working males in Macon employed as machinists, factory overseers, engineers, mechanics, 

moulders, and pattern makers. A few factors explain this phenomenon. First of all, the United 

Kingdom was highly industrialized with the most diversified labor force in the world. From 1820 

to 1870, 58 percent of Welshmen, 50 percent of Englishmen, and 36 percent of Scotsmen arrived 

in the U.S. with industrial skills. America was still benefiting from the “Transatlantic Industrial 

Revolution,” with immigrants bringing manufactural know-how and diffusing both technological 

and economic innovations. These skilled laborers were a “surplus to Britain’s economic needs at 

home.”115 Scotsman Robert Findlay, Sr., who achieved success in Macon, was typical of these 

skilled laborers in the sense that he arrived in Macon fully trained, having learned the crafts of 

joiner and machinist in Scotland and Philadelphia. His eulogist wrote in 1859 that Findlay left 

Europe “not a poor boy to seek his fortune in a new country, but an industrious, independent, 

well educated, well indentured mechanic, keenly alive to the importance of securing every 

opportunity for improvement.”116  

Macon’s economy absorbed these skilled laborers and sought more. Qualified immigrants 

could usually find work in the building trades upon their arrival in the U.S., and Macon was no 

exception, with 31 percent of Irish skilled laborers, 26 percent of German, and 19 percent of 

British skilled laborers working in this field. In 1852 Findlay and other industrialists sought to 

create the Georgia Mechanical and Manufactural Institute in Macon to help fill the shortfall in 

qualified workman in central Georgia. The twenty-seven British engineers, machinists, and 

ironworkers in Macon fell short of demand, as did the twenty-one Irish boilermakers, gas fitters, 

  

 
115Van Vugt, Britain to America, 60; Wells, Revolutions, 183; Pred, Urban Growth, 269; Taylor, Distant 

Magnet, 44. Pred cites David Jeremy’s study. A “moulder” worked with iron, making molds from which castings 
could be made. In Savannah, the top ten trades for Irishmen in 1850 included four skilled trades. Shoemaker, 
“Strangers and Citizens,” 262, 268.  

116Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 6, 13.  
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Percentage 
of Totals 

Food processing: bakers, 
butchers, confectioners, millers 1 4 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 4.8% 
Clothing trades: bootmakers, 
shoemakers, tailors 17 20 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 43 20.6% 
Building trades: architects, 
brick masons, cabinetmakers, 
carpenters, marble cutters, 
painters, plasterers, sash 
makers, stonecutters, 
stonemasons, turners, varnishers  25 12 10 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 53 25.4% 
Blacksmiths, copper smiths, 
gunsmiths, tin smiths 9 4 5 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 11.0% 
Boiler makers, engineers, gas 
fitters/makers, machinists, 
mechanics, millwrights, 
moulders, patternmakers, 
plumbers 21 3 27 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 56 26.8% 
Railroad workers: conductors, 
firemen, masters 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3.3% 
Other: book binders, carriage 
makers, dagguereans, dentists, 
factory floor overseers, harness 
makers, jewelers, printers, 
watchmakers 4 4 5 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 17 8.1% 
TOTALS 81 47 54 8 9 2 3 3 1 1 0 209  

 

and engineers. In the food industry, the French shone brightest with half of their skilled laborers 

in Macon working as cooks, confectioners, and bakers. Forty-two percent of German skilled 

workers labored in the clothing trades. They dominated this field among immigrants, with 47 

percent of all foreign-born clothiers in the city hailing from the German states.117  

While over a third of the working males from Europe made their living in the skilled 

trades in Macon, a fourth did so as petty proprietors and low-white-collar workers.118 Macon, as 

 
117Van Vugt, Britain to America, 71; Robert S. Davis, “The First Golden Age of Georgia Industry, 1828-

1860,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 72, no. 4 (1988): 702. In 1852, Mark Anthony Cooper, Findlay, Rev. Adiel 
Sherwood, and Samuel Griswold incorporated the Georgia Mechanical and Manufactural Institute in Macon. It 
never opened, but it was a precursor of Georgia Tech in Atlanta in 1888  

118For those starting out, clerkship provided great opportunities for advancement. Foreign-born clerks were, 
according to historian of British immigration William E. Van Vugt, “adventurous types,” the majority of whom were 
not yet twenty-five years old. These clerks were more mobile as single men “seeking their fortunes.” In antebellum 
Macon, at least seven ambitious British young men aged twenty-six to forty looked for opportunities, with others 
moving up to proprietorship both great and small. One of these was Scotsman George W. Smith, who was a clerk in 
1850 and a merchant in 1860 when he resided on Georgia Avenue and reported $3,000 in wealth in both real estate 
 

Table 2.4. Macon’s immigrant male skilled laborers grouped by trade 
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a market city, offered these jobs in abundance. The Germans dominated in this category, with 38 

percent of their number appearing here. Germans operated small establishments such as C. 

Shreiner & Sons music store on Cotton Avenue and Garfield & Waterman restaurant on 

Cherry.119 Macon’s German Jews were particularly drawn to dry goods merchandising. Sixty-

eight percent of foreign-born Jews in Macon, largely German born, were in occupational group 

4. These trends were in line with German and Jewish economic patterns elsewhere in the 

South.120 See table 2.5. 

 

Occupational Classes 

German 
Working 

Males 

Percentage of 
German 

Working Males 

Foreign-Born 
Jewish Working 

Males 

Percentage of 
Foreign-Born Jewish 

Working Males 

1: Greater merchants/ proprietors 
and large manufacturers, elite or 
middling planters, judges 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
2: Elite professionals, quasi-
professionals, and kindred 1 0.8% 0 0.0% 
3: Middling merchants/ 
proprietors/manufacturers, master 
craftsmen, managers, officials, 
small planters 16 12.2% 10 20.8% 
4: Petty merchants/ 
proprietors/manufacturers, 
middle-class professionals, low 
white-collar workers 50 38.2% 33 68.8% 
5: Foremen, skilled laborers, 
farmers 48 36.6% 3 6.3% 

6: Semi-skilled workers 11 8.4% 0 0.0% 

7: Unskilled workers 5 3.8% 2 4.2% 

TOTALS 131   48   

 

Many immigrant petty proprietors were grocers and tavern keepers. In Macon, as 

elsewhere in the South, foreign-born petty proprietors catered to other immigrants’ special needs 

and sought to make their establishments “a neighborhood meeting place.” Some of these 

businesses were combination grocery stores and bars, such as Scotsman Andrew Patterson’s 

 
and personal property. Van Vugt, Britain to America, 114; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 640; Macon 
Directory for 1860, 28, 44; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. 

119Macon Directory for 1860, 92, 93. 
120Macon Directory for 1860, 87-88; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 54; Hieke, “Transregional 

Mobility,” 33. 
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establishment Newcomb & Patterson on Mulberry that also housed billiard tables. Anton F. 

Herzog of Bohemia operated both a bar and grocery on Third Street. The Irish were 

overrepresented among tavern keepers, with four out of sixteen bar owners being Irishmen. 

Scholar Carl Whittke notes of other locales, “Perhaps it was Irish love for sociability that led so 

many to become saloon keepers and bartenders. The percentage of Irish liquor dealers was high; 

the business required relatively little capital; customers were plentiful; and the saloon, in the 

early days, was an entrée to politics.”121  

These foreign-born petty proprietors, along with their native-born counterparts, struggled 

to remain solvent due to the credit system that favored northern creditors. As a result, the 

mercantile business was highly speculative, with a high rate of failure. As a result, Macon’s 

small business owners cycled between proprietorship and wage labor. According to the Macon 

directory and federal census of 1860, David H. Sullivan had two different occupations in the 

same year. The directory listed him as a grocer with an establishment on Cotton Avenue, while 

the census reported his occupation as a cabinet workman. Dennis Graham worked as both a 

grocer and laborer in 1860. Long-time Maconite A. R. McLaughlin, after trying his hand as a 

merchant in the 1830s, steamboat line operator in the 1840s, boot maker in the 1850s, fell back 

on bookkeeping by 1860. His tax payments told the story of his continually morphing fortunes. 

He paid $24.75 in 1840 and $3.25 in 1857, but he was still solvent and by 1870 a commission 

merchant once again.122 Henry Abel of Germany, who cycled between farming and retail, 

reported $700 in real estate on the 1850 census and $1,500 in personal property on the 1860 

census. In 1857, he paid $4.05 in taxes and reported a single enslaved laborer in the city limits. 

 
121Handlin, The Uprooted, 82-83; Macon Directory for 1860, 84, 88-89; Fallows, Irish Americans, 50-51. 

Fallows identifies these neighborhood saloons as “poor man’s clubs” with the saloonkeeper as a respected figure.  
122Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 111, 114; Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 2; 

Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 18, 536; Macon Directory for 1860, 37, 72; Tax Digest for 1840; Macon, Tax 
Digest, 1857. 
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As a petty proprietor, Abel encountered a problem other than northern creditors, but one also 

common to antebellum Macon. On May 25, 1861, Abel’s store perished as part of “another 

spectacular fire” that tore through eight one-story wooden tenements on Cotton Avenue that 

doubled as grocers and other small stores. Abel’s establishment was the origin of the fire, and he 

lost most of his goods.123 

Immigrants came to America, and then to Macon, with unequal resources and skills as 

well as different ambitions. Stratification was “ubiquitous” among the foreign born just as it was 

for the rest of the city.124 At the top of Macon’s economic hierarchy were occupational groups 1 

through 3—greater and middling merchants, large manufacturers, and “gentlemen” 

professionals—basically high-white-collar. The French were best represented proportionally 

among Macon’s immigrants in these categories. Twenty-one percent of Macon’s antebellum 

French working males were in these high-white-collar positions, compared to 18 percent of the 

British, 13 percent of the Germans, and 8 percent of the Irish.  

In these three occupational classes, merchants were the largest subdivision among the 

foreign born in Macon. The French boasted two merchants in occupational group 1. Retailer 

Henri Horne of France was in Macon by 1850. By 1857, he paid taxes on six enslaved persons, 

had a shop on Cherry Street, and was paying $80.52 in taxes to the city—all before the age of 

thirty. A Telegraph advertisement in 1859 noted his store’s recent receipt of Marseilles almonds, 

English walnuts, champagne, apples, chocolate, spiced sardines, cabbages, and other delicacies. 

Horne’s older countryman John H. Damour was in Macon by 1840 and made his living as a 

grocer. His fortunes improved markedly during his tenure in the city. He paid $43.81 in taxes in 

1840 and almost three times that in 1857, also reporting eleven enslaved persons in the city in the 

 
123Lincecum, “Descendants of Henry Abel.” Lincecum cites Richard W. Iobst’s book, Civil War Macon: 

The History of a Confederate City (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 2009), 100. 
124Bodnar, The Transplanted, xvii, 117, 120.  
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late 1850s. The Germans boasted fifteen middling proprietors in various fields, such as dry 

goods, clothing, millinery, and even butchery. Ten of these proprietors were Jewish. The English 

and Scottish had six middling merchants and one greater merchant, Dr. Methvin S. Thomson of 

Perth. He arrived in Macon in 1841 and remained there until his death in the 1890s. Thomson 

served as a physician, a professor at the Southern Botanic Medical College, and owned a drug 

store. He did well for himself, reporting twelve enslaved persons within the city limits in 1857 

and paying $134.73 in taxes to Macon that year, putting him firmly in tax category A.125  

The British had five successful manufacturers in Macon in occupational groups 1 and 3. 

Englishmen Daniel C. Hodgkins and his son Walter C. eventually manufactured guns. The elder 

Hodgkins settled in Macon in 1834, opening a shop where he fabricated cutlery, surgical 

instruments, leg braces, and other devices “to assist nature’s deformities.” He also repaired 

swords, guns, and pistols in the 1830s before expanding the repertoire of his shop to include that 

of gunsmith, locksmith, whitesmith, cotton gimlet maker, and general artificer. Though father 

and son’s tax payments were modest—both paid less than ten dollars each—they reported $9,000 

and $4,000 in personal property on the 1860 census, along with Daniel’s four enslaved laborers 

that appeared on the slave schedules that year.126 John and Joshua Schofield of England formed 

Schofield & Brothers iron foundry, producing decorative ironwork and machine tools. John first 

came to Macon in the early 1850s as a locomotive engineer. The Schofields lived on Elbert and 

Hazel Streets, paid $22.65 and $12.45 in taxes to the city in 1857, and reported four and three 

enslaved laborers respectively.127  

 
125Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 1; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; Macon Directory for 1860, 86, 87, 98; 

Tax Digest for 1840; Methvin Thomson biography folder, MGA. 
126James H. Stone, “Economic Conditions in Macon, Georgia in the 1830s,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 

54 (1970): 221. Stone cites an advertisement in the Telegraph dated March 6, 1834. 
127Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 68-69; Davis, “First Golden Age of Georgia Industry,” 708-9; Macon 

Directory for 1860, 67; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857.  
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The greatest of these foreign-born manufacturers was Robert Findlay, Sr. Findlay began 

life in the textile village of Waterlief outside of Edinburgh and arrived in Macon in 1838 at the 

age of thirty, already expert in ironworking and locomotives—mastery gained in Pennsylvania 

working for the well-respected Matthias W. Baldwin. He proceeded to build Findlay’s Steam 

Engine Manufactory, one of the largest single industrial plants south of the Mason-Dixon Line, 

and also established foundries in Griffin and Atlanta. In 1856 and 1857, he built an impressive 

Italianate mansion on the corner of Second Street and Oak that served three purposes. First, it 

showed off the craftsmanship of his foundry, with some describing the home as one of the finest 

productions of his workshop. The house boasted many creations from his nearby manufactory 

including gaslights, an ornamental iron fence and exterior stair, metal grills, iron ventilators, and 

cast-iron pipes for water. The builders used the same construction techniques utilized in the 

assembly of railroad boxcars, meaning that if a giant hand picked up the house and laid it on its 

side, the structure would remain in one piece. Secondly, not only did Findlay name two sons for 

Scottish heroes Charles Stuart and Robert Burns, but he also honored his heritage in his Second 

Street mansion with red and white thistles, the emblem of Scotland, etched in glass over 

doorways. Last but not least, the house with its seven household servants symbolized that the 

Scottish immigrant, a naturalized citizen of the U.S., had arrived. Findlay chose to build a 

mansion to rival that of Macon’s cotton planters, brokers, and judges. Beyond the gaslights, 

fancy fence line, running water, and decorative thistles, the mansion also boasted a mahogany 

staircase and a large cupola on the roof. Unfortunately for his company, Findlay built more 

spectacularly than he should have, creating a debt that his sons had to pay upon his untimely 
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death from pneumonia in 1859.128 Findlay dreamed a bit too large in his attempt to showcase his 

foundry, heritage, and wealth in Macon. 

Eight Ireland-born middling and greater merchants operated in antebellum Macon. These 

were part of the handful of Irish merchant elite in southern cities. Macon’s 1860 percentage of 

8.5 of Irish adult males in high-white-collar occupations fell just above the range of New 

Orleans, Mobile, Richmond, and Natchez, which were clustered with 5 percent as the low and 8 

percent as the high.129 Bachelor James Rea started out as a cashier in Macon in 1825 and worked 

his way up to $31,000 in personal property by 1860, a year before his death.130 Thomas C. 

Dempsey migrated with his parents and siblings. Dempsey’s father was a businessman in 

Savannah and his younger brother Derwood, Jr., was a successful Macon entrepreneur. Listed as 

a merchant in both the 1850 and 1860 censuses, Thomas C. reported $80,000 in real estate and 

$10,000 in personal property in the 1860 census. The local history of St. Joseph’s Catholic 

Church describes him as a man of broad education and wide travel. As far as taxes are 

concerned, the younger Derwood Dempsey, Jr., was the most successful Irish merchant in 

Macon, paying $259.60 in 1857. His establishment encompassed a whole block on Cherry 

Street.131  

While foreign-born Maconites were only a token of Macon’s high-white-collar 

professionals, there was a single foreign-born planter associated with the city. Irishman Michael 

M. Healy, discussed earlier, had established himself in the area even before Macon’s founding. 

Foreign-born planters, even among elite planters, were not unheard of in the antebellum South. 

William Kauffman Scarborough, in digging through the South’s census records, found that 21 of 

 
128Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 6, 12, 15, 31, 100, 114, 116; Davis, “First Golden Age of Georgia 

Industry,” 707-8. Unfortunately, decades later parking lots replaced the mansion.  
129Gleeson, Irish in the South, 39-41.  
130Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 597, 641; Macon, Tax Digest, 1857.  
131Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 594, 653; Sheridan, History of Saint 

Joseph’s, 21; minutes, 2 June 1856, Board of Health 1855-1862, box 33, folder 36b, City Records, MGA. 
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the 269 elite planters with more than 250 enslaved laborers in 1860 were foreign born (8 

percent). Of these, seven were born in Ireland. None of these great planters’ estates were in 

Georgia, but instead largely in Louisiana, with the leftovers in Mississippi, North Carolina, 

South Carolina, and Virginia.132  

An examination of Healy compared to other Irish planters and fictional representations of 

these men in Georgia illuminates characteristics of Healy and his milieu and how he fit in 

antebellum Georgia, which provided opportunities of which he took full advantage. Margaret 

Mitchell’s 1936 novel Gone with the Wind introduced the fictional Irish planter Gerald O’Hara to 

popular culture. Mitchell drew on her own Irish ancestry to create O’Hara, whom she described 

as having “as Irish a face as could be found in the length and breadth of the homeland he had left 

so long ago.” A number of scholars have compared the reality of Irish immigrant life to 

Mitchell’s characterization and delved into the liberties she took with her own family history to 

create the O’Haras. While Mitchell’s great-grandfather Phillip Fitzgerald of Tipperary was from 

Irish gentry with resources upon his arrival in the South, Mitchell made O’Hara more 

representative of a “gritty, hard-scrabble migrant made good,” as Michele Gillespie put it.133  

The fictional O’Hara fled his homeland for Savannah, where he became a store clerk and 

secured his first enslaved laborer, eventually working his way up to the effective running of a 

modest plantation in Clayton County southeast of Atlanta. Healy, who was not on the run from 

the law when he left Ireland, moved into Jones County in 1818, about the same time that 

Fitzgerald was setting up his Locust Grove plantation and O’Hara his Tara to the northwest. Like 

O’Hara, Healy could be described as “a smart mick on the make,” as fictional Charlestonian 

 
132William Kauffman Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders of the Mid-Nineteenth-Century South (Baton Rouge: 

Louisiana State University Press, 2006), 20, appendix D. 
133William R. Ferris, “A Lengthening Chain in the Shape of Memories: The Irish and Southern Culture,” in 

Giemza, Rethinking the Irish, 29; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, xvi.  
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blueblood Rhett Butler described his Irish father-in-law—a self-made man who benefitted from 

the Georgia land lotteries and savvy business dealings. In 1821, Healy paid only thirty-seven 

cents in local taxes, but he seized opportunities as they arose. Fictional O’Hara won the land that 

became Tara in a card game in Savannah from a man who had acquired the property in a land 

lottery. His real-life counterpart Healy won in multiple land lotteries and purchased others’ 

winnings, accumulating land scattered through six counties. By 1825, he was living on seventy-

five acres, reported a single enslaved person on the premises, and paid $3.50 in taxes to Jones 

County. By the late 1820s, Healy realized that Macon had better prospects than Clinton and 

purchased 385 acres seven-miles upriver from the newer city and negotiated with his neighbors 

to consolidate his land on the hills above the Ocmulgee River.134 Of his 1,500 acres, he improved 

800. At his death in 1850, the census listed his land as worth $7,500, making him the thirty-sixth 

richest man in the county based on land value. His forty-nine enslaved laborers, worth $22,000, 

made him the eighteenth largest slaveholder in Jones. Healy was prosperous enough to lend 

money to farmers and other planters around him and provide mortgages to those who bought his 

land.135 All of this was the result of both luck and careful management of his assets during his 

thirty-five years in America along with the fact there was still affordable and even free land to be 

had in Macon’s environs when he arrived.136 

Like the book version of Tara and the Fitzgerald plantation in Clayton County, which 

were just plain Georgia farms not graced by Greek-Revival mansions, Healy lived in a three-

 
134Quinlan, Strange Kin, 134; Foley, Bishop Healy, 4-6; Margaret Mitchell, Gone with the Wind (New 

York: Scribner, 2007 ed.), 63-64. Healy also owned land in Habersham, Fayette, Henry, Newton, Houston, and 
Early counties by Foley’s reckoning. 

135O’Toole, Passing as White, 12. O’Toole cites as evidence ten court cases Healy won against debtors who 
had defaulted on these loans.  

136Though in some older, coastal regions, land had opened up as people moved west to newly opened lands, 
Natchez is an example of a river city that offered no land to newcomers, especially non-natives. The “swell-heads” 
had bought up “every inch of land” to keep immigrants away from the city.  D. Clayton James, Antebellum Natchez 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1968), 147-48. 
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room farmhouse on the Ocmulgee, a home of unfinished timber with forty-five-foot logs, 

notched and joined at the corners. The log house consisted of a large dining-living room with 

two chimneys and a side room. Healy planned to build something more impressive, but his 

sudden death prevented his constructing an appropriately grand edifice. The Fitzgeralds, though 

they remained in Georgia beyond 1850, also never built a home patterned on a Greek temple. 

Instead, a two-story farmhouse, purchased after 1836, sufficed.137  

While Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind version of her Irish ancestors “roughed them up 

considerably,” as biographer Darden Asbury Pyron put it, Healy’s level of refinement fell 

between uncultured O’Hara and the sophisticated Fitzgeralds. In her novel, Mitchell described 

O’Hara’s education in the following terms: “The only Latin he knew was the responses of the 

Mass and the only history the manifold wrongs of Ireland. He knew no poetry save that of 

[Thomas] Moore.” O’Hara was coarse and semi-literate, unlike the well-educated, well-

connected Fitzgeralds who were leaders in their community, remembered for founding and 

subsidizing schools. As for Healy, he was well-read, owning over one hundred volumes at his 

death.138 His choices for his children reflect his regard for education, for he could have 

apprenticed them to learn a trade or bought them farms or businesses outside the South. Instead, 

he explored academic opportunities, sending his sons to college. Healy clearly enjoyed the finer 

things in life. He was a connoisseur of stallions, owning fourteen horses in 1850. The inventory 

of the Healy household at his death reveals that in his plain Georgia farmhouse, carpets covered 

the floors and framed lithographs the walls. Other luxuries included wine glasses, a gold watch, a 

handsome birdcage, and a fiddle.139  

 
137Quinlan, Strange Kin, 124; O’Toole, Passing as White, 13; Foley, Bishop Healy, 6, 12. 
138Ferris, “A Lengthening Chain,” 30; Quinlan, Strange Kin, 125; O’Toole, Passing as White, 13. 
139Foley, Bishop Healy, 10-13; O’Toole, Passing as White, 13. 
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 Consideration of Macon’s foreign-born inhabitants reinforces the point that the exodus of 

European immigrants to America was not in fact “draining the lowest elements of society” from 

the Old World, but instead many of the foreign born came from middle and lower-middle levels 

of European social structures. The handful of immigrants who rose to occupational categories 1 

and 2 as greater proprietors and elite professionals attests to this fact, as do the larger numbers 

who attained the status of middling merchants and master craftsmen—9 percent of working male 

immigrants—not to mention the even larger numbers of low-white-collar workers and skilled 

laborers—20.5 and 38 percent respectively. The most successful immigrants, such as Findlay, 

Healy, Logan, and Thomson, built mansions, financed their sons’ education in the North, or rose 

to the office of mayor.140 Immigration scholars have concluded that the white human “capital” 

that arrived in the U.S. between 1790 and 1860 equaled all the money invested by foreign 

financiers. Even in a central Georgia town, foreign-born merchants and manufacturers helped 

develop Macon’s economy. Their economic experience in Macon was comparable, in most 

respects, to that of their compatriots in the North. Though most newcomers to America remained 

in the same occupational class throughout their lives, there was still “rational upward mobility 

that any native-born American would have been proud of.” In Macon, this manifested in a single 

census. For instance, while the 1860 census records Michael O’Connor as a laborer with thirty 

dollars in personal property, the same report notes that his elder son John was a machinist and 

younger son Patrick was a tinner, both occupations a couple of notches up the occupational 

chart.141 

 

 
140Bodnar, The Transplanted, 13. The natal composition of Macon’s leadership clique is explored in 

chapter four.  
141Wells, Revolutions, 183; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 1; Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 22-

23; Gleeson, Irish in the South, 51; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 503. 
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While the story of the Ocmulgee and Flint River Railroad championed by Father Graham 

exhibited a bold avenue the Catholic Church took in Georgia to provide for immigrants, the 

project’s failure is a “more graphic illustration” of the hazards encountered by immigrants trying 

to make their way in a foreign land. The biggest losers were the Irish recruited to build the line, 

lured by the promise of land. The Irish families who were part of the failed colony had made 

migratory choices that brought them to south Georgia, just as immigrant Maconites made their 

own set of decisions based on the opportunities found in southern urban areas such as Macon. 

Bodnar cautions against viewing the movement to America as “simply a flight of impoverished 

peasants abandoning underdeveloped, backward regions for the riches and unlimited 

opportunity” of the United States. These immigrants brought their own skills and realistic 

expectations to a fledgling town on the Ocmulgee. They chose Macon for a variety of economic 

reasons and contributed greatly to the town’s success.142 Their appearance in the Central City 

was not accidental, and once in central Georgia, the Hibernian Benevolent Society and Roman 

Catholic Church in particular performed important spiritual and symbolic functions that eased 

their way. 

After opening with the history of German Henry Abel, the story of Donegal native 

Edward McCrudden provides an appropriate conclusion. McCrudden arrived in Macon in 1856 

at the age of nineteen and set up shop as a merchant. A member of St. Joseph’s, he lived and 

worked in Macon for sixty-five years, succumbing to a stroke at age eighty-four at his home on 

Arch Street in 1921. His brother John A. McCrudden awaited him in the family lot in Rose Hill 

Cemetery, and his sister Mary A. McCrudden Gallagher joined them in 1923. Both siblings had 

also been born in Ireland, and the three probably immigrated together, settling in Macon in the 

1850s. The list of pallbearers at Edward McCrudden’s service reveals the Irish contingent, both 

 
142Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens,” 256-57; Bodnar, The Transplanted, 54, 56, 171. 
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old and new, still persisting in Macon over a hundred years after Healy started amassing land in 

the vicinity and John Murphy bought a town lot on square 25.143 

 
143Stephanie Lincecum, “Death and Funeral of Edward McCrudden,” Rose Hill Cemetery; Macon, Georgia, 

(April 7, 2012) http://rosehillcemeterymacongeorgia.blogspot.com/search/label/Irish%20Immigrants, accessed 
August 20, 2018; Mary A. Gallagher, Rose Hill Cemetery, Macon, Georgia, Find a Grave online database, 
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/56891534/mary-a.-gallagher, accessed August 20, 2018; John A. 
McCrudden, Rose Hill Cemetery, Macon, Georgia, Find a Grave online database, 
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/121712754/john-a-mccrudden, accessed August 20, 2018. Edward 
McCrudden’s pallbearers were John Murphy, Pat Cassidy, John Gillispie, John McBrearty, Joe Thomas, and Pat 
McNeils. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

“ENERGY”? “GO AHEADEDNESS”?: WORKING HARD OR HARDLY WORKING  

WITH ANTEBELLUM MACONITES 

 

 

In 1842, Scotsman Robert Findlay, Sr., advertised his machinery in Macon’s Messenger 

to central Georgia planters wary of “new things, from the fact that nine out of ten are ‘Yankee 

Tricks’ intended to deceive.” Here an immigrant assured a largely southern-born audience of 

planters that he was not engaging in “Yankee Tricks.”1 Findlay’s statement highlights a 

resistance to change while also labeling many of these new things “Yankee,” which was 

obviously not a compliment. Despite the tone of this advert, antebellum Macon and central 

Georgia were not the “obsolete” appearing opposite the “modern” North. Though there were 

voices pushing back against alteration to the status quo, Macon—like many other southern 

cities—embraced urban development, for Maconites believed J. D. B. De Bow when he 

proclaimed that the readers’ efforts “will build up your cities and towns; . . . it will give you 

rank, wealth, and importance; it will break the shackles of your dependence upon others, and 

give influence and prosperity beyond example.” A variety of northerners, southerners, and 

immigrants came from near and far offering their expertise in different sections of Macon’s 

economy, which was one of the most sophisticated in the state in the late antebellum period.2 

While the last chapter focused on immigrants such as Findlay, this chapter brings the rest of the 

working population, both white and black, into the frame. While slavery shaped Macon’s 

 
1Robert S. Davis, Jr., Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in 

Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1998), 19. Part of the title is from an article in 
the Macon Telegraph from April 12, 1860: Macon “has never showed more energy, more go aheadedness, faster 
men and prettier women than any other city.” The phrase “working hard or hardly working” was not around quite 
yet, with its first appearance in print in the 1930s. 

2Richard Current, Northernizing the South (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1983), 33; ; John F. 
Kvach, De Bow’s Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2013), 
43; Michele Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World: White Artisans in the Slaveholding Georgia, 1789-1860 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2000), 87, 90. 
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occupational landscape and the tenor of its modernization efforts, the few free people of color in 

the city demonstrated the outlines of opportunity in central Georgia. In the Central City, the 

white southern-born majority worked alongside smaller numbers of northerners, Europeans, and 

free blacks to enhance both their own wealth and the fortunes of the city. These groups did not 

behave according to stereotype, as “native” southerners or “Yankees.” 

 

Chapter one examined the original lot holders of Macon, who purchased city plots in 

auctions soon after the city’s founding in 1823. These buyers were not “men of large capital,” 

but instead 38 percent were middling proprietors, agents, and officials. About one-fifth of 

Macon’s original inhabitants were professionals, largely physicians and lawyers. The latter were 

particularly important as Macon was the county seat for Bibb. About a third of the seventy-four 

original lot holders have known birthplaces.3 Of these men, approximately three-fourths were 

southern born. Though the white population of the South was highly mobile at this time, 

traveling both near and far, the largest number of early Maconites came from relatively close—

the lower Atlantic states of Georgia and South Carolina, providing 44 percent of early lot 

purchasers.4 Some folks just moved across the Ocmulgee River from Jones and Twiggs counties. 

One of these migrants was Major James Smith of Georgia. When the state legislature chose him 

to assist in laying out Macon lots in 1822, he moved his family from Jones County to the new 

town.5 The upper Atlantic South—Virginia, North Carolina, and Maryland—made up about a 

 
3C. Logan Landrum, “A Survey of Negro Life in Macon, Georgia” (D. of Th., Union Theological 

Seminary, 1942), 7; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 22.  
4A Plan of the Town of Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 1826, published by George Dane, held at Middle 

Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA). With the evidence at hand, Robert S. 
Davis’s assertion in his 1998 book Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in 
Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 that the city’s founders “consisted largely of northern-born men with northern capital” 
is erroneous. 

5Joseph Patrick Reidy, “Masters and Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to 
Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-1880” (Ph.D. diss,, Northern Illinois University, 1982), 15-16; Eleanor Davis 
McSwain, The Founding Fathers of the County of Bibb and the Town of Macon, Georgia, 1823: Short Biographical 
Sketches of the Men Involved (Macon, Ga.: National Printing, 1977), 34. 
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third of the total, an overrepresentation considering this region’s much lower percentage of 

Macon’s population in succeeding years in the antebellum era. Northerners made up one-fourth 

of the 1826 lot holders, also a high proportion compared to their later representation. Considering 

that the Georgia General Assembly advertised the sale of lots in newspapers in Savannah, 

Augusta, and Milledgeville, it is likely that those from out of state were already in Georgia 

before they made Macon their home.6  

Joseph E. Willett, Sr. (1789-1850), of Norwich, Connecticut, was not on the original lot 

holder list, but he was in the area by 1818. Local history claims that he felled the first tree in the 

town. He built boats to operate on the Ocmulgee between Macon and Darien on the coast and 

later owned mills in the city. He remained in Bibb County until his death in 1850.7 Another 

family not included on the lot purchasers list was that of Luke Ross (1775-1844) of Martin 

County, North Carolina. Ross moved his family to the Macon area in 1821, farming four hundred 

acres, which included some “first rate Corn and Cotton Land.” His wife Polly wrote in 1825, “I 

ever have been pleased that we came to this place. . . . We have a good farm and good water and 

a beautiful place two miles from Macon which is nearly as large as Washington [in Wilkes 

County, Georgia] and as good to trade to.” The Rosses sold produce to Maconites, and their sons 

John B. and William A. would become wealthy wholesale merchants operating from the city.8 

As Willett and Ross evince, any number of individuals settled in or around the city without the 

wherewithal or desire to buy city lots.  

 
6Plan of the Town of Macon; St. Joseph Catholic Church: A Living History (Macon, Ga.: Indigo Custom 

Publishing, 2006), 18. There were no known foreign-born men who purchased lots in the city in 1823 to 1826, 
though John Murphy, birthplace unknown, was a founding member of Macon’s St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, and 
bought a lot on square 25. He was more than likely Irish. 

7Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, 
Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 90; U.S., Census of 1850, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 
(hereafter cited as Population Schedules, 1850, Macon). In 1850, the federal census listed Joseph Willett as a farmer, 
with $16,000 in real estate. 

8J. B. Ross biography folder, MGA; Polly Ross to Mrs. Elizabeth Perkins, 9 August 1825, Napier-
Blackmon-Ross-Rose Families Collection, MGA. 
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The 1860 census used in concert with the city directory offers the most complete 

representation of the makeup of the white residents of antebellum Macon at one particular point 

in time. The 1840 Macon tax digest, which provides some insight concerning Maconites earlier 

in the antebellum period, has limited efficacy.9 The 1840 Macon tax digest (and federal census) 

did not list place of birth or occupation, and the poorer a man was, the less likely other sources 

such as obituaries, interment records, newspaper advertisements, archival materials, or 

tombstones would reveal more information about him.10 The tax digest skews toward the 

wealthy. As a consequence, data from the 1840 list only enhances analysis for occupational 

groups 1 through 4, explored below.  

 An important component of the examination of the makeup of Macon’s white male 

workforce is how it compared to larger southern cities. Macon’s foreign-born residents often had 

more varied occupational outcomes in Macon than found elsewhere, demonstrating the 

opportunities available. However, the 1860 proportion of the total number of Macon’s foreign-

born working males—22 percent—was relatively low when put alongside the data from other 

southern cities. In 1860, Macon had 5,337 white inhabitants. Dennis C. Rousey, in his survey of 

the 1860 census returns of twenty-nine Deep South towns with 2,500 to 19,999 residents, found 

that the average percentage of European males over twenty-one years old was 42 percent. Macon 

most resembled the proportions found in the Tennessee River Valley, which were 26 percent 

 
9U.S., Census of 1860, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Population 

Schedules, 1860, Macon), 206; The Macon Directory for 1860, Containing the Names of the Inhabitants, Business 
Directory, and an Appendix of Much Useful Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & Company, 1860); Tax Digest for 
1840, Macon City Records, MGA (hereafter cited as Tax Digest for 1840). The 1840 or 1857 tax digests do not 
include page or entry numbers.  

10For instance, while the occupations and birthplaces of 88 percent of Maconites in tax category A in 1840 
and 71 percent of category B are known, that is only the case for 60 percent of the same information for categories C 
and D. 
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foreign born.11 Macon’s proportion of northern-born working white males falls in line with other 

Deep South towns of comparable size in 1860, though 15 percent of Savannah with its 22,292 

inhabitants were white northern males. Northerners who traveled to the South often wrote home 

about all the fellow northerners they encountered, and many made the South their home.12 

Nathaniel Wright of Maine urged fellow New Englanders to migrate southward. He declared in 

1827 that employment was there for the taking for those qualified, asserting that the South “is a 

good field for enterprise. Yankees of talents and integrity generally succeed there.” Northerners 

who migrated to the South from 1783 to 1861 were “generally accepted by Southerners,” and the 

1860 federal census listed over 360,000 northerners living south of the Mason-Dixon Line.13 See 

table 3.1 for a breakdown of Macon’s white male workforce by region.  

 

Regions 
White Males with 

Known Occupations Percentages 

Lower Atlantic South (GA, SC, FL) 984 54% 

Upper Atlantic South (VA, NC, MD, DE)  130 7% 

Other South (AL, MS, LA, TX, TN) 28 2% 

SOUTH TOTALS 1142 63% 

New England (CT, RI, MA, NH, VT, ME) 150 8% 
Mid-Atlantic/Old Northwest (NY, NJ, PA, 
IN, MO, KY) 135 7% 

NORTH TOTALS 285 16% 
Mainland Europe 158 9% 
Canada 9 0.5% 

Great Britain 228 13% 

IMMIGRANT TOTALS 395 22% 

TOTALS WITH KNOWN NATIVITY 1822  

 
11Dennis C. Rousey, “Friends and Foes of Slavery: Foreigners and Northerners in the Old South,” Journal 

of Social History 35, no. 2 (December 2001): 374; Dennis C. Rousey, “From Whence They Came to Savannah: The 
Origins of an Urban Population in the Old South,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 79, no. 2 (1995): 331. Rousey uses 
the archeological term “Middle South” to refer to this area.  

12Rousey, “Friends and Foes,” 374; Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 311; Jonathan Daniel Wells, The 
Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 1800-1861 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2004), 27. 

13Fletcher M. Green, The Role of the Yankee in the Old South (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1972), 
ix, 2; Charles Hoffmann and Tess Hoffmann, North by South: The Two Lives of Richard James Arnold (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 1988), xiv. 

Table 3.1. 1860 Macon white males by nativity 
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Southern-born white working males made up 63 percent of Macon’s white male 

workforce in 1860. Fifty-four percent of the city’s total white male workforce in 1860 came from 

Georgia and South Carolina. In comparison, only 7 percent came from the upper Atlantic South 

states of Virginia, North Carolina, Maryland, and Delaware. The remainder of the South, 

including the newly opened Old Southwest, provided 1 percent of Macon’s white male 

workforce. Georgians were more likely to move to the Old Southwest than vice versa, as evinced 

by Uriah Bullock (1808-1854). Bullock was born in Georgia in 1808 and resided in Macon in 

1835, but moved westward to Panola County, Mississippi, in 1841, where he died in 1854. A 

more noteworthy migrant from Georgia to the “New South” was Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar 

(1798-1859). While his brother Dr. Thomas R. Lamar (1800-1858) chose to settle in Macon, 

Mirabeau continued westward, eventually becoming the second president of the Republic of 

Texas.14 

These settlers did not come alone to Macon and Bibb County as most were slaveholders, 

bringing with them the enslaved to clear land and begin building, planting, and hauling. From its 

founding in 1823 throughout the antebellum period, Macon never wavered in its support for 

slavery. In the 1830s when William Lloyd Garrison founded the American Anti-Slavery Society 

in Massachusetts calling for immediate abolition, Macon printer B. F. Griffin began publishing a 

series of pro-slavery Sunday School books distributed through the South. In 1835, the city 

council posted a $1,000 reward for the arrest of the persons responsible for distributing 

abolitionist literature in the town. In 1855, the Telegraph reported that “a large company of our 

citizens” had escorted young Alonzo Griffin to the railroad depot for “tracks northbound” after 

 
14Membership list, Constitution and Bylaws of the Benevolent and Mutual Aid Association, As Revised and 

Amended, June 12, 1838, (Macon, Ga.: S. Rose, 1838), Pamphlet File, MGA; Tax Digest for 1840; Uriah Irwin 
Bullock, Fredonia Cemetery, Como, Mississippi, Find A Grave online database, 
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/46428695, accessed November 12, 2018; Handbook of Texas Online, 
Herbert Gambrell, “Lamar, Mirabeau Buonaparte,” accessed April 06, 2019, 
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fla15. 
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Griffin criticized “the peculiar institution” and gave “various indications more congenial to the 

atmosphere of Massachusetts than Georgia.” Before his departure, Griffin claimed that there 

were twenty others of like mind in the city, whom the paper noted would soon be “drummed out 

of town to the tune of the Rogues March.” The writer remarked that no violent measures were 

necessary because Maconites were willing to make allowances for Griffin’s “youth and weak 

head.” In January 1861, Rev. Ebenezer Warren of Macon’s First Baptist Church delivered a 

sermon entitled the “Scriptural Vindication of Slavery,” asserting that teaching in both the Old 

and New Testaments “perpetuates the institution.” The Telegraph published the sermon within 

days of Georgia’s secession from the Union.15  

In 1830, whites outnumbered the enslaved in the town by 10 percent, with 1,452 whites 

and 1,183 enslaved individuals. By 1840, the white population had surged further ahead, and the 

city was 59 percent white and 41 percent enslaved, remaining at these proportions in 1850. In 

1860, the population was 65 percent white and 34 percent enslaved, due in part to the agrarian 

resurgence which pulled more of the enslaved into the countryside to cultivate cotton. In urban 

areas in the cotton belt, female enslaved laborers usually far outnumbered bondsmen, and there 

were larger numbers of enslaved women in Macon, with 52 percent in 1840, 56 percent in 1850, 

and 53 percent in 1860.16  

Cities such as Macon were part of a larger regional pattern concerning slavery. Anthony 

Kaye and Dale W. Tomich refer to antebellum slavery as “second slavery,” due to differences 

before and after 1790. This “second slavery” arguably was important to the South’s “emerging 

 
15William Thomas Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon and Bibb County, Georgia” (Ph.D. diss., University of 

Georgia, 1966), 355; Donnie D. Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia, 1823-1860: A Study in Urban Slavery,” Phylon (1960-) 
45, no. 4 (1984): 309; “Served Him Right,” Telegraph, 16 October 1855; Conie Mac Darnell, Walking on Cotton: 
Civil War & Emancipation Era Guide to Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Center City Press, 2012), 19. 

16Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 422-23; Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia,” 299, 301; David R. Goldfield, 
Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and Region (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982), 46. 
Those migrating to the Old Southwest with enslaved laborers could also affect the number of enslaved within the 
city limits.  
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modernity.” It reached even into the countryside as Kaye notes that “everywhere along the black 

belt, slaves cultivated and harvested crops to the rhythms of machines . . . on cotton 

plantations.”17 In city and country, slavery adapted to “the forms of modern life.” This included 

advancements in transportation and communication as well as “capitalist forms of investment 

and economic motivation.” Instead of slavery being an “archaic institution that prevented the 

South from achieving the higher level of modernization obtained by the North,” slavery “may 

have struck its own bargain with modernity in the nineteenth-century American South.”18 

It is possible that this flexible version of slavery could not have survived without cities. 

In urban spaces, “money changers and cotton factors” thrived. Not only did towns have slave 

depots, but they also offered traders credit from banks as well as markets, customers, security in 

the form of a jail and sheriffs, and even clothing and food to purchase.19 Macon was an important 

regional slave market, with three slave depots on Poplar Street in 1860. Catherine Beale was one 

of those who stood on Macon’s auction block. Born near Richmond, Virginia, she was one of 

thousands of the enslaved transferred from the Upper South to meet demand in the Deep South. 

In Macon, a trader sold her to a Twiggs County farmer for whom she toiled until emancipation.20 

In cities, slaveholders adapted and sustained slavery to suit their needs. Industrialists saw 

“no inherent contradiction in using slave labor” to make their plants successful. These 

adaptations included slave life insurance for when the enslaved did risky industrial work. By the 

 
17Anthony E. Kaye, “The Second Slavery: Modernity in the Nineteenth-Century South and the Atlantic 

World,” Journal of Southern History 75, no. 3 (2009): 627, 635; L. Diane Barnes, “Industry and Its Laborers, Free 
and Slave in Late-Antebellum Virginia,” in The Old South’s Modern Worlds: Slavery, Region, and Nation in the 
Age of Progress, eds. L. Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 193. 

18William G. Thomas, III, and Edward L. Ayers, “An Overview: The Differences Slavery Made: A Close 
Analysis of Two American Communities,” American Historical Review 108, no. 5 (December 2003): 1300-1301; 
Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers, “Introduction,” in The Old South’s Modern Worlds, 14. 

19Frank Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern Cities: Urbanization in the Slave States,” in The Old 
South’s Modern Worlds, 156; Walter Johnson, “The Pedestal and the Veil: Rethinking the Capitalism/Slavery 
Question,” Journal of the Early Republic 24, no. 2 (Summer 2004): 303-4. 

20Macon Directory for 1860, 98; Macon’s Black Heritage: The Untold Story (Macon, Ga.: The Tubman 
African American Museum, 1997), 3. 
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mid-1850s, slaveholders in the Upper South had taken out more policies on their bondsmen than 

purchased by white males in the Northeast. This practice appeared in Macon as early as 1831. 

Slave policing also meant that a number of southern cities had police forces before New York 

City became the first northern municipality to adopt the practice in 1845.21 Macon’s police force 

was usually small, except in times of perceived greater threat, as explored in chapter five. The 

last, and most important, of the adaptations to slavery which featured largely in the urban 

landscape was slave hiring. By the late antebellum period slaveholders “hired out” nearly one of 

every three urban bondsmen to other employers, and the 1860 census workers made an “obvious 

attempt” to enumerate the enslaved in their place of hire rather than by slaveholder and did not 

specify their status, only recording with any certainty enslaved “usership,” as scholar Claudia 

Goldin terms it.22 In Macon, there are large discrepancies between numbers of enslaved listed for 

individuals reporting on the 1860 slave schedules versus the 1857 tax digest, indicating a great 

deal of the enslaved listed under their hirers on the 1860 census. For instance, merchant and 

shipper David Flanders reported twenty-three enslaved laborers on the 1860 census, but three 

years earlier paid taxes on only fourteen. Slave hiring provided a great deal of flexibility 

concerning enslaved labor in the city, allowing those who could not afford to purchase a slave to 

gain enslaved labor. It was central to the economy of southern cities such as Macon.23  

The enslaved, whether hired out or not, no doubt worked practically everywhere in the 

Central City. Most probably labored as domestics: house servants, carriage drivers, gardeners, 

washers, ironers, and maids. Private individuals held the vast majority, and the city or private 

 
21Barnes, “Industry and Its Laborers,” 190; Towers, “The Southern Path to Modern Cities,” 158. 
22Towers, “The Southern Path,” 157; Claudia Dale Goldin, Urban Slavery in the American South, 1820-

1860: A Quantitative History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 19. 
23U.S., Census of 1860, Federal Slave Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Federal 

Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon), 1, 25, 27-28, 32; City of Macon Property Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, 
microfilm drawer 239, box 57, Georgia Archives, Morrow, Georgia (GAM), hereafter cited as City of Macon, Tax 
Digest, 1857; Jonathan D. Martin, Divided Mastery: Slave Hiring in the American South (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 2004), 109. 
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companies purchased the remainder. For those laboring for the city, at various points in Macon’s 

history the enslaved mended or cleaned up the streets. An 1831 Telegraph advertisement called 

for fifteen to twenty enslaved males and a team of oxen to repair a section of Mulberry Street 

downtown. In 1833, the city hired a superintendent to oversee ten enslaved laborers’ street 

cleaning. After trying other methods from 1838 to 1853, the city again attempted the 

superintendent and enslaved labor approach, though in 1859, the local board of health considered 

the cleaning job to be subpar as the enslaved hurried through the work to “strike off soon.”24 

Often large slaveholders in southern cities were wealthy merchants and industrialists, 

with a largely male enslaved workforce helping man their businesses. According to historian 

David Goldfield, it was “almost certain” that more than ten enslaved males in the city attributed 

to a single slaveholder meant there was a large mercantile establishment or a factory. While 

substantial numbers of the enslaved worked in factories elsewhere, in Macon’s industry, most, if 

not all, industrial laborers were white. Macon’s manufacturers were noticeably absent among the 

city’s large slaveholders or lessees. John J. Gresham of the Macon Manufacturing Company paid 

taxes on eight enslaved in 1857 and reported the same number in 1860. Carriage maker Jackson 

DeLoache paid taxes on two and reported six. The Findlay heavy industry family reported four 

enslaved laborers in 1860, and the company paid no taxes on the enslaved in 1857. None of these 

businesses paid taxes on enslaved individuals in 1857.25 

 
24Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 111, 118; Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia,” 303; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum 

Macon,” 94, 110; Board of Health 1855-1862, 30 May 1859, 23 September 1959, box 33, folder 36b, City Records, 
MGA. 

25David R. Goldfield, Urban Growth in the Age of Sectionalism: Virginia, 1847-1861 (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 1977), 38, 49-50, 88; City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; Federal Slave Schedules, 
1860, Macon, p. 30. This contradicts some assertions made by other scholars that Macon had more than cotton mill 
in the antebellum era and used the enslaved as operatives. Though articles in local papers discussed the enslaved 
working in cotton mills, they did not reference Macon. Though Bellamy’s article argues that the enslaved “were 
wide used” in cotton mills in Macon in the 1830s and 1840s, there were no cotton mills in Macon during that time 
period. Macon Manufacturing Company or the “Macon Cotton Factory,” established in 1850, was the first cotton 
mill in the city, which John A. Eisterhold’s findings attest. In March 1852, the Citizen editors paid a visit to the 
Macon Cotton Factory grounds to view the construction, which had been taking place for the past year. If the 
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Other enslaved men worked in the building trades and other skilled labor, competing with 

white skilled laborers. Enslaved men working for artisans probably toiled side-by-side with 

slaveholders and were able to make and sell items on their own utilizing the tools and materials 

on hand. William Craft was an enslaved cabinetmaker in Macon. In 1848, his slaveholder gave 

Craft a holiday pass, and in Craft’s words: “but said that he needed my services very much, and 

wished me to return as soon as the time granted was up. I thanked him kindly.” Craft used the 

time accorded to escape with his wife Ellen to the North.26 Marble factor James B. Artope 

reported thirteen enslaved laborers in 1860. While much of Macon’s enslaved artisans’ work is 

unknown today, an article about the home of Asher Ayres of New Jersey, “build entirely by 

slaves” details some of their creations. Ayers, who owned a large store at the corner of Third and 

Cherry, had a house built on Walnut and Third. Ayres chose to duplicate a Boston mansion he 

admired, the result being a brick home covered with stucco, with four floors and a fifth-story 

observatory in an indefinable architectural style. The home included a ballroom and intricate 

frieze work throughout. Enslaved laborers Primus Moore and Ben Jackson completed the fine 

carpentry woodwork and friezes. In the ballroom and formal parlor, the frieze includes “faces 

peeping from the flowers.” The fine plaster work in the cornices showed grapes and leaves.27 

Of those listed on the 1860 census slave schedules, 1,532 enslaved laborers in Macon 

belonged to professionals and proprietors, more than likely performing unskilled labor. Of these, 

brickmaking was one area in which a number of enslaved laborers had worked in Macon for a 

 
enslaved worked in this factory in the coming years, it was in small numbers. The Bellamy article cites the “Increase 
Cotton Plant” as a cotton mill in the city with six enslaved operatives in 1860. However, I. C. Cotton was an 
individual from Connecticut listed on the 1860 slave schedules, and he did not own a cotton factory. Bellamy, 
“Macon, Georgia,” 302-3; John A. Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon During the 1840s,” 
Georgia Historical Quarterly 53 (1969): 426; “Macon Cotton Factory,” Citizen, 1 March 1852. 

26Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 112, 116; William Craft, Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom: The 
Escape of William and Ellen Craft from Slavery (London: William Tweedie, 1860), 31. 

27Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia,” 305; Camille Johnson Davis, “Home Built Entirely by Slaves,” Telegraph, 2 
December 1928. 
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number of years. In 1835 Davis Wilson had placed an advertisement seeking forty enslaved 

males to work in his brickyard and businesses in Macon.28 Macon’s brickyards were in the 

swamps south of the city due to the proximity of the raw materials needed for the bricks, where 

diseases carried by mosquitos were a problem. As a result, Wilson tried to assure potential 

lessors that there was minimal exposure to disease. Nevertheless, lessors who hired out the 

enslaved in the brickyard could charge more due to “special exposure,” doubling the annual 

rental fee to $200. Rufus Evans King also owned a brickyard and reported seventeen enslaved 

laborers in 1840. Stephen Collins ran a brickyard with Thomas Hardy in 1860. In 1857, he paid 

taxes on twelve enslaved persons and in 1860 reported thirty enslaved individuals.29  

Enslaved men had long been important to transportation in Macon. Moving bailed cotton 

required large numbers working in warehouses, along railway platforms, and on wharves. In 

1829, the Ocmulgee Navigation Company went out of business, selling off its fifteen enslaved 

laborers and two pole boats, which it had used for navigation to the coast. For companies still 

working the river, the Macon Insurance Company, incorporated in 1831, insured for a time both 

the cotton and enslaved laborers traveling on the river. In 1836, Farish Carter leased twenty-five 

enslaved laborers to the Macon Steamboat Company.30 Livery stable owner Artemis Goolsby 

reported twenty-six enslaved laborers in 1860. It is likely that many of the enslaved he listed 

worked as drovers, wagoners, and draymen. There were only five white men enumerated on the 

1860 census or city directory in these occupations, while eight addition white men worked as 

drivers of various types: mail, omnibus, express, and stage. A visitor to the city in the late 1850s 

noted that enslaved males in the city would hire themselves out as carriage drivers by the day to 

 
28Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 111; Landrum, “Survey of Negro Life,” 19.  
29Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 115; U.S., Census of 1840, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, 

Georgia, 15 (hereafter cited as Population Schedules, 1840, Macon), pp. 15-16; Macon Directory for 1860, 27; City 
of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857.  

30Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 104, 114; Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia,” 302. 
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earn money. Robert Alexander, who later became an African Methodist Episcopal minister, 

worked as a drayman in Macon. His owner, who lived on the coast, made Alexander a deal 

whereby Alexander hired himself out as a drayman for ten years in order to buy his freedom for 

$1,000. Alexander then purchased his wife for $500.31 

White Maconites embraced wholeheartedly the technologically advanced railroad, 

incorporating enslaved labor in the venture. Maconites and other white southerners “were intent 

on pursing the most modern form of transportation available while retaining the South’s 

preferred form of labor.” The Central of Georgia alternated between enslaved labor and Irishmen 

when the “rowdy Irish navvies” caused problems. In 1839, the Central reported that the “force at 

present on the line—consisting principally of blacks, with a large number of carts and horses, is 

equivalent to about 500 men.”32 Both men and women worked on the railroad, with formerly 

enslaved Hannah Fambro telling of her time on the Central, as she “worked on de gradin’ ’long 

wid de other people of de plantation. Yes, ma’am, it was hard work.” Other women of color 

recalled similar experiences. For the groups that maintained the track, in 1857 the Central built 

thirty-six “shantee cars of portable huts for repair gangs,” which were “valuable substitutes for 

the cloth tents formerly used for the migratory gangs which it is necessary to keep up for 

ditching, bridge repairs, &c.”33  

Other railroads in the Macon vicinity had similar labor regimes and methods. The 

Monroe, which became the Macon & Western, got under way after contractors advertised for 

three hundred enslaved laborers to grade and lay the track. Elbert Head, one of the enslaved who 

worked on the line, remembered that “in 1836, I helped to build a steam mill, the first mill that 

 
31Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon, p. 12; Edward A Pollard, Black Diamonds Gathered in the 

Darkey Homes of the South (New York: Pudney & Russell, 1859), 38; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 114. 
32Aaron W. Marrs, Railroads in the Old South: Pursuing Progress in a Slave Society (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 2009), 55, 82. 
33Ibid, 58, 71-72.  
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sawed a stick of lumber of the Monroe Railroad.” The Southwestern Railroad, which ran from 

Macon south to Albany, had 498 enslaved hands working on the line in 1850, making it the third 

largest slaveholder or lessee in the state that year. As historian Arron W. Marrs points out, 

“Railroads involved some of the largest mobilizations of manpower in southern states before the 

Civil War. Projects of this scale were unprecedented.” Seven years later, the railroad had adopted 

the same solution to mobility of its repair gangs as the Central. The line “had built in our shops . 

. .  nineteen tent-cars for moveable gangs on repairs of Road, at a cost of $2,000, to be used 

instead of canvas tents.” The enslaved would be “much more comfortable in cold and wet 

weather.”34  

In 1860 Macon, there is clear evidence of enslaved labor’s continued use on the railroad. 

In East Macon, an enslaved community formed around the Central Railroad Depot. Railroad 

companies listed small numbers of enslaved working at their yards in the city. The Macon & 

Western Railroad reported six enslaved laborers living in three houses; the Central reported 

twelve housed in four buildings; and the Southwestern listed six enslaved men in two houses. 

Macon’s 1860 slave schedules also show that many of the largest slaveholders or hirers 

enumerated in the city were railroad contactors. Dr. Robert Collins, physician, speculator, 

banker, and railroad man, reported ninety-three enslaved laborers on the 1860 census, paying city 

taxes on only thirty, an indication that the majority of the enslaved were more than likely hired. 

Likewise, railroad contractor Charles Collins paid taxes on nineteen of twenty-seven declared 

enslaved. Dr. Robert Collins took part in the construction of the Central and Monroe railroads, 

along with the Macon & Brunswick and Brunswick & Florida. In Collins’s 1853 treatise entitled, 

“Essay on the Management of Slaves,” published in many southern newspapers, he noted that his 

 
34Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia,” 303; Marrs, Railroads in the Old South, 55-56, 71-72.  
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interest in slave management stretched back thirty years, and he was concerned with their 

supervision on both “plantations and public works.”35 

Thus, Macon incorporated slavery into its version of modernity. While Maconites’ 

actions can be characterized as adroit adaptation to modernity and “progress,” “modernized” 

slavery was still human bondage and not a more “gentle” or humane version of it either. 

Concerning the convergence of slavery and modernity, some scholars conclude that slavery was 

an “extreme form of domination, and that is what modernity is about.” All this slave hiring 

meant that there was even less possible paternalistic “insistence upon mutual obligations.” Hiring 

encouraged slaveholders “to move their slaves about as commercial pawns in the South’s local 

labor markets,” and hirers had no ultimate stake in the welfare of the enslaved.36 This made the 

lives of the enslaved all the more precarious, especially as related to the railroad and the new 

“triangular relationship of corporation, master, and slave.” Slaveholders’ ability to “modernize” 

slavery calls into question whether slavery was indeed dying or would die on its own due to the 

“march of progress” and “modern sensibilities.” Though Macon’s percentage of enslaved in the 

population was smaller in the late antebellum period, slaveholders certainly made a great deal of 

money, which was hardly an incentive to summarily end or even temper the practice.37  

Unlike the enslaved population in Macon, the city never had a large number of free 

people of color. The town had only thirty-three in 1860, though free blacks were the most 

urbanized native-born group in the South, four times more likely to be living in cities than 

southern whites and seven times more likely than the enslaved. Yet, they tended to concentrate in 

cities with a population larger than ten thousand and in the Upper compared to the Lower South, 

 
35Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 114; Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon, pp. 19-20, 25, 31-32, 34; City 

of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 185; Frederick Law Olmsted, Journey in the Seaboard 
Slave States, with Remarks on Their Economy (New York: Dix & Edwards, 1856), 692. 

36Kaye, “Second Slavery,” 630; Martin, Divided Mastery, 57-65, 81; Marrs, Railroads in the Old South, 82.  
37Marrs, Railroads in the Old South, 66; Barnes, Schoen, and Towers, “Introduction,” 13; Johnson, “The 

Pedestal and the Veil,” 300. 
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with 85 percent of the free black population residing in states like Virginia and Maryland. They 

tended to choose older cities, a pattern visible in Macon and Columbus versus Savannah and 

Augusta.38 Census workers generally undercounted free African Americans, as an enumerator in 

Augusta in the 1850s observed. He found that tallying the free persons of color in the city was 

difficult as they moved often and were “exceedingly reluctant to tell the full number of their 

families, fearful of being caught in some ‘tax trap’.” He noted that though he counted 243 free 

people of color in 1852, he believed that there were probably 30 to 40 more in the city, which 

had a population of 8,444 whites.39 

These individuals had reason to be nervous about tax traps, as many southern state and 

local governments had strictures and fines for free African Americans living in the city. The state 

of Georgia passed harsh statutes governing the free black population in 1818, 1829, and 1859, 

though they were usually not enforced except in times of panic. Many localities passed laws in 

the wake of the Nat Turner Rebellion in Virginia in 1831, to restrict free African Americans’ 

mobility and activities.40 An 1853 Macon city ordinance decreed that free blacks arriving in town 

needed to pay the city five dollars within thirty days of arrival, or else face jail or expulsion from 

the town. The city clerk was to maintain a register of all free people of color in the city limits, 

and those who caused problems would be expelled within five days. Free blacks also could not 

acquire land without a white guardian, whose relationship was to be “the same as is regulated by 

law in regard to the relationship between master and slave.”41  

 
38Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 44, 50-52; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 78. 
39Shannon Lee Dawdy, “Ethnicity in the Urban Landscape: The Archaeology of Creole New Orleans,” in 

Archaeology of Southern Urban Landscapes, ed. Amy L. Young (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2010), 
124. Columbus in 1860 had 5,933 whites and 141 free blacks, while Savannah had 13,875 whites and 705 free 
blacks. U.S., Census of 1860, compendium for the state of Georgia, table 3, p. 74 

40Kenneth Coleman, A History of Georgia (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1991), 185; Goldfield, 
Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 50.  

41“A Compilation of the Acts of the Legislature Incorporating the City of Macon, Georgia, and of the 
Ordinances Passed by the City Council of Macon, to the 14th February, 1858, Now of Force” (Macon: Georgia 
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In many cases, the city of Macon lumped free blacks in with enslaved persons. In doing 

so, Macon was acting in line with the jurisprudence of Justice Joseph Lumpkin, who argued that 

there was no difference between free and enslaved African Americans in Georgia in the late 

antebellum period. He asserted that free people of color could never be citizens of the state. 

Instead, the black man “resides among us, and yet is a stranger. A native even, and yet not a 

citizen. Though not a slave, yet he is not free. Protected by law, yet enjoying none of the 

immunities of freedom. Though not in a condition of chattelhood, yet constantly exposed to it.” 

In doing so, Lumpkin rewrote state history and replaced a “graded notion of citizenship secured 

by free people of color in the 1790s” with a “absolute notion of citizenship in the 1850s.”42 

Macon law included free African Americans in the town’s curfew for the enslaved, its ban on 

liquor, and the corporal punishment meted out to the enslaved in place of monetary fines. “Free 

black” was a contradictory term—in all actuality a “racial purgatory” between free white and 

black slave, though often closer to the enslaved. This was certainly true for the unfortunate soul 

noted in an 1857 newspaper notification for a runaway, described as a former free black in Bibb 

County sold back into slavery for not paying his taxes.43 

Despite these obstacles, free African Americans demonstrated an “insistent drive for 

independence and respectability.” The 1850 and 1860 censuses, along with other archival data, 

provide identification for twenty-free African American women in antebellum Macon, fourteen 

of which records described as “mulatto.” Thirteen of these women were born in Georgia or South 

 
Telegraph Steam Press, 1858), passed 1 July 1853, 42, 45, box 56, folder 8b, Macon City Records, MGA; Glenda 
Sue Gillis Leslie, “‘The Controlling Bar’: The Influence of Macon’s Attorneys on Its Early History” (Ph.D. diss., 
Georgia State University, 1999), 115; Macon’s Black Heritage 13; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 101. 

42Watson Jennison, “Rewriting the Free Negro Past: Joseph Lumpkin, Proslavery Ideology, and Citizenship 
in Antebellum Georgia,” in Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South, eds. William A. Link, David 
Brown, Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013), 42, 47-48, 51-52. The 1790s 
grant of rights was broad and stipulated specific restrictions. Free people of color could not testify against whites, 
vote, or hold office.   

43“A Compilation of the Acts of the Legislature,” passed 1 July 1853, 43-45; Goldfield, Cotton Fields, and 
Skyscrapers, 50; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 118-19. 
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Carolina, while four others were from North Carolina and Virginia. Studies have noted the 

significant familial responsibility shouldered by many free women of color in other southern 

cities.44 In Macon, six of these women were heads of household, with Canilla Carter of Georgia 

declaring the greatest wealth among them in 1860: $3,000 in real estate and $400 in personal 

property. She appeared on the slave schedules with a single enslaved laborer, more than likely a 

family member. Millie Clark of Georgia, as head of a household that included three children, had 

an estate of only fifty dollars of personal property. Neither of these women had occupations 

listed. The census only identified six of the twenty with livelihoods. They were all unskilled 

laborers: servants, spinners at the cotton mills, and washer/ironers. There were no entries in the 

clothing trade as dressmakers or seamstresses, as found among free black women in Savannah, 

though even there, white women far outnumbered free women of color in these occupations. 

Macon’s handful of free black women also paled in comparison to Chatham County’s 228 free 

women of color in 1860.45 

Primary and secondary sources identify twenty-two free African American males in 

Macon by name. These records only describe two as “mulattoes.” Nine were from Georgia, two 

were from Virginia, and the final two were from the Carolinas. Of the free men of color with 

known occupations, one-third were unskilled workers listed as servants and laborers. Three were 

barbers, which in many southern towns was considered an African American occupation, with 

both free and enslaved men of color dominating this field. Only one white barber worked in 

Macon in 1860, Michael Loh of the Rhine felt in the German states.46 Macon’s most prosperous 

 
44Ira Berlin, Slaves without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South (New York: Pantheon Books, 

1974), 316; Suzanne Lebsock, The Free Women of Petersburg: Status and Culture in a Southern Town, 1784-1860 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1984), 90, 100. 

45Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 486, 526; Timothy J. Lockley, “Spheres of Influence: Working 
White and Black Women in Antebellum Savannah,” in Neither Lady nor Slave : Working Women of the Old South, 
eds. Michele Gillespie and Susanna Delfino (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2002), 103-4, 113. 

46Population Schedules, 1860, Macon; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 117; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and 
Skyscrapers, 52. 
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barber was Edward Woodliff, who came to Macon in 1832 and set up shop in the Floyd Hotel 

and later the Lanier House Hotel. He purchased his wife Winney for $800 in 1843, the same year 

they buried their young daughter Adriadne. Through the white guardian which the city required, 

Woodliff purchased twelve plots of land around Macon, though he paid only four dollars in taxes 

to the city in 1857. Two of Macon’s free men of color were boot makers, and Charles Benja of 

Georgia was a mattress maker. Tailor Jefferson Franklin Long of Crawford County received 

“much of the fine custom” in the city. Jeremiah Scarborough worked as a railroad boss for the 

Central of Georgia, training new men working for the railway. He remained in Macon because 

his wife Frances was enslaved, and he was unable to buy her freedom. Their son William 

Sanders Scarborough would become a professor and president of Wilberforce University in Ohio 

in the postbellum period.47 

A couple of Macon’s free men of color were ministers. David Laney came to Macon in 

1836 to teach enslaved men carpentry, while also serving as a lay preacher in the Presbyterian 

church there. The Presbyterian synod had authorized enslaved Joseph Williams to preach in St. 

Mary’s, Georgia. In the late 1830s, he moved to Macon and started ministering to the black 

section of First Presbyterian. The church grew under his pastorate until 1851, when his 

slaveholder E. B. Weed, also a Presbyterian, relinquished half of Williams’s value. Friends 

assisted Williams with the other half, and he became a free man. Ill-health cancelled his 

missionary dreams of Liberia, and he moved to Columbus instead to serve in the Presbyterian 

church there.48 

 
47Jack Guerry Thomas, Sr., History of Cherry Street Cemetery, Macon, Georgia 1825-1840 (privately 

printed, 2009; held at MGA), 49; Macon’s Black Heritage, 15, 35-36; Dolores Hayden, Where Poplar Crosses 
Cotton: Interpreting the Urban Landscape in Macon, Georgia (College Park: University of Maryland Urban Studies 
and Planning Program, 2007; held at MGA), 14; William Sanders Scarborough, The Autobiography of William 
Sanders Scarborough: An American Journey from Slavery to Scholarship, ed. Michele Valerie Ronnick (Detroit: 
Wayne State University, 2005), 24.  

48Macon’s Black Heritage, 77, 79; “Historical Sketch of the Presbyterian Church in Macon, Georgia,” 
Macon Telegraph, 21 September 1858, First Presbyterian Church Records, MGA. 
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 Macon’s most successful free man of color was Solomon Humphries (1801-1855). Born 

into slavery in Georgia, he bought his own freedom and later that of his wife and father. He 

owned a general store and also served as a cotton dealer. With Georgia planter Charles J. 

McDonald as his white guardian, Humphries started buying Macon property in 1830. For his 

endeavors, he was able to attain good credit from New York, Macon, Savannah, and Charleston. 

One white merchant noted that he advanced $10,000 to Humphries for goods in a single 

transaction. By all accounts, Humphries was illiterate but hired white clerks to assist in his 

business. Maconites called him “Free Sol,” and when he entertained whites in his home on Fifth 

Street near Oglethorpe in south Macon, he purportedly served his guests himself. Another 

indication of his status in the city was the 1850 census, where Humphries appeared as part of the 

household of white brickyard proprietor Rufus King Evans, who was possibly his guardian at 

that time, as McDonald had left the Macon vicinity.49  

 Despite Humphries’s success, the small number of free people of color in Macon points 

to the reality that in “certain parts of the state, whites made it difficult, if not impossible, for free 

blacks to live among them.” In Atlanta, whites used taxes and economic restrictions to limit the 

number of free African Americans there, with only twenty-five in Atlanta in 1860, compared to 

Macon’s thirty-three at that time. In a state where legal minds were rewriting free blacks’ status, 

free people of color persevered where they could, as they “nurtured the belief that free Negroes 

could control their own destiny.” They had their own role to play in the modernizing South, and 

some white urbanites recognized the value of the labor of free African Americans.50  

W. J. Cash wrote in 1941 that slavery had meant that there was no need to directly exploit 

the labor of common whites in the South. Some scholars apparently agreed that working-class 

 
49Macon’s Black Heritage, 15, 35; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 118; Population Schedules, 1850, Macon. 
50Jennison, “Rewriting the Free Negro Past,” 55; Berlin, Slaves without Masters, 303; Goldfield, 
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whites in the antebellum South were not being “exploited,” though they approached the subject 

in a different way, believing that these workingmen left the South behind as quickly as possible. 

Whether in whites’ absence or before their watching eyes, African Americans, both slave and 

free, performed most of the skilled and unskilled labor in the South, according to Charles H. 

Wesley’s conclusions in 1927.51 Ira Berlin and Herbert G. Gutman set out to correct these 

mistaken conclusions with their study of urban workingmen. A closer examination of Macon’s 

white male laborers in occupational groups 5, 6, and 7 reveals the place of northerners, 

southerners, and immigrants in the city’s economy. Thirteen percent of Macon’s white male 

workforce in 1860 was unskilled laborers and 5 percent was semi-skilled.52 The unskilled 

laborers worked as train hands, watchmen, billiard tenders, draymen, factory hands, fishermen, 

fruit sellers, gardeners, guardhouse keepers, peddlers, and servants. Of these unskilled laborers, 

66 percent were southern born, a slight overrepresentation, taking into account southerners’ 

larger proportion of the city at large, which was 63 percent. See table 3.2. 

Many of Macon’s southern-born unskilled laborers worked in the city’s factories. These 

establishments symbolized the town’s modernization and expansion efforts, as writers in the 

local Telegraph proclaimed in the late 1840s. A man writing under the pseudonym “Ocamulgee 

[sic]” foretold that those who started factories would be praised often in the following way: “Had 

it not been for Mr.—, a public spirited, enterprising mechanic, who projected and started 

manufactures in Macon . . . I would have been forced to wander in search of work and 

subsistence.” “Hazard” was most concerned with hiring those who would otherwise be idle in the 

city: “Quit them [the grog shops] gentlemen and hire the men that keep them and all their  

 
51W.J. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1941), 37; Charles H. Wesley, Negro Labor 

in the United States, 1850-1925: A Study in American Economic History (New York: Vanguard, 1927), chaps. 1-3, 
cited in Ira Berlin and Herbert G. Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants, Free Men and Slaves: Urban Workingmen in 
the Antebellum American South,” American Historical Review 88 (1983): 1177. 

52Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 22; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 78.  
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customers to go to work on the Factories until they are done, and hire them to work in the 

Factories.” Building factories “will multiply riches because it will make labor available.”53 

Macon’s cotton mill, the Macon Manufacturing Company, hired at least forty-two white males as 

semi and unskilled laborers in 1860. The 1860 census and directory listed some of these men 

simply as factory hands and others as mule tenders, card strippers, cloth trimmers, dressers, and 

pickers. Though some southern men apparently struggled with giving up the independence 

linked to life on a farm, feeling that “identity was at stake if they succumbed to millwork,” 

necessity sometimes outstripped pride. A Georgia editor noted in 1847 that the state’s factories 

were a public service, providing labor to “hundreds and thousands of our own citizens who are 

now struggling for a meager subsistence by the cultivation of an almost barren soil.”54  

 
53Ocamulgee [sic], “Lowell—Macon and Its Advantages,” Telegraph, 31 August 1847; Hazard, letter to the 

editor, Telegraph, 10 December 1847. 
54Michele Gillespie, “To Harden a Lady’s Hand: Gender Politics, Racial Realities, and Women 

Millworkers in Antebellum Georgia,” in Neither Lady nor Slave, 267, 270, 273. Whereas previous to 1840, textile 
factories in the South sometimes used all black or “various admixtures” of black and white, after 1845, textile mills 
“began to resemble the white preserves they were to become after 1865.” Tom E. Terrell cites rising slave prices and 
hiring rates after the 1837-1843 depression. Factories could also possibly keep Georgians from moving westward 
past the Chattahoochee River on to Alabama or beyond. One Augusta resident called the great exodus of natives 
moving westward “the movers.” Tom E. Terrill, “Eager Hands: Labor for Southern Textiles, 1850-1860,” Journal of 
Economic History 36, no. 1 (1976): 86. 

Occupational 
Categories 

Southern 
Born 

Southern-
Born 

Percentage 
Northern 

Born  

Northern-
Born 

Percentage 
Foreign 

Born 

Foreign-
Born 

Percentage 
Category 

Totals 
1: Greater merchants/ 
proprietors & large 
manufacturers 51 69% 18 24% 5 7% 74 
2: Elite professionals, 
quasi-professionals 32 78% 6 15% 3 7% 41 
3: Middling 
proprietors, master 
craftsmen, managers 97 59% 39 24% 25 15% 161 
4: Petty proprietors, 
middle-class 
professionals, low- 
white-collar workers 328 64% 87 17% 102 20% 517 

5: Skilled laborers 424 61% 114 16% 159 23% 697 
6: Semi-skilled 
workers 50 54% 14 15% 28 30% 92 

7: Unskilled workers 153 66% 7 3% 73 31% 233 

Totals 1135 62% 285 16% 395 22% 1815 
 

Table 3.2. 1860 Macon white males by occupational class 
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Macon’s 1860 census indicates southern-born families with male heads working in the 

cotton mill in various configurations but with less desperation than found elsewhere. The 

Edgefield County, South Carolina, 1860 census revealed that most of the families represented in 

the cotton mill there had household heads born in South Carolina who were on average thirty-

eight years old with four or five dependents each. They were “factories families” in the sense 

that the household head and multiple family members worked in the mill. Unlike Edgefield 

County, Macon’s male factory operatives were generally not household heads with multiple 

dependents. Instead, the oldest listed on the census was twenty-four years of age. Most Macon 

households with adult males working in the factory had varied occupations, which included jobs 

outside the cotton mill.55 These were not “factory families” in the same way as Edgefield County 

or the households headed by white females linked to factory labor in Macon, examined below.  

Further consideration of the breakdown between occupational groups demonstrates that, 

without exception, the largest proportion of all three groups—northerners, southerners, and 

immigrants—worked as skilled laborers in Macon in 1860, with over a third of southern, 

northern, and immigrant white males in this occupational group. Macon’s ratio of free skilled 

laborers to unskilled workers—75 versus 25 percent in 1860—was on the high side in 

comparison with six southern cities studied by Berlin and Gutman—Richmond, Virginia; 

Charleston, South Carolina; Mobile, Alabama; Nashville, Tennessee; Lynchburg, Virginia; and 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana.56 Southerners’, northerners’, and immigrants’ proportions in Macon’s 

skilled labor sector—occupational group 5—align almost perfectly with their proportions of the 

 
55Terrill, “Eager Hands,” 93. The head of the Hendersons of South Carolina was a gardener, while his four 

daughters aged twenty-two to twenty-nine, worked in the factory. The Tice family included household head thirty-
eight-year-old Haney Tice of North Carolina, listed as a laborer. The rest of the family, all born in Georgia, included 
twenty-one-year-old James who was a clerk, and Sophronia, Wesley, and William—aged seventeen, fourteen, and 
eleven—who were factory hands. Forty-four-year-old Wesley Snipes of Georgia worked as a carpenter while his 
three children, aged seventeen, fifteen, and eleven, worked as factory laborers. Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 
78, 84, 104. 

56Berlin and Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants,” 1179.  
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white male workforce at the time, with southerners providing 61 percent, northerners 16 percent, 

and immigrants 23 percent. A couple of important subgroups in the skilled labor category were 

the building trades and the industrial sector. Forty-three percent of Macon’s skilled laborers in 

1860 were in the building trades. These men included architects, brick masons, cabinetmakers, 

carpenters, painters, plasterers, and roofers. In 1860, this subcategory included 406 men, of 

which 305 have known nativity. Scholars studying other cities have noted that white southerners 

dominated this field.57 That was the case here as well. About three-quarters of Macon’s skilled 

workers in the building trades were white southerners, while the northern born and foreign born 

split the remaining quarter about evenly. The next largest group in the skilled labor category was 

related to industrial output, the railroad, and factories large and small. From its founding, Macon 

had successful workshops and small manufacturing. By the 1830s, Macon boasted saddle and 

harness-making manufactories, soap and candle makers, shoe and hat factories, two large 

furniture manufactories, and a small-scale factory for cotton gins. The arrival of railroad lines in 

the 1830s and 1840s increased Maconites’ investment in industrial infrastructure.  

Over 400 white males worked in these industrial and manufacturing trades in 1860 

Macon, with 318 having known birthplaces. The southern born were much less dominant in these 

categories, representing 53 percent of the total, an underrepresentation based on their overall 

proportion of the while male workforce (63 percent). Making up one-fifth of this industrial 

group, northerners were overrepresented compared to their overall proportion of 16 percent. This 

number is not as robust as one might think it should be, considering how scholarly sources have 

emphasized the importance of northern skilled laborers in southern cities, the dependence on 

northern mill technicians, and the desperation of the South and Macon in particular to attain 

 
57Randall M. Miller, “The Enemy Within: Some Effects of Foreign Immigrants on Antebellum Southern 
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skilled machinists and mechanics. These assertions have merit, especially considering Macon’s 

efforts to produce homegrown mechanics and machinists to replace well-paid northern men, 

which included the attempt to create a Mechanics’ Institute and to bring the annual state fair to 

Macon to call attention to the city’s industry. Yet, the northern contingent did not dominate 

skilled labor in the industrial sector. George McIllhenny of Pennsylvania, an engineer in 

Macon’s Gas Works, served as superintendent for the city’s works, but southern men also 

labored as supervisors and owners in Macon’s industrial sector, as shown below.58 For their part, 

immigrant males were also overrepresented in this category, though by only 6 percent, with 28 

percent of the total compared to their 22 percent proportion of the entire workforce. A couple of 

conclusions are appropriate for these statistics. It could be that, by 1860, Macon had attracted or 

trained more southern mechanics and engineers or that the northern and European contingent, 

though not overpowering, was a crucial segment of this workforce, without which the work 

could not go on.  

Either way, all of these regional groups were important in Macon’s skilled labor sector, 

which employed more white males than any other occupational group. White skilled workers 

outnumbered the unskilled by more than 450 individuals. Even considering the relatively high 

numbers of southern and Irish unskilled laborers in Macon, the smaller number of unskilled 

laborers was probably due to enslaved labor. These white semi-skilled and unskilled laborers, 

though not the most prosperous whites in the city, had a place in Macon’s diversified urban 

economy.  

 
58Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 156, 167-68; Eaton, The Growth of Southern Civilization 

1790-1860 (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 223; Jeffrey Alan Owens, “Georgia By Gaslight: Glimpses of Macon 
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In 1860, the second highest number of white males in Macon worked in occupational 

group 4, junior professionals and petty proprietors. Twenty-eight percent of Macon’s white male 

workforce, or 705 men, of which 517 have known birthplaces, made their living in this category. 

All of the regional groups—North, South, and immigrants—appear in this category in close 

proportion to their percentage of the white male workforce in the city limits in 1860. Dividing 

the men in group 4 into three subgroups—low-white-collar clerical workers, middle-class 

professionals, and petty proprietors—offers a better indication of size, regional dispersion, and 

trends related to professionalization in southern cities. See table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 1860 Macon white males in occupational class 4 by subgroup 

The largest two subgroups in group 4 were clerical workers and petty proprietors. Over 

half of the 517 were junior professionals: accountants, agents, bookkeepers, cashiers, clerks, 

lottery managers, salesmen, and telegraph operators. Sixty-nine percent of these men were 

southern born, an overrepresentation, while northerners were present in exact proportion to their 

proportion in the total workforce. Immigrants were underrepresented by 7 percent, making up 

only 15 percent of Macon’s clerical workers. These numbers align with the proportion of 

southern low-white-collar workers found elsewhere in the South. In Charleston, two-thirds of the 

city’s clerks were southern born, while in Richmond, 83 percent were southerners. Nashville 

Select Subgroups  
Southern 

Born 

Southern-
Born 

Percentage 
Northern 

Born  

Northern-
Born 

Percentage 
Foreign 

Born 

Foreign-
Born 

Percentage 

Totals with 
Known 
Nativity 

Accountants, agents, 
bookkeepers, cashiers, 
clerks, lottery 
managers, salesmen, 
telegraph operators 190 69% 44 16% 42 15% 276 
Middle class 
professionals: lawyers, 
physicians 37 93% 1 3% 2 5% 40 
Petty proprietors: 
barkeepers, grocers, 
livery stables owners, 
small merchants/ 
manufacturers/factors 69 46% 31 21% 49 33% 149 

Totals 296  76  93  465 
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lagged behind with only 60 percent.59 Petty proprietors, who operated groceries, bars, livery 

stables, and small manufactories and stores, of which there were 149 white males with known 

nativity in 1860, made up close to a third of occupational group 4. Southerners were 

underrepresented and northerners slightly overrepresented in this subcategory. As examined in 

chapter two, Macon’s foreign born were particularly drawn to petty proprietorships, and one-

third of Macon’s small shopkeepers were European.  

The last subgroup—middle-class professionals—included lawyers and physicians. In the 

antebellum South, all attorneys and doctors were not created equal. The professionals in group 4 

were distinct from the “gentlemen” lawyers and physicians in occupational group 2, discussed 

below. The men in occupational group 4 did not have the wealthy, sometimes planter, families 

that paid for schooling and offered additional monetary assistance in setting up both 

housekeeping and their practices and thus did not have the assets or status associated with the 

“gentlemen” professionals, many of whom became planters themselves.60 In Macon, these 

middle-class lawyers and physicians were overwhelmingly southern born. Jennifer Green has 

found that middle-class groups throughout the South sought to professionalize their occupations 

and “redefine the southern criteria for upward mobility to make those criteria attainable for men 

of their standing.”61 

These aspiring professionals saw the importance of “leveraging education to develop 

professional occupations” during this period, and Macon boasted its own medical school. 

Doctors John T. Coxe of Forsyth, Georgia, and Methvin S. Thomson of Perth, Scotland, along 

 
59Berlin and Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants,” 1192. 
60Jennifer Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?: Professionals with Planter and Middle-Class Origins in Late 

Antebellum South Carolina,” in The Southern Middle Class in the Long Nineteenth Century, eds. Jonathan Daniel 
Wells and Jennifer Green (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011), 139, 144-47. 

61Green, “Born to the Aristocracy?”, 148; Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 29-31;  
Jennifer R. Green, Military Education and the Emerging Middle Class of the Old South (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008), 2. 
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with I. N. Loomis and I. M. Coming, taught would-be practitioners at Macon’s own Southern 

Botanic Medical College, later the Reform Medical College of Georgia. Established in 1839 in 

Forsyth a few miles to the north, the school moved to Macon in 1845, headed by Lanier 

Bankston. A visitor reported in the 1850s of the “splendid college edifice with apparatus, 

specimens, facilities, a hospital for clinical instruction, and ample cadavers procured from New 

York.” From 1853 to 1856, the school had 176 students. The founding and growth of Macon’s 

medical school coincided with a southern trend in that direction. In 1840, there were no southern 

medical colleges on par with their northern counterparts, but by 1860 there were twenty notable 

southern schools in the process of building their academic reputations.62  

The demarcation line between elite and middle-class professionals noted above was the 

wealth that flowed from “aristocratic” southern families. These Old South families often 

symbolized the “old” versus the “new,” with the “old” reaching for wealth in the form of land 

and enslaved labor and demonstrating distinctive southern traits such as agricultural dependence, 

resistance to industry, and adherence to the honor code. If the middle-class professionals sought 

to embrace modernity and carve out a place for themselves in the Old South, it is easy to cast 

gentlemen professionals as the opposite. In fact, the southern-born gentlemen professionals in 

Macon were a mix of what could be defined as the old and the new. Also, the aristocracy of 

gentlemen professionals hailed not only from the South, but also from the North and foreign 

climes.  

 
62Green, Military Education and the Emerging Middle Class, 2; Sally G. McMillen, Motherhood in the Old 

South: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Infant Rearing (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990), 16; 
Carmen Shaver Brown, History of Medicine in Bibb County: 1823-1917 (Macon, Ga.: Women’s Auxiliary to the 
Bibb County Medical Society, 1971), 7; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 368. Evidently, Macon’s medical college 
initially followed the Thomasonian school of thought, which relied on medicines made from herbs and botanicals, 
with which people could treat themselves. This was a somewhat controversial form of treatment at the time, with the 
Thomasonians having to go to court in Natchez to win the right to continue practicing “botanic” medicine at 
Natchez Botanic Hospital. Macon’s medical school moved to Atlanta in 1881. D. Clayton James, Antebellum 
Natchez (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1968), 269. 
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Macon’s gentlemen professionals were an important driving force in the city’s 

development. An article in the Telegraph from July 1831 made light of both physicians and 

lawyers practicing in the city:  

As the warm weather comes on, and the bilious and bullying season approaches, the 

demand increases for Lee’s pills and pocket pistols. . . . The superior courts in the 

different circuits are also in session, and a good deal of lawing liquoring is going on, as 

well as fighting and physicking. . . . Enemas and endorsements are sought for by some, 

cocktails and characters for by others.63  

 

Yet, this was serious business, and in both 1840 and 1860 southerners were overrepresented in 

occupational group 2, with its elite professionals. The South, which contributed 63 percent of the 

white male workforce in 1860, made up 78 percent of elite professionals, which included doctors 

and lawyers as well as ministers and professors. While on the one hand, the South’s “excessive 

admiration” for the legal profession along with the military, oratory, and politics possibly 

prompted these high southern numbers—demonstrating less the choice of professions based on 

pragmatism than on what was “gentlemanly” or simply “manly”—of De Bow’s Review readers 

with known occupations, 22 percent were physicians, lawyers, bankers, or insurance agents.64 In 

fact, Maconite lawyer John J. Gresham of Georgia was one of the known subscribers. Gresham 

was much more than a lawyer, bringing industry to Macon. Lawyers had been vital to Macon’s 

founding and early development. Whereas in southern cities chartered earlier merchants took the 

lead at the town’s founding, Macon’s lawyers did so in “frontier” central Georgia.65  

Macon’s gentlemen professionals from New England included cousins Oliver Hillhouse 

Prince, Sr., and Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., both important early settlers in the city. Prince (1787-

 
63John Donald Wade, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet: A Study of the Development of Culture in the South 

(New York: MacMillan, 1924), 148-49. 
64Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization., 221; Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 115. 
65Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 181-83, 191. Scholars David Goldfield, Leonard Curry, and Lawrence 

Larsen reported that mercantile leaders were the norm for new cities in the South, at least those founded previously 
to Macon. Leslie notes that there had not been enough research on second-tier southern cities founded during the 
antebellum period to determine if Macon was truly unique. Leslie’s dissertation focuses on lawyers Oliver Hillhouse 
Prince, Sr., Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., and Washington Poe.  
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1837)—lawyer and civil engineer—helped layout Macon. Prince, who migrated from Montville, 

Connecticut, came from an old New England family. Prince’s uncle Senator James Hillhouse 

was the designer of the innovative Grove Street Cemetery, also known as New Haven Burial 

Ground, which was a precursor to Mount Auburn Cemetery outside Boston. Prince presided over 

Georgia’s first railroad convention in Eatonton in 1831 and was one of the first stockholders and 

directors of the Georgia Railroad Company.66 While in Georgia, he wrote editorials about the 

“obnoxious” tariff. Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., (1791-1849) was another elite professional with 

rarified New England roots. Born in Norwich, Connecticut, to a family that could trace its 

lineage back to the city’s 1659 founding, Tracy was a third cousin to Prince. Fluent in Spanish 

and French, Tracy started out in Connecticut shipping, but the War of 1812 resulted in the loss of 

the West Indian connection and marine business failures. Seeking a new career, Tracy studied 

law and moved to Georgia, arriving in Macon in 1823 or 1824. He served as intendant of the city 

in 1825 and 1826. Tracy first partnered in commercial law with Prince, then David Butler of 

New Jersey, and finally John J. Gresham of Georgia. In 1836, he was a delegate from Macon to 

the General Railroad Convention.67  

The southern contingent of gentlemen professionals in antebellum Macon included eight 

Virginians. One of these was Dr. Ambrose Baber (1792-1846) of Buckingham County, Virginia, 

who was a true “native southerner,” his forefathers having emigrated from England to Virginia in 

 
66Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 45; Richard Barksdale Harwell, forward to With Kindly Voices: A 

Nineteenth-Century Georgia Family, by Virginia King Nirenstein (Macon, Ga.: Tullous Books, 1984), xiv. Virginia 
King Nirenstein, With Kindly Voices: A Nineteenth-Century Georgia Family (Macon, Ga.: Tullous Books, 1984), 3; 
Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 77. Before his death, Prince moved to Athens and served as a 
trustee of the University of Georgia. 

67Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 16, 81-83, 101-2; John Campbell Butler, Historical Record of Macon and 
Central Georgia: Containing Many Interesting and Valuable Reminiscences Connected with the Whole State, 
Including Numerous Incidents and Facts Never before Published and of Great Historic Value (Macon, Ga.: J. W. 
Burke, 1879), 91, 187; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 79. Later, the office of mayor replaced 
the position of intendant. Leslie notes that the inventory at Tracy’s death included five slaves, a law library, and a 
personal library, with a total value of the estate $4,304 not including real estate. Tracy had a home, vehicles, railroad 
stock, and real estate. He was comfortable but not wealthy, unlike Prince.   
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the late 1600s. According to family history, Baber descended from a long line of physicians, 

dating back to Sir John Baber who served Charles II of England. Baber studied medicine at the 

Medical College of Philadelphia and was one of the Board of Examiners for the Medical 

Department of the University of Georgia in 1825, not long after he became one of the first 

settlers in Macon. He helped to choose the site for Macon’s settlement—something above the 

flood-line and away from the swamps to the south.68 Baber helped found several important 

instruments of civilization in the “howling wilderness” of central Georgia: the Episcopal Church, 

the Masonic Lodge, and the Macon Lyceum and Library Society. Baber’s credentials relating to 

southern honor were well established. Not only did he attend duels in the capacity of physician, 

but he also killed his opponent Thomas D. Mitchell in a duel fought in March 1826 across the 

Savannah River in South Carolina. Baber later fought a duel against future-governor Charles J. 

McDonald over political matters, the details of which appeared on broadsides and placards in 

Macon in 1828.69 Baber left Macon for a time to serve as President William Henry Harrison’s 

Charge D’Affaires to Sardinia in 1841. He returned to the United States due to perceived insults 

at his post. He pursued a career in agriculture as well, owning property in multiple Georgia 

counties. Indeed, Baber sought to leave behind his practice in Macon “and enjoy agricultural life 

but am fearful of not succeeding in my wish of emigrating.”70 While Baber well-represented the 

image of masculinity and achievement in the Old South with his duels, gentlemanly breeding, 

and yearning for the land, he also was on Macon’s railroad survey committee in 1835.71  

 
68R. B. Flanders, “Ambrose Baber,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 22, no. 3 (1938): 210; Young, Gholson, 

and Hargrove, History of Macon, 122-23. 
69Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 124. Evidently, Mitchell publicly denounced Baber 

for his alleged actions while Baber was the attending physician at a duel between Mr. Beall and Dr. Isaac Mitchell. 
70Flanders, “Ambrose Baber,” 243-44; Ambrose Baber (Macon) to wife Mary Sweet Baber (New York), 1 

March 1844, Baber-Blackshear Family papers, ms11, Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library, University of 
Georgia Libraries, Athens, Georgia (HLUG). Baber referred to the mountains in his correspondence, so he was more 
than likely referring to their homeplace “Hamilton” in Habersham County in north Georgia. In the same letter, he 
talked about waning fortunes.  

71Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 78, 128. 
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Virginian Lewis Neale Whittle (1818-1886) of Norfolk also had impressive credentials 

but differed in many ways from Baber. Though his father Fortescque Whittle was born in 

Ireland, his mother Mary Ann Davies was the daughter of the famous Presbyterian evangelist 

Rev. Samuel Davies and descendent of Pocahontas, resulting in L. N.’s brother receiving the 

name Powhattan B. Whittle. One of the family’s correspondents was Francis M. Whittle, later 

the Episcopal bishop of Virginia. L. N. Whittle grew up on a plantation in Mecklenburg County, 

Virginia, and settled as a lawyer in Macon in 1844. His first encounter with the city was in 1836 

as part of the survey of the Macon & Western Railroad. He previously worked for the 

Philadelphia & Lancaster Railroad and the Pennsylvania Central before lending his expertise to 

transportation in Georgia.72 The younger Whittle looked more toward the South’s future and less 

toward the past. He was not involved in duels or agriculture.  

Baber’s death was a telling encounter between representatives of the Old South with its 

emphasis on honor and hierarchy, and with the growing class of skilled laborers and ambitious 

merchants in southern towns like Macon. Baber died suddenly on Sunday morning—March 12, 

1846, “Macon’s Black Sabbath.” Baber had prescribed medication for his patient Leroy F. Jarrel 

the preceding week, but the druggist at Payne’s Drug Store on Cotton Avenue cautioned Jarrel 

concerning the dosage. To address this issue, Baber made a house call to East Macon on Sunday 

morning and told Jarrel that the medicine was “rightly prepared” and drank a tablespoonful 

“without hesitation” to prove it. When Baber immediately collapsed, two other gentlemen 

physicians were called over to Jarrel’s East Macon address—James M. Green and Thomas R. 

Lamar. Though they started “rubbing the extremities” and loosening Baber’s clothing to aid 

breathing, Baber soon expired. Planter John T. Napier carried Baber’s body home in his carriage. 

In the end, the fault lay with Ellis’s Formulary, which Baber had consulted to write the 

 
72Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 17, 21; L. N. Whittle biography folder, MGA. 
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prescription. The Formulary had a typographical error that reportedly killed three other people. 

Notably, Baber did not take seriously the reservations of the unnamed druggist, a skilled laborer 

in occupational class 5, and ignored the warning. He staked his life on the belief that he was 

right. Baber put his trust in Ellis’s Formulary sanctioned by the Medical College of Philadelphia, 

his alma mater. According to statements made many years later, the usual retelling of this story 

blamed not Ellis’s Formulary but the druggist, hinting at the class origin of the narrative.73  

Notably, other gentlemen came to Baber’s aid and took his body home, but the drug store 

from whence the prescription came represented the rising business class. Druggist and greater 

merchant George Payne (1816-1883) of South Carolina owned Payne’s Drug Store. While Baber 

symbolized the Old South, with his duels, agrarian pursuits, and quick temper, Payne represented 

the South’s mercantile spirit. Unlike Baber, who was an original settler, Payne moved to Macon 

in 1839. The next year, he paid $2.65 in Macon taxes, compared to Baber’s $66.59. Yet, Payne 

prospered with his drug store, paying $55.85 in Macon taxes in 1857, a few years after Baber’s 

death. While Baber dreamed of retiring to the countryside, the young Payne continued to build 

his business. Both the 1870 and 1880 censuses listed Payne as a druggist in Macon, and he 

declared $20,000 in real estate in 1870.74  

The next southern gentlemen professional was lawyer Washington Poe (1800-1876) of 

Augusta, who was a relative of Edgar Allen Poe. Poe was a mix of old and new. He was both a 

brilliant orator and a “perfect gentleman,” according to contemporaries. Educated in the North, 

he was an early settler in the city and helped found the first Bible Society in Macon along with 

the First Presbyterian Church and the city’s first schools. Like Baber, Poe engaged in public 

 
73Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 122; Statement of Mr. J. A. Simpson, Ambrose Baber 

biography folder, MGA; Statement by Mr. Leroy F. Jarrel made to S. G. Bragg, 12 March 1846, box 8, folder 11, 
Baber-Blackshear Family Papers, ms11, HLUG.  

74Tax Digest for 1840; City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857; U.S., Census of 1870, Population Schedules, 
Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 359; U.S., Census of 1880, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 
212.  
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displays to defend his honor, entering into a war of words in 1827 with Telegraph editor Myron 

Bartlett of New Hampshire. Poe told Bartlett, who would not reveal the author of certain insults 

published in the Telegraph, “I will meet you at any time, at any place, and in any manner you 

may deem fit.” In the end, no duel occurred as Bartlett stalled until Poe calmed down. As mayor 

in the 1840s, he traveled to New York and successfully negotiated with the city’s creditors 

related to Macon’s speculation in the railroads, showcasing his professional skills.75  

Poe offers an interesting case concerning the definition of “native southerner.” Though 

Poe was born in Augusta, his father had migrated from Pennsylvania. Poe was surely not the 

only important Maconite with near-northern relations. Unfortunately, the 1850 and 1860 

censuses did not record the birthplace of Maconites’ parents. To confuse the matter further, 

sometimes, northern-born males married southern-born females, creating a family that was a 

mixture of North and South. In 1817, Prince married Mary Ross Norman (1798-1837) of Lincoln 

County, while Poe wed Mary’s younger sister Selina Shirley Norman (c. 1813-1897) in 1829. 

Tracy of Connecticut married Susan Griffin Campbell (1808-1834) of Georgia, in 1828, and 

upon her death in September 1834 wed her older sister Rebecca Campbell (1807-1891) in 

August 1835. The union of Tracys and Campbells revealed some familial tension between North 

and South. Upon her deathbed, Susan Griffin Campbell Tracy expressed a desire for her sister 

Rebecca to care for her children: “I do not want them to go to the north. Bye [sic] a little place in 

the country and raise my children to it—don’t let my family be parted.”76  

 As for the designation of “native” southerner, the Babers and Whittles surely qualify, for 

their families had been in the South for generations. The author of an 1847 De Bow’s Review 

article stated unapologetically: “I am a southerner and my ancestors before me were 

 
75Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 95, 109, 112, 120; Nirenstein, With Kindly Voices, 97; Washington Poe 

biography folder, MGA; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 616. 
76Unknown to Mary Ann McKenzie, 23 September 1834, Tracy-Steele Johnston Family Collection, MGA. 
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southerners.” This, of course, was not an idle statement. Southern identity at this time was 

important, though what it meant was debatable. Migrants from New England or the Mid-

Atlantic, unlike Irishmen, have not been tagged as “natural” southerners.77 Yet, Prince, Tracy, 

and other northern migrants acclimated and assimilated to the South. Prince, Jr., educated in 

Virginia and New Jersey, became a prominent planter after the U.S.-Mexican War, and 

showcased his affinity for the planter class with his comments upon the death of prominent 

Macon planter Joseph Bond at the hands of an overseer in 1859: “The overseers will take a large 

portion of this state after a while and [overseer Lucius] Brown will be the Hero of his clan for 

having slayed the largest cotton planter in the state.”78 Washington Poe displayed another clear 

indication of regional loyalty as he was one of three Macon delegates to the Georgia Secession 

Convention.79 

Just as the southern-born gentlemen professionals could be near-northerners, so too could 

they be just one generation removed from Ireland. Family tradition indicates that William 

Montgomery Green was born into Irish nobility as a Nugent in 1767 in Dublin. After graduating 

from Trinity College, he took part in the Rebellion of 1789, resulting in the necessity of his 

immigrating to France and then, in 1800, to New York with noted leader Thomas Emmett. When 

the climate in New York proved infelicitous to his wife Anna Maria Wilkes’s health, Green 

moved south, where he taught mathematics and astronomy at the University of Georgia in 

Athens from 1813 until his resignation over some undisclosed matter in 1816. Green decamped 

 
77V. Lynn Kennedy, Born Southern: Childbirth, Motherhood, and Social Networks in the Old South 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010), 3; Brian Giemza, “Introduction,” in Rethinking the Irish in the 
American South: Beyond Rounders and Reelers, ed. Bryan Giemza (Oxford, Miss.: University Press of Mississippi, 
2013), 14. The southern-Celtic thesis asserts that the Irish were “natural” southerners, though other scholarship 
challenges this notion.  

78Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 110; Oliver H. Prince, Jr., (Kingston, Cass County) to John B. Lamar, 20 
March 1859, folder 138, Jackson and Prince Family Papers (#00371), Southern Historical Collection, The Wilson 
Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (SHC).  

79Washington Poe biography folder. In these cases, it matters little if one is arguing for or against southern 
distinctiveness. Northerners had to travel some sort of distance culturally to become southerners—whether that 
distance was near or far, and they did it. Both Prince and Tracy were deceased by 1861. 
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to Milledgeville and opened private male and female academies. About 1830, Green relocated to 

Macon to become editor of the Georgia Messenger. He died there of stomach cancer in 1846.80 

Two of his sons, both born in Georgia, were important antebellum Maconites. Henry Kulloch 

(1818-1867) and James Mercer Green (1815-1881) were both successful physicians, studying at 

Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia and establishing a practice together in Macon in 1837. 

In 1846, James married Sarah Virginia Prince, the daughter of Oliver Hillhouse Prince, Sr. James 

was instrumental in the founding of Macon’s Georgia Asylum for the Blind in 1852. In 1853, the 

Green brothers joined Philemon Tracy as editors of the Telegraph.81 

Most of these gentlemen professionals exhibited a willingness to embrace change, though 

there were generational differences. No matter their birthplace or that of their parents, they 

demonstrated their loyalty to the South, even if they came from “noble stock” elsewhere. Both 

natal diversity and willingness to adjust to transformations in the economy was certainly 

apparent among individuals in occupational groups 1 and 3 in Macon. Instead of a “vision of 

divergent societies, a modernizing North and a South resisting modernity,” Macon’s elites, no 

matter their place of birth, demonstrated that they were not “backward-looking” or “static.”82  

Groups 1 and 3 incorporate a great deal of occupational overlap, with many men in group 

3 simply being the less prosperous version of group 1. Occupational group 1 included greater 

merchants, large manufacturers, planters, and elite businessmen, and group 3 consisted of 

middling proprietors, manufacturers, master craftsmen, and officials. As noted in appendix A, 

this differentiation in wealth and success came down to tax payments, census declarations, and 

the number of enslaved. After surveying southern cities, scholars Berlin and Gutman made a 

 
80“William Montgomery Green,” University of Georgia Libraries Podcasts, February 18, 2007.  
81Henry K., evidently, did not finish his degree at Jefferson. J. M. Green’s thesis at medical college was 

appropriately titled “Bilious Fever.” 
82Thomas and Ayers, “Differences Slavery Made,” 1300; Barnes, Schoen, and Towers, “Introduction,” 3. 
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general statement that most of those in the upper echelon of southern cities were southern men, 

often born in the same state as the city in question. “Generally, the more successful—as 

measured by wealth and slaveownership—the greater the likelihood that these men had been 

born in the South.”83  

A comparison of 1840 and 1860 indicates that in Macon this was a truer statement in 

1860 than in 1840. In 1840, southerners made up only 47 percent of occupational groups 1 and 3 

combined, while northerners comprised 45 percent, and immigrants made up the last 7 percent. 

See table 3.4. Transplanted New Englanders appeared as a large proportion of the northern 

contingent, supplying 88 percent of those from above the Mason-Dixon Line and 40 percent of 

the entire pool of men in groups 1 and 3.84 In 1860, the northern proportion had dropped to one-

fourth, and the New England percentage of these categories had decreased to less than one-sixth. 

Southerners had gained most of the ground lost by the northern born, with 63 percent of 

occupational groups 1 and 3 in 1860. As with the northerners, there are clear sub-regional 

differences within the South apparent. The upper Atlantic South—Virginia, Maryland, and 

mainly North Carolina—were overrepresented in group 1, with more than double their presence 

than in the workforce at large in 1860. 

By 1860, over thirty-eight thousand merchants both large and small lived in the South, 

playing a vital role in the region’s development.85 In Macon’s occupational groups 1 and 3, the 

largest number of individuals were merchants or proprietors in both 1840 and 1860. See table 

3.5. Northerners made up relatively high percentages of groups 1 and 3 in Macon in 1840 and 

1860, though the 1860 ratios were more modest. In 1840, northerners made up 53 percent of the 

city’s middling or greater proprietors, and in 1860 their proportion had shrunk to 23 percent  

 
83Berlin and Gutman, “Natives and Immigrants, 1180.  
84Tax Digest for 1840. 
85Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 112-13.  
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Occupational 
Groups 1 & 3 

Southern 
Born 

Southern-
Born 

Percentage 
Northern 

Born  

Northern-
Born 

Percentage 
Foreign 

Born 

Foreign-
Born 

Percentage 
Subcategory 

Totals 

Agent: bank, 
insurance, 
railroad, land 10 59% 7 41% 0 0% 17 
Cotton 
buyer/broker 7 100% 0 0% 0 0% 7 

Dentist  1 25% 3 75% 0 0% 4 

Editor/publisher 3 30% 7 70% 0 0% 10 

Hotel proprietor 1 33% 1 33% 1 33% 3 
Judge, public 
official 5 100% 0 0% 0 0% 5 

Manufacturing 4 40% 5 50% 1 10% 10 
Master 
carpenter/ 
builder/ 
machinist 4 57% 3 43% 0 0% 7 

Planter 30 97% 1 3% 0 0% 31 

Proprietor 77 57% 31 23% 28 21% 136 

Slave dealer 2 100% 0 0% 0 0% 2 

Sportsman 4 100% 0 0% 0 0% 4 

Totals 148 63% 58 25% 30 13% 236 
 

Occupational 
Groups 1 & 3 

Southern 
Born 

Southern-
Born 

Percentage 
Northern 

Born  

Northern-
Born 

Percentage 
Foreign 

Born 

Foreign-
Born 

Percentage 
Subcategory 

Totals 
Agent: bank, 
insurance, 
railroad, land 3 60% 2 40% 0 0% 5 
Cotton 
buyer/broker 1 50% 1 50% 0 0% 2 

Editor/publisher 0 0% 2 100% 0 0% 2 

Hotel proprietor 1 50% 1 50% 0 0% 2 
Judge, public 
official  1 50% 1 50% 0 0% 2 
Master carpenter/ 
builder/ machinist 2 67% 1 33% 0 0% 3 

Planter 7 100% 0 0% 0 0% 7 
Proprietor, 
merchant 10 33% 16 53% 4 13% 30 

Other 1 50% 1 50% 0 0% 2 

Totals 26 47% 25 45% 4 7% 55 

 

Table 3.4. 1840 Macon white males in occupational classes 1 & 3 by subgroup 

Table 3.5. 1860 Macon white males in occupational classes 1 & 3 by subgroup 
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compared to their 16 percent proportion of the pool. New England was dominant among northern 

merchants to Macon, supplying six out of seven group 1 northern-born proprietors in 1840 and 

68 percent of the northern total in 1860. That year, Maconite proprietors in groups 1 and 3 taken 

together revealed southerners slightly underrepresented with 57 percent of these proprietorships 

compared to their 63 percent proportion of the white male workforce. They made up one-third of 

the proprietors in 1840. Georgia and South Carolina were underrepresented as successful 

merchants, but the upper Atlantic South was overrepresented as group 1 proprietors with 14 

percent of that group compared to 7 percent of the workforce. By 1860 immigrants had claimed a 

greater proportion of group 3’s middling proprietorships in the city from northerners, with the 

number of merchants from mainland Europe almost doubling the foreign-born proportion of 

occupational group 3, and immigrants were slightly underrepresented, making up 21 percent of 

the greater and middling merchants in the city against their 22 percent stake in the workforce.  

 De Bow described the southern merchant as “the promoter of enterprise, the encourager 

of agriculture, the friend of peace.” The 1860 federal census listed as merchants 22 percent of the 

identified readers of De Bow’s Review. These men developed cities and towns in the South, 

investing in projects that increased “the profile of their community.” They interacted daily with 

larger transportation and commercial networks, putting them in advantageous positions to 

advance civil and commercial development. Charles Le Baron, a commission merchant in 

Mobile in 1840, spoke for the larger number of southerners turning to mercantile activities and 

the larger roles attached to them when he promised to “leave politics and politicians alone, and 

devote myself entirely to business pursuits, and to the development in every way of the resources 

of our Southern country.”86 

 
86Ibid., 112-14. 
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These men were much more than hawkers of goods, but served as an important branch of 

Macon’s business class, as were the city’s successful agents. Though occupational group 4 

included low-white-collar agents, groups 1 and 3 refer to agents and officials related to banking, 

insurance, the railroad, and land who held positions such as president, treasurer, or contractor, 

and who had the wealth to set them apart from low-white-collar agents. Both the upper Atlantic 

South and New England shared approximately the same overrepresentation for agents in 

occupational group 1, both at 29 percent, compared to their 7 and 8 percent proportions of 

Macon’s 1860 white male workforce respectively. Henry Lee Jewett (1821-1897) in banking and 

insurance and Increase C. Plant (1814-1892) in banking were both from Connecticut. Elam 

Alexander (1796-1863), Charles Collins (1802-1865), and Robert Collins (c. 1800-1861), 

railroad men, hailed from North Carolina. As Virginian L. N. Whittle showcased, southerners 

were active in promoting railroads in Macon.87 Elam Alexander in particular transformed himself 

from a master builder in Macon to a leading capitalist in the city by the late 1840s. He promoted 

both the telegraph and a number of railroad lines, ultimately serving as commissioner of the 

Southwestern Railroad, which connected Macon to Albany, Georgia, and beyond. By 1860, he 

declared $29,500 in real estate and $156,500 in personal property on the census.88  

The second important subcategory in occupational groups 1 and 3 was manufacturing. 

Far from being pursuits only applicable elsewhere, since the Panic of 1837 had devastated the 

agrarian-based southern economy, more southerners had looked to manufacturing as a way to 

diversify and promote southern economic independence. In 1847 Macon, “Ocamulgee” urged for 

a cotton mill in Macon, noting that “by aiding manufactures in Macon, they [the promoters] will 

 
87Some southerners learned about the railroad up north, including lawyer L. N. Whittle of Virginia, noted 

above. Chapter one outlines Maconite advocates for the railroad, many of them southern, including H. G. Lamar, 
Christopher Strong, Washington Poe, Charles J. McDonald, Elam Alexander, Robert Collins, Ambrose Baber, John 
J. Gresham, and Isaac Scott. 

88Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 110; Elam Alexander biography folder, MGA; Jenkins, “Ante 
Bellum Macon,” 26, 117. 
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not only serve their own, . . . but they will leave behind them a name, that will be held in grateful 

remembrance.” The local writer believed that a “cotton factory” in the city would be better than 

one hundred new plantations in the vicinity, as mills outside the South would process the cotton 

grown, but a Macon cotton mill would be “contributing her share towards supplanting the 

Northern Factories.”89  

In antebellum Macon, northerners, southerners, and immigrants answered the call. In 

1860, three Maconites were group 1 large manufacturers. Two were southern and one was 

northern. South Carolinian Jackson DeLoache (1821-1872) manufactured carriages, declaring 

$10,000 in real estate on the 1850 census. In 1860, he claimed $21,000 in real estate and $49,000 

in personal property. John J. Gresham (1812-1891) of Burke County, Georgia, relinquished his 

law practice in the 1840s to focus on other business matters, including the 1849 establishment of 

the Macon Manufacturing Company. Other founding investors of the mill were banker Nathan 

Munroe of New York (1803-1868), merchant William Butler Johnston of Putnam County (1809-

1887), and planter Thad G. Holt, Sr., (1795-1873) of Baldwin County. South Carolinian planter 

William Zeigler (1799-1855), who lived in Crawford County, later joined the company.90 

Gresham and his fellow stakeholders capitalized the business at $100,000.91 Gresham had 

$32,000 in real estate in 1850 and $50,000 in 1860. He also declared $100,000 in personal 

property in 1860, and three years earlier had paid $116.65 in taxes, putting him in tax category 

A, Macon’s top 4 percent. The final larger manufacturer was tinsmith William J. McElroy of 

 
89Goldfield, Region, Race, and Cities, 197; “Lowell—Macon and Its Advantages.” 
90Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 30; George White, Historical Collections of Georgia: Containing the 

Most Interesting Facts, Traditions, Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, Etc. Relating to Its History and Antiquities, 
from Its First Settlement to the Present Time; Compiled from Original Records and Official Documents; Illustrated 
by Nearly One Hundred Engravings of Public Buildings, Relics of Antiquity, Historic Localities, Natural Scenery, 
Portraits of Distinguished Men, Etc., Etc. (New York: Pudney & Russell, 1855), 271.  

91Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 30; Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon,” 425-26; 
Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 260, 263. 
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New York, who was in Macon by the 1830s and helped establish the first foundry in Georgia for 

casting metal objects.92  

All of these individuals—northern born, southern born, and foreign born—chasing after 

the “American urban dream,” does not align with visions of antebellum southern cities or 

southerners in particular. In 1859, Daniel Hundley, in his Social Relations in Our Southern 

States, was insistent that anyone in the South, no matter their place of birth, who focused too 

much on making money was not a true southerner but a “Southern Yankee” with a single motto 

“vincit omnia AURUM,” which means “gold wins all.” Hundley denigrated merchants in 

particular, who dreamed only of being “the owner of a store; and dressed in broadcloth every 

day, . . . and owning a white painted house ‘in town,’ with an immense portico in front, and 

making semi-annual visits to New-York or Philadelphia after goods.” Hundley concluded that 

these merchants, who had succumbed to avarice, bore a “strong family resemblance” to southern 

manufacturers.93 Contemporaries sometimes characterized southern merchants as Janus-faced 

and criticized them as “cunning fellows,” who embraced gross opportunism, necessitating 

defensive replies such as the declaration of Atlanta merchant Sidney Root concerning his 

antebellum career: “I never loved money for its own sake.”94 Judge, newspaper publisher, and 

college president Augustus Baldwin Longstreet (1790-1870) of Augusta, whose father had 

migrated from New Jersey, “ridiculed the pretensions of the mercantile class and its commercial 

values” in stories in his Georgia Scenes: Characters, Incidents Etc. in the First Half Century of 

the Republic (1840). In his story entitled the “‘Charming Creature’ as a Wife,” he lampooned a 

 
92Scotsman Robert Findlay, Sr., who developed Macon’s heavy industry, died in 1859. Findlay’s sons, who 

inherited the company, split the wealth between them and also had to contend with a great deal of debt related to the 
company’s expansion, resulting in no Findlays in groups 1 or 3 in 1860.  

93David R. Goldfield, Region, Race, and Cities: Interpreting the South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University 
Press, 1997), 197; Daniel Hundley, Social Relations in Our Southern States (New York: Henry B. Price, 1860), 103-
4, 117-18, 131. 

94Frank J. Byrne, Becoming Bourgeois: Merchant Culture in the South, 1820-1865 (Lexington: University 
Press of Kentucky, 2006), 2. 
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family that included the “unlettered merchant” and his beautiful daughter who subsisted on 

“admiration and flattery.” Longstreet’s characterization of the illiterate merchant was patently 

untrue, as they were usually reasonably well-educated and more traveled than many ordinary 

southerners, as they went on those buying trips to Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York City 

that Hundley so despised.95  

Hundley’s assertions about what constituted “true” southernness tied into alleged 

differences between the northern and southern character dating back to Thomas Jefferson’s 

musings. These disparities included gradations of shrewdness, sober-mindedness, chicanery, and 

perseverance based on one’s geographic location. Postbellum New England historian Henry 

Adams perpetuated this idea: “Strictly, the Southerner had no mind; he had temperament” and 

“social instinct.” Well into the twentieth century, scholars continued to emphasize perceived 

contrasts between “Cavaliers” and “Yankees,” with the Yankees characterized as thrifty, 

industrious, ascetic, hypocritical, and mercenary.96  

Yet, apparently Georgians in particular had a reputation for thrift and a ruthless pursuit of 

business, despite these being “un-southern” characteristics. Hundley proclaimed, “The best 

specimens of the genuine Southern Yankee, are to be met with in Georgia. In this State they 

grow to enormous sizes. . . . Muscular, heavy-jawed, beetle-browed, and possessed of 

indomitable energy, they are well calculated to command respect almost any where” if one could 

forget that they worship money. Hundley concluded that while their diligence in business was 

commendable, there were “reasonable bounds to every thing.” Hundley was not alone in his 

suspicions of the state. Noted antebellum author William Gilmore Simms of Charleston 

 
95Wade, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, 239; Byrne, Becoming Bourgeois, 2, 5; Wells, Origins of the 

Southern Middle Class, 13. 
96Current, Northernizing the South,18; Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 295-96; Green, Role of the 

Yankee, 1. Green cites William R. Taylor’s book Cavalier and Yankee: The Old South and American National 
Character (New York: Harper & Row, 1957).  
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highlighted his misgivings about the neighboring state with an example of a stagecoach full of 

various people expressing opinions on a subject. The Georgian passenger focused on expediency 

above all else in his reply.97 Some scholars point to De Bow’s Review’s use of the name “Empire 

State of the South,” as more evidence that the state was more keen to emulate the North than its 

southern neighbors proved to be.98   

As the statistics above attest, an important section of Georgia’s and Macon’s important 

proprietors and manufacturers were northern born, or those “mercenary Yankees.” The words of 

a Savannah resident to a friend back in New England rang true: “Your father does not know the 

immense field a man has open before him in these parts to make a fortune.”99 While it was 

getting overly crowded in New England and even in the Mid-Atlantic states, there were immense 

and expanding fields of opportunity in both the Old Northwest and the South. These “Yankees” 

were certainly not universally loved and admired in the South, as William Gilmore Simms, even 

as he decried how shrewd native Georgians had become, also took the time to condemn 

storekeepers and peddlers in Georgia who actually were Yankees from New England. Simms’s 

novel Guy Rivers: A Tale of Georgia (1834) included a peddler from Connecticut who sold his 

wares throughout frontier Georgia. Another character in the story spoke for all “true” southerners 

when he denounced the peddler as a man whose “rascality ain’t to be measured,” an individual 

who “kin walk through a man’s pockets, just as the devil goes through a crack or a keyhole, and 

the money will naterally stick to him, jest as ef he was made of gum turpentine.”100 The 1850 and 

1860 censuses showed proportionally almost twice as many northerners in Georgia as in North 

Carolina or South Carolina.101  

 
97Hundley, Social Relations,157-58; Wade, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, 56-57. 
98Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 25. 
99Ibid., 22. 
100William Gilmore Simms quoted in Byrne, Becoming Bourgeois, 5. 
101Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 335-36. 
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Though contemporaries referred to Augusta as “a Yankee city you know” or “a Northern 

City on Southern Soil,” these cities were obviously not majority northern born, nor were their 

elites.102 Though Frederick Law Olmsted of Connecticut, in his journey through the state in the 

late 1850s, concluded that “it must be also admitted that it [Georgia] is very largely composed 

and directed in enterprise by persons born in the Free States,” for no hard workers could possibly 

be found among the southern-born populace, late antebellum southern-born Georgians included 

“aggressive capitalists” who “wheeled and dealed” with the best of them.103 A New Yorker 

characterized Savannah as “a place where people described themselves as plain, old fashioned, 

hard working men and women, who . . . transacted business before 8 o'clock a.m.” Friends 

described even Thomas R. R. Cobb of Athens, related by marriage to Macon’s elite planter John 

Basil Lamar—a “native southerner” of several generations—as “very much of a yankee by 

nature” as he immersed himself completely and ruthlessly in his projects.104 In 1860 the 

Telegraph lauded not the city’s hospitality, beauty, or languid pace. Instead, the paper declared, 

Macon “has never showed more energy, [and] more go aheadedness [sic].”105 

Conceptions of “Yankees” from the North and northern cities were varied. Historian 

Robert C. Reinders found in New Orleans, where there was a significant number of northern-

born businessmen, that the word “Yankee” connoted the “virtues of thrift, industry, and frugality 

that were extolled in the urban commercial society.” When newspapers disparaged “Yankees” 

they referred not to locals but to northern abolitionism. Even Hundley had to admit that the 

“Southern Yankee” was “of very great advantage to the community at large, and in most cases . . 

 
102Ibid. 
103Olmsted, Journey in the Seaboard Slave States, 536; Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 242-45; F. 

N. Boney, Southerners All (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1984), 3, 122. 
104Fred Siegel, “Artisans and Immigrants in the Politics of Late Antebellum Georgia,” Civil War History 

27, no. 3 (1981): 222; William B. McCash, Thomas R. R. Cobb: The Making of a Southern Nationalist (Macon, Ga.: 
Mercer University Press, 2004), 100.  

105Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 255.  
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. a useful citizen” despite his materialism.106 In Macon, when “Ocamulgee” wrote of prospective 

cotton factories in the city in 1847, he declared that the manufacturers “shall call upon the 

surrounding country, to . . . supply the wants of the growing City, and by so doing, cause itself to 

become as it were a garden of Eden, like the environs of many northern cities.”107 Clearly, there 

were southerners who considered embracing some “Yankee values” to be beneficial and 

imminently desirable. 

As these examples show, many Georgians took part in commercial pursuits to an 

unseemly degree, at least as far as those looking askance at these doings believed. At the very 

least these commentators described these activities as “other” in the sense that they exemplified 

“Yankee” attributes. As a result of these attitudes toward the business class, some southern 

young men resisted entering the mercantile or industrial sector, due to its “Yankee values.” 

Industrialist William Gregg of South Carolina found that this could be a problem, and in 1841 he 

urged a southern young man to try the textile business instead of the military or politics. The 

young man in question, Paul Quattlebaum, was able to do both.108  

De Bow, that propagator of the “industrial gospel,” certainly understood that there was 

apathy and resistance toward the growing southern business class, but he told his agricultural 

readers “in vain does the farmer labor in the finest climate, on the most fertile soil, if he is 

beyond the reach of that mercantile agency without which his products are worthless.” There 

were major changes occurring in the economic landscape of the antebellum South. Even Hundley 

could not deny these alterations, admitting that “Southern Gentlemen” in the late antebellum 

period were more pragmatic and enterprising than they had been previously.109 The “southern 

 
106Robert C. Reinders, “The Northern-Born Community of New Orleans in the 1850s,” Journal of 

American History 51, no. 2 (September 1964): 242-43; Hundley, Social Relations,156-57. 
107“Lowell—Macon and Its Advantages.” 
108Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 204; Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 221-22. 
109Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 45, 113; Hundley, Social Relations, 30, 156-57. 
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mind” had changed substantially from 1790 to 1860, with the “ruthless migration farther and 

farther westward” to more fertile lands being but a single indication. The pace of change 

accelerated after 1840, as the business class became more influential and insistent on “acting on 

their agenda for a new South,” which was “a fairly complicated mix of industry as well as staple 

crop-based agricultural” life.110 These transformations reached even to places like Charleston, 

which often represents the “older, decaying Southeast” in scholarship, but which by the 1850s 

boasted a new generation of commercial leaders who were profit-oriented and keen to follow the 

advice of fellow-Charlestonian J. D. B. De Bow. They worked to regain the business the city had 

lost. Thus, even the older sections of the South were not the “anti-North” or “a region stuck in 

time, but on its own terms and as an active participant in, and even promoter of, change and 

progress.”111  

A group often associated with the “backward South” is farmers and planters. Examining 

once again the group 1 totals in 1860, the southern percentage rose in occupational group 1 from 

48 percent in 1840 to 69 percent in 1860 in part because successful planters, who were southern 

born, were moving into the city. One field that northerners in Macon did not often plow for 

fortune was that of agriculture, at least not very successfully or on a large scale. This was in part 

because they came South ignorant of staple crop agriculture. Of the thirty-one planters in Macon 

in 1860 who could be considered either middling, large, or elite planters, all save one were 

southern born and mostly from Georgia.112 The position of planter could hold a certain mystique 

for southerners that it did not for others. As Goldfield put it, the South’s long growing season 

 
110Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 322; Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 155-56; 

Barnes, “Industry and Its Laborers,” 197. 
111Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 37, 113; Barnes, Schoen, and Towers, “Introduction,” 3. 
112Green, Role of the Yankee, 111-13; William Kauffman Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders of the Mid-

Nineteenth-Century South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2006), 20. Scarborough in his survey of 
the 1850 and 1860 census records to find the South’s elite planters (holding 250+ enslaved workers) showed that 
about 85 percent of the great planters were born in the South, which aligned with the nativity patterns of the general 
population. See appendix A for how I define planters here and divide them between elite, large, and middling. 
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and river system were nature’s gift to the South, and “this blessing, in a devout society, raised 

agriculture from a mere pursuit to a birthright.” The prestige of the planter was the highest one 

could attain. Ownership of land and the enslaved “provided the clearest avenue to social identity 

within southern society.” These planters, according to the mythology of the era, were to be the 

most elegant and generous of gentlemen, benevolent “masters” and patriarchs.113   

Yet, though some sought this way of life due to its ties to the land and because it was a 

“business of pleasure” as a Hancock County planter wrote in 1846, for many it was simply a way 

to get ahead. Those in other occupations sought this “path [that] followed the standard southern 

ideal of mobility and status.” They were “shrewd opportunists.”114 Most of the planters operating 

in central Georgia in the late antebellum period were not members of the old Georgia aristocracy. 

Even Hundley had to admit that “the genuine Southern Gentlemen, like all real gentlemen, are 

not quite so plentiful as blackberries in summertime,” linking true “Southern Gentlemen” to 

“aristocratic parentage.” Central and southwest Georgia’s planters, operating in the “real 

heartland of antebellum Georgia,” were “ambitious agribusinessmen”—largely self-made men, 

more bourgeois than aristocratic.115 Macon was a hub for this type of planter. Elite planter John 

Basil Lamar of Baldwin County was unique, for he was one of the few polished gentlemen with 

ties to the Old Middle Georgia aristocracy who deigned to plant in antebellum central Georgia. 

The Lamars had migrated from Maryland to Georgia in the aftermath of the American 

Revolution. Kenneth Coleman compares Lamar to his brother-in-law Howell Cobb who resided 

 
113Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 12, 33; Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?” 157; James C. 

Bonner, “Profile of a Late Antebellum Community,” American Historical Review 49 (July 1944): 672; Kennedy, 
Born Southern, 148; Cash, The Mind of the South, 61-63. 

114Bonner, “Profile of a Late Antebellum Community,” 672; Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?” 148; 
Coleman, A History of Georgia, 165. 

115Hundley, Social Relations, 23, 27; Coleman, History of Georgia, 166, 174; Gillespie, Free Labor in an 
Unfree World, 265. Coleman in his survey of Georgia names both Farish Carter and Hartwell H. Tarver as 
representative agribusinessmen. Both had links to the Central City. South Carolinian Farish Carter (1780-1861) 
amassed over forty-five thousand acres throughout Georgia, including a couple of city lots in Macon upon its 
founding, though he never actually resided in the city. Virginian Hartwell H. Tarver (1791-1851), was a Twiggs 
County planter whose son and heir—Paul E. Tarver (1824-1858)—lies in Rose Hill Cemetery in Macon.  
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just to the northeast in Milledgeville. Unlike Lamar, Cobb was “shrewd and well-educated but 

not really refined.” In the end, Cobb, a man of “plain tradition,” was a better representative of the 

planter class in central Georgia than Lamar.116  

Men such as these made up 35 percent of De Bow Review’s known subscribers. They 

were not only reading about agricultural improvements, but also what De Bow and others 

believed to be planters’ roles in industrial endeavors such as the railroad and manufacturing.117 

While Hundley and other commentators condemned planters who rejected rural life and “aspired 

to no higher abode than a city mansion,” in 1850, John Rutherfoord, who resided in Richmond, 

Virginia, wrote to his father who was running the family estate in the Virginia Piedmont. He 

commented on “the lonely and dreary life you lead in the country.”118 These late antebellum 

planters were expected to have their finger on the pulse of business, and living in the city aided 

in that endeavor.  

Early city boosters proclaimed that Macon “filled up very rapidly with the best class of 

people.” Developed during a transformative period in American history when southern urban 

economies were rapidly expanding, the importance of white male Maconites who had left behind 

their homes outside the South is undeniable.119 Many of these men, no matter their place of birth, 

offered a legitimate alterative of status and success outside of wealth held in land and the 

 
116Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 196, 198, 200-201; Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders, appendices B, C; 

Coleman, History of Georgia, 174; E. A. Nisbet biography file, MGA. 
117Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 120; “Lowell—Macon and Its Advantages.” Scholars are not in agreement 

concerning the level of planter involvement in industry. Articles on the subject include Chad Morgan, “Progressive 
Slaveholders: Planters, Intellectuals, and Georgia’s Antebellum Economic Development,” Georgia Historical 
Quarterly 86, no. 3 (Fall 2002): 398-422; Fred Bateman, James Foust, and Thomas Weiss, “The Participation of 
Planters in Manufacturing in the Antebellum South,” Agricultural History 48 (April 1974): 279-97. Christopher 
Morris noted that in 1860 Vicksburg “the town showed signs of leading the local economy while portions of the 
countryside settled into a more secondary and supportive role.” Christopher Morris, Becoming Southern: The 
Evolution of a Way of Life, Warren County and Vicksburg, Mississippi, 1770-1860 (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1995), 114. 

118James C. Bonner, A History of Georgia Agriculture, 1732-1860 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 
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enslaved. As they did so, southern merchants and agents became “increasingly influential in 

southern society by shielding rural planters and farmers from direct interaction with outside 

market forces.” In professionalizing their occupations and adopting up-to-date business practices, 

they benefitted themselves and hoped to hasten the modernization of the South’s agrarian 

landscape.120 Concerning manufacturing in particular, they had to obtain capital from within the 

South, as northern industrialists did not want to lose their dominance in this sector.121 Even the 

planter class was changing, both in character and how it deployed both capital and enslaved 

labor.  

In 1860 the Telegraph declared that the town had “faster men and prettier women than 

any other city.”122 While the “faster men” no doubt referred to more than just the twenty 

southern-born sportsmen in the city but to Maconite males’ readiness to take advantage of 

opportunities as they arose, the description of Macon’s women is “pretty” straightforward. 

Maconite women were decorative and thus a credit to the city—not exactly a resounding vote of 

confidence concerning their business sense from the editors of the Telegraph. Yet, contemporary 

observers recognized that Georgia women were not merely ornamental. Mississippian academic 

Edward Mayes (1846-1917) wrote of the mother of Macon’s “great physician” Thomas R. 

Lamar, the cousin of John Basil Lamar. Evidently Rebecca Lamar was a “typical Georgia lady, 

in the possession of the qualities of shrewd, practical, and strong common sense for which the 

people of that state, as a class, are noted.”123  

 
120Green, Military Education and the Emerging Middle Class; Kvach, De Bow’s Review, 112-3; Gillespie, 
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While the separate spheres ideology touted at the time put economic matters firmly in the 

male sphere and women on pedestals to be protected, this was not the reality for most southern 

women. Gone with the Wind, the “most powerful image of the Old South,” unsurprisingly is 

misleading in its depiction of southern women as belles who never worked unless extreme 

circumstances offered no other options.124 Unlike prewar Scarlett O’Hara, the “vast majority of 

southern women worked.” Anne Firor Scott wrote of the Old South, “The precise meaning of 

‘work’ varied with station in society, economic condition, and geographic location, but women 

of leisure were hard to find.”125 This, of course, is not immediately obvious in the federal census 

of 1860, the first to “officially” list women’s occupations. In 1860, 9 percent of white females in 

Mobile had occupations listed. A Savannah survey showed that 36 percent of white women aged 

twenty to fifty-nine included vocations. The 1860 Macon census and directory listed 233 white 

women working in Macon, one-tenth of the white male total for that year, though white women 

were not exactly sparse on the ground. In 1860 Macon, the total white population was 2,875 

male and 2,521 female.126  

While most white southern women may not have worked in the public sphere for pay, 

they did labor whether or not they had domestic help. Women in southern towns could rely on 

local stores for foodstuff and dry goods, but their household work was very similar to that of 

their rural counterparts, with food preparation, washing, ironing, cleaning, and sewing being 

never-ending tasks that became more intensive as standards of housekeeping rose. Seasonally, 

many city women also planted gardens and preserved and processed meat. There was so much to 
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do that a Vicksburg railroad official’s wife expressed guilt when she did not sew in the parlor 

while entertaining guests.127  

The 233 white women listed with occupations in the 1860 census and directory reveal 

very different patterns of paid labor than their male counterparts. While occupational groups 4 

and 5 had the highest proportions of white male laborers with 30 and 39 percent respectively, 

occupational groups 6 and 7—semi-skilled and unskilled laborers—dominated the female 

workplace with 39 and 34 percent of the total. The majority of these women worked in Macon’s 

cotton mill. While some forty-two white males toiled for the Macon Manufacturing Company on 

Oglethorpe Street, white women far outnumbered them. Indeed, industrialization was the “first 

substantial movement of southern women into the paid workforce.” Despite the fact that cotton 

mills were dangerous work environments with a high risk of conflagration, these females were 

not included in the label of “southern women in need of protection,” but instead were “as the 

Yankeys [sic] say ‘help’,” another indication of the pragmatic spirit of industry in the South. And 

these women were indeed mostly southern-born. In Athens, 98 percent of the white female 

factory laborers were southerners, and in Macon sixty-five of the sixty-seven with known 

nativity were from the South. In Macon, 85 percent of these women were Georgia-born, 

compared to 75 percent of those working in factories in Athens.128  

As noted above, boosters claimed that southern mills could aid the native-born poor. 

These folks singled out southern women as a group particularly assisted by the textile industry, 
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Politics 1830-1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), 32-33. 
128Gillespie, “To Harden a Lady’s Hand,” 251, 265, 268-69; Barbara J. Howe, “Patient Laborers: Women at 

Work in the Formal Economy of West(ern) Virginia,” in Neither Lady nor Slave, 128; Bess Beatty, “I Can’t Get 
Bored on Them Old Lomes: Female Textile Workers in the Antebellum South,” in Neither Lady nor Slave, 251; 
David R. Goldfield, “Pursuing the American Urban Dream: Cities in the Old South,” in The City in Southern 
History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in the South, eds. Blaine A Brownell and David R. Goldfield (Port 
Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1977), 64. Mill owners did not concern themselves with any myths of southern 
womanhood.  
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with an 1849 Augusta newspaper noting that “the success of Georgia girls in learning to spin, 

weave . . . is most creditable to their tact, intelligence and industry.” Many mill owners, of 

course, did not act out of charity in hiring females instead of free men or the enslaved but did so 

because they could pay women less. In 1850, the average wage for a female millworker in 

Georgia was $7.39 while men earned $14.57. In 1860, this had not altered, with the Columbus 

Eagle Textile Factory paying women ten dollars a month and men twenty dollars. As a result, 

many cotton factories in the South had a white female majority. In much larger Mobile, the 

Mobile and Dog River textile mill’s workforce was three-fourth’s female, and on Oglethorpe 

Street in Macon, 72 percent of the Macon Manufacturing Company’s semi-skilled and unskilled 

laborers were white women, or 108 out of 150 in 1860.129  

Maconite females working in the textile mill had different profiles than their male 

counterparts. Widows, orphans, and abandoned wives traveled to towns with cotton factories to 

find work and “did not hesitate to man the looms,” as there were few other jobs readily 

available.130 While the oldest male semi-skilled or unskilled worker in Macon’s textile mill was 

twenty-four years old, Macon’s female semi-skilled weavers ranged in age from nineteen to 

sixty-six, with the average being twenty-eight years old. As for unskilled “factory laborers,” 

Macon’s adult female workers ranged in age from sixteen to forty-three years old, with an 

average of twenty-three years of age. Eleven girls worked in the mill aged eleven to fifteen, 

pulling the average age of females working as either weavers or unskilled laborers in the factory 

down to twenty-two years of age.131 This is a similar profile to the female workforce in the 

Athens mill. On the 1860 census, of the ninety-two women listed as factory workers, the average 

 
129Beatty, “I Can’t Get Bored,” 252; Gillespie, “To Harden a Lady’s Hand,” 262, 268; Doss, Cotton City, 4-

5, 11-18. 
130Eleanor Boatwright, Status of Women in Georgia, 1783-1860 (Brooklyn: Carlson, 1994), 110; Howe, 

“Patient Laborers,” 128. 
131Population Schedules, 1860, Macon. Mill owners, of course, could pay child workers even less than they 

paid women. 
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age was twenty-one years old. The oldest identified in Athens was a bit younger than Macon’s 

sixty-six-year-old widow weaver Mrs. Jane Thompson—instead a spry forty-five year old—but 

the youngest female worker was the same age in both places, eleven years old.132  

There were a number of families with female heads of household that were factory 

families in ways that the male heads of household noted above were not. There were six female 

factory laborers who were household heads in Macon. Most of them were not mothers with their 

children. A few examples of unconventional families include weaver Mary Harrington of 

Georgia, identified as a “Miss” in the city directory. She resided on factory grounds. The census 

recorded her age as thirty-five and listed four younger relatives aged seventeen to ten. She 

declared twenty-five dollars in personal property. Feriba McCarm, aged thirty-six of Georgia, 

worked at the cotton factory with two younger persons with the same surname—either her 

stepchildren or younger siblings—Granberry aged twenty-four and Jane aged twenty-one. So too 

did Miss Epsey Moore of North Carolina, aged thirty-five, who worked at the mill along with 

three younger relatives aged ten, twelve, and twenty-two, all born in Georgia. Twenty-seven-

year-old Miss Rachael Harrington of Georgia worked alone at the factory, residing with her 

younger sister and four male boarders.133  

In contrast, head of household Margaret Greer of South Carolina, aged thirty-two, 

worked at the cotton mill with her three children, aged thirteen to ten, who were all born in 

Alabama. Elizabeth Barksdale of Georgia, a forty-three-year-old spinner, presided over a 

household that was decidedly not a factory family. She had children residing with her who were 

laboring outside the factory as a machinist, laborer, and seamstress aged nineteen to twenty-two. 

Other women were household heads but not factory laborers, and research in other cities denotes 

 
132Gillespie, “To Harden a Lady’s Hand,” 268-69. 
133Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 155, 374, 960.  
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that some women had children who continued to work in the mills long after their mothers. The 

youngest factory hand noted on the census was Winton Rayfield, aged nine, who worked at the 

cotton factory with his older siblings aged ten and twelve. His mother, forty-one-year-old 

Catherine Rayfield of Georgia, had two female boarders but did not labor in the factory. 

Elizabeth Rowland, a fifty-six-year-old Georgia native, had four children who worked in the mill 

in 1860.134  

There are a couple of takeaways from this enumeration of female household heads with 

ties to Macon’s cotton factory. First of all, comparatively fewer mothers as household heads 

presided over factory families in which all the family members eligible labored in the mill. 

Secondly, women’s ages and their dependents more closely resembled the white male workers at 

the Edgefield County, South Carolina, cotton mills—with an average age of thirty-eight years 

old with four to five dependents—though even Macon’s female factory families appeared to be 

in better financial condition than their South Carolina brethren. Macon’s female household heads 

who worked in the mill were on average thirty-five, with between one to two dependents below 

the age of sixteen. Perhaps Frederick Law Olmsted was not far wrong when he described those 

working at the Graniteville Manufacture Company in Edgefield County as “wretched starvlings 

[sic] and wild men of the pine woods.”135 For both males and females in Macon, the 1860 census 

bore testimony to laborers both semi-skilled and unskilled in less desperate circumstances than 

the “starvlings,” though the comparatively older ages of women mill operatives and the fact that 

they did have dependents, unlike their male counterparts, highlights the existence of other 

opportunities for white males in Macon at every level of the socio-economic scale.  

 
134Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 96, 101, 157; Gillespie, “To Harden a Lady’s Hand,” 271; Reidy, 

“Masters and Slaves,” 110. 
135Terrill, “Eager Hands,” 98. 
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That only a handful of Macon’s white women appear on the census in other unskilled 

positions provides more evidence of this reality. As noted in the last chapter, few white women 

worked as domestics because of enslaved labor. Only ten appear on the 1860 census, aged 

sixteen to forty-five, with six of those being European—two German, three Irish females, and a 

Scotswoman. The remaining four came from Georgia, South Carolina, and New York. Fifty-

year-old Georgia-native Lucy Benton took in washing, as did twenty-six-year-old head of 

household Mary E. Wisen of South Carolina.136 That oldest of occupations—prostitution—did 

not appear on the 1860 Macon census or directory. The city interment book offers a little more 

information, listing the death of two native-born prostitutes. Twenty-year-old Mary Jones (1820-

1840) of South Carolina was Macon’s only antebellum death with the cause of death listed as 

venereal disease. She was laid to rest in an unmarked grave in “Strangers Row.” Sarah Frances 

Fischer (c. 1823-1841) of Virginia, aged seventeen, committed suicide by laudanum, as one of 

the handful of suicides reported in Macon. She was “late from Wetumka,” probably Wetumpka 

in the Montgomery, Alabama area, which implies that she had plied her trade elsewhere.137 

Though prostitution in many southern cities was hidden and clandestine, a “largely invisible 

occupation that relied on the anonymity of dark alleys or the back rooms,” there are ways to spot 

larger brothels on the census. One household on the 1850 Macon census seems to fit the profile, 

with eleven women mostly aged from their teens to early thirties with different surnames, 

coming from different states. Only one seven-year-old boy resided with the women, another key 

indicator. The only problem with this household being a possible den of iniquity was the 

Mulberry Methodist membership of the oldest of their number, fifty-year-old Susan Gorman of 

 
136Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 398, 657, 969. One of the New York-born servants in Macon was 

Lilly Murphey, indicating Irish heritage.  
137Mary Jones, 7 June 1840, Rose Hill Interment Book 1840-1848, 1854-1879, MF348, Rose Hill Records, 

MGA; Sarah Frances Fischer, July 1841, Rose Hill Interment Book. 
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Georgia, in 1853.138 There are no other households on the 1850 and 1860 Macon census that 

seem likely candidates. Though prostitution was a “viable employment option” for poor and 

working-class women, its operation in antebellum Macon remains a mystery, at least as far as the 

census and city directory are concerned.139  

The next big grouping of white female workers in Macon was the clothing trade: 

seamstresses, dressmakers, and milliners. These women made up 29 percent of those listed in the 

1860 census with occupations. This is actually a bit low compared to Savannah’s 41 percent in 

this sector. These occupations account for large proportions of the women in occupational groups 

5 and 6 in the Central City—skilled and semi-skilled labor. Milliners made hats; dressmakers 

produced clothing for females; and seamstresses did the less-skilled work on clothing for both 

genders. Dressmakers were skilled laborers, basically female tailors—cutting, measuring, and 

fashioning clothing—while semi-skilled seamstresses did much of the sewing, basting, and 

ironing. Women only dominated businesses where no men participated. This was the case for the 

clothing trade, with only millinery beyond the male purview, resulting in Irishwoman Mary Ann 

Howland’s notable success in her Fancy Goods and Millinery storefront explored in the last 

chapter. There were a number of successful male merchant tailors in Macon.140 According to the 

1860 city directory, none of the town’s dressmakers had separate addresses for their business 

concerns, unlike Macon’s merchant tailors. Female seamstresses often did the lining, trimming, 

buttonhole making, and seaming for either male merchant tailors or for dressmakers. Scholars 

 
138Susan Barber, “Depraved and Abandoned Women: Prostitution in Richmond, Virginia, across the Civil 

War,” in Neither Lady nor Slave, 157, 159-60; Church Registers 1855-1913, MF 3240, Mulberry Street Methodist 
Church Records, MGA; List of Probationers 1855-1866, MF 3241, Mulberry Street Methodist Church Records, 
MGA; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 233. Though it is possible Gorman found God and left behind a brothel, 
the Methodist church quarterly minutes noted no disciplinary actions related to Gorman or any amazing acts of 
repentance.  

139Barber, “Depraved and Abandoned Women,” 157. Although there were a number of smaller households 
with fewer women living together, we cannot assume that these women were prostitutes. A dive into the arrest 
records, if they survive, might reveal more under the charge of “keeping a disorderly house.” Barber found that this 
was a catch-all term for gambling, liquor, prostitution, and partying/brawling on the premises in Richmond.  
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Ava Baron and Susan E. Klepp conclude that the women in the clothing trade were “more 

exploited than any other wage laborers in America,” but Timothy Lockley found in his study of 

Savannah that if a seamstress “earned herself a reputation for good quality work” she “would 

have made a reasonable living.” In 1850, seamstresses earned as much as ten to sixteen dollars a 

month—slightly more than female factory laborers.141  

Though the pay may not have been substantially higher for many women in the clothing 

trade, evidence elsewhere has shown that this sector was especially attractive to women as there 

was generally regularity of work and income, the ability to work from home, and the fact that it 

could often be “readily combined with child care.” Yet, data from Macon does not confirm all of 

these generalities. While at least five of Macon’s twenty-five dressmakers in 1860 resided with 

living husbands, six more were widows. Unlike Savannah where 40 percent of that city’s 

seamstresses had children, all sixteen seamstresses in Macon were apparently single with no 

children listed on the census. As for semi-skilled milliners, twenty-three were single, while the 

other four were married or widows. Only two had young children at home. Four of Macon’s 

dressmakers included in their households young children, though three of these households had 

older, unemployed children who were capable of looking after their younger siblings, if they 

were not in school. For example, Mrs. Mary E. Malsby of Georgia’s brood included six children 

aged two to eighteen. Only Anna Morrison of Pennsylvania and her husband Isaac of 

Massachusetts had two young children—aged three and seven—with no older children to look 

after them. From these details it appears as though childcare was less a motivator for 

involvement in the clothing trade in Macon. Maconite women with more familial responsibility 

were more likely to be dressmakers with higher incomes. Macon’s semi-skilled seamstresses and 

milliners were mostly single. This suggests that Maconite women in the clothing trade were 
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better situated, not bound to lower-paid work even when burdened with contributing 

significantly to family coffers.142  

 In Savannah, more than half of the city’s seamstresses were from Georgia or South 

Carolina, while the foreign born made up less than one-third of seamstresses and dressmakers. In 

Macon, dressmakers were three-fourths southern, and the other one-fourth was divided equally 

between the northern born and foreign born. A quartet of the youngest dressmakers—Anna and 

Mary Fox and Josephine and Susan McManus—resided with their dressmaker mothers. In both 

of these cases, the mothers were Irish widows with daughters born in Georgia. Unlike Savannah, 

Macon’s 1860 seamstresses with known nativity were all southern born, but milliners were 59 

percent immigrants and 41 percent southerners. Three of these Irish milliners and one Georgian 

resided with the family of Jewish immigrants Abraham and Fanny Dessau in 1860. Fanny of 

England was listed on the census as a milliner and her husband Abraham from Hamburg as a 

merchant and millinery proprietor.143 

Moving up into occupational group 4, there were a number of women whom the census 

or city directory identified as keeping boarding houses, no doubt because these women were 

head of their households. Mrs. Jane M. Smith of Georgia, aged thirty-seven, had five children 

and ten boarders in her home and only $150 in personal property. Thirty-eight-year-old widow 

Sarah Newton of Georgia, whose husband had been a tailor, took care of her three children and 

fourteen tenants. She claimed $1,000 in personal property and one enslaved laborer on the 1860 

census. Widow Jane T. Bostick of Georgia, whose husband had been an accountant, cared for her 

two children and sixteen boarders. Widow or abandoned wife Mrs. Ann Holomon of North 

Carolina, aged thirty-nine, had three children and seventeen boarders in her home. She declared 

 
142Lockley, “Spheres of Influence,” 114; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 7, 15, 26, 130, 643, 645, 649, 
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$400 in personal property in 1860. Sixty-year-old Virginia native Mildred Odom ran the largest 

boarding house with twenty-one lodgers and claimed $200 in personal property on the 1860 

census.144 

There were a number of women who were not heads of household who took in smaller 

numbers of boarders. They “contributed substantially to their families’ incomes” with this unpaid 

work. An estimation of some of these women’s efforts is possible based on the 1860 census. 

Boarders appeared often in the census in households at various levels of the socio-economic 

scale. For instance, mechanic and carriage maker Timothy Goodyear of Connecticut resided on 

Walnut Street with his wife Elizabeth of Georgia, four children, and seven lodgers from Georgia, 

Maine, Connecticut, and Ireland. Machinist James H. Barrow of Georgia’s wife Mary A., also of 

Georgia, presumably had to look after the couple’s two children and seven boarders. Greater 

merchant James W. Griffin (c. 1830-1831) of Georgia hosted seven boarders in his home on 

Mulberry Street. His wife, Mary Adella Lumsden Griffin (c. 1837-1911) more than likely had 

the aid of up to four of the family’s enslaved laborers to run the house. On the other end of the 

socio-economic ladder, night watchman Allen Johnson of North Carolina had listed as part of his 

household his wife Olive of Georgia and two daughters, along with seven tenants.145 

Another group of low-white-collar workers was teachers and governesses. It was during 

this time that teaching was slowly becoming acceptable for middle-class women. Though it was 

“far from an honored profession in the South,” teachers gained respect if they were well-trained 

and morally upright. While in 1850 throughout the South, 35 percent of paid teachers were 

women, in 1860 Macon 57 percent of Macon’s paid teachers were female, or seventeen of thirty. 

A handful were music teachers and needlework instructors, with some working at Georgia 
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Female College, set up in Macon in 1835 to accommodate as many as 400 students aged ten to 

eighteen. By the early 1840s, there were 150 pupils.146  

Though the stereotype depicts well-educated northern women traveling South, that is not 

the case in Macon. Of the ten female teachers and two governesses with known nativity, eight 

were southerners, three were northerners, and one was an immigrant. The southern teachers were 

mostly from Georgia, with the other two from Maryland and South Carolina. The two northern 

teachers were from Pennsylvania and Connecticut. While the governesses were aged twenty and 

thirty, the teachers ranged in age from twenty-five to fifty-six, and they were a mixture of 

widows and single women. Apparently, at least one had a living husband in 1860 while 

teaching—Mrs. Ann M. Mitchell of Maryland, who was the oldest on the list. The directory, but 

not the census, listed her as a teacher. Her husband was a clerk of moderate means. Governess 

Ann Martaugh of Ireland, aged thirty, resided with twice-over widower merchant John B. Ross 

of North Carolina and his five daughters still at home. Governess Charlotte Hawes of 

Massachusetts, aged twenty, educated the two daughters of Edward D. Huguenin, a planter from 

South Carolina, with his wife Julie of Georgia.147  

There were only a handful of female proprietors in 1860 Macon. While in the later 

antebellum period about 5 percent of retail grocers in larger Petersburg, Virginia, were female, 

Macon only had one female grocer who appeared in the directory or census. Widow Nancy 

Williams of Georgia, aged forty-five, operated a small grocery at the corner of McIntosh and 

Boundary streets in south Macon. She had been operating the store at least from 1856, when the 

First Baptist Church disciplined her for doing business on Sunday. Macon had two female 

 
146Emily Bingham and Penny Richards, “The Female Academy and Beyond: Three Mordecai Sisters at 
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middling successful proprietors.148 Mrs. Anna Bulkley of Georgia, aged fifty, resided with her 

husband Edward C. of Connecticut. While her husband operated a dry goods store, Bulkley was 

a milliner merchant, with $3,000 in personal property in 1860. Along with her two children, two 

milliners resided with Bulkley—Jane Montgomery, aged twenty-five of Georgia, and Louisa 

Deshazzo, aged twenty, of Alabama. Matilda Flint, aged fifty-eight of Georgia, operated the Flint 

House Hotel, claiming $13,000 in real estate and $2,300 in personal property on the 1860 Macon 

census. Thomas H. Flint of Maryland (relationship unknown) had been the previous proprietor 

who died in 1859 or 1860. The most successful female merchant in 1860 Macon was Irishwoman 

Mary Ann Howland with her Fancy Goods and Millinery on Cotton Avenue. Howland was in 

Macon by the 1830s, and by 1857, she paid $70.80 in taxes, including fees for six enslaved 

laborers.149  

Some notable absences must be considered. Whereas many southern city directories 

included women listed as editors or authors, there are none here. The only creative occupation 

enumerated in the 1860 Macon city directory associated with a woman was that of ornamental 

painter, a position held by Miss C. Frothingham, who resided in the Flint House Hotel. Had the 

directory been published in the early 1840s, it might have mentioned Sarah Lawrence Griffin of 

Massachusetts, who edited the Family Companion and Ladies Mirror, started in 1841. The 

magazine featured sonnets, short stories, biographies, book reviews, and essays to “cultivate the 

higher intellectual powers.” About two-thirds of the writers resided in Georgia, as Griffin wanted 

to promote local women writers during the eighteen-month run of the magazine. One scholar 
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concluded that Griffin’s magazine was “at the very top of Georgia ante-bellum monthlies, 

sharing honors with the Magnolia (Savannah) and the Orion (Penfield).”150  

In 1842, the Macon city council was happy to announce that Rose Hill Cemetery had 

already become “the daily resort of large numbers of ladies,” which indicates that some of 

Macon’s women indeed did possess extra time to gad about. Lockley estimates that about one-

fourth of Savannah’s white women were ladies of leisure.151 If a women had the wherewithal, 

she would focus on the unpaid work that she enjoyed, such as childcare, hostessing, or 

gardening. Most of these upper-class women did not seek occupations outside the home as very 

little meaningful employment was open to them, “making the best of a nearly inescapable 

situation.” They also had to deal with public resistance present in the both the North and the 

South concerning elite women working.152 

Beyond the unnamed women who daily chose to promenade or visit the dead in Rose Hill 

Cemetery, there were a number of Maconite women with inherited wealth. A few married 

women reported substantial monies apart from their husbands’, such as Mary Adella Griffin of 

Georgia, who reported $17,000 in personal property on the 1860 census. Eliza T. Grier, also of 

Georgia, reported $9,000 in real estate and $24,000 in personal property. Southern women could 

and did take the reins of their husband’s business enterprises both during their husbands’ lives 

and after their deaths, as Eliza McDonald Carter, wife of Farish Carter, and Martha Bowman, the 

widow of Bibb County planter John Bowman, both demonstrated.153 This was not the case with 

 
150Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 111, 127-28. Wells cites Bertram Holland Flanders, Early 
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Henrietta Sanford Moughon Bond Nelson (1828-1896), originally of Jones County. When elite 

planter Joseph Bond died suddenly in 1859, Bond chose not to leave the management of his six 

plantations in the hands of his thirty-one-year-old widow. Instead, his will, written in 1856, 

stipulated that his plantations and 273 enslaved laborers be sold, and the proceeds invested in 

stocks and bonds in the name of Henrietta. Upon her death, they were to be divided equally 

among their four children. In the 1860 census, Henrietta Bond, still living in the Bond mansion 

in Macon, reported $95,000 in real estate and $159,000 in personal property, but the remaining 

estate of Bond was valued at $860,000. Though wealthy widows were less likely to remarry, 

Bond later married again, to Charles L. Nelson. The Bond fortune fared poorly in the Civil War, 

leaving the family “comparatively speaking, poor.”154 

Parthenia Thurmond Raines Corbin (c. 1807-1868) also remarried, the beginning of 

private matters revealed to the world, perhaps a longstanding drama previously concealed. As the 

daughter of wealthy planter Phillip Thurmond of South Carolina, she was wealthy in her own 

right when she married Baldwin County planter Caldwell Raines. The couple moved to Macon, 

building an impressive house on Georgia Avenue in 1848. Upon Caldwell’s death in January 

1856, his plantation on the Flint River in Upson County became Parthenia’s property as well. In 

November 1856, Parthenia married Samuel P. Corbin (c. 1803-1879), though a marriage contract 

signed by both parties laid out in great detail the property of the new Mrs. Parthenia Corbin, 

which her second husband could not touch. It also stipulated that if he died within twelve 

months, she would have no claim to his estate, for Corbin was also a successful planter. He 

appeared on the 1850 census in Crawford County and 1860 census in Taylor County, both just to 

the west of Bibb. Corbin, of South Carolina, claimed $50,000 in real estate in 1850 and in 1860 
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$70,600 in real estate and $156,968 in personal property. Two years after their marriage, Corbin 

sought a divorce. His ex-wife appeared to retain a great deal of wealth. On the 1860 Macon 

census, Parthenia Corbin declared $25,000 in real estate and $75,000 in personal property. The 

spectacle with an unknown cause continued, as in the 1860s, Parthenia’s nephew Henry J. Lamar 

had her legally declared insane and became trustee of her estate until her death in 1868.155 

Georgian women in the antebellum period were supposed to behave in certain ways 

based on their social status. The elite were to be “gay and useless” or else “grave and capable” 

mothers. Middling women were always “vigorous and busy,” and those below them in the 

hierarchy were purportedly “slovenly and inert.” Of course, Macon’s women did not fit these 

stereotypes. Scott concluded that even southern ladies’ lives were “more varied and more 

demanding than the fantasies of southern men would suggest” as they worked hard, having 

babies every year or so, developing “a steely self-control, and the knowledge that the work she 

did was essential gave meaning to her life.” Women in the emerging middle class, who were not 

listed with occupations on the federal census, were important in cementing “their husbands’ 

position and certainly created more network connections.”156 Some of the working-class women 

in Macon appeared to be truly desperate, with Penelope Williams of South Carolina being the 

most obvious. On the 1860 census, forty-year-old Williams was the female head of household 

with nine younger family members and twenty-five dollars in personal property. Only twenty-

seven-year-old Asa was listed as working, and he toiled as a laborer, which would not contribute 

substantially to the family coffers. In the “modernizing” city of Macon, white women of all 
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classes were more than “pretty” ornaments to the city, though their contributions were often 

“invisible” but still indispensable to the town.157  

 

The thirty southern-born elite or middling planters in Macon point to both the agrarian 

landscape of the Deep South and a predisposition of southern men toward the “status and wealth 

brought by land and slave ownership.” Yet, white southerners in Macon—including 

“agribusinessmen”—often revealed a greater propensity to thrift, activity, and determination than 

expected in the “languid” Deep South.158 Georgian William Butler Johnston (1809-1887) is a 

good example of a southerner behaving contrary to stereotype. Born on a farm in Putnam 

County, Georgia, to a Virginian father, Johnston forsook the Jeffersonian agrarian ideal to 

become a jeweler. He went north to accumulate knowledge and then settled in Macon in 1831, 

opening a jewelry store, which bore the shingle “W. B. Johnston, a native Georgian and a self-

taught genius.” His establishment became the largest between Charleston and New Orleans. Not 

only did Johnston start importing watches, but he also became involved in banking, the railroads, 

insurance, textiles, and bullion purchases.159 Though his elaborate spending on an Italianate villa 

in Macon illustrates that Johnston was not “thrifty,” he did not follow the supposedly 

foreordained course of southern men with the means to do so into agrarian pursuits and a life in 

the countryside. Johnston and other elites like him knew that they sustained their influence 

through their “ability to accept and harness change, not to deny or resist it.”160  

 Southern cities such as Macon were diverse and dynamic. They were part of the “modern 

urban nation” coming of age in the mid-1800s. White Maconites brought slavery along with 

 
157Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 330; Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, A Midwife’s Tale: The Life of Martha 

Ballard, Based on Her Diary, 1785-1812 (New York: Random House, 1990), 100. 
158Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?” 149. 
159William Butler Johnston, biography folder, MGA; Christopher Stokes, “Native Georgian, Self-Taught 

Genius: The Life of William Butler Johnston, 1809-1887” (Master’s thesis, Georgia College, 1989). 
160Barnes, Schoen, and Towers, “Introduction,” 16-17. 
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them into the modern age, adapting it to suit their needs with enslaved hiring, insurance, and 

industrial slave labor. They “married conservative social ideals with forward-looking 

technological advancement.” According to L. Diane Barnes, slavery even became an important 

part of free-labor ideology in the South, as white workers saved their money to purchase or lease 

the enslaved to demonstrate their independence.161 In Macon’s urban space, northerners, 

southerners, immigrants, and free people of color alike embraced what commentators such as 

Hundley considered quintessential “Yankee values.” Perhaps the southern mind was a “curious 

combination of romanticism and practicality,” but it was not “purely static” and was certainly “in 

step with its times rather than behind them.”162 

 
161Goldfield, “Pursuing the American Urban Dream,” 83; Marrs, Railroads in the Old South, 7; Barnes, 

“Industry and Its Laborers,” 192. 
162Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 320; Barnes, Schoen, and Towers, “Introduction,” 16-17. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ANTEBELLUM MACON’S ‘INSIDERS’ AND ‘OUTSIDERS’: AN ANALYSIS  

OF THE CITY’S SLAVEHOLDERS, ELECTED OFFICIALS,  

AND RELIGIOUS ADHERENTS 

 

 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, an outsider is “a person who does not 

belong to a particular circle, community, profession, etc.; a person originating from elsewhere.” 

In nineteenth-century America, the site of widespread immigration and internal migration, there 

were millions of “outsiders” in the sense that they originated from elsewhere, whether another 

region or country. Immigrants such as the Irish and Germans suffered as persons who did “not 

belong to a particular circle,” facing native-born prejudice. The second largest political party in 

the U.S. in the 1850s, the American Party, had an anti-immigrant platform. In Richmond, 

Virginia, where about one-fifth of the white population was foreign born, a German American 

musician noted in 1856 when he voted against the American Party, “Went to City Hall and cast 

my vote for [Democrat] Buchanan. Got hissed.” About one hundred miles southwest of Macon in 

Columbus, Georgia, the local Times blamed not only “Foreigners” but also “Yankees” and 

“Traitors” for an undesirable election outcome in 1850.1 This statement suggests that those born 

outside the South were somehow politically set apart from “native” or “true” southerners.  

In antebellum Macon, over one-third of the white population originated from either north 

of the Mason-Dixon Line or from overseas. This study examines three particular categories to 

determine if those “originating from elsewhere” were excluded or shunned within the city. An 

examination of Macon’s slaveholders, leadership, and religious adherents by socio-economic 

condition and nativity reveals that this was not the reality in antebellum Macon. Many local 

 
1David R. Goldfield, Urban Growth in the Age of Sectionalism: Virginia, 1847-1861 (Baton Rouge: 

Louisiana State University Press, 1977), 65, 87; Gregg D. Kimball, American City, Southern Place: A Cultural 
History of Richmond (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2000), 13; Fred Siegel, “Artisans and Immigrants in the 
Politics of Late Antebellum Georgia,” Civil War History 27, no. 3 (1981): 227.  
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residents, whether “Yankees,” “Foreigners,” or the southern born, together attended camp 

meetings and church services. They also served side-by-side in local offices and generally lived 

lives that reflected their economic and occupational station rather than their respective places of 

birth. In particular, white males born in both the North and South intermingled largely 

indiscriminately, with financial circumstances more than nativity determining individuals’ 

slaveholding status and inclination toward and/or acceptance in Macon’s local congregations.  

 

Rather than nativity or religion or ethnicity, status as a slaveholder often indicated 

whether someone was an “insider” or “outsider” economically and socially. Not only did white 

Maconites look about to see who had acquired more enslaved laborers, a sign of upward mobility 

or ever-expanding wealth, but also “masterhood” conferred distinction and status. It was a mark 

of savvy stewardship and “manly” independence.2 While historian James Oakes asserts, 

“Slaveholding was the symbol of success in the market culture of the Old South. It was an 

ambition, an achievement, a reward for diligence, hard work, and tenacity,” L. Diane Barnes 

argues that it was an “important element of the South’s emerging modernity, representing a 

tangible and attainable investment for the emerging middle class of businessmen and 

industrialists.”3  

English traveler James S. Buckingham, who moved through Macon in the early 1840s 

observed, “In the domestic service of most private establishments here, there are often more 

slaves than are necessary for the labor required of them, many being kept for status, or 

ostentation; . . . the coachman, footman, lady’s maid, butler, cook, and other household servants, 

 
2Walter Johnson, Soul by Soul: Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 

University Press, 1999), 102; Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old South (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 73. 

3James Oakes, The Ruling Race: A History of American Slaveholders (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1982), 
123; L. Diane Barnes, “Industry and Its Laborers, Free and Slave in Late-Antebellum Virginia,” in The Old South’s 
Modern Worlds: Slavery, Region, and Nation in the Age of Progress, eds. L. Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank 
Towers, 189–206. New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 193. 
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are continually passing before the eyes of the master and mistress, as well as their visitors and 

guests.”4 Ten enslaved laborers worked as menials in elite planter Joseph Bond’s Greek-Revival 

mansion in uptown Macon. Wholesale merchant W. A. Ross of North Carolina lived on College 

Street with his wife Mary Ann, who had at her beck and call a butler, two house maids, a 

seamstress, two cooks, two washerwomen, and two young girls-of-all-work, who did whatever 

tasks others gave them—all enslaved laborers. Chapter two noted how the Scottish proprietor of 

Findlay’s machinery manufactory had seven household servants to show the world that he had 

arrived. On Orange Street, five enslaved workers kept house and home for Connecticut-born 

newspaper proprietor and editor Simri Rose.5 

Slaveholding provided clear economic advantages available to a minority of Maconites. 

Many of Georgia’s urban residents “had little room for sentimental speculation about the value 

of slavery.” The Augusta Chronicle argued, “The whole matter [of the viability of slavery] will 

turn in the end on the divot of dollars and cents.” Slaveholders benefited from a high rate of 

return on enslaved labor, and their wealth grew much more rapidly than that of the average non-

slaveholder. The economic difference between non-slaveholders and slaveholders continued to 

widen during the antebellum period.6 Though all white classes embraced slavery to the extent to 

which they were pecuniarily able, by the 1850s entry into the slaveholding class was 

“increasingly elusive” due to a number of factors. This is important to note when considering 

 
4James S. Buckingham, The Slave States of America, vol. 1 (London, 1842): 200, quoted in Donnie D. 

Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia, 1823-1860: A Study in Urban Slavery,” Phylon 45, no. 4 (1984): 301, n. 15. 
5Joseph Bond will, October 1856, Joseph Bond Will and Estate Records Collection, Middle Georgia 

Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA); recollections of Edward A. Ross, p. 4, Napier-
Blackmon-Ross-Rose Families Collection 1785-, MGA; City of Macon Property Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, 
microfilm drawer 239, box 57, Georgia Archives, Morrow, Georgia (GAM), hereafter cited as City of Macon, Tax 
Digest, 1857. 

6Jonathan Daniel Wells, The Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 1800-1861 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina, 2004), 243; Siegel, “Artisans and Immigrants,” 222-23; Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. 
Engerman, Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 
1974), 70-71; Gavin Wright, The Political Economy of the Cotton South, Households, Markets, and Wealth in the 
Nineteenth Century (New York: W. W. Norton, 1978), 35. 
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Macon’s slaveholders versus non-slaveholders, for “ownership of human property led a man to 

believe that his interests were inextricably bound to those of other slave owners.” Non-

slaveholders, by contrast, were not part of the “master class.”7 In Hancock County to the 

northeast, a “great mass of landless and slaveless white men” lived alongside slaveholders. In 

Mobile, Alabama, slaveholders made up less than 10 percent of the free population of the city in 

1830, 1840, 1850, and 1860. On the 1860 census slave schedules, census takers listed 8 percent 

of Macon’s free population as slaveholders, or one in seven adult white males with known 

occupations.8 On the other hand, according to historian Jonathan D. Martin, “To some extent, 

[enslaved] hiring helped democratize access to slave labor and thus gave a taste of mastery to a 

wider cross-section of white Southerners.”9  

Not only did those with fewer resources hire enslaved labor, but also many of Macon’s 

wealthier citizens did so as well, resulting in difficulties in determining the exact dimensions of 

slaveholding in Macon. Of the seventy slaveholders in Macon’s occupational group 1, twelve 

listed more than twenty enslaved laborers on the 1860 census slave schedules. Yet, because only 

one of these individuals actually paid city taxes for twenty-plus enslaved laborers in 1857, the 

situation was more complicated. The exact number of slaveholders in 1860 Macon is unclear 

because many of these enslaved laborers listed on the 1860 census slave schedules were hired 

out to these individuals. The 1857 Macon tax digest and 1860 slave schedules reveal large 

discrepancies in the numbers of enslaved held by individuals. Cotton buyer John Hollingsworth, 

with eighteen enslaved workers on the 1860 census slave schedule, almost certainly hired most 

 
7Keri Leigh Merritt, Masterless Men: Poor Whites and Slavery in the Antebellum South (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017), 63, 139. 
8James C. Bonner, “Profile of a Late Antebellum Community,” American Historical Review 49 (July 

1944): 680; Harriet E. Amos Doss, Cotton City: Urban Development in Antebellum Mobile (Tuscaloosa: University 
of Alabama Press, 1985), 87; U.S., Census of 1860, Slave Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited 
as Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon).  

9Jonathan D. Martin, Divided Mastery: Slave Hiring in the American South (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2004), 109.  
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of these city laborers, as he only paid taxes on three bondsmen in 1857. Railroad contractor 

Charles Collins paid 1857 taxes on nineteen enslaved compared to the twenty-seven listed under 

his name in 1860, and Stephen Collins paid taxes on twelve of thirty on the 1860 census.10  

Because of the relationship of slaveholding to wealth, it is difficult to find an affluent 

antebellum Maconite who was not also a slaveholder. In 1860 Macon, 90 percent of Maconites 

listed in occupational group 1 were slaveholders according to either the 1857 tax digest and/or 

the 1860 census slave schedules. For occupational group 2, thirty-three of fifty-five were 

slaveholders, or 66 percent. To round out the top three occupational groups, 95 of 175 in group 3 

were slaveholders, or 54 percent. The majority, though not necessarily an overwhelming one, of 

the upper echelons of Macon’s occupational groupings were slaveholders. In group 1, those who 

were not slaveholders stood out, but some of the names missing from the slave schedules or tax 

digests are deceptive. For instance, large grocer William A. Cherry was not listed as a 

slaveholder, but his brother Job H. Cherry, co-proprietor of their store, listed ten enslaved on the 

1860 census and paid taxes on four in 1857. Group 2 lawyer Osborne A. Lochrane also appeared 

as a non-slaveholder on both documents, but his wife Frances Victoria Lamar Lochrane, 

daughter of planter Henry Graybill Lamar, paid taxes on seven bondsmen in 1857.11 The 

proportions of slaveholders fell away the further the individual was from the city’s socio-

economic elite. Only 13 percent of group 4, and 5 percent of group 5 were slaveholders.  

These numbers, from 90 percent in group 1 to 5 percent in group 5, represent the 

proportion of each occupational group that was a part of the “master class.” Slaveholders, whom 

Oakes divides into three groups—planters, the middle class, and small slaveholders—were all 

 
10Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon, p. 1, 25, 27-28, 32; City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. Though 

hiring large numbers of slaves did not have the same prestige as ownership, clearly large hirers often held title to a 
good number of enslaved in their own right. 

11Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon, p. 18. 
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present in prewar Macon. Though being a slaveholder was socially important, all slaveholders 

were not created equal. Small slaveholders were economically insecure, and their “lives were 

shaped by restlessness, drift, and economic insecurity.” These people moved into and out of the 

slaveholding class.12 As Stephanie McCurry notes in her study of the South Carolina low 

country: “On the ground outside the fence [of their farms and plantations], masters of households 

did not meet as equals.” Small slaveholders “all too often, found themselves simply overmatched 

by those who owned far more and far more valuable property.”13 Slaveholding alone did not 

make one an insider, simply a single-issue ally of other slaveholders.  

For slaveholders, volume and visibility counted as both pertained to wealth and status. In 

terms of sheer volume, Macon’s largest slaveholders were planters. Though most of their 

enslaved workers labored on plantations far from the city limits, planters’ status as large 

slaveholders was certainly known in Macon. Newspaper editors spread the word to those who 

might be unaware. When planter Joseph Bond died in 1859, it was big news in Macon. This 

owed not only to his great wealth but also to the method of his demise. His death directly related 

to his role as a large slaveholder. When overseer Lucius Brown beat one of Bond’s enslaved 

wagoners bloody, Bond confronted him, resulting in Brown shooting Bond dead. What both the 

local Telegraph and Savannah Daily News saw in Bond upon his passing was someone to extol. 

Brown received only their contempt, but Bond was the ultimate insider. He had achieved what 

slavery advocates argued was the pinnacle of slaveholding—aristocratic republican freedom.14 

The Telegraph noted that Bond “acted his part [in life] like a man.” He was “independent, self-

 
12James Oakes, Introduction to the Norton paperback edition, The Ruling Race, x; Oakes, The Ruling Race, 

40, 57; Wright, Political Economy of the Cotton South, 35; Johnson, Soul by Soul, 199. 
13Stephanie McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds: Yeoman Households, Gender Relations, and the Political 

Culture of the Antebellum South Carolina Low Country (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 22.  
14Eugene D. Genovese, The Slaveholders’ Dilemma: Freedom and Progress in Southern Conservative 

Thought, 1820-1860 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1992), 79. Genovese cited southern diplomat-
historian William H. Trescot. 
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reliant,” and the “ambition of his life was to be a successful planter, and to elevate the standard 

of character and intelligence in this noble avocation. For this he studied and toiled and to it he 

consecrated his time, his energies, and his talents.”15 Planters—large slaveholders by definition 

in the South—received particular respect in southern society. The prestige of the planter was the 

highest one could attain.16 Though this respect also flowed from the South’s agricultural focus, 

Bond’s death displays the extreme outpouring of support and esteem for a slaveholding planter.  

The 1857 city tax digest is the most reliable source for actual slave ownership in Macon 

because the tax collector listed the number of enslaved laborers for whom Maconites paid taxes. 

The tax digest also included separate columns for the enslaved held in the city versus the 

country, a further refinement compared to the 1860 census slave schedules. As Joseph Patrick 

Reidy notes in his study of central Georgia, the 1860 slave schedules for Macon list 4,143 

enslaved laborers, but the enslaved clearly were not all living and working in the city.17 The 1857 

tax digest listed twenty-four slaveholders who paid taxes on more than ten enslaved laborers in 

the city that year. All were in occupational groups 1 through 3. Six of these were gentlemen 

professionals—physicians and lawyers, such as Washington Poe who paid taxes on seventeen 

enslaved in the city in 1857 and Dr. James Mercer Green who listed fifteen enslaved laborers. 

 
15J. A. N., “Col. Joseph Bond,” Telegraph, 15 March 1859. Italics in the Telegraph quote added by this 

author. Similarly, historian Drew Gilpin Faust notes how South Carolinian planter James Henry Hammond lived his 
life in the “pursuit of a design outlined for him by the Old South.” Drew Gilpin Faust, James Henry Hammond and 
the Old South: A Design for Mastery (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1982), 3-4. 

16Jennifer Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?: Professionals with Planter and Middle-Class Origins in Late 
Antebellum South Carolina,” in The Southern Middle Class in the Long Nineteenth Century, eds. Jonathan Daniel 
Wells and Jennifer Green (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011), 157; Bonner, “Profile of a Late 
Antebellum Community,” 672. 

17“Ordinance,” Telegraph, 10 January 1840; “An Ordinance,” Telegraph, 31 March 1857; Robert Evans, 
Jr., “The Economics of American Negro Slavery,” in Aspects of Labor Economics, ed. Universities-National Bureau 
Committee for Economic Research (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1962), 16; Joseph Patrick Reidy, 
“Masters and Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-
1880,” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois University, 1982), 126. The Macon tax on the enslaved had gone up 
considerably from 25 cents per head in 1848 to 40 cents per $100 of value in 1857. This meant that a slaveholder 
would pay approximately $3.20 for an $800 slave, which was the 1850s average. Because of this change in the tax 
code, slaveholders were sure to complain about inaccurate reportage. For more information see Appendix C. 
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Five planters and five merchants paid levies on more than ten enslaved laborers. Widows Mary 

W. Towns and Parthenia Thurmond Raines Corbin both survived planters. In Corbin’s case, she 

inherited land and enslaved laborers from both her father and husband. The last four largest 

slaveholders according to the 1857 tax digest were railroad contractors. These included Stephen 

and Charles Collins noted above. Thus, gentlemen professionals, planters, merchants, railroad 

contractors, and widows were Macon’s largest slaveholders according to the city tax digest.18 

By the measurement of the 1857 tax digest, Dr. Robert Collins was the largest 

slaveholder in the city itself. This speculator, banker, and railroad man reported ninety-three 

enslaved workers on the 1860 census, but paid taxes for thirty in 1857. Collins set himself apart 

as a slaveholder in Macon. Not only did he pay the highest taxes for enslaved laborers in the city, 

but he also published an “Essay on the Treatment and Management of Slaves” in 1853 sharing 

his “prowess” in slaveholding with all and sundry. In this document, Collins concluded that, after 

much experimentation and observation, the best way to manage the enslaved was by “kind and 

liberal treatment” on the part of the slaveholder and “strict obedience” on the part of the 

enslaved. This, his lengthy study, had “proven beyond doubt.”19 

 
18There were a handful of other slaveholders of note in the city, who are not listed on the 1857 tax digest at 

all, but whose personal property enumerated on the 1860 census implies that they were large slaveholders and not 
just hirers. The profiles of these men align with other large slaveholders in Macon. Cotton broker James Graybill 
reported fourteen enslaved laborers on the 1860 slave schedule and $16,000 in personal property on the population 
schedules. Commercial merchant John D. Neely reported fourteen enslaved laborers on the 1860 census and $21,500 
in personal property. Most notable of this group was livery stable owner Artemis Goolsby, who reported twenty-six 
enslaved laborers in 1860. Because he also reported $33,000 in personal property, it is likely that he was not hiring 
enslaved laborers. U.S., Census of 1860, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as 
Population Schedules, 1860, Macon), 178; Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon, 7, 12, 30. 

19Federal Slave Schedules, Macon, 1860, 19-20; Macon’s Black Heritage: The Untold Story (Macon, Ga.: 
The Tubman African American Museum, 1997), 5-6. Possibly Collins felt a greater impetus to write such a treatise 
after newspapers identified Ellen Craft as his runaway enslaved property. Craft was his wife Eliza Smith Collins’s 
half-sister, both being the daughters of Macon founding father and lawyer Major James Smith. Smith had gifted 
Craft, whose mother was enslaved, to Eliza. In 1848, Craft, aided by her light skin, escaped to the North with her 
husband, fellow slave William Craft. She became a vocal abolitionist, but the local newspaper was ready with good 
press on Collins’s behalf, writing in 1852 that Craft had “voluntarily gone into the service of an American 
gentleman and lady, upon condition that they will bring her back to her owner here.” Though some newspaper 
editions are no longer extant, it is unlikely that the Telegraph or Messenger published Craft’s rebuttal “that the 
statement is entirely unfounded” published in the Anti-Slavery Advocate in December 1852. Conie Mac Darnell, 
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The number of enslaved varied widely even among the top occupational groups. In group 

1, though 90 percent of the seventy-eight individuals on the 1860 census were slaveholders, they 

were not all large slaveholders. Almost half, or twenty-six of the fifty-eight listed on the 1857 tax 

digest paid taxes on five or fewer enslaved laborers. For occupational group 3, almost three out 

of four slaveholders held five or fewer enslaved. Among the small proportion of slaveholders 

within occupational group 4, slaveholding was, unsurprisingly, more uniform, with only four of 

the group’s forty-six slaveholders holding more than five enslaved laborers. The few white-collar 

workers with more than five bondsmen consisted of a tax collector, lawyer, real estate agent, and 

female teacher. John D. Gray of the railroad stood alone with more than five enslaved laborers 

among the sixteen skilled laborers who were slaveholders in 1857. In the final accounting, 

though occupational groups 1, 2, and 3 varied widely in the number of enslaved hired or owned, 

they still accounted for most of the city’s enslaved laborers.20  

Though a Georgia newspaper editor opined, “For our part we would like to see every 

white man at [sic] the South the owner of a family of negroes,” this was not the case.21 Macon’s 

1860 census slave schedule listed 417 slaveholders or users, both male and female, out of a total 

white population of 5,337. Less than one-sixth of Macon’s adult white males were slaveholders 

in 1860. While nine out of ten of the city’s wealthiest residents were slaveholders, only 5 percent 

of the city’s 957 skilled laborers owned or hired the enslaved. Though slaveholding was not 

mandatory to achieve inclusion in occupational groups 1 through 3, it certainly was common. 

Their larger volume of enslaved laborers also trumped the power of small slaveholders, despite 

the latter’s membership in the “master class.”  

 
Walking on Cotton: Civil War & Emancipation Era Guide to Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Center City Press, 
2012), 8. 

20This aligns with what Kimball found in his study of Richmond. There, the elite classes owned or hired 80 
percent of city’s slaves by 1860. Kimball, American City, Southern Place, 58-59. 

21Oakes, Ruling Race, 230.  
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Up to this point of the study, the focus has been on socio-economic categories in relation 

to slaveholding, with no reference to birthplace as a factor. Macon, as a relatively new city, was 

made up of people from elsewhere, but it had a white southern-born majority, mostly from 

Georgia. Native-born Georgians and southerners in general could evaluate those from elsewhere 

based on their acceptance of and participation in slavery. Slavery could be the “ultimate loyalty 

test” and mark the resident as “part of the dominant group.”22  

In a larger geographic context, Oakes makes the generalized statement that by 1850 most 

slaveholders were native-born, with nine out of ten born in the South. A survey of Deep South 

mid-sized towns—Baton Rouge, Columbia, Montgomery, Natchez, and Savannah—found that 

non-southerners did not invest as heavily in the enslaved. These cities were far from the North 

and had large enclaves of the northern and/or foreign born. New Orleans, one of the most 

populous cities in the antebellum South, had a “large and important northern-born population,” 

which bred “relative indifference to the slavery issue as such.” The city’s northerners did not 

move against slavery en masse, counted among their number slaveholders, and feared only 

threats related to their economic interests.23 

In Reidy’s accounting of household heads in Macon from 1860, 65 percent of southerners 

were slaveholders or users, compared to 35 percent of northerners, and 15 percent of 

immigrants.24 Reidy’s focus on household heads does not provide the full picture when 

endeavoring to understand the wealth of white men in Macon and their inclusion in the “master 

 
22Arthur S. Meyers, “‘Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky’: The Response of Irish Immigrants in the South 

to Slavery during the Late Antebellum Period,” Journal of Southwest Georgia History 7 (1989): 35; Bryan Giemza, 
“Introduction,” in Rethinking the Irish in the American South: Beyond Rounders and Reelers, ed. Bryan Giemza, 
(Oxford, Miss.: University Press of Mississippi, 2013), 14-15; Scott M. Langston, “Being Jewish in Columbus, 
Georgia: The Business, Politics, and Religion of Jacob and Isaac Moses, 1828-1890,” Southern Jewish History 28 
(2015): 6. 

23Oakes, Ruling Race, 51; D. C. Rousey, “Friends and Foes of Slavery: Foreigners and Northerners in the 
Old South,” Journal of Social History 35, no. 2 (December 2001): 373, 388; William W. Chenault and Robert C. 
Reinders, “The Northern-Born Community of New Orleans in the 1850s,” Journal of American History 51, no. 2 
(September 1964): 244-45.  

24Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 109.  
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class.” Men who were household heads had already achieved a certain level of prosperity or 

responsibility. They were more likely to have the financial resources to be slaveholders. The 

tabulation of all adult white males listed with occupations in the 1860 Macon census—1,822 

men—reveals a different story. Two out of every three of the 1,142 southern-born white men 

were not household heads. Only 21 percent of southern males with occupations listed on the 

census were slaveholders compared to 65 percent of household heads. As for foreign-born adult 

males, 6 percent of those with occupations were slaveholders compared to 15 percent of the same 

group who were household heads. A greater proportion of the northern male workforce ran their 

own households, and 23 percent of all adult white males from the North were slaveholders 

compared to 35 percent of northern household heads. By this accounting, Macon’s northern-born 

males were more likely to be slaveholders than their southern-born counterparts by two 

percentage points. Lynn Willoughby found that the median number of enslaved in 1850 

Apalachicola, Florida, was higher for northern-born versus southern-born cotton factors, of 

which there were thirty-eight, making it possible that northerners were more keen slaveholders in 

certain circumstances.25  

 A number of scholars have considered the wealth levels of northerners and southerners to 

evaluate regional inclinations. In Savannah, Dennis C. Rousey found that southerners were more 

likely to be slaveholders than their counterparts of parallel wealth, with less variation among the 

most prosperous regardless of nativity.26 In occupational group 1 in Macon, which included 

greater merchants, planters, and judges, 88 percent of white southern-born males were 

slaveholders, followed closely by 83 percent of northerners and 80 percent of the foreign born. In 

fact, northerners and southerners largely aligned throughout all the categories, with the North 

 
25Lynn Willoughby, Fair to Middlin’: The Antebellum Cotton Trade of the Apalachicola/Chattahoochee 

River Valley (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1993), 114.  
26Rousey, “Friends and Foes of Slavery,” 376, 379.   
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trailing the South by less than 10 percent in occupational groups 1, 3, 4, and 5. In group 2’s 

gentlemen professionals—physicians, lawyers, ministers, and professors—the pattern reversed 

with 79 percent of the southern born compared to 86 percent of their northern counterparts as 

slaveholders or users. Northerners emerge with a higher overall percentage of slaveholders by 

two percentage points because of their greater proportions higher on the occupational scale. 

Whereas 17 percent of white male southerners were semi-skilled and unskilled workers in 1860 

Macon, and thus unlikely slaveholders, only 7 percent of northerners were working class. On the 

other end of the occupational hierarchy, a larger proportion of northerners were in occupational 

groups 1 and 3—20 percent—compared to 12 percent of those born south of the Mason-Dixon 

Line.  

 Concerning immigrants, only 7 percent of whom were slaveholders, the consideration of 

wealth is even more imperative. The lower proportion of slaveholders is not surprising 

considering that the foreign born, especially the Irish, had the largest percentage of semi-skilled 

and unskilled workers in Macon, with 18 percent of the immigrant population as unskilled in 

1860, compared to 13 percent of southerners and 2 percent of northerners. Almost a third of 

Macon’s white unskilled laborers were Irishmen though the Irish made up less than a tenth of the 

white male workforce. Thus, the smaller proportion of slaveholders among immigrants does not 

automatically indicate immigrant reluctance to get involved in the peculiar institution. Yet, when 

taking financial resources into consideration, Rousey found that Savannah’s foreign-born males 

were still the least likely to be slaveholders at all wealth levels.27 In Macon, the pattern was less 

distinct, with immigrant proportions following closely after native-born slaveholders in 

occupational groups 4 and 5. The five foreign-born men in group 1 were all slaveholders, 

compared to 88 and 83 percent of their southern and northern native-born counterparts. On the 

 
27Ibid., 376.  
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other hand, the proportion of immigrant slaveholders fell away quite dramatically in groups 2 

and 3. For the twenty-six immigrant males in occupational group 3, one in six were slaveholders 

compared to more than half of northerners and southerners.28  

 A closer look at occupational group 3 in particular reveals patterns within the foreign-

born contingent. The 15 percent of immigrant slaveholders in this group compared to the 69 and 

64 percent of the southern born or northern born respectively, owes in large part to immigration 

from mainland Europe. Of the twenty-six foreign-born proprietors in occupational group 3, a 

single merchant represented each of the states of Switzerland, the Netherlands, Bohemia, Poland, 

and France. The remaining nine proprietors were from the German states. The majority of this 

group was Jewish. Historian Mark I. Greenberg studied the assimilation of Savannah’s Jews, 

both immigrant and native born, based in part on their slaveholding tendencies. He found that in 

1860, 21 percent of Savannah’s Jewish adult males—wealthier on average than their 

counterparts—were slaveholders compared to 13 percent of Chatham County’s adult white 

males. Greenberg highlights changes in the composition of the Jewish slaveholding community 

from 1850 to 1860, as more Jews born in Germany wanted to fit into southern society. Jews, who 

had been the outsiders in Europe, hoped to become a part of the dominant group.29 This does not 

appear to have been the case in Macon. The city’s Jews, both native and foreign born, were on 

average more affluent than the town’s white males as a whole, but they were less inclined to be 

slaveholders. Only one of the middling proprietors among the Jews in occupational group 3 

 
28There were no foreign-born slaveholders among the three individuals in group 2 compared to more than 

three quarters of their native-born counterparts. Profession more than wealth defines some of the occupations in 
group 2. Though middle-class lawyers and physicians appear in group 4 and not in group 2 with “gentlemen” 
professionals, white ministers and college professors are included in the group 2 tally, though their wealth did not 
always equal others in this grouping. Of the three immigrants in group 2 in 1860, there was a priest, a lawyer, and a 
professor. Note again that Irish lawyer Osborne A. Lochrane’s wife held enslaved laborers, though he did not. 

29Mark I. Greenberg, “Becoming Southern: The Jews of Savannah, Georgia, 1830-1870,” American Jewish 
History 86 (1998): 57, 60-63. In 1860, average real property of Savannahians on the census was $11,117, and 
average Jewish property there was $13,761. Barnes found that later German immigrants were opposed to slavery to 
a greater degree than their earlier counterparts, in large part because of the 1848 revolutions in Europe. Barnes, 
“Industry and Its Laborers,” 194. 
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noted above was a slaveholder. There were only two slaveholders out of fifty-one foreign-born 

Jews listed on the 1860 census. Both were in good standing in the Jewish community and served 

as officers of the United Jewish Society in 1856.30  

 In comparison to other foreign-born groups, Irish immigrants were the most likely to 

become slaveholders when they possessed the resources to do so. Both of the Irishmen in 

occupational group 1 were slaveholders, aligning with other prosperous immigrants. The 

difference appears in occupational groups 3 and 5. Among middling merchants, two of four 

Irishmen held bondsmen compared to one of three Englishmen and one of fourteen mainland 

Europeans. Among immigrant skilled labor, 9 percent of Irishmen were slaveholders, which even 

surpassed their native-born counterparts’ 6 percent.31 Drew Gilpin Faust finds the common 

attitude among Irishmen who could and did enter the “master class” consistent with the ethos of 

Thomas Sutpen of William Faulkner’s novel Absalom, Absalom! These individuals focused 

exclusively on success and were thus oblivious to the moral deficiencies of slavery.32 Irishman 

John Kerr, who emigrated in 1842, had a different approach when he wrote in 1850 from New 

Orleans: “The slaves present an appearance of comfort, happiness, and content, a hundred 

percent greater than the poor Irish. . . . I don’t mean to defend slavery here, but I say that it is not 

half so bad or so grindingly oppressive as in Ireland.”33 To further distance Macon’s successful 

Irish from abolitionism was the knowledge that it was a virtue of the British Empire, brought to 

 
30John Campbell Butler, Historical Record of Macon and Central Georgia: Containing Many Interesting 

and Valuable Reminiscences Connected with the Whole State, Including Numerous Incidents and Facts Never before 
Published and of Great Historic Value (Macon, Ga.: J. W. Burke, 1879), 325; U.S., Census of 1850, Slave 
Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Federal Slave Schedules, 1850, Macon). Abraham 
Dessau of Germany had two enslaved laborers listed on the 1850 census slave schedules, while E. Isaacs of 
England’s four enslaved laborers were listed on the 1860 census slave schedules.  

31The Irish only trailed another nonnative group in slaveholding among low-white-collar workers and petty 
proprietors, with higher percentages of Scots and Englishmen as slaveholders. 

32Kieran Quinlan, “After Strange Kin: Further Reflections on the Relations between Ireland and the 
American South,” in Giemza, Rethinking the Irish, 128. 

33David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working Class (New 
York: Verso, 1991), 134; Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 22, 31.  
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the fore when the British needed to proclaim the rightness of their endeavors and rule.34 When an 

English official visited the U.S. in 1852 and chided Americans concerning the continued 

existence of slavery on America’s shores, Maconite classical teacher John O’Keefe of County 

Westmeath offered a rebuttal in the form of his 1852 oration to the Hibernian Benevolent Society 

at the annual St. Patrick’s Day gala. O’Keefe, a twenty-year resident of the city, was not a 

slaveholder himself though he was well-situated enough to have become one. Still, in his speech 

O’Keefe decried the official’s claim to virtue and that Britannia was the “cradle of liberty.” 

Instead O’Keefe likened the English to the ancient Egyptians, for England had shed enough 

blood to “float her navy.”35  

Alabamian Daniel Hundley, writing in the late antebellum period, posited that “few 

Yankees have the tact to feel comfortable and perfectly at home in a Slave State.” He 

immediately thereafter asserted that though northerners “profess to be intensely pro-slavery . . . 

they seldom own slaves.” He attributed this to an inability “to overcome their early anti-slavery 

prejudices, or else owing to a fixed resolve to return to the land of their nativity at some future 

period of their lives.”36 Hundley could not have been more wrong as far as antebellum Macon 

was concerned. Regardless of anxieties about immigrant or northern-born males weakening the 

hold of slavery in southern towns, an analysis of 1,822 white male workers in Macon with 

known nativity in 1860 indicates that place of birth was not a significant factor in whether or not 

one was a slaveholder. Instead, socio-economic factors largely prevailed. The northern and 

southern percentages of slaveholders were within 10 percentage points of each other in every 

occupational group, and the second highest number of slave “usership” on the 1860 census slave 

 
34Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York: Routledge, 1995), 2, 178; Roediger, Wages of 

Whiteness, 137-38.  
35“Speech of Mr. O’Keef,” Telegraph, 20 March 1852.   
36Daniel Hundley, Social Relations in Our Southern States (New York: Henry B. Price, 1860), 105-5.  
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schedules was for commission merchant Thurston R. Bloom of New York, who had forty-eight 

enslaved laborers listed under his name. It mattered less that a Maconite was from north of the 

Mason-Dixon Line than that he had the wealth to purchase or hire the enslaved. Of the eleven 

New Englanders in occupational group 1 in 1860, ten were slaveholders. These men included 

merchants, bank and real estate agents, and hotel proprietors. The foreign born approximated the 

native born in three out of five slaveholding occupational groups. Thus, greater proprietors Henri 

Horne and John H. Damour, both from France, joined commission merchant James Rea of 

Ireland, and physician and druggist Dr. Methvin S. Thomson of Scotland as slaveholders, with 

Damour and Thomson hiring or holding more than ten enslaved.37 In Macon, variation among 

immigrants in particular was usually slight or linked to a limited number of individuals in that 

occupational category. Thus, if a Maconite was both white and male, he was more likely to 

become a slaveholder based on the amount of wealth that he had accumulated than on any values 

originating from his place of birth. These Maconites were not unlike German immigrant William 

H. Tappey of Petersburg, Virginia, who “quickly adapted to using slave labor because it was a 

rational way” to increase his wealth. Tappey’s “entrance into the ranks of the slaveholding class 

of the South marked him as a successful businessman.”38  

Involvement in local government and positions of respect and influence reveal a great 

deal about who the insiders and outsiders were in a given locale. Macon, founded on the eastern 

edge of new territory in 1823, was initially a frontier town, and it was still attempting to establish 

itself as a serious contender throughout the antebellum period. On the frontier, “the urban booster 

led the effort to carve urban civilization out of the wilderness.” Historian David Goldfield sums 

 
37Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 681, 880; Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon, 16, 28, 31; City of 

Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. Only Nathan Weed of Connecticut, a wealthy hardware store proprietor who reported 
$50,000 in personal property in 1860, did not appear on either the 1860 census slave schedule or pay taxes on the 
enslaved in the 1857 tax digest. 

38Barnes, “Industry and Its Laborers,” 194, 201.  
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up the southern urban leader, “He defended against grasping rivals, organized the city, and set it 

on a course of continued growth.” By 1860, southern boosters were adapting northern urban 

programs and reforming both political and economic aspects of southern urban life to accelerate 

southern progress. These leaders “were among the most organized, the most articulate, and the 

most enterprising voices in their section.” They both set the tone for the city and created its 

image in a period of ramped-up urban boosterism. Notably, they “embodied and expressed a 

community’s ideas about itself.” Goldfield notes that censuses, directories, and tax digests aid in 

the “discovery of the city-builders who rarely left papers and diaries.” 39  

 Goldfield concludes that Richmond, Virginia, was “an open society for at least white 

males.” The same was true of Macon, but it remains to be seen if these open societies found in 

Richmond and Macon included representative numbers of the northern born or foreign born in 

leadership positions. There was antebellum fear among white southerners that Deep South towns 

such as Charleston, Savannah, Atlanta, and New Orleans were no longer controlled by native-

born southerners.40 There was some truth to these fears, depending on the city, but variations in 

towns’ commercial bases and geographic locations greatly influenced leadership patterns and the 

inclusion of non-southerners. Contrasting Upper South versus Deep South cities highlights the 

demographic and leadership differences between the “Old South” and the “New South,” which 

 
39Goldfield, Urban Growth, 29-30; Blaine A Brownell and David R. Goldfield, “Southern Urban History,” 

in The City in Southern History: The Growth of Urban Civilization in the South, eds. Blaine A Brownell and David 
R. Goldfield (Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1977), 9-10; David R. Goldfield, “Pursuing the American 
Urban Dream: Cities in the Old South,” in The City in Southern History, 63; J. William Harris, Plain Folk and 
Gentry in a Slave Society: White Liberty and Black Slavery in Augusta’s Hinterlands (Middletown, Ct.: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1985), 104. 

40Goldfield, Urban Growth, 96; Randall M. Miller, “The Enemy Within: Some Effects of Foreign 
Immigrants on Antebellum Southern Cities,” Southern Studies 24 (Spring 1985): 49, 51. 
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could be quite pronounced.41 Macon’s leadership also had a different make up than that of the 

larger coastal cities of Savannah and Mobile.  

An examination of antebellum Macon’s elected city councilmen and commissioners 

indicates the origins of Macon’s leadership. Terms were for one year, which was not unusual in 

southern cities. In Macon, a little more than two-thirds of the 102 antebellum councilmen from 

1822 to 1860 were southerners, while approximately one-third were northerners. Mobile had 

greater northern influence, with its elected officials 44 percent northern.42 Yet, Macon’s 30 

percent does not take into account northern-born individuals whom Maconites elected multiple 

times. In fact, New Englanders David Flanders and Eliphalet E. Brown were elected thrice, while 

New Jersey builder James B. Ayres, merchant John L. Jones of Connecticut, and grocer Elijah 

Bond of Massachusetts all found favor five times. These facts concerning both Macon and 

Mobile demonstrate that northerners such as these “filled no small portion of the offices of trust 

and honor throughout the South.”43 In a sub-regional breakdown, twenty-two New Englanders 

served on the city council compared to only nine Mid-Atlantic migrants. Many of these northern 

officeholders were merchants and proprietors, which other studies have noted as important town 

boosters. Ambitious, aggressive, and well-educated northeastern businessmen saw opportunity in 

Macon and other southern cities. Both Macon and Mobile’s city councilmen reveal native-born 

 
41Peter D. McClelland  and Richard J. Zeckhauser, Demographic Dimensions of the New Republic 

American Interregional Migration, Vital Statistics, and Manumissions, 1800-1860 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982), 6. McClellan and Zeckhauser use the terms “Old South” and “New South” to refer to 
migration patterns, though they do not conclude that it was a simple migration from the Old South to the New South. 

42Goldfield, Urban Growth, 51; Doss, Cotton City, 52, 74. The state of Georgia appointed the 
commissioners for the city for the first year or so. Afterwards, the city elected councilmen yearly. 

43Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, 
Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 109, 111, 121, 131, 135, 139, 150, 156, 168, 172, 176, 181; Butler, Historical Record of 
Macon, 112; “Postscript,” Telegraph, 8 January 1839; “Macon City Election,” Telegraph, 7 January 1840; Fletcher 
M. Green, The Role of the Yankee in the Old South (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1972), 2. 
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dominance. Only two antebellum Macon councilmen were foreign born—both Scotsmen—and 

only six of Mobile’s. This puts the immigrant percentages at 2 and 13 respectively.44  

South Carolina’s claim that “Yankees” controlled Georgia’s business towns might find 

traction considering the numbers for city councilmen in Macon, but the northern born were much 

less likely to win election as mayor. While Mobile’s mayor tally was split down the middle 

between northerners and southerners, New Orleans elected two northern mayors out of five in 

the 1850s. Savannah’s mayoral inclinations were better aligned with Macon, for the city elected 

two northerners as mayor out of nine from 1841 to 1861.45 Out of fifteen Macon mayors with 

known nativity, only one northerner served as mayor from 1835 to 1860. Of these fifteen 

mayors, twelve were southern born. As noted in chapter three, here too some of these southerners 

were southern born, but barely. For instance, Isaac G. Seymour was born in Savannah in 1804 to 

parents newly arrived from Connecticut. Seymour went to Yale University and took up residence 

in early Macon, serving on the city council in 1832 to 1835 and then as mayor from 1836 to 

1839. Counting Seymour among Georgia-born mayors, Maconites preferred Georgian 

candidates, with nine of the fifteen, or 60 percent, born in the state.46  

 
44Reinders, “Northern-born Community,” 246-47; Doss, Cotton City, 74. Reinders cites studies of 

Galveston, Mobile, Nashville, Memphis, and other southwestern cities in the antebellum period.  
45Richard Harrison Shryock, Georgia and the Union in 1850 (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1924), 

84; Doss, Cotton City, 74; Reinders, “Northern-born Community,” 243; Dennis C. Rousey, “From Whence They 
Came to Savannah: The Origins of an Urban Population in the Old South,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 79, no. 2 
(1995): 332. 

46Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 121, 131, 135, 139, 146, 150, 156, 160, 168, 172, 176, 
181, 184, 188; Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 115, 166, 204; : “The Electiom” [sic], Messenger, 7 January 
1836; “City Elections,” Messenger, 5 January 1837; “City Election,” Messenger, 4 January 1838; “Macon City 
Elections,” Telegraph, 5 January 1841; “Sealed Proposals,” Telegraph, 1 February 1842; “Council Chamber,” 
Telegraph, 17 January 1843; “City Election,” Messenger, 11 January 1844; “Municipal Election,” Telegraph, 7 
September 1860; Reinders, “Northern-born Community ,” 240. The tally begins in 1835 because this was the year in 
which male citizens in the city who were eligible to vote began to choose the mayor via ballot. Before this time, the 
city council, elected by the populace, chose the intendant from among their number. Note that there were two extra 
mayors due to resignations in 1853 and 1860. Counting each term separately to allow for those who were re-elected, 
southerners served 82 percent of the terms, the foreign born 14 percent, and the northern born 4 percent. 
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Notably, considering that only 2 percent of antebellum Macon councilmen were foreign 

born, two antebellum mayors were immigrants, or 13 percent of the fifteen mayors with known 

nativity. George M. Logan, who was in the city by 1840, was born in Ireland and married a 

Georgia native in 1850. A merchant and later the proprietor of the Lanier House Hotel, Logan 

served the city as mayor 1848 to 1850. He led the charge to bring the Georgia Agricultural Fair 

to Macon in 1851 and cultivated a personal friendship with Georgian elite planter and fellow 

Democrat John Basil Lamar. After his service to the city, he was the Hibernian Benevolent 

Society president in 1851. In 1859 Logan was a member of Macon’s Kansas Aid Committee 

along with Lamar, helping to send funds to assist the southern cause in Kansas. He paid taxes on 

six enslaved laborers in 1857.47 His actions and friendship with the crème de la crème of the 

southern aristocracy point to his position as an insider, with a mindset in line with that of fellow 

white southerners, especially those in the “master class.” The only other antebellum immigrant 

who rose to the mayor’s office in Macon was Dr. Methvin S. Thomson of Perth, Scotland. A 

druggist and physician who served as a professor at the Botanic Medical College, he became 

Macon’s mayor in 1860 and held office through 1862.48  

Examined together, the statistics for Macon’s city councilmen and mayors indicate the 

overall proportions of leadership by nativity compared to other southern cities. Beyond Harriet 

E. Amos Doss’s study of Mobile, Goldfield’s scholarship concerning the leadership of Virginia 

towns is also instructive as a comparison of not only leaders’ nativity, but also socio-economic 

 
47Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 135, 139, 146, 175; Nancy Anderson, More Than 

Mere Money: The Life of Dorothy Lewis (Macon, Ga.: Indigo Custom Publishing, 2006), 51; “Hibernian Benevolent 
Society,” Citizen, 9 August 1851; The Macon Directory for 1860, Containing the Names of the Inhabitants, Business 
Directory, and an Appendix of Much Useful Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & Company, 1860); City of Macon, 
Tax Digest, 1857. 

48Michael Everette Bell, “Regional Identity in the Antebellum South: How German Immigrants Became 
‘Good’ Charlestonians,” The South Carolina Historical Magazine 100, no. 1 (January 1999): 26; Butler, Historical 
Record of Macon, 338; “Municipal Election.” Logan’s acceptance of southern mores and rise to power mirror that of 
Charleston’s German-born Franz Adolph Melchers, though Melchers never became mayor of the much larger and 
older Charleston. 
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condition. Macon’s elected officials—both councilmen and mayors—were 70 percent southern 

born. Though this was far higher than Mobile’s 41 percent who served as mayors, aldermen, and 

common councilmen, the newer Deep South town of Macon looked positively cosmopolitan in 

its leadership compared to Goldfield’s Virginia cities, at least as concerns the native born. 

Norfolk, Alexandria, and Richmond all had leadership cliques that were between 85 and 90 

percent southern born. Even more notable among these southern leaders is the in-state nativity of 

Virginia leaders compared to central Georgia. Though Macon elected Georgians most often to 

city office, choosing fifty-three candidates from Georgia compared to thirty-two from the rest of 

the South, the difference in proportion of in-state leadership in Macon compared to Richmond 

and Norfolk was sizable. Seventy percent of Norfolk’s boosters were Virginia born, compared to 

76 percent of Alexandria’s and 88 percent of Richmond’s. Only 43 percent of Macon’s mayors 

and city councilmen were from Georgia. Mobile was a completely different story, with only 7 

percent of the city’s 1860 leaders born in Alabama. More were from Georgia and South Carolina 

than in-state.49  

 For both the northern born and foreign born, Macon’s leadership fell between Mobile on 

the one hand and Virginia cities on the other. The proportion of northern elected leaders in 

Macon—27 percent—was much higher than Richmond, Alexandria, and Norfolk, which all 

hovered between 7 and 9 percent. In Mobile, almost half of elected leaders were northern born. 

Macon’s 3 percent of foreign-born leaders was a lower percentage than Norfolk’s 8 percent and 

Alexandria’s 5 percent but higher than interior Richmond’s 2 percent. Mobile’s one in ten 

 
49Goldfield, Urban Growth, 31, 41, 43, 53; Doss, Cotton City, 74, table 3-3. Goldfield used slightly 

different parameters in his research, focusing not just on elected officials but also on the “highly visible” who were 
also leaders in voluntary associations and/or important boards for internal improvements and banks from 1847 to 
1861. Despite these differences, Goldfield’s study is helpful as a contrast. 
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foreign-born leaders trumped all four cities, making this Deep South town on the coast the most 

diverse leadership-wise.50  

Having established the proportions that the southern born, northern born, and foreign 

born appear among Macon’s elected officials, the next step is to determine whether or not this 

aligned with the city’s demographics.51 The year 1860 offers the most complete demographic 

picture, with 1,822 white males in the workforce, 63 percent of whom were southerners, 16 

percent northerners, and 22 percent immigrants. Because studies of other cities have focused on 

the 1850s in particular, a spotlight on that era in Macon provides a clearer comparison to other 

cities. From 1850 to 1860, nineteen of sixty-two Maconite officials were northerners, or 31 

percent of local officials, compared to their 16 percent proportion of the white male workforce. 

This pattern is closest to Mobile, though northerners were overrepresented by 300 percent in the 

port city. A sample from the 1860 Mobile census showed 16 percent of the white population as 

northern born, but 48 percent of the city’s leaders in 1860 were from the North. In comparison, 

from 1851 to 1861 ten of seventy-eight aldermen in Savannah were northerners, or 13 percent of 

these city officials, while northerners made up 15 percent of the 1860 white male population over 

eighteen years of age. Northern representation in Savannah was in close alignment with their 

proportion of the city, and this was the case with Richmond as well. While the northern born 

made up 6 percent of the city’s white population, they made up 9 percent of the city’s visible 

leaders. In Savannah, Richmond, Mobile, and Macon, southern-born leaders were 

overrepresented. The only difference was in the degree, which ranged from a 10 percent 

difference in Mobile, 16 percent variation in Richmond, and 46 percent overrepresentation in 

 
50Goldfield, Urban Growth, 41, 43, 53; Doss, Cotton City, 52, 74. 
51Fragmentary information from 1840, which includes only 180 individuals with known nativity, points to a 

white male working population that was 60 percent southern, 32 percent northern, and 8 percent European. The 
1840 tabulations are centered around the names on the 357 individuals who had not defaulted on the 1840 Macon 
tax digest. Information concerning the place of birth for these individuals came from a variety of other sources. Tax 
Digest for 1840, Macon City Records, MGA.  
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Savannah. Macon’s leaders from 1850 to 1860 came closest to mirroring the southern population 

of the city, with only a 4 percent overrepresentation.  

All cities shared significant underrepresentation of immigrants in city leadership, though 

Macon actually came closest to representation compared to the foreign-born proportion of the 

population. The coastal cities of Mobile and Savannah had relatively high percentages of the 

foreign born, with 51 percent of white males eighteen or over in Savannah in 1860 and 53 

percent of Doss’s 1860 sample. Yet, only 8 percent of Savannah’s aldermen from 1851 to 1861 

were immigrants. Eleven percent of Mobile’s leaders were foreign born. Interior cities Richmond 

and Macon had 20 and 22 percent of their white population identify as immigrants, despite the 

older Virginia city’s much larger size. Macon’s elected mayors and councilmen were 3 percent 

foreign born compared to Richmond’s 2 percent.52  

 Despite significant variation in location, situation, and commercial base, antebellum 

Richmond, Norfolk, Alexandria, and Mobile expose important differences between the “Old” 

and “New” South pertinent to election trends in Macon. During this period, Virginia was 

experiencing out-migration while the Georgia population was growing due to in-migration, so 

the in-state dominance in leadership in Virginia is not surprising. Richmond, Alexandria, and 

Norfolk were much older than Macon, having all been incorporated in the 1700s, so they had a 

more firmly established citizenry and leadership clique. In this vein, Georgia had a less “highly 

developed aristocratic tradition” to dominate local elected positions.53 The Deep South cities of 

Macon and Mobile revealed different patterns. City leaders were more likely to be new to the 

city, though Mobile was an old city. Family background mattered little as the antebellum town 

 
52Doss, Cotton City, 74, table 3-1, table 3-2; Rousey, “From Whence They Came,” 311, 331-33; Goldfield, 

Urban Growth, 65, 87.  
53McClellan and Zeckhauser, Demographic Dimensions, 6; Siegel, “Artisans and Immigrants,” 223; 

Goldfield, Urban Growth, 40. This did not mean that only old city families were involved in leadership in Virginia. 
Of sixty leaders on Richmond’s 1850 census, 88 percent also appeared on the 1840 and/or 1860 censuses. Twelve 
percent of leaders were in the city less than ten years. 
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had no previous generation of American residents. As an area of intense in-migration, 

persistence in Mobile quickly paid off, and within ten to fifteen years, individuals could become 

city leaders. Though Macon’s expansion was more gradual, it started growing at about the same 

time as Mobile, and its inhabitants were all migrants and immigrants. Yet, its location in the 

interior, which no doubt affected its growth rate, also altered its leadership choices. Leadership 

of Mobile was relatively diverse, with more than half of the city’s elected leaders coming from 

outside the South.54 In comparison, more than two-thirds of Macon’s leaders were southern born.  

In the 1850s, Macon, like many other southern locales, saw the rise of the nativist 

American Party, referred to by their detractors as the “Know Nothings.” The American Party, 

which began in the North, slowly moved south, as a speech printed in September 1855 by the 

Macon Citizen illustrates. The author had not originally been concerned about immigration, for 

“I knew that we had but few foreigners and Catholics in Tennessee.” Yet, the party eventually 

drew many southerners who had formerly been Whigs, in part because the large numbers of 

immigrants in the North gave those states more political power in the House of Representatives 

and electoral college based on their growing foreign-born population. The same 1855 article 

outlined the number of immigrants in seven different northern states in 1850, totaling over 1.5 

million individuals, giving certain states a numerical advantage.55 In Georgia, the American 

Party rose from the “ashes of the Whigs in 1855.” Yet, Georgia Whig leader Alexander Stephens 

refused to embrace the party because he believed that its condemnation of immigrants would, 

according to historian J. William Harris’s summation, “create within the body politic a degraded 

and dangerous class of white men with no attachment to the public good.” Nevertheless, 

 
54Doss, Cotton City, xvii, ix, 52, 53, 55, 63, 70, 74; Brownell and Goldfield, “Southern Urban History,” 9. 

Mobile’s environs had been claimed by the French, briefly by the British, and then by the Spanish. After the town 
became a U.S. territory in 1813, the city’s population exploded, quickly growing in size from 1,500 people in 1820 
to 30,000 in 1860. Over half of the leaders active in Mobile in 1860 had been in the city for more than twenty years. 

55Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 33; “Speech of Gen. F. K. Zollicoffer, in Nashville, June 
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prominent Macon Whigs such as lawyer and judge Eugenius A. Nisbet of Georgia migrated to 

the American Party. So too did lawyer and former mayor Washington Poe, also of Georgia. In 

1855 Poe served as the chairman of the Georgia Know Nothing Convention.56 The Whigs and 

their successors, largely made up of white-collar groups such as merchants, had always been 

more averse to immigration than their counterparts and nationwide had boasted fewer foreign-

born leaders. In Macon, the Whigs and later the American Party vied for power with the 

Democrats, including Eugenius A. Nisbet’s brother James A. Nisbet, who was an ardent 

Democrat. Georgia Democrats were more likely to be working class, both native born and 

foreign born. They feared encroachments in popular power, including restrictions on 

immigrants.57 

From 1854 through 1860, Democrats and the American Party were engaged in a “bitter 

struggle” in local elections in central Georgia. The Know Nothings began winning more 

positions within Macon. In the 1850s, Macon had two formerly Whig newspapers, the 

Messenger and Citizen, which claimed double the readership of the Democratic Telegraph. The 

Telegraph editors sought to make up for the paper’s status as a minority publication by serving 

as the “shock troops” of the political party.58 The Telegraph noted in 1854 that the Know 

 
56Harris, Plain Folk and Gentry, 127; William Thomas Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon and Bibb County, 

Georgia” (Ph.D. diss., University of Georgia, 1966), 309. J. D. B. De Bow of De Bow’s Review also opposed the 
American Party, believing that the South needed immigrant workers to continue advancing industrially and 
economically. Meyers, “Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky,” 33. 

57Frank Towers, The Urban South and the Coming of the Civil War (Charlottesville: University of Virginia 
Press, 2004), 89, 93; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 169; Harris, Plain Folk and Gentry, 126-29; 
Paul E. Johnson, A Shopkeeper’s Millennium: Society and Revivals in Rochester, New York 1815-1837 (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 1978), 133. Harris, in his study of Augusta, noted that the Whigs feared excessive democracy, with 
1853 Georgia Whig gubernatorial candidate Charles J. Jenkins supporting a law in Augusta which would have 
restricted voting to property owners. South Carolinian Whig planter James Henry Hammond said that democracies 
required leaders “to stoop, to cringe, to flatter the lowest of the people,” and the rich “are carped at, annoyed & 
thwarted by the affectation of ‘sturdy independence’ among the poor & vulgar.” Paul E. Johnson concludes that 
“Whigs were strong at the top of society but weak at the bottom.” 

58Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 111, 162; Shryock, Georgia and the Union, 118-19; F. 
N. Boney, Southerners All (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1984), 104. In comparison, Athens’s Democrat 
and Whig papers had about the same distribution.  
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Nothing Party had moved south, but condemned this development, calling to remembrance the 

past heroic service of Pulaski, Kosciusko, Steuben, DeKalb, Mercer, Montgomery, and 

LaFayette, as well as many other “mischievous foreigners.” A couple months later, the 

Telegraph indicated that some Maconites sought to straddle the fence between the parties, 

arguing that this was impossible as the two groups’ doctrines “slap each other full in the face.” In 

1857, the Democratic newspaper reprinted an editorial from the Washington Daily Union, again 

criticizing the Know Nothings, whose “philanthropy” was such that they feared immigrants.59  

With all this rhetoric flying about it seems as though, of course, there would be deep and 

lasting local reverberations from the rise of the American Party and its time in power. In 

Baltimore there was a shift in 1853 which saw a citywide realignment of partisan support, which 

suddenly revolved around ethnicity instead of class as it had in the past twenty years. When 

Savannah’s foreign-born longshoremen went on strike in 1856, local merchants decided to try 

“to dispense altogether with this foreign aid, and employ slave labor in their stead.” In contrast, 

the effect on the ground in Macon was muted, especially as related to behavior toward Macon’s 

immigrants, even though the American Party won some elections. In many places, including 

Macon, there was no sudden conversion to the American Party by all native-born whites. Instead, 

partisan competition between Democrats and the American Party raged on all fronts. Whereas in 

a number of southern cities, violence erupted on election day as the American Party encouraged 

street gangs to scare away Democratic votes, there is no record of violence at Macon’s polls 

related to this partisan competition.60   

 
59“The Know Nothings,” Telegraph, 29 August 1854; “A Word to Democrats,” Telegraph, 2 October 1854; 

“A Page of History,” Telegraph, 24 March 1857, reprinted from the Washington Daily Union. 
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Maconite lawyer Osborne A. Lochrane joined Georgians Philemon Tracy, John B. Lamar, and James A. Nisbet, 
along with North Carolinian W. K. Degraffenreid to write resolutions that denounced the Know Nothings. Young, 
Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 169. 
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The American Party’s reign in Macon was short-lived. They had gained more power by 

the election in December 1856, but Scotsman Findlay still won his seat in the city council with 

more votes than any other candidate. The publication Empire State celebrated his victory, noting 

that it was “ridiculous” to link foreign birth to personal merit.61 The American Party fared better 

in the annual city election in December 1857, when townsmen elected merchant Ovid G. Sparks 

of Georgia as mayor, along with a majority of his fellow American Party candidates as 

councilmen. The city re-elected Sparks in 1859 and 1860, but in the fall of that year, Sparks 

resigned. In the election to replace him, the Democratic candidate emerged victorious over the 

Constitutional Union (formerly American Party) candidate. This was particularly notable 

because the Democratic candidate, Dr. Methvin S. Thomson, was Scottish. His opposition Dr. 

Gabriel Harrison was from Georgia. (Both were members of the Methodist church.) The 

Democratic Telegraph, in reporting the victory of its candidate, attributed Thomson’s triumph in 

part to his longer residence in the city. Thomson had arrived in Macon in 1841, compared to 

Harrison’s appearance sometime in the 1850s. This Telegraph declaration was in direct 

contradiction to the American Party refrain that an immigrant could “come among us, remain a 

short time, announce himself a DIMERKAT and he is worthy of holding office.” 62  

Thus, Macon’s American Party passed into relative obscurity. Perhaps its time in power 

deserves the moniker the “Know Nothing imbroglio” as Goldfield termed the group’s time in 

office in Norfolk. Historian Edward Shoemaker notes in Savannah that the nativists did not 

prevail because “ethnocultural issues mattered much less than the preservation of slavery in 

southern political life.” Despite the efforts of the American Party, Macon’s reputation as an 

 
61Robert S. Davis, Jr., Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in 

Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1998), 107. 
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“open society” for white men remained. Macon, in the “New South,” had a much more diverse 

southern leadership coming from outside the state and almost one-third from above the Macon-

Dixon Line. Southern-born leaders, overrepresented in all of these cities, mirrored most closely 

their proportion of the population in Macon, as did the foreign born, though this was not saying 

much considering the relatively small proportion of immigrant leadership overall. In all of these 

locales, immigrants were underrepresented compared to their proportion of the population, 

though Macon elected two foreign-born mayors during the antebellum period, something which 

cannot be said for the other older, larger cities. Despite the “Whig-to-American converts” in 

Macon, there were few if any changes occurring in Macon’s streets concerning treatment of the 

city’s immigrant residents.63 

The same Telegraph article that attributed Scotsman Dr. Thomson’s mayoral win to his 

persistence in the city also noted that he was “largely identified with the prosperity of the city.” 

Thomson had paid one of the higher tax bills in 1857, putting him in the town’s top 4 percentile. 

His wealth had grown exponentially from 1850 to 1860, for he reported $18,000 in real estate on 

the 1850 census and then $48,000 on the 1860 census, along with $68,000 in personal property.64 

Though Thomson was in occupational group 1, wealth alone did not determine election to city 

government, as a swath of occupational groups 1 to 5 served in the city council and groups 1 to 4 

as mayors.  

Not all affluent Maconites desired to be involved in local government, as Georgia-born 

commission merchant Isaac Scott claimed in his diary: “I never held public office and never had 

 
63Goldfield, Urban Growth, 51; Edward Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens: The Irish Immigrant 
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the least inclination to do so. I never meddled with politics in any way, but have applied myself 

closely for 27 years to business.” In Macon and elsewhere, many planters avoided politics.65 Of 

the 107 Macon city councilmen and mayors who served the antebellum city, only 6 had the 

primary vocation of planter. In Mobile, only 2 of 109 were involved in agriculture. Planters were 

busy overseeing their plantations, and the rewards of politics were often too low to interest them. 

Upon Joseph Bond’s death, the Telegraph noted that he eschewed politics and sought only to be 

a successful planter.66 

Macon’s councilmen and mayors were concentrated on the high end of the city’s 

occupational hierarchy. Seven of fifteen antebellum mayors were in occupational group 1, and 

almost a third were in group 3. Councilmen were more heterogeneous, divided somewhat evenly 

with about a third in occupational groups 1 and 3. One-fourth were in group 4. Only 2 percent 

came from occupational group 5. Notably, individual city wards, some of which were less 

affluent, selected these men. For instance, tavern keeper Thomas A. Brown of Rhode Island 

represented the “wild” fourth ward, or East Macon, on the city council in 1835 and 1838.67 These 

findings align with Mobile, where city leaders generally ranked higher in status and wealth than 

the general population of white males in the city, but also mirrored what Goldfield concluded 

about Richmond leaders. There was a “pattern of elitism” among them, even as they “stood 

above but not far apart from their fellow citizens.”68  

There are some specific vocations to note when considering the makeup of Macon’s 

leadership. The largest and most important cluster within Macon’s elected officials were 
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merchants. The populace often elected them as councilmen, though less often as mayors.69 The 

only other sizable occupational grouping of leaders in antebellum Macon was lawyers. Scholar 

Glenda Sue Gillis Leslie points to lawyers such as Oliver Hillhouse Prince, Sr., Edward Dorr 

Tracy, Sr., and Washington Poe, to assert that Macon’s antebellum leadership differed from 

other cities in the South that leaned heavily on mercantile leadership. Of the ten attorneys that 

Leslie names, five served in local government in Macon in the 1820s to 1840s. Though these 

lawyers were influential in the founding of the town, their importance diminished over time. 

They made up 17 of 107 city councilmen, trailing only the city’s forty-four merchants who 

served in this capacity. Lawyers surpassed their mercantile counterparts in the office of mayor, 

accounting for one-third of the men occupying the city’s highest office. The last of Macon’s 

antebellum attorney mayors was John J. Gresham, elected in 1843 and 1847. He was 

representative of this cluster, for many of these men diversified into other endeavors such as 

agriculture, banking, manufacturing, and the railroad. Gresham left the practice of law behind 

completely in the 1850s to focus on investments, such as the Macon Manufacturing Company 

and the Warrenton & Macon Railroad.70  

 Combining the factors of socio-economic condition and nativity further illuminates the 

level of acceptance non-southerners received in Macon. Focusing on the leadership pool as it 

stood in 1860 provides an even clearer characterization of representation. Because the vast 

majority of the city’s leaders were from occupational groups 1 to 4, these 799 men were the pool 

from which the city chose its leaders. This group was 17 percent foreign born in 1860, but only 3 

 
69Forty-one percent of Macon’s antebellum councilmen were merchants, compared to 20 percent of the 
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percent of Macon’s leaders were immigrants in the 1850s. The foreign born were still 

underrepresented, even when considering only those in the position to run for or take office. The 

northern born made up 19 percent of this pool, while holding 31 percent of the city’s 1850s 

offices. Southern men appeared in about equal measure with their proportion of the pool, with 64 

percent of occupational groups 1 to 4 and 66 percent of elected positions.71 

Scotsman Dr. Thomson, one of the two immigrants elected mayor in Macon, paid taxes 

on twelve enslaved laborers in the city in 1857, making him part of the “master class.” Though 

social discrimination against non-slaveholders was uncommon, many scholars have found that 

non-slaveholders were in the minority among the South’s leaders. Eighty-three percent of 

Richmond’s leaders were slaveholders in 1850, compared to 89 percent in the port city of 

Norfolk. Seventy percent of the civic leaders of the border city, Alexandria, were slaveholders. 

Concerning the Deep South, Keri Leigh Merritt concludes that slaveholders dominated Georgia 

government on both the state and local level, with four out of five state legislators holding the 

enslaved, though slaveholders’ domination did not equal that of South Carolina.72 The most 

accurate determination of the proportions of slaveholders among Macon’s leaders focuses on the 

sixty-seven men who served as mayors and councilmen in the 1850s alone, when there was 

proper coverage of slaveholding status.73 Of these sixty-seven men, fifty-one were slaveholders 

and sixteen were not, or approximately three out of four elected officials. These non-slaveholders 

included two mayors. Though the perception is that wealthy slaveholders served in government, 
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in fact fifty-two of the eight-five slaveholding councilmen reported fewer than ten enslaved 

laborers. Sixteen of these men claimed three or fewer.74  

Though not all of Macon’s antebellum leaders were slaveholders, the majority were, just 

as was the case in the Virginia cities in Goldfield’s study. It is notable that despite the many 

differences in the makeup of Macon’s leaders compared to Virginian leaders, especially as 

concerned demographics, their 1850s leadership were pretty much aligned as concerned 

slaveholding. In his study of the assimilation of Jews into Savannah society, Greenberg found 

that Jewish acceptance was bound up more in their acculturation, which included slaveholding, 

than their socio-economic status.75 Though a comparison of non-southern Maconite to Jewish 

acculturation is far from perfect as Jews faced additional hurdles to acceptance, it is still notable 

that even Jews, the outsiders of Europe, could find acceptance if they embraced southern norms. 

Assimilation was more important than how much they had in the bank. Here, non-southern 

slaveholders’ election to city government in Macon surely indicated a degree of acceptance by 

their fellow citizens. 

Goldfield concludes that Virginian leaders, despite their diverse occupations, were still 

relatively homogenous because most held property and enslaved laborers, were native born, and 

were established residents of the city. The same was true in Macon. About three quarters of the 

city’s local officials were slaveholders. The proportions of Macon’s leaders by place of nativity 

did not represent their demographics in the antebellum city, though they aligned with larger 

Deep South trends. While occupational groups 1 through 5 were all represented in city 
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government, skilled laborers only boasted 3 officials out of 125. Overall, the Deep South was 

open to more diverse leadership than the cities in Goldfield’s study, but was still homogenous in 

the ways he noted. Deep South leaders, like their Virginian counterparts, “shared basic social 

values with the rest of the population.”76 

Among the values that Richmond leaders shared with many of the citizens of their city 

were religious ideals, which “formed another common bond among all Richmonders.” In 

antebellum Macon, this study identified 4,529 individuals with religious affiliation. The 

Methodists have the highest number of people associated with their denomination with 1,929 

adherents, revealing their popularity in the city. In contrast, there were 996 on surviving 

Presbyterian registers, 771 associated with the Baptist church, and 657 adherents at Christ 

Church Episcopal. The 272 Catholics attests to both their small congregation and the limits of 

surviving records.77 While evangelical Methodists were the most successful in antebellum 
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Macon, the Central City had what many other Georgia locales did not, both an Episcopal and 

Catholic church. The existence of these denominations in Macon as well as information about 

the socio-economic status of religious adherents reveals the level of success of southern 

evangelicalism in reaching the elite when other, more exclusive, choices existed. Data on the 

nativity of these congregants displays the degree of acceptance of both the foreign and northern 

born in Macon’s five Christian congregations. 

In 1850, there were 3.5 million members of American Protestant churches, or one of 

every seven citizens. In the South, the membership numbers for whites in the largest 

denominations from 1834 to 1836 were 329,177 Methodists, 232,113 Baptists, and 160,784 

Presbyterians. Twenty-six percent of the white southern population aged sixteen and older held 

membership in these denominations in 1835. However, congregational membership reports did 

not count children, adolescents, and unconverted adults, and many southerners worshipped in a 

church their whole lives but never joined and can be classified as “adherents.” According to 

contemporary accounts, Baptist adherents outnumbered members by three to one, while 

Methodist adherents doubled the average congregation in size. Taking into account the probable 

number of adherents, Christine Leigh Heyrman calculates that 66 percent of the southern white 

adult population were church attendees.78  

 Much has been said concerning the distinctiveness of antebellum southern religion, or the 

lack thereof. Paul Hamilton Hayne in Boston in 1854 certainly believed that he could identify a 

southern Christian on sight, writing his wife back in South Carolina, “Not a single Christian in 

the shape of a Southerner has been here for weeks. I feel lost, somewhat I fancy like Sir John 
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Franklin at the North Pole.” The regional schism of both the Baptist and Methodist 

denominations in 1845 on the slavery issue both denoted and fostered southern differences. 

Though the denomination did not officially split, the Presbyterians’ national meeting in 1838 

resulted in clearly defined warring factions. The Old School was largely southern, conservative, 

and pro-slavery, while the New School was northern, anti-slavery, and social reformist.79 Indeed, 

the greatest outlook change from the early national to antebellum era was evangelicals’ position 

on race. In the antebellum era, these denominations did not condemn slavery as a sin, but argued 

that it was dangerous to the morals of slaveholders. Georgia Methodist ministers tried to remain 

neutral on the issue, rarely criticized the peculiar institution, and avoided developing a 

“thoroughgoing pro-slavery” position.80  

Evangelical clergymen in Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian churches in the south 

Atlantic states believed that social questions such as slavery were beyond the purview of the 

church as an institution. Instead, they preached that adherents could only fight the evil within 

their own souls. As historian J. William Harris put it, this was an “intensely individualistic 

theology,” which taught that “each person must face his or her own sinfulness and stand alone 

before God in hope of salvation by God’s grace.” In keeping with this stance, southern 

evangelicals emphasized millennialism and the perfectibility of man and society less than their 

northern brethren.81 Members of the new Methodist Episcopal Church, South, criticized what 

they saw as the radicalism of northern Methodists who carried “a Bible in one hand and a torch 
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in the other.”82 Despite their emphasis on individual and not societal reform, evangelicals 

cultivated a “benevolent public spirit,” establishing schools, charitable institutions, missions, and 

generally spread “civilization” throughout Georgia. They were less “skittish” about certain 

reform movements, such as temperance.83 This aligns with what John W. Quist found in 

Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, where evangelicals engaged in similar activities to their 

counterparts of Washtenaw County, Michigan. Indeed, some in the professional and business 

classes in the South believed that evangelical thought and rhetoric could modernize the region.84  

Though Macon’s early frontier conditions were not conducive to spiritual enlightenment, 

a number of religious groups gained a foothold in the new city. The Messenger noted in 1823, 

“There is one practice among the people that I could not help noticing as it is carried to a greater 

perfection . . . than I have known it in any other part of the world [and that is] profane swearing.” 

Others noted that only about thirty of the city’s four hundred to five hundred residents saw fit to 

attend church, and those who did darken the church door were more interested in socializing or 

sleeping.85 Christ Church Episcopal was established the same year as the city’s founding. The 

Presbyterians and Baptists followed in 1826, and the Methodists built a church in 1828. Though 
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arguably the first Christian baptism in North America occurred near Macon, when Catholic 

Hernando De Soto’s troop baptized two American Indians near the Indian Mounds just east of 

the city, it was not until 1841 that Macon gained a priest. Catholics held earlier services in 

private residences. Both the Episcopalians and Methodists of Georgia came to view Macon as an 

important meeting place, with Mulberry Methodist becoming the mother of eight other churches 

in central Georgia.86 The Methodist church took over the operation of the city’s Georgia Female 

College in 1839, renaming the school Wesleyan. By 1853 Macon boasted a permanent 

campground for revival meetings. The Georgia Baptist Christian Index moved to Macon in 1857 

and stayed there until the convention sold the paper. Other religious periodicals published for a 

time in the city included the Georgia Christian Repertory, the Baptist Champion, and the 

Presbyterian Pastor’s and Peoples’ Journal. Less mainstream publications included the 

Evangelical Universalist (1840 to 1842) and the bi-monthly Spiritualist (1860).87  

 As noted above with the 4,529 religious adherents identified in the city, evangelical 

denominations flourished, with other religious groups represented on a smaller scale. In 1860, 

Bibb County had a total of twenty-two churches with nine thousand seats. This included nine 

Baptist and Methodist churches each, with a total of over three thousand seats per denomination, 

and the only Episcopal and Presbyterian churches were those in Macon. Christ Church Episcopal 

was the smallest Protestant church in the city with 45 African American and white members in 

1840 and 114 in 1860. First Presbyterian had 205 white members in 1840 and 195 in 1860. First 

Baptist claimed 200 white and black members in 1838 and 311 white members in 1860. 

 
86J. J. O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia: Leaves of Its History, A.D. 1820-A.D. 1878 

(Westminster, Md.: ARS SACRA, 1964), 594-95; Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 322; Bessie Lester Hart, 
Pastors of Mulberry 1826-1964 (Macon, Ga.: Southern Press, 1965), 44. These early Catholic services in private 
homes were similar to those of Memphis Catholics where the first recorded mass occurred in 1839 in the parlor of 
one of the resident’s home. Kathleen C. Berkeley, “Like a Plague of Locusts: From an Antebellum Town to a New 
South City, Memphis, Tennessee, 1850–1880” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, 1980), 19. 
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Mulberry Methodist had 120 white members in 1830 and 589 in 1860. The membership numbers 

for the Church of the Assumption, later St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, are more difficult, as the 

Catholic Church tracks parish growth through the number of sacraments performed.88 In 1841, 

when the Rev. Dr. James Graham arrived in Macon, he began ministering to about fifty 

Catholics. Four years later, Father Jeremiah J. O’Connell cited a congregation of thirty. In the 

1860 census and directory, there were sixty-one adult males who were identifiably Jewish. In 

1856, they formed the Congregation of Beth Israel out of the United Hebrew Society.89  

Parsing Macon’s religious adherents by place of birth and socio-economic condition 

reveals patterns. Maconites’ religious beliefs and denominational affiliations shaped their 

identities, even as local elites “recognized that their status as a ruling class and their claims to 

social authority rested on moral foundations.” Though this study explores religious choice 

quantitatively, this approach does not discount the real spiritual efficacy and importance of the 

religious lives of Maconites, the fervency of which the historical record attests. The Scriptures, 

sermons, and the trials of the Christian life were common subjects in correspondence and 

journals. Churches were places where “individuals regularly experience[d] the sacred.” Each 

congregation “was a real community not a mere collection of individual worshippers” that shared 

its joys and sorrows and strove to keep its members accountable.90  

 
88Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 381-82. See note 77 for the sources used to amass congregational 

adherents. I contacted the Savannah diocese for the sacrament numbers for St. Joseph’s and though the diocese 
archivists indicated they were going to look in their archives, no information resulted. The Catholic parish in 
Columbus had an average number of 36.1 baptisms annually from 1840 through 1860. McNally, “Catholic Parish 
Life,” 16. 

89Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 325, 332; O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia, 596. 
I identified the Jewish population mostly through the tombstones in the Hebrew Burial Ground and the Jewish 
families identified with the United Hebrew Society and the founding of the Congregation Beth Israel. Marian 
Waxelbaum Kaufman and Gus Bernd Kaufman, The Jewish Burials of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: privately 
printed, 1997; held at MGA). 
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As immigrants learned when they arrived in the U.S., Americans were “joiners”—eager 

members of militias, societies, and churches. To assimilate, many immigrants followed suit. At 

the same time, the foreign born were “anxious that religion do and mean in the United States all 

that it had back there before the Atlantic crossing.”91 But church was just as important and all-

consuming for the native born, as Maconite James Williams attested. When asked to join the 

Masons or Odd Fellows, he replied that he had “jined [sic] the Methodist Church thirty years 

before, and if he could keep up with that it was all he could do.” Indeed, churches were the most 

prominent voluntary associations in the United States, and for many ordinary people in the 

South, it was their “sole institutional binding.” No matter one’s place of birth, denominations 

provided a “sense of belonging to a group of people, which transcended local loyalties and 

experience,” bounded by doctrine, practice, and persuasion.92 The dissemination of southern-

born, northern-born, and foreign-born Maconites in the city’s religious assemblies indicates both 

how well-accepted and assimilated different groups were in the small antebellum city.  

 Of the 1,995 antebellum congregants in Macon’s five churches with known nativity, 

every denomination had a mix of northerners, southerners, and immigrants. The Protestant 

denominations that split with their northern counterparts in 1845—the Methodists and Baptists—

had slightly smaller percentages of northerners within their congregations compared to the 

Episcopalians and Presbyterians. This appears to verify the “southern” nature of these 

denominations in Macon. Conversely, as will be explored below, Methodists and Baptists also 

had the fewest wealthy adherents, and the northern born clustered at the upper end of the socio-

economic scale. Of course, the two could be interrelated, with fewer northern members meaning 

 
91David T. Gleeson, The Irish in the South, 1815-1877 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2001), 
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Little, Brown, and Company, 1951), 109. 
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fewer affluent members. Except for St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, the southern born constituted 

more than three quarters of every congregation.  

Scholars have noted the relatively high number of northern-born ministers serving in 

denominational institutions in the South. Fifty-seven of the seventy-nine individuals identified as 

ministers in antebellum Macon had known birthplaces. Of these, 68 percent were born in the 

South and 7 percent abroad.93 The northern fourth was an overrepresentation of the northern-

born population in the city in 1860. Some of the most well-known southern clergymen of this era 

were from the North. Of these, only Adiel Sherwood, a native of New York, served one of 

Macon’s churches. Sherwood (1791-1879) moved to Georgia in 1818 and proceeded to travel on 

horseback around the state, establishing Baptist churches. He helped organize the state 

convention in 1822 and in 1831 established the manual-labor school that became Mercer 

University and eventually moved to Macon. He road on horseback forty miles from Eatonton to 

preach at Macon once a month from 1827 to 1829.94 Historian of religion Samuel S. Hill, Jr., 

asserts that the northern ministerial contributions to southern evangelicalism shows how similar 

the cultures of North and South were at this time. The placement of northern ministers in Macon 

demonstrates that northerners would not have been outsiders in Macon’s churches, even in 

denominations that had split from their northern brethren. At least four of the fourteen northern-

 
93Influential southern-born clergy men included Joseph Clay Stiles (1795-1875) of Savannah, who served 

First Presbyterian from 1826 to 1827. Trained at Andover Seminary in Massachusetts, he led a number of revivals, 
which stretched into the Civil War years. J. W. Burke of Clarke County established one of the largest publishing 
houses in the South, printing many Methodist materials including the Southern Christian Advocate for a time.  

94Samuel S. Hill, Jr., The South and the North in American Religion (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 
1980), 61; Green, The Role of the Yankee, 96; James O’Toole, Passing for White: Race, Religion, and the Healy 
Family, 1820-1920 (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2002), 20; Butler, Historical Record of Macon and 
Central Georgia, 301-2; Jarrett Burch, “Adiel Sherwood: Religious Pioneer of Nineteenth-Century Georgia,” 
Georgia Historical Quarterly 87 (Spring 2003): 22–47.  
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born clergymen in Macon were slaveholders, indicating their wealth and assimilation in the city, 

which mirrored the northern-born segment of the population.95 

 Immigrants in Macon presented both integration and segregation in the city’s 

congregations. While larger cities’ churches established missions for different nationalities, such 

as a German mission established by the Methodists in Mobile, no parallel efforts appear in 

Macon’s surviving church records.96 In all of Macon’s Protestant denominations, the foreign 

born made up less than 10 percent of each, with little variation. Christ Church Episcopal boasted 

a high of 6 percent foreign-born adherents, compared to the Presbyterian low of 3 percent. All 

Protestant congregations welcomed the foreign born to a similar degree, and immigrants did not 

choose to flock to one Protestant church over another. There were some discernable and 

predictable patterns by nationality. The Irish, more than likely from northern Ireland, made up 

the largest number of immigrant Methodists. Scots far outnumbered other foreign-born adherents 

at First Presbyterian. The largest segment of immigrant Episcopalians was unsurprisingly from 

England.  

In contrast, 70 percent of Macon’s Catholic adherents were foreign born, a little more 

than half of the 180 known-immigrant attendees in Macon’s five congregations. Of the ninety-

nine immigrants worshipping at St. Joseph’s, eighty-eight were born in Ireland. There were a 

couple of Scots and Italians, a single Canadian, five Frenchmen, and a lone German.97 Chapter 

two discussed how important the Catholic Church was to Irish Maconites in particular. It 

provided an important network through which Macon’s first priest Father Graham attempted to 

 
95Hill, The South and the North, 61. The shorter ministry periods served by many pastors combined with 

the fact that for much of the antebellum period itinerants served some of Macon’s denominations makes it less likely 
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96Doss, Cotton City, 108. 
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Studies 113, no. 1/2 (Spring-Summer 2002): 5. 
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establish an Irish Catholic colony in south Georgia. Planter Michael M. Healy utilized the wider 

Catholic hierarchy to remove his children by his enslaved partner from slavery and into lives in 

the North where they could pass as white. The chapter did not cover how the Protestant majority 

responded to Macon’s Catholics. Because being Irish was often linked to being Catholic, an 

examination of the general acceptance of the Irish and Ireland in Macon, both related and 

seemingly unrelated to religion, is necessary. 

 St. Patrick’s Day provides an entry point to a discussion of both Catholic and Irish 

acceptance. Though Lynchburg, Virginia, looked upon St. Patrick’s Day celebrations with scorn, 

in many southern cities, individuals did not need to be Irish to partake in the festivities or respect 

the holiday. The celebration was ecumenical, though named for a Catholic saint and sometimes 

observed in the local Catholic Church or with a Catholic bishop. The Whig Messenger noted in 

April 1850 when naming popular tunes of the day, “We believe we could dance with the gout to 

‘St. Patrick’s Day’.” Irish Bishop John England of Charleston celebrated St. Patrick’s Day with 

religious leaders from major Protestant denominations in cities like Savannah.98  

The Telegraph’s reportage on the St. Patrick’s Day celebrations in the city was favorable, 

beginning with the first public oration in St. Joseph’s in 1842. The Democratic Telegraph was 

not alone in its complimentary portrayal of St. Patrick’s Day and the Hibernian Society in 

particular, though the city’s Whig papers were less effusive. In March 1848, the Telegraph 

reported that the St. Patrick’s Day orator delivered a speech “replete with beautiful and apt-

illustrations of the Irish character” to a “large assembly” of men and women. The Whig 

Messenger noted the same year that the Hibernian Society had marched to the Council Chamber 

 
98Dennis C. Rousey, “Catholics in the Old South: Their Population, Institutional Development, and 

Relations with Protestants,” U.S. Catholic Historian 24, no. 4 (Fall 2006): 20-21; Eliza Cook, “Old Tunes,” 
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Catholics in the Old South: Essays on Church and Culture, eds. Randall M. Miller and Jon L. Wakelyn  (Macon, 
Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1983), 205. 
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in the city and then listened to a “chaste and appropriate address” by S. R. Blake.99 The 1851 

Telegraph reportage referred to the revelers as “our Irish citizens and their descendants,” openly 

claiming the Irish as their own and identifying their celebration as taking place “in a becoming 

and appropriate manner.” The Citizen and Messenger, like the Democrat Telegraph, published 

toasts from these occasions, with the Citizen noting in 1852 that the editors wished that they had 

been able to publish many of the voluntary toasts which were “unique, piquant and racy, and 

were responded to, in a corresponding spirit.”100  

 On the other hand, St. Patrick’s Day reportage emanating from Macon’s newsrooms 

concerning other cities’ festivities was not all favorable. When Ireland-born Maconite Osborne 

A. Lochrane addressed the “Irish Volunteers” in Atlanta in 1855 for St. Patrick’s Day, the Macon 

Citizen described the festivities with a much different tone: “We suppose it will be duly 

celebrated by the Sons of Erin, the usual style of such glorification, with a spice of ‘attic salt’ 

appropriate to the existing circumstances of this Anniversary.” Lochrane had decided to get 

political, and not in an acceptable bashing the British Empire kind of way. The paper predicted 

that Lochrane would “roast” the “Know Nothings” based on his letter of acceptance to the 

invitation to speak, which declared that “the cry that you are dangerous to American interests is 

unjust, because unwarranted.” The Citizen reminded the reader of “Irish Exile Patriot” John 

Mitchel’s urging of Massachusetts’ Irishmen to armed resistance to the government of 

Massachusetts in the late antebellum period, to ostensibly “defend their rights to American Soil 

against the native [born] Americans!” The paper concluded with the hope that “the fire of their 

 
99“St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 15 March 1842; “Communicated,” Telegraph, 21 March 1848; “St. 

Patrick’s Day,” Messenger, 22 March 1848. 
100“St. Patrick’s Day,” Telegraph, 25 March 1851; “St. Patrick’s Day,” Citizen, 20 March 1852. 
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muskets and their patriotism will both be kept within proper limits, lest they be consumed in a 

conflagration of their own kindling.”101  

This was a much different interpretation of the holiday and the Irish. It denotes the thin 

veneer between the acceptable and unacceptable observance of St. Patrick’s Day in the eyes of 

some Maconites. Notably, Lochrane was not Catholic, but a member of Mulberry Methodist, as 

was his wife Francis Victoria Lamar Lochrane and father-in-law Macon lawyer, judge, and 

planter Henry Graybill Lamar of Jones County. Though Lochrane’s Methodism makes the 

Citizen’s report not necessarily a condemnation of Catholicism, the tolerance or lack thereof of 

the South’s Irish men and women was often tied to Catholicism, necessitating an examination of 

Catholicism and its status in Macon.  

Though one-fifth of the population of Ireland was Protestant, which the church 

membership of Macon reflected with 88 of 103 known Ireland-born adherents attending the 

Catholic church, the majority of Irish men and women entwined their Catholicism with their 

national identity. These Catholics would stand out in antebellum Georgia, for as of 1860, only 8 

of the 2,393 churches in Georgia were Catholic, accommodating approximately 4,300 people 

compared to the 763,812 churched by other denominations. Catholic cathedrals in southern cities 

were “incongruous to most Southerners.” As noted in chapter two, the church was “essentially a 

church for immigrants.”102  

Yet, while some scholars have argued that the hostility toward immigrants was more on 

religious and economic grounds than ethnicity in the U.S., newer studies of the South have found 

the region more welcoming to Catholics than previously believed. Many southerners valued 
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religious toleration as evident from the “bellwether” case in North Carolina, when the state 

embraced “universal toleration” of religion in 1835. Catholics found allies among southern 

Democrats and some Whigs and former Whigs. The 1850s Telegraph condemned the insistence 

on religious tests for public office, reminding the reader of the role played by Catholic 

Marylanders in the American Revolution despite persecution. The paper accused the Know 

Nothings of not being able to “tolerate free religion.” Despite the rancor emanating from the 

Citizen as regards Lochrane’s speech to the “Irish Volunteers,” even the southern American 

Party was less anti-Catholic than its northern counterpart.103 

These studies also perceived cooperation between Catholics and Protestants. Throughout 

the antebellum South, these groups sometimes worshipped and prayed together and opened their 

doors to each other for various events, as was evident in the St. Patrick’s Day celebrations in 

Macon, when St. Joseph’s initially hosted the observance. Bishop England of Charleston, who 

made a habit of searching out hospitable Protestants in his travels around his large diocese, 

visited Macon in 1829. He preached three days in Mulberry Methodist, followed by three days at 

the Presbyterian church.104 In 1830, he again preached at First Presbyterian as he journeyed 

through Macon on his way from New Orleans to Charleston. A Macon paper reported: “Though 

the Bishop found few amongst us who were brought up in the forms of his own church, he found 

many who could hear him with pleasure and listen to him without prejudice.” Historian of 

religion Michael J. McNally notes that Catholicism was “exotic enough” that bishops passing 

through cities would often attract crowds. These church leaders focused on educating Protestants 

concerning the “reasonableness of Catholic belief in the context of the American Republic,” 
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instead of proselytizing. In 1842, when Rev. Graham died of “Georgia chills” aged thirty-three, 

an ecumenical congregation attended his funeral. In 1846, the Telegraph advertised the 

continuation of St. Joseph’s priest Rev. O’Connell’s “interesting and able exposition . . . upon 

those essential points of faith which are disputed by the Protestant churches” on Sunday at 10 A. 

M. in St. Joseph’s. “The citizens generally are invited to attend. Pews will be free to all.”105 

Other invitations to the Catholic church appeared in the local newspapers, as these priests sought 

to refute fears in their orations and in the local papers “that Catholicity was incompatible with 

republican institutions,” as O’Connell phrased it.106  

On the other hand, there were some infamous doings in Macon, as reported by O’Connell 

who served St. Joseph’s in 1845 and 1846. The County Cork native declared in his postbellum 

memoir that Catholicism “was branded with the mark of disgrace and its profession a crime” in 

central Georgia, as gangs would sometimes gather around St. Joseph’s on Sunday. These 

unchurched hecklers “ridiculed the divine service, mocked the priest, and insulted the humble 

but fervent worshippers.” O’Connell reported that one Sunday a “respectable Irish Catholic” 

reproved the crowd, resulting in the entire town “boiling with indignation” over his disrespect to 

a lady at the scene, with violent threats bandied about by both sides. O’Connell’s account is 

difficult to pin down, because local extant newspapers did not reference the incident, though 

O’Connell asserted that he wrote an explanation of the incident to calm the city. He did not 

specify if his response was published in the local paper or on a broadside. If he did get it 

published, his rebuttal did not survive. Though local papers in southern cities at this time were 

hesitant to publish news of local unrest lest they discourage investment and settlement in the city, 
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the Messenger and Telegraph did mention other local contretemps, but whether they chose not to 

publicize these incidents or their coverage did not survive is pure speculation. Notably, the 

Macon mob did not harm St. Joseph’s or its parishioners. Scholars have observed that in the 

South, though there were “striking incidents” of animosity toward Catholics, they ended 

differently than those up North. For instance, unlike Boston, where the mob completed destroyed 

an Ursuline Convent, in Charleston, South Carolina, the masses disbursed without violence.107 In 

response to an uptick in nativist sentiment in Columbus in 1840, Rev. Graham had calmed the 

waters with a newspaper article calling on the “better sort” while also invoking American 

Jacksonian democratic ideals of justice, religious freedom, and equality of opportunity. McNally 

concludes, “This particular nativist incident ended with the pen, not the sword.”108  

Other evidence points to a lack of tolerance or outright animosity toward the city’s 

Catholics. According to O’Connell, Catholic elites in the city hesitated to attend mass, lest the 

populace see them, hinting at the identities of an affluent Irishman, Frenchman, and a 

Marylander. He asserted that these men were members of secret societies, implying divided 

loyalties or possibly a lack of acceptance in these societies had their Catholicism become known. 

In 1855, Methodist Rachael Brown of East Macon wrote her niece that if the efforts of the 

“politick’s [sic]” of the Know Nothing were aimed to “put down” Catholicism, then “I say God 

speed and crown their efforts. There is nothing I detest more than romanism. The thought of its 

even geting [sic] a foot hold in America is terrible to me.” This aligned with the belief that 

Catholics had preeminent loyalty to the pope in Rome, a charge which had dogged American 

Catholicism for generations.109 As historian of ethnicity John Higham put it: many Americans 
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believed that “some influence originating abroad threatened the very life of the nation from 

within.”110  

Though O’Connell’s characterization of the situation of the Irish in Macon was quite 

grim, with the largely Irish Catholic congregation being marginalized and “othered,” the Catholic 

Church in the U.S. had, in all actuality, long helped assimilate immigrants. Rev. O’Connell 

himself participated in this integration process. When Savannah’s Irish “Jasper Greens” arrived 

via railroad to much fanfare on their way to the U.S.-Mexican War in June 1846, the Maconite 

speakers to the troops included the good reverend, who addressed the Jasper Greens and the 

gathered citizenry “in a spirited and patriotic manner, regarding their duties to their adopted 

country, and to sustaining the honor of its flag and of the devotion of their nation to the cause of 

liberty.” This was despite Mexico being a Catholic country. The Whig Messenger appreciated 

the efforts of both O’Connell and the Jasper Greens, noting that everyone agreed that this Irish 

troop was “as fine and hardy a set of soldiers as ever need be let into the field, and on whom a 

safe reliance might be placed, that all would do their duty.”111  

O’Connell and other priests undertook other processes of assimilation in Macon, such as 

promoting the temperance movement. The Irish had earned a reputation in cities throughout the 

nation for intemperance and rowdiness. In April 1827, the Telegraph reprinted an article from 

the New York Enquirer about St. Patrick’s Day celebrations there which had gotten out of hand, 

citing an Irishman who declared that “it is libel to suppose that we should celebrate Saint 

Patrick’s Day without breaking one another’s heads out of pure love and affection.” Irishmen 
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were the “worst elements” who were known “disturbers of the peace,” according to Savannah’s 

police chief in 1855. In Mobile, when fires broke out, authorities generally, and erroneously, 

blamed the Irish. The stereotype of Paddy was that of a violent and drunken rabble-rouser.112  

 In 1841, Macon’s first resident priest, Rev. Graham, founded the Temperance Society of 

Macon. Perhaps Graham had gotten the idea from the temperance movement a Cork priest 

started in his native Ireland in 1839. Not only could the movement materially better the lives of 

Graham’s flock, but also curbing drunken and disorderly tendencies could enhance the Irish’s 

reputation in Macon. Indeed, the local temperance society improved Maconites’ perception of 

Irish immigrants. A March 1841 letter to the editor of the Telegraph noted pleasure concerning 

the formation of this society by Rev. Graham. The organization had brought “great moral change 

in his congregation, not only in Macon, but, also, in other parts of his extensive district.” The 

writer described Macon’s restaurants, confectionaries, and exchanges as previously crowded 

with tippling young men who disturbed the sleep of the righteous. He concluded, “Our just 

indignation has been always exhibited against the members who generally belong to the Rev. Dr. 

Graham’s congregation, the hardworking Irish; but now, most of them in this city, have become 

Tee-Totallers; and to see a drunken Irishman in our streets is now a ‘rara avis’.”113  

Macon’s antebellum congregations reveal patterns concerning the nativity of their 

adherents and their acceptance in the city. In Macon’s churches, immigrants stood out. Yet, the 

Catholic church, membership in which set the foreign born apart from the Protestant majority, 
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European workman’s tradition of drunkenness and the ensuing violence. Diner points to men’s loss of status and 
power within their families, as they were no longer the authority passing on a skill to their sons or transferring the 
land to them. Instead, many Irish men found it hard to support their families at all. Weaver points to the hard voyage 
over, loneliness, homesickness, and utter squalor, along with rampant tuberculosis in Savannah. In Macon too, with 
its slightly healthier climate, consumption was the biggest killer of men and women in their prime. These facts 
would be enough to drive many to drink and/or desertion.  
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led the way in assimilation with the temperance movement and support for American interests 

such as the U.S.-Mexican War. Northern ministers were overrepresented among the city’s 

pastors, and Maconites were certainly conscious of this fact and untroubled by it. Rev. Robert L. 

Breck of First Presbyterian left Macon in 1858 to return to his home in the Old Northwest to 

minister. The Telegraph reported, “We are sorry indeed, to part with Mr. Breck, but the prospect 

of a larger sphere of usefulness, with in a stone’s throw of his native soil, and but a short distance 

from home and kindred, are considerations which seem to establish the propriety of the change.” 

A group of “members of Evangelical Churches and others in Macon” presented Breck with a 

gold watch in appreciation of his six years of ministry in the town.114 Southern-born adults, who 

made up over 60 percent of the city’s working white population, were well-churched overall, 

making up three quarters of the Protestant congregations. Unlike the northern born, white 

southerners did not skew toward wealth, which would prove to be a problem for some 

denominations.  

Savannah merchant William F. Parker, who attended the Methodist, Baptist, and 

Presbyterian churches of that city, wrote in his diary in 1859, “I think the prears [sic] and 

speeches are rather lengthy for a Business Man? I think they should be short so as not to Tax the 

patience of any one listening.” Just as Parker believed that the church should take into 

consideration the practical needs of industrious businessmen concerning the length of the 

sermon, in congregations “economic and spiritual imperatives continually vied for allegiance.”115 

Antebellum southern clergymen were wringing their hands because, in their opinion, their flocks 

were preoccupied with money making to an unseemly degree, as southerners embraced 

materialism, ostentation, and consumption. In response, ministers preached that Christians were 

 
114Telegraph, 28 September 1858, quoted in Harriet Fincher Comer, History First Presbyterian Church of 
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to battle “Mammonism,” boasting, and self-conceit as the business world’s “besetting sin is the 

idolatry of wealth.”116 In Macon, many prosperous citizens found their way into evangelical 

churches, even as there was clear socio-economic differentiation between denominations as well 

as systematic variation in church adherence based on occupational group.  

For evangelical churches in particular, issues related to status were complicated. The 

conversion experience had “egalitarian implications,” notably “the equality of every man and 

woman before the Lord.” Everyone in the church shared God’s gift and what Methodists called 

“the sacred Flame of Love.” Baptists were to extend “the right hand of fellowship” to all 

converts.117 This egalitarianism became problematic due to changes in the status of the Methodist 

and Baptist denominations in particular through the early national and antebellum periods. Both 

of these groups started out humbly, identifying with common language, levels of education, and 

manners. They were in “social and intellectual limbo by reason of their relatively low social 

standing.”118 Jonathan D. Wells asserts that evangelicals gained respectability with rhetoric that 

resonated with the rising southern middle class, citing Paul E. Johnson’s Shopkeeper’s 

Millennium’s characterization of the middle class’s self-denial, simplicity, thrift, and hard work, 

which all aligned nicely with evangelical rhetoric. Southern merchants, like their northern 

counterparts, justified their money-making activities. They pointed to the Scriptural admonition 

to work hard, and storekeeper George O’ Bryan defended his economic practices, stating that “all 

legitimate business could be carried out successfully in the fear of God.” The middle class touted 

 
116Kenneth Moore Startup, The Root of All Evil: The Protestant Clergy and the Economic Mind of the South 
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moderation in their financial ventures and denounced materialism and luxury.119 Yet, 

evangelicals attracted more than the rising middle class, for the status profile of southern 

evangelical churches improved dramatically as their recruitment of the wealthy “was crowned 

with stunning success.”120 Many recent studies have concluded that evangelicals who touted 

equality before God “at best” “temporized” concerning political, economic, and racial 

inequalities in the region during their transition to the mainstream.121 McCurry found in the 

South Carolina low country that “the church’s avowed commitment to the spiritual equality of all 

believers did have the potential, on the margins, to reconfigure power relations.” However, “the 

more dominant historical effect of evangelicalism . . . was its sacralization of the secular 

order.”122  

Whatever the exact process, by the antebellum period Baptist and Methodist churches 

included a growing number of individuals from the middle and upper classes. Historian of 

religion Frederick A. Bode notes, “Evangelicals, perhaps still self-conscious about their humble 

beginnings, strove mightily for the respectability that wealthy and influential members could 

bring to their churches.” As the Methodist Southern Christian Advocate concluded, material gain 

was not wrong in itself, and the fruits thereof became “CONSECRATED POSSESSIONS.” The 

relative newness of Methodism to high respectability and popularity among the affluent is 

obvious from the testimony of the conversion of Mulberry Methodist minister John Howard 

 
119Wells, Origins of the Southern Middle Class, 73-75.  
120Bode, “The Formation of Evangelical Communities,” 741. A prominent interpretation concerning this 

socio-economic upgrade was that southern evangelical denominations bowed either completely or partially to the 
financial imperatives of the affluent “master class.” Those who make this argument concerning southern 
evangelicals include Lynn Lyerly and Christine Leigh Heyrman.  
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(1792-1836) of North Carolina, who came from a family of “position and wealth, and he was the 

first Methodist among them.”123  

 Macon’s churches were not exclusive in the sense that their members were all patricians 

or all plebes. Because there was only one church for each denomination in the antebellum era, 

the extreme stratification obvious with the example of John Pintard in New York City, who sold 

his pew at one Episcopal church in order to try for a better place at another, was absent. In this 

case, he traded Grace Church for St. Thomas, where he won the bid for the pew, paying $400 for 

the privilege. In Macon, there was an “inclusive religious culture” like that found in other cities 

in a similar stage of their development. The system was “profoundly hierarchical but also made 

room for a wide range of residents.”124 Every Macon congregation had adherents from all seven 

occupational groups. Denominational socio-economic variation was found in the proportions of 

each occupational group within the churches. The year 1860 provides the most complete portrait 

of both financial conditions and church attendance. 

Aligning with larger trends in the South, the Episcopal and Presbyterian churches had the 

greatest number of elites. A history of Christ Church Episcopal published in 1925 claimed that 

the first pastor of that congregation started by “gathering together a number of prominent people, 

many of whom had little knowledge of the Church and no special connections with it.” This was 

the first church in the city. Of the ninety-three adherents of Christ Church Episcopal listed in the 

1860 census or city directory, forty-two were in occupational groups 1 through 3, or 45 percent. 

This was the most-wealthy congregation in Macon. Its adherents played an outsized role in local 

government compared to their small number, accounting for 26 percent of the city’s antebellum 
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councilmen. This number surpassed the contribution of all other denominations except for the 

Methodists, whose adherents outnumbered Christ Church several times over. This mirrors 

Episcopalians’ situation elsewhere. As noted in a survey of southern cities, 61 percent of urban 

leaders with known religious preference were Episcopalians. In Mobile, Montgomery, New 

Orleans, and Natchez, the Episcopal church’s vestrymen lists were a “roll call” for the elite.125 

Prominent Methodist minister William Capers lamented that the wealthy who came to hear his 

sermons usually ended up joining the Episcopal church, which was smaller but had “the prestige 

of worldly wealth and honor.”126 First Presbyterian was slightly less affluent. While 19 percent 

of Episcopalians were in occupational group 1 in 1860, only 11 percent of Presbyterians were, 

with about a third of Presbyterians in the top three occupational groups. They were also less 

dominant in local government, claiming 19 percent of the antebellum city council. The 

Episcopalians and Presbyterians each supplied three of the thirteen antebellum mayors with 

known religious affiliation.  

 As Methodist city leadership numbers attest, there were elites in Macon’s Baptist and 

Methodist congregations, though they were fewer in number. While occupational group 1 

accounted for close to a fifth of Christ Church Episcopal in 1860, only 2 percent of First Baptist 

could claim this level of wealth, compared to 7 percent in Mulberry Methodist. There actually 

appears to have been a rural versus urban dichotomy concerning the wealth of Baptists. In rural 

Twiggs County, the vast majority of the county’s wealthy families belonged to Baptist churches, 

but their only competition was the Methodists. Though by 1850, the Georgia Baptist Christian 

Index claimed that “members of the Baptist churches can be found almost every where, who 
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count their cotton bales by the hundred,” Macon’s Baptist church in 1860 claimed a single 

wealthy planter.127 The dearth of wealthy members adversely affected Macon First Baptist, as 

churches of all stripes depended on elites for economic support, and clergymen sought to attract 

men “of at least modest means.” In 1860, only 15 percent of First Baptist’s adherents were in 

occupational groups 1 through 3. The situation was not much improved from the church’s 

founding, when one of the congregation’s few wealthy members Thomas M. Ellis of Baldwin 

County purchased a lot for the congregation in the 1820s. Ellis, a druggist and investor in the 

Bank of Macon, drew the ire of a depositor after the bank failed. The man murdered Ellis in the 

streets of the city in 1832. As a result, the Baptist lost their first church building the next year, 

and “the church was dispersed and nearly lost its visibility.” This was not unique to Macon. 

Though less dramatic, First Baptist of Mobile suffered a similar but more permanent fate, 

disbanding just five years after its 1835 founding.128  

 On the other end of the occupational hierarchy, some congregations had more semi-

skilled and unskilled laborers. The Baptists were the poorest Protestant congregation, with 22 

percent of its membership in these categories in 1860. The Citizen noted that Macon’s Baptists 

were “unblessed with superfluous wealth.”129 The Methodist flock was composed of 14 percent 

semi-skilled and unskilled laborers. In comparison, First Presbyterian and Christ Church 

Episcopal each had 3 percent of their white membership in these categories.  

 St. Joseph’s Catholic Church was unique in its socio-economic makeup. While Rev. 

O’Connell assumed in 1845 and 1846 that three prominent Catholics in town, a Frenchman, 

Irishman, and Marylander, chose their insider status over attending the local church, in 1860, two 
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Frenchmen, and an Irish man and woman, all represented occupational group 1 at St. Joseph’s. 

They made up only 6 percent of the congregation at that time, which made the Catholic church 

more affluent than the Baptists’ 2 percent and slightly less well-off than the Methodists’ 7 

percent. St. Joseph’s fell behind all denominations in occupational groups 1 through 3 combined, 

with only 13 percent of its 1860 membership, trailing even the Baptists’ 15 percent. Rev. 

Graham aided in the purchase of the first building for the congregation in 1841. O’Connell noted 

upon his arrival in the city in 1845 that there were about thirty members, mostly poor, who could 

barely pay the priest. In 1860, 28 percent of the congregation was made up of unskilled and 

semi-skilled laborers, greater than the Baptists’ 22 percent in these categories. As noted earlier, 

70 percent of the Catholic congregation was foreign born, mostly Irish.130 Unlike the poorest 

Protestant denomination, the Baptists, who produced fourteen city councilmen, or a sixth of the 

total with known religious affiliation, and a single mayor, the Catholics claimed no adherents to 

city office.131  

Despite the knowledge that denominational affiliation could confer status, there was no 

clear “upward” movement in Macon’s congregations, with Methodists and Baptists leaving their 

churches for First Presbyterian or Christ Church. There was movement in every direction, 

between every congregation. A number of those “moving up” married and transferred their 

membership, but there were ecumenical marriages such as that of Dr. Thomas R. Lamar, an 

 
130O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia, 16, 595. Perhaps it was merely incidental that the 

Citizen published the poem, “The Poor Man’s Day” on St. Patrick’s Day 1859. The poem is by Ebenezer Elliot, a 
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Episcopalian whose first wife, Nancy Ann Irwin, was a Baptist. His second wife, Eliza W. W. 

Lamar, was a Methodist. He lies buried between the two in Rose Hill Cemetery in the hills above 

the town.132 Irish Catholic Thomas C. Dempsey married Maria L. of Georgia, who had been a 

member of First Presbyterian. The register for the Presbyterian church notes beside her name: 

“joined Catholics.”133 Intermarriage across denominations was common, providing a “complex 

web of kinship” which bound the community. Presbyterians evidently had no problem 

worshipping with Mulberry Methodist when they were without a pastor in 1858. It did not hurt 

that the Presbyterians shared the Methodists’ evangelical ethos and that the Methodist minister at 

the time was Dr. Jesse Boring, a well-educated man, and not the backwoods Methodist preachers 

who sometimes filled the Mulberry pulpit, such as Rev. Samuel Anthony, or “Uncle Sam,” who 

served in Macon in 1843, 1845, and 1852. Anthony purportedly rebuked Mulberry Methodist 

concerning its new organ: “If that whimmerjimmy on the left will please keep quiet, Brother 

Danforth will raise the tune!”134  

Revivals, protracted meetings, and cross-denominational cooperation and attendance 

were all common in antebellum Macon, as evident in the 1858 to 1860 journal of George 

Scattergood, Jr., then eighteen and nineteen years old. Though he most often attended Methodist 

services, in September 1858, he went to the Baptist Church where he was “light baptized.” A 

year later, he visited the Catholic Church “but could not understand what the Priest said; he 

spoke altogether Latin.” In October 1860, Scattergood attended First Presbyterian and “had his 

 
132Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Nancy Ann Irwin Lamar, Thomas R. Lamar, and 

Eliza W. W. Lamar headstones, personally photographed, 21 July 2016. Nancy Lamar’s tombstone notes her 
denomination. Eliza Lamar was listed in the church register with “died in peace.” Her maiden name was also Lamar. 
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[the pastor’s] speech analyzed entirely.” Evangelicals, in particular, were focused on the 

ecumenical struggle to convert souls to Christ, providing a “common purpose and duty.”135  

The only congregation which Scattergood did not mention visiting was Christ Church. 

The Episcopalians, both the only Protestant denomination in Macon not taking part in these 

revivals, and the city’s most elite congregation, responded in varying ways to the religious 

excitement, sometimes indicating contempt and in other instances participating in evangelical 

activities. Dr. Ambrose Baber of Virginia had helped found Christ Church back in 1823, but then 

could only watch the congregation all but disintegrate when the pastor left due to an upswing in 

revival activity in the area. Bishop Stephen Elliot of Savannah (1841-1866) wrote of Christ 

Church’s fate upon the exit of Rev. Lot Jones: “Under the effects of one of those whirlwinds of 

religious excitement which are brought to bear so systematically upon our efforts, all but the 

really true were swept away.” Baber and his wife Mary Sweet Baber of Savannah kept the 

church alive for five years without a pastor.136 Notably, Baber disagreed with much more than 

evangelicals’ revivalism. Evangelical standards “stood at odds with competing traditions such as 

manly honor.” Though historian Bertram Wyatt-Brown asserted that the gap between the South’s 

evangelicalism and honor ethic closed during the antebellum years, the evangelical “moral 

community” did not accept dueling. Instead, men were to follow Christ’s example and turn the 

other cheek.137 For Baber, who had participated in duels both as physician and duelist, this idea 

would have been anathema. In 1860, his widow Mary Sweet Baber commented on the still-

ongoing religious excitement in Macon. Though she referred to revivals as a “kind of frenzy” 
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which she could not quite understand, she professed to be “glad of any thing that will make men 

think of that which is beyond all price, their souls.”138  

Other members of Christ Church took different paths. Elite banker J. H. R. Washington, 

who served on both the city council and as mayor, was one of the original pew holders in Christ 

Church, but his daughter Annie attended the Methodist Sunday School. Upon her death in 1859 

at age eleven, Washington asked the Methodist minister Rev. George Smith to perform the 

funeral services. In Washington’s letter to Smith, he noted that his daughter had been “much 

devoted” to the school: “Always pleased with the exercises of the School, and attached to the 

Ministers and Teachers. She was particularly pleased with your late ministration among the 

children and expressed herself greatly edified by your instructions.” He continued, “In view of 

her approaching dissolution . . . she frequently repeated passages from your remarks to the 

Sunday School children and was much comforted in applying the Savior’s promises to 

herself.”139 Annie’s older brother lawyer Samuel Hammond Washington joined Mulberry 

Methodist. Christ Church vestryman Henry Graybill Lamar experienced a “bright and powerful” 

conversion and subsequently joined the Methodist church after witnessing how his brother John 

B. Lamar, a “pious Baptist,” died full of faith. Lamar’s brother, who died in 1845, should not be 

confused with the elite planter John Basil Lamar, who was Episcopalian. According to a church 

history, Henry G. Lamar, a “worldly man” went from his brother’s grave “to his home to pray, 

repent, and yield himself to his Savior.” He testified the following Sunday to Mulberry 
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Methodist of his conversion with a “most gracious outpouring of the spirit.” He became an 

important lay leader of the Methodist church until his death in 1861.140 

Macon’s churchgoing population in 1860 exhibited clear socio-economic patterns. A 

comparison of religious adherents to 1860 Macon residents with known occupations reveals if 

Macon’s congregations aligned with the socio-economic makeup of the city. Occupational 

groups 1 through 3 were all overrepresented among church adherents in 1860 Macon. For 

instance, occupational group 1 made up 3 percent of the city’s white working males and females 

and 8 percent of the city’s religious adherents. To look at it a different way, the statistics 

concerning the proportion of each 1860 occupational group that was affiliated with a church 

shows that while 69 percent of the seventy-eight individuals in occupational group 1 were 

parishioners, 72 percent of group 2, which included ministers, were part of a congregation. 

Occupational group 3 saw 46 percent of its number as religious adherents. To more prosperous 

Maconites, going to church was a civic responsibility, even as “religious involvement and 

adherence to moral principles helped legitimize class authority.” Elites needed “proper spiritual 

capital” to claim social influence. In Twiggs County at least 68 percent of the top decile of 

households with property worth more than $33,000 had a household head or spouse who was a 

church member, a proportion not mirrored among the less affluent.141  

The religious adherence of occupational groups 4 to 7 was a different matter. In Macon, 

these groups were underrepresented among the worshippers, with a gap of 9 percent for skilled 

laborers and 8 percent for unskilled laborers. For instance, skilled laborers made up 37 percent of 
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the white adult population with known occupations in 1860, compared to 28 percent of known 

adherents with occupational information in the same time frame. This variation was consistent, 

providing a clear pattern of the public religiosity of the upper versus lower occupational groups. 

Scrutiny of the proportions of each group that were churchgoers shows that, compared to 

occupational groups 1 to 3, in which anywhere from 46 to 72 percent were part of congregations, 

the proportions fell off precipitously in occupational groups 4 to 7. Only 28 percent of the 742 

members of occupational group 4 were adherents, compared to one-fifth of the skilled laborers. 

Of the 221 semi-skilled workers, 22 percent were parishioners, and only 12 percent of the city’s 

unskilled laborers attended church. This broadly mirrors Twiggs County where a smaller 

proportion of less affluent families joined churches, or 43 percent of those holding below the 

median of wealth.142  

It is possible that some skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled laborers rejected both “their 

betters” and their religion, in part as a backlash to the impulse of the more well off to dictate to 

the working class how to live. Paul E. Johnson notes in Rochester, New York, “With one arm 

evangelicals attacked the bad habits and tawdry amusements of unregenerate workingmen. With 

the other they offered redemption.” This was, predictably, not always well received. Though he 

does not mention the working class, Bode warns that scholars’ arguments that evangelicals were 

fostering a “one-sided attempt at ‘social control’,” should be critically examined, for “people of 

middling status and even the poor eagerly joined the church in large numbers.”143 Evangelical 

strictures did not discourage everyone, for over one-fourth of occupational group 4 and one-fifth 

of occupational groups 5 and 6 were associated with churches in Macon. 
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In 1842, Bishop Rev. George Foster Pierce preached to his congregation at Mulberry 

Methodist after receiving a letter from Eatonton about some of his parishioners’ financial 

activities related to the cotton market that were “more remarkable for keenness than creditable 

for morality.” In response to this information, he preached on “Balaam who loved the ways of 

unrighteousness” and called out the sinners in his flock, though the miscreants denied any 

wrongdoing.144 Macon’s faithful were far from immune to the god of mammon, and economic 

considerations were not divorced from Macon’s congregants and their churches. The city’s 

religious adherents followed clear, though not absolute, socio-economic patterns. This does not 

imply that Maconites joined particular churches for their cachet or the moral authority that they 

granted. Churches were a “practical moral force and essential theological guide,” and many of 

Macon’s worshippers held sincere beliefs, as evinced by existing journals and letters. This was 

not just the case for evangelicals. For example, Episcopalian Marian Baber, daughter of Dr. 

Ambrose Baber and Mary Sweet Baber and a member of the city’s most elite church, wrote to 

her thirteen-year-old sister Ella in 1852: “Are you tired of seeking your Savior? Are you weary 

of endeavouring [sic] to be God’s child? Do you find it too hard to learn to say ‘My Father’? My 

sister, stop, pause, and consider ere you go one step farther.” During the antebellum era status 

and class were not as “clear cut as they once had been” due to rapid changes in agriculture, 

transportation, and marketing, but individuals knew that church affiliation could confer status 

and that the community expected certain socio-economic groups to be in church.145 

 

Church attendance was just one of the indicators of Maconites’ participation in local 

society alongside slaveholding and community leadership. These three aspects of life reveal that 
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the city was, comparatively speaking, an “open society” to white men, no matter their birthplace. 

The northern born blended well and fared even better in the relatively small and new Deep South 

town. Northerners, who were almost as likely to become slaveholders as their southern neighbors 

of similar socio-economic status, were overrepresented in local elected office. Considering that 

southern leadership almost mirrored the southern-born percentage in both the town’s white 

working population and in the smaller leadership pool, northerners filled in the proportion of 

public offices not won by immigrants. Instead of foreign-born leaders, the city elected the 

northern born, though two immigrants rose to the office of mayor.  

Financial circumstances did not always clearly align immigrants with native-born 

Americans of similar wealth. Instead, their upbringing, values, and religious beliefs set some 

foreign-born groups apart in these categories. Yet, immigrants neither segregated themselves 

from the native-born majority, nor did Maconites born in both North and South shunt the foreign 

born to the side. Instead, contradiction was representative of the immigrant experience in Macon. 

Though the largest foreign-born group in Macon, the Irish, were outliers due to their attendance 

at the Catholic Church, they were more likely to blend in concerning slaveholding by socio-

economic status.  

All regional groups, save the Irish and Jewish, were distributed throughout Macon’s 

Protestant denominations, all of which saw their adherents elected to local public office, though 

obviously some congregations had more wealthy and powerful parishioners than others. One 

telling incident in this regard concerns grocer, merchant, and hotel proprietor Eliphalet E. Brown 

of Connecticut, who had paid taxes on six enslaved laborers in 1857 and one of the highest tax 

bills in the city that year. Brown was one of the original pew holders of Christ Church Episcopal 

and served on the city council 1839, 1840, and 1852. He caused a bit of controversy when he 

purchased the old Baptist church building in 1838, which the congregation had lost upon the 
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murder of Ellis in 1832. Brown moved the building to a new location and made it into a theater. 

Though he had the building repainted, he retained the pews for seating. Despite a Baptist outcry, 

Brown proceeded undeterred, and his theater was profitable.146 This episode reveals the power 

that a single wealthy northerner had against a less affluent, and largely southern, congregation. 

Place of birth mattered not a whit; socio-economic status and the power that flowed from it 

prevailed.

 
146Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 105. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

AN “UNWITTING BIOGRAPHY”: MAPPING THE CITY BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

GROUP, RELIGIOUS ADHERENCE, AND NATIVITY 

 

 

In 1856, the Telegraph waxed eloquent, “When the dust settles, take a look at her—she is 

as pretty as her belles, and where will you find prettier fair as lilies . . . straight as the cedars of 

Lebanon—with teeth like orient pearls and eyes of the young gazelle.” The mind boggles with 

references to the Song of Solomon and to whom or what exactly the author was referring. He 

semi-clarified in the next line, “But you will have to go indoors to see them,” referencing the 

belles, but the first line associated all this feminine beauty with the city from which these 

debutantes came: Macon. The author continued, “Our present purpose is to play the outsider, and 

post you on one of the hills which environ Macon” in order to admire her splendor. The “Queen 

Inland City of the South,” according to hopeful boosters such as the Telegraph writer, was 

something to see, but only when the dust from the red Georgia clay settled, a statement which 

apparently was not supposed to detract from the overall characterization of loveliness. Richmond 

editor Edward A. Pollard reported from the town in the 1850s, “It is accounted one of the most 

beautiful cities of the South.” He did fault all the white paint, which Maconites had used to 

excess, in his opinion.1 Despite the overabundance of white, wealthy Maconites were au courant 

in their architectural taste, which they used to distinguish themselves from their neighbors in 

their mansions on the hills at the northwest edge of town, the city’s most exclusive enclave.  

The 1860 Macon city directory and federal census allow for the plotting of the residential 

choices of these affluent few along with hundreds of other white residents. These 1,831 

geocoded citizens had overlapping identities related to their wealth, slaveholding status, nativity, 

 
1“Macon,” Georgia Telegraph, 29 April 1856; Edward A Pollard, Black Diamonds Gathered in the Darkey 

Homes of the South (New York: Pudney & Russell, 1859), 1. 
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and religious adherence. Mapping the city aids in determining the relative importance of these 

factors concerning Maconites’ choice of neighbors. Geographer Grady Clay wrote, “There are no 

secrets in the landscape,” but plotting residential, church, and business addresses sometimes is 

insufficient, necessitating sources beyond geocoding.2 While geocoding provides a bird’s-eye 

view of urban geography, additional evidence allows a more nuanced inspection from the ground 

level, especially related to the city’s foreign-born residents. Both of these resources reveal that 

though antebellum Macon was relatively small and geographically confined, there were clear 

indications of residential differentiation within the city, with the most obvious and pervasive 

being socio-economic. Yet, when taking both financial and pragmatic considerations into 

account, nativity clearly influenced the residential and associational choices of all regional 

groups—northerners, southerners, and immigrants.  

 

 Understanding Macon’s layout, natural features, municipal improvements, less desirable 

areas, and antebellum issues with sanitation, crime, fire, and the enslaved help account for 

Maconites’ residential choices. While many antebellum American cities grew up haphazardly, 

there were exceptions, which included Macon. James Oglethorpe helped establish an “urban 

planning tradition in the South” with the design of Savannah in the 1730s. Other southern cities 

with well-defined blueprints were Annapolis, Maryland; Augusta, Georgia; and Raleigh, North 

Carolina.3 Macon’s design was a conventional grid, which English traveler James Buckingham 

praised as “remarkably regular,” with streets forming neat right angles. Street width was 

 
2Peirce F. Lewis, “Axioms for Reading the Landscape: Some Guides to the American Scene” in The 

Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes: Geographical Essays, ed. D. W. Meinig (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1979), 11-12. 

3Clement Eaton, The Growth of Southern Civilization 1790-1860 (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 248; 
Lawrence H. Larsen, The Urban South, a History (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1990), 20-21; David R. 
Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and Region (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1982), 22; Michele Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World: White Artisans in the Slaveholding Georgia, 1789-
1860 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2000), 72. 
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important. In Savannah, many streets were 75 feet wide, and Market Street was 140 feet wide 

while Main Street was 120 feet in width. In Macon, First and Third streets were initially 180 feet 

wide, narrowed in the late antebellum period to 120 feet. Second and Fourth streets each had a 

width of 130 feet, narrowed to 90 feet later. The breadth of these thoroughfares was to prevent 

congestion, especially in traffic related to business.4  

Macon’s city planners and boosters sought to make the new town attractive, livable, and 

healthy. To promote Maconites’ health, the original city plan included the preservation of the 

forest around the city in the form of a town reserve and commons 1,300 feet wide on the three 

sides of the town west of the river. Though subsequent settlement cut into this reserve, in 1860, 

George Scattergood, Jr., wrote about riding around in the “Macon Reserve.” The city sought to 

bring the benefits of nature into the streets as well. Visitors described Savannah as “a city of 

trees and gardens” or as the “little green bowery city of the South,” and in 1827, Macon 

intendant Washington Poe oversaw the planting of “China Trees” in the town’s streets. Local 

government fined anyone who used these precious saplings as hitching posts.5 The town also 

passed ordinances to prevent cutting any more trees in town except to build houses. Still, a 

visitor in 1843 noted that the wide streets “have but few shades,” and “there is a nakedness about 

 
4John A. Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial Macon During the 1840s,” Georgia Historical 

Quarterly 53 (1969): 424; Larsen, The Urban South, 20; Clanton W. Williams, “Early Ante-Bellum Montgomery.” 
Journal of Southern History VII (1941): 500; William Thomas Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon and Bibb County, 
Georgia” (Ph.D. diss., University of Georgia, 1966), 66, 113; John H. Ellis, “Business and Public Health in the 
Urban South during the Nineteenth Century: New Orleans, Memphis, and Atlanta,” Bulletin of the History of 
Medicine 44 (June 1970): 198. Unlike Memphis, founded in 1819, Macon was not “laid out in a primitive manner.” 
For context, a plan for Manhattan in the early 1800s designated that many streets were to be fifty to sixty feet wide 
and fifteen crosstown streets be one hundred feet wide.  

5Gerald L. Holder, “State Planned Trading Centers in Pioneer Georgia,” Pioneer America 14, no. 3 (1982): 
119; A Plan of the Town of Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 1826, published by George Dane, held at MGA; George 
W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals 1858-1865, 7 May 1860, Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia (MGA); author Charles Mackey quoted in Dennis C. Rousey, “From Whence They Came to 
Savannah: The Origins of an Urban Population in the Old South,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 79, no. 2 (1995): 
305, n. 1; Glenda Sue Gillis Leslie, “‘The Controlling Bar’: The Influence of Macon’s Attorneys on Its Early 
History” (Ph.D. diss., Georgia State University, 1999), 111, 147; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 29. 
Scattergood mentioned going around the reserve a handful of other times. The “intendant” was an early form of 
mayor in the city. Fellow city councilmen chose him to serve in this capacity. 
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their appearance that is far from being pleasing.” The next year, the city appropriated $150 to 

buy ornamental trees to help fix this problem, spending $75 in 1845 as well. Local government 

attended to this matter yearly thereafter. In 1856, officials designated a 30 foot strip for planting 

trees on the 180 foot streets, with another line of trees on each side, 70 feet from the center. On 

130 foot streets, they planted trees approximately 44 feet from the center. Private citizen and 

editor of the Messenger Simri Rose made it his personal project to transplant trees from the 

Ocmulgee River Swamp in the city.6 A handful of parks offered additional shade and pastoral 

areas. 

A number of small springs that originated in the city and emptied into the Ocmulgee 

provided water. An 1840 map shows most clearly the small offshoots flowing through town, 

though they are also visible on the 1854 Vincent map utilized for geocoding for this chapter. See 

figure 5.1. These small streams included a branch on which the congregation of Mulberry 

Methodist built its church in 1826. This rivulet included a beautiful grove, which was just 

outside the city limits at the time, at Mulberry and First streets. These streams also made possible 

a garden cultivated on the grounds of Georgia Female College (later Wesleyan), where 

Connecticut-native Charles Atwater Ells laid out and financed the first waterworks in the city in 

1850. Ells, a grocer and restaurateur, wanted to ensure fresh and clean water for his restaurant 

and the town’s hotels.7 In 1854, the city erected a brick pump house, complete with a thirty-foot-

wide cistern, noted on the 1854 Vincent map as a “reservoy[sic],” near Magnolia at the upper 

 
6Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 147; A. T. Havens Journal, 19 April 1843, ms1337, Hargrett Rare Book and 

Manuscript Library, University of Georgia Libraries, Athens, Georgia (HLUG); Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 
111; “Editor Devoted Life to Macon,” Macon Telegraph Centennial Edition, 1826-1926, Simri Rose biography 
folder, MGA. 

7Plan of the City of Macon, published by S. Rose in 1840, MGA; Bessie Lester Hart, Pastors of Mulberry 
1826-1964 (Macon, Ga.: Southern Press, 1965), 17; Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of 
Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 67; Charles Atwater Ells biography folder, MGA; 
James H. Stone, “Economic Conditions in Macon, Georgia in the 1830s” Georgia Historical Quarterly 54 (1970): 
212. The city hired a pump contractor in 1836 to ensure the city’s water supply. 
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end of one of the rivulets. Later maps alternately show a cistern and small lake at the corner of 

Orange and Oglethorpe streets, at the source of a spring visible on the 1840 map. It was not until 

1861 that a wider swath of Maconites could get water through the city’s pipes, when local 

government signed a contract with the Macon Gas Company, which took control of all the 

springs in the public domain, especially those near the college.8  

 

 

 
8Jo McConnell and Sadie Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered: The Antebellum Years (Gloucester 

Point, Va.: Hallmark Publishing, 2002), 106-7; Vincent’s New Map of the City of Macon, 1854, MGA; Plan of the 
City of Macon, 1840; “Bird’s Eye View of Macon, Georgia,” published by A. Ruger, 1872, MGA; Jenkins, “Ante 
Bellum Macon,” 116. 

Figure 5.1. Plan of the City of Macon, published by S. Rose, 1840, courtesy of 
Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 
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Southern streets were notoriously troublesome and annoying, as most roads were 

unpaved. Henry Benjamin Whipple observed that in Mobile, the pedestrian either waded in mud 

or suffocated in the flying dust. In 1861 Macon, a resident described the “spongy red dirt of 

Mulberry Street,” the likes of which Maconites could enjoy traversing any of the city’s 

thoroughfares. However, an 1842 ordinance required property owners in certain areas of the city 

to lay sidewalks in front of their property. An 1858 ordinance stipulated that they be twelve feet 

wide. The lack of street paving also resulted in “washes” in the streets, which city workers filled 

in with carted dirt, “which in turn was to be washed away in to the river [during] the next rains.” 

This cycle was both a continual headache for travelers attempting to navigate washed out streets 

and an expense for local government.9  

Projects aimed at modernizing and improving the city included gas lines and street lights. 

Gas arrived rather late in Macon. Both New Orleans and Mobile had gas companies in the 1830s, 

and in the 1840s the Lynchburg Virginian concluded, “The mere fact that a town is lit with gas is 

an assurance to a stranger that there are intelligent, enterprising, and thrifty people. . . . It is a 

passport to public confidence and respect, a card to be admitted in the family of well-regulated 

cities.” In 1852, Maconites chartered the Macon Gas Light Company, which laid four miles of 

pipe along Macon’s principal roads and installed infrastructure for sixty street lamps. Customers 

could subscribe and bring the wonder of gas into their homes and businesses.10  

Despite these improvements, the state of many of the town’s roadways and alleys hardly 

promoted the physical well-being of residents. Southern leaders adopted a “primitive cost-benefit 

formula” which stipulated that if the expenditure furthered the commercial interests of the city, 

 
9Clement Eaton, The Growth of Southern Civilization 1790-1860 (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 252-

53; Dolly Blount Lamar, When All Is Said and Done (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1952), 1; Jenkins, “Ante 
Bellum Macon,” 113; “Report of J. R. Butts, Esq., to City Council,” Messenger, 23 June 1858. This aligned with 
travelers’ observations in the 1830s that most southern cities had paved sidewalks on main thoroughfares.  

10Larsen, The Urban South, 40; Jeffrey Alan Owens, “Georgia By Gaslight: Glimpses of Macon From the 
Letters of the City Gas Light Superintendent, 1859-1862,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 76, no. 3 (Fall 1992): 680. 
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earning more money than the city would spend on the service, then local government would fund 

it. While southern cities spent a great deal of money on improving roads into and out of the city, 

completing railroad lines, and other big-picture internal improvements, street cleaning was not 

considered important. In Macon, a city that almost went bankrupt due to railroad speculation, 

local government tried a handful of methods to clear roads of everyday debris. In the early 

1830s, officials hired a superintendent to take charge of street cleaning. The city purchased ten 

enslaved men to work under him. There were two full-time scavengers with carts patrolling the 

streets. When these efforts proved ineffective, local government gave the councilmen in each 

ward charge of their streets, and a “street force” alternated working on the west side of the river 

two weeks, then on the east side one week. From 1838 to 1853, the city contracted out the work, 

before reverting to the hiring of a superintendent of the streets and purchasing enslaved laborers 

again. In May 1859, the Board of Health noted that the entire street force was working three to 

four days in a “general cleaning up” to prevent summer sickness. The board flagged the city’s 

alleys as especially problematic, reporting that it was the practice of “almost every family” to 

throw out filth, trash, and dead carcasses into these lanes. In September, the board bemoaned 

what it considered to be the street crew’s subpar work in general: the “negroes are not particular 

enough in raking and taking up the trash,” as they try to finish quickly so they can “strike off” as 

soon as possible on Saturday afternoons.11  

 Some facets of the town’s springs noted earlier contributed to problems related to 

sanitation, issues that were much more serious and pervasive in certain areas of Macon. In the 

early years, the city council received many complaints about polluted water in the city, and the 

small streams could be a curse as these branches became part of the city’s impromptu waste 

 
11Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 40, 43; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 94, 110; Board of 

Health 1855-1862, 30 May 1859, 23 September 1959, box 33, folder 36b, City Records, MGA (hereafter cited as 
Board of Health). 
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system. In many southern cities, residents threw garbage and household debris into ditches, 

gutters, or streams. Open sewers were the rule in southern cities, but in antebellum Macon the 

entire sewage system was not open air. By 1833 open sewers were illegal on private property. 

Lot owners were to construct an underground drain to convey waste to the common sewer. These 

drains were generally wooden in the early years, as were public underground sewers, which city 

workers were to immediately repair at “every breach, which may take place in the crown or at 

the side.” Other common sewage channels, many of which were likely part of the system of 

streams draining into the Ocmulgee, had bridges so that the public could traverse unsoiled. It was 

not until March 1840 that the first mention of a “sewer built of brick” appeared in the minutes 

from the city council published in local newspapers.12 This reference and others in the next 

twenty years reported appropriations for brick sewers in specific locations, usually across certain 

alleys or streets. For instance, the sewer across Second Street was to be “two feet wide, paved 

and depressed in the centre [sic], side wall three feet high with an arch.” Later references noted 

that the growing brick sewer system negated the need for bridges over drains and ditches. By 

1858, the improvements were getting more expansive, with the construction of two brick sewers 

across First Street, two across Second Street, and another for Mulberry.13  

 Despite these improvements, many 1850s Macon Board of Health reports discussed 

issues with human waste and drainage problems. See figure 5.2, 1850s Macon: Favorable vs. 

Unfavorable Locations. Half of the identifiable problem spots were in close proximity to the 

branches draining into the Ocmulgee. East Macon was slow to receive brick sewers, with a 

council meeting noting in 1856 the need to replace the old wooden, decayed sewers as “little or  

  

 
12Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 114; “Ordinance,” Messenger, 31 October 1833; “Council Chamber,” 

Telegraph, 24 March 1840. 
13“Council Chamber,” Messenger, 23 April 1840; “Council Proceedings,” Telegraph, 13 January 1857; 

“Council Proceedings,” Messenger, 23 June 1858. 
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Figure 5.2. 1850s Macon: Favorable vs. Unfavorable Locations 
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no work of that description has been done on that side of the river.” Privies, which were 

supposed to be more than three feet from the street, were a frequent problem in Macon, being 

“filthy” or “filled up” and overflowing.14 The board recommended that John Lowe at the corner 

of Cotton and Pine dig a pit to hold his waste and that other lot holders use “plenty of lime” for 

the “nuisances” in their yards. In relation to these outhouses, the city also had to deal with rats in 

the “bath-room” as young George Scattergood, Jr., reported in May 1859, as well as swarms of 

flies and polluted wells. The board repeatedly issued warnings concerning livery stables with 

their growing manure piles, which were “injudicial [sic] to the health of the immediate 

neighborhood.” The board suggested that the owners be required to remove said compost, and in 

future not allow manure to accumulate beyond one week. In another lot, Mr. Safis buried a cow, 

which was not done in a satisfactory manner and was “very offensive.”15 

Other factors contributed to the desirability of certain residential areas over others. In 

1860, Poplar, First, Walnut, and Fifth streets contained most of the city’s cluster of 250 

businesses, which included both the most favorable businesses in which to live in close 

proximity, such as bakers and offices, to the least desirable warehouses, factories, dyers, and 

livery stables. The more fashionable sections of the city also did not include the railroad tracks 

and depots erected in the eastern and western sections of the city. Many argued that the railroad 

drew the “vagabond pedestrian,” “stragglers and night owls,” and “tramps.”16 In nineteenth-

century Macon, all railroads were built at or above grade, for civil engineers did not erect 

 
14Ellis, “Business and Public Health,” 200; Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 253; Board of Health, 

19 May 1856, 2 June 1856, 20 May 1858, 30 May 1859; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 113; “Council Chamber,” 
Citizen, 25 October 1856. 

15Board of Health, 20 August 1855, 19 May 1856, 20 May 1856, 2 June 1856, 20 May 1858, 30 May 1859, 
28 June 1859; George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals, 20 May 1859; Eaton, Growth of Southern Civilization, 253. 

16The Macon Directory for 1860, Containing the Names of the Inhabitants, Business Directory, and an 
Appendix of Much Useful Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & Company, 1860), 83-94; “The Extension: Shall the 
Right of Way Be Granted?” Macon Telegraph and Messenger, 7 August 1881, p. 1, quoted in Bruce W. Earnheart, 
“Rose Hill Cemetery: Derivation, Development, Degeneration” (Master’s thesis, University of Georgia, 1989), 80, 
n. 17. 
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embankments and excavate ditches and cuts to place railroads out of sight and dampen the noise 

in a “corridor-like gulch.” Failure to take these steps made railroads even more unsightly and 

loud and people less eager to live in close proximity to them.17  

 Fire was a major concern in the city, especially in the tightly packed central business 

district, where establishments and homes not destroyed by fire were likely to be blown up to 

prevent the spread of a blaze. A fire in 1831 consumed two city blocks on Mulberry between 

Third and Fourth streets. Fires in 1849 and 1850 destroyed twenty-five to thirty buildings. In 

1852, a conflagration devastated twenty-six structures in the block bounded by Cherry, Second, 

and Third streets. Many other fires caused damage both large and small. It took the city a number 

of years to organize sufficiently to fight fires. During some of the early fires, people just watched 

the blaze, and the only preventative action taken was destroying nearby buildings to create a fire 

break. There were repeated attempts to organize fire brigades beginning in 1832, but there were 

multiple setbacks such as allowing equipment to rust, failing to drill consistently, not reporting 

for duty when the fire alarm sounded, and outright disbanding of brigades. It was not until the 

mid-1850s that the fire companies became effective. Fire fighters utilized water in cisterns 

throughout the city to fight conflagrations.18  

Fire was all the more dangerous because most of the structures in the city were 

constructed of wood. There was a great deal of this material in Macon’s environs to use for 

building, and timber structures provided both warmth and dryness. Some Maconites came to 

regret this dependence on lumber more than others. Dr. James Mercer Green and Virginia Prince 

Green purchased a home on Poplar Street in 1846, but it burned down in 1848. Fire also gutted 

two other houses in which they lived in the next ten years. In 1858, the Greens purchased a new 

 
17Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery,” 76, 82. 
18Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 111; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 100-107, 110. 
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home on Poplar Street. Green noted in his journal of the move, “May 18, 1858, moved to Powers 

house (brick).” The family’s fourth and final home had 12-inch-thick exterior walls made of 

handmade bricks. Likewise, a row of connected workers’ apartments—on Monroe Street at the 

northwest edge of the town, built in 1850—had thick walls of 12.5-inch common-bond masonry 

supporting a metal roof. Bricks also bisected the building, providing a fire stop between 

apartments.19  

There were other issues in regard to safety that occupied antebellum Maconites. In its 

early history, “frontier conditions” prevailed in the town, with gaming, selling liquor without a 

license, stealing letters from the post office, horse thieving, assault and battery, and brothels all 

commonplace. William B. Watts of South Carolina reported that, upon his arrival in Macon in 

the 1830s, he happened to meet at the gambling table such esteemed persons as the mayor, 

sheriff, a councilman, and members of state government. In 1830, vandals ripped up six feet of 

planking on the bridge spanning the Ocmulgee in a location where a fall would have been fatal. 

Less serious offenses included someone cutting the ropes that guided the ferry on the river in 

1823, bathing too close to the ferry so that “respectable ladies” had to wait “an hour or two for 

persons bathing to come out and dress. We say no more at present.” In 1832, when Henry 

Byrom, an angry depositor in the failed Bank of Macon insulted banker Thomas M. Ellis in the 

street, Ellis raised his cane to strike Byrom, who then shot Ellis. At the ensuing trial, tensions ran 

high as Byrom had many supporters due to the bank closure. Presiding Judge Christopher B. 

Strong purportedly armed himself with a brace of pistols, which he held in each hand under his 

cloak, ready to shoot the prisoner dead, if an uproar occurred upon a verdict of guilty. Instead, 

the jury evidently ruled not guilty due to self-defense, and Byrom died the year after when a 

 
19Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide (Macon, Ga.: Middle Georgia Historical Society, 1996), 

47, 78; Virginia King Nirenstein, With Kindly Voices: A Nineteenth-Century Georgia Family (Macon, Ga.: Tullous 
Books, 1984), 131-33; McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered, 64, 90. 
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Milledgeville hotelier shot him in self-defense. In 1840, an election mob broke into the basement 

of the courthouse on Fifth Street and destroyed the ballot box, and there was a shootout in March 

1842 in which five or six guns were discharged. Though few early Maconites darkened the door 

of a church, this “element of rowdyism” did not extend to “persecuting or annoying the church,” 

according to a later Methodist history.20  

Beyond Macon’s frontier years, there were incidents related to honor and self-defense. 

For example, in March 1846, there was a shooting between Charles F. Collins and James M. 

Dannelly. On that date at the Bowling Saloon, “some previous grudge existed,” which resulted in 

Collins, the “aggrieved party,” accosting Dannelly. Both combatants had pistols, with Collins 

discharging his revolver five times, hitting Dannelly in the arm. Dannelly fired three times, 

striking Collins in the left breast, resulting in his death. Officials did not arrest Dannelly but 

allowed him to stay at home where he was “accessible to the officers.”21  

A number of murders took place in the city. In the antebellum era, eighteen men and one 

woman died by homocide, as recorded in local newspapers, mortality schedules, and interment 

records. There were undoubtedly others. George Scattergood, Jr., mentioned two in his journal, 

the details and timing of which do not match the nineteen known homocides. He wrote in 

January 1858, “I stopped on the way [home] talking to some boys who was [sic] talking about 

that murder which was committed during Christmas.” In November 1859, his friend Fred Virgin 

told him about a man killed in town. Scattergood went down to investigate and found that the 

 
20Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 55-56, 123; Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 3, 34; J. J. O’Connell, 

Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia: Leaves of Its History, A.D. 1820-A.D. 1878 (Westminster, Md.: ARS 
SACRA, 1964), 597; Stone, “Economic Conditions in Macon,” 213; Tadd Evans, Macon, Georgia, Newspaper 
Clippings (Messenger), Volume III (1838-1842) (Savannah: privately printed, 1998; held at MGA), 315.; Semi-
Centennial Exercises. Memorials of Methodism, in Macon, Georgia, from 1828 to 1878. Held at Mulberry Street 
Church, Dec. 5th to 8th, 1878 (Macon, Ga.: J. W. Burke, 1878), 29; Stephen F. Miller, The Bench and Bar of 
Georgia: Memoirs and Sketches (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1858), 266-67. 

21“Fatal Recontre,” Messenger, 2 April 1846. When Dannelly died a few months later, he, like Collins, was 
buried in Macon’s Rose Hill Cemetery. 
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man had been cut “very badly.”22 Many of the nineteen deceased were not well-known in the 

city, with extant local records providing the ages of only ten. Seven were between sixteen and 

thirty years old. A few of the known death details include motive, such as the “Horrid Murder” 

of Isaac Sowell by George Bassett in November 1848 for some “slight difference in regard to the 

recent election.” A grudge and a case of mistaken identity spelled the end for John O’Keefe, a 

well-situated classical teacher from Westmeath, Ireland. Though Macon had provided a place for 

O’Keefe to live and prosper for some twenty years, that ended in December 1852 when O’Keefe 

was walking in downtown near midnight. A journeyman saddler named only as “Boyd” 

misidentified him and stabbed O’Keefe five or six times with a dirk knife. O’Keefe was “almost 

instantly killed.” The local paper reported, “We are called upon to record another sudden death 

by violence in our midst.” The lone female murder victim was twenty-two-year-old Miss Mittiah 

Hebbard of St. Mary’s, Georgia. In March 1842, she was caught in the middle of the shoot-out 

cited above, when an Irishman aiming at Constable Nathan Dukes hit Hebbard instead. The 

bullet struck her in the upper abdomen. The constable also suffered severe injuries. Macon 

officials arrested six culprits.23  

When merchant Isaac Scott worried that his son not attending Christ Church Episcopal of 

a Sunday in May 1859 meant that he was “in search of bad company,” perhaps he had cause for 

concern. In the 1840s, William LeConte claimed that Macon’s lower city had “the reputation of 

producing desperately wicked boys.” There were geographic locations attached to five murders, 

none of which were above First Street. East Macon was the site of two known murders. In 1851, 

William Edwards, a convict recently pardoned, murdered a Mr. West there. The 1842 shootout 

 
22George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals, 26 January 1858, 29 November 1859.  
23“Horrid Murder,” Messenger, 15 November 1848, cited in Tadd Evans, Macon, Georgia, Newspaper 

Clippings (Messenger), Volume V (1848-1851) (Savannah: privately printed, 1998; held at MGA), 52-53; 
O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia. 601; Evans, Telegraph, Volume III, 315. 
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occurred on Bridge Street at the Ocmulgee. Two murders occurred in downtown. Teacher 

O’Keefe was walking near Washington Hall at Mulberry and Second. A Mr. Hall died in January 

1845 from a blow struck with a stick somewhere on Cherry Street, evidently by persons 

unknown. In the south section of the city in a blacksmith shop at Oglethorpe and Congress, Jacob 

Gilpin struck Nathan Best with his fist, knocking him into an anvil, which proved fatal. Yet, for 

all this, contemporaries did not identify Macon as a “lawless” town.24 

 Macon, as an “urban pocket” in the cotton belt, had a large number of enslaved African 

Americans in the city, which fundamentally shaped the atmosphere. The percentage of enslaved 

in the city had declined from 55 percent in 1830 to 34 percent in 1860, but though the fifth 

largest city in the state in 1860, only Columbus and Savannah surpassed Macon in their 

proportion of black residents. Bibb was the only county in central Georgia with a minority 

African American population, with 42 percent, compared to the high of 69 percent in Houston 

County. Macon had a regionally important slave market, with three “slave depots” on Poplar 

Street in central Macon in 1860.25   

 Macon’s location in central Georgia made it more challenging for the enslaved to reach 

freedom. A Telegraph article in 1855 noted that Ned Davis of Macon first attempted to make his 

escape via steamship. When that failed, he tried “fastening himself under one of the cars” of the 

night train headed for Savannah. On the journey a conductor with a lantern noticed him below 

the car. The case of Ellen and William Craft was unique because Ellen was the daughter of one 

 
24Isaac Scott diary, 1859-1864, 15 May 1859, typed manuscript by Peyton Moncure, 26, MGA; Harriet 

Fincher Comer, History First Presbyterian Church of Macon, 1826-1990 (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 2001; held 
at MGA), 6; “Fatal Rencounter,” Telegraph, 11 February 1851; R. Newton Wilcox, Marriages, Deaths, Accidents, 
Duels and Runaways Compiled from The Weekly Georgia Telegraph: Macon, Georgia 1850-1853 (Bowie, Md.: 
Heritage Books, 2002), 47; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 123.  

25Donnie D. Bellamy, “Macon, Georgia, 1823-1860: A Study in Urban Slavery,” Phylon (1960-) 45, no. 4 
(1984): 298-99; Joseph Patrick Reidy, “Masters and Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to 
Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-1880,” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois University, 1982), 461; Davis, Cotton, Fire, 
and Dreams, 22; Macon Directory for 1860, 98. Central Georgia includes here the counties of Bibb, Crawford, 
Houston, Jones, Monroe, and Twiggs. 
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of Macon’s founders and able to pass as white on the journey, with her husband posing as her 

manservant. In December 1848, Ellen and her husband were able to acquire four-day passes for 

Christmas. On the trip, Ellen posed as a white man, complete with green spectacles, a poultice 

along the lower face and jaw to hide her lack of facial hair and muffle her voice, and a sling for 

her right arm to preclude her having to sign registers, as she was illiterate. They traveled by train 

to Savannah and then via ship, omnibus, train, and stagecoach to Charleston, Wilmington, 

Richmond, Washington, D.C., Baltimore, and finally Philadelphia, traveling close to a thousand 

miles. From 1823 to 1859, the Macon Messenger recorded 476 runaways from the area who 

were headed to specific destinations.26  

 In Macon there were many laws in place concerning the enslaved and liquor, gambling, 

weapons, literacy, hiring, trading, mobility, and assembly. However, officials often did not 

enforce state, county, and local statutes on the books due to laxity and the poor state of the 

constabulary, though there were “periodic flurries of zealousness.” The evidence in Macon is 

contradictory. Concerning trading with the enslaved, newspapers and Bibb County records noted 

a great deal of “illegal trade with slaves,” with a grand jury in 1839 finding evidence of illegal 

transactions. Evidently, some trade was acceptable, and in 1859, a group of enslaved laborers in 

Taylor County sold their crop of nankeen cotton to a Macon merchant for $1,969.65. The 

Telegraph wrote that “[t]hese negroes’ crops are a feature of the ‘peculiar institution’” alongside 

the enslaved’s vending of eggs, poultry, and “rude, but useful household wares.”27 There was 

also conflicting evidence concerning literacy. In 1829, a Georgia statute made it illegal to teach 

 
26Telegraph, 3 July, 1855, cited in Wilcox, Marriages, Deaths, Accidents, Duels and Runaways, 76; 

Macon’s Black Heritage: The Untold Story (Macon, Ga.: The Tubman African American Museum, 1997). 6-8; 
William Craft, Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom: The Escape of William and Ellen Craft from Slavery 
(London: William Tweedie, 1860), 2-69; Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 463. Reidy’s tabulation of runaways does not 
include those who had no known destination.  

27Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 45, 50; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 55-56; “Grand Jury 
Presentments,” Messenger, 21 February 1839; David E. Paterson, “Slavery, Slaves, and Cash in a Georgia Village, 
1825–1865,” Journal of Southern History 75, no. 4 (November 2009): 888. 
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reading to the enslaved. Though Ellen and William Craft, who left the city in 1848, were 

illiterate, both William Sanders Scarborough and his mother Frances could read and write. 

Slaveholder William K. DeGraffenreid provided books for Scarborough, who forged “permits” 

for his African American friends so that they could visit their families. In 1860, the Telegraph 

called for an investigation into the common practice of selling books to the enslaved.28 

Irishman William Howard observed during his time in the South, “There is something 

suspicious in the constant never ending statement that ‘we are not afraid of our slaves’.” 

Certainly, white southerners did not appear to take their safety for granted. Georgia law required 

that each county mount night patrols “to suppress any mischievous designs of negroes,” though 

the existence and vigilance of Macon’s “city guard” waxed and waned based on the most current 

rumors and perceived threats. In fall 1825, local authorities arrested more than twenty enslaved 

persons along with Charles Sears of Macon, accusing them of playing a role in an insurrection in 

Monroe to the northwest.29 Two years later, Macon officials declared that they had exposed a 

three hundred man slave revolt led by a Frenchman. The Nat Turner Rebellion in Virginia in 

1831 reverberated throughout the slave states, and Dr. Ambrose Baber headed a temporary 

cavalry company formed in response. The threat level again rose in 1835 due to rumored 

insurrections and a rash of burglaries in the city. Local militiamen received arms, and the city 

organized a short-lived vigilantes committee of fifty men. In 1839, Macon officials urged “all 

 
28J. R. Huddlestun and Charles O. Walker, From Heretics to Heroes: A Study of Religious Groups in 

Georgia with Primary Emphasis on the Baptists (Jasper, Ga.: Pickens Tech Press, 1976), 167; William Sanders 
Scarborough, The Autobiography of William Sanders Scarborough: An American Journey from Slavery to 
Scholarship, ed. Michele Valerie Ronnick (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2005), 27; Bellamy, “Macon,” 
307; Clarence L. Mohr, “Georgia Blacks During Secession and Civil War, 1859-1865” (Ph. D. diss., University of 
Georgia, 1975), 52. 

29Sally E. Hadden, Slave Patrols: Law and Violence in Virginia and the Carolinas (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 2001), 172; Paterson, “Slavery, Slaves, and Cash,” 925; C. Logan Landrum, “A Survey of 
Negro Life in Macon, Georgia,” (D. of Th., Union Theological Seminary, 1942), 52-53. 
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Patrols, Marshals, overseers and others” to keep an eye out for certain misbehavior, such as “the 

frequent practice of slaves carrying weapons which are prohibited by Law to white persons.”30 

 In antebellum Macon, the most significant genuine physical threat the enslaved posed to 

white Maconites was arson, and local vigilance rose and fell with the frequency and seriousness 

of these events. The first indication of an incendiary at work was in 1835, and in 1838, there was 

evidence of arson in a warehouse in the city. English traveler James Buckingham wrote of his 

visit in the early 1840s, “I was told there had already been several attempts to set it on fire by 

incendiaries . . . and the general supposition was, that these attempts were made by dissatisfied 

slaves who either hope to be able to realize something by plunder, and effect their escape, or else 

to avenge themselves on their masters for real or fancied ill treatment.” In April 1840, the 

council minutes began with the statement, “A most daring attempt was made last night to destroy 

our city by fire.” As a result, local officials decreed that the city marshal “enroll all free white 

male persons” within the city limits between sixteen and sixty years of age to form armed patrol 

companies. Each city ward was a patrol district, with fourteen squads in each ward, to patrol one 

night every fortnight.31 A year later, however, a Messenger article claimed that there was no 

“regular police and no city guard,” indicating that the populace could rely only on the militia unit 

the Macon Volunteers. In 1841, the city formed a 150-man Committee of Vigilance to 

supplement law enforcement and arrest constables not doing their jobs. An 1844 fire, which 

destroyed eleven buildings, was again suspected arson, with a $500 reward set for information.32  

 
30Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 23; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 89; Jenkins, 

“Ante Bellum Macon,” 91; “Grand Jury Presentments,” Messenger, 21 February 1839; Hadden, Slave Patrols, 45-
67. Hadden notes that in the Deep South patrollers were often closely tied to local militias, with many members 
drawn from militia membership rolls.  

31Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 91, 108; Bellamy, “Macon,” 308; Leslie, “The Controlling Bar,” 116; 
“Ordinance Patrol,” Telegraph, 12 May 1840. Those who refused to serve could pay a commutation tax of ten 
dollars a year. Patrols were to be armed in “accordance with the patrol laws” of Georgia. 

32“Macon Volunteers,” Messenger, 29 April 1841; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,”104-5. 
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 The fear of arson continued into the 1850s, while the city tried for a “more perfect 

organization of the City Guard or Night Watch.” The marshal, deputy marshal, and six 

policemen were to patrol the city in shifts from sundown until midnight and then midnight until 

an hour after sunrise, an arrangement which persisted for much of the decade.33 In the early 

1850s, the home of Mrs. John T. Lamar caught fire under suspicious circumstances, and there 

was another blaze at a private residence due to “a large bundle of inflammable matter being 

discovered under one corner” of the house. In 1854, an African American child was allegedly 

caught in the act of setting a fire. Councilmen called on the City Guard to “disperse all illegal 

assemblages of negroes” and arrest the enslaved violating laws of the city or away from the 

“premises of their owner or employer after 9 o’clock P.M. without a written permit.”34 In 1858, 

an incendiary destroyed the large furniture factory of Ross & Mell. That same year, the city 

council passed an ordinance that anyone who interfered with the City Guard in their patrol of the 

city or “by carrying away or secreting, or by any other means, prevent the arrest of any slave or 

slaves found out at night in violation of the ordinances of said city, relative to slaves” would be 

fined up to one hundred dollars or imprisoned in the Bibb County jail or guard house for up to 

one month.35 

 By 1860, Macon was one of the epicenters of “Georgia’s rapidly deteriorating racial 

climate.” This heightened threat level was due to real or imaged enslaved acts of rebellion in 

Georgia and other southern states. In late March, a rash of alleged arsons began taking place in 

Macon, with white suspicions falling on local people of color due to the unlikely frequency of 

the fires. There were a number of blazes over a two-week period and in early April three fires in 

 
33“Council Chamber,” Messenger, 26 February 1851; “Ordinance,” Messenger, 20 December 1854; 

Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 92. 
34Wilcox, Marriages, Deaths, Accidents, Duels and Runaways, 106, 124; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 

108; “Ordinance,” Messenger, 20 December 1854. 
35Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 108-9; “An Ordinance,” Messenger, 17 February 1858.  
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less than ten hours. On April 26, a black woman “on the lot” who “had taken offense at 

something” allegedly set afire the home of a local minister. In response to public uproar, the 

slaveholder immediately removed the enslaved woman from the city. The newspaper urged 

policemen to investigate various “suspicious looking” African American men seen “lurking 

around the alleys and in the dark streets of the suburbs . . . after the lawful hour.” The arsonists 

allegedly resumed their activities in June with fifteen incendiary attempts. On the evening of the 

30th, three buildings caught fire. As a result, local officials arrested an enslaved man named Bob 

and put him on trial. The Telegraph editor concluded that the fires revealed the “settled 

determination” of “incendiaries” to burn the city and asserted that, if and when captured, the 

arsonists would “meet with but little mercy.”36 

In July 1860 the “Texas Troubles,” a purported slave insurrection rife with arson, began 

out west, influencing how white Maconites perceived the racial climate in town and their local 

fires. Historian Donald E. Reynolds has concluded that the North Texas fires in the summer of 

1860 were largely accidental due to new self-igniting phosphorous-tipped matches, which 

Texans had not stored properly. These “prairie matches” would spontaneously combust in the 

torrid midday heat while sitting on store shelves or fireplace mantles in private residences. 

Reynolds found that pro-secessionist newspaper editors in Texas and elsewhere spread panic 

among the white populace with their exaggerated or fictional accounts of arson. Notably, many 

of Macon’s fires occurred before these “lucifer matches” were common. The Georgia blazes in 

1860 began in the spring before the summer heat, and most did not occur in the middle of the 

day, as was the case for many of the 1860 Texas fires, making matches an unlikely culprit in 

 
36Mohr, “Georgia Blacks,” 32-34, 49; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 109. 
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Macon.37 Many of the Central City’s fires broke out at night when arsonists were more likely to 

be operating, though these facts do not preclude accidental ignitions erroneously determined to 

be arson. For their part, white Maconites initially dismissed the “Texas Troubles,” concluding 

that it was a “very vague account of a servile insurrection,” which would “be found to amount to 

nothing,” but a week later the city was taking it seriously. The “Texas Troubles” reignited fear in 

Georgia. Concerns again focused on conditions in town when unknown African American 

assailants severely beat one of Macon’s policemen. The last major account of alleged arson in 

1860 was at the new home of Dr. John B. Wiley, when some “some infamous scamp” set ablaze 

the attic in the early morning of August 27. Reportedly, there was clear evidence of arson, and 

officials arrested an enslaved girl thirteen years of age by the name of Becky, who “had been 

refractory for a day or two past.”38  

 In fall 1860 tensions ratcheted ever upward. In September, Alabamians urged Macon 

authorities to investigate three strange black men “each armed with a new double-barreled gun” 

who had been involved in an alleged insurrection attempt in Talladega. In the months leading up 

to the November presidential election, Macon’s people of color stopped just short of directly 

challenging the authorities concerning restrictions on assembly. One contemporary Maconite 

believed that the enslaved population was behaving suspiciously: “Every political speech . . . 

 
37Donald E. Reynolds, Texas Terror: The Slave Insurrection Panic of 1860 and the Secession of the Lower 

South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2007), 51, 106-8, 186-87. Antebellum Maconite newspapers 
made no mention of “prairie matches,” probably due to Georgia’s geography. In October 1860, the Telegraph had an 
article explaining how “lucifer matches” complete with phosphorous tips were produced and how they worked. The 
piece made no mention of the likelihood of spontaneous combustion. The reference to Texans not storing the 
matches properly refers to the practice, by those appropriately cautious, of placing the matches in bran to insulate 
them from the heat. The pyro-averse would also store the “lucifers” in an inflammable metal box to prevent the fire 
spreading if the matches did ignite. “Lucifer Matches,” Telegraph, 4 October 1860. 

38Mohr, “Georgia Blacks,” 37, 43-44; Isaac Scott diary, 27 August 1860; “Magistrate’s Court,” Telegraph, 
13 September 1860, cited in Wilcox, Marriages, Deaths, Accidents, Duels and Runaways, 234; Reynolds, Texas 
Terror, 106-8. Though Becky originally confessed, she refused to “tell anything about the origin of the fire.” In 
November lawyer Lamar Cobb, the son of former governor Howell Cobb, defended her in court, arguing that there 
was no evidence against Becky save her confession, which she “made under threats of punishment.” The judge 
found her not guilty, and there are no records as to what happened to her once turned back over to her slaveholder, 
presumably Dr. Wiley.  
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delivered in Macon has attracted a number of negroes, who, without entering the Hall, have 

managed to linger around and hear. . . . They do not congregate in sufficient numbers to make an 

unlawful assembly, but scatter themselves around.” William Sanders Scarborough noted that, 

after Abraham Lincoln’s election, city officials tried to keep the black population in the dark, 

preventing people of color living in East Macon from crossing the river.39 

 Scholar Gina Haney concludes that “white Charlestonians laid siege to their own city on 

a nightly basis” when, with bells and drums, they sounded the curfew for the enslaved. The few 

Macon diaries and journals from the period reveal heightened tensions in the city. For instance, 

George Scattergood, Jr., wrote in January 1859, “Today there was a great disturbance about a 

negro going to be hung between twelve and one o’clock.” In November of 1860, he noted a 

number of events. The first was that African Americans were not allowed to go out after 8:00 

P.M., which was an hour earlier than the 1854 curfew. Two days later he went patrolling with the 

Macon Volunteers. They caught a black man out with a bottle of liquor. The patrollers whipped 

the man and released him. Later that month he noted the new Macon “Minute Men” parading to 

the courthouse.40  

Worsening racial anxieties were a fact of life for Maconites in the late antebellum era and 

existed alongside spatial considerations such as the placement of railroad lines and businesses, 

sanitation, crime, and fire that were more likely to influence where whites chose to live within 

the city. The “social geographic patterns” of Maconites are significant. As one scholar 

 
39Mohr, “Georgia Blacks,” 48-51, 192; Scarborough, Autobiography, 30; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 

92, 330-31. When the Civil War began, the city of Macon greatly increased the size of its police force, but this 
expansion proved prohibitively expensive, with too few able-bodied white men around to man it. Instead the 
“Volunteer City Guards” patrolled the city at night, and “minute men” were ready at a moment’s notice with rifle 
and Colt revolver.  

40Gina Haney, “Understanding Antebellum Charleston’s Backlots through Light, Sound, and Action,” in 
Slavery in the City: Architecture and Landscapes of Urban Slavery in North America, eds. Clifton Ellis and Rebecca 
Ginsburg (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2017), 92; George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals, 7 January 
1859, 14 November 1860, 16 November 1860, 26 November 1860. 
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concluded, “To be a neighbor is more symbolic of equal status than to be a co-worker or a fellow 

organization member.” Though these decisions involved economic factors, this study assumes 

that white Maconites had a choice in where they lived, which aligns with scholars’ analysis of 

other cities.41 Both financial pressures and residents’ choices resulted in a “written” landscape 

that was more truthful than many autobiographies, though it is hard to read because it was messy 

and disorganized—almost illegible. Many theories about the urban geography of late-nineteenth, 

twentieth, or twenty-first century society “require rather careful modification if they are to 

remain valuable in their retrospective applications,” because there were many circumstances 

peculiar to the antebellum period. Cities such as Macon were “transitional” as they moved from 

the “pre-modern” and “traditional” stage toward the “modern” and “industrial.”42  

 Scholars have based many residential segregation studies on the axiom that “physical 

distances . . . are . . . the indices of social distances” and have used tools such as the dissimilarity 

index, nearest neighbor analysis, or the isolation index to determine spatial proximity.43 

Geographers and sociologists have more recently rejected this axiom in certain studies focused 

on the late nineteenth century to the present as well as in research related to racial segregation, to 

be discussed below. At the same time, scholars have noted the importance of spatial 

considerations for analysis relating to ethnic, not racial, housing. For this study of antebellum 

Macon’s socio-economic and ethnic topography based on spatial proximity, the 1860 city 

 
41David Ward, “Victorian Cities: How Modern?” Journal of Historical Geography 1, no. 2 (1975): 136; J. 

Saltman, “Implementing Open Housing Laws through Social Action,” Journal of Applied Behavioral Science 11, no 
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42Lewis, “Axioms for Reading the Landscape, 11-12; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 135, 138, 151. 
43Grannis, “The Importance of Trivial Streets,” 153; Angelina Grigoryeva and Martin Ruef, “The Historical 

Demography of Racial Segregation,” American Sociological Review 80, no. 4 (August 2015): 814; Nan A. 
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directory provided addresses for individual residents, with supplemental information from the 

1860 federal census.44 

Though there were approximately 2,500 enslaved and 33 free people of color in the city 

in 1860, making the sight of both free and enslaved African Americans on Macon’s streets 

ubiquitous, in the directory Macon’s black residents were virtually invisible. In many southern 

cities, slaveholders and the enslaved often shared small lots 50 feet by 150 feet or smaller. In 

Macon each lot was about half an acre each or 208 feet by 104 feet.45 Many enslaved persons 

would have lived in the homes or shops of Macon’s slaveholders, often in an attic, loft, cellar, or 

room attached at the back of the house. Most urban slaveholders in Macon and elsewhere had no 

more than two enslaved laborers, making this arrangement more workable. Other enslaved 

persons lived in backlots or “yards” behind slaveholders’ residences. In older southern cities, the 

“enclosure system” allowed each lot only a street-facing entrance and exit, so that whites could 

monitor enslaved individuals’ movements.46 High brick walls and two-floor slave quarters with a 

steep pitched roof enclosed backlots as seen today in the Bellamy Mansion in Wilmington, North 

Carolina. In cities without the “enclosure system,” rear entrances and alleys allowed “interior 

 
44Douglas S. Massey, “Effects of Socioeconomic Factors on the Residential Segregation of Blacks and 
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traffic somewhat removed from public view” and “created an alternative center for slave 

activity,” while “bondsman’s orientation moved away from his master in the yard to his contacts 

in the back street.” Macon’s original city plan included back alleys between ten and twenty feet 

wide throughout the city. There are no surviving examples of enclosed backlots from antebellum 

Macon, if any existed. Savannah too was not enclosed, as its design also included rear lanes, 

resulting in a looser housing system. In the case of Macon’s enslaved population, the warnings of 

geographers bear out, namely that residential proximity did not equal social intimacy. Spatial 

analysis is limited “where residential proximity is associated with subordination or surveillance, 

rather than sociability.”47  

 In Macon and elsewhere, many enslaved laborers also engaged in something called 

“living out” in locations away from slaveholders. Even under the least favorable conditions, 

living out provided a measure of independence. Because so many of Macon’s enslaved laborers 

were hired out, as indicated by the discrepancy between the 1857 tax digest and 1860 census 

slave schedule, it is likely that many enslaved Maconites lived in small houses or shanties 

squeezed into alleys or commercial areas in marginal sections of the city. An enslaved 

community formed in East Macon on the other side of the river around the Central Railroad 

depot, which allowed some fellowship, mutual support, and “quasi-freedom.”48 William Sanders 

Scarborough, later the president of Wilberforce University in Ohio, was born enslaved in Macon 

in 1852. His enslaved mother Frances “lived out,” and his father Jeremiah Scarborough, a 

 
47Wade, Slavery in the Cities, 60, 74; A Plan of the Town of Macon, 1826; Grigoryeva and Ruef, 
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railroad-yard supervisor, was one of Macon’s few free men of color.49 Even free African 

Americans such as Scarborough did not appear in the 1860 Macon city directory.50  

 In antebellum cities, white residential differentiation by socio-economic group can be 

difficult to discern. Antebellum Memphis, with its twenty-two thousand residents, was still a 

“walking city.” Distances within the town were slight compared to twentieth-century 

metropolises. In these “geographically confined cities,” unskilled laborers lived near their work, 

such as wharves, warehouses, factories, or other businesses, and there was little separation 

between home and workbench. Research on mid-1800s northeastern cities reveals “relatively 

weak levels of residential differentiation and a rather high degree of interspersal of both 

occupational and ethnic groups.”51 See figure 5.3, Antebellum Macon: Residence by Socio-

Economic Condition, plotting 1,679 Maconites’ residences in 1860, which denotes a great deal of 

overlap. Those at the lower end of this scale—groups 4 to 7, Macon’s clerks, middle-class 

professionals, and skilled and unskilled laborers who made up over three-fourths of the 

population—often lived side-by-side with the more prosperous. Yet, differentiation did exist. In 

the 1850s, more and more southern cities had residential cleavages revealing race, class, culture, 

and wealth. “Pre-industrial” or “traditional” towns had a socio-economic layout unlike the 

twentieth century. In early nineteenth-century Baltimore and Mobile, the center core of the city 

had the best residences, along with retail establishments, public buildings, churches, and the   

 
49Scarborough, Autobiography, 6, 24, 26, 30; J. W. Joseph, “Archaeology and the African American 

Experience in the American South,” in Archaeology of Southern Urban Landscapes, ed. Amy L. Young 
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2010), 111. Free African Americans often lived on the outskirts of town.  

50In late 1860 and 1861, city officials unsuccessfully attempted to limit “living out,” requiring slaveholders 
to obtain written consent from the mayor and city council for every enslaved person not residing on the 
slaveholder’s property. When this proved ineffective, they stipulated that the council issue certification for each 
enslaved person “stating the number of the lot and square on which they are registered to sleep.” Mohr, “Georgia 
Blacks,” 61, 197-98. 

51Berkeley, “Like a Plague of Locusts,” 35; Randall M. Miller, “The Enemy Within: Some Effects of 
Foreign Immigrants on Antebellum Southern Cities,” Southern Studies 24 (Spring 1985): 41; Richard M. Bernard, 
“A Portrait of Baltimore in 1800: Economic and Occupational Patterns in an Early American City,” Maryland 
Historical Magazine 69 (Winter 1974): 360; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 137. 
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  Figure 5.3. Antebellum Macon: Residence by Socio-Economic Condition 
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city’s cultural life. The poor occupied the edge. Then, “undesirable commercial and industrial 

activities in the inner city detracted from the prestigious association and convenience of 

residence,” which resulted in the more affluent moving to the city’s edges, especially where 

public or private transportation was available. The poor then lived in the congested inner city’s 

older housing. This “zonal arrangement” of socio-economic groups appeared in Manchester, 

England, as early as 1844, though it was incomplete by today’s standards.52  

 In Macon, this process of elites’ movement from the core to the edge was in progress 

during the antebellum era, helped along by ecological issues. At the city’s founding, downtown 

Fifth Street, which featured the courthouse in the eastern section of Macon, was the most 

fashionable address to be had. However, the mapping of 1860 Macon by socio-economic group 

reveals that Fifth Street was no longer included in occupational group 1’s standard deviational 

ellipse, which quantifies and visualizes the concentration of Macon’s wealthiest residents. See 

figure 5.4, 1860 Macon: Elites vs. Semi-Skilled &Unskilled Laborers. Though the affluent were 

still in the city center, more of their number had moved “uptown.” On the other end of the socio-

economic scale, the 298 semi-skilled and unskilled laborers largely inhabited both the city center 

and the eastern and southern edges of Macon.53 Not only did downtown house a dyer and 

scourer, but also two gun manufacturers, two iron works, four livery stables with their manure 

piles, a single marble works, two sash and blind factories, three slave depots, and three tinners. 

The drainage and sewage problems in Macon would have hurried along residentially mobile 

Maconites’ movement uptown. The adage “upstream rich, downstream poor” held true here.   

 
52Rothschild, “Spatial and Social Proximity,” 202; Miller, “Enemy Within,” 42; Bernard, “‘Portrait of 

Baltimore,” 360; Harriet E. Amos Doss, Cotton City: Urban Development in Antebellum Mobile (Tuscaloosa: 
University of Alabama Press, 1985), 99; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 136, 138-39. Rothschild found in 1830 New 
York City that kinship, ethnicity, and occupational factors all had spatial effects in that city, which changed through 
time. 

53Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 323. This migration continued into the postbellum era, 
according to the 1878 city directory. Sholes’ Directory of the City of Macon, July 1st 1878 (Macon, Ga.: A. E. 
Sholes, 1878). 
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Figure 5.4. 1860 Macon: Elites vs. Semi-Skilled & Unskilled Laborers 
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When Macon’s best and brightest built homes on Fifth, the street was not completely upstream in 

Macon’s inner-city hydrology, but there were not that many people in the town, and drainage 

from above would have been limited. As time went by, more people—with their accompanying 

waste—settled in Macon, and the well-heeled slowly migrated uptown. The less well-off took 

their place in downtown.  

Historians have written of the “macabre details of the swamp-like sites upon which the 

destitute poor were forced to live in early Victorian cities,” with the poor “literally and directly 

drained upon from above.” Atlanta was actually the “most dramatic case” of a city’s “ecological 

configuration” causing havoc. Though Atlanta boasted a higher elevation, flowing streams, and 

what it claimed with natural drainage, it struggled mightily with typhoid and dysentery 

epidemics almost annually. There were near epidemics of smallpox, measles, and scarlet fever on 

several occasions in the antebellum era as well.54 In contrast, less than one-fifth of Macon’s 

white antebellum deaths were from epidemic-related diseases, including diarrhea, influenza, 

measles, typhus, and typhoid. Macon did have actual swamps along its southeastern edges, 

mostly outside the city limits, where the poorest resided. In 1860, Christ Church Episcopal 

established a house at the corner of Sixth and Hazel for the poor who lived in the swamps below 

the city.55  

 
54Macon Directory for 1860, 83-94; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 143; Ellis, “Business and Public Health,” 

200, 208-9. Yet, because Atlanta did not have yellow fever, an editor wrote in 1858 in the Atlanta Medical and 
Surgical Journal that Atlanta sympathized with “sister cities of the South” that had to deal yearly with the “dread 
disease” of yellow fever. In Atlanta they could rejoice that business could find “a safe asylum from every malignant 
epidemic.”  

55Oliver J. Hart, The History of Christ Church Parish, Macon, Georgia: March 5th, 1825 to March 5th, 1925 
(Macon: Lyon, Harris & Brooks, 1925), 41; Hart, Pastors of Mulberry, 17. Below Eleventh Street, the land was 
swampy and low. This migration coincided with three important city buildings that moved northwest between 1860 
and 1878. When British traveler James Buckingham visited in the early 1840s, he found the city’s public buildings 
to be “large, well-proportioned, and indicative of a rising and prosperous city.” The Bibb County Courthouse, a 
brick three-story building completed in 1830 was in a dedicated square at the intersection of Fifth and Mulberry, not 
far from the railroad tracks. In 1860, the courthouse was already outside the ellipse for the city’s elites who were 
migrating uptown, and local government moved the courthouse three blocks northwest in the 1870s. Though 
arguably the old courthouse was too small, and the city did replace it with a much nicer building, which cost 
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In his blandishments concerning the city, Richmond editor Pollard wrote, “On the hills 

which surround the city . . . may be seen the evidences of refinement. . . . Many of the residences 

of men of wealth are admirable.”56 Though Macon did not have a system of public squares upon 

which to build mansions such as found in Savannah, in an elite enclave above First Street, but 

especially Spring Street two blocks further northwest, there were a number of advantages. Many 

of the affluent lived separately from the “less prosperous but weakly sorted majority” by 

inhabiting prominences that removed them from high-traffic dusty streets and city smells. 

Though three of the identifiable health hazard areas were above First Street, a sort of anteroom to 

the hills, there were none above Spring. Along with the axiom “upstream rich, downstream poor” 

was the belief that heights were healthier, and living in the hills uptown also allowed those 

fortunate enough to enjoy any fresh breezes that might be wafting through central Georgia. In 

addition, while local leaders had planted trees and created parks to make the lower city more 

healthful and beautiful, they had only limited success. Yet, visitors and local newspapers 

commented on the beauty of the “urban forest” in the hills northwest of town. Pollard wrote his 

1858 observations of the “tasteful grounds” and “handsome residences adorned with shrubbery 

and evergreens; among which the olive and holly, with its lucid green, are the most common.” A 

couple years earlier, the Telegraph waxed eloquent, noting “those hills which environ Macon . . . 

are crowned with beautiful residences and gardens.” These trees and gardens were part of a 

 
$130,000, local leaders chose not to rebuild in a square dedicated for this purpose. When they had rebuilt the 
courthouse earlier, contractors had simply torn down the old and rebuilt in the same location. The city also moved its 
market three blocks uptown, though the market building had been a permanent brick structure completed in 1836 
which featured a cupola and town clock with a 1,200 pound bell. Buckingham had been impressed by this 
colonnaded building. When the town had upgraded with an earlier city market house in 1836 they had, like the 
courthouse, utilized the same spot. When Macon moved the market northwest in 1878, there was no building to 
house the market until the 1880s. Farmers parked in the median of Poplar Street to sell their goods. City hall moved 
one block northwest as well. The older building had only been city hall for a short while and was already located 
high above Fifth Street. An 1857 resident decried attempts to build the city hall “away up town” at the taxpayers’ 
expense for what the writer deemed vainglorious reasons. Eisterhold, “Commercial, Financial, and Industrial 
Macon,” 424-5; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia, 59-60; “As You Were!”, Georgia 
Citizen, 5 June 1857, Macon City Hall folder, MGA. 

56Pollard, Black Diamonds, 1.  
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distinct physical landscape. Macon’s wealthy knew how to “create urban environments suitable 

to refined living.”57 

Geocoding allows for a more precise accounting of the residences of “men of wealth” and 

the not so well-off above First and Spring streets. A closer look at the social geographic pattern 

above Spring Street reveals that occupational groups 4 through 7 also lived in these areas, 

belying the district’s elite status. Not included on this map are contour lines and elevation 

notations. College Street included a series of hilltops with the highest elevations at 470 feet. This 

was in contrast to Fifth Street in the eastern section of the city, which was at an elevation of 

approximately 300 feet near the courthouse. The downward gradient drastically slowed below 

First Street, which was 340 feet in elevation at its intersection with Mulberry. Georgia Avenue 

sloped upward from the east to College Street, at 400 feet in elevation where it crossed Mulberry 

a bit further to the northwest. Elevation fell off precipitously beyond College Street to the west. 

A closer look at the map denotes “hierarchical street patterning” in this exclusive area which 

aligns with changes in elevation. College Street, named for Wesleyan, or George Female 

College, located on this avenue, had a number of “superblocks,” with the “private mansions” of 

the crème de la creme situated on it. Orange and Madison streets, where occupational groups 4 to 

7 were more likely to reside, were largely service streets for College. At the time, Maconites 

referred to the area around Madison and Monroe streets as “Commoners Run” or “Roe.” The 

larger lot sizes on College Street indicate this street’s purpose. Instead of being divided into 

halves or quarters, most plots ran all the way from College to Orange. Another road with 

superblocks was Georgie Avenue running east to west across College. In contrast, Magnolia 

Street, running perpendicular to Orange Street and parallel to Georgia Avenue, had much smaller 

 
57Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Alfred Knopf, 

1992), 392; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 146; Pollard, Black Diamonds, 1-2; Miller, “Enemy Within,” 41; “Macon,” 
Georgia Telegraph, 29 April 1856.  
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lots. It housed junior professionals and skilled laborers. In this way the “physical organization of 

households preserved social distance” despite spatial proximity above Spring Street.58 

Macon’s wealthiest citizens did not all reside uptown, despite the advantages. Notable 

among those in the upper echelons of Macon society were a number of planters, who had 

agricultural operations both near and far in relation to Macon. The city’s non-agricultural greater 

merchants and businessmen were the other group among Macon’s men of wealth. Non-

agricultural entrepreneurs were more likely to live at less fashionable addresses closer to the 

city’s business district as seen in figure 5.5, 1860 Macon: Group 1 Businessmen & Planters. The 

city center contained the homes of several greater merchants and proprietors, such as 

confectioner Henri Horne. Outside the business district on Second and Oak, white-collar workers 

and skilled laborers surrounded the home of mayor Dr. Methvin Thomson. Successful grocer 

David Flanders resided in East Macon, a less prosperous and refined portion of the city.59 In 

contrast, almost without exception wealthy planters lived outside the business district uptown. 

Twelve of sixteen planters with residences in the city in 1860 lived above First Street, where the 

congestion of city business started to thin. In comparison, thirty of fifty-two non-agricultural 

businessmen did so. Forty-four percent of wealthy planters resided above Spring Street, while 

only 23 percent of greater merchants and proprietors did so.  

Though Macon’s leading agricultural versus non-agricultural residential patterns in the 

city could indicate that Macon’s planters were more status conscious or concerned about health 

hazards, there were pragmatic reasons why some of the city’s wealthiest merchants chose to live 

downtown. Many elite businessmen resided in the city near their shops and warehouses, which  

  

 
58Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide, 77; Grannis, “The Importance of Trivial Streets,” 1532; 

Grigoryeva and Ruef, “Historical Demography,” 817. Grigoryeva and Ruef are referencing blacks vs. whites 
concerning superblocks, but it is applicable here.  

59As for Flanders, no doubt his residence related to his business, which was not only mercantile but also 
boat building for trade on the Ocmulgee.  
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Figure 5.5. 1860 Macon: Group 1 Businessmen & Planters 
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planters did not have to take into consideration, though churches and some businesses would 

have been popular destinations downtown for both groups. Walking uphill and down a number 

of blocks to and from downtown was prohibitive. In the absence of public transportation, private 

conveyances stood in for some wealthy Maconites. The 1857 Macon tax digest included columns 

for the value of taxpayers’ carriages, horses, and mules. Non-agricultural elites were less likely 

to own carriages, with 57 percent compared to 80 percent of the planters.60 Yet, there was no 

clear linkage between the ownership of private conveyances and residency uptown. Ten 

businessmen with carriages lived below First Street compared to three planters in the same 

situation.  

On “the Hill” uptown particularly, there was a great deal of money expended on stately 

homes, indicating that individual pride and ostentation were not foreign to antebellum 

Maconites, providing additional evidence of socio-economic differentiation in the antebellum 

city. Most Maconites chose identifiable architectural styles. While on the one hand, geographers 

Pierce F. Lewis and D. W. Meinig observe that “tastes do not come about by accident” and that 

“all landscapes are symbolic, as expressions of cultural values,” historian of architecture T. 

Hamlin warned that it is “difficult to draw hard conclusions about values which guided selection 

of house types.” He cautioned against the assumption of a “psychological or philosophical 

rapport linking that section [the South] with the ideals of the slaveholding Greek republics.” 

 
60City of Macon Property Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, microfilm drawer 239, box 57, Georgia 

Archives, Morrow, Georgia (GAM), hereafter cited as City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. Twenty-seven of forty-
seven businessmen owned carriages and twenty-eight owned horses or mules. It is possible that planters generally 
would have had transportation in the form of horses and carriages because they had to travel to their farms and 
plantations elsewhere, but many of their agricultural operations might have been easier to reach first by train and 
then by horse and carriage. Though they could pay to transport these articles via train, they could also have them 
waiting at their destination platform. Whether they utilized the trains or not, planters were more likely to own 
transportation in 1860, with twelve of fifteen planters on the 1857 digest owning carriages and fourteen with horses 
or mules.  
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Antebellum southerners were embracing the “respectable” and building homes more carefully 

curated and designed, and “architecture was the most important art” of the Old South.61  

Whether or not southerners were thinking deep thoughts about the ancient Greek city-

states, the Greek-Revival mansion was especially popular beginning in the 1830s and dominated 

national architecture for fifty years. The prevalence of Greek Revival in Macon was appropriate, 

for architectural historian Mills Lane notes that “the full flowering of the Greek Revival 

coincided with the flood of settlers across the Southern frontier, as they pushed out the last 

Indians and built new towns at the fall lines of rivers.” This uncluttered and unadorned form was 

a “safe style” which suggested decorum, taste, and learning. Though it was “not particularly 

Southern,” this mode was well-suited to the agrarian South, where not only did columns and 

pediments provide shade from sun and rain, but also ordinary workman could readily create 

these mansions from local wood, brick, or stone.62 Yet, everyone was not an admirer. Daniel Lee 

was the former editor of the Rochester, New York, Genesee Farmer who moved to Augusta, 

Georgia, and lent his talents to the Southern Cultivator, known for its championing of the 

agricultural reform movement. Lee declared that affluent southerners, especially planters, built 

“misshapen palaces and villas” ornamented with “what would appear to be massive columns, but 

which are generally made of wood, in the ridiculous ambition of appearing to live in something 

like a Grecian temple.” He continued that there was “nothing . . . more like an eagle's feather 

stuck into the matted hair of a savage, than the frail plank pillars or columns painted white, so 

 
61Lewis, “Axioms,” 17; Meinig, “Introduction,” in Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes, 6; Bruce 

Collins, White Society in the Antebellum South (New York: Longman, 1985), 168; James Patrick, “Ecclesiological 
Gothic in the Antebellum South,” Winterthur Portfolio 15, no. 2 (Summer 1980): 117. Collins is citing the findings 
of T. Hamlin’s Greek Revival Architecture in America (New York: Dover Publications, 1944). 

62Collins, White Society, 165; Russel Blaine Nye, Society and Culture in America 1830-1860 (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1974), 189; Mills Lane, Architecture of the Old South (New York: Abbeville Press, 1993), 177; 
Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 36. 
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ostentatiously stuck out in front or at the sides of a dwelling house. A worse taste can hardly be 

imagined.”63 Many southerners persisted with Greek Revival nevertheless.  

Macon’s most notable example of this style was on Coleman Hill uptown, the highest 

point in the city limits at that time. It exemplified the amalgam of non-agricultural and 

agricultural elites alike who selected this architectural type. Still standing today, “Overlook 

Mansion” includes eighteen Doric columns “sticking out” all around the building. Originally, a 

ballroom extended the full length of the first floor. See figures 5.6 and 5.7. In the1830s Jerry 

Cowles, a great merchant and railroad man from New York, had it built. After Cowles went 

bankrupt in the late 1840s, great planter Joseph Bond bought it and added one-story wings.64 

Other non-agricultural Maconites who lived in Greek-Revival “temples” or other designs in this 

mode include lawyer and manufacturer John J. Gresham on College Street, banker and merchant 

Isaac Scott’s home on Georgia Avenue with its Ionic columns along the front, and Dr. Richard 

Henry Randolph with his Doric-columned mansion on Jefferson Street just off Georgia 

Avenue.65 

Though Greek Revival was a safe, conservative style, Macon’s elites were prepared to 

move beyond it in the construction of their “magnificent private residences.” In the “self-

conscious cultures” of some older cities, the residents shied away from newer styles, but this was 

not the case in newer, more diverse Macon. For instance, there was an Italianate mansion built in 

the northwest section of the city as early as 1838. On Georgia Avenue, planter Caldwell Raines  

  

 
63Philip Mills Herrington, “Agricultural and Architectural Reform in the Antebellum South: Fruitland at 

Augusta, Georgia,” Journal of Southern History 78, no. 4 (2012): 858-79. 
64Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide, 52. The former residence of Bond and Cowles is 

currently referred to as the Woodruff House, due to the funds provided by Coco-Cola magnate Robert W. Woodruff 
for its renovation. Mercer University owns the building.  

65Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide, 62, 71; McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures 
Remembered, 21, 47, 51, 72. 
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Figure 5.6. Jerry Cowles/Joseph Bond “Overlook” Mansion, currently referred to as the 
Woodruff House and owned by Mercer University, Macon, Georgia, photo by author, 2015 

 

Figure 5.7. View of downtown from Overlook Mansion on Coleman Hill, circa 1877, Rees 
Stereographic Images, courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia 
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had renowned architect William H. Ranlett design a modified Maltese cross-shaped house in 

1848 which still stands today.66  

The Central City’s greatest example of the flaunting of non-agricultural wealth, 

acceptance of more on-trend styles, and the use of “expressions of taste to differentiate . . . from 

others with money” was just down the hill within sight of Overlook Mansion—William Butler 

Johnston’s Italianate villa on Georgia Avenue. See figures 5.8 and 5.9. Back in 1831, Johnston 

had opened a jewelry store in Macon and subsequently became the largest jeweler between 

Charleston and New Orleans. He later expanded into banking, insurance, and the railroad.67 

Johnston’s style choice was more up to date than Overlook, which was built twenty years earlier. 

Years before Lee’s polemic, “architectural propagandist” A. J. Downing had denigrated Greek 

Revival’s use in domestic architecture. He concluded that it was too artificial, formal, inflexible, 

and conventionalized. Instead, Downing approved of the Italianate villa for the well-off.68 This 

style was popular in many areas of the South by the 1850s, and examples include the impressive 

residence of Gazaway Bugg Lamar outside Augusta constructed at about the same time. These 

villas “represented consumption with its conspicuous style, [and] elaborate interiors.” Johnston 

gave New York architects a sketch of his ideas and visited the studio daily for five weeks while 

they drew up plans. The result was an eighteen-thousand-square-foot Italian-Renaissance-revival 

mansion with twenty-four rooms, completed in 1855 that still stands today. The entrance to the 

mansion gives an idea of what is to follow, as the twelve-foot-high pine door weighs five 

 
66A. T. Havens Journal, 19 April 1843; Catherine W. Birshir, “Jacob W. Holt: An American Builder,” in 

Common Places: Readings in American Vernacular Architecture, eds. Dell Upton and John Michael Vlach (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 1986): 473; McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered, 54, 80-81. 

67McInnis, Politics of Taste, 13; William Butler Johnston biography folder, MGA.  
68Birshir, “Jacob W. Holt,” 464; Nye, Society and Culture in America, 190-1, 194, 273; Bushman, 

Refinement of America, 273. 
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hundred pounds. Johnston’s palazzo included 

twenty chimneys and the most advanced modern 

amenities of the day, such as hot and cold running 

water, an intercom system, an indoor kitchen, and 

an elaborate central ventilation system for both hot 

and cold weather. The seven stories rest on a 

“massive concrete slab, an innovation at the time.” 

The villa was a “Country House” in a large park, in 

this case six acres, with gardens, pond, stable, a 

separate servants’ hall, and a spring house. 

Johnston’s “Palace of the South” was “unparalleled 

in Georgia for its scale and opulence” and a 

“monument to technology as well as taste.” He built it for $100,000, almost twice the appraised 

value of Bond’s Overlook in 1856. He also filled the villa with $100,000 worth of art purchased 

 
Figure 5.9. William B. Johnston 
mansion, currently referred to as the 
Hay House, Macon, Georgia, photo by 
author, 2015 

Figure 5.8. William B. Johnston house, "Palace of the South," circa 1877, Rees Stereographic 
Images, courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 
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during his extended honeymoon to Europe. The palazzo includes a fifty-foot-long art gallery 

with a skylight in the ceiling, which is thirty feet above the floor.69  

Though less impressive than Johnston’s palazzo, successful planter N. H. Beall of 

Georgia built not one, but two, Italianate villas on College Street, illustrating yet again that there 

was a great deal of overlap in the display of non-agricultural and agricultural wealth in the city. 

An 1857 article in the Telegraph encompassed both planters and merchants with its observation 

that “those who have made their fortunes in the city, evince their gratitude by investing a liberal 

share of their gains in the building up and adornment of the place in which they have made their 

home.” This “adornment” was not evenly spread, of course, though Macon’s socio-economic 

topography reveals that in many areas of the city, occupational groups were “weakly 

differentiated” as was the case in most geographically confined, pedestrian cities of the time.70 

Yet, there was growing areal concentration in Macon, with a clearly defined enclave of the most 

affluent, should pragmatic considerations and their own personal sensibilities align. Notably, it 

was above Spring Street that Johnston built his villa, and the mansion’s location at the corner 

where Mulberry became Georgia Avenue made it a gateway to the wealth showcased in Macon’s 

“tony” hills. An examination of Maconite slaveholders’ versus non-slaveholders’ social 

geographic patterns indicates once again the importance of socio-economic factors in residential 

differentiation.  

 
69Herrington, “Agricultural and Architectural Reform,” 878-9; Lane, Architecture of the Old South, 298; 

Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide, 57-58; David Frazier Lewis, A Tour Through Time: An 
Architectural Guidebook to the Houses of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Historic Macon Foundation, 2010), 23; 
“The Legacy of Macon’s Forgotten Man,” Joseph Bond Will and Estate Records Collection, MGA. Today, 
Johnston’s former home is open to the public as the Hay House, named for the Hay family who gifted the house to 
the Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation in 1977. McInnis, in The Politics of Taste, has suggested that 
Charleston’s elite used their expensive demonstrations of good taste to deflect the growing criticism aimed at the 
city and the South as the antebellum period wore on. Johnston’s over-the-top palace certainly makes one ponder. 

70McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered, 58, 134; Macon . . . An Architectural & 
Historical Guide, 69; “The City of Macon,” Telegraph, 10 November 1857; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 145. 
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Macon’s antebellum geography encompassed the residential choices of the 336 

Maconites in the 1860 city directory who either hired enslaved laborers from slaveholders or 

used their own. Of these slaveholders, 88 percent of greater merchants and planters in group 1 

owned or used enslaved laborers. In comparison, 58 percent of those in group 3, middling 

proprietors and city officials, claimed enslaved “usership,” compared to 16 percent of group 4 

with its petty merchants and white-collar workers. Seven percent of group 5’s skilled laborers 

were slaveholders or hirers.71 The slaveholders among Macon’s socio-economic groups lived 

scattered among their non-slaveholding counterparts of like wealth and occupation. Being a part 

of the slaveholding class did not dictate residential choice in the small antebellum city. Engineer 

Harry C. Holbrook, who had two enslaved laborers, lived among a cluster of skilled laborers near 

the intersection of Fifth and Pine in southeast Macon, across from the railroad freight depot. He 

was the lone slaveholder among eleven non-slaveholders who made their living as engineers, 

carpenters, machinists, and harness makers. On Cherry Street, non-slaveholder crockery 

merchant R. P. McEvoy, in occupational group 3, lived across from greater merchant Martin 

Hall, who had two enslaved laborers in Macon in 1860. At First and Pine, Elias Einstein, a 

Jewish middling dry goods merchant who was not a slaveholder, lived in close proximity to 

Grannis Ebenezer of Fiche’s Clothing Store, who reported eight enslaved laborers. Nathan 

Weed, a hardware merchant and one of the only greater merchants who was not a slaveholder, 

lived on Spring and Mulberry in the midst of a number of affluent slaveholders. 

 A closer look at the residential topography of slaveholders versus non-slaveholders 

within the same occupational groups reveals a single pattern. Occupational group 3, with its 

middling businessmen and editors, had seventy-five slaveholders residing in the city in 1860, 

 
71Macon Directory for 1860; U.S., Census of 1860, Federal Slave Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, 

Georgia (hereafter cited as Federal Slave Schedules, 1860, Macon); Claudia Dale Goldin, Urban Slavery in the 
American South, 1820-1860: A Quantitative History (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1976), 19. 
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compared to fifty-six non-slaveholders. In figure 5.10, 1860 Macon: Occupational Group 3 

Slaveholders vs. Non-Slaveholders, the plotted points show the residences of these men and 

women, while the ellipses indicate clustering. Slaveholders in group 3 were more likely to be 

living uptown, while the only non-slaveholder residing above Spring Street was Alfred L. Tyler, 

the superintendent of the Macon & Western Railroad. The data for group 1’s sixty-two 

slaveholders and six non-slaveholders denotes the same pattern. This array could indicate that 

slaveholders were the wealthier quotient of their respective occupational groups, that they were 

more status conscious, or that they were more likely to own private conveyances for 

transportation.72  

Figure 5.11, 1860 Macon: Slaveholders & Non-Slaveholders, showcases both the 336 

slaveholders and 1,494 non-slaveholders living in the city. It denotes the same pattern for all 

slaveholders versus non-slaveholders. Slaveholders in general were in more fashionable 

locations because they did not include in their number semi-skilled and unskilled laborers. There 

were fewer slaveholders living in East Macon, east of the Southwestern and Central Railroad 

tracks, and south of Oglethorpe Street. The greater wealth of the slaveholders is also apparent in 

the relative absence of slaveholders from the areas along the perimeter and in the slaveholder 

ellipse’s greater reach uptown.73  

There was no obvious separation between slaveholders and non-slaveholders on Macon’s 

streets. With these parameters, wealth determined location in the city, not whether or not 

individuals had invested in enslaved labor to any degree. Slaveholding status was simply one 

more layer added on top of other factors which shaped the identities of Maconites. Specific   

 
72It should be noted that many lots in elite areas above Spring Street were larger than those in the city 

center, helpful if housing a number of enslaved persons on the premises. 
73William G. Thomas, III, and Edward L. Ayers’ mapping of slaveholders versus non-slaveholders in 

Augusta County, Virginia, also revealed a great deal of intermingling among these groups in the countryside. 
William G. Thomas, III, and Edward L. Ayers, “An Overview: The Differences Slavery Made: A Close Analysis of 
Two American Communities,” American Historical Review 108, no. 5 (December 2003): 1306. 
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Figure 5.10. 1860 Macon: Occupational Group 3 Slaveholders & Non-Slaveholders 
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Figure 5.11. 1860 Macon: Slaveholders & Non-Slaveholders 
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denominational adherence was another layer or “intersecting world” to which Maconites’ 

belonged.74  

Three years after Macon’s founding, the local government designated square 35 in the 

eastern section of the city as the Church Square for the use of First Presbyterian, Christ 

Episcopal, and First Baptist. None of these congregations, or the Methodists and Catholics that 

soon joined them, ever built on square 35, instead interring their dead there along with the rest of 

Macon. Square 35 became the “Old Macon Cemetery.” Each church chose a location in town for 

its congregation, some rebuilding a number of times during the antebellum period. These 

locations were important. As historian Kyle T. Bulthuis notes, “A congregation’s specific 

geographic location allows the historian to connect religion with social context, to provide a full 

analysis of experience and change.” Interwoven with locational choice was the idea that tasteful 

churches denoted refined worshippers. All of Macon’s Protestant congregations strove for 

architectural respectability with different levels of success, though an 1856 article in the 

Telegraph noted in true booster fashion that the city boasted a “quatern [sic] of Protestant 

Churches as fine as can be found almost anywhere.”75 In many ways, church locations and any 

areal concentration of congregants’ residences simply confirm findings concerning socio-

economic groups in the town. 

 In cities during a later time period when the socio-economic topography was more 

distinct, “social distinctions came to be patterned onto the religious landscape” as well. At that 

point congregations came to “occupy specific geographical locations in the city, and . . . their 

 
74Gregg D. Kimball, American City, Southern Place: A Cultural History of Richmond (Athens: University 

of Georgia Press, 2000), xv. Kimball is not referring to religion specifically as one of the “intersecting worlds,” but I 
believe it is applicable here.  

75Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 371-2; Kyle T. Bulthuis, Four Steeples over the City Streets: Religion 
and Society in New York’s Early Republic Congregations (New York: New York University Press, 2014), 7; 
Bushman, Refinement of America, 339; “Macon,” Georgia Telegraph, 29 April 1856. 
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connections to the urban environment . . . [were] clear and direct.”76 This was not the case with 

antebellum Macon, where socio-economic groups were still sorting themselves out. Additionally, 

Macon had only one church per denomination, each of which contained all seven socio-

economic groups. Plotting the 580 addresses of white Maconites with known church affiliation in 

1860 reveals overlapping congregations. See figure 5.12, Macon’s Congregations: 1860 Church 

Buildings and Adherents. All denominations inhabited at least part of the city center, where all 

church buildings stood in the antebellum period. The four Protestant church structures were 

within three blocks of each other in 1860. Only the Catholic church was further afield to the 

southeast, though still only two blocks from the Baptist church. All 1860 churches sat within the 

standard deviational ellipse of their adherents. Because of the immigrant majority in the Catholic 

church, the discussion of its membership will be in a later section of this chapter concerning the 

areal concentration of ethnic and regional groups in the city.  

 Appropriately, considering the higher percentage of their adherents which was in 

occupational groups 1 to 3 (45 percent), the Episcopalian ellipse, which represents 79 

congregants, reached the furthest uptown and the least southward toward the cotton mill. The 

Episcopalians, like the Methodists, started off with a favorable spot of land, with vestryman John 

Basil Lamar, one of the wealthiest planters in the city, residing across from the church in 1860. 

Church founder Virginian Dr. Ambrose Baber originally resided in the house later purchased by 

Lamar. This section of Walnut Street appeared to be an exception to the uptown versus 

downtown dichotomy. Not only did the Episcopal church, which represented refinement in the 

city according to a Savannah source, never move, but a succession of wealthy men lived across 

the street from it. In the postbellum period, Lamar’s brother-in-law Howell Cobb, former   

 
76Thomas F. Rzeznik, Church and Estate: Religion and Wealth in Industrial-Era Philadelphia (University 

Park: Pennsylvania State University, 2013), 11; Bulthuis, Four Steeples, 3-4. 
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Figure 5.12. Macon’s Congregations: 1860 Church Buildings & Adherents 
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governor of the state and U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, resided there. A later source noted that 

Walnut Street became the “city promenade.”77 The congregation’s second, and final building, 

which still serves the church today, is Gothic in style, completed in 1852. See figure 5.13. 

Keeping in mind that architecture was the art of the antebellum South, the designs of these 

churches could be very meaningful or at least telling. Though Samuel Clemens declared the 

Gothic-revival Louisiana statehouse built at about the same time to be the “little sham castle,” to 

the Episcopal church in the U.S., the form was deeply meaningful because of the medieval 

background of English Christianity and “respect for the great age of European Catholicism.” By 

the late antebellum period, Gothic was the preeminent architectural form for Episcopal churches 

in the South. The style of Macon’s Christ Church mirrors more closely European Gothic 

cathedrals as opposed to military structures. The buttresses to the tower are four feet thick, and 

 
77Hart, History of Christ Church Parish, 13. “Beautiful Macon,” The Georgia Magazine, 27 April 1941, 

Simri Rose folder, Georgia Room, Special Collections, Wesleyan College, Macon, Georgia (GRWC). The editor of 
the Savannah Georgian wrote on December 1, 1825 of Macon: “Perhaps nothing characterizes its refinement more 
conclusively than the fact that it maintains an Episcopal minister.” 

Figure 5.13. Christ Church Episcopal, Walnut Street, circa 1877, Rees Stereographic Images, 
courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 
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the main floor included ninety-two pews during this era. The church reused old bricks from its 

former structure on the same lot. Its builders then stuccoed over the brick and added stained glass 

windows. Church member William Butler Johnston, known for his sense of style, made a last-

minute suggestion in the architectural plan, helping to pay for the alterations. Bishop Stephen 

Elliot said of the structure, “This is a very chaste and spacious Church.”78  

The two Protestant denominations that had the largest percentage of semi-skilled and 

unskilled laborers, the Baptists and the Methodists, inhabited the most comprehensive swatch of 

the city center. The Baptists, the poorest Protestant congregation in the city, finished a Gothic 

structure two years after the Episcopalians three blocks away. The Baptist building was less 

meaningful denominationally and more ornate and castle-like in appearance, including 

crenellations on two towers flanking the front door. See figure 5.14. It was the Baptists’ fourth 

antebellum building, resulting in a great deal of congregational debt, though the $18,000 cost 

was more modest than some others in the city. The sanctuary, for the church’s white 

membership, could seat eight hundred people and was ninety-four feet by fifty-four feet on the 

outside and had gas lighting. The Citizen was not agog at the new building, observing that the 

pews were “painted to look like Oak,” while noting the empty pockets of the worshippers.79 

Unlike the Baptist ellipse, the Methodists’ reached well past Spring Street uptown. This reflects 

Mulberry Methodist’s higher proportion of occupational groups 1 to 3, with 26 percent compared 

to the Baptists’ 15 percent. The Methodists and Baptists were particularly strong on the factory 

grounds in south Macon at the furthest edge of the Methodist ellipse. The Methodist church 

location on Mulberry has not changed from the church’s founding to the present. In 1849, the 

 
78Patrick, “Ecclesiastical Gothic,” 117-18; Hart, History of Christ Church Parish, 36, 38. 
79H. Lewis Batts, History of the First Baptist Church of Christ at Macon, 1826-1968 (Macon, Ga.: privately 

printed, 1991; held at Georgia Baptist Church Records, Special Collections, Jack Tarver Library, Mercer University, 
Macon, Georgia), 33, 40, 44; “The New Baptist Church,” Citizen, 3 March 1855; Conie Mac Darnell, Walking on 
Cotton: Civil War & Emancipation Era Guide to Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Center City Press, 2012), 15-16. 
The Baptists and Methodists had 116 and 261 geocoded addresses from all occupational groups respectively.  
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congregation rolled its simple, wooden church building to the back of the lot and erected a new 

sanctuary. Mulberry Methodist built the church without any architectural guidance, desiring, as a 

church historian wrote thirty years later, a “large house, a strong house, and a comfortable 

house.” The windows were large but not filled with stained glass. The church history concluded 

that they did not spend money on turrets or frescoeing. The result was classical in appearance 

with columns and a pediment along the front. The Methodists were wary of debt after expending 

a great deal of funds on Wesleyan College uptown.80 

 

The Presbyterians’ succession of church buildings most clearly displays a congregation’s 

desire to build structures “that conformed to their religious and class sensibilities” in both design 

and location as the affluent migrated uptown. In 1829, the Presbyterians built a simple wooden 

church on the corner of Fourth and Plum, but by 1838, they moved to a location closer to the 

river near the courthouse. See figure 5.15, Macon’s Presbyterians: Church Building Migration & 

1860 Adherents by Occupational Group. Yet, this location also proved unfashionable over time,  

 
80The Centennial Celebration, April 6-11, 1926, Mulberry Street Methodist Church, Macon, GA (Macon, 

Ga.: Burke, 1926), 15; Semi-Centennial Exercises, 24-26. 

Figure 5.14. First Baptist Church, Second Street, circa 1877, Rees Stereographic Images, 
courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 
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Figure 5.15. Macon’s Presbyterians: Church Building Migration & 1860 Adherents by 
Occupational Group 
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and First Presbyterian moved three blocks northwest to Mulberry and First, where it still stands 

today. That the Presbyterians relocated for reasons of ambiance is evident from contemporary 

sources. In 1858 at the dedication of the new building, the pastor noted that the congregation 

chose to move though it had just built a handsome Greek-Revival edifice constructed of 

Philadelphia brick, which had resulted in considerable debt. Yet, the changes that had taken 

place in the city resulted in the church looking for a “more eligible spot. . . . The inconvenience 

and disadvantage from its location [on Fourth Street], we have all sensibly experienced during 

the six years past.”81 The Telegraph poked fun at First Presbyterian, with a tongue-in-cheek 

advertisement entitled “Church for Sale.” It read, “We advertise today a second-hand church, 

pulpit and all, and a right good church too. . . . But, however, the Presbyterians, dissatisfied with 

its locality in respect to their own residencies, wish to dispose of it, and will do so very 

reasonably, intending to expend its price on finishing 

their new and more commodious Church up town.” The 

new building had Romanesque detailing but Georgian 

architecture, with purportedly the highest steeple in the 

state at that time. Its relative height in the city at least is 

borne out by the fact that it soon afterward served as a 

visual landmark by which Union troops established 

their bearings in the area. See figure 5.16. Unlike the 

Methodists, who decided to go it alone, elder John J. 

Gresham obtained the plans for the church while he was 

in Philadelphia in 1854. He also paid for one-fifth of the 

 
81Rzeznik, Church and Estate, 11; “Historical Sketch of the Presbyterian Church in Macon, Georgia,” 

Telegraph, 21 September 1858, First Presbyterian Church records, MGA.  

Figure 5.16. First Presbyterian 
Church, Mulberry Street, Macon, 
Georgia, photo by author, 2015 
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new building’s cost of $30,000. Another elder, Samuel B. Hunter, brought enslaved laborers 

from his farm near Perry to the south to help construct the church.82  

These and other contemporary statements indicated that Presbyterians were more likely 

to be living uptown. The Presbyterians lagged behind only the Episcopalians in the proportion of 

their 1860 members who were in occupational groups 1, 2, and 3, with one-third of Presbyterians 

among Macon’s more affluent. The recollections of William LeConte from his boyhood in 

Macon in the 1840s bolster the impression that Presbyterians lived above First Street. LeConte 

wrote that there was only one school in town and “hence the Presbyterians, who lived mostly on 

the hills north of the business part of the town, sent out and secured the services of Herman 

Mead, from some part of Connecticut.” 83 

The relocation of First Presbyterian initially appears to have been entirely for the 

convenience of the congregation’s affluent. The map shows that the First Presbyterian sanctuary 

which served the church from 1838 to 1857 would have accommodated occupational groups 4 

and 5, at least according to where these groups were living in 1860.84 As the other ellipse shows, 

only occupational groups 1 through 3 resided further northwest of the building on Mulberry and 

Fourth. Within the First Presbyterian congregation, petty proprietors, white-collar workers, 

junior professionals, and skilled laborers with known residences outnumbered the elites, upper 

middle class, and gentlemen professionals in the congregation thirty-six to twenty-one. Gresham, 

noted above for his contributions to the church building fund, was one of the twenty-one living 

in uptown Macon. He was also an elder.85 When the church relocated northward toward the 

 
82“Church for Sale,” Telegraph, 17 March 1857; Comer, History First Presbyterian Church, 8, 18; 

“Macon,” Georgia Telegraph, 29 April 1856; Darnell, Walking on Cotton, 15. 
83Comer, First Presbyterian Church, 6. 
84There were only three 1860 Presbyterian adherents in groups 6 and 7 in 1860, and there is no residential 

information for them. 
85Though socio-economic factors could have determined the choice of elders, of the fourteen antebellum 

elders, the church was somewhat egalitarian with almost a third coming from occupational group 4, which was the 
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residences of the wealthy minority within the congregation, it also moved into a more 

fashionable area. At the same time, the new Romanesque structure was actually more centrally 

located for the majority of the congregation. 

The residential topography of these congregations confirms known facts about the socio-

economic makeup of these churches. Though LeConte wrote about the Presbyterians living 

uptown, this had more to do with a greater concentration of wealthy Presbyterians than any type 

of denominational enclave. The members of First Presbyterian were mixed in with other wealthy 

religious adherents above First or Spring streets. Though the Presbyterians’ costly search for 

what they deemed an appropriate location during the antebellum period would make it appear as 

though the Presbyterians were more status conscious than their brethren, the Methodists and 

Episcopalians had simply chosen what turned out to be better locations in the long run. The 

Baptists were even more mobile in the antebellum period than the Presbyterians. The Baptists 

started out in a respectable location on Second and Mulberry (1831-1833) with a brick building, 

but they lost their church when their wealthiest member, Thomas M. Ellis, died unexpectantly. 

First Baptist then ended up next to the Old Macon Cemetery in the eastern section of the city 

(1834-1839). After five years, the congregation was able to relocate five blocks west, but also 

southward to Plum Street (1839-1854). Their fourth church (1854-1883) was the least 

fashionable location of the city’s Protestant churches in 1860. All this movement indicates that 

location was important in the small antebellum city, even for the Baptists who were less well-

off.86  

 
largest segment of the congregation. This trend appeared to wane over time. Of the 1860 congregation, 50 percent of 
the elders were in occupational group 1 and only one in six in group 4, though white-collar workers and petty 
proprietors were an even bigger proportion of the population. 

86Batts, History of First Baptist, 21. Perhaps evidence of a right-light district surrounding Fifth Street from 
Oglethorpe all the way across courthouse square and into East Macon by 1878 explains some of the late antebellum 
aversion to this section of the city. The 1878 directory lists twenty-seven white “madams” living on or around Fifth 
Street. Sholes’ Directory of the City of Macon, July 1st 1878. 
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 Macon’s geocoded congregants include 462 with known nativity. Without religious 

adherence as a criterion, the 1860 Macon city directory provided the addresses for 1,205 

Maconites with known birthplaces. Of these, 272 were foreign born, including 72 sons and 

daughters of the Emerald Isle. Though the most obvious point of areal concentration would be 

immigrant communities, in Macon there were also patterns related to the northern born and 

southern born. Though socio-economic factors trumped denominational adherence in the 

residential choices of Maconites, mapping by nativity indicates that place of birth superseded 

both financial and denominational considerations, all things being equal. 

The mapping of northerners and southerners in the city reveals that in residential 

decisions these groups were not always intermingling largely indiscriminately, as they had in 

other many other categories in city life previously discussed, with socio-economic considerations 

often trumping nativity. Figure 5.17, 1860 Macon: Residential Choices of Southerners & 

Northerners, shows the 1860 residences of 817 white southern-born residents. Southerners 

clearly resided in every section of the city, which is not surprising considering that they made up 

over 60 percent of the city’s white population and were dispersed throughout all seven 

occupational groups. Notice the massing of the southern born, particularly Georgians and South 

Carolinians in the factory grounds in south Macon along Oglethorpe Street at the site of the 

cotton mill. Southerners were almost alone in south Macon below Hawthorne Street. These 

Maconites were mostly skilled laborers, with a few petty proprietors, unskilled laborers, and 

widows. As for the 182 northern-born mapped, many merchants, businessmen, clerks, and 

skilled laborers resided in the city center, while there were relatively few northern-born unskilled 

laborers to live on the edges of town. The standard deviational ellipse for northerners shows that 

they were part of the migration uptown. 
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Figure 5.17. 1860 Macon: Residential Choices of Southerners & Northerners 
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This warrants another look at occupation group 1, with its clusters of agricultural and 

non-agricultural wealth, this time to determine if nativity was a factor in the decision to live 

above or below First Street. All of the planters in group 1 were southerners—from Georgia, 

North Carolina, and South Carolina—with three out of four residing above First Street. Among 

the greater merchants, proprietors, and businessmen of the city, northerners were overrepresented 

in the lower city while the opposite was true of affluent southerners. Neither did slaveholding 

appear to be the deciding factor when considering elite northerners versus southerners, though 

slaveholders in different occupational groups were more likely to be living above First Street. Of 

fifty-two elite non-agricultural businessmen living in the city, only four were not slaveholders. 

Three of these men were from the North, but their residential choices were divided and 

inconclusive. Relative access to private transportation clarifies the situation to a small degree. 

While at least half of elite northerners in the lower city had carriages, 38 percent of southerners 

did. This indicates that southern-born businessmen downtown, smaller proportionally to start on, 

were less likely to have transportation which would facilitate a move above First Street. Northern 

merchants and businessmen were more likely than their southern brethren to choose to live in the 

lower city when faced with similar circumstances, i.e. businesses to run downtown but money 

enough to move uptown and carriages for transportation up and down Macon’s hills.  

More telling is a targeted accounting of elites from both North and South who lived 

above Spring Street. When considering only this area, there was not a single northern-born 

businessman in occupational group 1 who resided in this area in 1860. As for the 2s and 3s, a 

lone northerner from these occupational groups worked at Wesleyan Female College on College 

Street, and the handful of others resided on lots not included in high-status areas, such as the far 

northern end of College Street, which was a lower elevation, or the far southern end of the street 

near Forsyth Road and the railroad. While Georgian banker, judge, and politician J. H. R. 
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Washington was entertaining the envoy to the King of Belgium or Stephen Douglas, Alexander 

Stephens, Howell Cobb, Robert Tombs, and Ben Hill in his Italianate home at the corner of 

College and Washington, similar banquets were not taking place in New Jersey grocer Asher 

Ayres’s home on Walnut and Third.87  

 Immigrants, who made up a little more than one-fifth of the city’s white males in 1860, 

were the most likely to have different social geographic patterns in comparison to native-born 

Maconites. Historian Howard P. Chudacoff notes, “Experiences of foreign immigrants in cities 

have supplied the drama for some of the more provocative narratives in American literature. 

Implicit and often explicit in these accounts has been a notion of geographical separation, a 

concept neatly summarized by the term ghetto.” Ethnic segregation was responsible in part for 

the “maintenance of subordinate ethnic group status” and then and now “is a restriction of 

opportunity; it hampers the flow of knowledge and experience and thus impedes diversification 

of interests and occupations.” In the antebellum period, it was sometimes a “defensive aberration 

artificially induced by nativist prejudice.”88 

Yet, ethnic segregation did not always manifest in this manner. Different groups, cities, 

and time periods saw greater clustering. Some scholars have argued that ethnic concentration did 

not occur until the late 1800s, due to the rise of urban mass transit and the increasing number of 

immigrants finding employment in the city. More recent scholarship has highlighted earlier 

immigrant concentrations that were not “characterized by the density and morbidity of the slum.” 

 
87Macon . . . An Architectural & Historical Guide, 84-85; McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures 

Remembered, 96-97. 
88Howard P. Chudacoff, “A New Look at Ethnic Neighborhoods: Residential Dispersion and the Concept 

of Visibility in a Medium-Sized City,” Journal of American History 60, no. 1 (June 1973): 76; Stanley Lieberson, 
“The Impact of Residential Segregation on Ethnic Assimilation,” Social Forces 40, no. 1 (October 1961): 52, 56; 
Kathleen Neils Conzen, “Immigrants, Immigrant Neighborhoods, and Ethnic Identity: Historical Issues,” Journal of 
American History 66, no. 3 (December 1979): 609. Liberson is citing Amos H. Hawley concerning constriction of 
opportunity, and Conzen refers to the work of John A. Hawgood relating to defensive segregation. John A. 
Hawgood, The Tragedy of German America: The Germans in the United States of America during the Nineteenth 
Century-and After (New York: 1940). 
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Instead of a “single concentrated ghetto,” upwardly mobile immigrants formed a number of 

smaller clusters. In antebellum American cities, immigrants’ lives were “not tied to spatial 

settlements and buildings but to jobs and families.” The foreign born were likely to move around 

a lot within cities as well. In a “geographically confined city” like Macon, with only a few 

thousands residents, even if immigrants were not all living crowded together with their fellow 

countrymen, the city was small enough that they could easily make contact.89   

In Macon, geocoding residential addresses indicates limited concentration of ethnic 

groups. Beyond the Irish, the largest immigrant groups in the city were the Germans, French, and 

Swedes. See figure 5.18, 1860 Macon: Residential Choices of Immigrants. The French families 

did not all live in close proximity, but there were small pockets—of two to four families—living 

near each other. As for Swedish families, residential location was linked to occupation. For 

instance, near the Findlay iron foundry on Oglethorpe Street in south Macon, six Swedish 

families resided, including blacksmiths, machinists, and pattern makers. The fact that most 

Swedes lived within a few blocks of each other seems unlikely to have been coincidental. The 

English and Scots both had small clusters, also mixed in with other city residents. The Germans 

hailed from a number of different states such as Baden, Bavaria, Prussia, Hanover, Hessen, and 

Saxony, and would have had relatively heterogenous backgrounds, religions, and dialects. Their 

concentration in other cities at the time greatly varied. In New Orleans, many Germans lived in 

“Little Saxony,” while in Memphis, many chose to reside near their businesses, which was also 

the case in Macon. There was a visible concentration of Germans on Cherry and Third streets in 

the central business district, creating some partially “German blocks.” Other Germans in the city   

 
89Conzen, “Immigrants, Immigrant Neighborhoods, and Ethnic Identity,” 605-8; John Bodnar, The 

Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in Urban America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 177, 183; 
Miller, “Enemy Within,” 41; Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 56. 
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Figure 5.18. 1860 Macon: Residential Choices of Immigrants 
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had patterns similar to other foreign-born groups. A closer look at the German concentration on 

Cherry reveals that these were mostly German Jews. Though all foreign-born Jews in Macon 

were not in this cluster, most of them were nearby. Maconite immigrants’ limited concentrated 

did not consist of districts of “social or ethnic homogeneity.”90 Instead, a few immigrants 

decided to live close to each other throughout the city. These clusters were not isolated in any 

way. The greatest concentration of the foreign born was actually German Jews, whose religious 

beliefs, unique eschewing of slaveholding in Macon, and interest in certain mercantile sectors, 

set them apart.  

 Though there was no clear ethnic segregation in Macon, there was an unmistakable 

pattern related to the foreign born’s socio-economic condition. Affluent immigrants had the 

option to move uptown. Yet, none of the city’s foreign born in occupational group 1 chose to do 

so. There were six foreign-born elites who lived in the lower city. Half of these households 

owned carriages for transportation. While 11 percent of occupational group 1’s non-agricultural 

elites in the city were immigrants (six out of fifty-two), the foreign born made up about one-

fourth of elite businessmen living in the lower city (six of twenty-three). Whereas the town’s 

native-born affluent were slowly migrating uptown, the city’s wealthiest immigrants simply were 

not.91 

 Outside of geocoding and mapping, an examination of the tendencies of boarders reveals 

a bit more concerning the city’s ethnic topography. Unrelated Scots and Englishmen rarely 

boarded together. Instead, they resided more often with others of the same occupation, regardless 

 
90Miller, “Enemy Within,” 42, 44; Berkeley, “Like a Swarm of Locusts,” 50; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 

137; Conzen, “Immigrants, Immigrant Neighborhoods, and Ethnic Identity,” 614. Twenty-seven of thirty-one 
foreign-born Jews in the city in 1860 were German. There were no identified native-born Jews in the city in 1860. 

91Edward Shoemaker notes that there were a few affluent Irishmen who were able to penetrate Savannah’s 
“affluent core district,” but points to lack of wealth among most Irishmen to the small numbers living there, not 
exclusion. Edward Shoemaker, “Strangers and Citizens: The Irish Immigrant Community of Savannah, 1837-1861” 
(Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 1990), 116. 
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of their nativity. For instance, cabinetmaker James Taylor of England had cabinet workmen from 

Spain and Germany living with him in 1850. Of the remaining European immigrants, not 

including the Irish, the Germans clustered the most, with a little over half of German adult males 

not living with parents and older siblings on the 1860 census residing with their countrymen 

(twenty-one of forty-one). The 1850 census told a similar story concerning a smaller group of 

Germans, with half living in households where a German was head (seven of fourteen).92 

 Another indicator of residential segregation and/or assimilation was their choice of 

marriage partners. Ethnic clusters in Macon were small and interwoven completely with the 

native born, but spatial proximity does not always equal convivial relations or indiscriminate 

intermingling. The proportions of immigrants who married outside their country group or wed 

the native born is an “admittedly crude indicator” of acculturation in the city. Drawbacks include 

the possibility that the foreign born married before arriving in the U.S. or in Macon. Yet, it is still 

suggestive.93 Almost three-fourths of the Swedish males in Macon married women born in their 

homeland, compared to 69 percent of Germans, a little over one-third of the English, one-fifth of 

Scotsmen, and only one-tenth of Frenchmen. Some immigrants did not choose their 

countrywomen but chose instead other immigrants. The English were most likely to marry the 

native born, with over half doing so, compared to 44 percent of the French, 30 percent of the 

Scots, and less than 20 percent of the Germans and Swedes.94  

 The final 241 immigrants in the 1860 Macon census and directory were Irish. The Irish 

were unique among immigrants in Macon due to their socio-economic status, larger numbers, 

 
92Population Schedules, 1850, Macon; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 15, 217. Unsurprisingly, 

Germans grouped by both occupation and birthplace, such was the case with tailor Julian Peter, who housed three 
other tailors from Germany in 1850. Shoemaker Jacob Binder also had two shoemakers from Germany residing with 
him in 1850.  

93Marcus Britton, “‘My Regular Spot’: Race and Territory in Urban Public Space,” Journal of 
Contemporary Ethnography 37, no. 4 (2008): 443; Lieberson, “Impact of Residential Segregation,” 54-55, 57. 

94Marriage partners and place of birth came mostly from the 1850 and 1860 federal census population 
schedules. Population Schedules, 1850, Macon; Population Schedules, 1860, Macon.  
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and Catholicism. To better understand this particular group, its place in Macon’s streets, and how 

it related to larger trends related to the city’s ethnic topography, a closer look including evidence 

beyond geocoded residential addresses is necessary. 

Concerning residential segregation, in other southern cities, the Irish were isolated to 

various degrees, but less so in Macon according to geocoding. In 1850 Memphis, they were the 

most isolated group in the city, only surpassed in 1860 by free people of color. In New Orleans, 

they lived along the waterfront in neighborhoods with names like the “Irish Channel.” In 

Charleston, Irish immigrants lived in squalid, crowded districts comparable to those of larger 

northern cities, according to itinerant observer Frederick Law Olmsted. In Savannah, the Irish 

lived in three neighborhoods far from the garden section of the city.95 Of Macon’s immigrant 

groups, the Irish were the most likely to be segregated because they were the poorest immigrant 

group, with 44 percent of their number as semi-skilled or unskilled laborers in 1860. There was 

and is a clear link between socio-economic condition and residential segregation. Mapping 

denotes that, like other immigrants, there were small clusters of a handful of families who lived 

in close proximity throughout the city. See figure 5.19, 1860 Macon: Residential Choices of Irish 

Immigrants. The Irish clusters were larger, and there was noticeable areal concentration just a 

block over from the German Jews on Third and Mulberry streets. Once again, the Irish were 

hardly alone even on these blocks. A number of other immigrants and northerners in particular 

shared space in this crowded area of the city.96 The Irish living here were not unskilled workers 

but clerks, proprietors, and skilled laborers. The Irish ellipse displays the relative lack of wealth 

among the Irish, as it reaches east of the railroad and across the river.  

 
95Berkeley, “Like a Swarm of Locusts,” 47-48; Miller, “Enemy Within,” 44; Anbinder, “Irish Origins,” 10. 
96Oscar Handlin’s early maps of the Irish in Boston were ground breaking at the time, but showed only the 

concentration of the Irish and other immigrants in the city. They did not indicate if these foreign-born residents were 
segregated from other groups. In the maps in this chapter, we can see that immigrants were not alone in Macon. 
Tyler Anbinder, “Boston’s Immigrants and the Making of American Immigrant History,” Journal of American 
Ethnic History, 32, no. 3 (Spring 2013): 23. 
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Figure 5.19. 1860 Macon: Residential Choices of Irish Immigrants 
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Yet, these residential patterns do not the tell the complete story of the Irish residing in 

Macon. The censuses of 1850 and 1860 report clustering of Irish boarders in certain homes and 

crowded conditions in those domiciles. More so than other national groups, Irish-born single 

men living in Macon in 1850 boarded together. For example, laborer James Kandy of Ireland 

was head of a household that included five other single laborers from Ireland. Likewise, Edmund 

Minarty, aged thirty-eight, had five single laborers and a plasterer residing in his home. Beyond 

these bachelor households, the 1850 Macon census listed a handful of Irish immigrant families 

who opened their doors to unrelated boarders from the homeland, with the 1860 census reporting 

an even larger number doing so. In 1850, grocer Joseph Kennelly of Ireland lived with his wife 

and four children along with eight laborers, all born in Ireland. Laborer Thomas Burns, his wife 

and two children, inhabited a house with seven laborers.97 Well-to-do-merchant John Mills had 

two younger Irish clerks boarding with him who more than likely worked for him. In 1860, 

laborer James Gavin resided with his wife and daughter with four laborers and an engineer from 

Ireland as well as a fireman from Scotland. Baggage master William Cronin lived with his wife 

along with seven laborers, watchmen, and baggage-masters. Ireland-born laborer Dennis Graham 

dwelt with his wife and three children along with four laborers and a plasterer in a house on Fifth 

Street near the wharf. Grocer Patrick Kurwin resided with his wife Mary and four male laborers, 

plasterers, and gas fitters.98 Whether residing with other bachelors or with a family, Irish-born 

adult males boarded with a countryman or woman as head of the household 80 percent of the 

time according to the 1850 census, in sixty of seventy-five instances.99  

In these crowded conditions tempers could flare. In 1860, the Telegraph reported young 

Irishmen John Duncan and John O’Brien appearing before the mayor after reports of fighting. 

 
97Population Schedules, 1850, Macon, 120, 263, 288, 286. 
98Population Schedules, 1860, Macon, 17, 289, 381, 536.  
99This is not counting those boarding with siblings or parents. 
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The two men were roommates and friends who fell out when Duncan threw the pillows on the 

floor, so O’Brien struck him with his fist. Duncan responded by pulling his pocket knife and 

cutting O’Brien's arm. Neighbors or fellow boarders heard the altercation and intervened. In 

court, the mayor asked O’Brien if he was injured to any great extent to which he replied, “No, 

yer Honor, it is only a small scratch that made me a little say sick.” According to the paper, the 

mayor then administered “words of wholesome advice” and sentenced them to pay costs.100 

Irishmen were more likely than all other foreign-born groups to marry women within the 

same ethnic group, with 83 percent doing so. Most of those who chose not to marry Irish women 

married the native born instead. Lawyer Osborne A. Lochrane married Georgia-born women 

both times around, first Frances Victoria Lamar, then Josephine upon Frances’s 1858 death from 

childbirth.  

 The Irish were more likely to be marginalized, making many of their number impossible 

to map. While the 1860 census and directory listed 167 Irishmen, only 58 of these individuals’ 

addresses in the directory were complete enough to map. Many were not listed in the directory at 

all. While it was common for the number of individuals on the census to differ from those listed 

in the directory, the discrepancy with the Irish was unusually high with only 35 percent of 

Irishmen on the census or directory mappable. In comparison, 55 percent of 1860 Germans could 

be geocoded. This highlights the comparatively low economic status of the Irish in Macon, with 

greater numbers living on the margins overlooked or underreported by directory workers or 

residing outside the city in the swamps.  

 Evidence of the geographically marginalized Irish in southern cities appears in records of 

their interactions with both enslaved and free African Americans. The poor Irish often blurred 

racial lines both in their choices of residence and relations with people of color. In and around 

 
100Wilcox, Marriages, Deaths, Accidents, Duels and Runaways, 146-47. 
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Macon, the Irish and enslaved laborers worked together on the railroad—both in its construction 

and upkeep. The Irish may have shared a community or lived in adjoining shanty districts outside 

the city limits with African Americans as did Irish railroad workers in Augusta.101 As noted 

earlier, there was a community of the enslaved in East Macon near the railroad depot.  

Yet, the poor Irish did not need to be living outside city limits or be omitted from the city 

directory to be interacting with the city’s African American population, which was present 

throughout the city. Clear evidence of how Irish Maconites “upset the etiquette of race relations” 

exists in the memoirs of African American William Sanders Scarborough. According to 

Scarborough’s recollections, his family moved back and forth between Cotton Avenue and East 

Macon. In these locations, the biggest problem for him in the 1850s was the “Cracker” poor 

whites who, according to Scarborough’s later estimation, “hated the Negro because the Negro 

felt above them.” He had many run-ins with these boys who thought he was “too big.” These 

“crackers” were more than likely southern born, for 66 percent of the white unskilled workforce 

in 1860 were southerners, not to mention the connotations of the term “cracker.” In contrast to 

these “crackers” were the Irish boys who lived near him and played with him—hunting, fishing, 

swimming, climbing in the pine woods, and getting chased out of cane fields by snakes. These 

Irish youths defended him against larger boys and those they considered “outsiders” in their 

clique. Sources from other cities have similar examples of Irish and African American 

playmates.102  

 
101Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York: Routledge, 1995), 178; Miller, “Enemy 

Within,” 43; Fred Siegel, “Artisans and Immigrants in the Politics of Late Antebellum Georgia,” Civil War History 
27, no. 3 (1981): 227; David T. Gleeson, The Irish in the South, 1815-1877 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina, 2001), 46. In Augusta, they called the community “Dublin.” In other cities Irish immigrants and African 
Americans might share a house. This is not something that reveals itself on either the 1850 or 1860 Macon censuses. 
Granted, the censuses did not list the enslaved, and there were only a couple dozen free African Americans in the 
city, so there were not many free people of color who would have appeared in the censuses. 

102Siegel, “Artisans and Immigrants,” 227; Scarborough, Autobiography, 27-29; D. C. Rousey, “Friends 
and Foes of Slavery: Foreigners and Northerners in the Old South,” Journal of Social History 35, no. 2 (December 
2001): 381-2. 
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In southern cities, Irish and blacks mingled in bars, groceries, brothels, and taverns—

“those haunts of vicious depravity”—with the police keeping a keen eye on both. In 1839, a 

grand jury in Macon expressed worry at the increasing number of “tipling [sic] shops” and the 

“many vices” found there. In 1847, Maconite planter John Basil Lamar noted of his enslaved 

laborer Ned, “While I was gone I had him in town & on returning found that he had been drunk 

& fighting, and misbehaving in every way, so that I have banished him to rural life.” In 1853, the 

Citizen noted that the paper was vindicated in its earlier arguments of the “contaminating 

influence which the liquor traffic has upon the slave population” and that the temperance 

movement was most needed for that reason. It reported that outside Savannah a citizens’ patrol 

arrested twelve enslaved persons in possession of six gallons of liquor.103 In 1858, the Telegraph 

reported that “an exemplary young man”—Thomas Bagby, Jr.—was trying to prevent an 

enslaved man by the name of Jacob from transporting liquor to sell locally, resulting in Jacob 

stabbing Bagby to death.104 

Despite temperance crusades in antebellum Macon begun by the Irish Catholic priest in 

the early 1840s, there is evidence of Irish immigrants’ intemperance even unto death and 

mingling with African Americans as they did so. The Telegraph reported the February 1844 

death of Thomas Devine under the condemning headline “Suicide.” Persons unnamed found 

Devine, born in Ireland but lately of Pennsylvania, dead due to what the coroner declared to be 

“Suicide by the immoderate use of Spirits and Laudanum.” Significantly, these unnamed 

individuals discovered the corpse in the home of an enslaved laborer of railroad contractor 

Charles Collins by the name of “Edinborough [sic]”.105 The fact that Devine had only arrived in 

 
103Collins, White Society, 146; Grand Jury Presentments,” Messenger, 21 February 1839; Bellamy, 

“Macon,” 308; “A Knock-down Argument,” Citizen, 19 February 1853. 
104Wilcox, Marriages, Deaths, Accidents, Duels and Runaways, 50. 
105Arthur S. Meyers, “‘Come Let Us Fly to Freedom’s Sky’: The Response of Irish Immigrants in the South 

to Slavery during the Late Antebellum Period,” Journal of Southwest Georgia History 7 (1989): 38; “Suicide,” 
Messenger, 15 February 1844.  
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town by train the day before points to easy access. Devine’s place of death seems an unlikely 

venue for a drinking party for native whites, a number of whom also died of alcohol poisoning in 

the antebellum era in the city, so native-born whites certainly had drinking holes. There were 

eleven reported adult white male deaths in the antebellum period in Macon due to alcohol 

poisoning, “intemperance,” and “dissipation.”  

Beyond their lower socio-economic status and the fact that they were living on the 

margins with the city’s African Americans, 77 percent of the city’s 1860 Irish residents with 

known religious information were Catholics.106 The Catholic church was the furthest south of the 

city’s 1860 church buildings, slightly set apart from the city’s Protestant churches. See figure 

5.20, 1860 Macon: St. Joseph’s Catholic Church. Though an 1856 Telegraph article declared, 

“Presently the Catholics will step forward and put up one of their substantial piles, which will 

outshine the whole of them,” this did not occur in the antebellum era, though building a 

handsome church was often an important milestone for Irish Catholics in America. In 1841, 

Father James Graham aided in the purchasing of First Presbyterian’s first wooden building, with 

the next priest adding a vestry in 1844.107 See figure 5.21. As the poorest congregation in the 

city, with its members the furthest removed from uptown, St. Joseph’s was the only congregation 

in the city which still had a wooden building in 1860. Though the Catholic church was the 

church of immigrants and many Catholic churches “anchored immigrant populations,” the Irish 

were not clustered close around the Catholic church building. On the other hand, the residences 

of the Catholic church’s foreign born compared to all of the city’s Catholics reveal a tighter 

ellipse of immigrants closer to the church in a lower socio-economic area.   

 
106African Americans in the city were most likely Baptist or Methodist. Only a handful were members of 

the Catholic, Episcopal, or Presbyterian churches. Therefore, the two groups were more than likely not drawn 
together by religious beliefs.  

107“Macon,” Georgia Telegraph, 29 April 1856; Marjorie R. Fallows, Irish Americans: Identity and 
Assimilation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentiss Hall, 1979), 30; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 
101; O’Connell, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia, 595-6; Kimball, American City, Southern Place, 51. 
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Figure 5.20. 1860 Macon: St. Joseph’s Catholic Church 
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Though the majority of white Maconites were southern-born, there were patterns based 

on place of birth within the city. Non-southerners made up over 30 percent of the city’s white 

population in 1860. As scholars have discovered in other antebellum cities, residential 

differentiation was on an “extremely small scale,” and immigrants were not isolated from the 

larger community. The marriage and boarding trends of the foreign born indicate more clustering 

than simple geocoding reveals, though members of every immigrant group were marrying the 

native born, and their lack of isolation in Macon hastened assimilation and their incorporation in 

the city’s social and political communities.108 Chapter four detailed immigrants’ membership in 

all of the city’s five congregations, the utilization of slaveholding by most foreign-born groups, 

and immigrants’ election to local office in limited numbers. The residential topography of the 

city would have influenced all of these components of immigrant life.  

The pattern concerning elite northerners versus southerners residential choices is perhaps 

more surprising. Notably, before 1850, elite northerners had resided in superblock sections west 

 
108Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 138; Miller, “Enemy Within,” 41. 

 

Figure 5.21. St. Joseph’s Catholic Church 
building 1841-1867, previously located on 
Poplar Street; Second Baptist Church 
purchased, moved, and reassembled the 
building in the late 1860s; it is still in use 
today as Fulton Baptist Church; Hawthorne 
Street, near Third Street, Macon, Georgia, 
photo by author, 2015 
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of Spring Street. As noted above, Jerry Cowles of New York built Overlook Mansion in the 

1830s, but left the city in the 1840s in debt. James Goddard of Massachusetts had built a Greek-

Revival “half-house” on Georgia Avenue in 1838 but returned to New England sometime before 

his death in 1846.109 Northerners had impressive houses in the lower city in 1860, but none in the 

tony hills. Maybe this was simply an aberration from the norm, but considering the many 

southerners building Greek temples and villas up in the hills, it is certainly an interesting 

coincidence considering that northerners made up almost one-fourth of occupational group 1 in 

1860.  

 

Macon’s human landscape provides an “unwitting biography” of the city.110 With 

Maconites’ overlapping identities related to status, religion, slaveholding, and nativity, parsing 

their residential choices is not straightforward. Though in a general sense it is true that a white 

Maconite was more likely to live uptown if he was wealthy, a slaveholder, native born (but 

specifically a southerner), and Protestant, some factors in this list were more important than 

others. Consider again nativity, this time related to Macon’s four Protestant congregations, 

noting that all of these churches were majority southern-born, as established in chapter four. 

Location was important to them all. Earlier in this chapter, socio-economic considerations 

appeared to be the determining factor in residential choices for religious adherents, but when 

incorporating nativity for occupational group 1’s non-agricultural elites in these churches, the 

deciding element in whether or not wealthy church members lived uptown or downtown was 

their region of birth. If a Maconite was a northerner in occupational group 1, it mattered not his 

denomination, he was more likely to live in the lower city. If a Maconite was foreign-born, he 

lived below First Street, regardless of denomination. For instance, while 83 percent of Christ 

 
109McConnell and Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered, 51. 
110Lewis, “Axioms for Reading the Landscape,” 11-12. 
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Church’s northern-born elites lived in downtown (five out of six), only 14 percent of the 

southern-born did so (one out of seven). Methodist non-agricultural elites were the most-likely to 

live above First Street, with thirteen of fourteen doing so, but eleven of these elites were 

southern-born. The only occupational group 1 Methodist living downtown was Scottish, aligning 

with the complete dearth of wealthy immigrants uptown. Nativity trumped denominational 

adherence and socio-economic condition. Slaveholding was not a deciding factor in residential 

choice so much as nativity, because German Jews, the majority of whom were not slaveholders, 

were a large portion of non-slaveholders in occupational group 3. They accounted for the non-

slaveholder ellipse in the city center as opposed to northwest of First Street. While slaveholding 

was undoubtedly socially important, with historian Keri Leigh Merritt even agreeing with 

antebellum slavery critic Hinton Helper that “slave ownership mattered much more than white 

skin when determining southern social status,” slaveholding did not separate Maconites of 

similar situations at home.111 Once again, nativity was the determining factor in residential 

choice when considering individuals with parallel wealth.  

The details found on the ground level, beyond the geocoded addresses, point to clusters 

and associations invisible from above. Notable was the interaction of poor Irishmen and women 

with African Americans, both found on the margins of the city geographically, even if they 

resided within the city itself. Though the Irish tended to congregate with African Americans only 

due to their shared poverty, poor southerners living in similar conditions on Macon’s streets were 

not doing so, which highlights the role of nativity. Though Meinig observes that “any landscape 

is so dense with evidence and so complex and cryptic that we can never be assured that we have 

read it all or read it aright,” antebellum Macon’s “pre-industrial” and “pre-streetcar residential 

 
111Keri Leigh Merritt, Masterless Men: Poor Whites and Slavery in the Antebellum South (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017), 2. 
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pattern” certainly offers some illumination as to what mattered most to Maconites when they 

chose their neighbors and friends.112  

 

 
112Goldfield, Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers, 56; Meinig, “Introduction,” 6; Ward, “Victorian Cities,” 143. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

“BEHOLD A NEW CITY WHICH WE NOW CONSECRATE TO THE DEAD!”:  

THE LIVING REARRANGED IN MACON’S NECROPOLIS 

 

 

In 1857, Edward Dorr Tracy, Jr., wrote to his new wife Ellen Steele as he contemplated a 

move from Macon to Alabama to join her family: “It is a sad thing to see one leave the home of 

his infancy—the graves of dear ones departed.” It caused Tracy “no little grief.” Tracy referred 

to the graves of his parents in Macon, Connecticuter Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., and Susan Griffin 

Campbell of Georgia.1 Tracy’s sentiments are a poignant reminder of the costs of migration in an 

era of increased mobility. A year earlier, Rachael and Eleanor Brown of Rhode Island noted in a 

letter from the city, “There has been a grate [sic] many Deaths here since I came . . . from the 

North.” The letter continued, “On Tuesday we took a [illegible] to the cemetery seven laidees 

[sic] as sister Davis had not been. We walked over [to] the enclosure [and] she for the first time 

looke [sic] upon her Brother’s grave, it made me feel sad as I stood gazeing [sic] and thought 

why couldn’t he [have] been spared to of seen his sister, but God has ordered it otherwise, and I 

bow in silence.”2 While Tracy had been a wealthy Presbyterian and his father an Episcopalian, 

Rachael Brown was the Methodist wife of a petty proprietor, and their kin rest at opposite ends 

of Macon’s Rose Hill Cemetery. The necropolis featured a great deal of antebellum 

intermingling, while there were also larger and more defined clusters by nativity, socio-economic 

condition, and denomination, sometimes with all three factors operating together in locational 

and epitaphal choice. In rural-style Rose Hill and its smaller sister cemetery Oak Ridge for the 

 
1Patricia H. Ryan, ed., Cease Not to Think of Me: The Steele Family Letters (Huntsville, Al.: Huntsville 

Planning Department, 1979), 128. The title is a line from “Laurel Grove Cemetery!: An Account of Its Dedication 
with the Poem of the Honorable Robert M. Charlton and the Address of the Hon. Henry R. Jackson, Delivered on 
the 10th November, 1852, to Which Are Added the Ordinances Establishing and Regulating the Cemetery” 
(Savannah: G. N. Nichols, 1853; held at Georgia Historical Society, Savannah, Georgia), 17. Necropolis refers to 
“the city of the dead.” 

2Eleanor Brown and Rachael Brown to Frelone, 23 March 1856, Rachael Brown Letters 1855-1856, Middle 
Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA). 
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city’s African American population, Maconites adapted a reform which sprang from liberal New 

England theology and interwove slavery and southern evangelicalism into the landscape. 

Residents of every denomination and region found rest there, not always side-by-side exactly, 

but presumably at peace with each other and their respective places in society. 

 

In the late 1830s, Macon decided to open a new cemetery to provide space beyond the 

small city burial ground, a utilitarian patch of earth established in 1826. The Old Macon 

Cemetery on square 35, originally meant to house the city’s churches, was four-acres and on the 

eastern edge of the city grid less than one block from the new Central Railroad line through the 

city. In 1836, a local committee made up of a Georgian, Virginian, and Connecticuter began their 

search, eventually selecting a fifty-acre site on the Ocmulgee River on the northern, high-status 

edge of town, upstream of any sewage entering the river and on land unsuitable for other uses. 

Three years passed before the city approved the spot because some residents in the vicinity did 

not desire to be in a “grave yard” ward. Macon named the new cemetery Rose Hill for Simri 

Rose of Connecticut, who had advocated for the new burial ground and who laid out the 

cemetery’s original sections. The city left the administration of the burial ground to a committee, 

the members of which served for life. These men included a mixture of northern and southern 

leaders in the city. Simri Rose and John L. Jones represented New England, while Jerry Cowles 

hailed from New York. Georgian Dr. Marcus Aurelius Franklin and James Williams of the 

Upper South rounded out the committee.3  

 
3William Thomas Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon and Bibb County, Georgia” (Ph.D. diss., University of 

Georgia, 1966), 386-87; Bruce W. Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery: Derivation, Development, Degeneration” 
(Master’s thesis, University of Georgia, 1989), 2, 50-52, 62; Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Georgia, 
1837 (Milledgeville, Ga.: Clark & Hines, 1838), 136–37; Robert S. Davis, Jr., Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The 
Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University 
Press, 1998), 119. The final member of the life-time committee was John Winn, birthplace unknown. The four 
members of the original committee were Rose of Connecticut, Ambrose Baber of Virginia, R. W. Ellis of Georgia, 
and Levi Eckley, birthplace unknown. James Williams was either from Maryland or North Carolina.  
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Rose in particular was vital to the founding and development of the necropolis that bore 

his name. Upon his death in 1869, the Telegraph reported: “The most beautiful monument to his 

memory is Rose Hill Cemetery. . . . Other men’s graves there may be marked with the marble 

column, but the whole is his.” Born and raised a Calvinist in North Branford, Connecticut, Rose 

had moved to Middle Georgia in 1818 as a young man of nineteen. He was an original lot holder 

in the city of Macon. He said later that his birthplace was “buried in the dust—fallen from a high 

estate,” revealing where his sympathies and loyalties lay. In Macon, Rose published the Bulldog, 

which became the Messenger and then the Georgia Journal and Messenger, one of the most 

important Whig newspapers in the state.4 Rose was a New Englander who went South early in 

life and made a home for himself in Macon, offering his expertise to the community. He was 

well-respected there in life and death.  

Rose Hill’s founders modeled it after the rural cemetery movement, originating in Mount 

Auburn Cemetery outside Boston. The genesis of Macon’s necropolis occurred early in the rural 

cemetery movement’s heyday, and Rose Hill was one of the country’s first municipal rural 

cemeteries.5 The trend became “enormously popular.” The landscape designer A. J. Downing 

commented in 1849: “The idea took the public mind by storm.” By 1861 there were at least 

sixty-six rural cemeteries in the United States, with significant southern versions in Richmond, 

Charleston, and Louisville.6 The movement, which lasted from 1831 into the 1870s, naturalized 

and beautified burial grounds by placing them on the edge of town, literally in the woods. Each 

of these “picturesque” cemeteries was a carefully curated “wilderness” in a style borrowed from 

 
4“Death of Simri Rose,” Macon Daily Telegraph, 6 April 1869; Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 35-37.  
5Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 2. Forest Hills, Massachusetts, claims to have the first municipal rural cemetery. It 

opened in 1848, eight years after Rose Hill. However, Mount Hope Cemetery in Rochester, New York, was founded 
in 1838, predating both Rose Hill and Forest Hills. Mount Auburn was privately owned and operated—initially 
jointly by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society and a corporation. 

6James J. Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 1830-1920 (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1980), 111–12.  
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eighteenth-century English landscape design used to transform the nobility’s great landed 

estates.7 Rose wrote of Rose Hill Cemetery: “Another spot could scarcely be found . . . so much 

diversified. . . . The ridges between the dells are steep, and generally terminate abruptly in rocky 

cliffs near the river.” See figure 6.1. Though a rural cemetery’s paths were to be “not straight, 

but crooked,” in laying out Macon’s necropolis, Rose struggled to separate himself from the grid, 

with paths coming together at right angles and cutting across the landscape’s natural contours. 

For instance, Central Avenue ran from the cemetery entrance northeastward to the Ocmulgee in a 

straight line. This made Rose Hill a hybrid, with the rugged topography and vegetation of a rural 

cemetery but with lots laid out on a grid, resulting in the need for retaining walls to create level 

and stable lots. See figure 6.2. Some have compared the effect to terraced gardens in northern 

Italy and others to the famed hanging gardens of ancient Babylon. Rose Hill appropriately 

offered miles of paths, “winding through every place that presents any object of attraction.”8 

The cemetery was part of an effort to beautify the city and cultivate an urban forest to 

surround the dead. Rose’s interests ran toward natural improvements, in line with his skills as a 

florist, botanist, and horticulturist. He improved the flora of Rose Hill with flowers, shrubs, and 

trees. Macon’s rural cemetery embraced Mount Auburn’s example of burial in the midst of a 

forest, with a few improvements in the landscape. Rose Hill featured “towering poplar, giant 

oaks, beech and sycamore” and was also “thickly wooded by a young and thrifty growth” 

probably from the Creeks’ periodic burning, as Rose Hill lay in close proximity to the Creeks’  

 
7Ann Douglas, The Feminization of American Culture (New York: Knopf, 1977), 212-13; Farrell, Inventing 

the American Way of Death, 104-5; Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 1, 26-28. 
8George White, Historical Collections of Georgia: Containing the Most Interesting Facts, Traditions, 

Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, Etc. Relating to Its History and Antiquities, from Its First Settlement to the 
Present Time; Compiled from Original Records and Official Documents (New York: Pudney & Russell, 1855), 109-
111; W. M. S., “Macon—Rose Hill Cemetery,” Georgia Citizen, 24 July 1857; Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 55–56; 
Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 119. 
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Ocmulgee Old Fields. Though both Mount Auburn’s founders and Rose initially intended to 

preserve native plant species, they later embraced exotic specimens, with Rose planting oriental 

Cypress, balm of Gilead, Norway and silver firs, hemlock, arbor vitae, cedar, juniper, olive, 

broom, and furze. According to a visitor, Rose Hill’s vegetation remained a bit “wilder” than 

Mount Auburn: “The ground is covered with coppices of oak and pine, and studiously kept in a 

state of nature. It seems, however, a strange idea to keep the natural scene concealed by the 

 

Figure 6.1. Lover’s Leap, high bluffs overlook 
the Ocmulgee River, Rose Hill Cemetery, 
1879, Rees Stereograph Collection, courtesy 
of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington 
Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 

Figure 6.2. Central Avenue 
District, block 6, multiple levels 
of terraces with retaining walls, 

Rose Hill Cemetery,  
photo by author, 2015 
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brushwood which everywhere intercepts the view.”9 Rose divided the cemetery into five sections 

at the extremities of the fifty acres, with forest separating each section. Many lots did not directly 

abut others, with strips of commonly held land separating plots. The Citizen described Rose Hill, 

with its “various marble monuments, many of them hidden in the depths of the dark green forest, 

and which can only be found by the intricate windings of various bye-paths.”10  

Macon’s location in the heart of the cotton belt meant that plantations and farms 

abounded in the vicinity. Plantation burial grounds in particular exemplified rural beauty. A 

description of an eighteenth-century Virginia plantation tomb sounds similar to what rural 

cemeteries offered: “It is customary to bury in gardens or orchards . . . in a spot generally 

handsomly [sic] enclosed, planted with evergreens, and the graves kept decently.” In 1830, Rose 

recorded his visit to Bonaventure plantation in Savannah, mentioning his viewing of the remains 

of the residence, gardens, the impressive giant live oaks, and the family tomb. Rural cemetery 

commonalities with the plantation burial grounds may have prompted Maconites’ acceptance, for 

though few southerners would have been buried in plantation graveyards, they would have been 

familiar with them, and some of Macon’s wealthiest residents were planters, such as Joseph 

Bond and John Basil Lamar, who owned townhouses in the city and sleep forever in Rose Hill. 

The South’s strong horticulture tradition also predisposed southerners to the rural cemetery, for 

the new style of burial ground offered more acres of opportunity for digging in the dirt than ever 

before (outside of digging graves, of course).11  

 
9Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 40–42, 53–54, 57, 68, 180; Edward A Pollard, Black Diamonds Gathered in the 

Darkey Homes of the South (New York, 1859), 18. The Creeks were no longer in the area after 1823 due to the 
Treaty of Indian Springs. 

10Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 66; W. H. S., “Macon—Rose Hill Cemetery,” Georgia Citizen, 24 July 1857.  
11Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 1740–1790 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1999), 69; Simri Rose diary, 

1830, box 7, folder 78a, Napier-Blackmon-Ross-Rose Families Collection, MGA; David Charles Sloane, The Last 
Great Necessity: Cemeteries in American History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 94; Stanley 
French, “The Cemetery as a Cultural Institution: The Establishment of Mount Auburn and the ‘Rural Cemetery’ 
Movement,” in Death in America, ed. David E. Stannard (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1975), 74. 
According to Stanley French, George Washington’s grave at Mt. Vernon inspired folk art mourning pictures from 
1800 to 1840, predating the founding of Mount Auburn and possibly even influencing its founders. 
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Like other “garden” cemeteries, the founders invested in manmade improvements to 

make the forest even more enchanted. An article in the Telegraph in 1867 noted that “it will not 

do” to compare Rose Hill with some rural cemeteries in the northeast because “where one dollar 

has been spent here, one thousand, probably has been lavished there.” Boston’s Mount Auburn 

boasted a granite entrance gate of Egyptian design that cost $9,500, compared to Rose Hill’s 

simpler Doric entryway. Instead of a Gothic/Egyptian chapel constructed for $75,000 and a 

sixty-foot-high Gothic tower like Mount Auburn, Macon’s “garden of the dead” featured other, 

more simple improvements, such as an enlarged cave at Crystal Spring, with a stone-paved floor, 

a catch basin in the center, and stalactites transported from a Kentucky cave. Rose oversaw the 

damming of Crystal Spring to create a reservoir with a surface area of 1,600 square yards, 

sodding the banks and planting weeping willows and bald cypresses. Rose Hill also boasted two 

bridges built of rock and earth.12  

The efforts of the city at beautification were evidently successful. In 1842, the cemetery 

committee members advocated that Macon preserve Rose Hill as “a place for retirement, peace 

and quiet,” noting that this atmosphere drew daily a goodly numbers of ladies.13 See figure 6.3. 

The traveler Edward A. Pollard of Virginia wrote of his visit that the “chief object . . . to which 

the admiration of the stranger is directed in Macon is the public cemetery, which is compared 

(not extravagantly) in some points of natural scenery, to Mount Auburn and Greenwood [in 

Brooklyn].” Various articles in Rose’s Messenger lauded the cemetery with phrases such as “the 

natural advantages and unrivaled beauty of the location,” and the “imagination can scarcely 

conceive a spot more lovely.” The Messenger reprinted an 1845 article from the Masonic Signal 

 
12Georgia Telegraph, 31 May 1867; Blanche Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill : Picturesque Landscapes 

of Memory and Boston’s Mount Auburn Cemetery (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1989), 267, 273, 276, 
286; Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 56–57, 114. The Mount Auburn corporation paid to have the chapel built twice during 
this period for a total of $75,000: $25,000 the first time around, and then $50,000 more to rebuild it a few years later 
(the first work being sub-par). 

13Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery,” 71-72. 
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in Philadelphia, which contended that Mount Auburn was “far inferior in its natural location, as 

well as its rural beauties,” but that in the end Auburn remained preferable because “art and 

affection” had improved it more than Maconites had enhanced their necropolis. Only after 

further improvements “can the South boast the most beautiful cemetery in the United States.”14  

 

The rural cemetery was at its most basic a utilitarian development encouraging respect 

for the dead and grave preservation as well as accommodating the dead of growing southern 

towns. The Methodist Christian Advocate and Journal lauded rural cemeteries as “one of the 

many evidences of the march of improvement” as the old burial practices were “absurd” for 

placing the dead among the living to be built over or paraded upon. The journal concluded that 

Americans would soon characterize old funerary customs “as a relic of barbarism.” Macon’s 

previous city cemetery was only four acres, and Maconites built over part of it in the antebellum 

era, while Rose Hill offered fifty acres for burials. Rose Hill drew Georgians from beyond the 

city limits. The Macon city council noted in 1859 that many non-Maconites “during the last year 

have been brought from great distances to be deposited” in the necropolis.15 Family and friends 

 
14Pollard, Black Diamonds, 18; “Rose Hill Cemetery, Macon,” Masonic Signal, reprinted in Messenger, 26 

June 1845, p. 2, quoted in Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 55, n. 33. 
15City council minutes, 6 December 1859, Book D, p. 361, quoted in Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 72, n. 84. 

Figure 6.3. Central Avenue at the cemetery 
entrance; on the right, Central Avenue 
District, block 1, the highest elevation in 
Rose Hill Cemetery; 1879, Rees Stereograph 
Collection, courtesy of Middle Georgia 
Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia 
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brought the remains of at least forty-five individuals from other Georgia counties to Rose Hill for 

burial. An additional eleven came from other states. Some of these were former Maconites or 

Maconites who were traveling when they expired. Others such as non-Maconite planters Paul E. 

Tarver and William Zeigler rejected the common practice of burying their dead in family 

graveyards on plantation or farm grounds.16 Though these burial grounds were beautiful, when 

property changed hands, the new owners could neglect a family cemetery or eliminate evidence 

of its existence. Thus, southern advocates praised the “inviolable tenure” of the rural cemetery, 

as opposed to family cemeteries that unconcerned parties often “burned over and ‘turned out’.”17 

Both northern-born and southern-born Maconites participated in Rose Hill’s founding, 

embracing the “universal principles that guided the establishment of rural cemeteries.” They saw 

the garden of the dead as a cultural expression which displayed the refinement of their city. 

Maconites certainly did not identify the rural cemetery as a “Yankee” institution to be shunned 

but instead used the form “in ways that were distinctive to the region,” displaying the southern 

hierarchy in an artful way.18  

In Rose Hill, Maconites created a landscape that mirrored the city in many ways. The 

number of known individuals interred in antebellum Rose Hill included in this database is over 

1,300. Unfortunately, there is a six-year gap in the interment records, as no burials were recorded 

from January 5, 1848 to December 15, 1854. There are just empty pages in the register, leading 

 
16When executors sold plantations upon planters’ deaths, as was the case with a number of Rose Hill 

interments, Macon’s garden of graves was an attractive option. This was the case with Joseph Bond, Paul Tarver, 
and William Zeigler. 

17“Cypress Hills Cemetery,” Christian Advocate and Journal, November 29, 1848; Jack Guerry Thomas, 
Sr., History of Cherry Street Cemetery, Macon, Georgia 1825-1840 (privately printed, 2009; held at MGA), 83-87; 
Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book 1840-1848, 1854-1879, MF348, Rose Hill Records, MGA; Edward Humphrey, 
An Address Delivered on the Dedication of Cave Hill Cemetery; Near Louisville: July 25, 1848 (Louisville: Courier, 
1848), 9. Maconites debate whether or not graves lay under the built-over section. Though the interment book noted 
the place of death, other sources such as obituaries and archival family collections also provided information for 
place of death. 

18Joy M. Giguere, “Localism and Nationalism in the City of the Dead: The Rural Cemetery Movement in 
the Antebellum South,” Journal of Southern History 84, no. 4 (2018): 848, 850; Richard Harrison Shryock, Georgia 
and the Union in 1850 (Durham, NC, 1926), 118–19. 
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some to conclude that the acting sexton was illiterate. Burials from this time are only known 

through surviving markers or other sources. In the antebellum era, individuals purchased 391 

lots, with women purchasing 29 of these. For instance, widow Helen Berry of Georgia, listed as a 

head of the household in the 1850 census, purchased a lot in February 1856 to bury her son C. J., 

who died aged eighteen in an unspecified accident. Two years later she laid to rest her daughter 

Lucy J. Berry, who succumbed to consumption aged twenty-eight. In 1854, Julia Craft of 

Georgia chose a lot for the burial of her husband, small grocer William Craft of New Jersey, 

aged forty-nine. In 1852, Miss Gurneim purchased a lot for the burial of a seven-month-old baby. 

A small obelisk with a broken rose bud in relief marks the grave. Miss Gurniem’s socio-

economic status is unknown.19 Of the 375 lot purchasers with known financial information, only 

11 were women. Analysis in terms of occupation, denomination, and place of birth largely focus 

on adult white males, who purchased the majority of lots. Adult women and children are 

discussed more fully in relation to the “family lot,” explored in the final section about nativity 

and migration. 

 In Rose Hill, Maconites could camouflage class disparities with the beauties of nature. 

The rural cemetery was an elitist form inspired by English noble estates and aimed to refine 

Americans, who, according to one concerned writer, “vie with Goth or Vandal in apparent hate 

of cultured arts.” Bostonians who founded Mount Auburn feared mobocracy if the new voters in 

the Age of the Common Man did not elevate themselves. As an elite and middle-class innovation 

intended to keep the “lower classes” under control, the rural cemetery “represented an attempted 

conservation in the affairs of the living.” Plot location helped differentiate classes within the 

 
19U.S., Census of 1850, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (hereafter cited as Population 

Schedules, 1850, Macon), 138; Jack Guerry Thomas, Sr., and Katherine Moore Thomas, Rose Hill (Macon, Ga.: 
privately printed, 2009; held at MGA); Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book; Rose Hill Deed Book, Book A, 1840-
1891, MF349, Rose Hill Records, MGA. 
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cemetery, compatible with the southern belief that class stratification was necessary and 

ubiquitous.20 For generations, the dead had packed older city and church graveyards in both 

North and South, with the high and low of society often lying “indistinguishably intermingled. 

Magistrates and criminals, preachers, soldiers, merchants, lawyers, doctors, colonial dames . . . 

[were] all consorting together in promiscuous companionship.”21 “Reform-minded proprietors” 

wanted “to avoid such indiscriminate mingling” and instead establish a more delineated “mirror 

image of the social groups existing in town.”22 Wrought-iron fences and/or retaining walls 

marked the private property of these lot holders.23  

Certain socio-economic groups were less likely to slumber in Rose Hill, which was in 

keeping with the rural-style cemetery’s class obsession. Though the newly inaugurated cities of 

the dead were ostensibly “open to all,” elites placed the highest value on seeing and being seen in 

the most fashionable burial ground in the area. Here, “being seen” could continue decades after 

death if the moneyed chose the most opportune spot for personal or familial memorialization. 

Socio-economic groups 1 through 3 made up 16 percent of Maconites listed in the 1860 

directory, yet this same bloc constituted 49 percent of the antebellum lot purchasers in Rose Hill. 

Skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled laborers were underrepresented, buying only 22 percent of 

 
20Neil Harris, “The Cemetery Beautiful,” in Passing: The Vision of Death in America, ed. Charles O. 

Jackson (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1977), 111; Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 108; 
Eugene D. Genovese, The Slaveholders’ Dilemma: Freedom and Progress in Southern Conservative Thought, 1820-
1860 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1992), 38. 

21Henry T. Blake, Chronicles of New Haven Green. From 1638 to 1862 (New Haven: 1898): 276, quoted in 
Angelika Kruger-Kahloula, “On the Wrong Side of the Fence: Racial Segregation in American Cemeteries,” in 
History and Memory in African-American Culture, eds. Genevieve Fabre and Robert O’Meally (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), 140, n. 49. 

22Kruger-Kahloula, “On the Wrong Side,” 141; Giguere, “Localism and Nationalism,” 850. Kruger-
Kahloula refers to Grove Street Cemetery in Connecticut here, which was a precursor to Mount Auburn Cemetery 
outside Boston. 

23In Boston the Saturday Morning Transcript defended fences in the cemeteries: “It might as well be said 
that any fence round any farm in New England is a proof of the owner’s being an aristocrat. He makes the fence to 
keep cattle and pigs off; and the ‘cast-iron exclusions’ are meant to answer exactly the same purpose.” Joy M. 
Giguere, “‘Too Mean to Live, and Certainly in No Fit Condition to Die’: Vandalism, Public Misbehavior, and the 
Rural Cemetery Movement,” Journal of the Early Republic 38, no. 2 (2018): 313. 
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the antebellum lots, even as they made up 52 percent of the listings in the city directory in 1860. 

Poor whites, or those who owned less than one hundred dollars in personal property, were absent 

altogether in the lot purchaser rolls.24 

Many white working-class and poor Maconites found “some less genteel place of burial.” 

These interment locations included Fort Hill Cemetery across the river, which had been an active 

burial site since the establishment of frontier outpost Fort Hawkins in 1806. In 1823, the city set 

aside five acres near the fort, and the burial ground grew in an unplanned fashion from there. 

Records show that the less well-off also continued using the Old Macon Cemetery, even as those 

who were financially able had their deceased loved ones moved to Rose Hill, with at least sixty 

reburials.25  

Among “less genteel” locations that received Macon’s more humble dead were the 

margins of Rose Hill itself. In other rural-esque cemeteries, those who could not afford a family 

lot either purchased a single grave along the necropolis’s edge or lay in the cemetery’s potter’s 

field.26 Antebellum Rose Hill had over two hundred recorded white burials in what the interment 

book often referred to as “Strangers Row.” Antebellum Rose Hill’s formal, landscaped sections 

received approximately 1,100 burials, revealing that almost one of every five interments during 

this period was in Strangers Row. Eighty-six of these Stranger burials were women, compared to 

122 men. A handful of the deceased in these sections were identified as paupers: four men, three 

women, and three infants. There were twenty-seven Strangers Row burials with known 

occupations. Socio-economic groups 4, 5, and 7 were represented in almost equal numbers. Of 

 
24Sloane, Last Great Necessity, 83; Thomas and Thomas, Rose Hill; Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book; 

Rose Hill Deed Book, Book A; Keri Leigh Merritt, Masterless Men: Poor Whites and Slavery in the Antebellum 
South (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 16. 

25Sloane, Last Great Necessity, 85; Jack Thomas, Sr., and Katherine Moore Thomas, Fort Hill Cemetery, 
Macon, Georgia 1808-2008 (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 2014; held at MGA); Thomas, History of Cherry Street 
Cemetery, 79-83; Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: 
Lyon, Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 69-70. Sloane quotes the 1849 edition of the periodical the New Englander.  

26Sloane, Last Great Necessity, 84. 
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these two hundred, nine-nine adults had place of birth noted in the interment book, and the 

proportions of northerners, southerners, and immigrants largely align with their percentages of 

the 1860 population.27 These working-class whites had not been willing or able to purchase Rose 

Hill burial lots. Instead, they found rest in “ranges” set aside for the “burial of strangers” or 

white Maconites who needed to “select a free lot.”28 These ranges were along the verges of 

established burial sections, and most of these graves cannot be mapped, for the interment book 

listings are inadequate and the original sexton’s map is lost.29 Though Rose Hill burials in 

Strangers Row were to include a simple stone at the head of each grave with a number inscribed 

that corresponded to a name in the register, most entries do not include such a number. The 

markers that the sexton laid have sunk into the earth or been otherwise lost to time.30  

Certain landscaped sections in the burial ground were more high status than others, as the 

lists of antebellum lot purchasers attest. Like the town from whence the dead came, these 

sections usually were not the domain of only the propertied. See figure 6.4, Antebellum Rose 

Hill: Lot Purchasers by Socio-Economic Group. Holly Ridge was the most exclusive, with 75 

percent of its purchasers in occupational categories 1 to 3 and the remainder in category 4. 

Magnolia followed close behind with 72 percent of the lots held by groups 1 through 3, 22 

percent owned by Macon’s low-white-collar category 4, and the remaining 6 percent purchased  

 
27Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book. In the natal tabulations, I excluded children and infants as they were 

largely born in Georgia and skew the statistics. There were sixty-seven southern-born burials, fourteen northern 
born, and eighteen immigrants in these Stranger sections. 

28A Compilation of the Acts of the Legislature Incorporating the City of Macon, Georgia, and of the 
Ordinances Passed by the City Council of Macon, to the 14th February, 1858, Now of Force, passed 23 June 1854, 
66-67, Macon City Records, MGA.  

29In Macon’s necropolis, some of these Strangers Row burials were in areas that cemetery proprietors later 
officially organized and subsequently sold off to paying customers. For instance, shopkeeper James Hightower 
received a “free lot” just outside the southwestern boundaries of the Central Avenue District section. A few years 
later, his lot officially became part of Pine Ridge. Another Strangers section just south of Hightower’s grave was 
listed as such on the 1897 cemetery map, before its incorporation into the Central Avenue District as part of block 
10 sometime in the twentieth century. 

30A Compilation of the Acts of the Legislature Incorporating the City of Macon, Georgia, 67; Lawrence 
Edward Hallman and Linda Moore Hallman, Record of Interments for Rose Hill Cemetery of Bibb County, Georgia: 
Covering the Time Period between 1840 and 1871 (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 1996; held at MGA), v-vi. 
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Figure 6.4. Antebellum Rose Hill: Lot Purchasers by Socio-Economic Group 
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by skilled and unskilled laborers. Forest, Hawthorne, and Ivy ridges along with Triangle and the 

Central Avenue District also tended to hold the bones of Macon’s more prosperous with over 50 

percent of their antebellum buyers belonging in groups 1 to 3. Eglantine had more varied 

proportions of Macon’s occupational classes with 36 percent in groups 1 to 3, 41 percent in 

group 4, and 23 percent in groups 5 and 6. Only Honeysuckle and Pine ridges skewed toward 

those less well-off, with 61 percent of Honeysuckle and 50 percent of Pine’s lots purchased by 

Maconites in occupational groups 5, 6, and 7. In Pine, only 13 percent of purchasers were in 

groups 1 to 3, and in Honeysuckle 6 percent were at least middling proprietors.31 

In the rural cemetery, the “new conspicuous elaboration” of monuments differentiated 

classes within the cemetery. Some antebellum observers considered an outlay of money on 

monuments as particularly honorable. Mount Auburn’s founders believed that the style and level 

of ornamentation symbolized the virtue and righteousness of the lot owners. Well-chosen 

memorials showed American morality and concern for their ancestors. One Bostonian advised 

proprietors to spend money “above the surface of the earth—not under it,” for “a beautiful 

monument is interesting to every one.” The Picturesque Pocket Companion, and Visitor's Guide, 

Through Mount Auburn urged, “Let us employ some of the superfluous wealth now often 

expended in luxury worse than useless in rendering the place where our beloved friends repose, 

decent, attractive, and grateful at once to the eye and heart.”32 The author of an article in the 

Southern Watchman in Athens in 1859 was “pleased to observe the taste displayed” by some lot 

owners, as the new tombs “in some ways divest the grave of its repulsiveness.”33 

 
31Unlike what Wells found in Schenectady, New York, Rose Hill was not segregated by occupation, and 

white collar graves did not fill the cemetery center while the working class were on the outskirts. Robert V. Wells, 
Facing the ‘King of Terrors’: Death and Society in an American Community, 1750-1990 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), 125. 

32Douglas, Feminization of American Culture, 208; Harris, “The Cemetery Beautiful,” 108; Linden-Ward, 
Silent City on a Hill, 245; The Picturesque Pocket Companion, and Visitor's Guide, Through Mount Auburn 
(Boston: Otis, Broaders, 1839), 15. 

33“Oconee Cemetery,” Southern Watchman, 28 April 1859, p. 3. 
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There are a number of examples of fine antebellum workmanship in Rose Hill, produced 

by carvers both near and far. Concerning the artistry and design origin of monuments, a complete 

survey of carvers in Rose Hill is not possible, because the makers of most stones remain 

unknown. There are seventy antebellum stones with still visible and identifiable maker’s marks. 

Of these, 60 percent came from southern firms, such as J. B. Artope and J. O’Brien operating in 

Macon. A couple came from Americus, Georgia, and one from Charleston, a hub of stonecutting 

work in the South, as was Augusta. Though Macon papers frequently featured advertisements for 

Augusta’s monument craftsmen, no surviving maker’s marks identify work from that city. 

Northern firms with work in Rose Hill include Enoch & Shields of Philadelphia and A. Cary 

Cecil of Boston. The most popular northern supplier by far was J. Ritter of Connecticut, making 

nineteen of the twenty-eight stones shipped south.34 

In Macon the wealthy were more likely to purchase from Artope, with 72 percent of 

monuments with known carvers commissioned by occupational groups 1 through 3 produced by 

the local business. The pattern reversed for occupational groups 4 through 7, with a majority of 

stones from J. Ritter, which was more than likely less expensive. Charleston craftsman James B. 

Artope had opened a marble finishing plant in Macon in 1847. In 1860, the factory was thriving 

when reporters from the Telegraph “spent a pleasant hour” there examining memorials. They 

described monuments in progress ranging from twelve to seventeen feet tall bound for Rose Hill 

as well as cemeteries in Twiggs County. The Telegraph reported that the tombstones “will 

compare favorably with those manufactured in the North, and will be cheaper and more durable.” 

Artope & Sons also boasted Thomas Artope’s skill in executing “several hundred designs” 

equivalent to the “celebrated designs of Launitz and Baird.” The paper concluded, “While we 

 
34Robert S. Davis, “The Story of the Georgia Marble Dynasty,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 89 (Fall 

2005): 368-69, 371-72, 385. These numbers are based on the author’s survey of the visible antebellum stones in the 
cemetery in 2015 to 2017.  
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have such an establishment as this in our city, we think it useless and foolish to patronize 

Northern houses.” The journalists pointed Maconites’ eyes to Artope’s work in Rose Hill, such 

as the ornate monuments to the two wives of John B. Ross in Central Avenue District, block 8, 

and the grave of Captain Isaac Holmes (1812-1846) in Central Avenue, block 1.35 See figures 6.5 

and 6.6. Artope’s work convinced some Maconites, with wealthy furniture merchant Benjamin F. 

Ross of North Carolina purchasing a monument for his young son Eugenius McDonald in 1841 

from J. Ritter, but when Ross’s daughter Irene Viola died five years later, he purchased an 

identical monument from the new Artope studio in town.36  

 

 

 

  

 
35“Artope’s Marble Yard,” Weekly Georgia Telegraph, 30 August 1860, p. 8. 
36Central Avenue District, Block 7, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Eugenius 

McDonald Ross and Irene Viola Ross headstones, personally photographed, 28 December 2015. 

Figure 6.5. Center, monuments to Annie Lane Holt Ross (1816-1844) and Martha L. 
Redding Ross (c. 1830-1858), the work of the Artope studio in Macon; John B. Ross 
lot, Central Avenue District, block 8, Rose Hill Cemetery, 1879, Rees Stereograph 
Collection, courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia 
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While the majority of extant antebellum stones are interchangeable, with a great number 

of obelisks, pedestals, columns, tablets, and slabs adorning most graves, a few monuments stand 

out. A unique and noteworthy monument in the cemetery marks the burial place of thirteen-year-

old Grimes N. Holt (1843-1857). See figure 6.7. The Citizen noted at the time, “The whole 

community profoundly sympathizes with the family of our friend and fellow-citizen, Col. Pulaski 

Holt. . . . On Monday the 11th, Miss Julia A. Holt, an only daughter, was buried. On yesterday, a 

son, Peyton C. Holt, aged 22, was consigned to the tomb. And to-day another son, Grimes Holt, 

who died yesterday noon is to be buried.”37 They lie in a lot purchased by their father, planter 

Pulaski S. Holt, Sr., in the Central Avenue District at the base of the avenue near the Ocmulgee. 

Though they all have handsome monuments, Grimes’s is the most unique. It was made of 

marble, as were most antebellum monuments in the cemetery, for marble could be “cheaply, 

 
37“Death’s Doings,” Daily Georgia Citizen, reprinted in the Columbus Tri-Weekly Enquirer, 23 May 1857. 

Figure 6.6. Isaac Holmes monument, 
the work of the Artope studio in Macon, 
Central Avenue District, block 1, Rose 
Hill Cemetery, photo by author, 2015 
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easily, and ornately sculpted.”38 The full-length 

likeness of Grimes is similar to a memorial in 

Forest Hills Cemetery in West Roxbury, 

Massachusetts, indicating that though this 

monument style was not unique at the time, 

Grimes’s likeness included meticulous details on 

his jacket, shirt, tie, face, and hair not featured 

on the other example. This was fine 

craftsmanship by an unknown carver.39  

 The most impressive and expensive 

antebellum monument in the cemetery is that of 

planter Joseph Bond. Based in New York, 

renowned Russian-American sculptor Robert E. Launitz designed Bond’s Carrera marble tomb. 

Launitz is most famous for the fifty-five-foot-high monument in Savannah marking the grave of 

Revolutionary War hero Casimir Pulaski. Bond’s monument climbs twenty-two feet into the air 

and cost $25,000. Five life-size female figures represented Devotion, Memory, Hope, Christian 

Faith, and the Angel of Resurrection. See figure 6.8. Upon the monument’s arrival in Rose Hill, 

a contributor to the Telegraph commented that nowhere in his travels to Pere-le-Chaise in Paris, 

the vaults of St. Paul in Rome, Westminster Abbey in London, Greenwood in New York City, or 

 
38Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill, 218. Scholars have determined that, in the U.S., marble markers were 

common from 1840 to 1900. Granite came into broader use in the 1870s. The switch to granite occurred as it 
became clear that white marble was far from indestructible, especially if exposed to industrial pollution. Kenneth L. 
Ames concludes, “As names became unreadable, memories and status were also eroded.” Kenneth L. Ames, 
“Ideologies in Stone: Meanings in Victorian Gravestones,” Journal of Popular Culture 14, no. 4 (1981): 652-54. 

39Central Avenue District, Block 4, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Grimes N. Holt 
headstone, personally photographed, 21 December 2015; Edmond V. Gillon, Jr., Victorian Cemetery Art (New 
York: Dover Publications, 1972), 82. Unfortunately, the monument was knocked over and broken into two pieces, 
and at one point a small tree was growing through the crack. The tomb was repaired in 1982 but knocked over again 
in 1984. It was again righted.  

Figure 6.7. Grimes N. Holt monument, 
Pulaski S. Holt lot, Central Avenue 
District, block 4, Rose Hill Cemetery, 
photo by author, 2016 
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Laurel Hill in Philadelphia had he beheld a monument “so near comparing with his ideas of what 

a true monument to the lamented dead should be.”40  

 

 

 

Bond’s monument is in the most exclusive section in the cemetery, where some of the 

men who had lived above Spring Street on “superblocks” in the city came to rest in Holly Ridge, 

block 3. See figure 6.9, Antebellum Rose Hill Lot Purchasers: Group 1 Elites by Nativity. 

Separated from the rest of the cemetery by ravines on either side, monuments were visible from a 

number of vantage points along the Ocmulgee both inside and outside the cemetery. The nativity 

of the lot holders in Holly Ridge, block 3, indicates that southern elites were once again making 

location a priority. Just as they enjoyed views from their residences in life, it appealed to them 

that they and their visitors would have a view from their plot in death. Of the five elites who 

purchased lots in Holly Ridge, block 3, in the antebellum period, four were Georgians, with   

 
40Georgia Weekly Telegraph, 5 November 1866, p. 4; Courthouse records amassed by architects Brittain, 

Thompson, Olson & Bray in restoration of Overlook Mansion, March 1980, Joseph Bond Estate Records Collection, 
MGA. Voucher 41 shows that in February 1860 Robert E. Launitz received $2,500 from the estate of Joseph Bond, 
being the first payment of a “contract made this day with Mrs. H. S. Bond for a monument.”  

Figure 6.8. Joseph Bond monument by R. E. Launitz, Holly Ridge, block 3, Rose 
Hill Cemetery, circa 1877, Rees Stereographic Images, courtesy of Middle Georgia 
Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia 
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Figure 6.9. Antebellum Rose Hill: Group 1 Lot Purchasers by Nativity 
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merchant and railroad promoter Jerry Cowles of 

New York the lone northerner. He had been an 

exception in the city as well, building and 

inhabiting Overlook Mansion on Coleman Hill 

before leaving the city due to bankruptcy. He was 

one of the first lot purchasers in the cemetery in 

August 1840. Cowles and his family lie but a few 

feet from Bond, whose lot is adjacent to that of 

William Butler Johnston of Georgia, who built the 

“Palace of the South.” Upon Bond’s unexpected 

death in 1859, Johnston oversaw the creation of 

both the Bond and Johnston lots. He hired 

architects, stone setters, and brick masons to create a “bold bluff” overlooking the Ocmulgee 

River, accomplished with approximately twelve-foot-high brownstone retaining walls. Stairs 

leading down to the river connect the Bond-Johnston lots. See figure 6.10. Lot improvements 

cost $4,000, in a time when a Maconite could construct a respectable residence for $10,000.41 In 

1860, no resident northern-born elites had lots in Holly Ridge, block 3.  

Elite non-southern businessmen were more likely to choose high status locations in the 

cemetery compared to the city, though death did not nullify the influence of nativity on 

locational choice. In terms of sheer numbers of elites buying lots in various sections, Central 

Avenue District, block 1, right at the cemetery’s entrance, had thirteen, as did Magnolia Ridge, 

parts of which overlook the river. Central Avenue District, block 1, boasts the highest elevation 

 
41Courthouse records amassed by architects Brittain, Thompson, Olson & Bray in restoration of Overlook 

Mansion. 

Figure 6.10. Johnston and Bond lots from 
below, Holly Ridge, block 3; note the  
ongoing problems with preservation and  
the vandalized remains of the Bond 
monument above, Rose Hill Cemetery,  
photo by author, 2017 
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in the cemetery at 407 feet. Of the two sections, southerners were keener to purchase in Central 

Avenue District, block 1, with ten doing so, compared to only three northerners, and no 

immigrants, though the northern percentage purchasing here aligned with their proportion of the 

elites in the cemetery. The northern born particularly favored Magnolia Ridge, with seven 

purchasing lots—equaling the number of southern elites in the section. They clustered four and 

three at each end of the ridge. In many sections of Macon’s necropolis, the affluent, no matter 

their nativity, chose lots near the carriageways, or those on high ground easily visible. There are 

few exceptions to this rule. There were only three foreign-born elites who purchased lots in the 

antebellum era. Scotsman Robert Findlay, Sr., who had lived in a mansion near his ironworks in 

a less fashionable area of town, chose a secluded lot overlooking the Ocmulgee in Forest Ridge. 

An 1858 visitor described Rose Hill’s river lots as “natural terraces overhanging the Ocmulgee.” 

See figure 6.11. He also noted “the wild glen that divides” sections of the cemetery.42 Grocer 

Frenchman John H. Damour, who had lived in the city center, chose a lot near the Ocmulgee at 

the base of Central Avenue near the lots of the southern planter families the Holts, Powers, and 

Locketts. Frenchman Henri Horne chose the least exclusive lot right at the northern edge of Pine 

Ridge, one of the poorest sections of the cemetery. Overall, two out of three northern and 

southern elites purchased lots in cemetery sections that had a solid majority of buyers in 

occupational groups 1 through 3, compared to only one of the three foreign-born elites doing so.  

The comparison of Rose Hill burial locations and the city’s socio-economic residency 

patterns illuminates how white Maconites organized both their city and their necropolis in regard 

to status linked to nativity. Though the remains of the rich mingled with Macon’s middling folk 

in many cemetery sections, a healthy proportion of the working class and poor from all regions 

 
42Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 99; Pollard, Black Diamonds, 1-3. 
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found rest on the “unincorporated” margins, their last resting places largely unknown and 

unknowable today.43 The rural cemetery movement’s preoccupation with social rank 

accommodated well Macon’s social hierarchy, with expensive monuments produced by Artope 

and northern firms showcasing status and Holly Ridge, block 3, encapsulating the makeup and 

attitude of Macon’s antebellum crème de la crème. 

The rural cemetery movement was particularly appropriate for the slaveholding class’s 

purposes, for it was a conservative reform aimed at literally enshrining hierarchy and the status 

quo.44 Membership in the slaveholding class, no matter place of birth, made entrée into Macon’s 

trendy garden of the dead more likely. See figure 6.12, Antebellum Rose Hill: Slaveholding Lot 

Purchasers by Nativity. Slaveholders were overrepresented in the cemetery, purchasing over half 

of the 375 lots sold in the antebellum era, though they made up only 19 percent of 1860 city 

directory listings. The sections with lot purchaser majorities in socio-economic groups 1, 2, and  

  

 
43Gary Laderman, The Sacred Remains: American Attitudes toward Death, 1799-1883 (New Haven, Ct.: 

Yale University Press, 1996), 44. 
44Harris, “The Cemetery Beautiful,” 104, 111; French, “The Cemetery as a Cultural Institution,” xii, 70, 89; 

Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 108. 

Figure 6.11. Far right, 
Dr. Ambrose Baber 
monument, Magnolia 
Ridge; terraces above the 
river, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by 
author, 2015 
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Figure 6.12. Antebellum Rose Hill: Slaveholding Lot Purchasers by Nativity 
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3 also had slaveholding majorities. The more modest Pine Ridge was notable for its relative 

dearth of slaveholders. Of the 194 lots purchased by slaveholders with known nativity, 69 

percent were southern born, compared to 22 percent northern born and 9 percent foreign born. 

Southerners and northerners were slightly overrepresented based on their percentage of the 

working white males in the city in 1860, while immigrants were underrepresented, which aligned 

with their relative wealth. All three foreign-born elites with Rose Hill lots were slaveholders, 

compared to fourteen of sixteen northerners, and forty-two of forty-three southerners. At least 

eight out of every ten affluent Maconites buying lots in Rose Hill, no matter their nativity, were 

slaveholders.   

A closer look at how these slaveholders chose to represent themselves and their peers in 

Rose Hill reveals particular narratives about slavery that they subtly or not so subtly promoted. 

Throughout the cemetery, slaveholders encouraged the less privileged to draw close to the fine 

monuments and marvel not only at the culture their “betters” exhibited in their sepulchral and lot 

improvement choices, but also at the good deeds of the dead proclaimed in the epitaphs. Of 

special note were inscriptions citing the upper class’s achievements as both loving fathers and 

“humane masters.” Georgia newspaper editors assisted with this memorialization and 

glorification after the Civil War, pointing to Rose Hill as a place of edification displaying what 

they purported was the “true nature” of slavery: “the light which once shone on the ‘old 

plantations,’ and gave joy to the negro, the master and family.”45 

Though Macon’s planters did not stand apart as a group from other elites in the city, there 

are a handful of southern planter lots in Rose Hill that deserve closer scrutiny because their 

sepulcher arrangements were unique. Planters were the largest slaveholders entombed in the 

 
45“Sketch of the Life of the Late Joseph Bond,” Telegraph, 18 September 1872, part 2. 
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necropolis. In Rose Hill, southern-born planters attempted to construct a favorable narrative 

concerning the peculiar institution in the Lockett, Powers, and Bond lots particularly.  

Antebellum Americans carefully chose epitaphs that society considered “required 

reading.” These seemingly benign verses could be both a form of social control and propaganda, 

as evinced by a couple of inscriptions in Rose Hill that directly refer to the deceased’s role as 

“master.”46 North Carolinian planter John Powers died in Monroe County in 1854 and was 

interred in the Central Avenue District, block 6. Powers’s tall pedestal monument in marble 

includes the following inscription: “The deceased was a strong minded sensible and humane 

man, as Husband, Parent, Master & Neighbour just and kind.” Nearby, Maconite planter 

Benjamin G. Lockett created a terraced lot complete with fancy wrought-iron fence and 

impressive retaining wall a number of levels 

above the nearest carriageway. His kinsman 

James Lockett of Georgia died in 1844 in 

Crawford County. Lockett’s epitaph reads in 

part: “He was a kind husband. Affectionate 

Father. Humane Master. Charitable Neighbor. 

Faithful Friend and an honest man.”47 See 

figure 6.13. Though these epitaphs have 

slightly different forms, the messages are 

fundamentally the same.  

 
46Lynn Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes: Mortuary Variability in New Hampshire, 1770-1920,” 

Ethnohistory (1999): 568, 579; Joy M. Giguere, “Virtuous Women, Useful Men, & Lovely Children: Epitaph 
Language and the Construction of Gender and Social Status in Cumberland County, Maine, 1720-1820,” Markers: 
XXIV (2007): 1. 

47Central Avenue District, Block 6, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), John Powers and 
James Lockett headstones, personally photographed, 21 December 2015. 

Figure 6.13. James Lockett monument, 
Central Avenue District, block 6, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by author, 2015 
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Even as abolitionists used “idealized domestic images” to demonstrate the brutality of 

slavery in contrast to the comforts of a loving family and portrayed slaveholders as incapable of 

meaningful family life, slaveholders such as the Locketts employed the same imagery to praise 

slaveholders as exemplary family men.48 Lockett’s inscription describes him as “affectionate,” a 

reflection of the sentimental language associated with the mid-nineteenth-century family, the 

preservation of which was a foundational purpose of the rural cemetery movement. Not only did 

these cemeteries include large lots designed to bring generations of kinfolk together in death, 

they also promoted intimate nuclear family groupings with the “domestication of death.” The 

rural-style cemetery promoted family as an oasis, an idealized “sanctuary of love and comfort.”49 

Lockett’s epitaph aligned with the sentimental ideal and pointedly challenged abolitionist claims. 

Though it did not extend so far as to proclaim the enslaved as part of an “extended family,” 

proslavery advocates certainly did so, as evinced later in the memorialization of Joseph Bond, 

exposing the slaveholding class’s efforts to reconcile a system of “power, fear, and desire, of 

mistrust and dissimulation,” with the “romanticized images of home” circulating at the time.50   

Both the Lockett and Powers epitaphs use the word “humane” to describe the deceased, 

an example of proslavery attempts to reconcile slaveholding and virtue. Slaveholders created a 

 
48Jeffrey Robert Young, Domesticating Slavery: The Master Class in Georgia and South Carolina, 1670-

1837 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1999), 9. 
49Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill, 221; Douglas, Feminization of American Culture, 210-13, 223; 

Sloane, Last Great Necessity, 11; Young, Domesticating Slavery, 8. The “domestication of death” focused on the 
nuclear family and entailed giving the cemetery a homelike appearance with flowers, drapery, domestic furniture, 
and/or epitaphs such as “Gone Home” to make both the deceased and survivors feel at home. Sentimentalism 
camouflaged death. Though Sally G. McMillen and Scott Stephan argue that southern women never had the 
opportunity to make their homes into idealized sanctuaries because of household labor, economic production, and 
other responsibilities, these women still had the desire to do so. Sally G. McMillen, Motherhood in the Old South: 
Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Infant Rearing (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990); Scott Stephan, 
Redeeming the Southern Family: Evangelical Women and Domestic Devotion in the Antebellum South (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 2008), 135. 

50Walter Johnson, Soul by Soul : Life inside the Antebellum Slave Market (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1999), 3; Young, Domesticating Slavery, 7. Scenes of deathbed exhortations by dying whites in the 
South sometimes included the enslaved taking part along with family members of the dying. The dead spurred each 
one present to live for the Lord and meet him or her in heaven. Randy J. Sparks, “The Southern Way of Death: The 
Meaning of Death in Antebellum White Evangelical Culture,” Southern Quarterly 44, no. 1 (Fall 2006): 38. 
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“proslavery strand of humanitarian thought.” Yet, despite their “enlightened” ideas, even 

“progressive slaveholders” retained most of the pervasive despotic prerogatives over the 

enslaved.51 Far from being “humane,” they dehumanized those they had power over. James 

Oakes notes, “In law and custom, in ideology and practice, the masters did their best to ignore or 

sidestep the inescapable humanities of their slaves.”52 Here in the Central Avenue District of 

Rose Hill, the Powers and Lockett families presented, in marble, a sanitized and romanticized 

vision of their associations with the enslaved, which was how they chose to see themselves and 

desired others to view them as well. 

Similarly, but on a larger scale, the slaveholding class carefully crafted the narrative 

surrounding the death of Maconite elite planter Joseph Bond and his memorialization, which 

included his monument in Rose Hill. Bond owned six plantations in Lee and Baker counties to 

the southwest and over two hundred enslaved workers.53 In March 1859, Bond died in an 

altercation with his brother-in-law’s overseer Lucius Brown after Brown beat one of Bond’s 

enslaved wagoners bloody. Bond had threatened to whip the overseer earlier, a sign of his 

contempt for a “lower caste” male. As indicated by Bond’s threat as well as his act of thrashing 

Brown with a two-foot-long hickory stick during the dispute, the overseer-versus-planter 

dynamic no doubt played a role here. Planters liked to view overseers as the “roughs” whose bad 

behavior caused “respectables” dedicated to benevolent paternalism to despair.54 Further 

 
51Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old South (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1982), 3; Chad Morgan, “Progressive Slaveholders: Planters, Intellectuals, and Georgia’s 
Antebellum Economic Development,” Georgia Historical Quarterly 86, no. 3 (Fall 2002): 408; Joyce Chaplin, 
“Slavery and the Principle of Humanity: A Modern Idea in the Early Lower South," Journal of Social History 24, 
no. 2 (1990): 300, 303. 

52James Oakes, The Ruling Race: A History of American Slaveholders (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1982), 
xx. 

53William Kauffman Scarborough, Elite Slaveholders of the Mid-Nineteenth-Century South (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 2006), appendix C; Joseph Bond will, 1856, Joseph Bond Will and Estate Records 
Collection. 

54Bruce Collins, White Society in the Antebellum South (New York: Longman, 1985), 7; “Sketch of the Life 
of the Late Joseph Bond,” part 2.  
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evidence of the tension between these groups appears in a letter from Macon-born Oliver 

Hillhouse Prince, Jr., the son of Connecticuter Oliver Hillhouse Prince, Sr., to Macon elite 

planter John Basil Lamar highlighting that the overseer was the one to do the deed and that other 

overseers of the state would no doubt thereafter applaud him.55  

Yet, in their commemoration, proslavery newspapers in both Macon and Savannah chose 

not to air the planter-versus-overseer dynamic. They had a different point to make. Linking 

Bond’s actions to paternalism, they asserted that this incident illustrated “in bold relief . . . a 

domestic tie of great affection and strength but little inferior to that of parent and child.” 

Savannah’s Daily News directly responded to abolitionists’ accusations, proclaiming that Bond’s 

death was a truer characterization of “the relations of master and servant in the South, than all the 

effusions of Mrs. Stowe [the author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin] and the abolition crew combined.”56 

This was indicative of the increasingly self-conscious proslavery thought of the late antebellum 

period, in line with arguments concerning “progressive slaveholders” and declarations that 

slavery was a “positive good.” Bond’s “sacrifice” was the perfect public relations opportunity for 

Georgians eager to defend the peculiar institution. 

 Though newspapers did their part to glorify Bond, the most lasting memorial to his 

“heroic act” was Bond’s grave within Macon’s necropolis. In March 1859, the Democratic 

Telegraph, the “leading voice of the central Georgia plantation interest” found Bond’s fresh 

grave, at that point completely unadorned, most illuminating: “Standing by his grave, how 

beautiful are the lessons taught by his life and his death—the lessons of Honor and Duty—honor 

 
55Oliver H. Prince, Jr., to John B. Lamar, 20 March 1859, folder 138, Jackson and Prince Family Papers, 

(#00371), Southern Historical Collection, The Wilson Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (SHC).  
56“A Contemporary, in noticing the killing of Col. Joseph Bond by the overseer Brown, makes the 

following sensible and feeling remarks,” Daily News (Savannah), 5 April 1859. 
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without sully—duty demanding the sacrifice of his valuable life.”57 Here, the editors directly tied 

Bond’s grave in Rose Hill to a certain narrative about his death, even before his monument and 

the “bold bluff” that would showcase it were in place.  

While few monuments in Rose Hill broached directly the role of slaveholder, in Macon’s 

rural cemetery, deathways commemoration was inseparable from slavery. Much of the wealth 

showcased there derived from slavery, as many of Macon’s wealthiest residents, mostly 

slaveholders, lie in the city’s necropolis, whether southern born, northern born, or immigrants. 

As James Oakes concludes, “In the Old South upward mobility . . . was expressed primarily 

within the slaveholding class itself.” For slaveholders themselves and for those who hoped to one 

day join them—a shrinking number due to economic realities—slaveholding was a symbol of 

success and financial independence.58 Non-slaveholders’ graves did not stand apart from those of 

their fellow white Maconites, except in that a greater number of them are unmarked today. With 

its preponderance of the graves of the “master class,” Macon’s necropolis was to be an example 

of the purported urban progress of the city, concurrent with the burial ground’s glossing over the 

inherent commodification and cruelty of slavery.59 

While white Maconites, no matter their birthplace, rationalized and justified away the 

evils of slavery or else kept silent on the matter, their memorialization efforts reflected these 

postures. Here, central Georgia’s largest planters, all southern born, proudly rested in surrounds 

not unlike what they could have created on their plantations had they so desired. The 

slaveholding class carefully curated the Powers and Lockett epitaphs as well as both the 

published and marble testaments to Bond. These planters lie side-by-side with other 

 
57J. A. N., “Col. Joseph Bond,” Telegraph, 15 March 1859; “The Monument to Mr. Joseph Bond”; Joseph 

Patrick Reidy, “Masters and Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to Freedom in Central 
Georgia, 1820-1880” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois University, 1982), 178. 

58James Oakes, Introduction to the Norton paperback edition, The Ruling Race, xii; Johnson, Soul by Soul, 
102. 

59Merritt, Masterless Men, 2, 139; James Oakes, Introduction, xii; Johnson, Soul by Soul, 102.  
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slaveholders—whether they be southern born, northern born, and foreign born—in Rose Hill, the 

beauty of which helped conceal the fact that enslaved labor made many of these fine monuments, 

wrought-iron fences, and impressive retaining walls possible. While every rural-esque cemetery 

had societal defects to hide, Macon’s garden of the dead camouflaged a system that viewed 

certain people as “disposable property.”60  

The 1830s to 1850s were a transformative period in the United States. The intensification 

of urbanization, industrialization, and reform movements echoed in religious life and deathways 

above and below the Mason-Dixon Line and in locales such as Macon. Unitarians, who 

embraced liberal theology, had founded the rural cemetery movement with specific religious 

goals in mind. Examining Macon’s necropolis allows one to determine if Maconites accepted the 

“heretical” beliefs that Unitarians attached to the garden cemetery. Additionally, consideration of 

Rose Hill indicates the relative importance of denominational ties and creeds as opposed to 

nativity and socio-economic status when Maconites chose the locations for the “narrow houses” 

that accommodated their dead and when they selected epitaphs to grace the accompanying 

stones.61  

Rose Hill, as a rural cemetery, was part of a trend begun by Unitarians in Massachusetts, 

a group which few Maconites no matter their denomination or place of birth would have 

endorsed. While the historian Stanley French refers to the rural cemetery as a “cultural 

institution,” Phillipe Ariès “would even call it a religious institution.” Mount Auburn “marked a 

new direction in conceptions of death,” with the goal to impress visitors with “religious 

 
60Daina Ramey Berry, The Price for Their Pound of Flesh: The Value of the Enslaved from Womb to 

Grave, in the Building of a Nation (Boston: Beacon Press, 2017), 3. 
61Wilbur Zelinsky tracked religious beliefs left behind on tombs in a broad survey in his article, “The 

Gravestone Index: Tracking Personal Religiosity Across Nations, Regions, and Periods,” The Geographical Review 
97:4 (2007): 441-66. Other studies not cited directly in this chapter have noted, if only briefly, changing religious 
beliefs etched on funerary stones. These studies include A. N. Hamscher, “Pictorial Headstones: Business, Culture, 
and the Expressions of Individuality in the Contemporary Cemetery,” Markers XXIII (2006): 6-35. 
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interpretations of life and death,” replacing supernaturalism with naturalism. The trinity at Mount 

Auburn was “God, nature, and the dead,” reflecting the Unitarian way of death. Mount Auburn 

was “a new sort of sacred place, an Eden minus Adam’s Fall with Nature resanctified and each 

visitor apt to be saved.” Rejecting the idea of original sin and its consequences, John Pierpont 

wrote in a consecration hymn for Mount Auburn Cemetery: “Hope, with her taper bright, / On 

every tomb, / Points upward to the sky.” Pierpont was the father of Carolina Augusta Pierpont 

Boardman, wife of Macon merchant J. M. Boardman, also of Massachusetts. The rural cemetery 

imparted lessons in natural theology and eased doubts concerning God’s benevolence. Here, the 

dead slept, leading to the espousal of the word cemetery, Greek for “sleep chamber,” instead of 

“burial ground” or “churchyard.”62 Some recognized Mount Auburn’s heterodoxy and 

questioned its imitation elsewhere. The Massachusetts Baptist quarterly The Christian Review 

noted, “To many the sting of death seems almost taken away, by the prospect of a refined and 

tasteful burial. . . . Many seem to suppose that death is scarcely to be dreaded by him who is to 

sleep in a woodland vale, beside rustling trees and running brooks.” The publication feared the 

“mistaken feelings” that Mount Auburn prompted, “as if the stern realities of that state in which 

the living spirit stands disclosed before God were modified by the place where the ruined tent . . . 

is saved with scrupulous care by the resources of wealth and the heart of affection.”63 Maconites 

approached the cemetery with dissimilar beliefs about nature and theology. Though a handful of 

liberal Universalists called Macon their home, with editor Dr. Rev. Lewis F. W. Andrews 

 
62French, “The Cemetery as a Cultural Institution,” 70; Phillipe Ariès, The Hour of Our Death (New York: 

Knopf, 1981), 524; Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 29; Laderman, Sacred Remains, 60, 64, 70; 
Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill, 298; Dearborn, Dearborn's Guide, 3; Erik Seeman, Death in the New World: 
Cross-Cultural Encounters, 1492–1800 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2010), 295. Italics in Pierpont’s 
poem added by this author. 

63Nehemiah Cleaveland, “Cemeteries and Monuments,” The New Englander 28 (November 1849): 491–93; 
“Last Days of Eminent Men,” The Christian Review, October 1, 1846; “Mount Auburn,” Christian Reflector, 
December 9, 1847; “New England Correspondence: The Sabbath, Mount Auburn, Jenny Lind,” Christian Advocate 
and Journal, 10 November 1850. 
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purchasing a lot in Rose Hill, these men were not the founders or administrators of Macon’s 

garden of the dead.64  

For both Unitarians and Maconites, nature imparted hope to men. Rose wrote in 1831 that 

experiencing spring in the forest reassured him, for “nothing dies that is not destined to live 

again.” He saw the “living emblem of the soul’s immortality” in the regeneration of “the modest 

little violet [after being] nipt by the forest, or rudely shaken from its stem.” Unitarians went 

further by embracing a romantic pantheism—lauding the creation more than the Creator—and 

thus camouflaging death. Death was not to be feared; one need only meander through a rural 

cemetery where “every step teems with the promise of life” for assurance—an assurance that was 

not linked to the state of one’s soul.65 Rose echoed some of these sentiments, declaring that Rose 

Hill served as a spot “where the beauties of the scene disarm death of half its terrors.” Yet, most 

Georgians’ essays and poems indicate that they saw nature primarily as a link to God and not a 

way to disguise death. The creation continually led them to thoughts of the Creator. For instance, 

an untitled poem written in the late 1850s by Maconite L. M. H. Washington includes the lines: 

“There’s splendor in the rising sun / At early dawn of day— / A type of that Almighty one, / 

Whom mortals must obey.” Many Maconites embraced the rural cemetery because they loved 

nature and embraced its ties to the Creator. They did not need to accept the Unitarians’ romantic 

 
64Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 281–82, 334, 382; Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 110; John Campbell 

Butler, Historical Record of Macon and Central Georgia Containing Many Interesting and Valuable Reminiscences 
Connected with the Whole State; Including Numerous Incidents and Facts Never before Published and of Great 
Historic Value (Macon, GA, 1879), 309–25; John Allen Macaulay, Unitarianism in the Antebellum South: The 
Other Invisible Institution (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama, 2001), 3, 9, 134. The Georgia General Assembly 
chartered the First Universalist Society of Macon in 1837, and the city of Macon deeded the society a city lot. 
Unitarian Stephen Bulfinch preached in Macon as he passed through, but Macon had no Unitarian congregation, not 
surprising considering that the entire South boasted only seven in the antebellum period, only two of which survived 
to the Civil War. Southerners labeled Unitarian neighbors “deists” and associated them with Yankeedom. The 
“promising climate” of the early 1830s concerning Unitarianism in the South had quickly withered. According to a 
comparison of the list of the charter members of the First Universalist Society of Macon with lists of the committees 
that chose Rose Hill’s site and then managed Macon’s “city of the dead,” there was no overlap. 

65Georgia Messenger, April 9, 1831, quoted in Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 59, n. 51; Linden-Ward, Silent City 
on a Hill, 311. This excerpt is from English visitor Harriet Martineau’s comments after her Mount Auburn visit in 
1847. 
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pantheism or the idea that the Fall was man’s “discontinuity with the natural world rather than 

Adam’s literal expulsion from Eden,” and in fact neither did everyone buried at Mount Auburn, 

as a perusal of the headstones there reveals.66   

Religious Maconites chose epitaphs that for many individuals became the only physical 

artifacts that they left behind. Scholars have made varying conclusions concerning the factors 

that determined these funerary choices—ethnicity, social status, religion, or beliefs about death.67 

Of the 291 antebellum stones with epitaphs in Rose Hill that went beyond the basics of family 

relationships, place of nativity, and birth and death dates, 129 inscriptions were religious.68 

These stones denote trends related to denomination, nativity, and socio-economic status. 

Macon’s Baptist and Methodist churches had the largest proportions of southern-born members, 

and they embraced different inclinations in some important religious epitaphal categories. 

Southern-born Baptists and Methodists were the most likely to mention church membership, 

with 15 percent of known Baptists with epitaphs in Rose Hill doing so, compared to 14 percent 

of Methodists. There was a single southern Catholic with membership noted in the epitaph, one 

southern Presbyterian, and no Episcopalians.69 These inscriptions were all southern in origin 

even though 23 percent of religious epitaphs were on lots purchased by northerners. Because the 

 
66White, Statistics of the State of Georgia, 111; Untitled poem, c. 1857, Samuel H. Washington 

commonplace book, box 2, folder 126, Washington Family Collection 1844–1893, MGA; Linden-Ward, Silent City 
on a Hill, 262. 

67For instance, Lynn Rainville’s study of Hanover, New Hampshire, finds that beliefs about death, more so 
than ethnicity or social status, determined sepulchral choices. She groups religious beliefs of Hanoverians into a 
“shared Euro-American moral tradition.” Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes,” 556, 580. David Hickman focuses on 
changes in religious content in his study of Reformation-era Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire gravestones. David 
Hickman, “Wise and Religious Epitaphs: Funerary Inscriptions As Evidence for Religious Change in Leicestershire 
And Nottinghamshire, C.1500-1640,” Midland History 26, no. 1 (June 2001): 107–27.  

68Ecclesiastical authorities and other observers were not silent concerning the content of epitaphs during 
this period. After meandering around a church graveyard in 1862, one observer noted that people did not seem to 
“have a very definite idea of the resurrection.” The Anglican A Tract on Tombstones referred to some epitaphs as 
“trashy rubbish” and “rather more heathen than Christian.” Pat Jalland, Death in the Victorian Family (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1996), 269; Rev. F. E. Paget, A Tract upon Tombstones (London: Joseph Masters, 1853), 
10-11. 

69I am not including Catholics in these tabulations unless they mentioned church membership in their 
epitaph. Iconography is a different category. 
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Episcopal Church was the wealthiest in the city, it might follow that the choice of inscriptions 

noting membership might be related more to socio-economic condition than denomination or 

nativity. This was not the case. The stones noting denominational adherence, though all southern 

in origin, crossed socio-economic lines, with lots purchased by those in occupational groups 1, 2, 

and 4 represented. Most of these graves were in affluent lots, and though elite Episcopalians did 

not choose to note their own church membership on their monuments, they were not averse to 

including it on the headstones of loved ones, as seen on the stone of Elizabeth Rosseter Griffin 

(1813-1840), whose husband Episcopalian Larkin Griffin outlived her. Her monument reads in 

part, “She was a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church and died resigned to the will of 

God.” Similarly, Nancy Ann Irwin Lamar (1808-1832) was married to Episcopalian Dr. Thomas 

R. Lamar whom she predeceased. Her stone notes, “She was a member of the Baptist Church, 

died with faith unshaken in the mercy of God.”70 See figure 6.14. Membership notation on Rose 

Hill grave markers was both denominational and natal, skewing toward the affluent. 

In the mid-nineteenth century, the pressures of modernization propelled Americans 

toward sentimentalism and romanticism. At the same time, a growing middle class sought to 

show its pedigree and refinement with “appropriate” mourning.71 Sentimentalists domesticated 

death and emphasized eternal familial bonds, while romantics viewed death as a return to nature, 

a source of the sublime, or a battle between death and the individual.72 Both movements had   

 
70Central Avenue District, Block 7 and Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), 

Elizabeth Rosseter Griffin and Nancy Irwin Lamar headstones, personally photographed, 28 December 2015 and 21 
July 2015. 

71Richard Bushman dedicates an entire book to the nineteenth-century trend of refinement—The 
Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Alfred L. Knopf, 1992). Other sources that discuss this 
phenomenon include E. Douglas Branch, The Sentimental Years: 1836-1860 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1965) and 
Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-Class Culture in America, 1830-1870 
(New Haven, Ct.: Yale University Press 1982). 

72Romantics recognized society’s changing reality, judged it, and deliberately chose to “celebrate the 
essential correspondence of God, nature and humanity.” Sentimentalism, the “shallow” and “immature phase” of the 
Romantic Movement, was a refusal to recognize the reality of societal and cultural transformations. Farrell, 
Inventing the American Way of Death, 30; Branch, The Sentimental Years, viii. 
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religious repercussions. According to historian Ann Douglas, sentimentalism in the Northeast 

gutted rigid Calvinist orthodoxy as “Christians reinterpret[ed] their faith as best they could in 

terms of the needs of their society.” Romanticism highlighted human goodness, potential, and 

importance, bolstering liberal theology.73 After extensive archival research, historian Lewis 

Saum highlights the dichotomy between socio-economic groups in nineteenth-century America 

concerning these cultural trends. Elites were more likely to embrace some romantic rhetoric, 

while the less affluent were not caught up in “The Romantic Agony” or a “gentle delight” in the 

morbid. These “commoners” displayed frankness and a “seeming insouciance” concerning death. 

Dying may have been an “escape from the world’s sadness,” but it was not something to be 

hastening toward or to lose oneself in, a theme especially important to the Romantics. Those 

with more modest incomes took little note of the lingual fripperies and obsessions popular 

among the wealthy.74 

Antebellum headstones featuring both sentimental and romantic epitaphs endure in Rose 

Hill. Of the forty-four sentimental and seven romantic epitaphs in the garden cemetery, the 

 
73Douglas, Feminization of American Culture, 10. 
74Lewis O. Saum, The Popular Mood of Pre-Civil War America (Westport, Ct.: Greenwood, 1980), xiii, 35, 

91. 

Figure 6.14. Ann Irwin Lamar 
monument, Dr. Thomas R. 
Lamar lot, Central Avenue 
District, block 1, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by author, 2015 
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wealthy Presbyterians and Episcopalians were the most likely to use these expressions. 

Concerning sentimental language, Presbyterians come out well-ahead, with one-third of their 

epitaphs waxing eloquent along these lines, including the inscription to the sons of New York 

businessman Jerry Cowles, young James Hamilton Cowles (1838-1840) and John Randolph 

Cowles (1836-1839): “Thou wert so like a form of light / That Heaven benignly called thee 

hence / Ere yet the world could breathe one blight / O’er thy sweet innocence / And thou that 

brighter home to bless / Art passed with all thy loveliness.”75 In contrast, Baptists used this type 

of language the least, with only 11 percent of their epitaphs hinting at sentimental themes.76 Only 

Presbyterians and Episcopalians used romantic epitaphs. The stone of Episcopalian Eliza Blake 

(1824-1847) showcases one of these rare inscriptions: “Lovely in death the beauteous ruin lay, / 

But down alas like some fair flower to silent earth abode.”77 Romantic epitaphs were only in lots 

purchased by occupational groups 1, 2 and 3. In contrast, though 73 percent of the sentimental 

inscriptions were in lots purchased by groups 1 through 3, the remainder were in lots 4 through 

7, displaying more egalitarianism than Saum observed above, though sentimentalism was clearly 

more popular among the affluent. While the northern born were slightly overrepresented among 

the handful of romantic epitaphs, the southern born were overrepresented in sentimental 

inscriptions, in line with general socio-economic trends for these natal groups. Immigrants were 

 
75Holly Ridge, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), James Hamilton Cowles and 

John Randolph Cowles headstones, personally photographed, 8 July 2015. 
76Subsets of the sentimental genre include epitaphs indicating that the deceased was becoming an angel—

phraseology that only two Presbyterians and one Baptist stone showcase. Another associated trend is the idealization 
of children, with epitaphs describing them as pure as well as virtuous and undoubtedly bound for heaven. This is in 
stark contrast to earlier colonial pronouncements that they were little sinners doomed to the “easiest room in hell.” 
This Calvinistic doctrine stood until the 1810s. The sentimental inclination to romanticize children struck Anglican 
Rev. F. E. Paget as “very shocking.” A particular epitaph for a seven-year old made it sound as though the child’s 
innocence in heaven was not greater than what it had been on earth. Paget suggested a more “chastened” epitaph. 
Giguere, "Virtuous Women, Useful Men, & Lovely Children,” 20; Branch, The Sentimental Years, 316-7; Paget, A 
Tract upon Tombstones, 9-10. 

77Central Avenue District, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Eliza Blake 
headstone, personally photographed, 10 July 2015. This is an excerpt of Edward Young's Night Thoughts, arguably a 
precursor poet to the Romantics. Notably, Eliza Blake was from Manchester, England, though she married Green J. 
Blake of Georgia. 
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underrepresented in both. Southerners and northerners were both taking part in these epitaphal 

trends, just as they chose burial in a rural cemetery. 

In the Old Macon Cemetery and the Fort Hill Cemetery across the river, Georgians lay to 

rest Catholics, evangelicals, and everything in between. This practice of interdenominational 

burial in unconsecrated ground continued on the north side of town in Rose Hill. This aligned 

with a larger southern tradition in keeping with the British dissenter Protestant practice, namely 

that graveyards did not need to occupy sanctified ground. Protestants rejected cemetery 

consecration as a “mere relic of Romish superstition,” and a burial ground did not need to sit 

next to a church.78 Nevertheless, in the much larger space of Rose Hill, there was room for 

separation along denominational lines if central Georgians so desired. Mapping the antebellum 

cemetery by denomination indicates whether Maconites utilized these many acres to re-create 

their congregations within the burial ground. Plotting 626 antebellum graves appears to show no 

sectarian divisions among Protestants. See figure 6.15, Antebellum Rose Hill: Burials by 

Religious Affiliation. There were small clusters such as a handful of Presbyterians in Forest 

Ridge, block 1, for instance. In the Central Avenue District, block 1, the James Williams lot 

included five Methodists and a single Episcopalian. The lot of Thurston Bloom of New York in 

Hawthorne Ridge included Bloom and his brother, who had attended the Presbyterian and 

Episcopalian churches respectively.  

  

 
78Terry G. Jordan, “‘The Roses So Red and The Lilies So Fair’: Southern Folk Cemeteries in Texas,” The 

Southwestern Historical Quarterly 83, no. 3 (1980): 249. 
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Figure 6.15. Antebellum Rose Hill: Burials by Religious Affiliation 
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Comparing burial locations of the Baptists, the poorest Protestant congregation, versus 

the Episcopalians, the richest, denotes the influence of socio-economic considerations. See figure 

6.16, Antebellum Rose Hill: Episcopal & Baptist Burials by Occupational Group. Of 

denominational adherents buried in the cemetery, ninety-eight Episcopal graves were in lots 

purchased by those in occupational groups 1 to 3 or 69 percent, compared to only forty-one 

Baptists graves or 53 percent of the denomination’s graves in Rose Hill. The wealthier Episcopal 

ellipse had a narrower focus, with a number of Central Avenue District blocks and much of 

Magnolia included. The Episcopal ellipse reached toward Holly Ridge, block 3, where 

Episcopalians purchased three of the five antebellum lots. The Baptist ellipse extended toward 

the less prestigious Forest Ridge and Eglantine Square to the east and included all of Pine Ridge 

to the southwest. The few wealthy Baptists were scattered throughout the cemetery and did not 

form clusters similar to the Episcopalians in Central Avenue District, block 1; Magnolia Ridge; 

or Holly Ridge, block 3. Notable Baptist elite burials included Scotsman Robert Findlay, Sr., in 

Forest Ridge and carriage maker Jackson DeLoache of South Carolina at the southeastern tip of 

Central Avenue District, block 1.  

Cross-referencing class, slaveholding, denomination, and place of birth reveals a 

Presbyterian and Episcopalian elite, largely southern born, dominating the most select sections of 

the cemetery. See figure 6.17, Antebellum Rose Hill: Occupational Group 1 by Nativity & 

Church. In Holly Ridge, block 3, Georgian Episcopalians William Butler Johnston, James A. 

Ralston, and E. J. Johnston lay near Presbyterians Jerry Cowles of New York and Joseph Bond 

of Georgia. In Central Avenue District, block 1, Georgian Episcopalians Isaac Scott and J. H. R. 

Washington along with Georgian Presbyterian John J. Gresham occupy the high ground in the 

cemetery. Another notable area is the northern top of Magnolia Ridge, where lie a clutch of   
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Figure 6.16. Antebellum Rose Hill: Episcopal & Baptist Burials by Occupational Group 
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Figure 6.17. Antebellum Rose Hill: Occupational Group 1 by Nativity & Church 
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affluent businessmen, gentlemen physicians, and planters. In this cluster lie Episcopalians Dr. 

Ambrose Baber of Virginia, John Basil Lamar of Baldwin County, New Jersey builder James B. 

Ayres, bookstore owner J. M. Boardman of Massachusetts, and boot merchant Albert Mix of 

Connecticut. These graves are bookended by hardware merchant Nathan Weed of Connecticut 

and businessman John J. Gresham of Georgia, both Presbyterians. All of these men were 

slaveholders save Weed of Connecticut, who created a lot not unlike the others and was the first 

to purchase in this area, doing so the same year the cemetery opened. The son-in-law of 

abolitionist John Pierpont, Boardman paid taxes on two enslaved laborers in 1857 and reported 

five on the 1850 census.79 Here he and his family sleep with Presbyterians and Episcopalians 

from both North and South. Not included in these sections were elite Baptists, Methodists, or 

Catholics or any of the foreign born, no matter their denomination.  

A closer look at burials associated with St. Joseph’s Catholic Church determines if only 

larger religious differences, such as the Protestant-Catholic divide, prompted sectarian separation 

in the necropolis. Catholics were likely to stand out among fellow Christians in Rose Hill due to 

inscriptions such as “rest in peace” in Latin or iconography such as “IHS” or a stylized cross 

symbol at the top of the stone.80 In the antebellum period, though tradition dictated that Catholics 

lie in consecrated ground, Rose Hill had no dedicated section for Catholics. More than likely, 

priests would bless particular graves as needed. Figure 6.18, Antebellum Rose Hill: Catholic 

Burials by Occupational Group, illustrates that most Catholics were buried in Pine Ridge. A   

 
79U.S., Census of 1850, Federal Slave Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia; City of Macon Property 

Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, microfilm drawer 239, box 57, Georgia Archives, Morrow, Georgia (GAM).  
80Crosses were rare during this period among Protestants who believed that the cross in the form of the 

crucifixion had come to symbolize the corrupt Catholic Church. Most of the Protestant monuments for antebellum 
deaths with crosses were actually erected postbellum. “IHS” had different popular interpretations, from In hoc signo 
[vinces] meaning “by this sign you conquer,” a reference to Roman Emperor Constantine’s conversion on the 
battlefield, to the translation “I have suffered.” It is also a Christogram, or a combination of letters that represents 
the name “Jesus.” John Gary Brown,  Soul in the Stone: Cemetery Art from America’s Heartland (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1997), 25, 39, 87; Wells, Facing the King of Terrors, 64. 
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Figure 6.18. Antebellum Rose Hill: Catholic Burials by Occupational Group 
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variety of occupational groups purchased lots there, though only two lots belonged to Catholics 

in groups 1 to 3—French confectioner Henri Horne and Irish grocer John Massett. That such a 

socio-economic variety of Catholics found rest in Pine is significant. A handful of Catholics, also 

of various socio-economic conditions, chose other areas of the cemetery. Catholics were also 

more likely to be buried in Honeysuckle than any other religious group. It is possible that some 

Catholics buried elsewhere in the cemetery lie apart from their congregation only due to the later 

opening dates of Pine and Honeysuckle ridges, in 1850 and 1856 respectively, before which 

some Catholics had already purchased lots. Five Catholic family lots in Central Avenue District, 

Magnolia, and Eglantine were earlier purchases, such as that held by elite John H. Damour, 

bought the year the cemetery opened. Yet, four Catholic families purchased lots outside Pine and 

Honeysuckle after these sections opened.81 Despite the Catholic clustering in Pine and 

Honeysuckle, these areas were not exclusively Catholic either but included lots belonging to 

every other Christian denomination. St. Joseph’s Catholic Church did not open its own section in 

Rose Hill until the 1890s.82  

The only definite spatial separation during this period based on religious difference was 

the Hebrew Burial Ground. See figure 6.19. Because followers of Judaism believe they should 

not be interred beside those of other faiths or of no faith, they insisted on this partition. One of 

their first actions after establishing a community was consecrating a cemetery. The United 

Hebrew Society purchased the Hebrew Burial Ground in Rose Hill in 1844. Macon was the only 

consecrated Jewish graveyard in one hundred miles, and at least six of the twenty-three known 

antebellum burials came from outside the city. The first interment, in fall 1844, was that of 

 
81This accounting did not include the Ivy Ridge lot of Patrick Peyton, purchased in 1859, which was 

directly across from Catholic lots in Pine. 
82Earnheart, “Rose Hill,” 87. St. Joseph’s Catholic Cemetery opened just to the east of the Hebrew Burial 

Ground and is still the easternmost point in the cemetery.  
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Leopold Bettman, who died in Perry, Georgia, thirty miles to the south. In 1859, Congregation 

Beth Israel took over the graveyard, and in 1879, William Wolff Cemetery opened along the 

southern edge of Honeysuckle Ridge, with most Jewish burials occurring there afterward.83  

 

 

 

Though a love of nature predisposed Maconites to embrace the rural cemetery, they 

tempered their acceptance, falling short of iconoclasm of biblical tenets. They did not identify 

the rural cemetery as a New England Unitarian innovation and interpreted liberal theological 

statements according to their own inclinations. Protestant denominations differed concerning 

epitaphal use related to membership, sentimentalism, and romanticism. In most cases, 

denomination alone did not trump other factors in Rose Hill, but wealth played a role along with 

 
83John Campbell Butler, Historical Record of Macon and Central Georgia: Containing Many Interesting 

and Valuable Reminiscences Connected with the Whole State, Including Numerous Incidents and Facts Never before 
Published and of Great Historic Value (Macon, Ga.: J. W. Burke, 1879), 325; Brown, Soul in the Stone, 27-29, 62; 
Marian Waxelbaum Kaufman and Gus Bernd Kaufman, The Jewish Burials of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: 
privately printed, 1997; held at MGA), i, iii, 3, 207. There were possibly a handful of Jewish interments outside the 
Hebrew Burial Ground. Abraham Dessau purchased a lot in Ivy Ridge, though a Dessau (relation unknown) is also 
buried in the Hebrew Burial Ground. There are possibly four Jewish burials in the Old Macon Cemetery. Jewish 
tombstones in the U.S. merely stuck to the spirit of the second commandment regarding idols and ostentation. Some 
decoration was acceptable, just not too much. Whereas in some locations, Jews had to hide their identity, Macon’s 
stones had Hebrew script mixed with English on the stones.  

Figure 6.19. Hebrew Burial Ground, Rose Hill Cemetery, circa 1877, Rees 
Stereograph Collection, courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial 
Library, Macon, Georgia 
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nativity. Significantly, Macon’s Jews and Catholics—both groups largely made up of 

immigrants—were interred within the bounds of Rose Hill, with the Catholics largely mixed in 

with the city’s Protestants.84  

While southerners and evangelicals were clearly not hesitant concerning burial in rural 

cemetery Rose Hill, they were among a number of other groups interred in the city’s necropolis. 

A sizeable minority of the graves in Rose Hill, Fort Hill, and the Old Macon Cemetery belonged 

to northerners and immigrants. The very act of migration to Macon from near or far could be 

fatal, as the Grannis family experienced firsthand. Ebenezer Grannis of Connecticut was in 

Macon by 1843, and he was a charter member for the local chapter of the Independent Order of 

Odd Fellows. He found success in the city as a clerk and later a magistrate and middling 

merchant associated with Fiche’s clothing store. In 1850, family members Hezekiah and Harriet 

Grannis, who were journeying to Macon to join Ebenezer, died on the Isaac Mead in transit from 

New York City to Savannah. The bark collided with the steamship Southerner.85 Similarly, in 

September 1853 Mr. Donahoe of Ireland died in an accident on the Central Railroad on his way 

to Macon to take up his new job as headwaiter at the Lanier House Hotel. East of the city one of 

the abutments of the bridge over Walnut Creek had sunk eight to ten inches, resulting in the 

westbound locomotive’s derailment. The forward movement of the train caused the bridge’s 

timbers to penetrate several cars, crushing Mr. Donahoe’s hips, thighs, and spine. After his death, 

St. Joseph’s in Macon oversaw Donahoe’s funeral service.86 In the case of the travelling 

Granisses, though their Macon kin lie in Rose Hill, there are no monuments—cenotaphs or 

 
84This contrasts to the situation in Schenectady, New York, where the city refused to respond to a request 

for space from the city’s Jewish community. Columbus, Georgia’s Linwood Cemetery had a Jewish section not 
unlike Macon’s. Both Georgia and South Carolina were more open to Jews than the rest of the Southeast. Sephardic 
Jews organized Congregation Mickve Israel in Savannah, Georgia, in 1735, only two years after Georgia’s founding. 
Wells, Facing the King of Terrors, 120; Scott M. Langston, “Being Jewish in Columbus, Georgia: The Business, 
Politics, and Religion of Jacob and Isaac Moses, 1828-1890,” Southern Jewish History 28 (2015): 43.  

85Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 327; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 148. 
86“Terrible Accident upon the Central Rail Road,” Telegraph, 13 September 1853.  
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otherwise—in the necropolis for these souls lost at sea.87 The final resting place of Mr. Donahoe 

is also unknown. While these migrants to the city are absent in a survey of Macon’s burial 

grounds, many others appear in the interment book and among extant monuments, with Macon’s 

rural cemetery providing its own version of family memorialization which showcased the family 

hierarchy as well as the realities of an era of high mobility and the practicality embraced by most 

families regarding sepulcher choices, no matter their nativity. Yet, the high death rate, which so 

often necessitated pragmatism in burial arrangements, did not preclude an outpouring of 

sentiment on the part of survivors. Rose Hill also illustrated the community’s appreciation for the 

contributions of “great men.” The demography and geography of Rose Hill reveals that all white 

groups, no matter their nativity, were welcome to mingle or else stake out their own section in 

the cemetery. 

The rural cemetery movement was a response to migration and scattered families. The 

founders of Mount Auburn reacted to the increased mobility of Americans in the 1800s. They 

intended that the rural cemetery with its family lot as the centerpiece would shore up an 

endangered institution, for family was increasingly strewn here and yon across America. Mount 

Auburn Cemetery outside Boston was an elaborate outdoor display case for a “private cult of 

ancestors.” Family lots there were initially three-hundred-feet square, which was considered 

expansive enough for both monuments and plantings. Its founders urged patriarchs to erect 

family memorials, often obelisks, ornamental columns, and pedestals, which stood out more 

within the cemetery and included more space for inscriptions. These monuments were located in 

the center of the lot, possibly surrounded by smaller stones to indicate where individuals lie 

buried, and sometimes they sat atop a vault designed for multi-generational burial underneath the 

turf. These monuments aimed to commemorate their lineage and inspire “their descendants to be 

 
87A search on online databases did not reveal the Grannises interment elsewhere either.  
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worthy of them.” Many of these family monuments had lengthy lists of ancestors of previous 

generations and also memorialized familial accomplishments.88 

Yet, Rose Hill was more likely to memorialize bits and pieces of northern, southern, and 

immigrant families due to migration in and out of the city, instead of the grandiose vision of 

Mount Auburn’s founders, who were living in an area settled by English settlers some two 

hundred years before Mount Auburn’s founding. Rose Hill was in a new city established at the 

eastern edge of the frontier. It sold family lots of various sizes. According to regulations in effect 

when the cemetery opened, which the city did not change until 1862, lots were to be no smaller 

than twenty feet on any side or longer than forty feet on any side, and each household could 

purchase one lot. Prices were to be from five dollars to thirty dollars, and the city auctioned off 

lots occasionally, though individuals purchased lots at other times as needs arose.89 According to 

these statutes, the lots could be as large as 1,600 square feet, which dwarfed the Mount Auburn 

lots. This was a more expansive lot which aligns with the greater availability of land in central 

Georgia.  

The Rose Hill interment book lists the sizes of some seventy-three antebellum lots, a 

small proportion of the total. Of these seventy-three lots, the most common sizes were twenty 

feet by twenty feet and thirty feet by twenty-five feet, with twenty lots sold in each category. See 

figure 6.20. Allowing for thirty-six square feet per grave, the former could hold up to eleven 

graves and the latter twenty-one burials. The Bond lot on its “bold bluff” was thirty by twenty-

five feet. Despite the limits on lot size, there were a number of lots which were larger. According   

 
88Sloane, Last Great Necessity, 53; Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill, 70, 221, 222, 228, 236; E. S. 

Dethlefsen and K. Jensen, “Social Commentary from the Cemetery,” Natural History 86, no. 6 (1977): 35; Giguere, 
“Too Mean to Live,” 302. The type of burial that Mount Auburn envisioned was dynastic, with an extended family 
orientation. This was something that only the wealthier families could afford. Paula J. Fenza, “Communities of the 
Dead: Tombstones as a Reflection of Social Organization,” Markers VI (1989): 139-40, 147. 

89Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery,” 62-63, 73. In 1862, the city reduced the maximum lot size to thirty by 
twenty-five feet.  
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to the antebellum interment book, the largest lot held by a private individual, as opposed to an 

institution such as the Masons, was the James Dean lot. Dean was a middling Georgia planter in 

occupational group 3 who was a resident of the city. The sexton listed the Dean lot as seventy-

two feet by thirty-six feet, or 2,592 square feet, purchased for eight-one dollars in 1853. This lot 

was at the base of Central Avenue directly on the Ocmulgee. The Dean lot is not this large today, 

nor was it on the 1897 Wheeler map. Likely, Dean purchased the lot, and by the time Wheeler 

drafted his map, Dean or his descendants had sold off two-thirds of the space. This is just one of 

many subdivided lots, as a comparison of the Wheeler 1897 map to documents today 

demonstrates. The lot of gentleman physician Thomas R. Lamar, which today holds the graves of 

three adults and a child, crammed in slab to slab, is a small corner of the lot listed under his name 

on the Wheeler map. Though the smallest lot of the seventy-three in the interment book was 

twenty by fifteen feet purchased for eleven dollars in 1840, this is not the smallest lot in the 

cemetery. B. S. Jones and Susan L. Graham, occupations and nativity unknown, both died in 

1858 aged eighteen and twenty-two. They found rest in a triangular-shaped lot where they lie 

Figure 6.20. Albert Mix lot, thirty feet by twenty-five feet, purchased 1855 for thirty-
one dollars; Magnolia Ridge, Rose Hill Cemetery, circa 1877, Rees Stereograph 
Collection, courtesy of Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia 
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perpendicular to each other. There are a number of “sliver” lots such as these on the Wheeler 

map and even more in today’s records.90 

The family lots in Rose Hill were usually on a more ad hoc basis than that prescribed by 

Mount Auburn’s founders and could contain several generations mixed together. People were 

sometimes buried in the order that they died, in a line one after the other. In other lots, this was 

clearly not the case, but the exact reason for the order of graves is not immediately apparent. A 

family tree in hand would be necessary to figure out the family hierarchy and inter-relationships. 

Many lots allowed for two lines of the dead, with six or so in each line, such as the James Taylor 

lot. Taylor was an English cabinetmaker, and his lot was both small and tightly packed with two 

lines of seven graves. Seven of these burials are from the antebellum period. In larger lots 

multiple generations came to rest, such as the Freeman, Jewett, and West families. See figures 

6.21 and 6.22. Businessman Azel Freeman of New Jersey purchased the Freeman lot in 

Magnolia Ridge in 1843, and antebellum burials included children born in Georgia and adults 

from New Jersey, Scotland, and Tennessee. Subsequent generations added their dead in neat 

rows with monuments in a variety of styles. Directly adjacent is the Jewett lot, purchased by 

wealthy merchant George Jewett of Connecticut in 1844. The Freeman and Jewett families were 

related by marriage, with the wife of George Jewett, Eunice Frances Freeman Jewett (c. 1818-

1844), buried in the Freeman instead of the Jewett lot. Both lots have a similar configuration, 

with antebellum burials starting toward the back of the lot. For a passerby, it is not clear from the 

path or even after examining the graves who the founding patriarchs of the Jewett and Freeman 

families were, even though George Jewett and Azel R. Freeman are interred there. These death 

spaces are more sizeable than those found in many cemeteries, and they are twice as large as the 

 
90Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book; Thomas and Thomas, Rose Hill; J. C. Wheeler, Map of Rose Hill 

and Oak Ridge Cemeteries: Including Reserve from Actual Survey (Macon, Ga.: City of Macon, 1897). 
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more common Rose Hill thirty feet by twenty-five feet lots. There are nine antebellum graves in 

the Jewett lot, and about thirty total graves in the lot today, compared to seven antebellum graves 

in the Freeman lot and possibly twenty-graves there today. The West lot had five antebellum 

interments and about eighteen today.91 

 
91Though these lots have several generations of family, they are hardly the idealized dynastic burial lots 

envisioned by Mount Auburn due to the lack of a family monument and no clear indication of hierarchy within the 
family. The founder of the family and his spouse is not obvious within the lot. The markers are also in straight rows, 
with mass-produced monuments. Fenza, “Communities of the Dead,” 139-40, 144. 

Figure 6.21. George 
Jewett lot with the  
Azel R. Freeman lot 
alongside, Magnolia 
Ridge, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo  
by author, 2015 

Figure 6.22. West lot, 
Magnolia Ridge; far left, 

notice the railroad  
which separated Rose Hill  

from the river in the 
postbellum period;  

Rose Hill Cemetery, 
photo by author, 2015 
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Families who clearly planned out lot placement and monuments in a manner which is 

immediately obvious to the observer were rare. Though Mount Auburn’s founders stipulated that 

patriarchs needed to establish a great name and then perpetuate remembrance of the same, in 

many Rose Hill lots, the family name to be revered is not immediately obvious unless one steps 

closer to read an inscription, as the images from both the Jewett and West lots demonstrate. The 

central family monument of the sort prescribed by Mount Auburn’s founders are few and far 

between.92 One of the few belonged to North Carolinian Dr. Robert Collins, who erected a 

handsome pedestal monument with the figure of a woman in a toga on his Central Avenue 

District lot. It is the only monument in this lot, save a small individual marker for Collins’s six-

year-old son, whose name also appears on the central memorial. The Randolph obelisk marks the 

final resting place of a physician from Wilkes County, his wife, and their young child in Forest 

Ridge. Other markers for several family members were simply included in the lot with other 

graves. They were not the central monument. 

A handful of lots illustrate a clear family hierarchy though they lacked a central 

memorial. The best example is that of North Carolinian merchant John B. Ross in the Central 

Avenue District. See figure 6.23. Patriarch Ross, who died in the postbellum period, has the 

largest monument and the one closest to the cemetery entrance. Beside him are his two wives 

with their Artope monuments. To their right is a slightly smaller column to twenty-year-old son 

John F. Ross killed in the Civil War. Beside him sit two identical pedestal monuments to John B. 

Ross’s parents Luke and Polly Ross, filling up the first row. In the second row are smaller 

monuments to two Ross children who died in 1848 and 1855 both age seven. An unmarried 

 
92Linden-Ward, Silent City on a Hill, 221; Sloane, Last Great Necessity, 66. Even during the heyday of the 

rural cemetery, most southerners did not choose to erect family monuments. 
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daughter was laid to rest in the lot on the second row in 1922. Another lot with a similar layout is 

that of Georgian John J. Gresham in Magnolia Ridge.93  

 

Other lots showed the family hierarchy not so much by burial placement but by memorial 

size. There are a number of southern patriarchs with outsized monuments in comparison to the 

rest of the dead in the lot. For instance, the DeLoache lot in Central Avenue District, block 1, 

contains a nuclear family. Patriarch Jackson DeLoache of South Carolina, who died in the 

postbellum period, has the largest and most elaborate marker, seen to by his Massachusetts wife, 

who is nowhere in evidence. In this case, there was no ambiguity in relative importance, as only 

children sleep with him there. See figure 6.24. Though the Isaac Scott lot in Central Avenue 

District, block 1, has an assortment of family members, there is no doubt who the patriarch was. 

See figure 6.25. Georgian William Butler Johnston added a large and impressive central obelisk 

on a pedestal to his lot in the postbellum period. Johnston’s granite monument has both his own 

and his wife Anne Clark Tracy Johnston’s names inscribed on the pedestal. Slabs memorializing 

the others buried in the lot surround the obelisk.  

 
93These lots most clearly mirror the Warner family lot, which Ames describes in Laurel Hill Cemetery in 

Philadelphia. The Warner lot was an example of an “elegantly symmetrical composition of expensive sculpture,” 
which many families aspired to. Ames, “Ideologies in Stone,” 643. 

Figure 6.23. John B. Ross lot;  
left, patriarch John B. Ross;  
far right mother Mary Ross and 
 just out of the frame father Luke 
Ross; Central Avenue District,  
block 8, Rose Hill Cemetery,  
photo by author, 2015 
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The relative size of monuments usually denoted the place of the deceased in the family 

hierarchy, though postbellum graves did not always follow this pattern.94 The James Herring lot 

in Central Avenue District, block 1, was originally larger, but subsequently subdivided, making 

it small and relatively straightforward. See figure 6.26. Today, the four monuments in what is 

left of the lot are evenly spaced in a single row. James Herring of Virginia (1790-1855), as the 

 
94Rainville found in New Hampshire that the patriarch was usually commemorated with a taller or thicker 

monument than his wife or children. Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes,” 570. 

Figure 6.24. Jackson 
DeLoache lot, Central 
Avenue District, block 
1, Rose Hill Cemetery, 
photo by author, 2015 

Figure 6.25. Isaac Scott 
monument, Central Avenue 
District, block 1, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by author, 2015 
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patriarch and lot purchaser, has the largest 

monument. He lies between infant 

daughter Louisa Leanora Herring, who 

died in 1844, and his wife Mary Tate 

Stokes Herring, who expired in 1875. At 

the other end of the row is Mrs. Mary Eliza 

Moore, who perished in 1853 at age 

twenty-nine. Her exact relationship to the 

other members in the lot is unclear, but very 

possibly she was one of the eleven children 

of James and Mary Herring. Her broken 

monument is a bit taller than the grave for 

what may have been her infant sister. At 

the other end of the lot, Mary Tate Stokes 

Herring (1803-1875) has a slab, possibly 

due to lack of funds, which is an issue with 

many other lots as well. For instance, 

Pulaski S. and Charity Holt expended quite 

a bit of money on the memorials for their 

three children, aged thirteen to twenty-two, 

who died in 1857: Grimes, Julia, and 

Peyton. See figure 6.27. The column 

erected for an older son two years later was 

in the same vein, though slightly taller as he 

Figure 6.27. Pulaski S. Holt lot; left, Peyton; 
center, Grimes; right center, Julia; right, 
Pulaski, Jr., with slabs behind for Pulaski, Sr., 
and Charity N. Grimes Holt; Central Avenue 
District, block 4, Rose Hill Cemetery,  
photo by author, 2015 

 

 

Figure 6.26. James Herring lot, Central 
Avenue District, block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery, 
photo by author, 2015 
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was Pulaski, Jr. Yet, when Pulaski, Sr., (1797-1886) and Charity (1813-1880) died postbellum, 

their names were added to Junior’s monument and slabs laid behind it, instead of more elaborate 

memorialization in line with the antebellum graves.95  

Many individuals share a monument, adding to the confusion. This was largely for the 

sake of convenience and practicality, providing evidence of the vagaries of migration and the 

death rate. Most telling, when considering how ordinary people approached the purchase and 

placement of monuments to the dead, are the strange pairings, which illustrate the pragmatism 

involved. The Burch obelisk in Eglantine Square marks the graves of a Georgia-born father who 

died in 1862 and his son who drowned in 1843. Families sometimes grouped together a 

seemingly random assortment of kin for memorialization. The Morehouse obelisk in the Central 

Avenue District, block 9, remembers a pair of adult brothers from New York and one of their 

children. In both of these cases, the names of the dead are listed on different faces. The Regan 

tablet in Pine Ridge notes the lives of two Catholic brothers most likely from Ireland. An obelisk 

in Magnolia Ridge commemorates two young men from Sunderland, Massachusetts, aged 

eighteen and twenty-five, who worked as clerks for E. & R. R. Graves in Macon, an 

establishment selling dry goods and groceries. They succumbed to congestive fever in the city in 

1841 and 1842 respectively. They lie at the back of the Graves family lot purchased by their 

employers, middling proprietors Edwin Graves and Rufus R. Graves, also from Sunderland. 

Neither interment records nor the monument indicates if the Graves or the clerks’ families 

erected the stone. Their obelisk is in the back corner of the lot and is smaller than the monuments 

to family members interred there, demonstrating their place in the lot hierarchy, but they are not 

the only individuals sharing a memorial there. The pedestal monument toward the front of the lot 

 
95In the U.S., impressionistic surveys have concluded that verticality in the cemetery crested between 1880 

and 1890, after which monuments no longer competed to reach for the sky. Ames, “Ideologies in Stone,” 653. 
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includes inscriptions for Mrs. Henrietta Graves, the wife of Edwin Graves, and her three infants. 

The obelisk in the far corner marks the graves of five family members, while the last obelisk is in 

memory of Louisa R. Graves, wife of Rufus R. Graves, one of the lot purchasers. Edwin Graves 

died in New Jersey in 1860 and is interred in Massachusetts with his second wife.96 See figure 

6.28. 

 

As the Graves lot demonstrates, not only was the patriarch of most lots not apparent, but 

neither was the matriarch. Husbands and wives usually did not share a headstone, an extension of 

conditions in the colonial era. The double tablet style common today only marks a handful of 

antebellum graves. From the design of these headstones, it is likely that family placed them in 

the postbellum era. Monuments from the antebellum period marking the graves of only husbands 

and wives are rare and include the monument to the Churches. Connecticuter Rodman E. 

Church’s 1840 will read that he felt “dissolution near at hand” and desired a memorial for 

himself and “my dear Maria (who has just proceeded me to the tomb),” including a fence around 

the graves. The result is an obelisk in Eglantine Square with Maria N. Church’s name listed first, 

 
96Edwin Graves, Riverside Cemetery, Sunderland, Franklin County, Massachusetts, Find A Grave online 

database, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/126650174/edwin-graves, accessed March 16, 2020. The last 
resting place of Rufus Graves is not clear. 

Figure 6.28. Edwin and 
Rufus R. Graves lot; far 
left, clerks Cincinnatus C. 
Warner and Joseph B. 
Root; Magnolia Ridge, 
Rose Hill Cemetery, 
photo by author, 2015 
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then Rodman’s. The epitaphs reads, “They were lovely in their lives. In their deaths they were 

not divided.”97  

Often husbands and wives were not buried side-by-side or even in the same lot, due in 

part to the death rate. According to the 1860 census, the death rate in District VII, which 

included South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Alabama was double that of District II, which 

consisted of Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska, and Minnesota. In the antebellum period, malaria, 

dysentery, and a number of fevers were endemic to the South because milder winters did not kill 

the pathogens, and both genders were more likely to succumb to the unsound and “heroic” 

remedies of many southern physicians, who were overly fond of purges, bleedings, and 

druggings, and other treatments which resulted in immediate physical changes in the patient.98 

There are many examples in Macon of multiple remarriage, which was hardly unusual. Family 

lots and monuments in Rose Hill demonstrate the malleability of the nuclear family unit in the 

1800s due to the high mortality rate. The Central Avenue District lot of John Burns Eanes of 

Virginia includes a pedestal monument for Dr. K. A. Manley of Massachusetts and his three 

young children, who were all born in Georgia. Also, in the Eanes lot is a pedestal monument for 

Edwin Ives of Massachusetts (1814-1856) and his two young children. The wife, Mary A. Ives of 

Georgia, erected the memorial, which reads “husband and children. . . . They sleep but not 

forever.” Similarly, the lot of Frenchman Stephen Menard features a pedestal monument for his 

son-in-law Erasmus D. Williams of New England (1812-1861) and his two young children. One 

would assume that the missing mistresses of the household in these scenarios went on to marry 

 
97Dethlefsen and Jensen, “Social Commentary from the Cemetery,” 35; Jean S. Willingham, ed., Bibb 

County, Georgia, Will Book B, 1840-1872 (Macon, Ga.: Mary Hammond Washington Chapter, DAR, 1967), 8; 
Eglantine Square, Lot 40, Block 2, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Rodman and Maria Church 
obelisk, personally photographed, 10 July 2015. 

98Catherine Clinton, The Plantation Mistress: Women’s World in the Old South (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1982), 139; Sally G. McMillen, Motherhood in the Old South: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Infant Rearing 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990), 4-5, 81. 
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again and were interred with their new families, as it was not unusual for individuals to be 

married three or four times during their lifetimes, as spouses pre-deceased them.99 

In the case of the sons of Pulaski S. Holt, Sr., and his first wife Lavinia Richardson Holt 

(1804-1836), they returned to the bosom of their family in death. Pulaski S. Holt, Jr., died in 

Macon in 1859 aged twenty-nine. He had been married to Miss Julia Martin Davis since 1852, 

yet Holt lies in his father’s lot in Rose Hill, with no sign of his wife, who is neither interred there 

nor mentioned in his inscription which reads “son of Pulaski S. & Lavinia Holt.” His younger 

brother, who died two years earlier was also interred in the Holt lot, and his wife Lucinda, who 

died the same year, found rest in Damascus Methodist Cemetery in Monroe County and is not 

mentioned on Peyton’s stone. In the case of Peyton and Lucinda, she died three months earlier 

and was no doubt interred with family. It seems likely that they made no provision for Peyton’s 

burial adjacent as he would probably remarry. When he died in May 1857, he found rest in his 

father’s lot. Unlike Peyton’s grave, Lucinda’s simple tablet included the inscription “wife of 

Peyton Holt.”100 These burial arrangements demonstrate that spouses lying side-by-side for 

eternity were not a priority and that family was more likely to identify wives in relation to their 

husbands than vice versa. In the case of the Holts as well as the Lamars below, they preferred 

burial with family. 

 
99Central Avenue District, Lot 16, Block 7, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Edwin, 

Emma, and Edwin Herbert Ives monument, personally photographed, 28 December 2015; Anne Firor Scott, The 
Southern Lady: From Pedestal to Politics 1830-1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), 57. Williams’s 
relationship to Menard is assumed. Williams was married to Miss Emily Menard of Georgia in 1839. In a comic 
novel about Mount Auburn Cemetery in Massachusetts written in 1841, the narrator noted that “It’s actilly like [a] 
pleasure ground, it’s laid out so pretty, and is the grandest place for courtin’ in I know on, it’s so romantic. Many a 
woman that’s lost one husband there has found another in the same place. A widower has a fine chance of seein’ 
widders there.” Thomas Chandler Haliburton, The Clockmaker: The Sayings and Doings of Samuel Slick of 
Slickville (Paris: 1841), 133, quoted in Giguere, “Too Mean to Live,” 312, n. 19. 

100Central Avenue District, Lot 6, Block 4, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Pulaski, 
Jr., and Peyton Holt monuments, personally photographed, 21 December 2015; Lucinda Holt, Damascus Methodist 
Church, Monroe County, Georgia, Find A Grave online database, 
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/47366784/lucinda-holt, accessed March 16, 2020.  
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The interment arrangements of Frances Victoria Lamar Lochrane are an example of the 

more common situation of men burying more than one wife in their lifetimes. Georgian Frances 

Victoria Lamar was married to Irish lawyer Osbourne A. Lochrane, but when she died in April 

1858 at age twenty-eight in Macon, she came to reset in her father Henry Graybill Lamar’s Holly 

Ridge, block 1, lot. She was one of three adult children of 

Henry G. and Mary Ann Lamar to find rest there within a few 

months. The family transported her twenty-seven and 

nineteen-year-old brothers Anderson and Henry, Jr., from 

Baker County to the southwest and Marietta to the northeast. 

Married sister twenty-one-year-old Sarah B. Lamar Vardell 

joined them there in 1861, having perished one year into her 

marriage. Frances Victoria’s monument notes her relationship 

to both her husband and parents and is “Sacred to the Memory 

of Victoria and her six infants.” See figure 6.29. By the time 

the census worker recorded information on her widower 

Osborne A. Lochrane in 1860, he had remarried and had a 

five-month-old daughter at home. Lochrane (1829-1887) lies 

in Oakland Cemetery in Atlanta with his second wife and their 

family, under an impressive marble column.101 Beyond John B. Ross, noted above for the two 

wives buried beside him in his Central Avenue lot, there are a number of other Maconite men 

with more than one wife interred in the vicinity of Macon. John J. Gresham buried Catherine B. 

 
101Holly Ridge, Lot 6, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Frances Victoria 

Lamar Lochrane monument, personally photographed, 3 January 2017; Osbourne A. Lochrane, Oakland Cemetery, 
Atlanta, Georgia, Find A Grave online database, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/5343708/osborne-augustus-
lochrane, accessed March 16, 2020. Lochrane became a judge during the Civil War and moved to Atlanta when the 
state capital relocated there in 1868. He served as both a judge and lawyer there until his death. 

Figure 6.29. Frances Victoria 
Lamar Lochrane monument, 
Henry G. Lamar lot, Holly Ridge, 
block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery,  
photo by author, 2017 
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Flewellen Gresham, who died in 1840 aged eighteen, toward the front of the cemetery in Central 

Avenue, block 1. He, his second wife Mary E. Baxter Gresham, and their children lie in 

Magnolia Ridge. Lawyer Samuel T. Bailey of Vermont first buried Martha D. Graffenreid Strong 

Bailey in 1847 in his Central Avenue District lot. Next to her he interred Eliza Frances Dupont 

Baily some six years later. He would not follow until 1870. Rev. Samuel Cassels was pastor of 

First Presbyterian for only four years, but buried two wives in the city during that period: Mary 

Elisa Winn (1809-1838), for whom the ladies of the church erected a pedestal monument in the 

Old Macon Cemetery, and Sarah Ann Norman Wallis Cassels (c. 1810-1841). These are but a 

few examples, and the strains of pregnancy and childbirth accounted for a number of these 

deaths.  

As historian Judith Walzer Leavitt put it, “Maternity, the creation of a new life, carried 

with it the ever-present possibility of death.” There was the risk of puerperal or childbed fever, 

which occurred if physicians or midwives did not remove the afterbirth completely and 

antiseptically. The resulting infection could kill immediately or in weeks. Beyond these medical 

inadequacies, during pregnancies, childbirth, and the aftermath, women “endured heroic 

therapeutics” administered by physicians, which exacerbated their ailments. In Macon, there 

were thirty-three deaths attributed to childbirth, either listed in the records as such or else 

determined to be the case because the woman died directly after childbirth with no cause of death 

listed. In these cases, the birth was known only because the child also died and also appears in 

the interment book.102 As Leavitt notes, it is difficult to determine the actual number of deaths 

related to childbirth because interment books and mortality schedules often attributed women’s 

deaths in the weeks after birth to something else, often consumption. Physicians did not 

 
102Judith Walzer Leavitt, Brought to Bed: Childbearing in America 1750-1950 (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1986), 20; Clinton, Plantation Mistress, 155;  McMillen, Motherhood in the Old South, 4-5. I 
determined that other deaths under these conditions might be related to childbirth. 
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recognize that childbirth weakened women, though they understood that pregnancy exacerbated 

tuberculosis. Leavitt found that physicians and officials would list pneumonia, congestion of the 

liver, malaria, and jaundice as the cause of death for many women who died within a month of 

childbirth. Mothers who died immediately after childbirth might be recorded as succumbing to 

“peritonitis,” “blood-poisoning,” or “inflammation of the bowels.”103 In Macon, there were seven 

deaths which may have been related to childbirth but instead listed as other causes, and the 

subsequent death of the child was what highlighted childbirth as the possibility for these deaths. 

Other causes of death listed for these women were “affection of womb” or “cancer of womb,” 

consumption, inflammation, heart palpitations, liver disease, and rheumatic infection.104  

Infants and children also had high death rates. Parents referred to their “living children,” 

as a matron wrote in 1832: “The order of nature seems strangely reversed. Those who should 

have followed me to my long home have gone before.”105 In 1854 in south Georgia, Annie E. 

Dumbar wrote Catherine A. Humphris of a difficult birth and the sorrow in the aftermath, made 

even more painful by geographic separation from the rest of the family: “Sister I have seen hard 

times since I left you. I was from 10 o’clock untill the next day at 3 in labor and you may know I 

sufferd and the Babby was A Boy and it was born dead and it was very large and I had Dr. Bruse 

with me and sit and noded [sic] all the time most. Kitty I wish you and Ma had been here with 

me to seen the Babby.”106 In 1832 Macon, Susan Campbell Tracy wrote of her children to her in-

laws in Connecticut: “I trust they will both live to be a blessing to the family. I yet hope to have 

the happiness of presenting them to their dear grandparents.” She commented the next year of an 

outbreak of scarlet fever. Though her children were recovering, “many families have lost three or 

 
103Leavitt, Brought to Bed, 25. 
104Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book.  
105Clinton, Plantation Mistress, 156. 
106Annie E. Dunbar to Catharine A. Humphris, 8 February 1854, vol. 3, p. 234, Jeanne Humphries 

Dumbleton Collection, MGA. Humphris was likely in Baldwin County.  
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four children.” 107 Her daughter Ann Tracy Johnston wrote from the city some twenty-seven 

years later, “Now I have grown to be a fatalist. . . . This little darling thrives finely through the 

nourishment he takes, so I will love him dearly every day by day—neither to hope or fear—and 

endeavor to be resigned or thankful as it may be determined for me by a higher power.” She had 

lost three babies previously, all dead before the age of two. The son of whom she spoke, Edward, 

passed away the following year.108  

Despite Macon’s “healthful” climate, forty percent of the deaths recorded in antebellum 

Macon were children, aged three to fifteen, and infants below the age of two. Some 142 of the 

235 children had cause of death listed. Scarlet fever was the largest single cause of death for 

children above two, accounting for 15 percent of the total. Typhoid killed another 10 percent. 

Fevers of various types, from malaria to intermittent fever to chills, carried away 7 percent. Of 

the 702 infant deaths listed in interment or mortality records, 340 had cause of death listed 

beyond “unknown.” Sixteen percent of the infant deaths were stillborn, while 21 percent died 

from gastro complaints, such as inflammation of the bowels, diarrhea, and dysentery. Measles, 

scarlet fever, diphtheria, and whooping cough together accounted for 14 percent.109 There were at 

least sixty-seven families who had more than one infant buried in antebellum Rose Hill, Oak 

Ridge, or the Old Macon Cemetery. While four families lost four infants, two families lost five: 

the Stroheckers and the Watts. Episcopalians Dr. Edward L. and Sarah Ann Strohecker of South 

Carolina lost these infants from 1841 to 1854, with the youngest, Oriana, passing away after 

nineteen days and the oldest, George, dying before his third birthday. The only cause given for 

 
107Susan Campbell Tracy to Dr. and Mrs. P. Tracy, 22 August 1832, folder 3b, Tracy-Steel-Johnson Family 

Collection, MGA; Susan Campbell Tracy to Dr. and Mrs. P. Tracy, 28 May 1833, folder 3d, Tracy-Steel-Johnson 
Family Collection.  

108Mrs. Anne Tracy Johnston to Mrs. Ellen Steele Tracy,13 March 1860, folder 18c, Tracy-Steel-Johnson 
Family Collection. William Butler and Ann Tracy Johnston did have two living daughters after these five deaths, but 
Anne reportedly wore black for the rest of her life. 

109Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book. 
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the five deaths was chronic diarrhea for one-year-old Sarah. Catholics William B. and Adilade 

Watts of South Carolina lost five infants from 1841 to 1846. The dead included Glovinia, who 

succumbed at five days old in 1841 due to the effects of laudanum, and William H. at age one 

due to teething, a catch-all designation for the death of infants of a certain age. This tabulation of 

families does not include the death of children over two years old. It was not uncommon for a 

single tombstone to mark the graves of multiple children. Some died at the same time, like the 

three DeLoache children—aged one, three, and five—who all succumbed in November 1854. 

Others died months or even years apart, and a single stone remembers them. The young Freeman 

cousins Fanny and Mary, whose fathers migrated from New York, share a tablet in Holly Ridge, 

block 1, though they died seven years apart. 

Despite all these losses and the reality that the graves of the dead might have to be left 

behind, families displayed their grief on many of the stones. Jackson and Eliza L. DeLoache 

erected a single monument for the three children lost in 1854. See figure 6.30. The epitaph reads: 

“We miss you oh beloved ones / From the places where ye dwell / From the altar and the hearth 

stone / Where, with us in prayer ye knelt / We listen for a foot fall, / That we never more may 

hear. / And our hearts are yearning vainly / For the voices held so dear.” Frederick and Ellen 

Plyler of the Carolinas buried their four-year-old Mary Luevenia in 1850. On the small obelisk 

complete with a rosebud dangling from a broken branch, they inscribed, “Shed not for her the 

bitter tear, / Or give the heart to vain regret. / Tis but the casket that lies here. / The Gem that 

filled it sparkles yet.”110 For the grave of “Little Webber,” who died aged two, a small tablet 

 
110Central Avenue District, Lot 132, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Francis 

Wright, George Wilcoxson, and Ryland Kendrick DeLoache monument, personally photographed, 22 July 2015; 
Central Avenue District, Lot 15, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Mary Luevenia 
Plyler headstone, personally photographed 23 July 2015. 
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monument stands. Curiously, it gives only the 

mother’s name, Elizabeth S. Tompson. It reads, 

“Sleep my baby, Mother's coming.” It has no date, 

though the style and material are consistent with 

the antebellum period. A marker which directly 

linked the death of the infant to that of its mother 

was the stone of infant Harriet S. Collins, who 

died eight days after her mother, twenty-one-year-

old Harriet Read Smith Collins (1813-1834). Her 

small tablet read, “Mother, I quickly follow thee to 

the shades of rest.”111 

Just as parents were not indifferent, neither 

were husbands and wives, though both death and 

the subsequent remarriage of the survivors was common. There was a new feeling of intolerance 

concerning the death of loved ones, resulting in many artifacts of death such as memorial 

portraits, lithographs, jewelry, and consolation literature.112 Monuments reveal affection and loss 

between spouses. The obelisk on a pedestal in Central Avenue District marking the grave of 

twenty-one-year-old Georgian Caroline Davis, who died of convulsions in 1846, opines, “Thy 

days, my beloved, were few.” In 1858, Ezekiel Wimberly erected a more elaborate monument on 

Hawthorne Ridge including a draped urn finial to his wife Mary Victoria Hatts Wimberly upon 

her death at age twenty-six due to remittent fever. The epitaph expresses the follow sentiment: 

 
111Pine Ridge, Lot 19, Block 2, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Baby Tompson 

headstone, personally photographed, 5 January 2016; Central Avenue District, Lot 18, Block 9, Rose Hill Cemetery 
(Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Harriet S. Collins headstone, personally photographed, 29 December 2015. 

112Ariès, The Hour of Our Death, 460. 

Figure 6.30. Francis Wright, George 
Wilcoxson, and Ryland Kendrick DeLoache 
monument by Artope, Jackson DeLoache lot, 
Central Avenue District, block 1, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by author, 2015 
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“Ardently loved, sincerely mourned / By him whose life was brightened / By her being—

darkened by her loss.” The same year, Cinderella Crocker Solomon Tarver suffered the loss of 

her husband, Georgia planter Paul E. Tarver. She commissioned a modified obelisk in 

Hawthorne Ridge, which includes the following epitaph to “My husband”: “The strife is o’er, the 

loved of years, / To whom my yearning heart has grown, / Hath left me, with Life’s gathering 

fears, / To struggle in sorrow all alone.”113  

The death of Gotib Zimmerman illuminates the grief of those who did not have the funds 

to erect monuments such as these or whose letters of heartbreak do not survive, or were never 

written. Zimmerman of Baden married Winnifred Hamilton in 1841. She died, aged nineteen, 

along with their child in April 1842. According to the inquest into his death a few months later, 

Gotib, who “was considered a prudent and industrious man,” fell prey to depression and “at 

times he appeared partially deranged, and would often visit the grave of his wife about four miles 

distant, in the night, and at other times.” According to the investigation, he left Macon on a 

Sunday “as was supposed” to visit the graves again. Instead, “probably getting bewildered, he 

wandered into the river in the night and was drowned.” Locals recovered his body from the 

Ocmulgee River two or three miles above Macon.114  

Just as widows and widowers mourned their deceased spouses, there were formulas for 

epitaphs for both husbands and wives that reinforced their correct roles in life and the family 

hierarchy. These prescriptions clearly transcended nativity, with families from North and South 

emphasizing the same attributes. As deathways historian Joy Giguere notes, “the living used 

epitaph and inscription language not just to commemorate the dead but also to encourage the 

 
113Central Avenue District, Lot 14, Block 7, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Carolina 

Davis headstone, personally photographed, 28 December 2015; Hawthorne Ridge, Lot 31, Block 3, Rose Hill 
Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Mary Victoria Hatts Wimberly headstone, personally photographed, 5 
August 2015; Hawthorne Ridge, Lot 37, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Paul E. 
Tarver headstone, personally photographed, 5 August 2015. 

114“Inquest,” Messenger, 20 October 1842.   
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living to follow gendered codes of moral and social behavior according to age, sex, and marital 

status.”115 Women’s roles were in the domestic sphere, where they were to shine as good 

mothers, wives, and daughters. According to famed sentimental poet Lydia Sigourney (1791-

1865), motherhood in particular brought women to a “higher place in the scale of being.”116 Yet, 

most of Macon’s epitaphs reference more than motherhood, as one of the most important roles of 

antebellum mothers was to inculcate their children with Christian principles. Even as they taught 

children devotional habits, they were to lead by example. While fathers might be indifferent to 

religious things, mothers were to be angels in the home, and many felt “ennobled by their sacred 

profession.”117 Some of Macon’s inscriptions demonstrate 

these sentiments. Mrs. Elizabeth Fielder of Liberty County 

died at age seventy-four in 1850. Her obelisk reads in part, 

“Dear Mother, Thy example lives in the Memory of thy 

Children. Thy Spirit reposes in the bosom of God.” See 

figure 6.31. The obelisk of Episcopalian Mrs. Martha D. 

Graffenried Strong Bailey of Georgia, who died aged 

thirty-seven in 1847, takes this role of Christian role model 

a bit further: “Tell my children to live so as to meet me in 

Heaven.”118 

 
115Giguere, "Virtuous Women, Useful Men, & Lovely Children,” 1; Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes,” 

543. Randy Sparks also notes the “highly gendered” rituals around death, including language employed in 
obituaries, funeral sermons, and consolation literature. Sparks, “The Southern Way of Death,” 42-44. 

116McMillen, Motherhood in the Old South, 1.  
117Stephan, Redeeming the Southern Family, 49; Christine Leigh Heyrman, Southern Cross: The 

Beginnings of the Bible Belt (New York: Knopf, 1997), 159, 200; McMillen, Motherhood in the Old South, 2. 
118Central Avenue District, Lot 19, Block 9, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Elizabeth 

Fielder headstone, personally photographed, 28 December 2015; Central Avenue District, Lot 3, Block 7, Rose Hill 
Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Martha D. Graffenried Strong Bailey obelisk, personally photographed, 
28 December 2015. 

Figure 6.31. Elizabeth Fielder 
obelisk, Central Avenue 
District, block 9, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by  
author, 2015 
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Being a “good Christian” in and of itself was another proper and expected role for 

women. Michal Parrotte Powers of Virginia (c. 1795-1849) was “respected and beloved through 

her whole life. She adorned her Christian profession for 25 years in the communion of the 

Presbyterian Church.” See figure 6.32. Epitaphs for younger, single Christian women had a 

different tone, aligning with notions of innocence and purity. Men were “virtually obsessed with 

female innocence.” Women were to be spotless as doves and pure as the driven snow.119 When 

the sixteen-year-old daughter of Mirabeau B. and Tabitha Lamar of Georgia died of congestive 

fever in 1843, her parents erected a pedestal monument in the Central Avenue District. The 

epitaph for Rebecca Ann reads: “She was Heaven’s own ere death translated her to the skies. The 

seeds of Christian Piety had found a genial soil in her young heart and their blessed fruit was a 

Christian triumph and a Christians’ sweet assured hope in her last hours.” Miss Martha Rowena 

Munroe died in 1850, aged twenty-one. Her monument, erected by her parents Nathan C. and 

Tabitha E. Napier of New York and Georgia respectively, expresses the following sentiment: 

 

 

 
119Central Avenue District, Lot 24, Block 6, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Michal 

Parrotte Powers monument, personally photographed, 21 December 2015; Clinton, Plantation Mistress, 87. 

Figure 6.32. Michal Parrotte Powers monument shared with husband John Powers, 
with a longer and more precise inscription than most graves, Central Avenue 
District, block 6, Rose Hill Cemetery, photos by author, 2015 
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“This memorial of our lamented Daughter: commends to the young her Christian example of 

truth purity and faithfulness. Divine Grace rendered her cheerful and lovely in life, victorious in 

death, and meet for an inheritance of Life and glory.”120  

In Macon’s necropolis, there were a handful of trends, which largely focused on “female 

attributes.” Six stones refer to the beauty or loveliness of the female dead. Others note her 

perceived frailty. Women were to be not only pure but also delicate as lilies, polished as 

alabaster, and fragile as porcelain. Nineteen-year-old Mary Maxwell of Putnam County (1822-

1842) was “Lovely in life. Lovely in death / her pure spirit early found its ease,” according to her 

Tennessean husband. Dr. W. T. Brown lamented his wife Lucia M. Brown (1837-1858) “a 

daughter of Macon,” who died aged twenty of consumption: “The king of terrors / lays his rude 

hands upon her lovely limbs / And blasts her beauties with his icy breath.” The one stone noting 

the intellect of the deceased combined it with “appropriate” female attributes. Sarah Ann 

Norman Wallis Cassels (c. 1810-1841) was “In intellect vigorous / in affection ardent / in 

conversation lively & cheerful; in piety humbled and inobtrusive.”121 On Macon’s stones women 

were most likely to be hailed as good Christians, with thirteen stones making this claim, 

compared to twelve notable mothers, eight good wives, and four exemplary daughters. Some 

women are included multiple times in these tabulations as a number of epitaphs cited females 

who were the embodiment of a combination of the virtues of which women were to be adorned. 

According to her husband William Bivins of Delaware, fifty-seven-year-old Episcopalian Eliza 

 
120Central Avenue District, Lot 14, Block 9, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Rebecca 

Ann Lamar monument, personally photographed, 29 December 2015; Central Avenue District, Lot 63, Block 1, 
Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Martha Rowena Munroe monument, personally photographed, 
22 July 2015. 

121Clinton, Plantation Mistress, 86; Central Avenue District, Lot 63, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, 
Bibb County, Georgia), Mary Maxwell headstone, personally photographed, 22 July 2015; Magnolia Ridge, Lot 60, 
Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Lucia M. Brown monument, personally 
photographed, 7 July 2015; Central Avenue District, Lot 68, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, 
Georgia), Sarah Ann Norman Wallis Cassels monument, personally photographed, 22 July 2015. 
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Bivins of Jefferson County was a “consistent Christian, a kind Mother, and warm friend.” In Fort 

Hill Cemetery, thirty-two-year-old Ruth Whipple (1808-1840) was “a good wife, Mother, 

daughter and a Christian.”122 In contrast, only four Maconite men were “good fathers,” and five 

were “good husbands.” Both of these categories included “good masters” John Powers and 

James Lockett discussed earlier, a notable trend.  

Just as the placement of markers in the lot, the size of monuments, and the content of 

epitaphs highlighted the genders’ prescribed roles, kin references in the inscriptions also denoted 

individuals’ place in the family hierarchy. Not only did they highlight the increased importance 

of the family, but they also revealed that society linked women’s social status to that of the men 

in her life.123 The most common kinship references on Macon’s stones are “wife of” or “daughter 

of.” Seventy-two adult women’s stones include “wife of” or “consort of” compared to only two 

which refer to the dead as “husband of” and then mentions the wife by name. For instance, when 

Joseph J. Boynton of New Hampshire died aged thirty-four in 1851, his wife presumably erected 

an obelisk in Central Avenue District, noting that he was the “consort of Penelope Boynton.” 

There are two Macon stones for adult women which mention only the father by name, nineteen 

which mention father, mother, and husband together, and six which note both father and 

husband. For instance, the monument to Catherine Herb Cutter Bradley proclaims that she was 

the “wife of E. A. Bradley and daughter of H. S. & A. Cutter.”124 In comparison, there are two 

adult men whose stones list their father, and none that mention mother, father, and wife together 

 
122Central Avenue District, Lot 65, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Eliza 

Bivins headstone, personally photographed, 22 July 2015; Old Slide , Fort Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, 
Georgia), Ruth Whipple headstone, personally photographed, 10 August 2016. 

123Dethlefsen and Jensen, “Social Commentary from the Cemetery,” 38; Giguere, “Virtuous Women, 
Useful Men, & Lovely Children,” 1; Fenza, “Communities of the Dead,” 154. 

124Central Avenue District, Lot 69, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Joseph J. 
Boynton headstone, personally photographed, 22 July 2015; Central Avenue District, Lot 7, Block 7, Rose Hill 
Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Catherine Herb Cutter Bradley obelisk, personally photographed, 28 
December 2015. 
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or else father and wife. On the other hand, there are only four women’s stones that list the 

deceased’s father and mother, compared to ten adult men, who ranged in age from eighteen to 

thirty. These include the sons of Pulaski S. and Lavinia Holt noted above, though not the sons of 

Henry G. and Mary Ann Lamar. These statistics largely align with what historians Joy Giguere 

and Lynn Rainville found elsewhere. Women were more often identified in reference to kinship 

than men.125  

As a rural cemetery, Rose Hill was to have distinguished family lots, which clearly 

delineated each family and its place within society, its accomplishments and forebears, as well as 

the household hierarchy. Women were arguably closest to the specter of death, as it stalked them 

and their children while they tended to the home, the “nearly deceased,” and the corpses of the 

dead to prepare them for interment.126 Charlotte Taylor of Hawkinsville wrote her husband in 

California in 1849 concerning her despair and exhaustion as every half hour she had to stimulate 

their child, whose body felt chilled, to keep him alive. She had not slept in a week.127 It was in 

the home where most people breathed their last, making the domain of women “a doorway to 

heaven.”128 After death, the cemetery was to be an extension of the home, where the family came 

together again. A Massachusetts Baptist quarterly concluded how “delightful, yet affecting, is it 

to look upon the graves of a household, all within the same small enclosure, awaiting together 

the morning of the resurrection.”129 The Methodist parents of eleven-year-old James Eanes 

(1831-1843) chose for his small obelisk in the Central Avenue District the following epitaph: 

 
125Giguere, "Virtuous Women, Useful Men, & Lovely Children,” 12; Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes,” 

579. 
126Heyrman, Southern Cross, 201; Sparks, “The Southern Way of Death,” 37-38. Women were also more 

concerned with tending the graves of the dead, using it as a way to deal with loss.  
127Charlotte Taylor to Dr. Robert Taylor, 23 December 1849, Dr. Robert N. Taylor Papers, 1825-96, MGA. 
128Stephan, Redeeming the Southern Family, 49.  
129Laurence Taylor, “Symbolic Death: An Anthropological View of Mourning Ritual in the Nineteenth 

Century,” in A Time to Mourn: Expressions of Grief in Nineteenth Century America, eds. Martha V. Pike and Janice 
Gray Armstrong (Stony Brook, N.Y.: Museums of Stony Brook, 1980), 43; “Thoughts Connected with Rural 
Cemeteries,” The Christian Review, 1 March 1848, p. 13. 
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“We loved him on Earth. We will meet him in Heaven.” There are fifteen other epitaphs in 

Macon that directly reference a reunion in the great beyond.130 Though some Macon families do 

lie together in the “same small enclosure,” many do not. The resurrection would bring them 

together once again, including those who had been spread about and left behind in graves 

elsewhere. This was a common theme in correspondence. Elizabeth E. Campbell wrote from 

Montgomery, Alabama, to her niece in Macon, Anne Tracy Johnston, in 1851: “Another 8 days 

and I feel that we shall be separated forever, until we are called to the bar of God, to give an 

account for the deeds done in the body.” A Thomasville resident wrote to Matilda C. Raines in 

1857: “It have Bim but little I have obtained Corning [concerning] the deth of ann but she dide 

hapy and Wanted You an hur par too pray and Meat hur in heaven and too pray Without 

Seasting.” He also noted that he “has sum of hur haire for you.”131 

In the case of Ann, she did not die alone without family, though they could not all gather 

around the bedside. There were indications that, though migration was common in the mid-

nineteenth century, having kin die alone far from family was one of the more emotionally 

difficult aspects of increased mobility. In 1844, the Messenger told the sad story of a Mr. James 

H. Wilson who expired suddenly at the Floyd House Hotel in the city. The newspaper reports, 

“He was not known to any person in this city, nor has anything relating to him been ascertained, 

except from a paper he had, which was dated in Savannah” five days earlier.132 This was apt to 

happen to individuals no matter their birthplace. John E. Carter of Boston died aged twenty in 

Macon in 1837. His parents later placed a monument in the Old Macon Cemetery, “Thus died the 

 
130Central Avenue District, Lot 16, Block 7, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), James 

Eanes headstone, personally photographed, 28 December 2015; Sparks, “The Southern Way of Death,” 41. The idea 
of this coming reunion spurred conversion among family and friends.  

131Eliza E. Campbell to Mrs. Anne Tracy Johnston, 31 October 1851, folder 6d, Tracy-Steel-Johnson 
Family Collection; John G. Dunbar to Matilda C. Raines, 19 November 1857, vol. 3., p. 241, Jeanne Humphries 
Dumbleton Collection. 

132“Died,” Messenger, 18 July 1844. 
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stranger in a foreign clime, / . . . Away from friends and parents to whom he was most dear, / 

And brothers and sisters too, who drop affection’s tear. / Cease then to mourn, enough for us to 

know, / In peace rest his ashes, encircled in bright halo.”133 A year earlier, twenty-five-year-old 

Isaac Butler of Wethersfield, Connecticut, had died locally. His epitaphs reads, “No Father's 

prayer, no Mother's gentle [illegible] soothed the last hours of him who slumbers here . . . far 

from home.” Yet, it was not kin who placed the marker, as the inscription continues, “Thus 

friendly ones rear'd this sepulchral [illegible] to mark the spot where sleeps the lonely one.”134  

While scholars have found elsewhere that tombstones were unlikely to record place of 

birth, this was not the case in Macon, a city of migrants.135 Of the graves with legible markers in 

Rose Hill, Fort Hill, and the Old Macon Cemetery, 117 included place of birth for the deceased, 

while 9 of these more thoroughly traced the dead’s migration.136 For instance, the monument for 

Phillip Thurmond (1764-1841), Revolutionary War veteran, notes that the deceased was “of 

Albemarle County Virginia, a resident of South Carolina in 1814, a resident in Georgia.”137 

Those from the Upper South account for six of the nine stones. Two New Englanders had 

migratory specifics, including Joseph E. Willett, Sr., “Born in Norwich, Ct. . . . removed to 

Macon, Ga., AD 1818 Where he died.”138 The last two markers impart the history of South 

 
133Thomas, History of Cherry Street Cemetery, 35. The stone is broken in several places, and most of the 

epitaph is no longer extant. 
134Old Macon Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Isaac Butler headstone, personally photographed, 

10 July 2015. 
135J. Joseph Edgette, in his study of Delaware County, Pennsylvania, found few inscriptions including place 

of birth. While Terry G. Jordan notes that southerners are known for their “obsession with genealogy,” she also 
observes that stones in Texas did not have natal information as much as one might think, especially considering 
many Texas cemeteries were in frontier areas. J. Joseph Edgette, “Statistical Consideration of Data Revealed by 
Gravemarkers: In Delaware County, Pennsylvania, Spanning Three Centuries” (Ph. D. diss., University of 
Pennsylvania, 1982), 268; Terry G. Jordan, Texas Graveyards: A Cultural Legacy (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1982), 57. 

136This number is based on the author’s survey of these cemeteries taken from 2015 to 2017, along with a 
handful of stones documented in Thomas’s History of Cherry Street Cemetery that are no longer visible. This count 
does not include replacement stones, obviously put down later.  

137Central Avenue District, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Phillip 
Thurmond headstone, personally photographed, 22 July 2015. 

138Old Side, Fort Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Joseph E. Willett, Sr., personally 
photographed, 10 August 2016. 
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Carolinian William Zeigler, who relocated to Crawford County in 1827, and Georgian Solomon 

Lockett, who moved away from his home county of Crawford to Liberty County just before his 

death. 

Some natal groups in Macon were more likely to include place of birth on their 

tombstones. Notably, of the thirty-nine stones for known immigrants, thirty-six had place of birth 

noted. Northerners had thirty-three stones with natal information. In contrast, forty-six 

southerners had place of birth inscribed on their markers, a number that should have been much 

higher considering the numerical advantage of the southern born in Macon. Though Maconites 

from Georgia and South Carolina outnumbered those from the Upper South seven times over, 

eighteen Upper South stones had natal information compared to twenty-seven monuments for 

deceased from the lower Atlantic South. New Englanders 

were twice as likely to include their home states on their 

memorials than their counterparts from the Mid-Atlantic 

states. The largest contingent of immigrants to include natal 

information was the Irish, with twenty-one stones declaring 

that the deceased was a “native of Ireland” or of a particular 

parish and/or county. See figure 6.33. There were seven stones 

noting the origins of Jews born in the German states and 

Poland. This inclination on the part of the foreign born was 

not unusual, with immigrants being the most likely American 

group to have place of origin recorded on their monuments.139 

 
139Edwin S. Dethlefsen, “The Cemetery and Culture Change: Archaeological Focus and Ethnographic 

Perspective,” in Modern Material Culture: The Archaeology of Us, eds. Robert A. Gould and Michael B. Schiffer 
(New York: Academic Press, 1981), 158. 

Figure 6.33. John O’Keefe 
monument, Rose Hill 
Cemetery, photo by 
author, 2017 
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Tombstones in Rose Hill represented the community and various groups’ places within it. 

In cemeteries, family was vital, but “community orientation was also an important aspect of 

world view.” The collective dead were “symbolic replicas of the living community.”140 Many 

nineteenth-century burial grounds were “consciously designed to display models of pious, 

successful, and virtuous individuals.” Henry R. Jackson noted when Savannah’s Laurel Grove 

Cemetery opened in 1853: “To them [the dead] do we owe the initiatory steps in those works of 

improvement, which have made our city what it is. . . . The characters of her distinguished 

citizens are a precious treasure as well to a city as to a state.”141 Yet, a more precise description 

of the rural cemetery was that it aimed to preserve the “memory of great and good men,” 

memorializing those who had served the community.142 In Macon, young George Scattergood, 

Jr., noted in his journal when “great men” of the community were being memorialized, the first 

step in building “a record of the history of the community represented in the graveyard.” For 

instance, in October 1859 his schoolteacher Mr. F. T. Pohill let them out of class in order to see 

the laying of the cornerstone for the monument to Captain Isaac Holmes, who died in the U.S.-

Mexican War in 1846. According to Scattergood, the community was out in force to witness the 

event, including the Masons and all local militia groups. A few months earlier, Mr. Pohill had 

also let them go early in order to attend the funeral for Maconite planter Joseph Bond.143 There 

were no corresponding early dismissals for memorials to “great women.” Historian Ruth Bloch 

notes that “public virtue—active, self-sacrificial service to the state on behalf of the common 

 
140Dethlefsen, “The Cemetery and Culture Change,” 151; C. D. Collier, “Tradition, Modernity, and 

Postmodernity in Symbolism of Death,” The Sociological Quarterly 44, no. 4 (2003): 728; Linden, Silent City on a 
Hill, 228, 231-32. 

141Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes,” 268; “Laurel Grove Cemetery!”, 17. Jackson married into the Oliver 
Hillhouse Prince family of Macon. 

142Linden, Silent City on a Hill, 228, 231-32. 
143Collier, “Tradition, Modernity, and Postmodernity," 728; George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals 1858-

1865, 27 October 1859, 15 March 1859, MGA. The teacher’s last name was possibly Polhill, as the census worker 
and Scattergood spelled the name differently. 
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good—that was considered to be an essentially male attribute.”144 While men were to be active 

and accomplished in the public sphere, with epitaphs in Macon and elsewhere noting that they 

were “useful,” “honest,” “industrious,” and “honorable,” women were to find meaning in their 

private, domestic roles.145 The most expansive women’s roles were, as noted on their stones, that 

they were good neighbors and friends, with two Macon stones praising women for their 

neighborliness and three for their roles as good friends.  

In Macon, there were thirteen memorials that particularly noted male contributions to the 

community itself. Family erected the majority of these stones. According to his epitaph, Edwin 

B. Weed of Connecticut (1807-1854) was “for many years an esteemed citizen of Macon.” The 

local newspaper reported that he was “Liberal, intelligent, public-spirited, benevolent and 

amiable, we have rarely known a man . . . to do so large an amount of good and so little of evil, 

or to exhibit more happily than Mr. Weed, the combination of energy, the decision of character, 

and strength of intellect.”146 Notably, Weed, a hardware merchant, was not only from New 

England but also a non-slaveholder though in occupational group 1. Methodist minister Dr. 

Abner Flewellen Holt of Baldwin County (1811-1848) was a “beloved citizen” who “sustained 

various public and private relations to those around him” according to his inscription.147  

Monuments that non-family members paid for provide a better indication of community 

sentiment concerning the deceased. While other cemeteries such as Mount Auburn erected 

monuments and cenotaphs to a whole host of “great men,” young, less wealthy Macon did not 

 
144Ruth H. Bloch, Gender and Morality in Anglo-American Culture, 1650-1800 (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2003), 140. 
145Rainville, “Hanover Deathscapes,” 571. Paula Fenza notes in postbellum cemeteries around Chicago that 

women’s professional achievements, even when they were substantial, were rarely noted on their stones. Fenza, 
“Communities of the Dead,” 152-53. 

146Magnolia Ridge, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Edwin B. Weed 
headstone, personally photographed, 3 July 2015; Telegraph, 4 January 1854, p. 2.  

147Central Avenue District, Block 8, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Dr. Abner 
Flewellen Holt headstone, personally photographed, 28 December 2015. 
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indulge in this homage spree, though masculine accomplishment was important in rural 

cemeteries such as Rose Hill. The state of Georgia honored native son Isaac Holmes (1812-

1846). The marker reads in part: “In his youth he moved to the city of Macon, where he resided, 

was beloved and honored until his decease. He served his country . . . as Commander of the 

Macon Guards, Georgia Regiment, in the Mexican War. He died in Camp, near Monterey, 

Mexico.” The state of Georgia erected the monument “in honor of his service to his country. The 

city and citizens of Macon, the Macon Volunteers and Masonic Fraternity uniting in 

testimonial.”148 The mayor and council of Macon erected an obelisk to journeyman printer James 

Willingham of Georgia (1813-1844) “in honour of the Public Spirit which lost a valuable life 

[illegible] saving the property of his fellow Citizens from the ravages of Fire,” in reference to 

Willingham’s heroic actions during a fire on Mulberry Street. The local Methodist church 

honored Rev. John Howard of North Carolina (1792-1836), the resultant marble tomb asserting: 

“Characterized by a burning zeal in the cause of his Divine Master his ministrations were 

eminently successful in the Salvation of his fellow men. . . .  HE FELL in the prime of his days 

and in the zenith of his usefulness.”149 

The final monument highlights the disconnect between condemnation of northern 

economic power and acceptance of northern businessmen who settled in Macon. In 1848, a 

writer for the Telegraph who signed his article “Yours, GEORGIA,” targeted Boston’s rich 

businessmen. He denounced their “splendid tombs. . . giving the impression that the inmates had 

made gold their idol . . . and were determined to cheat the Devil out of a lot of diseased bones at 

 
148Mark Schantz, Awaiting the Heavenly Country: The Civil War and America’s Culture of Death (Ithaca, 

N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2008), 73, 82; Central Avenue District, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb 
County, Georgia), Isaac Holmes headstone, personally photographed, 27 July 2016. 

149Central Avenue District, Block 3, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), James 
Willingham headstone, personally photographed, 23 July 2015; Central Avenue District, Block 7, Rose Hill 
Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Rev. John Howard headstone, personally photographed, 28 December 
2015. 
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the resurrection, if there were any virtue in stone and immense copper locks and bolts, against 

the affects [sic] of time.”150 At about the same time, Maconites were pooling their money for an 

obelisk as a tribute to James Goddard of Athol, Massachusetts. Goddard had moved to Georgia 

in 1824 but returned to Massachusetts, more than likely temporarily, where he died in 1846. The 

Messenger proclaimed that Goddard had been “one of our most valued fellow citizens,” and the 

monument placed in the Goddard lot in Magnolia Ridge read, “ERECTED by the citizens of 

Macon as a testimonial of their appreciation of his Public Spirit, Energy, and Enterprise.” 

Goddard had been owner of one of the city’s steamboat lines.151  

On a map of Rose Hill with 391 plotted lots and graves with known nativity, there were 

240 southerners, 81 northerners, and 70 immigrants. See figure 6.34, Antebellum Rose Hill: Lot 

Purchasers or Burials by Nativity. These numbers were roughly in line with the proportions of 

adult white males in each of these groups in the city in 1860. The northern and southern ellipses 

in the cemetery were almost identical. Just beyond the lower edge of the southern ellipse is the 

marble column to war hero Isaac Holmes. James Goddard’s obelisk lies toward the top of the 

northern ellipse in Magnolia Ridge. There were no immigrants in Holly Ridge or a couple of the 

blocks of the Central Avenue District, and there were only token numbers in several sections. 

Still, like the city, many were dispersed among the native born, though the ellipse indicates that 

immigrant graves were largely in the southern sections of the cemetery. 

  

 
150“From Boston,” Georgia Telegraph, 1 August 1848, p. 2.  
151Messenger, 29 October 1846; Magnolia Ridge, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, 

Georgia), James Goddard headstone, personally photographed, 3 July 2015; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 131. I 
believe that Goddard’s trip to Massachusetts was temporary because records show that another family member was 
interred in the Goddard lot in Macon the following year.  
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  Figure 6.34. Antebellum Rose Hill: Lot Purchasers or Burials by Nativity 
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Mapping the seventy immigrant lots or graves by country of origin reveals the scattered 

burials of most of these groups. See figure 6.35, Antebellum Rose Hill: Immigrant Lot 

Purchasers or Burials by Nativity. Those from the German states made up fifteen of the burials 

or lot purchasers, compared to six for Scotland, five each for England and France, and one each 

for Russia, Poland, Spain, and Canada. The first cluster of immigrant graves was the Hebrew 

Burial Ground at the southeast edge of Rose Hill. Most of the adult Jews with known nativity 

interred in this section were from the German states, with the remainder from Russia, Poland, 

England, and New York. The other non-Jewish Germans chose lots distributed throughout the 

cemetery, as did the English and Scots. The Catholic Tissereaus, Maussenets, Damours, and 

Hornes, along with the Episcopalian Menards, were all French but did not select lots that were 

adjacent or even in the same vicinity. The only immigrant who purchased a lot in Magnolia was 

Dr. J. W. Benson of Canada, though Dr. Joseph Sage of Perth, Scotland, lies with the family of 

Azel R. Freeman of New Jersey in that section. 

With thirty-five burials or lot purchasers, the Irish had the largest number of immigrant 

graves in the cemetery, which denote different aspects of their lives and deaths in Macon. They 

massed in Pine Ridge, with another smaller cluster in Honeysuckle, similar to Catholic areal 

concentration because these groups overlapped. Not unlike Catholic lots isolated from the 

Catholic majority, there were a number of Irish graves and lots in other sections of the cemetery, 

some of which Irish families purchased before Pine and Honeysuckle opened. One of the graves 

outside Pine is that of young County Galway native James Croghan (c. 1826-1841), located in 

Eglantine Square near the Hebrew Burial Ground. When Croghan died in Macon in July 1841 at 

age fifteen, though he was far from his native land, he was not alone. His tombstone asserts, “As 

he looked with love and fondness on his parents and brothers, he was suddenly called away by 

his Eternal Father, and left them to deplore their loss.” Other family members found rest in the  
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Figure 6.35. Antebellum Rose Hill: Immigrant Lot Purchasers or Burials by Nativity 
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same lot. James Rea of Ireland, a prosperous longtime resident of Macon and apparent bachelor, 

wrote in his will that if he died near his sister that they be buried near each other. Evidently, this 

was not the case, for when he succumbed in 1861 at age eighty-three, he was interred—not with 

family from Ireland—but in the Central Avenue District lot of fellow Episcopal church member 

and probable business associate Charles Cotton of New York.152   

While formal family lots complete with single-family memorials in nineteenth-century 

cemeteries reinforced the importance of kin, their virtual nonexistence in Macon’s burial grounds 

denotes the realities of migration in central Georgia and the pragmatism of most American 

families. In the case of the Russell children, the deceased even shared a coffin, though they died 

months apart. When two-year-old Sarah Russell died in August 1838, she was buried in the Old 

Macon Cemetery. The stone, no longer visible, read: “Reposing here with her infant brother who 

was lain in her arms. December 30, 1838. Aged 13 days.”153 Those interred with or beside 

assorted family were the fortunate ones, as Macon’s graveyards have many lonely graves where 

only one child or family member rests bereft of “kindred dust.” Twenty-five-year-old Ellen 

Ingraham of Twiggs County (1820-1845) sleeps without family in Rose Hill, and her obelisk 

proclaims the coming reunion which would bridge the gaping distance between loved ones: 

“Again we hope to meet her / When the day of life is fled / Weep with joy to greet thee / Where 

no farewell tears are shed.”154 Yet, Maconites would also substitute for absent kin, and the 

community lauded contributions by both native Georgians and those from out of state, including 

 
152Eglantine Square, Block 2, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), James Croghan 

headstone, personally photographed, 22 July 2015; Willingham, Bibb County, Georgia, Will Book B, 43.  
153Dethlefsen and Jensen, “Social Commentary from the Cemetery,” 35; Thomas, History of Cherry Street 

Cemetery, 35, 45. 
154“Thoughts Connected with Rural Cemeteries,” The Christian Review, 1 March 1848, p. 13; Central 

Avenue District, Block 1, Rose Hill Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Ellen Fleming Ingraham headstone, 
personally photographed, 21 July 2015. 
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non-southerners. All white groups were welcome in Rose Hill, the composition of which 

mirrored the natal makeup of the 1860 city.  

White Maconites’ artful display of the southern hierarchy in their necropolis included a 

place for both free and enslaved African Americans. Unsurprisingly, a dearth of records obscures 

the exact resting places of most black Maconites within the city’s antebellum cemeteries. As 

scholar Angelika Kruger-Kahloula observed of another slaveholding city, which proved to be 

true here as well, for blacks “the abodes of the living and the dead were both on the 

periphery.”155 

After the opening of Rose Hill, a separate sister cemetery named Oak Ridge “for the 

negro population of the city” began receiving interments. It was not until 1851 that the city 

officially designated the land for Oak Ridge, and the Macon Committee on Cemeteries noted that 

the section adjoining on the northwest side of Rose Hill contained about ten acres with a “neat 

entrance, and is enclosed with a substantial fence, neatly white washed, and presenting an 

appearance creditable to the city.”156 In fact, many of America’s rural-style cemeteries set aside 

sections for “the remains of deceased persons of color,” such as Savannah’s Laurel Grove, with 

its fifteen acres in its southwest section earmarked for this use.157 Oak Ridge offered many of the 

same natural beauties, but without the outlay of resources on lot improvement and monuments 

found in Rose Hill. These arrangements placed African Americans on the “margins of the 

cemetery, as they had occupied the margins of the community.”158 Regulations did not stipulate 

 
155Angelika Kruger-Kahloula, “On the Wrong Side of the Fence: Racial Segregation in American 

Cemeteries,” in History and Memory in African-American Culture, eds. Genevieve Fabre and Robert O’Meally 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 141. Kruger-Kahloula writes about New Haven, Connecticut, which 
she notes had enslaved laborers until 1848. 

156“Council Chamber, Sept. 12, 1851,” Telegraph, 23 September 1851; “Oak Ridge Cemetery 1840 to 
1865,” interpretive marker, Oak Ridge Cemetery, Macon, Ga., viewed by author, July 2019. 

157“Laurel Grove Cemetery!”, 24; Giguere, “Localism and Nationalism,” 872-73; Berry, Price for Their 
Pound of Flesh, 89. 

158Kruger-Kahloula, “On the Wrong Side,” 134. Similarly, graveyards for enslaved laborers were generally 
on the margins of plantations, on land that could not cultivated. Brooks, “Enclosing Their Immortal Souls,” 179. 
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whether the interred would be enslaved or free. There is evidence that the antebellum period saw 

members of both groups laid to rest in Oak Ridge. 

Though ostensibly part of Rose Hill, information about Oak Ridge is fragmentary. Just as 

African Americans were virtually invisible in the 1860 city directory, so too were they absent 

from Macon’s extant municipal interment books from the period.159 See figure 6.36, Oak Ridge: 

Antebellum Burials. In the absence of the original burial register for Oak Ridge, the best 

surviving record is the monthly reports the sexton presented to the city council noting the 

number of burials in the cemetery. Despite their deficiencies, these records make Oak Ridge 

“one of the most thoroughly documented public burial grounds of enslaved people in the state.” 

These reports stipulate that Maconites interred at least 107 African Americans there in the 1840s. 

Missing records for 1850 to 1857 leave a total of 136 documented burials in the 1850s. From 

1860 to 1865, the sexton reported 707 interments. See figure 6.37. These asymmetrical numbers 

more than likely denote both uneven reportage and a growing dependence on the cemetery.160 

The sexton’s monthly statements to the city council did not typically include the names of the 

deceased. Only two references to specific individuals appear in the city records. “A free man of   

 
159Thomas and Thomas, Rose Hill, 545; Rose Hill Cemetery Interment Book; Rose Hill Deed Book, Book 

A; Hallman and Hallman, Record of Interments for Rose Hill Cemetery, v. The earliest Oak Ridge lot sales record 
book is for 1866 to 1889. There were no burials in “Oak Ridge” listed in antebellum sections of the Rose Hill 
Cemetery Interment Book 1840-1848, 1854-1879. The antebellum records for Oak Ridge for the enslaved were 
either lost or disposed of. Thomas’s record of those buried in Rose Hill and Oak Ridge has over 1,000 pages of 
listings. The African American entries for Oak Ridge on pages 545 to 580 are much more cursory due to lack of 
data. As a result, there are few birth dates listed and very few antebellum burials. It is also not divided by lot in the 
same manner as the Rose Hill listings. Confusing the matter today is Thomas’s decision to place white “Stranger 
Row” burials under an Oak Ridge heading in his exhaustive listing, though this would not have been the correct 
antebellum or postbellum terminology. The white pauper “Strangers Row” would not open in Oak Ridge until the 
1890s. In his listing, Thomas used the white Oak Ridge section as a catch-all, listing there any entries in the sexton’s 
register not included in Rose Hill’s main sections, such as interments in Fort Hill and the Old Macon Cemetery. 

160“Oak Ridge Cemetery 1840 to 1865”; “Unknown, But Not Forgotten,” interpretive marker, Oak Ridge 
Cemetery, Macon, Ga., viewed by author, July 2019. For years, there has been talk of the use of ground penetrating 
radar to determine how many people lie in Oak Ridge. Experts estimate that many bodies were probably buried on 
top of each other and that there are probably between 800 and 1400 unmarked burials. “Finding the Forgotten,” 
Telegraph, 5 March 2004; Stanley Dunlap, “Unknown, Forgotten Could Be Recognized at Historic Macon 
Cemetery,” Telegraph, 2 July 2016.  
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Figure 6.36. Oak Ridge: Antebellum Burials 
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color Hannibal Roe” was interred in Oak Ridge in 1846, and the sexton mentioned “Essex” by 

name due to accusations that local medical students disinterred his body in 1858.161  

The overwhelming majority of the antebellum dead entombed in Oak Ridge were 

enslaved. Macon’s slaveholding class met its deathways responsibilities by providing a decent 

graveyard and paying the appropriate burial fees. It is less likely that slaveholders purchased 

permanent stone grave markers for the enslaved dead, for no antebellum tombstones for the 

enslaved remain in Oak Ridge today. With this burial ground, slaveholders tried to reinforce their 

belief that they provided for their chattel in death as they had in life—such was their view of the 

world. In life, they provided shelter, food, and clothes. In death, the slaveholding class provided 

Oak Ridge, which offered an unadorned version of the picturesque.162 Though antebellum 

 
161“Unknown, But Not Forgotten.” Doctors John T. Coxe of Forsyth, Georgia, and Methvin S. Thomson of 

Perth, Scotland, taught would-be practitioners at Macon’s Southern Botanic Medical College, later the Reform 
Medical College of Georgia. Established in 1839 in Forsyth a few miles to the north, the school moved to Macon in 
1845. Reports of grave robbing, especially related to African American graves, were rife in other localities, but other 
than the case of Essex, this was not the case with Macon. The medical school moved to Atlanta in 1881. Carmen 
Shaver Brown, History of Medicine in Bibb County: 1823-1917 (Macon, Ga.: Women’s Auxiliary to the Bibb 
County Medical Society, 1971), 7; Jenkins, “Ante Bellum Macon,” 368. 

162David Roediger, “And Die in Dixie: Funerals, Death, & Heaven in the Slave Community 1700-1865,” 
The Massachusetts Review 22, no. 1 (Spring 1981): 165-67, 171-72; Berry, Price for Their Pound of Flesh, 87; 
 

Figure 6.37. Enslaved burial section with interpretive marker, Oak Ridge 
Cemetery, photo by author, 2019 
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evidence of enslaved Maconites’ attitudes toward Oak Ridge is thin, testimony from elsewhere 

indicates that an intermingling in death was often not what enslaved African Americans desired 

any more than their white counterparts but for different reasons. Some of the enslaved believed 

that interment next to slaveholders would link them for eternity. Solomon Northrup, who 

escaped from slavery elsewhere, concluded that the grave was “the only resting place of the poor 

slave.”163  

Macon’s antebellum free black population was small, with only eighty-eight listed on the 

1850 census and thirty-three in 1860. Without surviving interment records, only a handful of 

legible antebellum tombstones provide evidence 

that some of Macon’s free African American 

population chose Oak Ridge as their final resting 

place. For instance, congregants of First 

Presbyterian Church Robert and Frances Carter 

erected a modest obelisk to their three deceased 

children Robert (1856-1858), George Henry (1858-

1859), and Martha Louisa (1855-1862). See figure 

6.38. They included on the monument a sentimental 

epitaph used elsewhere in Rose Hill: “These little 

buds of being just burst on earth / To bloom in 

heaven.”164 The Colored Mechanics Society of 

 
Jamie Warren, “To Claim One’s Own: Death and the Body in the Daily Politics of Antebellum Slavery,” in Death 
and the American South, eds. Craig Thompson Friend and Lorri Glover (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2015), 120, 122. 

163Roediger, “And Die in Dixie,” 180; Oakes, Ruling Race, 116-17. 
164Oak Ridge Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Robert, George, and Louisa Carter monument, 

personally photographed, 4 January 2017; Church register 1826-1894, MF4104, First Presbyterian Church Records, 
MGA. 

 

Figure 6.38. Robert, Martha Louisa, and 
George Henry Carter obelisk, Oak Ridge 
Cemetery, photo by author, 2019 
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Macon erected a stone to Rev. George Eackly (c. 1808-1860). Judy Nixon (1810-1860) was a 

“consistent member of the Baptist church” according to the inscription on her marble headstone. 

Lucinda Beasley’s (d. 1849) lengthy epitaph began with the statement that she “died triumphant 

in the Christian faith.”165 Conversely, Macon’s wealthiest antebellum African American chose 

not to be buried in Oak Ridge upon his death in 1855. Solomon Humphries set up shop in Macon 

as a grocer and then a middling cotton factor, buying property in the area as early as 1830. At his 

death in August 1855 at age fifty-four, family interred Humphries in Fort Hill Cemetery across 

the river, which had separate sections for black and white burials.166 Humphries’s choice 

suggests either negative African American attitudes about Oak Ridge or simply the fact that 

Humphries already had family interred in Fort Hill.  

No matter African Americans’ feelings concerning their place in Macon’s necropolis, 

white Maconites, both slaveholders and non-slaveholders, would have probably viewed Oak 

Ridge as part of a cemetery complex to be proud of—separate and unequal. Though white 

Maconites founded Rose Hill’s sister cemetery in the 1840s along the northwest edge of Rose 

Hill, the 1854 map of the city did not include Oak Ridge, which is an appropriate indication of 

Oak Ridge’s place in the minds of white Georgians. As scholar Kruger-Kahloula wrote of 

American cemeteries writ large: “Hierarchy and marginality are very often displayed in a literal 

sense.”167 Oak Ridge was useful in the mainstream white narrative as it promoted the notion that 

Maconites no matter their nativity were both good slaveholders and decent citizens providing for 

all of the town’s inhabitants. The very existence of Oak Ridge highlights the inescapable 

humanity of the enslaved, which dictated that they have a decent place of burial. 

 
165Oak Ridge Cemetery (Macon, Bibb County, Georgia), Judy Nixon and Lucinda Beasley headstones, 

personally photographed, 4 January 2017. 
166Macon’s Black Heritage: The Untold Story (Macon, Ga.: The Tubman African American Museum, 

1997), 35; Thomas, Fort Hill Cemetery, 82-219. In Thomas’s book, white interments are listed (in alphabetical 
order) on pp. 1-81. African American interments are listed on pp. 82-219, with most graves from the 1900s.  

167Kruger-Kahloula, “On the Wrong Side,” 135. 
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The rural cemetery movement, including aspects related to nature, liberal theology, 

family, and hierarchy, found a home in Macon, though here, as elsewhere in the South, it was 

“not done in blind imitation of a Yankee institution.” Instead, deathways historian Joy M. 

Giguere’s findings for the region apply here as well: “The southern embrace of the rural 

cemetery . . . reveals the complex dynamics that accompanied southern urban expansion as well 

as the great variability of urban environments and populations within the vast South itself.” 

Henry R. Jackson wrote of new Laurel Grove Cemetery in Savannah in 1853, “Behold a new city 

which we now consecrate to the dead! Behold its walls, its gates, and its streets!” In Macon’s 

Rose Hill, “The city of the living clearly rearranged itself in the city of the dead.”168 Georgia 

merchant Isaac Scott described the process of “rearranging” in his diary in 1860. Old friend Dr. 

Andrew Pye (c.1815-1860) “was taken ill on Thursday night about midnight with Cholick [colic] 

and died this night about 11:30 at his own House in Third street. I saw him about two hours 

before he died.” The next day, Scott reported that he, along with two other friends, went out and 

selected a lot in Rose Hill and arranged with the sexton to bury Pye that evening at five o'clock. 

They also “caused notices to be read in the Methodist and Baptist churches.” He ended by 

remarking that there was a large turn-out for the funeral.169 Pye lies alone in a corner lot in 

Triangle in Rose Hill, a small section with only eleven plots opened in the 1850s. In this area lie 

southerners, northerners, and immigrants representing four out of five Christian denominations 

in the city and occupational groups 2, 4, 5, and 6, with a street overseer, physician, lawyer, 

master machinist, and grocer finding rest there in the antebellum period. Though this 

intermingling in Triangle was not unlike that found in Macon’s streets, Triangle was adjacent to 

 
168Giguere, “Localism and Nationalism,” 881; Jackson, “Laurel Grove Cemetery!”, 17; Wells, Facing the 

King of Terrors, 127. In the final quote, Wells refers to the re-arrangement of the dead in New York, but the same 
principle applies here. 

169Isaac Scott diary, 1859-1864, 11-12 August 1860, typed manuscript by Peyton Moncure, 56, MGA. 
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Pine Ridge, noted repeatedly for its relatively poor lot purchasers, immigrants, and Catholics, 

where areal concentration was more evident than in the city. 

The southern born, northern born, and foreign born all appeared in proportions in line 

with their percentages of the Macon population in both the “free lot” sections and the purchased 

plots. When Georgia businessman William Butler Johnston was building the “bold bluff” in 

Holly Ridge, block 3, for both his and Joseph Bond’s lots, he was also arranging for his in-laws’ 

removal from the Old Macon Cemetery to his new lot. These in-law re-interments were the 

graves that Maconite Edward Dorr Tracy, Jr., mourned to leave behind upon his removal to 

Alabama: one of Macon’s first intendants Edward Dorr Tracy, Sr., of Connecticut and his 

Georgia wife Susan Campbell.170 Johnston and his family lie beside the Tracys in the Johnston 

lot overlooking the Ocmulgee to this day. Beyond a ravine to the west of Holly Ridge, block 3, is 

Oak Ridge Cemetery, an important, if subordinate, part of Macon’s necropolis in the minds of 

white Maconites as a symbol of their perceived benevolence. In Rose Hill and Oak Ridge, 

Maconites created a landscape that sometimes revealed what the living city concealed. Here they 

sought to make class, ethnic, and racial disparities as beautiful as possible even as they hoped to 

bolster the southern way of life. 

 
170Butler, Historical Record of Macon, 91, 187; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 91. An 

intendent was a mayor chosen by the city council instead of the populace at large.  
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EPILOGUE 

 

 

 In December 1860, from his Greek-Revival mansion on Georgia Avenue, commission 

merchant Isaac Scott of Georgia wrote disparagingly of the announcement of the South Carolina 

Ordinance of Secession, celebrated in Macon by the ringing of the Episcopal Church bell and a 

“noisy mass” of citizens. He compared the merriment to Nero fiddling as Rome burned.1 Scott’s 

concerns aligned with those of many other southern businessmen, both high and low, who saw 

that secession would “cause a significant, perhaps financially catastrophic, disruption in trade,” 

and that surely the extensive business relationships they had formed with their northern 

counterparts were “likely to be permanently damaged.”2 The fears of the southern business class 

contradicts a “vision of divergent societies, a modernizing North and a South resisting 

modernity.” Instead, Marc Egnal concludes that “the South’s failure to achieve modernity on the 

North’s terms was the critical test and the underlying cause of the Civil War.”3 David Goldfield 

takes a different approach, asserting that “the very success of southern cities in achieving 

maturity sealed their ultimate failure” as northern cities drew them “into an inextricable web of 

commercial relationships.”4 

While some Maconites, including “native southerners” such as Scott, had the commercial 

implications of secession at the forefront of their thoughts, others focused on “southern rights.” 

 
1Isaac Scott diary, 1859-1864, 21 December 1860, typed manuscript by Peyton Moncure, p. 65, Middle 

Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA). Scott’s parents were from South 
Carolina. 

2Jonathan Daniel Wells, “The Southern Middle Class,” Journal of Southern History 75, no. 3 (August 
2009): 658.  

3William G. Thomas, III, and Edward L. Ayers, “An Overview: The Differences Slavery Made: A Close 
Analysis of Two American Communities,” American Historical Review 108, no. 5 (December 2003): 1300; Diane 
Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers, “Introduction,” in The Old South’s Modern Worlds: Slavery, Region, and 
Nation in the Age of Progress, eds. L. Diane Barnes, Brian Schoen, and Frank Towers (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2011), 16. The quote here is the editors summarization of Egnal’s chapter in the anthology: 
“Counterpoint: What If Genovese Is Right?: The Premodern Outlook of Southern Planters,” 269-87. Italics added by 
this author.  

4David R. Goldfield, Region, Race, and Cities: Interpreting the South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University 
Press, 1997), 235.  
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While the city’s Irish contingent had Americanized, they had also been in the process of 

“becoming southern.” Just as they cheered the U.S. declaring independence from the United 

Kingdom in light of Ireland’s oppression at the hands of the English, they likened the situation of 

Ireland to that of the South opposite the “tyrannical” North. A Telegraph article back in August 

1851 signed by “Michael” noted that Irishmen were familiar with degradation and dependence in 

their homeland, which ultimately drove them from its shores, and he now feared that the South 

may “in future occupy the same relation to the Federal Government” that Ireland did with the 

United Kingdom. He urged southerners to strive to attain an “unequivocal equality” in the Union, 

fighting for rights now, so that the South was not forced to do as Ireland had done, calling for a 

“A Repeal of the Union.” Though in 1851, Michael believed that the South still had a chance to 

avoid secession, he felt that it might become necessary if southerners could not turn the tide. 

Michael made the fate of the South all the more dire by describing the current state of Ireland, 

“bleeding at every pore, crushed by the heel of oppression . . . the home of starvation and 

misery.”5 The actions of Macon’s only antebellum Irish mayor, George M. Logan, clearly 

illustrate his allegiances. Hotelier and merchant Logan gravitated toward southern nationalism 

and served on several committees related to aid to “Bleeding Kansas” and to promote secession. 

After Lincoln’s election in November 1860, Logan was one of the signatories of the resolution 

by Maconites “in favor of the South against Lincoln’s administration and of immediate secession 

by Georgia.”6  

Though Maconites were torn on the issue of secession—the Democratic Party of Bibb 

County split—Georgia seceded in January 1861. Bibb County and Macon became bastions of 

 
5Michael, “Communicated,” Telegraph, 12 August 1851; David T. Gleeson, The Irish in the South, 1815-

1877 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2001), 3, 6. 
6Ida Young, Julius Gholson, and Clara Nell Hargrove, History of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Lyon, 

Marshall & Brooks, 1950), 175, 204. 
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loyalty to the Confederacy. By mid-September 1861, Macon and Bibb County had formed 

eleven military units including the Jackson Artillery, Macon Guards, Sparks Guards, Central 

City Blues, and Bibb Greys. The Irish formed their own unit, the Lochrane Guards in honor of 

local lawyer Osborne A. Lochrane. They chose book binder Jackson Barnes as captain. An 

experienced group of artillerists formed an all-German unit, with jeweler Frederick H. Burghard 

as captain.7  

The Maconite “aristocratic” Yankees Oliver Hillhouse Prince, Sr., and Edward Dorr 

Tracy, Sr., had moved to the Central City in its early years, and the next generation of these 

families proved their loyalty to the only home they had ever known. They had engaged in the 

culture at the ground level and invested in it. During the Civil War, Oliver Hillhouse Prince, Jr., 

born in Macon, served as a volunteer aide-de-camp, receiving a captain's commission in the 

Confederate army and conscripting soldiers in Baker County. As for the Tracys, though Edward 

Dorr Tracy, Sr., had remained close to his New England family and was a proud Union man at 

his death in 1849, both sons who survived to adulthood died fighting for the South in the Civil 

War. Both Edward, Jr., and Philemon were born and raised in Macon, with Philemon writing in 

1852 to his sister who was honeymooning in Europe: “After gazing till your eyes are tired at all 

the curiosities of Paris, what would you give for a sight of the old Red Hills of Georgia?”8 

Georgian Susan Griffin Campbell Tracy’s son “Phil,” her “little black eyed boy,” her “boast,” 

died at the Battle of Antietam in September 1862, having attained the rank of major, thirteen 

years after the death of his Connecticut-born father in Macon.9 Edward, Jr., died eight months 

 
7Richard W. Iobst, Civil War Macon: The History of a Confederate City (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University 

Press, 1999), 74-75. 
8Glenda Sue Gillis Leslie, “‘The Controlling Bar’: The Influence of Macon’s Attorneys on Its Early 

History” (Ph.D. diss., Georgia State University, 1999), 103; Philemon Tracy (Macon) to Mrs. Anne Tracy Johnson, 
26 August 1852, folder 7d, Tracy-Steel-Johnson Family Collection, MGA. 

9Susan Campbell Tracy (Macon) to Dr. Tracy (Norwich, Conn.), 6 March 1833, folder 3c, Tracy-Steel-
Johnson Family Collection. 
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later at the Battle of Fort Gibson in Mississippi. As a brigadier general, he had been Macon’s 

highest-ranking Confederate officer. Tracy and Prince may not have been “native” southerners 

going back several generations, but they became loyal southerners.  

These aristocratic near-northerners were not alone in taking up arms for the Confederacy. 

Sergeant John F. Ross died aged twenty in Kentucky in 1862. The sergeant was the son of 

prosperous merchant John B. Ross of North Carolina and was working as a clerk in Macon in 

1860, still residing with his father on College Street. Grocer Thomas K. Campbell, whose father 

hailed from New Jersey, was a lieutenant in the Macon Volunteers. He died from wounds 

sustained at Gettysburg, as did another officer in the company—Edward J. Grannis of 

Connecticut. Grannis was a clerk in 1860 listed as part of his father’s household. The son of 

South Carolinian druggist George Payne—George Pierce Payne—died in battle in 1863. Macon 

artist and ambrotypist, lately of New York, Lt. Col. James Dunbar Van Valkenburg died at the 

Battle of Monocacy in Maryland in 1864. George Scattergood., Jr.,—diarist of late antebellum 

Macon—was the son of a Pennsylvania carpenter turned roadmaster for the Central Railroad 

who moved to Georgia in 1838. In late 1860, Scattergood had attended one of Thomas R. R. 

Cobb’s speeches in Macon arguing for secession. This was the Cobb known for his “yankee” 

attributes of relentless dedication to his projects. Scattergood concluded of Cobb’s speech, which 

was four hours long, “I think there were a great many things he might have left out.”10 

Regardless, Scattergood joined the Confederate army, as did Cobb. While Cobb of Athens died 

at the Battle of Fredericksburg in 1862, Scattergood fell at Petersburg two years later. Many 

more would survive the war, such as Sidney Lanier, renowned flautist and poet. Born in Macon 

 
10Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 309-10; U.S., Census of 1860, Population Schedules, 

Macon, Bibb County, Georgia, 609, 725, 878; Wendy Hamand Venet, ed., Sam Richard’s Civil War Diary: A 
Chronicle of the Atlanta Home Front (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2009), 39; George W. Scattergood, Jr., 
Journals 1858-1865, 10 December 1860, MGA; William B. McCash, Thomas R. R. Cobb: The Making of a Southern 
Nationalist (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 2004), 100. 
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in 1842, his grandfather Sterling Lanier of North Carolina was the proprietor of the Lanier House 

Hotel. Lanier contracted tuberculosis in a prisoner of war camp but lived on until 1881, dying in 

North Carolina. Bibb County claims to have given a higher percentage of its population to the 

Confederate army than any other county in the state, and one-tenth of the county’s white males 

perished in the war. The 1865 Telegraph purported that by the end of the war Macon gave 

twenty-three companies of men to the Confederate military but that only enough men survived to 

fill five.11 

The Civil War resulted in much upheaval to Macon, which became an important hub in 

the Confederate war effort. Macon became an important part of the Lower South industrial 

complex for the Confederacy. After Scotsman Robert Findlay’s death in 1859, production at his 

iron works soon slowed and almost ceased as his four sons joined the Confederate army instead 

of running the foundry. In June 1862, Col. Richard M. Cuyler learned of the facilities and leased 

them on behalf of the Confederate government, and the Findlay Iron Works became the Macon 

Arsenal. The plant produced both cannon tubes and carriages. Cuyler also rented Macon’s twelve 

largest warehouses and negotiated contracts for munitions and arms from the Schofield Iron 

Works and the gunsmith firm of D. C. Hodgkins. Among other items, the city’s industrial 

complex produced swords, canteens, haversacks, and harnesses.12 Macon also became a hospital 

town, with the wounded brought in on the rails from battles such as Shiloh, Chickamauga, 

Kennesaw Mountain, Atlanta, and Jonesboro. When Atlanta fell in fall 1864, most of Atlanta’s 

hospitals were relocated to Macon. The gentlemen physicians one generation removed from 

Ireland, James Mercer Green and his brother Henry K. Green, both served as physicians for the 

Confederacy—Henry as a surgeon for a Georgia infantry regiment and James as the surgeon-in-

 
11Robert S. Davis, Jr., Cotton, Fire, and Dreams: The Robert Findlay Iron Works and Heavy Industry in 

Macon, Georgia, 1839-1912 (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1998), 126. 
12Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 123, 127-29; Iobst, Civil War Macon, 4. 
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charge for a succession of military hospitals in Richmond, Atlanta, and finally Macon. There was 

also a prisoner of war camp on the southeast edge of the city, Camp Oglethorpe, for Union 

officers.13  

All of this activity for the Confederacy drew the attention of the Union army as it made 

its way through the Deep South late in the war. During the Atlanta Campaign, General William 

Tecumseh Sherman sent General George Stoneman with cavalry south toward Macon to destroy 

the railroad—the Macon & Western—and invade the city itself in July 1864. The Macon & 

Western had been the “lifeline” for the Army of Tennessee during the Atlanta Campaign, and 

historian Richard Iobst asserts that “possibly no single line played a more important role in the 

Confederate War effort.” Though the line and Atlanta would eventually fall, Georgia militia 

stopped the Stoneman Raid in East Macon at the Battle of Dunlap Hill. In November 1864, the 

city repelled another Federal cavalry attack. Macon avoided Atlanta’s fiery fate and the 

destruction seen in Columbus at the hands of General James H. Wilson and his cavalry when the 

city surrendered in April 1865 as part of the Sherman-Johnston Convention, a preliminary 

surrender agreement between General Joseph E. Johnston of the Army of Tennessee and General 

Sherman, which encompassed all Confederate forces in Georgia and the Carolinas.14 In the days 

that followed, prisoners of war Jefferson Davis and Georgia Governor Joseph E. Brown passed 

through Macon to silent, crowded streets, and only the African American residents of the city—

the majority of whom were free for the first time in their lives—celebrated the Fourth of July.15  

Macon remained under federal occupation until 1868 when the army left the city. Macon 

“completed” Republican-directed Reconstruction in 1874, when white Democrats won every 

 
13Iobst, Civil War Macon, 2-3, 107-8; "William Montgomery Green," University of Georgia Libraries 

Podcasts, February 18, 2007. Andersonville, 60 miles to the southwest, held enlisted men. 
14Iobst, Civil War Macon, 2-3. 
15Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 145; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 306.  
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contested office in Bibb County. The Telegraph celebrated what it deemed “a glorious popular 

uprising on behalf of liberty and the white race, which no one could witness unmoved.” In light 

of such declarations, it is not surprising that black departures from central Georgia waxed and 

waned along with their hope for land redistribution and equal citizenship. As the demographic 

trend reversed, the black population gravitated to the city in search of employment. Thus, 

Macon’s African American populace grew from 2,700 in 1860 to 5,200 in 1870. By 1880, people 

of color outnumbered whites in the Central City for the first time, with 6,600 African Americans 

and 6,200 whites.16  

The city slowly recovered economically after the war. But historian Robert S. Davis, Jr., 

notes that “a decimated southern economy faced the onslaught of a northern economy expanded 

and improved by the war.” When Isaac Scott had likened celebrating secession to Nero’s fiddling 

while Rome burned, he was not far wrong as related to Macon’s commercial interests. Georgian 

Scott relocated to New York after the war, where he became a successful banker.17 Though all 

four Findlay sons survived the war, upon their return to Macon the federal government still 

retained control of the Macon Arsenal, or Findlay Iron Works, and did so until May 1866. The 

brothers worked as clerks and went into the produce and auction businesses in the meantime. 

After the government returned the foundry, they were not able to reopen until 1869 due to lack of 

funds. In 1878, the city still had but a single cotton mill as the Macon Manufacturing Company 

had gone out of business. The new Bibb Manufacturing Company operated in East Macon. 

While Atlanta suffered far heavier losses in the Civil War, the “Phoenix City” rose from the 

 
16Joseph Patrick Reidy, “Masters and Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to 

Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-1880” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois University, 1982), 175, 245-7, 282, 392, 
403, 407; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 310, 320. These figures are all compared to the 1860 
census, which listed 5,337 white residents, 33 free blacks, and 2,664 enslaved persons, for a total of 8,037 
inhabitants. By 1910, Macon had become a “major black metropolis” ranked among the twenty cities in the U.S. 
with the largest black populations. 

17Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 145. Upon his death in 1867, he returned to Macon in a casket to be 
interred in his lot in the Central Avenue District, block 1, along with family members. 
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ashes, already doing more business than Macon in 1865, while much of Atlanta was still a 

smoldering rubble.18 The same factors of location related to the railroad lines, which had aided in 

Atlanta’s antebellum rise, benefitted the city after the war, intensifying its commercial 

dominance. Though twenty years younger than Macon, Atlanta became the state capital in 1868. 

As for agriculture, the couple dozen wealthy planters who had lived in antebellum Macon were 

no more. In 1878, two planters both resided “uptown,” though the city still boasted thirty cotton 

brokers, factors, merchants, and shippers (all white) showing that cotton was still in business. 

There were seventy-nine farmers: thirty-five of these black and forty-four white.19 

The 1878 city directory by A. E. Shole included both white and African American 

Maconites, with people of color identified throughout with a “c” for “colored.” It shows that 

black and white residents lived adjacent through much of the city, though as geographer John R. 

Logan emphasizes, “Segregation can also be understood in terms of boundaries between people . 

. . even when they live in close proximity to one another.”20 In Macon, “microscale” separation 

appeared most clearly in the directory’s “rear” and “alley” addresses, which included 18 percent 

of black residents and only .3 percent of white Maconites. Just as in the antebellum period, these 

African Americans “lived in very close proximity to whites but [were] clearly separated from 

them by the spatial layout.” As listed in the 1878 city directory, the vast majority of black 

Maconites (97 percent) were skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled laborers and lived in the vicinity 

of their white working-class counterparts, though other forms of microscale segregation would 

 
18Davis, Cotton, Fire, and Dreams, 149-50, 163. 
19Sholes’ Directory of the City of Macon, July 1st 1878 (Macon, Ga.: A. E. Sholes, 1878). Pulaski S. Holt, 

Sr., an antebellum Maconite, and newcomer Benjamin Iverson were the two listed planters. 
20Sholes’ Directory of the City of Macon; John R. Logan, “Racial Segregation in Postbellum Southern 

Cities: The Case of Washington, D.C.,” Demographic Research 36 (2017): 1779. 
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have more than likely been in operation in an effort to filter race within these class divisions in 

the city streets.21  

There were a few “urban clusters,” which formed at the city’s edge.22 Pleasant Hill 

Neighborhood was an intentional African American community formed in 1872 on 439 acres 

located on the slope and valley beyond College Street, while free people of color established 

Unionville in south Macon in the 1870s. Less salubrious urban clusters included Tybee, on 

Macon’s southside along the railroad tracks—a common location for urban clusters. White 

Maconites considered it to be a “black slum” after the Civil War, a no-man’s land or a “wild, 

wild west.” According to a twentieth-century African American Maconite, “Tybee was a haven 

beneath black smokestacks and the railroad coal chute.”23 Tybee would eventually house a great 

number of people crammed into a small area, but that was not apparent from the data included in 

the 1878 city directory. Some of the black residences at the edges of the city lay in unfavorably 

low elevations, resulting in flooding. An observer standing on the Ocmulgee River bridge after a 

flood in 1876 noted planks, cattle, pigs, horses, chicken coops, and “even a few negro cabins” 

floating downstream. The lower section of East Macon was also underwater during that 

particular flood.24 

 
21Sholes’ Directory of the City of Macon; Logan, “Racial Segregation in Postbellum Southern Cities,” 

1773-74, 1760, 1778-79. Scholars also point to the “street segment” as being another indication of microscale 
segregation. Different street segments would be largely black or white, with an examination of Washington, D.C., 
street segments revealing that on average blacks lived on street segments that were majority African American.  

22The term “urban cluster” as used by Charles S. Johnson refers to black communities formed after the 
Civil War at city’s edge. John Kellogg, “Negro Urban Clusters in the Postbellum South,” Geographical Review 67 
(1977): 312-13, 320. 

23Macon’s Black Heritage: The Untold Story (Macon, Ga.: The Tubman African American Museum, 
1997), 17, 19; Heather Duncan, “Tybee Now: Urban Renewal Tears Down Without Rebuilding,” Macon Telegraph, 
27 February 2005. A. Ruger depicted an early version of this chute overlooking the Central Railroad yard in his 
1872 “bird’s eye view” map of Macon. 

24A couple of blocks, which appeared open for settlement on the Vincent Map, were in fact part of the 
railroad yards. Macon’s Black Heritage, 19; Carl L. Anderson, “Medical History of Macon,” Journal of the Medical 
Association of Georgia (Spring 1941): 127; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 322.  
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As seen with the Pleasant Hill Neighborhood, in a number of arenas, post-emancipation 

African American Maconites voluntarily separated themselves from whites by founding their 

own organizations and communities. Black professionals and artisans depended on African 

American clientele to keep them in business despite white reprisals, becoming the leaders in a 

“flowering of political, religious, and educational activity” in the city. This group helped 

organize a politically active Union League Club, which staged an Independence Day parade in 

Macon in 1865. It was the largest such gathering in the region up to that point.25 The same year, 

black Maconites formed five schools, many of which met in black churches. Some were newly 

established and others recently separated from the white churches to which they had been 

attached. The 1878 directory listed seven African American churches within the city limits. 

Postwar African American Maconites also inaugurated their own burial grounds, such as 

Linwood Cemetery, established in 1894 northwest of the city to provide a last resting place for 

those living in the Pleasant Hill Neighborhood.26 An example of a less formal cemetery African 

Americans utilized during this era was Avondale Burial Ground in south Bibb County. Several 

local black families decided to inter their loved ones at the central point where four farms met. 

When these families moved away, locals forgot this cemetery until highway construction in 2008 

disturbed the remains.27  

East of the river, Fort Hill Cemetery continued to receive black interments, as did Oak 

Ridge on Macon’s northside. Though one would assume that postbellum freedmen would 

 
25Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 326-7, 342; William A. Blair, Cities of the Dead: Contesting the Memory of 

the Civil War in the South, 1865-1914 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2004), 31-32. 
26Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 335; Macon’s Black Heritage, 17, 19; Sholes’ Directory of the City of 

Macon, 26-28. 
27“‘Hold Your Light on Canaan’s Shore’: A Historical and Archaeological Investigation of the Avondale 

Burial Place (9BI165)” (Atlanta: New South Associates, 2012), 
http://newsouthassoc.com/avondale/images/news/volume1.pdf, accessed July 10, 2016. Christina Brooks notes that 
many African American cemeteries are disappearing as nature takes over because they are not in state records. 
Christina Brooks, “Enclosing Their Immortal Souls: A Survey of Two African American Cemeteries in 
Georgetown, South Carolina,” Southeastern Archaeology 30, no. 1 (June 2011): 185.  
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distance themselves as much as possible from all reminders of slavery, people of color embraced 

Oak Ridge “as a site for remembrance of lives lost during slavery and identified with this history 

as their heritage.” It was a respectable cemetery with the municipal version of perpetual care. 

African Americans’ postbellum use of Oak Ridge mirrors their continued use of other burials 

grounds, including plantation graveyards. In Oak Ridge, organizations such as the Order of the 

Good Samaritan, the Independent Society, and the Daughters of the Good Samaritan purchased 

lots for their members. Fashionable and expensive memorials such as that to the Rev. Henry 

Williams (1843-1886), erected by Cotton Avenue Baptist Church, reveal that whatever whites’ 

intentions, black Maconites used the cemetery for their own purposes in the postwar era. A 

number of notable local African American families are interred there, including that of Professor 

H. J. T. Hudson who founded the city’s first public high school for African Americans. Interment 

in Oak Ridge continues to the present. Though there are no family lots available, burials continue 

in established plots.28  

Rose Hill remained an exclusively white domain and, as such, was a useful “vehicle for 

the expression of public memory,” fulfilling its purpose as that, “cultural institution,” the rural-

style cemetery. In 1933, a Macon Evening News article asserted that the recent burial of Anne 

Jordan in the Hall lot was the “only Negro grave within the bounds of the cemetery.”29 In 1872, 

 
28Oak Ridge lot sales record book, 1866-1889, MF349, Oak Ridge Records, MGA; Jack Guerry Thomas, 

Sr., and Katherine Moore Thomas, Rose Hill (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 2009; held at MGA), 545-80; “Oak 
Ridge Cemetery 1866 to the Present,” interpretive marker, Oak Ridge Cemetery, Macon, Ga., viewed by author, 
July 2019. For the period 1865 to 1899, there are twenty graves with surviving markers. Christina Brooks notes two 
African American cemeteries in coastal South Carolina that started out as plantation burial grounds: Bellefield and 
Alderly. Christina Brooks, “Enclosing Their Immortal Souls: A Survey of Two African American Cemeteries in 
Georgetown, South Carolina,” Southeastern Archaeology 30, no. 1 (June 2011): 177.  

29Stanley French, “The Cemetery as a Cultural Institution: The Establishment of Mount Auburn and the 
‘Rural Cemetery’ Movement,” in Death in America, ed. David E. Stannard (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1975), 70; Mark Schantz, Awaiting the Heavenly Country: The Civil War and America’s 
Culture of Death (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2008), 73; Beverly Wallace, “Old Rose Hill Tombstones 
Symbolize Macon’s History,” Macon Evening News, 23 September 1933. The granite headstone contained the 
words “Anna Jordan . . . faithful servant and friend.” The cemetery may have not been officially desegregated until 
1963 when the Bibb County Coordinating Committee requesting that the City Council repeal all segregation 
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the white editors of the Telegraph had waxed poetic: “In Rose Hill Cemetery . . . overlooking the 

placid waters of the Ocmulgee, surrounded by monarchs of the forest and creeping vines . . . a 

massive monument rears its magnificent proportions, inscribed in large letters with the name of 

‘Bond’.” This was an excerpt from the paper’s two articles about Joseph Bond published thirteen 

years after his death resuming the editors’ “good and humane master” theme. The editors 

asserted that to the uninformed, the tomb meant nothing but instead caused the passerby to 

conclude cynically that the lavish monument proclaimed “not what he was, but what he should 

have been.” The article countered, “The marble monument nor the green sod does not rest upon a 

form in our beautiful cemetery that, at one time, contained a soul so noble, so generous, so brave, 

and so true to the responsibilities of the hour as the soul of Joseph Bond.” Accordingly, the 

newspaper delineated Bond’s understanding of the responsibilities of the slaveholder. The editors 

pronounced, “The world should be again reminded of how he [Bond] died, and what he died for. 

It is to rescue his name from oblivion that I pen this notice.”30 

The Telegraph articles used the Bond monument in Rose Hill as a springboard to 

promote “a compassionate portrait of slavery” that served a post-emancipation purpose. This 

trend honored the dead not as individuals but as ideals and a way “to represent a way of Southern 

life forever lost through the end of slavery.”31 This retelling promoted a collective memory of the 

“willfully recalled and deliberately forgotten past,” which included “historical silences” that 

“omitted slave auctions, beatings, and uprisings” as well as “more mundane hardships.” The 

 
ordinances. The petition asked that all city-owned facilities be open to all races, though it did not refer specifically to 
Rose Hill. “City Facility Integration Asked in Negro’s Petition,” Macon Telegraph, 23 March 1963, p. 1A; “Council 
Votes ‘No Action’ On Integration Petition,” Macon Telegraph, 24 April 1963, p. 13A. 

30“Sketch of the Life of the Late Joseph Bond,” Telegraph, 17 September 1872, part 1; “Sketch of the Life 
of the Late Joseph Bond,” part 2; “A Contemporary, in noticing the killing of Col. Joseph Bond by the overseer 
Brown, makes the following sensible and feeling remarks,” Daily News (Savannah), 5 April 1859. 

31Kristen D. Burton, “Myths Laid to Rest: Death, Burial, and Memory in the American South,” Essays in 
History 59 (2015), http://www.essaysinhistory.com/myths-laid-to-rest-death-burial-and-memory-in-the-american-
south/, accessed September 10, 2018. Burton is talking about slaveholders being a part of enslaved antebellum 
funerals, but it applies here as well, when slaveholders were using deathways (this time related to the death of a 
slaveholder) to bolster the image of slavery.  
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Telegraph stated its purpose in flowery language, “It is refreshing to look upon the bright side of 

a picture, which, to some persons, appeared dark and dark only.”32 Despite the narrative that both 

the ante and postbellum Telegraph promulgated, in 1859 Bond died in an altercation related to 

the beating of one of his enslaved wagoners—an event he was more likely to have viewed as 

damage to his property rather than as injuries suffered by a fellow human being that required 

some sort of recompense. These newspaper articles drew the eye to Bond’s grave in Rose Hill 

and attempted to justify white Georgians’ postwar actions. As historian Susan E. O’Donovan 

notes in her study on the topic, while “outright ownership” was a “thing of the past,” former 

slaveholders intended that “the spirit of slavery would outlast the institution from which it had 

arisen.”33 They proclaimed humanitarian intentions not unlike those expressed in the prewar 

period, but like the institution from which it sprung, the “spirit of slavery” was not expressed 

through benevolent paternalism so much as violence and coercion now mixed with racial hatred, 

anger, and revenge. Bloodshed marked almost every election in 1870s Macon until whites all but 

silenced people of color at the polls.34  

Rose Hill became one of many rural-esque cemeteries in the South that former 

Confederates transformed into “places for resistance” to the federal government, as these spaces 

became “shrines to the Confederate dead and landscapes of Confederate identity.”35 In 1872, the 

same year the Telegraph published its eulogies to Joseph Bond, the Ladies’ Memorial 

Association oversaw the re-interment of the remains of hundreds of Confederate soldiers, many 

of whom had died in Macon’s wartime hospitals and formerly lay in the Old Macon Cemetery. 

 
32W. Fitzhugh Brundage, “Introduction: No Deed but Memory,” in Where These Memories Grow: History, 

Memory, and Southern Identity, ed. W. Fitzhugh Brundage (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2000), 6-7; 
“Sketch of the Life of the Late Joseph Bond,” part 2. 

33Susan E. O’Donovan, Becoming Free in the Cotton South (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 
2010), 132. 

34Reidy, “Masters and Slaves,” 288-9, 294, 391, 398-9, 435-6.  
35Blair, Cities of the Dead, 50; Joy M. Giguere, “Localism and Nationalism in the City of the Dead: The 

Rural Cemetery Movement in the Antebellum South,” Journal of Southern History 84, no. 4 (2018): 847-48. 
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They would now rest in the new Soldiers’ Square at the southeastern edge of Rose Hill beyond 

an arch proclaiming “Our Confederate Dead.”36 The graves of a number of Confederate officers 

that Maconites with sufficient resources transported home and reburied following the officers’ 

deaths on distant battlefields are visible in Rose Hill’s older sections. These monuments include 

that of elite planter Colonel John Basil Lamar, who lies in Magnolia Ridge, his body having been 

shipped home from Maryland in 1866. His sister Mary Ann Lamar Cobb desired a fine marble 

monument shipped from Europe to mark the grave, declaring “no Yankee marble shall ever 

cover his remains. This is my wish.” Edward Dorr Tracy, Jr., returned to lie near “the graves of 

dear ones departed” after all.37 In 1866, Henry J. Neville reported in the Telegraph of Tracy’s 

return: “Yesterday our whole population seemed to vie in paying tribute of respect to the remains 

of the lamented General E. D. Tracy, who fell at Port Gibson [Mississippi in 1863]. . . . The 

body, in the original metallic casket in which it had been buried nearly three years ago, covered 

with a strong oaken box, was placed in state in the large hall in the Passenger Depot.” Near the 

head of the casket covered with wreaths and bouquets was the handwritten inscription: “We 

placed him at rest, in his cold narrow bed, And grieved o'er the marble we placed at his head, As 

the proudest tribute our sad hearts could pay. He never disgraced the jacket of grey.” Neville 

described the procession through Macon to Rose Hill, while “people of every sex and condition 

lined the sidewalks.”38 Tracy lies but a few lots over from his parents, sister, and her husband in 

Holly Ridge, block 3. The Ladies’ Memorial Association celebrated Memorial Day in Rose Hill 

yearly, decorating the graves of Lamar, Tracy, and those in Soldiers’ Square as part of 

“Confederate memorialization activities.”39  

 
36Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 307-8; Rees Stereograph Collection, 40, MGA. By 

1884, there were approximately nine hundred graves in the soldiers’ section.  
37Iobst, Civil War Macon, 260-61; Patricia H. Ryan, ed., Cease Not to Think of Me: The Steele Family 

Letters (Huntsville, Al.: Huntsville Planning Department, 1979), 128.  
38Harry J. Neville, “The Funeral Honors to General Tracy,” Telegraph, 11 May 1866. 
39Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 308-10; Giguere, “Localism and Nationalism,” 847. 
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In the postwar era, both the cemetery and Macon’s former slaveholding elite declined. 

Despite Confederate commemoration, Macon’s rural cemetery began to diminish in popularity, 

and in 1881, the city council approved what would have been unthinkable previously: a new 

railroad line along the Ocmulgee River, which separated the burial ground from the riverbank. 

The Macon Telegraph and Messenger declared, “Shall the whirr and bustle of a locomotive 

[penetrate] its secluded depths, disturbing its reposeful solitude and marring the special beauty of 

its river side?”40 In 1887, the private, park-like cemetery Riverside opened directly northwest of 

Rose Hill and Oak Ridge because they became increasingly dilapidated. Vandalism hastened the 

decline, with the first recorded instances in 1876 when observers on the other side of the river 

witnessed individuals toppling monuments.41 The same 1872 articles that extolled Bond noted 

that his descendants were “now scattered far and wide” and “some of them, strangers in a strange 

land, far from the ancestral home and the broad acres, over which he exercised control.”42 Short 

story writer Brett Harte wrote of Macon in 1874: “But my dominant impression—above 

everything, is one of sadness. . . . These sad, strange people try to impress you with an idea of 

their regeneration . . . but the cemetery seems to cover the whole town.”43 Here, Harte did not 

present Rose Hill as a place of pride but of melancholy. Postbellum Rose Hill held the 

handsome, costly monuments and expensive retaining walls of the antebellum slaveholding class 

 
40“Extension: Shall the Right of Way Be Granted?” Macon Telegraph and Messenger, 7 August 1881, p. 1, 

quoted in Bruce W. Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery: Derivation, Development, Degeneration” (Master’s thesis, 
University of Georgia, 1989), 81, n. 22.  

41Earnheart, “Rose Hill Cemetery,” 110; Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 387; “Can 
Vandalism at Rose Hill Be Stopped?” Telegraph, 23 March 1987. This article detailed the history of vandalism in 
Rose Hill, a problem that continued to plague the cemetery as it neared its 150-year anniversary. Joy Giguere’s 
article about vandalism and public behavior in rural cemeteries mentioned in passing the destruction of monuments, 
focusing on “wanton flower-picking,” reckless driving, brawls within cemetery precincts, pulling off tree branches, 
and untidy picnics in the antebellum period. These, along with defacing monuments, were problems faced by rural 
cemeteries all over the nation, and vandalism in rural cemeteries had a different flavor as these burial grounds were 
“liminal space[s] between public and private.” 295. Joy M. Giguere, “‘Too Mean to Live, and Certainly in No Fit 
Condition to Die’: Vandalism, Public Misbehavior, and the Rural Cemetery Movement.” Journal of the Early 
Republic 38, no. 2 (2018): 293–324.  

42“Sketch of the Life of the Late Joseph Bond,” part 1; “Sketch of the Life of the Late Joseph Bond,” part 2. 
43Young, Gholson, and Hargrove, History of Macon, 325. 
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who were most invested in the cemetery; however, the wealthy families who had built many of 

the enclosures were either no longer around to mend them or else lacked the funds or interest to 

do so.44 For Macon’s surviving remnants of the slaveholding class and their descendants, the 

decay of Rose Hill possibly fed both nostalgia and resentment. 

Today, Macon considers itself to be the “Heart of Georgia,” and the cemetery is an 

important cultural marker of the city. Rose Hill remains a place to linger on the banks of the 

Ocmulgee, just as it was when antebellum ladies daily promenaded there, and young Scattergood 

went early to the burial site of Dr. Marcus Aurelius Franklin before the physician’s graveside 

memorial in 1858 to dwell for a bit. Scattergood wrote, “I stayed there a great while before the 

people came.”45 Over one hundred years later, the Allman Brothers Band relaxed and wrote 

songs in Rose Hill, taking note of the grave of Elizabeth Reed (1845-1935), just a lot over from 

where young Scattergood had pondered the view and perhaps the meaning of life and of death.46 

New generations of Maconites continue to linger in Rose Hill, some resting for a while and 

others permanently, sheltered beneath the trees as the central Georgia sun beats down and the 

waters of the Ocmulgee glide slowly past.

 
44“Old Records of Rose Hill Interesting Documents,” Telegraph, 17 December 1905. A 1905 article in the 

Telegraph noted that the sexton was attempting to raise funds from the families buried in the cemetery to pay for the 
upkeep of the cemetery. In defense of the city, Rose Hill was not designed for easy accessibility and upkeep, 
especially considering all the retention walls that were not only expensive to build but also to maintain. A 2004 
Telegraph article noted that Oakland Cemetery in Atlanta was raising $25 million for maintenance and that Oakland 
was not built on hills and did not have to deal with all the retention walls such as exist in Rose Hill. In 2004, Macon 
was spending $100,000 a year on minimal upkeep. “History Slipping Away” Macon Telegraph, 2 April 2004, 1A.  

45George W. Scattergood, Jr., Journals, 5 April 1858. 
46The result of the band’s cemetery lounging was their famous instrumental “In Memory of Elizabeth 

Reed,” originally released in 1970. 
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX A 

 

OCCUPATIONAL GROUPINGS 

 

 

Historians have explored the pitfalls and problems of ranking occupations and the 

increasingly complex difficulties of classification. One issue is determining “which occupations 

occupied the same niche upon a social scale,” especially onerous considering past societal 

conditions, hundreds of distinct occupations, vague job names, and individuals with more than 

one occupational title. Many of these issues, such as non-descriptive job names, are less 

significant in this project because the focus is not on specialization rates or occupational mobility 

over time, so the designation of “clerk” is sufficient as most people encompassed by this term 

would appear in the same general vocational group. The finer gradations in the occupational 

structure are not critical to my findings.1  

For this project I divided residents into seven hierarchical groups. This categorization 

was based in part on the status groupings of Alba M. Edwards featured in his 1917 article 

“Social-Economic Groups of the United States” which describes occupational status trends from 

1870 to 1910. This is a flawed system, for Charles B. Nam and Mary G. Powers point out that 

Edwards, though a “renowned statistician,” did not have an empirical structure to classify 

occupational status in his 1917 attempt. Therefore, I fused this early effort with a largely 

overlapping system he later devised for 1910 to 1930 occupations, in which he used more 

scientific classification methods.2 Edwards’ major groupings coincided with Robert A. Margo’s 

 
1C. Griffen, “Occupational Mobility in Nineteenth-Century America: Problems and Possibilities,” Journal 

of Social History 5, no. 3 (March 1972): 310-12, 316; Michael B. Katz, “Occupational Classification in History,” 
Journal of Interdisciplinary History 3, no. 1 (Summer 1972): 63, 70. For different occupational titles, Katz gives an 
example of the same individual saying that he was a professor, teacher, or historian upon being asked.  

2Alba M. Edwards, “Social-Economic Groups of the United States,” Publications of the American 
Statistical Association, 15, no 118 (June 1917); Charles B. Nam and Mary G. Powers, The Socioeconomic Approach 
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division of common labor, artisans, and white-collar workers for 1821 to 1860.3 Combining 

information from secondary sources with my knowledge of Macon itself, I reclassified 

occupations based on the realities of antebellum central Georgia. For instance, I gained insights 

from Jennifer Green’s article “Born of the Aristocracy?: Professionals with Planter and Middle-

Class Origins in Late Antebellum South Carolina,” which prompted me to divide professionals 

into middle-class and “gentlemen” practitioners, with the former in group 4 and the latter in 

group 2. “Gentlemen” physicians and lawyers were from wealthy families and began their 

careers with advantages in education and wealth. Though skill and schooling had value in 

nineteenth-century America, with social rank in part deriving from anticipated earnings, even 

this factor could not place middle-class physicians and lawyers on the same level as their 

“gentlemen” counterparts.4 See Table A.1. 

To determine where to place Maconites in the seven occupational categories, I utilized 

my project database, which I populated with information about over nine thousand antebellum 

Maconites and individuals tied to the city’s history. I extracted data concerning residents’ 

occupations from the 1850 and 1860 federal censuses.5 The 1860 Macon census provided the 

occupations of 1,928 individuals, and the 1860 city directory helped clarify vocational  

  

 
to Status Measurement (Houston: Cap and Gown Press, 1983), 36-37; Alba M. Edwards, “A Social-Economic 
Grouping of the Gainful Workers of the United States,” Journal of the American Statistical Association, 28, no. 184 
(December 1933): 377-87. 

3Robert A. Margo, Wages and Labor Markets in the United States, 1820-1860 (Urbana: University of 
Chicago Press, 2000), 45, Table 2.2. Unfortunately, his samples from Georgia were miniscule.  

4Jennifer Green, “Born of the Aristocracy?: Professionals with Planter and Middle-Class Origins in Late 
Antebellum South Carolina,” in The Southern Middle Class in the Long Nineteenth Century, eds. Jonathan Daniel 
Wells and Jennifer Green (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011); Katz, “Occupational 
Classification,” 68. In his article, “Profile of a Late Antebellum Community,” James C. Bonner divided the residents 
of Hancock County, Georgia, into seven occupational groups, including planters. Tyler Anbinder also used an 
occupational scheme in his study of antebellum Savannah, which shored up my findings in Macon. James C. 
Bonner, “Profile of a Late Antebellum Community,” American Historical Review 49 (July 1944): 671-72; Tyler 
Anbinder,  “Irish Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life in Savannah on the Eve of the Civil War.” Journal of 
American Ethnic History 35, no. 1 (2015): 34-35. 

5U.S., Census of 1850, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia; U.S., Census of 1860, 
Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia. The 1830 and 1840 censuses did not include vocational 
information.  
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GROUP OCCUPATIONS INCLUDED 
1 Greater merchants/proprietors and large manufacturers*, elite or middling planters**, judges^, elite businessmen 
2 Elite professionals***, quasi-professionals, and kindred: architects, lawyers (elite), ministers (in white churches), 

physicians (gentlemen), professors 
3 Middling merchants/proprietors/manufacturers*, master craftsmen****, managers, political officials, small 

planters**: bank agents (middling), city officials (mayors, sheriffs), cotton buyers (middling), dentists (elite), 
editors, hotel proprietors, marshals (U.S.), newspaper proprietors, railroad contractors, railroad officials, slave 
brokers (middling), speculators (middling), sportsmen (successful), stage contractors 

4 Petty merchants/proprietors/manufacturers*, middle-class professionals***, low white-collar workers: accountants, 
agents (lottery, mail, real estate, ticket, etc.), auctioneers, boarding house keepers/proprietors, bookkeepers, civil 
engineers, clerks (municipal, retail, court), collectors, cotton buyers (small), county officers, draftsmen, 
governesses, hotel keepers & managers, lawyers (middle class), lottery managers, marshals (city), ministers (in 
black churches), newspaper editorial staff (junior), physicians (middle class), postmasters, salesmen, 
saloon/bar/tavern owners, slave brokers (small), speculators (petty), sportsmen (petty), students (medical/law), 
superintendents (factory, railroad shops, telegraph), teachers, tellers, telegraph operators, tobacconists, writing 
masters  

5 Foremen, skilled laborers****, farmers: artists, bakers, blacksmiths, boilermakers, boot cutters, boot makers, brick 
masons, bridge builders, butchers, cabinetmakers, candy makers, carpenters, carriage makers, cigar makers, 
clothiers, confectioners, copper smiths, coroners, county surveyors, daguerreotypists, dentists (old school), deputy 
sheriffs, dressmakers, druggists, engineers (locomotive, mechanical, stationary), engravers, firemen (locomotive), 
foremen and overseers (manufacturing), founders, gas fitters, gas makers, ginmakers, glaziers, gun smiths, harness 
makers, horse traders, housekeepers (hotel), iron fencers, jewelers, machinists, marble cutters, mechanics, 
midwives, millers, millwrights, moulders, overseers (plantation), painters, patternmakers, physicians 
(homeopathic), plasterers, plumbers, portrait painters, printers, railroad conductors, railroad inspectors, roofers, 
saddlers, sash makers, sculptors, shoemakers and cobblers, steam boat captains, stonecutters & stone masons, 
tailors, tanners, tinners, tinsmiths, turners, varnishers, wagon makers, watchmakers, wheelwrights 

6 Semi-skilled workers: apprentices, baggage masters, barbers, barkeepers, book binders, cabinet workmen, card 
strippers, carriage and hack drivers, carriage trimmers, carvers, chair caners, cloth folders, cloth trimmers, 
constables, cooks, dressers (factory), dyers, express messengers, finishers, housekeepers (residential), horse 
drovers, jailers, justices of the peace, mail drivers, mattress makers, milliners, office boys, pickers, police officers, 
policemen, railroad section bosses, scalesmen, shavers, seamstresses, shirt makers, stewards, street overseers, 
switchmen, warpers, weavers, weighers 

7 Unskilled workers: barkeepers, billiard tenders, boatmen, brick makers, bridge keepers, ditchers, doffers, draymen, 
factory laborers, ferrymen, fishermen, fruit sellers, gardeners, guards, mule tenders, nurses, pealers, peddlers, 
porters, prostitutes, roller coverers, servants, sextons, speeder tenders, spinners, train hands, wagoners, warehouse 
laborers, washers, watchmen 

*Merchants/proprietors/manufacturers were divided based on taxes paid to Macon noted on the 1840 and/or 1857 tax digests, personal 

property reported on the 1850 and 1860 federal censuses, and/or the number of enslaved reported on the 1840, 1850, 1860 censuses or 

1857 tax digest.  

Class 1: greater/large $55.00+ in Macon taxes and/or $30,000+ in personal property or real estate 

Class 3: middling $20.00 to $54.99 in Macon taxes, $3,000+ in personal property, and/or 5+ enslaved 

Class 4: small $0.25 to $19.99 in Macon taxes and/or less than $3,000 in personal property 

A proprietor without supplemental information was entered as a “4.”  

**Planters and farmers were divided based on taxes paid to Macon noted on the 1840 and/or 1857 tax digests, personal property reported 

on the 1850 and 1860 federal censuses, and/or the number of enslaved reported on the 1840, 1850, 1860 censuses or 1857 tax digest. 

Class 1: elite and middling planters $55.00+ in Macon taxes and/or $30,000+ in personal property 

Class 3: small planters $20.00 to $54.99 in Macon taxes, $8,000 to $29,999 in personal property, and/or 8+ enslaved 

Class 5: farmers $0.25 to $19.99 in Macon taxes, less than $8,000 in personal property, and/or less than 8 enslaved 

For many planters, most of their property was elsewhere and not included in the Macon tax, but the federal census revealed some 

personal property and real estate outside of the city. I am not defining planters as those having at least twenty enslaved laborers, as 

for most of Macon’s planters, that information was not included in city records or the federal census. I have relied on other factors. 

***Physicians and lawyers were divided by wealth, which separated elite professionals from those of the middle class. The latter had 

relatively small practices and less wealth. They were divided here based on taxes paid to Macon noted on the 1840 and/or 1857 tax 

digests, personal property reported on the 1850 and 1860 federal censuses, and/or the number of enslaved reported on the 1840, 1850, 

1860 censuses or 1857 tax digest. 

Class 2: gentleman physicians/elite lawyers $33.00+ in Macon taxes, $10,000+ in personal property, and/or 12+ enslaved 

Class 4: middle class physicians/lawyers $0.25 to $32.99 in Macon taxes and/or less than $10,000 in personal property 

****Skilled laborers were divided between master craftsmen, who owned their own establishments, and journeymen. 

Class 3: master craftsmen $20.00+ in Macon taxes, $3,000+ in personal property, and/or 5+ enslaved 

Class 5: journeymen $0.25 to $19.99 in Macon taxes and/or less than $3,000 in personal property 
^Men were generally chosen to be judges because they were wealthy. Most men identified as judges in Macon were either planters or 

lawyers. 

  

Table A.1. Occupational groupings 
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designations and proprietorship.6 To help differentiate between different levels of 

merchants/proprietors, planters, professionals, and skilled laborers, I took into account wealth 

and property from the 1840 and 1857 Macon tax digests, the 1850 federal census’s accounting of 

real estate, and the 1860 census’s enumeration of both real estate and personal property for 

Maconites.7 These sources were not extremely reliable, with self-reported personal and real 

estate on the censuses relying completely on the honor system and tax lists by local assessors 

often faulty. There was “gross underreporting” of property within the city on the tax digests, 

which also did not include wealth held outside the city. Yet, relatively broad socio-economic 

groupings as well as relying on multiple sources to categorize individuals minimized the impact 

of unreliable sources.8 Other considerations to determine placement included descriptions of 

businesses in archival materials, housing situations as articulated in the city directory or local 

histories, and Maconites’ antebellum family memorials in Rose Hill Cemetery.9 

In a city with over two thousand enslaved laborers by 1850, the enslaved were a sizeable 

proportion of the property held by Maconites. I utilized the 1840 federal census for Macon which 

listed the number of enslaved in each household, the 1850 and 1860 federal slave schedules, and 

the 1857 tax digest which listed the number of enslaved for which individuals paid taxes. The 

number of enslaved persons held by Maconites required careful handling, as miscalculations 

 
6The Macon Directory for 1860, Containing the Names of the Inhabitants, Business Directory, and an 

Appendix of Much Useful Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & Company, 1860); Griffen, “Occupational Mobility,” 
313; Katz, “Occupational Classification,” 71. Though unskilled laborers were less likely to appear in the directory, 
occupational designations for this group were often more straightforward.  

7Tax Digest for 1840, Macon City Records, Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, 
Macon, Georgia (MGA); City of Macon Property Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, microfilm drawer 239, box 57, 
Georgia Archives, Morrow, Georgia (GAM), hereafter cited as City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. 

8Griffen, “Occupational Mobility,” 316, 318. Griffen divided occupations into five levels: unskilled, 
semiskilled, skilled, and low and high white-collar workers. 

9Having monuments which were more elaborate and expensive than the family could afford were largely a 
postbellum phenomenon. Barbara J. Little, Kim M. Lanphear, and Douglas W. Owsley, “Mortuary Display and 
Status in a Nineteenth-Century Anglo-American Cemetery in Manassas, Virginia,” American Antiquity 57 (1992): 
412-13. 
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concerning slaveholding could easily throw off the determination of socio-economic class.10 

Many Maconites inherited the enslaved or hired out and leased enslaved laborers, which was 

evident in sizable discrepancies between the number of enslaved enumerated with individual 

Maconites on the 1860 census compared to the 1857 tax digest. Census workers did not 

distinguish between owners and users.11 For Maconites with an unusual number of enslaved 

reported on the 1860 census, supplemental evidence helped determine the slaveholder’s 

categorization on the socio-economic hierarchy.12 

Status and economic ranking can be dissimilar, and “different scales measure different 

things.”13 Though my system incorporates both economic and status classification, this approach 

was not without drawbacks. The most obvious example of status and financial rankings 

diverging in my analysis of Macon concerned the city’s ministers and professors, who were 

relatively high status but not usually affluent. I chose to place them in occupational group 2, 

giving precedence to their status. That this poorer group was included in occupational group 2 

affected some of the statistics in this study, especially concerning slaveholding proportions and 

residential choice. I either had to make a note of these factors in the results or exclude 

occupational group 2 in some instances, focusing instead on occupational groups 1 and 3. 

 
10U.S., Census of 1840, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia; U.S., Census of 1850, 

Federal Slave Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia; U.S., Census of 1860, Federal Slave Schedules, Macon, 
Bibb County, Georgia; City of Macon, Tax Digest, 1857. 

11Joseph Patrick Reidy, “Masters and Slaves, Planters and Freedmen: The Transition from Slavery to 
Freedom in Central Georgia, 1820-1880,” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois University, 1982), 126; Griffen, 
“Occupational Mobility,” 316. 

12For instance, a number of Macon’s clerks, characterized as low-white-collar workers in the occupational 
chart, reported the ownership of slaves in numbers well beyond their ability to feed, cloth, or house. Clerk Joseph 
McAlpin reported thirteen slaves on the 1860 federal census slave schedules. Thirteen other low-white-collar 
workers reported four to nine slaves on the censuses and 1857 tax digest. Though one could argue that these 
uncharacteristically high numbers of enslaved laborers reported by these individuals—teachers, railroad conductors, 
and other low-white-collar workers and skilled laborers—would necessitate their re-categorization into high-white-
collar workers, a clerk was just a clerk, regardless if the census listed with his name more slaves than he could ever 
afford to buy. I also believe that it is likely that these enslaved laborers listed under clerk McAlpin were actually 
being hired by his employer. 

13Katz, “Occupational Classification,” 86-87. 
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Though historians such as Jonathan Daniel Wells have focused on the southern middle 

class, I have avoided a separate discussion of the “middling sort” in Macon. Numerous scholars 

have struggled with defining the middle class. Daniel Hundley noted in 1860 that “the middle 

classes of the South constitute the greater proportion of her citizens,” but he could not clearly 

differentiate who constituted these classes. Many historians have used the term “respectability” 

to define the middle class, due to its impulse to improve. D. Clayton James concluded in his 

study of Natchez, Mississippi, that any attempt at separating the middle class from the elite 

“must be arbitrary” and pointed to residential elegance, social relations, and property valuations 

as indications. Though the middle class in Macon could ostensibly be contained within 

occupational groups 3, 4 , and 5, these categories are too expansive and include groups not often 

encompassed by middle class designations, with some too rich and some too poor to be the 

middling sort.14 Because I have not discussed Macon’s middle class as a separate entity in my 

analysis, engaging in the debate over who exactly was middle class in Macon is immaterial.   

 

 
14Bruce Collins, White Society in the Antebellum South (New York: Longman, 1985), 160-62; D. Clayton 

James, Antebellum Natchez (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1968), 165; Martin Ruef, Between 
Slavery and Capitalism: The Legacy of Emancipation in the American South (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 2014), 85. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

THE METHODOLOGY OF MAPPING MACON AND ITS NECROPOLIS 

 

 

Though recent scholarship questions the utility of geocoding and spatial analysis, many 

of these concerns relate to studies set in the late nineteenth century and beyond or to racial 

segregation. Neither of these concerns are pertinent here considering that antebellum Macon had 

free African Americans, and their exact addresses are unknown, and thus not mapped. The 

enslaved were not included on the city directory either. Scholars recognize the importance of 

geocoding related to ethnic housing.1 I address these concerns in more detail in the pertinent 

chapters and consider enslaved housing with the sources available.  

For geocoding the city, I extracted data on residents, businesses, and landmarks from the 

1860 city directory as well as local guidebooks of historical houses, especially helpful for 

Maconites who were deceased or had left the city before 1860. The city directory residents’ 

entries included their name, address, occupation, and whether the individual was a boarder.2 

Unfortunately, the directory did not provide precise street addresses including street numbers. It 

had only directions such as “Monroe near Jefferson” or “First corner Poplar”—addresses that 

could be placed in four different parcels. Most residents in East Macon had no address 

 
1Rick Grannis, “The Importance of Trivial Streets: Residential Streets and Residential Segregation,” 

American Journal of Sociology, 103, no. 6 (May 1998): 153; Angelina Grigoryeva and Martin Ruef, “The Historical 
Demography of Racial Segregation,” American Sociological Review 80, no. 4 (August 2015): 814; Nan A. 
Rothschild, “Spatial and Social Proximity in Early New York City,” Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 11 
(1992): 204; Douglas S. Massey, “Effects of Socioeconomic Factors on the Residential Segregation of Blacks and 
Spanish Americans in U.S. Urbanized Areas,” American Socio- Logical Review 44 (1979): 1015–22; Tyler 
Anbinder, “Irish Origins and the Shaping of Immigrant Life in Savannah on the Eve of the Civil War,” Journal of 
American Ethnic History 35, no. 1 (2015): 9. 

2Macon… An Architectural Historical Guide (Macon, Ga.: Middle Georgia Historical Society, 1996); Jo 
McConnell and Sadie Crumbley, Macon’s Treasures Remembered: The Antebellum Years (Gloucester Point, Va.: 
Hallmark Publishing, 2002); David Frazier Lewis, A Tour Through Time: An Architectural Guidebook to the Houses 
of Macon, Georgia (Macon, Ga.: Historic Macon Foundation, 2010); The Macon Directory for 1860, Containing the 
Names of the Inhabitants, Business Directory, and an Appendix of Much Useful Information (Macon, Ga.: Mears & 
Company, 1860). 
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descriptors beyond “East Macon.” The names and addresses of Maconites went into my main 

Macon database and the business and landmark data into smaller supplementary spreadsheets. 

After extracting addresses from these sources, I used satellite images to find an 

approximate latitude and longitude for each location and incorporated that information into my 

databanks. Due to the imprecise directory addresses, I either chose a parcel in which to place the 

residents/businesses or positioned them in the intersection of the two relevant streets. The GPS 

points for East Macon were by necessity arbitrary beyond their placement in that section of the 

city, as few additional descriptors pinpointed their exact positions. To map the information, I 

uploaded pertinent data via spreadsheet into GIS software to plot the locations onto a 

georeferenced 1854 Vincent map of Macon, acquired from the Middle Georgia Archives. 

My records included 1,918 geocoded residential addresses and 250 businesses, mostly 

from 1860 Macon. Close proximity of points resulted in a number of “stacked” points that 

represented more than one individual or business on the resultant maps produced by the GIS 

software. To compensate for these hidden addresses when visibly inspecting maps, the standard 

directional distribution tool quantified and visualized the degree of clustering of all designated 

points with an ellipse.  

For Rose Hill and Oak Ridge cemeteries, I started with a listing of antebellum lot 

purchasers and burials compiled by Jack Guerry Thomas, Sr., and Katherine Moore Thomas, 

entitled Rose Hill.3 Using this list divided into cemetery sections, blocks, and lots, I worked my 

way through the cemeteries on foot using a mobile application to record the GPS of every 

antebellum marked grave or a single set of coordinates for each lot with known unmarked 

graves. I then entered the GPS information into my database, where it was linked to facts on the 

 
3I supplemented this source with the Rose Hill Interment Book 1840-1848, 1854-1879, Rose Hill Records, 

Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA). Jack Guerry Thomas, Sr., and 
Katherine Moore Thomas, Rose Hill (Macon, Ga.: privately printed, 2009; held at MGA). 
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deceased and lot purchaser’s socio-economic condition, denominational adherence, slaveholding 

status, and nativity. To map the information, I exported the files to a spreadsheet and then to GIS 

software to plot the burial locations on a georeferenced 1897 J. C. Wheeler map of Rose Hill and 

Oak Ridge from the Middle Georgia Archives. The total number of geocoded antebellum burials 

or lots in the database for Rose Hill was 1,171. The cemetery maps produced by the GIS 

software had the same issue as the city maps with stacked points, especially considering that 

individual graves were often side-by-side on small lots. I utilized the ellipse tool to determine 

clustering where it was beneficial.  
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APPENDIX C 

 

MACON’S TAX CATEGORIES 

 

 

 To achieve a more accurate representation of relative wealth to assist in categorization in 

the seven groups, I utilized the 1840 and 1857 tax digests for the city of Macon accessed at the 

Middle Georgia Archives in Macon and the Georgia Archives in Morrow.1 I entered into my 

database legible, non-business entries. For the purpose of comparison, I divided the tax payments 

into four categories based on the amount of tax paid to the city. See the table below for 

categories and their distribution among 1840 and 1857 Maconites. 

 

 

Since the project encompassed two different tax digests separated by seventeen years, it 

was necessary to consider whether tax payments in 1840 and 1857 respectively were 

comparable, and if a ninety dollar tax payment in 1840 indicated the same approximate level of 

wealth as the same amount in 1857. The Panic of 1837 sent the value of the dollar in a downward 

spiral, with its worth falling 6.45 percent in 1840 and 9.76 in 1843. In 1857, the value of the 

dollar was at the same level as it had been in 1840, making inflation a non-issue.2 The next factor 

was the changing tax rates enacted by the city government. The Telegraph reported tax code 

 
1U.S., Census of 1840, Population Schedules, Macon, Bibb County, Georgia; Tax Digest for 1840, Macon 

City Records, Middle Georgia Archives, Washington Memorial Library, Macon, Georgia (MGA); City of Macon 
Property Tax Digest, 1857, RG 111-20-33, microfilm drawer 239, box 57, Georgia Archives, Morrow, Georgia 
(GAM). Neither of these digests have page or line numbers.  

2“Inflation Calculator,” U.S. Official Inflation Data, Alioth Finance, https://www.officialdata.org/1860-
dollars-in-2017?amount=1, accessed October 17, 2018. 

Tax 
Category 

Category Definition 
by Taxes Paid 

1840 Maconites 
Reported in Digest 

1840 Percentage 
of Reported 

1857 Maconites 
Reported in Digest 

1857 Percentage 
of Reported 

A $90+ 9 3% 31 4% 

B $33 to 89 51 14% 94 11% 

C $4 to 32 182 52% 356 44% 

D $.25 to 3.99 111 31% 337 41% 

TOTALS  353 100% 818 100% 

Table C.1. Categories utilized for the tax digests and these categories’ distribution 
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changes, though missing issues or lack of reportage some years resulted in an incomplete 

accounting of just what and how the city taxed its residents. See table 2 below, which shows the 

available antebellum tax information from the city. Unfortunately, the Telegraph did not print 

the entire tax code in 1840 but only alluded to the previous year’s ordinance, noting the changes 

in tax to real estate and stock in trade.3  

 

Tax Category 1827 1836 1840 1848 1851 1857 

Real estate per 
$100 value $0.38 $0.15 $0.45 $0.50  $0.40 

Bank stock per 
$100 value  $0.16  $0.20 $0.20 $0.30 

Stock in trade 
per $100 value  $0.15 $0.45 $0.50 $0.50 $0.30 

Enslaved 

$.50 per head 
adults; $.25 per 
head children 

.25 per head 
under age 60  

.25 per head 
under age 60 

.25 per head 
under age 60 

.40 per $100 value 
(approx $3.20 for  

$800 slave) 

Goods, wares, 
merchandise 
per $100 value    $0.50 $0.50 

$0.50, includes 
produce other than 

cotton sold on 
commission  

in city  

 

The biggest change in the Macon tax code from 1840 to 1857 was the rate per enslaved 

individual. Though the newspaper did not clearly spell out the tax in 1840, the unchanging 

stipulations concerning the poll tax on the enslaved from 1836, 1848, and 1851 make it likely 

that in 1840, slaveholders paid $0.25 per head for every individual below the age of sixty in the 

city. The 1857 code dropped the capitation tax and instead taxed according to value, with 

slaveholders paying $0.40 per $100 in value, meaning that an $800 slave (an average valuation 

in 1860) would cost the slaveholder about $3.20 in taxes. Railroad contractor Dr. Robert Collins 

held the largest number of enslaved individuals included on the 1857 tax digest—thirty. In 1840, 

 
3“Tax Ordinance,” Telegraph, 17 July 1836; “Tax Ordinance for the Year 1840,” Telegraph, 26 May 1840; 

“An Ordinance,” Telegraph, 15 April, 1848; “Council Chamber,” Telegraph, 14 April, 1851; “An Ordinance,” 
Telegraph, 31 March 1857; Glenda Sue Gillis Leslie, “‘The Controlling Bar’: The Influence of Macon’s Attorneys 
on Its Early History” (Ph.D. diss., Georgia State University, 1999), 113. 

Table C.2. Antebellum Macon tax codes for select categories 
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this would have cost him $7.50. In 1857, with the average value for the enslaved at $800, he 

would have paid about $96. The city charged him $120.25 in taxes that year. Despite the 

approximately 1,200 percent tax increase on enslaved persons from 1840 to 1857, the 

categorizations bear up for a handful of reasons. First of all, the value of the enslaved was 

increasing along with the taxes, rising from $1.286 billion in 1850 to $3.059 billion in 1860 

throughout the South.4 Secondly, the use of tax payments helped attain a general sense of 

Maconites’ relative affluence along with other factors. 

These tax digests represented only taxable property within the city. The wealth of people 

with most of their taxable property outside of the city limits were underrepresented in these 

digests. Planters in particular posed a problem. For instance, John Bail Lamar, one of the South’s 

elite planters in the 1850s, with over 250 enslaved persons on plantations in Georgia, Florida, 

and Alabama, paid only $103.25 in taxes to the city of Macon in 1857, which was far from the 

highest payment that year, though he was more than likely one of the wealthiest men in the city. 

Prosperous merchants with operations outside the city also paid less in taxes than other 

Maconites with fewer assets. William Butler Johnston, who built the “Palace of the South” in the 

city in the 1850s, paid only $99.25 in taxes in 1857, barely in category A. Yet, too few people 

fall into these categories to skew the data.  

There are additional issues to note regarding the tax digests. A major problem in many 

cities was “gross underreporting” of property within the city on the tax digests. Because of these 

issues, I used these digests concurrent with other data from the census, local histories, and 

archival sources. In addition, in its early years, the local government was slow and ineffectual in 

collecting taxes, resulting in problems when the city struggled with indebtedness due to railroad 

 
4Samuel H. Williamson and Louis Cain, “Measuring Slavery in 2016 Dollars,” MeasuringWorth, 2018, 

www.measuringwealth.com/slavery.php, accessed October 17, 2018. 
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speculation. In the 1840 tax digest, the large number of individuals in the “defaulted” sections 

testifies in part to this issue.5 Inherited funds were not taxed by the city, resulting in some lower 

than anticipated tax payments, such of the $2.65 paid by Episcopal minister Seneca Bragg in 

1857.

 
5C. Griffen, “Occupational Mobility in Nineteenth-Century America: Problems and Possibilities,” Journal 

of Social History 5, no. 3 (March 1, 1972): 316. I did not include the “defaulted” figures, which were generally 
$5.31 per individual, as they would skew the results, putting the defaulter in a different category than he would have 
been in had he paid his taxes promptly. 
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Founded in 1823 on the fall line of the Ocmulgee River, Macon was an “urban pocket” in the 

cotton belt, crossroads town in central Georgia, and home of one of the first municipal rural 

cemeteries in the nation. The founding and peopling of Macon came at a time of rampant 

migration within the U.S., and the city immediately drew both mercantile and agricultural 

settlers. When river transportation proved unreliable, Macon was an early convert to the 

railroads. The city diversified its economy, providing opportunities for a wide range of people, 

making Bibb County the only in central Georgia with a majority white population in the 

antebellum period. Despite southern stereotypes of resistance to progress and preoccupation with 

agriculture, the white southern-born majority worked alongside smaller numbers of northerners, 

Europeans, and free blacks to enhance both their own wealth and the fortunes of the city. White 

Maconites adroitly adapted slavery to suit their needs in the city, and enslaved labor was vital to 

the city’s businesses and transportation networks.  

 

When it came to slaveholding, church adherence, and local leadership, white males born in both 

the North and South intermingled largely indiscriminately in the “Central City,” with socio-

economic status trumping nativity in importance in these categories. In the geographically 

confined city, there was a great deal of spatial overlap concerning socio-economic status, 

denominational adherence, slaveholding, and nativity in 1860, with white residents living side-



 

 

by-side with a wide variety of people. While wealthy planters in particular tended to reside in an 

enclave “uptown,” no white group, whether native or foreign born, was segregated from the 

remainder of the city. Most people of color lived on the margins, their residence information 

absent from the city directory. In Macon’s rural cemetery Rose Hill, white Maconites again 

intermingled, though they were more likely to cluster in natal, socio-economic, and 

denominational groups than in the city. Epitaphs, monument choice, and lot layout reveal how 

Maconites dealt with migration, family, slavery, and religion. The city’s people of color found 

rest elsewhere, including Rose Hill’s sister cemetery, Oak Ridge, which offered an unadorned 

version of the picturesque.  


